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SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
HON CH1E2 MINISTER:
Ur Speaker, I have the honour to move the suspension of
Standing Order No 19 to enable me to move a motion to amend
the Standing Rules and Orders as previously notified.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Standing Order No 19 was suspended
accordingly.
AMENDMENT OF STANDING ORDERS
HON CHIEF. MINISTER:
kr Speaker, I have the honour tt Love that this House
approves the recommendation in the report of the Standing
Rules Committee dated the 11th of April, 1979,.and resolves
that the Standing Rules and Orders be amended as follows:. Standing Order 32B be amended as follows:"colt paragraphs (3) and (4) and substitute the
following paragraphs:(3) The Assembly shall not proceed with
the Finance Bill before the 6.ppron17_,ation Bill has been rea' :'or the third
time.
(4) The Second Reading of the Finance Bill
shall be moved by the Fluancial and
Development Secretary. Immediately
after the Financial and Development
Secretary has spoken to the Bill, the
Chief Minister shall speak to the Bill.
Immediately after the Chief Minister
has spoken to the Bill, the Assembly
shall be adjourned for such period,
not in any event be.fng less than 2
hours, as on motion is agreed to,
before proceeding further with the
Mr Speaker, this has been of course the subject of consultation with all Members opposite, and the idea is that
whereas before there was a time in which Members had an
element of time to consider situations at the time of the
Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill, 7:11:ch I think
was not the one really that required considerable time and
thought; the case was no; the same with regards so the
Finance Bill, which is the one on which one would expect
Members to look at carefully and adopt astitudes, or consider matters. The two hours whim':' have been fixed there I think it was the Honourable Mr Bossano who said that it
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wasn't ex.cugh - I don't say.that two hours is enough, I'say
a minimum of two hours md it will depend at the stage, of
the proceedings and the day in which :he Finance Fill is
read. If the Finance Bill were read at 6.30 in the evening
I would certainly say we should go home to think about it
and coma back in the morning; I would not say that we should
adjourn until 8 o'clock or 8.30 or whatever it is.
If there is any question about it I shall certainly be prepared to listen to pleas from the other side for more time.
I am certain that Members opposite have been long enough
now in the House to be able to gauge the extent of the
thinking that these things must take. But, anyhow, I am
quite open to suggestions, and that is why the Order says
"not being less than 2 hours, as on motion is agreed to
before proceeding further on the Bill." That is to say,
we will agree at that time, at the time it will not be less
than 2 hours, and at a time that will be convenient to the
House, as I always try to meet the requirements of the
House. I now move.
MR SPEAKER:
May I ask before we move in. This means of course that if
on motion it is agreed that it should be four hours instead
of two, the time is of the essence and will have to be
adhered to strictly.
•

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Oh, yes, a minimum is certainly of the .essence and any other
time that is fixed will be of the essence. I mean, I would
not expect that we would adjourn for four hours and then
take another half hour to come into the House:
MR SPEAICR:
What I would like to clarify before Members take a vote is
that at the time of the adjournment the length of the
•
adjournment has to te decided.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

4

Precisely. And that length shall be not less than two
hours. And I shall then have had consultations or discussions and I will say; I move to such a time or to next
day or whatever it is.
MR SPEAKER:
thee propose the question in the terms of the notion
I
moved by the Honourable the Chief Minister.
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HON M XIBERRAS:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SEDYPTARY:

The period of two hours; as the Hon the Chief afinister has
said, Honourable Membele on this side have been consulted
and in the normal course of events this would in our estimation be considered to be sufficient.
Vie welcome the fact that the motion has been coutbed in
terms of flexibility, for such period as by motion may be
agreed with a minimum of two hours. However, I think
should put on the record at this particular time that if
the break should come at lunch time, for instance,, where a
normal break takes place, then consideration should be- had
that two working hours should be sufficient tut two hours
with lunch in between :could not be considered sufficient
generally.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Well that will be one of the matters that will be taken into
account, "eating time".
-Mr Speaker then put the question which was rezolved in the
affirmative. .
Standing Order 323 was amended accordingly.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, Sir, I beg to move that the suspension of
Standing Orders No 29 and 30 in respect of the 1979/1980
Appropriation Bill, 1979.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative.
Standing Orders Nos 29 and 30 were suspended accordingly.
BILLS
-FIRST AND SECOND PEADINGS
TEE APPROPRIATION (1979/80) ORDINANCE, 1979.
The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary moved that
a Bill for en Ordinance to appropriate an amount not
exceeding Z34,1E9,362 be read a first time.
Mr Speaker out the question which was resolved in the
affirmative.
The Bill was read a first time.
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Lr Speaker, I beg to move that the Appropriation Bill
be now read a second time, inn in 1,;o movi::4: I
shall make a statement on the Government's Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure which I have just laid before the
House and which has been in the hands of Members for same
time.

.(1979/80)

I shall begin, as it hes been my practice in past statements
on the annual Appropriation Bill, by reviewing briefly the
economic scene without and within Gibraltar.
When I looked ahead at this time last year I seid that the
prospects for the international economy in 1978 gave little
cause for cheering. Jt.nd so it turned out. Recovery from
.:he 1973/75 remission continued to be painfully slow;
industrial output remained sluEgieh and as a result there
was very little reduction in the high levels of unemplcyment in the major developed countries. There continued to
be serious imbalances in world trade, mainly as a result cf
aggressive Japanese trading policies, with the inevitable
coneequence that exchange Rates fluctuated aharply. There
was, however, a real improvement in living standards in
OECD countries generally in 1978. Consumer expenditure was
significantly higher in real terms than in the previous
year, but it was unfortunately made to a considerable extent
at the expense of domestic savings and by the accumulation
of private debt. This has been particulerly so in the
United States but it has also been an observable trend in
other OECD countries (and, I might add, in Gibraltar).
While the inflationary effects of what has been described
as this consumer "Boomlet" is to be regarded with a certain
amount of complacency in CECD countries, most Governments
have made determined efforts at least to contain if not to
reduce the rate of inflation, and they continue to be
extremely cautious about introducing reflationary measures.
As a result, inflation has to a large extent been kept in
check throughout 1978, but incresses in commodity prices
during the last six' months of the year, and the effects of
pay settlements reached earlier were, by the turn of the
year, already beginning to exert an upward pressure cm inflation rates. Disquieting though these trends are far
economic prospects of the remainder of 1979, fer more
ominous is last month's OPEC decision to increase all rrices
by 9% and to allow member states to charge a premium of not
less than US 21.20 a barrel - and in the case of light oil
up to Zie a barrel - over and above the basic price. • The
decision, notwithstanding that the Saudis and the United
Arab Emirates have said they will not charge the preMium,
will have serious repercussions on the already faltering
growth of world trade and on inflation. The sarld, it
seems, has not learned the lessons of 157o. Even before
the Iranian production collapsed oil supplies were becoming
tight as a result of the industrial countries' failure to
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produce effective energy policies to slow down the growth of
demand.
The European Members have done something, it is true, but not
enough, but the main culprit is the United States where the
consumption of oil continued to rise, unchecked even by realistic price adjustments despite the falling value of this
dollar, to reach an all time high in 1978. She OPEC decision
was not accompanied by any firm agreement on production levels,
and since it now seems to be accepted that Iranian output will
not return to its prerevrlition level of five million barrels
a day in the forseeable future, shortages and similar price
jumps can be expected whenever world economic activity picks
up. Indeed unless the growth of consumption can be slowed the
growth of industrial output in the OECD countries could well
be constrained by the avaflability of oil supplies.
For the rest of 1979 at least it seems certain that the industrial world is facing a.prospect of minimal economic.growth,
higher prices and higher inflation and a set pack in the
collective balance of payments position.
The steadily increasing rate of extraction of North Sea Oil
lent a certain degree of superficial respectability to Britain's
economic performance in 1978. Industrial investment reached its
highest level since 1971 and showed a 7% increase over 1977. A
very large part of this investment, however, was in oil production. Even so, real industrial output rose by only 2% and if
oil is taken out of the equation the rate of growth was barely
half as large. Inflation for the twelve months to J- Ine last
year was a "post-crisis" low of 7.4%; there was a rapid growth
of real disposable incomes which by the seond quarter were
over 8% higher n.en in the corresponding quarter a year before.
Speeding on consumer durables went up ty 16% compared with 1977,
and this rise has been marked by a sharp increase in consumer
credit. Exports did well too despite a relatively strong pound
and the balance of visible trade had swung into surplus by the
end of the year notwithstanding that invisible earnings were
down by 2650 as a result of the relative expensiveness of the
coantry°s traded services. The relative strength of sterling
abroad has owed Leach to North Sea Oil, and coupled as it has
been with high interest rates, it has pulled in large amounts
of foreign money via an active gilts market. It has also had
the effect of course of makjng foreign goofs that much cheaper
with the result that the additional demand arfsing from the
upsurge in consumer-spending has been met to an uncomfortable
degree by increased imports of finished manufactured goods
which rose by 14i,%. But underlaying the superficial respectability which North Sea Oil has lent to some of the
economic indicators, the persistent weaknesses of the British
economy remain. Productivity and industrial efficiency
generally are depressingly low by the sLa.ldlrds of the United
Kingdom's main competitors. Output per man in manufacturing
industries has actually declined over the past five year,
while the growth of productivity per man in the same period
rose by a mere 0.6%. A dismal performance when compared with
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3.3% in Western Germany, 3.7% in Japan, and 2.7% in France.
Unemployment continues to be a matter of great concern, and
after falling oy more than 1j0,000 in December, it increased
both in January and February. These increases probably owe
more to the severe winter weather and the effects of industrial disputes than to any sudden reversal of the underlying
trend. Nevertheless, with no appreciable growth in the output, exclusive of oil, it is quite likely that the underlying
trend will turn upwards later in the year.
Equally disturbing, inflation is picking up again. Increases
in the Retail Price index over the last quarter of the year
were appreciably greater ithan in the earlier months, and. the
year-on-year rate measured in January was 9.5%. With the
effects of the stage four pay settlements still to be felt,
and aggravated as they will be by the disruptive effects of
recent industrial action., not to mention the effect of oil
price rises on the production of raw materials and commodities
generally, domestic inflation in now being firmly predicted to
be back in double figures by summer.
Departing from the text for the moment, Yr Speaker, I see
.that the March figure was in fact 9.E%.
The outlook for the United Kingdom economy is-pretty dismal whatever views one may have about the outcome of the general
election in a fortnight's time - and that ie bad news for
Gibraltar. With one hcavey dependence on imported goods from
the 'United Kingdom it is inevitable, as I pointed out last
year, that the rate of inflation in Gibraltar is linked with
tae rate of inflation over there. The rate of price changes
in Britain takes time to work its way through, and as we saw
last year, the declining rate of inflation in the United
Kingdom in 1977 did not reach Gibraltar until the beginning
of 1978. We can expect, therefore, much the same kind of
time- scale. before the currently rising trend in the United
Kingdom makez• itself felt in Gibraltar.
To revert to 1978, the downward trend in Gibraltar continued
throughout the first three quarters of the year and was reflected in our index for food prices. where the quarterly increase was an average of only 1.5%- During the last quarter,
however, the index jumped up sharply by 4.547 partly aa a result of rising world commodity prices but also reflecting
the effects of the private sector pay settlements reached
during the year. Overall, however, food priees in 1978 rose
by only 9.1%, the low'ezt yearly increase since 1970. But
there the - good news stops. For while the United Einadom's
rata of inflation remained below 10% throughout 197E, r.etail
prices as a whole in Gibraltar rose by 15.6% over the y.ar,
a rate of increase which shows very little change from the.
three Previouusyears:
Until last-year the full impact of price inflatiOn on household budgets in Gibraltar was considerably lessened by the
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very high level at which the public utilities and housing,
rents were subsided. The increased charges end higher rents
which became effective last year in association with the
parity settlement of salaries and wages inevitably exacted a
price in terms of local inflation and it is estimated that
the direct impact on the Index of Retail Prices of the 1973
budgetary measures was an increase of around 4%. Rut the
consumer was still snielded; even with the increased charges
and rents, general revenues contributed some £2.5 millions
last financial year by way of subsidies, and housing and
water will be in need of further heavy subsidisation again
this year.
Wage increases in the private sector, subsequent to the public
sector parity settlement, and to a much lesser extent the induced effects of the budget measures as a whole, resulted in .
an estimated feather increase of ebsut 2% in the genera:. price
level. It is essential, however, to measure last year's inflation against the very substantial increase in net disposable incomes arising from the final settlement of the 1976
Pay Review. By comparison with October 1977 overall average
weekly earnings for full-tine adui' men had risen by about
505 a year later to just over £64. Within the Official sector
average earnings rose from around £41 a week in October 1977,
to £67 in October 1978; an increase of 63%, while in the
private sector the increase was 28%, earnings averaging around
£60 a week. Allowing for inflation and tax it is estimated
that the purchasing power of the average Gibraltarian's weekly
pay packet rose by almost 25% between October 1977 and October
1978 and was 19% greater than it was in 1972. The combined
earnings of the soekly paid and the monthly paid increased in
real terms by roughly 31% over the same period. The move so
parity with United Kingdom salary and wage levels reestabliihed
the position as it was in 1974 when average earnings in the
official sector were ahead of those in the private sector.
The average earnings of full-time weekly paid adult men em-.
nloyed in the official sector were 12% higher than in the
private sector, an exact reversal o:' ehe eosition as i, was
in October 1977. In the case of monthly paid full-time men
the differential widened from 10% in October 1977 to 45% in
October 1978, and is a reflection of the much larger proportion of more highly paid professional, tanagerial and administrative cadres in the official sector - 45% as against
only 25% in the private sector. In the case of full-time
employed women this differential in October was about 35%.
During last year's debate on the budget some concern was
expressed about the difficulties which the private sector
would face, particularly in relation to clerical and related employees, in adjusting to parity wage levels. It
was pointed out at the time that because earnings in the
Private sector had, to a considerable axeent, anticipated
the public sector parity settlement the adjustment would
not have a dramatic impact nor would it be particularly
difficult to absorb. In fact earnings in the private
sector between October 1977 and October 1978. increased by
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an average of 30% and those of all clerical and related
workers went up by some 26%.
The subutantialle increased earned incomes have been accompanied by considerable financial improvements for thoze cn
fixed incomes. Retirement Peneiona, Elderly Peracna Pensions
and Supplementary Benefits have all been increased by - 3C5:,
60% and 20% respectively - while the index-linked social
Insurance Old Age Pensions have risen by 33. In each case
the increases were greater than the inflation rate.
High levels of unemployment continue to exist in most of the
industrial countries an the West and in the light cf the
world economic prospects for the next twelve months there
seems little reason to hope for an early iffprcvement.
Gibraltar, happily, continues to be spared either the existence or the spectre of serious unemployment and apart from
a small, hard core of around 40 whom, for one reason or another, it is virtually impossible to place in permanent
employment, and some juvenile unemployed, there is, as a
generalisation, a sufficiency of jobs in relation to the
availability of manpower. Juvenile fecal unemployment does
however, remain something of a problem. Of the 64 young
persons registered as being out of work no fewer than 60
are females.
I referred last year to the disturbing trend Of increasing
employment within Government and I am glad to be able to report this year that this trend seems to have been checked.
Between October, 1977 and October 1978, the level of emeloymeat in the "Sibraltar Government was more or lees static
around a figure of 3340. Here I must correct, with eaologies,
the information given to the House in reply to Question No 56
by the Hon- Minister for, Labour and Social Security which indicated that employment within the Gibraltar Govsrnmcnt had
risen tc 3440. That figure which the Ministen gave in all
good faith was, aa he stated in his reply, baaed on a cuick
count of the employment survey returns and was regrettably
incorrect.
The results of the October 1978 Employment Survey show that
in the private sector as a whole the number employed rose by
6% from 3895 in October 1977 to 4420 in October 1978. The
increase was largely in hotel and tourist services, the retell trade and in the financial segments. The downward trend
of private sector employment in the building and cony _,cation
industry has been reversed but the increase in the auaber emH3 ver,
ployed has been disappointingly small - about
since October 1978 the number of work permits issued for the
industry suggests that there ha:: been a further 10% increase.
For the tourist industry 1978 turned out to be better than
seemed possible at this time last year and after two lean
years the industry encountered brighter times. Activity as
a ehole and the hotel sector in particular, picked up considerably as the Employment Survey figures indiaste.
Arrivals at hotels increased by 25% compared with 1977 and
the percentage sleeper. occupancy rate went up by 21%. The
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factor mainly responsible for this encouraging upturn in
hotel besinesa was the increased number of civil charter
operations during a year which saw a three-fold increase in
the number of flights and a record number of seats used 13,OCO. Moreover, despite the reduction of scheduled flight
services the number of passenger arrivals measured in terms
of seats used was much the same as in 1977 - 29,400. Load
factors were in consequence high throughout the year reaching
an extraordinary 99.8% in July and maintaining a figure of
over 90% for every month from June to October.
The number andf,equincy of calls by cruise liners continued
to decline and sith them the numbea, of cruise ship excursionists. The 1978 figure was 30,398 as compared aith 42,333
the year before, a drop of 26%. Altogether the number of
visitcr arrivals by sea declined by 7% and the total number
of all visitor arrivals also fell slightly from 121,00 tc
119,000.
Tourist expenditure in 1978 is estimated to have been about
£5.5 millions and owed a good deal to the growing contribution made by visiting yachts and the day excursionist traffic
anich.between than now constitute an important part of
Gibraltar's tourist trade. Yacht arrivals increased by 20%
as. compared with 1977 and the number of excursionists •
arriving by sea, inclusive of the hydrofoil, went up by'15%.
While the prospects for the coming season cannot be described
as good, the increased seat availability of the Boeing 737
aircraft on the scheduled route, further increases in charter
flights and a continuing rise in yacht traffic and day excursionists do at least raise the hope that the modest improvement we saw in 1975 will be mEintained.
Statistically 1978 was a mixed year for the Port. The number
cf ships calling was sightly up on the previous year - 2,651
azainst 2,591 in 1977c - but the total tonnage entering the
Pont. fell sharply from 20.2 million tons to 17.98 million a drop of 11%. Moreover, there were 164 fewer calls by deepsea vessels and fewer ships were calls for cargo. On the
other hand the number of ships calling for repairs and bunkers
was virtually the same as in the previous year while the
number of-containers landed shot up by 83% to 2,107 . There
was in consequence severecongestion in the Port and the
loading, urlcading and handling of over 2,00n containers in
the very restricted space available on the existing jetties
gave rise to conditions which at times have been described
as chaotic. Operational problems associated with the regularity of the container services were acute as well and it
says much, for the efforts of those concerned in the operation
_naa_the Port that the traffic was kept moving. Bearing in
mind that the 2,000 containers handled in 1973 represent only
about 50% of the expected .eventual traffic - assuming that is,
55% containerization of general cargo - the creation of additional space at the Port is a matter of the greatest urgency.
It is therefore most gratifying to be able to tell the House
that the reclamation between jetties a and 3 has been approved.
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The project, ectimaaed to cost £1.3 zillion, will be
by a-Ministry of Over seas Develoeaent aia grant ana ,s currently scheauled to be.completed - during the second half of 1950
On the financial side of the economy, the value of currency
notes in circulation has risen from £t.3 millions in March
1973 to some £5.7 millions in March this year. Circulation
peaked at £6.5 millions in September last year with the payment of public sector retrospection.
Commercial bank deposits rose by no less then £7.7 millions,
or 26% between December 1977 and December 1978 with time dee.
posits rising by 3% as a proportion of total deposits. Loans
and advances made by the commercial banks went up by £5.7
millions an increase of 27% during the same period and no
less than one fifth of the total of bank lending locally is
represented by personal ]cans and advances. At £3.56 millions
in December 1978, at is quite clear that a very significant
proportion oa' the heavy consumer spending last year, and
particularly during the last half, was met from credit and
this suggests that tae Government may have to consider ways
imposing some measure of credit restraint. The
and means
erest rate on depcsits with the
decision to-leave the
Goaernment Savings Bank at 5% was undoubtedly a wise one.
Between December 1977 and December 1978 cenoaits with the
Bank increased by lb as compared with only 3% over the
previous twelve months period. Even so the value of deposits
in real terms has fallen by about 53% by comperison. with the year
1972.
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Commercial Bank savings account deposits rose by 40%, somewhat less than the rise in the corresponding period between
1976 and 1977, but unlike the Government' Saving° Bank the
value of these deposits in real terms has continued to increase.
Imports of petroleum products into Gibraltar in 1978 dropned
sharply by 30%, or £3.43 millions. Cr. the other hand the
value of non-fuel imports rose by 12% over the previoes year
and thus the fall in the value of total imports wac only
marginal - from £39.6 millions in 1977 to £39.4 millions last
year.
were
y eaevenly diatribnted
Imports of non-fuel itemaaT
during the year; in fact almest one third by value were
entered during the last quarter with Novenae: recordina an
all-time record figure of £3.9 millions. A decline in the
value of petroleum product imports was anticipated although
the fall was greater than expected. World snapping remains
depressed and reduced demand from this quarter was probably
a 3ignificant factor in the decline in the value of imparts
of oil products. Sterling's appreciation against the US:e
dollar also contributed.
Po: the past four years consumption of food as a proportion
of total consumption has declined. The decline continued in
1978 but at a slower rate - the proportion fell by 1% to 31%,
whereas between 1976 and 1977 it declined by 4%.
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Features of the 1978 import figures were the apparent
stabilisation of import deeand for consemar durables,
furniture and clothing end the ureerecedented increase in
the number cf motor vehicles and spare parts imported.
Imports of motor vehicles amounted to 1151 units, 1415 more
than in the previous year, an increase in percentage terms
of over 56%. This means that domestic investment in new
cars during the last two years alone has Probably been in
the region of L4i to £5 millions. The inflow of . cdlour
television sets has continued unabated; indeed it accelerated to 1700 sets as compared with 1500 the previous year.
In all, nearly 6500 sets have been imported in the three
years 1576, 1977 and 1978 and along with motor cars this
must reprr_sent an investment by the community at large of
at least £6 to £7 millions.
The pattern of Gibraltar's exports in 1978 was very similar
to tat of her imoorts. The sharp fall in the value of oil
fuel and petroleum based products exported - from £11.1
millions in 1577 to £8.6 millions (25%) - was substantially
compensated for by a 31% increase in the value of non-fuel
exports whnch rose from £2.45, millions to £3.25' millions.
In terms of colume, oil fuel exported as bunkers declined
from 1E9,0:0 tons to 151,000 tons a drop of 2C%.
The overall balance of visible trade in 1978 was therefore a
deficit of £26.6 millions as compared with £25.7 millions the
year before and £18.7 millions in 1976 an adverse change of
31% on the year. Taking the value of oil fuel and petroleum
based products out cf the account the deficit was £28.2
millions an adverse change of 10.5%. From such data as is
available it is estimated that invisible earnings, aid flows
and exports exceeded the visible trade deficit and. that
Gibraltar's balance of payments for 1978 was in surplus.
It is time now to turn to the Government's financial position,
working forward as usual, from the out-turn for the financial
year 1977/78. It will suffice if I mention the salient
figures.
Before I do so however, I want to repeat, for the public
record more than anything else, the substance of what I said
in moving to suspend Standing Orders to enable the accounts
to .be laid. On more than one occasion. in the past the House
has criticised the delay in tabling the audit report and
accounts and has complained that these delays have militated
against an inforeed and objective scrutiny of the estimates
at budget time. It is much to the credit of the Accountant
General and to the Principal Auditor and their respective
staffs that I was in a position to lay the audited accounts
for the financial year 1977/78 this morning. This marks a
welcome improvement on the performance in past years, an
iaprovement which I hope will not only be maintained but
i^ roved upon in the future. The objective must be to hare
the accounts audited and ready for presentation to the House
at its first meeting in the calendar ;fear so that the Public
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Accounts Committee can start its work before the metteri
reflected in the accour.e became too much ancient nietery
and particularly so that any eacess expenditure can be
appropriated at the budget meeting.
Actual reverie and expenditure in 1977/78 were both very
satisfactorily close to the revised estimates presented to
the House at this time last year. In the case of revenue
the two figures only differed by £35,000, actual receietes
being £18.66 millions. On the expenditure side the revised
estimate was £83,000 less than the actual figure of £19.95
millions and of the difference L54,000 was accounted for by
a single under-estimate of the amount spent on the maintenance and paintings of Crown properties. The expenditure for
the year indladed of course the £2.54 millions appropriated
as subsidies to the public utility services and the budgetary
contribution of C330,000 to the Improvement and Development
Fund.
The combined effects of these differences coupled with a net
loss or £24,923 on the annual revaluation of the Consolidated
Fund investment portfolio produced an actual Consolidated
Fund balance as at the 31st March 1978 of £2.22 millions as
against the revised estimate of £2.37 millions
As we are well into the first month of the new financial
year I want to preface my remarks on the revised estimates
for 1978/79 by reminding the House of what I said last year
when dealing with the corresponding position. Let me quote
"although we are now almost a month into the new financial
year the figures shown in the 'Revised Estimates 1977/78'
column of the Estimates are what they are stated to be that is revised estimates." For 1977/78 in that quotation
read 1978/79 this time.
The Government budgetted to end the 1978/79 financial year
with a current account surplus of £2.156 millions. It also
budgetted to spend £2.55 millions on further subsidies fer
electricity, water, telephones and housing and to make a
contribution of £330,000 to the Improvement and Doveloement
Fund. 'his additional expenditure was estimated to rexult
in, a deficit on the year's working of slightly more than
Li million leaving, as the reserve, en estimated Conoolidated Fund balance at 31st March thin year of £1.6 million.
For the second year running total expenditure hay outstripped revenue. 'Last year, that is 1977/78, the merein
was £1.3 million; in a978/79 the revised estimate puts the
margin at Lli million leaving an estimated reserve of a
mere £460,000.
Ordinary recurrent expenditere for the year ending 31st.
March was originally estimated to amount to L24.5 millions
It ee now estimated to be £25.9 millions an increase of
4.1.4 million over the original estimate.
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The largest single item of additional expenditure which had
to be met was a further L613,000 for the settlement of the
li-70 Pay evies. The fact that so large an ed,-eitional sum
had to be~provided cannot, in my. pinion,
n
be attributed to
bad estimation. The original estimate was made at the time
when a number of aspects of the final settlement were still
unresolved. roreover it did not take into account the cost
of the consolidation into basic salaries and wages of thu
Phase I tO) and Phase. eI (55) supplements in October, both
with retrooeective effect from let July. Now could account
be taken of the net cost of staff inspection which resulted
in the creation of new poet:, and the Up cr downgrading of
others. Even now the true cost of this exercise is oracticallY impossible to,compute because of the numbers involved,
promotion dates, retrospection etc. Finally, in arriving at
the original estimate it could not be foreseen that the cost
of re-structurine the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation
staff edifice would, prove to be so expensive. Taking these
factors into account the true underestimate is more likely
to be £300,000 or between 4% and 5% of the original estimate.
The additional sum of £613,000 was appropriated by this House
on February 26th and the revised total cost of.the Review is
thus £6.08 millions.
Including the £613,000 for the Pay Review, the House suthoriced by Supplementary Appronriation during the year the ,
expenditure cf an additional £1.39 million. This included
an additional £11,769 to meet the steadily rising use and
cost of drugs, dressings and pharmaceutical srpolies; £83,493
for a further contribution to the Scholarship Fund; £75,000
for importation of water; £65,000 to meet the cost of electricity supplied to the city by the Inter Services Generating
Station and another L65,000 for the Kings Bastion Station itself and L40,000 ar specialist treatment of patients sent to
the United Kingdom. There will also se ac.diticnal expenditure
arising from the management of the unallocated stores holding
where the value of purchases is expected to exceed the value
of issues by the considerable margin of L146,000.
The revised Estimate of Revenue of £26,78 millions is very
close indeed to the original estimate; that it is so is however, coincidental since there have been significant variations on a number of items.
The estimated yield from income tax is now put at L10.2
millions and not £10.4 millions as shown in the Printed
estimates. PAYE collectiDns will amount to L8.5 millions.
This is approximately L4C0,000 more than the original
estimate of such collections which was included in the
£9.71 millions shown as the approved estimate for the year.
The additional revenue which the settlement of the Pay Review was expected to generate by way of indirect taxation
did not materialise: the total revenue yield from customs
duties is now expected to show a drosenof-L220,000 as compared with the forecast figure.
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During the budget debate lest year there were reyeoted
alleeatioes from lemecre cenoeite that the Governeent wee
deliberately underestidaatine the revenue effects of the l'-ay
Review settlement. The Government's assumution of 5% of
disposable income arising from the injection of retrospecedeelajmerits &increased salaries and wages -as the basis for estimating
the yield from indirect taxation was singled out as being unrealistic. The revised estimate shows whose judgement was in
face the more realistic.
Another factor which affected the net cost of the Review was
the Admiralty share of the Police Force. This was estimated
to be £885,000 an increase of L485,000 over the previous year,
of which £345,000 was estimated to be attributable to settlement of the Pay Review: In the event the Admiralty share will
only amount to £640,000 for reasons which I shall explain in a
moment.
All told therefore the net cost to the Government of the Review is now put at approximately £2.7 millions as opposed to
the estimate of £2.3 million:: made at the time.
Departmental earnings are, in aggregate, likely to produce
some L240,000 less than the estimate. The largest individual
shortfall is on the demonetisation of the old S.:5 and £1
currency notes. Although the original estimate of £500,000
was based on the very definite redemption trend as it ap2ea-ed
in April last year, I said at the time that the figure was a
"guesstimate" rather than an estimate. It obviously did not
make anything like a sufficient allowance for the clearly very
larg quantities of old notes v,hich people had hoareed easy
and it proved to be en altogether.too optimistic a guess. The
aseual credit to- revenue was only L160,000. Other sizeable
shortfalls include an estimated £125,000 from philatelic sales
and £120,000 under the Note Security Fund surplus where the
value cf the Fund an at 31st March 1975 only admieted a transfer of L31,400. In the case of the Government Savings Benk
the original estimate made provision for the transfer to revenue during 1978/79 of surplus funds amounting to L5.5,000.
At the time the revised estimate was rrepared the value of
the Bank's investment portfolio showed a depreciation of
£60,000 and on the asaomotion that this depreciation was
'likely to pirsist the value of the' statutory'reserve on 31
March 1979 would not have been high enough to allow any
transfer to revenue. Following the more recent increase in
the value of gilts a re-assessment of the position was undertaken on the 29 'March. This revealed thet• the valuation had
swung in the opposite direction and proosiccd an.eeiation
of £31,000 with the result that under the relevant provisions
of the Savings Bank Ordinance apencetimetely s;e7,000,oete of en
estimated excess of £90,000 en the bank's Revenue and Expenditure Account, should be available for tranafer to revenue.
during the 1978/79 year of account. The necessary adjustment
The Dalwill be reflected in the final approved Est metes
arc of the excess in the Bank's Revenue and Expenditure
Account will be credited to the reserve in accordance win.-.
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the provisions of the Ordinance to raise its value to the
statutory 115% of the amount due to depositors on 31st
March, 1979. As in previous years the detailed figures
are shown in an appendix which kill be distributed with
copies of this statement.
Altogether there was a cumulative shortfall in Departmental
Earnings of £648,000 but to a large extent is was compensrted
for by increases under a number of other items.
The Currency Note Income Account (C130,000); the Silver
Jubilee Coin Issue (C66,000); Berthing Charges (C81,000);
net profit on the Lottery (C39,000); Hospital Fees
(C29,000); and container charges (C38,000).
The House will have noted from the Financial Statement which
appears on page 5 of the printed Estimates that the amount
appropriated for a Budgetary contribution. to the Improvement
and Development Fund - namely £300,000 - does not appear in
the revised enetihates, the contribution will not be made.
I hear chat the Hon Member sitting opposite me is giving hiuself a family audible pat on the back! The decision not to
make thia contribution followed- the success of the Government's efforts to raise money for development in the -London
market. Similarly, no provision is being made in the estimates for 1979/80 for any such contribution by the Consolidated Fund in aid of the year's capital programme.
Now some comment must also be made on the Admiralty Share of
the cost of the Police Force. "The approved estimate of the
revenue reimbursement was C885,000;. the revised estimate is
C641,200. The reduction is due to the restoration with
effect from 1st April 1976 of the percentage share payable
on the basis of an agreement mace in 1947. Prior to 1976
the Admiralty share had fluctuated around 36% of the total
cost of running the ?epee. In January of that year then the
aereed triennial review took place, the Treasury, with
Ad.ntralty agreement, raised the percentage.. to 48. During
the early part of last year the Admiralty queried the
correctness of this revenue percentage and in the course of
the detailed re-examination which ensued it was estab3ished
that there had been an error in applying the formula established en 1947. Instead of determining the Dockyard mannine. Tequirement as a trotortion of the total manning- recuiremer.t, the 1576 arrangement was based•on the proportion
of the Dockyard manning requirement to the overall Police
strength - a proportion which worked out at 4E%. It was
subsequently agreed with the Ministry of. Defence that although there would not be any adjustment in respect of the
"period Prior to April 1st 1975, the correct percentage,
-.
-Eb;;) 35.5%, should be applied as from that date.
The revised estimates of the public utility undertakings
and of the Housing Fund are set out in Appendices A, B, C
and D to the printed Estimates.
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Taking the Electhiaity Service Fend firet, the Pend beieehe
forward to 1978/79 a somewhat larecn defieft than et: aei-inally estimated - C172,155 ss oTpcsed to the 1;
- I7,C.:0
was to be covered by the budgetary contributor. Eaeleede
the deficit brought forward and capital charges, the raveaeu
total operating cost of the service was £2.11 milliene or
acme £51,000 less than the original eatizete. The crdieary
revenue of the Fund, that is not counting the buegetary subsidy, is estimated to show an increase of £127,000 and to
aecemt to £1.95 million. On the basis of these revised. estimates therefore the Fund is expected to start the new
financial year with a surplus of £242,859.
The Potable Water Service Fund, in spite of beginning 1978/79
with a somewhat ,,..slier surplus than was estimated, is still
expected to be marginally in surplus when the final accaunss
are closed. At £1.34 million the revised estimated °aerating
cost of the service was up by £64,000 but on the inceze side
receipts are expected to exceed the estimate by aome £112,000.
The Telephone Service Fund is now expected to show e slightly
£15,300 instead of the i23,102 criginally
greater deficit
estimated, operating costs are likelY to be lone_ by some
C7,000 and ordinary revenue is estimated to be ue by zone
£39,000 but the effect of these favourable factors is mere
than offset by higher capital charges and the fact that,
contrary to the original estimated position, the Fund brought
forward to 1978/79 a deficit of £15,312.
Tha Government's expenditure on and revenue from public
housing was funded for the first time last year and provision
was made in the estimates for total expenditure amoertene to
- ncluding arrears, was
£2.016 milleons. Income from rents, I
put at £1.048 million and an aeproeriation of £966,030 was
made from the Consolidated Fund ca a subsidy to balance the
Housing Fund. The revised estimate, chow a rather different
picture; expenditure is likely to be £92,000 more than the
estimates while the revised estimate of income from the rent
roll which is shown: to be only £550,000 in the printed estimates will in fact. be L940,000. The reason for this is because the Housing Department, at Treasury insistence, was
required to reappraise the rent roll and as a result was
able to confirm that its original revised figure was understated by £80,000. The Fund is now expected to be in
deficit by £135,000 and not £215,000 as ahoan in the accounts
printed Estimates, whech :: _mere
at Appendix D of theprinted~Estimates,
One general observation on the accounts of the Funded Services needs to be made. The cost of incrcaeed coneributions
to' the Social Insurance Fund peyable by the Government as
employer in respect of the employees of these services, the
aost of the leave and sick pay terms negotiated as part of
the Pay Review Settlement and, more important, the high
levels of overtime being worked have an impact on the
accounts of all the undertakings which should•not be underestimated.
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As reeard .he level of overtime ‘eeing worked in the Governsent Service as a whole, it was Pointed out during last
yeer's budeee debate that this had been risiee steadily
since April 1975 and that between then and October 1977 the
nvertime bill for weekly paid workers had almost doubled in /
405. Due
cash terms - an increase, in real terms, of
warning was given then that overtime working would have to
be substantially reduced and would need to -3e related to the
real neeas of the job. The aim was in respect of industrials
to reduce overtime working from an average of 16 actual hours
worked Per week to 5 hours, in other words from 24 to 6*
equivalent, with a consequent net saving of around £400,000
in 1978/79 and 2500,000 in a full year.
Although overtime working has- been reduced in the Public Works
Department as intended this saving, regrettably, did not
materialise, according to estimated made by the Industrial
Relations Office the post-parity overtime bill is now running
at an annual rate of £1.9 million. So far as the industrial
grades are concerned the current cost of overtime is £0.96
million compared with the pre-parity estimate of 20.83 million.
In the case of the non-industrial grades post-parity overtime
is now costing £0.95 million compared - with £0.55 million before Parity. The estimated increese is roughly L400,000 cr.
The Departments principally concerned are the Police
with £0.11 million, the Medical and Health Department with
20.05 million, the Port Department £0.05 million, the Fire
Service £0.0; million and the Prison Service with £0.03
million. The balance of the increase is in respect of the
sueervisory grades spread over a number of departeeets and
in respect of the PTO grades in the Public Works and Sousing'
Departments.
While the effect of the consolidation of pay supplements and
last year's 9.55 award is undoubtedly a contributory factor
in the overall increase in the overtime bill, it is also a
'fact that some departments have permitted overtime working
in excess of the planned limits.
New fcr the improvement and Development Fund. The actual
balance on the Lund at the commencement of 1978/79 was, ih
round figures, £422,000. Receipts into the Fund during the
year amounted to some £2.45 millions of which £2.13 millions
derived f-on Development Aed grants. Local funds, plus
sundry contributions and reimbursements accounted for L322P00.
The main scurce of the Local fund contribution is the £250,000
95 Debenture, 1993 issue offered to the public cn 8th February
1979, under the authority of the Local Loan No 6 Ordinance,
1978. As at 31st March, £201,600 had been taken up by public
subscription, the balance being taken up by the 17o :e Security
Fund.
Expenditure from the Fund - that is the-Imnrovement and
Develonment Fund - during the year is expected to be £2.96
millions of which £2.13 millions will be development aid.
The Fund is therefcre expected to carry forvard into 1979/80
a deficit of £87,000.
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It is self-evident, as the Hon Yr Bbeenno poented out to tne
House last year, teat capenciture o n capita projects acte
OS a StiMUlUG to the economy so
snort;
iS reflectee in
increased wage earning capability ene in the level of taxable profits. The degree of underapending on the development programme es therefore a .matte_ of concern, not only
for its own sake, but on account of the effect which it has
on the Government's recurrent revenues.
The estimates for 1979/80 follow the format established two
years ago.

I

First the bare bones so to sneak of the Estimates as presented. The Government will start the year with a reserve
for which the revised estimate is L1,60,912. In the estimates
as they are now presented and •as they 3re now lit the hands of
Uembers, expenditure on the ordinary recurrent servies Provided by the Government is £27 millions while the ordinary
revenues are expected to yield 227.50 millions, giving an
estimated revenue surplus on the year of £0.58 million. To
cover the estimated deficits on electricity, potable weter,
telephones and housing and to balance the respOceive Special
Funds will cost en estimated £1.77 million end will pr duce
an overall deficit for the year of 21.19 million. On these
estimates therefore the Consolidated Fund is estimated to be
in deficit by £734,589 by the end of the financial year.
The estimates highlight three things. First, excluding the
annual subsidies.: paid to the Funded Services and any contribution to the Improvement and Development Fund, they show
the rate at which expenditure on the ordinary services provieed by the Government is growing relative to the revenues
available to finance them. In the. financial year 297o/77
;here was a revenue surplus of £2.L millions; in 1977/78 the
surplus was £1.5 million; for the year just ended it.is expected to be down to a little over half as much as 2620,000
and the estimate for next year is under L600,000.
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Serord, daring the two years 1976/77 and 1977/78 the revenues
have had to fenaree subsides to the Funded Serveces amounting
in aggregate to ever L4 millions 3nd will be financine an
estimated further 22.6 millions in 1973/79.
Third, the effect on the reserve position. At the end of the
financial year 1576/77 the Consolidates Fend balance stood at
23.5 millions; a year later it was L2.2 '-'
11 i^no. It is now
estimated to be down to under 47)2 million. These facts speak
for themselves.
Before commenting in detail on the Governsent's antecinated
revenue and expenditure in 1979/60 I have to deal with two
matt.:rs which will affect the Estimates Generally - thy,.
treatment of the 1979 Pay Award and the payment of tne higher
Efficiency Bonus.
For the Pay Award the procedure adopted last year has been
repeated, namely a block provision of £1.5 million has been
made under a separate Head - No 28 - and the Appropriation
205.
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Bill authorises the virement from this 'Head to other Heads
of expenditure of such .sums as msy be req,:ireci. The amount
provided lepresents 10;s: of the Government's total salaries
and waces bill. There is'not-g whatsoever sinister about
the choice of 10;c it is not a rachiavellian device to preempt the negotiations; the fact that it is 10% and not some
other percentoze fizure carries no implications of any kind;
it is a 'without prejudice' fiure in all 'MIT one respect namely it is the figure which has been used to estimate the
yield from income tax where the assumption has also been
made that there will. be a corresponding award by the other
official employers.
The Government agreed last last month to an increase of
£1.50 a week in the industrial employees' Efficiency Bonus
with proportional increases for juveniles and paet-tine
emeloyment. The increase is retecseective to 1st Jely 1978 and is estimated to cost Sa90,000 gross in 1979/80. The
inCrease will also be payable to some industrials employed
by the other official employers. The ret cese to the.
Government in 1979/80 of the increased bonus is approximately
£90,000 but in estimating the overall effect on revenue,
account hos to be taken of increases
the Dockyard Productivity Scheme affecting some 1,500 employe s. The effect
cm income tax revenue of the combined increases in- bonus and
productivity Payments inclusive of retrospection is estimated
to be a gain of £285,000. An amendment to Head 23 will be
proposed at the Committee Stage to provide, by way of a
separate subhead, for payment of the Efficiercy Bonus and
Revenue Head 1 will also be amended.
It is convenient to begin a more detailed review of the
estimates for 1979/50 as they have been presented with some
co'"-ents on the four Funded Services. As I have already '
mentioned the Electricity end 7.'ater Funds are expected to
the year with surpluses; the Telephone and Housing
'Funds on the other hand are expected to carry forward deficits.
As Aceendix A shows there will be a substantial increase iu
operating costs in the case of Electricity which, if nothing
is done about them, are estimated to produce a deficit on
the Pund cf £85,000 by the end of the year. A significart
pare of these increased costs is attributable to the fact
that the present fuel cost adjustment mechanism will not recover in full the oil price -ise which became effective from
1st April. Oil prices were increased again as from yesterday
and the effect of this further increase on operating costs ice;
eetimaecd to be £83,000. Oil pricey could well go up Still
fereher in the course of the year. It is therefore, clearly
eseential to alter the fuel cost adjustment mechanism and
this will be dene in the Finance Bill. With this alteration
the Electricity Department has calculated that trio revenue
of she Fund from bills issued will rise by an estimated
£152,000 and that in consequence the- deficit will fall to
L'7 1,000. This however, does not take into consideration the
nigher Efficiency Bonue. For the Electricity Undertaking
payment of the higher bonus are estimated to amount to
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£18,400. Thus the projected end nf the yeete deficit will
be £39,400. In passing I would ask the House to note that
rill be necessary at the Co--,tlice Staee to amend the
provision under subhead 5 of the Electricity Vote to take
account of the £38,000 for additional fuel costs which I •
mentioned a moment ago. •
The estimates for the Potable Water Service Fund - Al;,Peindix
B - forecast an operating deficit of L707,600 for 1979/80,
not a great deal less than the amount which had to be
covered by subsidy last year. Taking account of the higher
Efficiency Bonus, which in the case of the Water Service
Fund is estimated to Cost £9,200, the revised ehd of the
year deficit will be £708,300.
In the case of the Telephone Service, Appendix C, the oef'-'*
of 515,103 which the Fund is expected to bring forward to
this year is estimated to rise to L114,000 by !arch next year.
Payment of the higher Efficiency Bonus is estimated to cost
the Service .27,200 and to. raise the end of year deficit to an
estimated £121,200.
The estimates of the Housing Fund awe at Appendix P and reflect the Government's decision announced last year to make
a further increase in rents with effect from 1st July. Even
so the Fund will continue to operate et a substartial
and allowing for the smaller deficit brought forward and for
the additional cost of the Efficiency Bonus will reculre a
subvention of £856,000.
Allowing for the effects of the higher E-:'''''` ,4 a-cy Bonus it
would require a total budgetary contribution of 21.8 million
to cover the estimated deficits on the public utility and
7:e 5 of the
:Housing Funds. As the Financial Statement en
printed Estimates shows such a contribution would exhaust
the reserve and result in a Consolidated Fund deficit of
roughly La million.
The Chief a:inister will be announcing to the House shortly
the policy which the Government has decidee to adopt to deal
with this ciouation and the eecsuree which it proposes to
take to reduce the burden of these deficits on the general
revenues.
All I shall say at the moment is that the effect of these
'
:.ensures will be to reduce the need for budgetary contributions to the public utility and HousingFunds by approximately
million.
And now the Revenue Estimates. Taxes on income are estimated
to yield slightly over one third of the Goverement's total
revenue. Adjusted for the tax asseeeeble on the higher.
Efficiency Bonus and the Dockyard Productivity Scheme, together with an amount of some 280,000 which was expected to
be paid in I.:arch but was in feet received in April, income
Tax Receipts are estimated to be 210,165 millions.
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On the basis of receipts in the financial year just ended
and making some allowance for the effect of inflation on, ad
valorem duties, revenue from import duties is out at £L
millions. With world shippine ccntinuing to be in a very
depressed state it seems unlikely that the trade in bunkers
will tick up. The estimated revenue from extort duties has
therefore been left at the same figure as we expect to get
in 2973/79 - namely £30,000.
The substantial increase in the yield from the general rate
and the proportionately smaller increase in the yield from
the salt water rate, are of course the autocratic result of
the general increase in the level of public housing rents
which took effect from 1st July laEla yea: e Tegethee these
two items are estimated to Produce an additional £792,000
under Revenue Head 3. The Head will also receive a further
£125,000 from estate duty following the settlement of the
estate of a non-resident who had aseeis in Gibraltar. Notification of the settlement was received too late for the
amount to be included in the Estimates. The adjustment will
of ccurse be refee:ted in the approved Estimates which will
therefore show £2.612 millions as the :otal estimated
receiots under Internal Revenue.
The reveeu.J receipts from Heac 4 - Licences - in 1978/79
were inflated by the payeent of the arrears dueit.om the
major .sporting club licensee following the settlement of a
dispute. In aggregate 1979/80 revenue receipts from licences
are estimated to produce £264.,600.
Depai:teentel Earnings under Revenue Head 6 are eseiaeted to
yield £2.36 millions or about Li million 1.ess than the
approved estimate for last year and nearly £300,000 less
than the revised estimate. The deceease is due to a number •
of factors. It cannot be assumed for example, than any
vessels will be laid up St the Detached Mole for long periods
as was the came during 1977/78 and again lase year. Receipts
from berthing charges mutt therefore be expected to be conice ,aely less than they have been over the past two years.
There will also be a drop in revenue from container cherges
follewingthe Government's decision to extend the period
curing which no fees are payable on containers remaining
within the prescribed area. Philatelic sales are again
expected to fall for the second year running; the bumper
year of 1977/76.is not likely to oe repeated. Net earnings
by the Treasuey in 1979/80 will of course not be boosted es
they were last year by the demeretisation of currency notes
and by revenue from the sale of the Silver Jubilee Ccin
rcsue. Moreover, the Note Security Fund is not expected to
prccuce a srples
for tranefer to the Consolidated Fund. As
u
mentioned earlier the value of currency notes in circulaT
tien.incressed from .c:4.3 millions in March '.art year tc some
r5.7 millions in March this year - the actual figure for the
31 st of the meeth being 05,851,410. Inevitably therefore,
the val=e of the statetcre reserve has increased and an
29th, showed that teerea-sessment carried out on :arch
en circulation.
serve was only. 4.5% of the value of notes

This is well bolo'.: tele 1l "trigger point" lad down by lew
for surpluses to be transferred. The Cce,eclieated Fund ele o
derives revenue from te
h Currency Note 1 nceme Acceunt t'fle
estimates for which are tnown in Apeeedix
an paee lid.
Interest on investments has been put at Ze85,(100 che aezer
allowing for a higher contribution to the Note Seeerity _and
and the cost of some replenishment of stock: the toecunt evtimated to be aveilable for tranefer to theeConoolidatee
Fund is £485,800. Partially offeettine these estimated decreaels some items of Departmental Earnings are expected to
produce rather more revenue than last year; Hoepital fees are
expected to yield an estimated £79,000 more than the revised
estimate for 1978/79 aria Passport fees, passengee dues and
Tourist Office receipt:; are alto expected to snow small increases. The largest single rise however, is in the eetieated
profit on the Government Lottery where receipts shoeld reach
L431,500, an increase of lust over £100,000 on the revised
estimates for 1978/79. Once again the success of the Government Lottery reflects the excellent work done by the Lottery
Committee and ,.he Treasury staff concerned. with its management. The :house will be pleased to know that theJunecraw
will be one of 35,000 tickets at L4 each for a. price . eerecture as for Christmas last year. The first prase r.`.;.,.. es,
what interests people the most will again be ee0,000.
Finally as a result of the improvement in the anticatated outturn of the Government Savings Bank for 197b/79 which I have
already commented on, there seoued be some surplus available
for transfer to revenue in 1979/80. The amount of the surplus will depend on the value of the' Fend on 31 March 19i0
and at this stage I have assumed that £50,000 is a reasonable
estimate. The necessary adjustment will be reflected in the
final approved Estimates.
Interest earned by the Consolidated Fund investments is
affected by a nember of variables any one of which can af'f'ect
significantly the actual revenee outcome for the year. There
is the value of the Coneolieeted Fend itself; this is aeeected
by the cash flow which in its tern is affected by ite i ntricate relationship with the value cf the bille actually e-tstanding at any given moment. Finally of course there ie the
movement of interest rates during the, year. Taking aecoent
of the Government's overall financial position and the
possibility that earn flow difficulties will be experienced
at some stage during the year, the estimate of revenue from
interest earned on the Consolidated Fund investmenta has
been put et C60,003., The House meet accept however, that .
this interest cannot be estimated closely and that es a
result of any of the variable factors I have mentionee the
final outcome for the year could be significantly different.
My final comment or. the Revenue Estimatee relates to Head 3 Reimbursements. As a whole the Consolidated Pend is expected
to receive just over LE milleons by way of reimbursement.
The bulk of these reeebursements will be derived of coerce
from the recovery of expenditere incurred in respect of the
four funded services, in all some £6.35 millions. There
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will also be a substantial increase in respect of reimbursements by the Minictry of Defence en account of the children
of Service personeel a: tending Geverneent eehooli. The
amount in 1979/80 ie estimated to be £286,-;00. In the other
direction the Admiralty shaee of the cyst of the Police Force
Se expected to drop by some £240,000 as compared with the
approved estimate last year for the reasons I have already
explained.
The adjestments which I mentioned in dealing with the funded
services just nos will of course affect the amount to be repaid by the reenective Special Funds. The total of these
adjustments is plus £150,600, being £62,800 or. accpunt of
the Efficiency Bonus and £86,000 for the higher fuel costs
•
at the generating station. The approved Estimates will be
amended to reflect these adjustments and the total for reimbursement under Head ö will become £8,187,900.
New expenditure. In cash terms the Government's ordinary
expenditure in 1979/60 is estimated to rise by just over £1
million, or 4%, by comparison with last year's revised'
estimate. The 1979/80 figure is £27 million. This comparison .is very misleading however, because the revised estimate of £25.96 millions for 1976/79 includes some £3 millions
for arrears for.salary, wages and allowances for.the period
up to 3:et March 1976. The true increase is therefore £4 .
millions or 15.4%.
The Estimates as presented show provision of £1.77 million
as the total of budgetary contributions to the four Spcial
Funds but as I stated earlier the Government has decided on
measureseshich it estimates will reduce this amourt to £1.21
million.
Thus total estinsted current account spending in 1979/80, '
inclusive of the various adjustmenes I have mentioned in the
course of this statement, is estimated to be £28.49 millions
and not £28.78 millions as shown on page 5.
Hon Members when speaking to the Government's overall 'inanial position, will obviously need to have before them
figures which reflect the Gov ernment'' measures and all the
adL'usteent I have referred to. A revised Financial. Statement
tosether with revised estimates of each of the Special Funds
will be therefore circulated after the Hon Chief Minister's
stateeeet and I give notice that I shall move, when the House
goes into Committee of Supply on the Estimates, to delete
paee 5 and pages 113 to 118 inclusive and to substitute
therefor respectively the new page 5 and the new pages 113
to 116 inclusive.
Befo-e I summarise for the Hansard record the Government's
overall financial position as shown in the revised Financial
Statement, a word about the Consolidated Fund Charges, the
Heads of Brander :re which fall directly under the Treasury
and Development Fund.
and the estimates of the Imorovement,
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As with every other Head of exnenditere, the Conenslideted
:.nlarnes.reflect tne impact of parity eetelemeet.
ISeepteen:ture on the saleries and allosences of the- holeees
of those offices the emoluments of which are chsreee on the
Con
e. Fund ender the provisione of the Gibrelter
Constitution, is estimated to be £53,C00 in 1975/60. The
cost of Statutory pensions is estimated to rise by. some
£L2,000 as compared with the revised estimated for last year.
The increase not only reflects the effect of rarity en new
pensions and gratuities but alto the inuex-ienking of
existing pensions. Except for the two new borrewines, Public
Debt Expenditure is little changed. Provision is now made
for the interest and commitment fee on the £2.5 millions
Barclays Bank International Limited Loan end for the servicing of the recently issued 95. debenture, 1953. as I
explained to the House when the relevant Bill was b: n: debated at un earlier stage in this seeing, the Be 'lays 7esn;
Loon is available in two tesnebee, the firer. of £1.5 milleen
until 30th September and the balance of £1 eilIien betseee
that date and the 31st Merch next year. Interest seereee
from the date of each drawing end is payable in each pallover date. Since the rate at which the money will need to
be drawn down depends on the pronreze of lccally funded
development projects and since in any case it is anybeey's
guess how interest rates will move over the next 12 menths,
it is impossible at this stage to forecaet weth en:, denree
of precision the amount of interest that will in •fact become payable.
The coat of running the Customs Department is estimated to
be £342,800 as compared with £285,500 pre-parity, an increase of £114,100. The increase represents an sdeltienal
1p for every pound of revenue collected, namely 8p instead
of -in. The provision for overtime, part of which ie recover able by way of charges, is based on the Stsff 1r:el:actor's
recommendations for revised duty rosters. And here I zeet depart for a moment from the printed text to add the elarificetion that I want to make it very clear that the duty rooters
set out in the Staff Inspection Report were exemplee, and no
more than examples, of the way in which the duties of the
customs migas be organised.
In the case of the Income Tax epertment although the cost of
running the department has just about doubled since 1W7/7C,
the cost of collecting the tax is still only 1.3% of the total.
revenue yielded.
•
For the Tressury itself expenditure in 197,/30 is expected to
be just over £2 million an increase of eleae.;t S7.4 eillicn over
the revised estimate. Less then half the exnenditere•seccuneed
;on ander the Treasury Head can be concidercd to be denartmental expenditure, in the sense that spending by, say, the
Education Department io, the greater pert goes on subventions
and on the Government's share of contributions ee the Social
Insurance Fund which the Treasury, as a Department, has no
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control. The Treasury Staff haenoeen increased by six
mainly as a result of Staff Inseecticn and considering
the grsat exeansicn of tha vuleme of . Goveenmeet':. :ninancial
businecs over say, the -act 5 years, it is worthwhile
commenting, I think, that the 1979/80 establishment is only
8 more than it was in 1974/75.
The bulk of the increased spending by the Treasury for
which provision is being made in the Eotimates will go in
subventicns, where GEC will take almost s";l million, and on
centributions to the Social Insurance Fund which are estimated te amount to £351,000. The ordinary subvention to
the GEC will be C605,500, getting on for three times the
1977/78 figure and almost twice the revised estimate for
1978/79. This very large increase represents the cost of
the recent review of G7.0 aalaries and wages. In addition
ar estimated sum of C348,200 will be paid to the Corporation to meet the cost of the conversion to colour TV. As
the final comment on the estimates for the Treasury Head I
should exelain the reservation of the sum of £20,000 which
hoc been provided for contribution to the Government Insurance Feed. As at 31st March the estimated value of the
Fund was C365,000. This is totally unrealistic cover for
any but rela:ively minor damage to Government property as
a whole. It is eropozed therefore to re-appraise the whole
euestion of insurance of Government property and until that
is done the sum of £20,000 provided under Subhead 11 will
stand reeerved. Dividends or. the Fund's existing investments will be sufficient to meetthe premia on those Particular items of property which are separately insured.
Total estimated expenditure from the Improvement and Development Fund in 1979/60 'snla been ;put at £7.7 rail] ions - a formidable target. This expenditure will be financed largely by
Development Aid grants ander the 1978/81 Aid Allocation
agreed last year but there will also be a substantial contribution from Gibraltar's own funds including of course the
agreed 10% contribution .o aided projects costing more than
1:200,000. As shown in the Summary of Receips• on •page 89 of
the printed Estimates, the capital works programme for this
year will involve £5.47 millions of aid funds. The local
funding requirement will be £2.3 millions. ,
As the House is aware actual receiets o development aid
funds are desendent on the rate of actual expenditure on
approved prcjects. This will not be the case with Gibraltar's
own funds which will come from the C2.3 million Barclays Bank
Loan and which must be drawn down in full before the end of
the financial year.
The Imerovement and Develcpment Fund will therefore start
the year with a "-'ail deficit of £07,220. Assuni::g that the
capital programme for the year is implemented in full total
receipts into the Fond will anout to £8 millions and there
will therefore be en estimated surplus balance of some
0132,000 as at 31st March next year.
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Now for the Hansard'record I will aemmarice the Government's
position as it appears in the revieed Finaneial
_rn
Ssatement which will be circulated as soon as the Hon the
Chief Minister has spoken.
The various changes in revenue and 'expenditure which I have
referred to and the effect of the measures which the Chief
MiniJter will announce will result in a chain reaction
starting with the revised estimates for 1978/79.
First the recurrent revenue is affected; this goes down by
£1t3,000 and reduces the estimated surplus for the year from
£623,694 to £670,894. As a result, second, the revised
estimates of the Consolidated Fund balance on 31st March
becomes £307,911.
For the 1979/80, estimated recurrent revenue becemes 2.28.27
millions and estimated recurrent expenditure is £27.28
millions, increases of £690,800 and £278,000 respectively,
consequently the projected revenue surplus for the year
will rise from £580,600 to £993,400.

I

The government's measures coupled with the various adjuatments which I have mentioned are expected to result in a
surplus of £35,600 on the Electricity Fund. The deficits
on the Water Fund and on the Housing Fund are eatimated to
fall to £356,300 and £656,000 respectively. Those will
have to be met by budgetary contributions. The Telephone
7und will still show an uncovered deficit of £19,200 but
this it is hoped will, in fact, be met following a review
of the sharing of revenue from the trunk call service.
Overall these changes will produce a revised estimated
deficit from the year of £218,900 and will project a Consolidated Fund Surplus as at 31st March next year of E.:9u000
instead of the deficit now shown.
Mr Speaker, this is the fourth occasion on which I have merle
the annual statement on the Government's revenue and exeenditure estimates and each time the peeense which has alp::
given me the moat pleasure is the acknowledoeeent at tne end
of the part played by all those concerned with the comellation of the figures end in particulae the wee:: of my c...
staff. Those who have not had the coos: fortune to nerve in
a finance Department may not fully appreciate the lame hours
of concentrated effort, almost invariably working 'against
the clock', and the meticulous sttention to detail ennieh the
preparation of the annual estimates involves - a task not
regret to say, by the unreliability of
made any easier,
some of the basic data submitted initially. It is rieht.
therefore that I should end sitn a public acknowledgeeenm of
their efforts and by expressing my appreciation of their
loyal and unstinted assistance to me. Mr Speaker, I beg to
move.
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la SPEAKER:
I will then call on the Honourable the Chief Minister to
make his statement.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, in my statement on the Estimates of Expenditure
this time last year I spoke with confidence and optimism for
the future. This confidence and optimism stemmed from two
mae'or developments whicc had occurred shortly before that
statement was made. The first of these was the grant by the
British Government .of Ella million of development and technical aid; and the second was the introduction of parity.
The Financial and Development Secretary has now given us a
clear and realistic account of the general economic situation outside Gibraltar and of the way in which it affects
and will continue to affect us here. In particular, he has
described the outlook for the United Kingdom economy as a
pretty dismal one and has said, quite rightly, that it is
bad news for Gibraltar in that the predicted increase in the
rate of inflation in Britain will gradually but inevitably
have its effects on us.

10
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It is' clear also, from the figures quoted by the Financial
and Development Secretary, that the financial position is
far from salutory. I will repeat only, for the sake of
emphasis and to give due perspective to my own statement,
those figures which highlight the situation. It was estimated last year that the Consolidated Fund balance on the •
31st March 1979 would be £1.6 million, a figure which surely
no-one can regerl as being any more than barely adequate.
As Hon Members will have seen from the draft Estimates, the
revised figure for the end-of-year reserve was £.46 million
and, as the Financial and Development Secretary has stated,
the latest figures show that it will in feet be no wore than
£.3 million.
Looking
surplus
cits on
revised

forward to 1979/80, the draft Estimates show a working
of £.58m out this is converted; by the uncovered defithe Funded Services, and after taking into account the
balance of £.3 million, to a deficit of £.89 million.

Faced witn this situation, the Government has no alternative
but to introduce measures to convert this deficit into an
estimated reserve at the end of March 1980 which, once again,
will be no more than barely adequate.
We have three choices before us to achieve this minimal reserve. These are as follows:
(1) first of all, we could reduce-the rate of Government spending drastically by cutting services and
amenities;
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(2) secondly, we could propose heavy inerecacs in
taxation and make people pay considerably more
for the services provided;
(3) thirdly, we could produce a combination of
these two choices.
We have opted for the third of these possibilities. When
the departmental estimates were submitted for scrutiny by
Ministers after they had been discussed individually by
Ministers with the Financial and Development Secretary, we
pruned these further in order to achieve a reduction of
£790,000 in Government expenditure. I do not think this
cut can really be described as drastic but, in today's
world, any reductioh in the services by a*Oovernment, cr
indeed, the absence of an increase in these services, is
likely to be badly received. On balance, I would deacribe
our cuts as not drastic but substantial and serious.
In so far as the second choice is concerned - passing on
the full burden of increased Government expenditure through
taxation - we felt that we ought to avoid measures which
would make too great an impact on the household budget and
too seriously affect the living standards which have been
achieved in recent years. Nevertheless, a substantial
measure of increased charges and taxation is necessary- if,
with the cuts in proposed expenditure, we are to succeed in
achieving a modest but essential reserve.
To deal first with the Funded Services, I think it is clear
that the increases in charges and rents which we introduced
last year, though by no means painless, were absorbed by
the average household without seriously affecting the level
of disposable incomes. The advent of parity and the very
considerable increase in the purchasing power of the average household helped substantially to cushion off the
effects.
We said lest year that we would pursue a policy of progressive
increases in public utility charges with a view to making them
eventually as near self-supporting as possible. The second
stage of that progressive policy will be introduced this year
and I do rot think I need again go into any detailed or elaborate justification of this policy.
The electricity and to a lesser extent the water that each
household consumes, the telephone facilities it chooses to
provide itself with, and the housing it occupies, are commodities no different from others such as food or clothing. In
our view, each household must pay for what it chooses to consuma and if a particular household is careless or wasteful
there is no reason why the general body of taxpayers, many
cf whom will be careful and economical, should pay for someone else's extravagance.
Before the achievement of parity, substantial budgetary subsidies to the funded services were, in our view, necessary
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and justified. It was with the achievement of parity that
a new policy had to be introduced. But, as I eeplained in
detail last year, we believe that, in view of the longestablished practice - as well as the feet that proper
accounts of the Public Utility Undertakings replaced the
previous notional accounts from 1969 only in 1977 - the
new policy should be introduced in stages, and not evernight, in order to gi"e the population as 'a :.hole the
necessary time to adjust to the economic changes-brought
about by parity. As I also explained last year, when the
introduction of parity wee being discussed with Unions they
were informed, and accepted, that charges for eerveces and
rents had to go up and - I shall have more to say about
this later - overtime had to come down.
In so far as electricity is concerned, it is our intention
that this seraiee should pay for itself fully as from this
year. This will be achieved by a modest tariff increase of
about 5% from the 1st July in the secondary rate of the
domestic tariff and by altering the fuel cost adjustment
formula, for reasons which '.7 colleague for the Municipal
Services will explain, has required e necessity to alter
the formula itself which will come into operation in May
in order to ensure that the recent increase in the price
of fuel will be fully recovered as well as increases taking
place in the future. This is a very fair device, the principle of which was approved by this House, as it passes on
to the consumer the actual unit cost of fuel increases in
the tariff.
Water charges will be increased by 50% and will thus reduce
the estimated deficit of £708,300 by about one half to
£356,000 which, cf course, will have to be met by a budgetary cbntribution. In other words wieer will be subsidised
to the extent of £356,000. Details of the charges will be
given by the appropriate Minister.
Telephone rental charges will be raieel by 15% in the case
of domestic tariff is rounded up to £18 a quarter from
£15.60 to £18 - it is just over 15%, 15% would make it
£2.34 and it will te £2.40, and there will be a 50% increase
in the trunk call charges to Spain and Portugal. These
measures will still leave an estimated deficit, at the end
of March 1930, of some £19,000 but it is hoped to produce
additional income for the Telephone Department by means of
a larger share of the revenue from the international trunk
call service which is at present the subject of negotiations
with Messrs Cable and Wireless. We are therefore very close
to making the telephone service pay for itself.
A further increase in rents from the '1st July 1975 was forecast by the Government at this time last Bear excluding Varyl
Legg. A detailed study has been carried--out to ensure the
greatest possible fairness in the amounts to be paid in respect of different kinds of housing. The location, amenities
and other factors of particular properties have been carefully weighed and the emount of the increases will accordingly vary widely between 60p a week to £2.50 per week.
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There may be the odd case where it will be a little mere
but this covers the majority of the bulk of the cs-sec.
mus-. :tress that, in spite of the inereacee maee lset ytar
and those coming er to operation on the 1st Jely this year,
it will be necessary to make a budget ary contribution to
the Housing Fund of no lees then £856,000 which is a subsidy of that amount. I will add here that we propeee to
amend the law now so that this year':.rent increases will
not be followed automatically by increases in rates on 1st
April 1950. It would have been unfair to have apelied yet
another increase based on the current rents and this is a
one year exercise. In the meantime further consideration.
will be given to the Government's policy on housing rents
and rates generally. I should perhaps add here that the
necessary amendment is being introduced to allow pre-war
private dwellings which are rent restricted an increase cf
25% in tenement buildings, 33j% in pre-war flats and an
increase restricted to 16% of the rent of post-war flats
which are not let furnished. That is to say, we propose
to introduce a limitation on the price of the post-war
flats which are not furnished.
The measures I have described, other than housing rents,
will be introduced in the Finance Bill when Hon Members
will be given precise details of the tariff changes proposed. The new financial statement to which the Hon
Financial and Development Secretary has referred and which
will be circulated shortly Nell describe the.effects of
these measures, he has already given you an outline. Hon
Members will see that the prediction for the 31st March,
1980, after these effects have been taken into account, is
an estimated Consolidated Fund'balance ofe r...069 million.
I am sure the House generally will agree"that this is not
enough. Other measures must therefore be taken to bring
the reserve up to a more acceptable level. These measures,
and the social and economic policies which have led the
Government to adopt them, will be announced and discussed
at the proper time.
Another major feature of the budget is Income Tax. There
has been pressure from the Gibraltar Trades Council and the
Transport and General Workers' Union for chaeees in the Income Tax structure. The Government accepts the need for
structural change particularly with a view to increasing
the net disposable incomes of those on the lcaer tax bands
and especially those with large families. In large measure
de by the
it has been possible ,to meet most of the points
Gibraltar Trades Council and the Transport arid General
Workers' Union on these matters not or. the 40e: reduction for
everybody, but the problem facing the Government was hew to
find tae revenue to finance the additional personal relic's
and children's allowances. The Government will be introducing a package as part of the Finance Bill which seeks to
secure the main sms which I have just mentioned via: to
benefit those in the lower income bands and those with large
families and to provide a more progressive tax structure.
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In approaching this year's budget the Government has concentrated its attention on reelica and fairness. The reality, a. is perfectly plain from the' fioaecial situation
which has been desaribed, is eimply that, as a community,
we are now liging beyond our means and enjoying a standard
of living which we cannot afford to apy for. Any community,
large or small, which funds itself in this situation must,
like any ordinary household, take. steps to put ea right or
end up in bankruptcy.

House of Commons Select Committee or. Estimates, in that it
will examine expenditure in close detail and look for
economies: It will, however, differ from this Committee
in that it will not be debarred from considering policy and
will, in this sense, resemble the House of Commons Committee
on Expenditure whose main task is to consider the administrative policy which lies behind departmental estimates of ex- '
penditure before final decisions are reached by the Government.

What are the real causes of the present situation? First
of all, it is obvious that the Government's current spending
has been growing progressively over the years and, again
like any ordinary. household, when spending is greater than
income, items of expenditure which, though desirable, are
not essential, have to be reduced. As I have already said,
this year we have cut proposed departmental expenditure by
L790,000. But any prudent householder looks to the future
as well as at the present. The advice we are given is that
the Government's financial situation in 1980/81 is almost
certain to be worse than it is today. I have accordingly
decided to set up a small Committee, which will be chaired
by the Minister for Labour and Social Seeerity, whose task
will be, during the coming year, to examine Government expenditure right across the board and to select thbse areas
in which expenditure can be reduced or eliminated.

The Committee will differ from the two Houses of Commons
Committees in its composition as at present proposed. It
will be a mix of Ministers and officials and not a body representative of the two sides of the House unless, that is,
the Leader of the Opposition would like to consider the
possibility 'of a Member of his side participating in
work. Should he agree to this, I am prepared to discuss
the whole matter with him after this meeting of the House.
I would, however, make onepoint: the spirit of this Committee will be objectivity, its objective the careful and
economical administration of public funds; its purpose, as
well.as its effectiveness - like those of the Public Accounts
Committee - would be nullified if it were instead to become
a political battle-ground. The Leader of the Opposition will
no doubt wish to give this proposal his careful consideration
and inform the House of his views. Should he agree tc the
participation of the Opposition I would ;hen also invite the
Hon .7 Bossano to join the Committee. His expert se in financial matters would be a valuable asset but I think it
would be wrong to invite him alone if the Committte is not to
be representative of the House as a whole.

This process occurs, of course, every year during the consideration of draft Estimates. The reason for a special
exercise this year is that the serious financial situation
calls for a deeper and more leisurely study to 'ee made.
The Committee will be able, not only to carry out a detailed
examination of every area of public expenditure, but will
have the time, during the course of the year, to carry out
full consultations with Ministers and departmental officials
and such other persons and bodies as it may consider desirable or as may wish to make representations to it.

•

The Government's policy of realism and fairness will be the
guiding principle in the Committee's work. It will, on the
one hand, seek out those items of expenditure which, in. the
reality of our present and forecast financial situation,
cannot be juetified - not because they are not desirable in
t..._... ;elves but because we cannot afford them - and, on the
other hend, is will ensuoe that services provided by the
Government which are socially of importance, particularly
where the lower income groups are concerned, are protected
and, if necessary, improved. It will also be within the
Committee's competence, in its investigations into departmental expenditure, to recommend such changes as it may
consider desirable in systems and. methods of administration
of essential public and social services in order to produce
economies and eliminate waste.
This Committee is an ad hoc body designed to meet a particular situation. It contains some of the elements of the
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I will stress once more; this Committee is designed to protect the public interest and the interests of taxpayers as a
whole; it is not intended to provide a forum for party political arguments. I believe that the floor of this House is
the proper place for this and provides ample opportunities.
I snould like to make a reference, at this point, to the
Public Accounts Committee established since the last budget.
The Committee has been meeting regularly for the past few
weeks and, I am informed, is making excellent proerees. Most
Controlling Officer's have nos appeared before it and the
Committee, I understand, will shortly be preparing its first
report to the House.
The growth in Government expenditure is-one of the main causes
of the present financial situation; a second major cause is
the continuing high level of overtime being =eked in Government Departments. If I may refer to my statement on. the Estimates of Expenditure last year, I said then:
"As far as our own domestic finances were concerned,
we VIC:re advised that, given substantial increases
in the charges for a number of services provided by
the Government, as well as a reduction in overtime .
working, the very substantial cost of accepting
parity could be met.
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It was with these considerations in mind that the
Government informed the Union that, for its part, '
it was eendy to accept parity on the basis that
the existing MCD/FSA presence and activity in
Gibraltar would continue for the foreseeable future,
that considerable increases would be necessary in
rents for housing and in charges for electricity,
water and telephones which have hitherto been
heavily subsidised out of general revenue, and
that overtime working would have to be restricted
to that which was essential for the proper running
of departments."
That was the end of my quotation in last year's statement.
Let there be no mistake about this. A certain amount - even
perhaps a considerable amount - of ovrtime work is necessary
in order to provide essential public services. First of all,
the cost of providing essential public services - such as the
Police Force, the electricity supply, the :.'_re service, the
medical service and the municipal services - are necessarily
proportionately greater in small cc —unities than in larger
ones. The need for overtime work is also proportionately
greater in a small place. It is necessary therefore to make
a very clear distinction between esaential and unnecessary
overtime. Already, on'the introduction of narity last year,
the level of what was known as 'social overtime' was systematically cut in all departments where it existed. What is
now required - as in the case of the Committee on Expenditure
which I have announced - is a much more detailed examination
of each and every case of overtime to determine where justi-.
fication exists, in the overall interests of providing an
essential service and, in the overall interests of the general
body of taxpayers, where it does not.
I have spoken of fairness as one of the top planks in the
Government's approach to this budget. The working of unnecessary overtime benefits a relatively &me:1: number cf individuals and is unfair to the rest of the.community. In an
ordinary household no one member is allowed an unfairly large
slice of the family cake. A great deal 'of detailed work in
collecting information on the current levels of overtime being
worked in Government Departments hns already been done. This
survey has shown that the level of overtime, being worked at
.present is cr.,sting as the Financial and Development Secretary
said, close on £2 million ner annum, divided, roughly in
equal parts, between industrial and non-industrial employees.
The next step will be to examine case by case and to make such
cuts as are compatible with the efficiency of a deportment on
the one hand and the.taxpayers' interests on the other. Appropriate officials, working from the centre, are being charged
with this task and will shortly be embarking on a series of
investigations and consultations with Headsnof Departments.
The question cf productivity is clearly also an important area
in this context. While acknowledging, as I now do once again,
the excellent and loyal atrvice rendered by many employees in

the public service, I referred, in my 1579 New Year Yessat:e.
to the need in certain areas for a greater effort by both
manageent and em ployee s if our relative general prosperity
was not to be an artificial one. Again, conoiderable groundwork has been done on this. Consultations have taken place
with Heads of Departments moat closely affected, the main
causes have been identified, and a number of measures to deal
with them have been proposed and are under'study.
The level of overtime work and the proper regulation of productivity are the responsibility of management. Needless to
say, however, they are both matters in which it is proper for
the Government to seek to enlist the cooperation of all the
Unions concerned in an endeavour to eliminate unnecessary
overspending in the ultimate interests of the community as a
whole, which, of course, consists, to a very large extent, of
the members of the Trade Union movement and their families.
A word now about the Development Programme. The House is
aware of the nature of the current programme and will appreciate that considerable time is required for it to get under
way. While it had originally been hoped that 1978 would see
the start of many of the works programned it is now clear
that the progra--e will begin to peak in thia year and ne;:z.
We will therefore soon begin to see the effects of the injection of a large amount of capital funds with the attendant
increase in the numbers employed in the construction industry.
The Government has succeeded in raising £2.5 million on the
London market for its contribution to the Development Programme. Of the total expenditure being sought in the Estimates
for the Improvement and Development Fund no lest than £1.9
mullion is estimated to be spent on those projects for which
the Government is wholly responsible for funding. The balance
will be required to meet the Government's commitment to contribute 10% of the major aided projects.
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I begsn this statement by referring to the confidence and
optimism for the future which I had exnressed in my statement
last year. I went on tnen to refer to the unpleasant financial situation which faces us and to. the steps that have to
be taken, by way of increasing rents and charges, and ocher
measures still to come, and by way of administrative acts to
reduce unnecessary Government expenditure.
In spite of all this, I do not consider that my confidence
and optimism were unfounded. I reiterated - My view in my New
Year Message three months ago and I do so again now. The substantial financial support provided by the British Government and the moral and political support which it underlined -is
no less real today than it was a year ago.
The second reason for my optimism was parity, given, as I said
then, certain conditions. These were substantial increase:: in
charges and a reduction in overtime work and we are continuing
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our policeee in these two reepeets. I looked forward also
at the tine to industrial peace and I am glad, as I am sure
the whole ceeaunety is, that we have enjcyed such peace
since then. It is our hope that thie will continue and, as
I did last year, I once again undertake that we will do everything possible to secure understanding with the Unions through
close and sincere communication.
If the cost of parity to the Government has contributed to the
present financial situation - as it undoubtedly has, not only
in terms of increased basic pay but also because of improvements in leave and SiC4 pay and other conditions of service there is, of course, a much brighter side to it as well.
There has been a substantial improvement in real living standards. Overall, earnings in'Gibraltar rose by around 50% in
1978/79 and this has meant an increase in real terns- of between 25% tni 33% in take-home pay at a time when inflation
has risen by only l5.6%, only I mean in comparison to the 25%
and 30%; not that it is a desirable figure. Parity has not
retarded the economy. The numbers emeloyed in the private
sector show some increase while the growth in Government
employment has been checked. The parity settlement injected
some 1:10 millions of purchasing power into the economy - some
£ millions as lump sum payments for retrospection - to the
benefit of trade in general. Evidence of this purchasing
power is to be found, inter ails, in the number of new cars
and television sets bought in. 1973 to which the Hon Financial
'and Develcpment Secretary has referred. 1978 was a good year
for the tourist industry in general and for the hotels in
particular. To a large extent the private sector had anticipated• a parity level of wages and overall earnings in that
sector rose by about 30%. The net result is that the private
sector was not seriously or adversely affected by the introduction of parity by the Official Emeloyers.
The truth of the matter is that it is the Gibraltar Government in particular that is still adjusting to parity and that
the undoubted and substantial benefits ahich it has 'wrought
to the people must be balanced by the implementation of
policies such as those which this budget proposed.
The Government is responsible for adaenistering public funds
and has a duty to make the facts clearly known to the public,
to sueeest the policies which should be followed and to persuade the public that they are the right policies.
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If, as I said earlier on, we are living beyond our means, then
we have only two alternatives; the first is to ensure that we
spend only whet we can afford, and no more, and that in order
to do no, we must introduce the necessary financial measures
and take the ne-eeeery administrative steps and. accept that,
for the moment at least, we cannot con.inue to demand 'an everrising standard of living. This is-the realism behind this
budget. The fairness behind it as, we believe, reflected in
cur general policy of making the funded services pay for themselves and in ensuring as far as possfele•that no individual
tares undue personaa advantage at the expense of the taxpayer.
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e to hide froa eeality and
The second alternative before us to
to shirk the unpleasant but n,.vert eleso necancry ilcs:=es
which I have described. If we were to choose thee alterneeive
we would sooner rather than later arrive at a situation in
which the Government would be unable to sect its co-eitments.
Its only recourse then would be to seek budgetary aivaeom the
British Government - like an ordinary hceeehold living on
charity. In my many years in public life in Gibraltar I have
held firmly to the principle teat Gibrelter should avoid
budgetary aid and all it means. Thin is a principle which
hold personally, and strongly, for a number of reasons, net
least of these being the political and constitutional dignity
of Gibraltar for which I have fought for 35 years. I accost
that others may think differently and that they might not
object, in principle, to budgetary aid. To these I woeld say,
first, that ouch aid would inevitably involve a transfer of
control and responsibility for Gibraltar'e financial affairs
from the Government to the British Government. That, to my
mind, would be a totally unacceptable and retrograde step.
Secondly, 1 would say that budgetary aid would, in any event,
be self-defeating. Because somebody else would be meeting
our financial shertfall, they would not only call the tene
but ensure that the cost of doing so was kept to the minteum.
A decline rather than all imeroveme nt in living standaeds would.
be the more likely in such a situation.
Development aid and general British Government spendine in
Gibraltar are, to my.aind, quite different matters. The
latter is an essential part of our economy but I trust and
believe that it represents value for money. Development aid
represents Ce. per head of tee Gibraltarian population per
week. While I have always 'expressed sy appreciation for this
financial support, I have never madeapologies for seekine it
because I believe that there is overriding moral an.. eelitical
justification for it. But budgetary aid will never have it
support nor, I believe, would the majority of Gibraltarians
wish to find themselves ie such a situation with all its consequences.
In this connection I would inform the House that, when I saw
Dr Owen in January this year, and while zf:iscusing with him
the situation in Gibraltar generally, I informed him of the
difficult financial situation which had arisen :his year and
said that I was considering possible ways and means in ahieh
the British Government might be asked to a-eie -. T eubsequently wrote to the Governor askinghis to forward, to
London a request'for some modeet financial assistance which,
if granted, would, in addition to the iteacures which we are
taking ourselves, enable us to bring our projected reserve
to a more acceptable level. 1 a:: awaiting a reely....
I wish to make it absolutely clear that this reqeest does not
In any way alter or affect my views on the undesirability of
Gibraltar beCesing grant-aided. It is an ad hoe request designed solely to meet the particular situation which hss
arisen this year. The substantial cuts we have already made
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in departmental estimates, cur continuing progress on rents
and the funded services, the expenditure committee which
will bc worY.In:-.throhout the year and the detailed scrutiny cf overtime which will be carried cut are all, I think,
sufficient evidence of our determination to do everything
possible to cut our financial house in order and to ensure
the achievement of a sound financial, basis for the future.
It is with these thotecli.ts in mind that I ask not only this
House but Gibraltar as a whole to accept this budget, unpleasant though it may be, if only as the lesser of two
evils. My continuing conlic:ence and optimism arise from my
knowledge not only of the innate good sense of the Gibraltarian but also cf his resolution and sense of personal dignity of which so much evidence has been presented to the
world in the last fifteen years. I have no doubt that,
financially, we are at a cio:,.s-roads; I have every confidence that, as we have done politically, we shall take the
right turning. Anyone who advocates otherwise will, in cur
opinion, not have the best and long-term interests of Gib_ altar at heart.
'That,- Mr Speaker, is the end of the slat sent but I would
like, before I sit down, to say that Perhaps we should have
said earlier that we wish our Clerk, our permanent Clerk, a
quick recovery.
MR SPakKER:
I was goeng to say that I do know that our Clerk is well on
him way to recovery and will soon be back in his port as
usual.
Perhaps this is a good time to recess until 3.15 pm When I
would like comments on the general principles and merits of
the Bill.
The House recessed at 1.07 pm.
The House resumed at

3.35

pm.

MR SP E;
Gentlemen, justt the time of year when I spy on the second
reading of t:e Bill: "Does any 'Iember wish to speak on the
general principles and merits of the Bill", I am sure that
you are all raring to, bet.may I in saying this explain under
the new procedure that under the general principle and merits
of the Aptropriation Bill this is the time therefore, and I am
speakingprocedurally exclusively, as to who wishes to speak
and. what they wish to say has nothing to do with me, but procedurally of course this is the time for bath Ministers and
Members of the Oneosition to steak on the general principles
and merits of the Bill, touching both e=epartmental policy,
general policy, and any matter which is relevant to the debate. When we go into the Committee Stage of course we will
be dealing with the particular Heads of Departments item. by
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item and then debate.will be restricted to the particular
item which is being discussed. Now is the time to deal
with ti.e general princi.ples and merits of the Bill.

I

HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, the statement by the Honourable the Financial
and Development Secret a ry was as usual informative and the
House should thank the Financial and Development Secretary
for this information.
The statement by the Chief Minister is one of considerable
importance, and it is on the broad merits or demerits of
that statement which I wish to address the House.
Mr Speaker, it is not the people of Gibraltar that are
living beyond their means, it is the Government of Gibraltar
that
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

a

If the Honourable Member will give way. I said it is the
Government that is living beyond its meens, not the people.
HON M XIBERRAS:
The community was living beyond its means ..vs what the Chief
Minister in fact said. It is the Government that is living
beyond its means. No one, not even a cursory and occasional
visitor to this House, could have failed to have noticed the
difference of the Chief Minister's tone. Even the difference
between last year's Chief Ministerial ddress and this year's.
Last year the first parity budget was introduced by the Chief
Minister with such confidence and oleeimism that all the
Members on this side of the House who for many years have
been advooL.ting to the Chief Minister the introduction of
parity, that thought, that general atmosphere. of eutboria,
to try and adopt a more realistic attitude to the introduction of parity. The Chief Minister was not to be deterred
on that occasion. Not only did he maintain the stand he had
taken in last year's debate, but he even accused the Crpoeition of reversing its ettitude to parity, simply, because
the Opposition at that time, my colleagues, were warn
about those other measures that needed to be taken with the
introduction of parity if the position which we have reached
today, as it appears, woo not to be reached.
Mr Speaker, even the occasional visitor to this House must
have heard the Opposition try to persuade the Government that
the procedures available to this House for the control of expenditure were insufficient. It was always a hobby horse. of
mine, Mr Speaker, for the last four years, I would say. And
we have regularly insisted. that the Government has a respennot
sibility to contrr,1 that expenditure, to s6e that
live beyond its means. The occasional visitor to
Mr Speaker, Would have heard not only the Honcerabl.,:.
Bossano, as the Financial and Development Secretary ::nuicated,
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and not only last year bue for at least six years, my

?

Honourable and Learned Friend Mr Isola repeatedly and ad

nauseum telling the Government that its nerformande as
regards expenditure under the Improvement and Development

Fund was abysm al, that it was going worse year by year.
And the occasional visitor, Mr Speaker, to this House must
also have heard the Opposition urge upon the Government a
Policy of moderate and realistic economic expansion so that
we would have a larger cake to share amongst all the people
in Gibraltar. The occasional visitor would also have heard
the Opposition, my colleagues, speak about the lack of
service which the community was getting for the immense
amounts which are being spent for 25,000 people. £27m last
year, sneaking in round figures eenerally; this year 15%
more but on and off a raeidly increasing budget which does
give the people of Gibraltar a better standard of living
but which the Government have not had the courage tc see to
it that the people of Gibraltar have also a good service
for the taxation which they were paying. '
Yr Sneaker, not only the Opposition but the Government Itself has on many occasions taken over the policy, this
nolicy that was obvious for Gibraltar and has been obvious
for a reember of years. The Chief Minister and the Financial
and Development Secretary spoke about cost consciousness
last year and the year before that. The Chief Minister spoke
about cost consciousness in the context of the introduction
of parity. But, Mr Speaker, as has happened so often since
1972 when Honourable Gentlemen opposite took over, for one
reason or another, at one juncture or another, the question
of political exnediency was more important than their obligation to face the public in Gibraltar with the exact consecuences of their actions. And to take action themselves
accordingly.
10

111

•

•

Mr Speaker, this year the Chief Minister talks to us about '
realism, and he does no more than catch up with what my
Honourable colleaeees and myself have been saying it this
Houee for a, long period of time. No more .than catch u7'
Now he speaks of realism. But last year when we were ,::ring
to introduce in the House an air of realism about parity, we
were trying to tell the Chief Minister that it was not going
to be all on the plus side and you needed to take certain
measures as well. The Chief Minister at the most simply paid
lip service: ao this.
Yr Speaker, the record of the Government has been a very poor
ode with regard to its real responsibility to the people of
Gibraltar. And the Opposition, my colleagues and myself, have
been concerned about this. For instance, Mr Speaner, on the
--oleo- sti= of expanseon of the Government service, the number of
people employed by the Government. Whilst talking about cost
conscio4sneoa last year we were also informed that the Government had taken on something between 10% and 15% more employees
over a Period of about two years. When their expenditure on
the Improvement and Development, when these .forces are generating money in the economy, were going down and have been
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going down since 1972. And yet, Mr Speaker, ahen the
Opposition, my colleagues and myecif, ankod tne Goveremene
whae nee ooete
for some sort of indication 5S
created, ire were told, as retards a good number of them,
that the changes had been introduced as a re silt cf staff
not in e
inspection and that therefore the Government
position to tell us what new poets had been created and why.
In the Improvement and Development Fund, Ter Speaker n the
House knows very well what has happened. I am glad to hear
the Government talking about stimulating effects of imeroveeent and development money in the economy, but where was •
this thinking in the year since 1972; where wan the performance that should have accompenied these words. Is the
House swore that in 1972, the year ending 1972, exaenditure
of the Government headed by my Honourable and Gallant
colleague, Major Peliza, was g2.2m in improvement and
development, and in those days a number of projects which
are today included in the Improvement and Development Fund,
were not than included in the Improvement and Development
Fund. And is the House further aware that between April
1972 and January this year, and as andiceeed by the Index
of Retail Prices, there has been an increase in the coat of
living of something like 156%? Arid can the Hoese not deduce
from that what the level of spending was in 1972 with £2.2m
as compared with the level of spending in 1973, 197111, 1975,
1976, 1977 and 1978? Is this the Government that comes, are
these the gentlemen that come to the House, which is the
people of Gibraltar and tell them aboet the benoficial
effects of Improvement end Develop pen. Fund money eo the
economy? Had the British Government been ungenerous to the
people of Gibraltar, then we would have understood why there
has been such a slump in the building industry, why so few
people were employed; that even today the Government ia not
satisfied with the extra number of people that have been
. employed despite the increase in its improvoment and development spending, something in the region of 55 in the construction industry. Even now the Government is not satisfied.
How could they possibly be satisfied with thczeolves during
all these years and how can they come to the Moose today and
preach to the House about the benefit of the improvement and
Development Fund spent. How can they ask the Opposition to
believe them when they say that the Improvement end Development Programme is going to peak this yeas and next and that
they have been spending something in the region of £7m this
year. What indication has there been in the performance
over all these years, from 1972 onwards, to get credibility
to their statement now.
Mr Speaker,,what credibility can we give to any indication by
the Government that the level of service to the taxpayers,
which means all of us now, is going to improve? V:hat has the
Government done all these years to improve the service? My
own partyenas issued communiques to that effect. The service
is poor, Mr Speaker. But taxation is high and the responsibility is with Ministers, not with Heads of Departments, with
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Ministers, with the Government, it is their responsibility
not to take the side of political expediency every time:
.nay have to face up to people and say this netds to be
done. It is net even the reshonsbility of Heads of Departments as Members opposite have from time to time tried to
make out.
Mr Speaker, another example of the total collepae of the
credibility of the Gevernment: the sale of houses. Last
year at Budget time we had the sale of houses nut forward
not only as a revolutionary measure - perhaps the words
were not spoken then but they were nut forward a bit later
they were put forward as a means, if I understood it correctly, as a means of financing improvement and development.
I believe it was the third leg, the third leg of that particular stool. Mr Speaker, what has happened to this revolutionary scheme. It ha two legs. Mind you it would have
been perfectly well saohorted on those two legs, if they
had cared to fit then on to the stool, but they haven't even
been able to do that. Has the Chief Minister mentioned •
daring the course of his address this revolutionary plan and
its effect on the Improvement and Development Fund? I haven't
heard it. And yet much was merle of it laLt year. And it was
not only a question, I would emphasise, of social policy but
also of economic policy. Yet the budget cones down this year,.
the plan has either' collapsed or it has been reconsidered;
but at least do the Opposition the favour, or give it the
credit, that they were not going to mica this one. They cannot just bring out these revolutionary schemes cod just drop
them and expect the Opposition not to remember. Yr Speaker,
I would like Honour able Members opposite to tell us Nhat
their plans are in respect of the sale of Government proper
ties, in due course.
Mr Speaker, I am glad to see that Tourism as going to enjoy
a someehat better year. i am glad to see that there has
been some movement in that deoressina position that has been
expounded year after year in this Houce by,the Honourable
Mr Serfaty. Yell, we could not get out of that vicious
circle. When the Honourable Yr William Isola, who was then
a ".enter of the :rouse, and the Honourable. Yr Peter Isola
and the Honoerable Mr Serfaty spoke at great lengths again
and we seemed to get nowhere year after year after year.
There are charter flights now, we are told; there ware no
charter flights then, at lease very few of them. We have
moved forward in that direction. It is about the one glimmer
of light that the Honouraole and Learned the Chief Minister
and the Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary
have had on this year's budget.
Mr Speaker, we heard the Chief Minister speak about Phoductivity. I think he did so last year as 17.111_, and I think he
so in his New Year's message. The_hhestion of productivity, Yr Speaker, was as Honourable Menber.T know something
that was very dear to me. I an talking about 1972. A productivity and training unit maw created. The nrodactivity and
training unit disappeared a long time ago. It has been taken
over by the Establishment.
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MR SPEAKER:
Order, order, we will not have interraptions.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I am glad to hear from the Minister for Labour that it exists
and I have even been able to ascertain the•fact by reference
to my estimates of expenditure. But, Mr Speaker, in no other
way because the Productivity and Training Unit, Mr Speaker,
by my information, has for the most part become an arm of the
Establishment, dealing with the expenditure cf very large suns
of money that the House is debating today. And one particular
Member was in the Honourable Member's Deportnent, the Department of Labour and Social Security and he was performing the
functions of a clerk who was issuing work permits, Mr Sneaker.
MR SPEAKER:
Now, order, we will not have interruptions, please.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, the Productivity and Training Unit have received
very little comment by Honourable Members opposite but now
they talk rightly of productivity, a bit late. But rightly
about productivity. So, of course, Mr Speaker, we are elz.d
to see that a productivity bonus is to be paid, eerhaccs not
because it is going to engender productivity but because it
is going to make money in the round: I hope it does. I
hope it does engender productivity bccouse there was a very •
substantial productivity agreement in 1972 which was ready
for signing in those days but it never saw.the light of day
I think, or it was signed ver;,; very late after that.
So, Mr Speaker, the Government now talks of productivity, of
service,talks about the stimulation of the Economy by the
Improvement and Development Fund, talks about all these things,
as it has been talking about them. with increasing frecuency,
should I say, in the last two years. But wnat has the Government done about it? Why should the Opposition, today, believe
the Government when it says: "We ere going to no this or we
have mentioned.
are going to do that" in the respect
Why? Is there anytning in the Performance of the Government
to suggest this? The Chief Minister has said that there has
betel a pruning of the Estimate:, by cone ..700,000. I would
like to know what wns left cut, what wan put_ in. Of coarse
not. That is why the bovement
=
will not get my vote ova the
measures that they propose.
Yr Speaker, the Public Accounts Co--ittee ia now in existence
after two years, Perhaps it will be more -.4— ing for the '
Chairman to give us an indication of its work, I shell certainly not touch on it because that Co-oittee is sanpozed to
be quite incepeneent and I have no wish to nroneence about
Houae. I would just like to poine oat, Mr Soeaker,
it In tha=.ouse.
that the introduction of a Public Accounts Co=itte,e'wes

a
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asked for for about two years before it was actually launched.
I hope it has a selutory effect on expenditure. That it makes
people aware that authority is needed from tne House and I
hope it has generally a salutory effect on expenditure.
I will come to my other proposals made about November, 1976,
in a minute. Exeansion, Mr Speaker, what is there in this
budget which indicates expansion of the economy. If the
Government is thinking along the lines that more business
seems to be generated, that more jobs can be found, that the
economy becomes bigger so that the amount that we nave to
Pay in taxation, each of us including the workers, including
Union members, is so that we can meet increases in inflation
and increases in wases originating in United Kingdom and now
transienGibraltar because of parity. Where in the budget,
w heee in the Financial and Development Secretdryts address or
the Chief Minister's address, is there an-indication that the
Government is thinking positively about expansion. There is
one item, Shell Fish Farming, for which a very small amount
very small amount. But is the
has been put to one side.
Government thinkfn,•, really thinking, ahead? is it really
that worried about the situation, when ft takes no measures
to expand the economy, not even to make a small beg inning?
Is it the Situation in the Port when we advocated expansion
over a number of years, is that any such better, Are we
getting increaeed trade on the port? Even at the level of
domestic consumption? Is our revenue from indirect taxation
really what it should be with the amount of money that- has
gone into the economy? Does it reflect that? As I say,
tourismis the only gfir^e^ of light. In the Port we see
nothing comparable, suite the onnosite. We see a reduction
in the numbers of large vessels coming into Gibraltar.
The Honourable Mr Perez, I remember, spoke at lengths on the
question of bunkers, when he was over on this side of the
Heuse. Are we getting the trade on Government measures taken
in the east? Are they ending to improve the situation?. Are
they intending to work the sea trade?
Yr Speaker, las; year I asked the Financial and Development
Secretary about the ongoing costs of parity. I was trying to
establish in a reslistic manner what in fact was the situation into which the Government end the House was getting itself into w'Ith the adoption of parity, in a hurry and comrletely against stated principles by the Government. One
was asking for the moot, Mr Speaker.
have encueht
le it possible to es:imaee, I was almost told it was a silly
reeestion to ask, because we had not yet experienced parity.
Bnt, Yr Speaker, this year we are beginning to see not only
the ongoing costs of parity but the lack of Government information at that particular time about the ongoing :pats of
saarity. And if they did sea it they kept it to themselves
and if they did know the ongoing costs of parity what did
they do about it? Did they start pruning before they insee-e-ed parity? No, they increased the labour fcrce by 10%
to 15%. A labeurer, Mr Sneaker, costs something like £3,000
a year. Hon MeMbers will know what it costs for a Clerical
- •
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Officer, or what it costs to implceent the et:cults of the
.staff inspection, about which we have h ork very little.
tne increeeve in staff
Perhaps on Members will tell us
have been. The SSG, SO grades ono what the coot of that is.
Mr Speaker, I also enquired la et year about the cost of
parity on other cherges, not direcely in wogs, but cm other
charges. How would other charges be affected by e__:y? It
was a fair question to ask. Does the Government have an
answer this year? They should have been aware of the results
last year, and they should have bueneted accordingly, but
apparently it has been necessary to reducc.the bu;Lget by
£700,000 this year afeer a year of opereeion of peeiey, ie
after the event, not at :he same time, oe as, it would have
been preferable, before the event. What has been the effect
of parity on other chargee?
Mr Speaker, the effects on Inc private- sector. Hon Members
on this side, my colleagues ana I st leact, warned the Govnt aboue the effect on the private eector. We eee tell
ern.. en
tat
h the private sector hoe been able o"t absorb the eff,?.cts
.50 increase in wages. Those of u,;0 cr
of parity despite a :
of you, who are businessmen will'know ehet a 30'; increase in
wages in relatively small firms is not ancasy prcecsiticn.
So it was not without effect, this introduction of psei:y cn
the private sector.
Mr Speaker, the: there is the overall size of the Budect,
£27m last year, this year c 2 i. ieereace. Mr Seeeeer, for
25,000 people without eefence s,7.eneing, without foreign representation, it is a very large amount and Son Yembers tell
.7.c amount. how much better, hr
us now that it is a very lar(
Speaker, if we hsd planned from 1971 for/the introduction of
parity slowly, eliminating that labour which we did not need
in those years of underseending of the .Ienrovement and Cevelcpmen: Fend, and going for greeter self-aufficioney of
Gibreltarian labour, as the TG'SU in 1972 was tilling to
support actively. How, Mr Speaker, much bettor it ..___a have
been if the Government had been not four yeers behind Hon
Members on this side of the House but et least contseporaneous with Hon Members on this side of the Hoeee. Save we
heard of this greater self-sufficiency of laboer, cf late?
Certainly we have heard it from this side of the r_ use but
not from the other side of the 'House. Hee there beee that
awareness of all those necessary edjencts to the ieeeeeee:ion of parity? And con WC, believe the Government ehen they
say now tey
are going to eut their hoese in order? New we
.
are going to do this, now we are going to do that.
Mr Speaker, thus we are where we are at present. Tha Governthe Consolidated Puhd end
ment budgetting for a deficit
after measures taken hoping for m surelus of £69,0C.Ce But,
of course, Mr Speaker, there is ano:her brainwave of :he
Government: The Chief Minister has epproached De Owen , and
u
oe wart I
the Chief Minister has given us a very toching,
would consider to ac tcuching and dignified stateeene of the
position as regards budgetary aid. Sentiment.; with which I
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would seeee entirely were they based on accurate history,
Mr Saeaaer. Then he seeeks en pa; e 21 of his .statement about
his p'Oaosal to :r Owen .o tido us over in our present
cultics. To these I would scy that such aid, talking about
budaeeary aid, "first that such aid would inevitably involve
a transfer of control and restonsibility for Cabraltar's
financial affaies from the Gibraltar Government to the British Government. That, tc my mind, would be a totally unacceptable and retrograde step. Secondly, I wauld say that
budgetary aid would in any event be eeJf-defeating because
some body else would be meeting our financial shortfall.
They would not only call the tune -but ensure that the cost of
doing so was kept to the minimum, a decline rather than an
improvement in living stancards would be more likely in such
a situation." Let ma say, as.an aside, Mr speaker, that
these arguments are very ruch in harcony with the original
aaguments used by the Governmer.t in respect of parity. They
had the same ring about them, and we know what happened to
the Government's resolution on the question of parity, they
changed it. Therefore, when the Chief Minister says: "I
believe that there is overriding moral and political justification for it, but budgetary aid will never have my support,
nor, I believe, would the majority of Gibraltarians wish to
finrl thenselvez in such a situation with a:.1 its consequences".
When the Chief Minister uses words of that kind, I cock an ear
and say to. myself "be careful because we might get a proposal
which is in completely the onnosite direction." Fair enough,
he continues in tiara 43 "in this connection I would inform the
House that when I saw Dr Owen in January this year and while
discussing with him the situation of Gibraltar generally, I
i.forced him of the d'f4 eult financial situation which had
arisen this year and said that I was considering possible ways
and means by which the nritish Government might be asked to
assist," Now, if I an unfair ac the Chief 'ijinister I hope he
will excuse me because I still do not know what proposals he
has taken to Dr Owen. I still do not know the nature of his
Proposals. I still do not know whether I would support them
or not. I still do not anow whether the House should be asked
to support a budget that aelies co heavily, apparently, on
measures that have not been specified and certainly
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way, what I said in my statement
was that the nature of the request was modest and it would
only go to help ,towards our reserves. So it could not have
been that revolutionary or that dependant on it. In fact, it
would not affect one iota of the taxation or the measures that
the Government Proposes to take. That is clear from the state-

EON mini MI.NIKER:
Member wents to knew ee
the
I want to .now every t.._
to give him a reply later on, if I can.
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HON M XIBER2AS:
I think it would have been fair for the Chief Minister to
disclose, ab initio, exactly what he had in mind. It would
have saved ay time. Let me remind the Chief Mnister that,
was it 1575, when we were in Constitution Comeittee and we
were about to make representations to Mr Roy Hetterslcy,
then Minister, his colleagues and oueselves aareed on a form
of British Government support for Gibraltar. The pent:anent
economic relationship between Britain nc Gibaeltar. And
the object of the permanent economic relationship between
Britain and Gibraltar, r Speaker, which as he very rightly
said afterwardae was an t intearationist ides, this permanent
economic relationship between Britain and Gibraltar, Mr
Speaker, was'suppoaed to work, at W5S represented to Mr
Hattersley in 1976 in fact when he ceme here himself aad then
later on when the Chief Minister alta I went on our ill-fated
expedition to London, was that this -nermanent economic aelaLh e
g
raising net enly waes
tionship should work t; a,
general standard of living in Gibralter to parity with Uni:,ed
Kingdom. Arai it woule aork in his Lease, that Gitralter in
all the circumstances, bearing in. mine its geographizz:1 Pz;sition, bearing in mind the buugetary situation, bearing in
mind the fact that we were proud Gibraltariano and we wished
to make our financial efforts, that Gibealtar might, at acaaa
time, find itself unable to sustain the cost of the introdedtion of such things cs parity of wxgcs or such other measures
which would brine tee general standard of living in Cibraltar
up to the United Kinadom level, anda then the British Government would underwrite, according toi formula to be devised,
any shortfall in the monies that we raised here. And we
would do it accordingly, T repeat, to a formula and bearing
in mind that Gibraltar would have made all the necessary
efforts to finance its own budget.
Mr Speaker, the Chief linister, the Hon Yr Yonterriffo arts
the Hon Mr Canape,. were I believe in the Committee along with
the Hon Yr P J Isola end myself and this we started talking
1974. I have eome of the four files inabout some time
- 75
volved here and I could check the date, but let ue say l ;
S=baker, this
of what happened to those propeaels. But,
was in 1975, namely four ycaac' ago. That iS why I keep
harping on the fact that the Government is four years apt'arently behind the Opposition
HON CHIEF rINISTER:

HON M XIBER2AS:
.
Ine Speaker, the Chief Minister mimht cane to infoam the House
at a given time about the nature of these proposals.
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. and five feet ahead.

I

•

•

ECN M XIBERRAS:
Yes, Mr Speaker, five feet ahead, perhaps that is why they
are so complacent about it, perhaps they hove to raise taxation because of that. Perhaps they have not taken the

•

measures they should have taken because they are five feet
ahead. Perhaps they have grown very complacent, perhaps
they think they are there to rule by divine right, but, Mr
Sneaker, the facts are cuite simple. The on and Learned
Member, whatever number of people-he has around him, today
he has to face one of these facts, and he has had to go capin-hand to Her Majesty's Government, apparently, to ask for
money.
HON CHIEF M=STER:
I have not, and that is a misrepresentation, a malicious misrepresentation, of something he does not even know the terms
upon which the approach has been made other than what I said,
which is. the most dignified and proper way of doing it.
HON M XTB--","'F).AS:
However, the only thin:, is that I doubt very much whether it
will be a more dignified manner than whet vas proposed in
1375.
ECC CHIEF MINISTER:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

It is a matter of opinion.
I

O

Y. Speaker, I now come to the other propoal of the Chief
Minister for en Expenditure Co-,ttee. Mr ,C-ca',:cr,
- :cy that I consider this prepoal to be a
say straii7ht ;
victory again for Hon :embers on this sijo of the House.
The proposal for an Expenditur Com:!,ittee together with a
Public Accounts Committee wfas made in a letter which the
Chief Minister must have available to him, which I have
quoted before in this House, of :ovember 1976. That comes
within the four year, the four years that the Government
In fact, hr :beaker if
has been behind the Opposition.
he refers in fact to this meeting last year, to the Hansard,
he will see that, he made reference and I made reference to
this proposal on expenditure. Let me just briefly, Mr
Speaker, in welcoming the Government's conversion to this
idea, let me say the Honourable Members on this side of
House are in 'principle prepared to participate provided that
the Committee conforms with the dignity and the responsibilities of Honourable Members in this House and that the OpTcs.:tion is able to maintaiH its role as an. Opposition, a res- estecl
ponsible Opposition, who in the first place as I say au c:
an Expenditure Committee. But let me then, Yr S.c.eaker, refer
to this letter of November 1976 and soy I was proposing a complete review of the way in which th3 House deelt with

If the Honourable Member will give way. I have no such letter
of November 1976. I have a letter of 5th January 1977.

XIBERPS:

Chief Minister subscribed to those proposals. The
Well,
Chief. Min,ster signed those proposals. The Chief Minister
re5resented these proposals to Mr Hattersley here and in
England. Perhaps he wanted to do it himself on his own as
he did parity.
Speaker, so much for the words of the Chief Minister
Well,
about budgetery aid. I am sure, Mr Speaker, that as a result
of the permanent economic link the British Government would
nave wanted to keep tabs cn certain spendings here in Ceibraltar ant this was,•as the Hon Members knows, discussed in
the Constitution Committee at mreat length. The workings of
the formula had to be discussed, and in the workings of the
formula, Her Speaker, obviously the British Government, it
would be naiv to think otherwise, obviously the British
v wanted to have an indication cf how
Government wo uld have
the money wza to be spent. That was in 1975 and in 1976 we
went to M.r Hettersley and when he said the permanent economic
relationship is inte;:rat.eon I aske the Chief Minister to
defend the propesal ant what he said was, I believe I can
because it mac only one sentence: "There might be
cucte
e atvanta.ee on it", This was publicised her: when we came
I believe it is in the minutes. I asked the Chief
Llinister to review those words today and to ask himself
whether there would be just some advantage in the proposals
tcday. There would have been considerable advantage in those
Proposals today, Mr Speaker, but that is water under the
bridge. Now the Chief Minister has a better plan. We shall
•
works.
see wha it is and how
2314.

HON H XIBERRAS:
Then I. shall give the Chief Minister a copy.
MR SPEAKER:
I would like to see a copy if it is going to be quoted.
HON M XIBERRA.S:
Yes, of course, air Speaker, he ham the letter of January, 1977.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
That letter starts by saying: "I am grateful for your attempt
to meet criticisms which I have raised from time to time in
the House as to the way we deal with the budget in the House".
. •
EON M XIBERRAS:
That is right, Yr Speaker.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
That is dated the 5th of January, 1577.
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M XIBEHRAS:

FON M ZIBERRAS:

HON

The Chief Minister will recall, no doubt, that I was proposing a review of the means by which the budget was to be
tackled. I said at the time that the House had insufficient
time to consider the Estimates. I said that we were rubber
stamping the estimates, that the sums of mcney involved were
getting larger and larger and that Honourable Members on this
cite of the House were just unable to care nut a Proper
criticism of the budget. Therefore, what I proposed to him,
and perhans he will recall the words, was a "hybrid" cos,rn'ttee,
which would have doubled the functions of Public Accounts
Committee and Expenditure Committee. I mentioned that in the
House of Co--ohs the Cor-ittee on Expenditure, as the
Committee on Supplies, sloohed into the estimates throughout
the year and the Appropriation Bill was not taken until some
time in AU2Ust, and votes and accounts were made for the
expenditure of departments to continue. Now, the Chief
Minister eventuallY•

Alr_ght, Mr Speaker, let us go to the 5th of January, 1977.

Mr Speaker, I wonder whether we can agree on the fact that we
are talking about the same letter.

The timetable for expenditure - perhsps I may be allowed to
quote "the procedure for dealing with the estimates of expenditure Is senerally acceptable. I sauest, however, s.,:set
the Starsiing Orders should be amended" ant co forth and so
forth. Perhaos I will publish it in the press, Mr Speaker.
I quoted the system that we hod, as I snid, which arose from
Colonialist days, that it was a rubber stamping of the estimates cf expenditure and the main thing, Yr Speaker, is thet
I proposed a hybrid committee embodying the functions of an
Expenditure Committee and a Public Accounts Cor-ittee because
we could not afford to have two separate cor- ttees. Well,
Mr Speaker, the Chief Minister row comes up with an Expentitura Committee on certain conditions which we are certainly
willing to consider, and as I say, in principle we are prepared to participate in it provided that the dignity of this
House and the responsibility of'Membors ca this House is
maintained and that the role of the Opposition and as an
Opposition le kept to. But again, Mr Speaker, is it not •
rather late, is is not rather late for the Chief Minister to
agree to this proposal.

MR SPEAKER:

.ON CHIEF MINISTER:

There seems to be. a divergence from dates.
HON MXIBt'RPA.S:

I don't agree. This is a different thing altogether, although
it has resemsblances because we have 'both been looking at the
same form.

Not in the context, kr Spea:.es'.

HON M XIBERRAS:

YR SI"'AF7=3.:
It is accepted then that you are referring to the same letter
as the Chief Minister?

Yes, Mr Speaker. That is why, Mr Speaker, at the le
of Assembly he sold "If he shouts too mach he won't get a
Public Accounts Committee". As if I was begging for a Public
Accounts Committee.

HON H

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

Very well, Mr Speaker, there is a consideral)le amount of
correspondence here, Mr Sneaker, on this matter and I can
refer to this letter of January 1977.

I said nothing of the kind:
HON H XIBERRAS:

HON CHIEF MINISi R:

If the Honourable Member will refer to the Hansard.

There is no November one in the file.

The point about this, 'Yr Speaker, is that we in the Opposition
are perfectly prepared to tale un the responsi -1,- y for oroner
expenditure. We have always made this clear. But it has been
the Chief Minister who has not allowed us this resnc..s,.i -,;'4 ty
by taking so long to agree to the establishment of these committees. Now that one is established, the Public Accounts Co--4 ttee, the oth;re one could be established, under the right conditions. Hut hew late, Mr Speaker, the reaction. What has
happened during all these years. It is now April 1979, Hr
Speaker. So we welcome thisbut again ' am sorry to say "we
23?.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

•HON M XIBERRLS:
I see, and there is no reference to that?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
.No.
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told you so" seain. We told you so, that it was necessary to
control expenditure.
And I will tell you anosher one, rr Sneaker, I will tell
Honourable rembers another one before it happens. On the
cueetion of expansion it is going to be very difficult,
terribly difficult, to get real ea-Pension in Gibraltar without a der' rtment and a machinery which is resnonsible for
economic expansion. We have a Minister. for Trade, we have no
Denartment of Trate. At least some Honourable Members
opposite know we do not have a Director of Trade. At least.
some. Honourable Members know, if they are interested in this
matter, of establishing a Deportment of Trade, such as the
Chamber of Commerce does. I.do not mean an extra Dspertment,
I meon making use of the manpewer resources of Government in
the ric:ht direction. When we go to the estimates you will
see that various Departments are pretty heavily staffed in
comparison with their performance. The Department of Tourism
itsV lf to my mfnd - ant this is just a suggestion, an idea for its outlay and for its worth, mieht have scope for wider
resPensibity of Tourism and Trade, with a shoring up from
pie who should not be in the Leeartment where they are now,
—:ere there might be some overstaffine,. I do not know how •
this Position might affect the Treasury but certainly there
is a need - to have people in the Government whose interest is
to develop the economy in the trade. sense.
In the bankiro7 sense, Honourable embers have an Ordinance
ready. It has gone throe:h the mill, the process of consultation. Now this kind of thing is good° But the Government
must do it, the Government must do it. Not just speak about
it, talk about it, they m a st do it.
The Port needs stimulation, the Port needs expansion. Is
there anybody in a LePartment whose interest it is to encouracse economic development in the sense of light industries?
If it is the Development arc Planning Commission, where are
those plans? .rho is responsible? That efforts have been
made to develop the economy in the sense of light industry
in a realistic manner from small beginnings?

I

Well, rr Speaker, there it is, a tremendous belcklcq- by the
Government. A budget that is as Passinistic this year as
apparently tit was supposed to be optimistic the last year.
A lurch from one side to the other, a swing of the pendulum,
no steady course, a sudden panic station, even to the extent
of going to Britain and asking for some assistance in our
pre-sent circumstances, and still no clear indication as to
what we are going to do in the future. At least the Permanent economic relationship was a way of facing the co"' itmeats that were coming. But the Britisn Government did not
want it, a way of Parity. But now vie have had parity but
we have no permanent economic relationshin. Perhaps the
Chief Minister didn't try hard enough when we went to see
Mr Hattereley. Perhaos he wasn't seri o us enough about it.
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Or as I hat s said cm occasions in teis
actee irresponsibly in goinr with the guc,_
without prepr,rin.: hie grout .. I hsve eoie
House before. 'Oitheet gcteine so:" sort of
zh a,vern',het
.::ant
m
,-„ euersetee to uedererite •the cost. Yr
economic rel
wos the object of the pee
can read the minutes.. 1:.r 2ncakor, thL:t ic
the Government today, and we ore asked to vo.te men ::v for
housing, for electricity, for telephones ene co
as
not going to go into these matters, rr Speeeer, exee.ot to
give a generel indication, which I thil--ek I have alreedy
given, that we w ill vote againet. Because the Oeees'- -n
ter
is quite tired of giving the Government chences one
another. 'Yes, we will do it this year. Alright we
done it but we shall give you perheps. an opeort'enity of
doing whet you have to Co. Mom, he yef:r hoe come,
Improvement and 1..eveloement Fund has too little exe,
Ah, but the British Govern:::ent to not pay Out t't
yeer =:e
time: Alrip:ht e we shall vote the expehdituoc.
he renes.
thought we hit iesuee a wareinw by vot ing
This yes: the indications ore that my cc-l_"
Coernment
will be voting against each of the meeseres
will take in respect of electricity and tic other funded
seovices, electricity, water ond. co on. I will net enter
into the merits of the propoe el, but if we do this it is
because we consider that the Government does not perferm.
up. We had the feces of
Andwe have the facts to bock L.
years and years in this House. leO.: have the self-criticism
of the self-reproach of the Government to back this up.
Speaker, by taking etcut GB.C. This
I would like to end,
is a big item of expenditure one deserves singling out. 1,-/
Honourable Colleague, Mr Peter Isola, and L&celf hod a
meeting with GDC last Thursday, ene Honourehle
know that the proposal to go colour, or rether
of the coverage of political debates and cerrent
ily
debates in this louse has been one ..hatwes raised
in 1972. ♦ Following a motion in the Ileusc whieh.wes
time called "a witch hunt" we had two gentlemen from the B-30
Riekord ne Yr Sisar. They mace
coming over, that was
recommendions
which were critical of the covereee of Hoose
at
of Assembl y proceedings. It suegested thet a better service
shoudl be given and gave specific retommeneetions as to how
this might be done.
Then we had the Select Committee on Broadcosting. Pert of
that Committee on Broadcasting was a commitment not jest to
vote or to support or recommend the voting of funds to go
colour, but also to follow up the other side, the full reporting by GBC of current affairs, and the political situation.
Vie have had since then questions in the mouse aboot limited
b„,oadossting of ;he Teeoccedings of this House. So, again,
Mr Speaker, I am telking about events that go back es far as
1972. This year in our budget we are going to spent some
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600,000 of recurrent expenditure on GBC, and a capital
aeeent bringing _he sum about .Elm for GEC. Faced with this
situetion, of course, r:.y colleagues and myself .:ore very
con-ernee. We are concerned tleit theca ieree sums of money
we.
...pent on one aspect, the imnrovement of the broadca,,eing service, but on the other aspect, the coverage c2
cur re nt affairs, the informative aspect, we were not making
any progress at all.
Now, Mr Speaker, in this issue I just want to emphasise that
there is an obligation on a body that is so heavily dependent
on sems voted by this House ao inform the people of Gibraltar
not just to entertain them, and that in the United Kingdom,
EEC had a very definite obli -eition to inform, and not just
talking about that, talking about the effects which adequate
reporting of proceedings of this House would have on cost-consciousness of the community. The public in Gibraltar is
supeeeely ignorant of the facts of :he budget. I wager that
very few people would know that we spent something like £27m
•on our budget last year. Why? The newspapers are small,
coveraee is limited, a certain side had an affiliation, a
certain connection which certain papers in Gibraltar, and we
find -that the public is generally ignorant of what happens
here, GEC up to now have given report. of the proceedings of
the House day-by-day. A whole string of facts which rib one
would be able to digest, and which no Gne would be able to
put into a dieestible form. Rickard and Sizer had a considerable amount to zay about this, suggestions to make, and,
theeefore, Mr Speaker, if I pursue this issue f.t, is because
the Public in Gibraltar not only has a rieht to know but the
public in Gibraltar could contribute to the question o..7 costconeciousness. It would reseond to reasonable appeal if they
knew what it was that 'ens going on. How the money was spent.
How much was being spent cn overtime? Why it was being spent?
What he-s been spent. from the improvement and ,Developmene Fund?
about
An e whenever I tel l this to .ceople they are Open-:
ie. They really do not bel ieve that we spend as much money
here as we really do. They do not believe that a Question at
Qeestion Time in the House can be followed up by ten or twelve
supolementaries at times. They think that the answers which
the Government tuts out is the end of the matter and they
think that we in the Opposition must be fools to accept these
answers. They do not eet the sense of what happens in the
Heuze zne ehey do not Provide a balance for the ten Yembers
cf the CnLef !inister, incluene himself. We hove in Gibraltar a zetuatien where the Government can afford to be
arrogant, can afford to change its tune every two minutes,
at least from year to year, can present a picture oft: year
and a different picture the next. Why?. Because the proceedings of this House are not adequately covered.
If the expenditure for even the partial broadcasting of the
proeeedines of this House were too expensive for Gibraltar
to afford, then I would say, let us t: lie t-mice about it.
But I have confirmation, Mr Speaker, from the Chairman of the
Board and the General Manager cf the Corporation that of the
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£600,000 that we shell bc voting for GPC this year, in recurrent expcneitere, only
woul,Isuffice•
.,..,.tthe
of thie
broaecastine at' tLe pr. :e...._
enceher
capital oxeeeditk..r, ene outlay weele be IYJGC.
choice as to wneth-r tney
channel, which will give peon
of the Houle
Hou= ef
tune in to light music or
another channel is pcssibe.e and thet the only te-ehna.3.
that there is is that there would be some Interference u'th
the television serials after half pat seven. And the House,
as Hon Y. moors know, seldom zits after ha l f pact ,,even in the
tenure of office of the present Cnief Minister.

I

The Chief Minister has on occasions told us ;hat there are
difficulties of workload with GBC.
I can flatly deny that.
It is possible for GBC, on their own athority, to introduce
such a system provided it can be agree d by Hon Members of
this House as to what the form 'of broadcastine should be, and
that those L7,CGC, which'
montioned was, in the cards of one
of the gentlemen present on the other side, weale be an overflow in teema of exnenditure. It would be too eueh, end et
the Chief Minister tells us that we cannot start the broadcasting proceedings of this House, even limited broadcaseing,
until there is a move into new premises and until Glef. is able
to concentrate on this m atter. Well, Mr Speaker, with the
information that we now have, we certainly are going to
oppose the GBC vote, unless the Chief Minister, and I say the
Chief Minister because I have found no objections wi-th the
Board or with the General Manager, unless the Chief Minister
is .able to Give us a guarantee that there will be in the
immediate future unlimited broadcasting cf the Houze.
HON CHIEF
Yr Speaker, first of all 03C is a statutory board and it is
have nat been asked for £7,0CC
up to them to decide whet.
for the broadcasting of the proceetines of this House nor has
any figure ever been mentioned. When the queetion 3f broedcestLIE the proceedings cf this House arose I approached the
General Mana g er and the answer was that it was quite easy to
do. They already had the connections used for br3adcaetinz
the lottery results there is this intervention, but they would
rather be settled at Mercury House, all their.energeies were
now geared on going colour, and when that was over they could
do the broadcasting. That is all I have hod to do with it.
I .have spoken to nobody, I .wave opposed nothing, I hLve been
asked for nothing and in any case if there was a cuestion of
deciding we do have a'colleetive responsibility In my Government.
EON 1.1 XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, I am sure :het eeeetiees when I hear the Chief
Minister talk Ceout GEC I am eeeptee to think that he is
responsible for CSC, and I oay this bcceuscr he hes very
defini.tely in this House said that there are difficulties in
those difficulties are that the General Manager
the way. If '

a

of GB1C or the Board of G3C Would rather wait until they are
firmly installed then I would nut to the Chief Minister this
consirderation. The Opposition would rather it were done now
because the People of Gibraltar should know, certainly ahead
of the next election, what is hapnening in the House, what
the expenditure is about in the House, v.hat the debates are
about in the House, and I do not think, Mr Speaer, that to
Yes, Mr Speaker, no doubt the Hon the
say rather
. .
Minister for Labour would like to keep everything quiet
HCN A J CANEPA:
If .the Hon Member will give way. Whatever views the Hon
Minister for Labour has on the Question of GBC he would
express publicly in the House and he will demand from the
Chief Minister that a free vote is allowed to Hon Members
of the Government when the matte: is put to the House.
HON CHIEF MINIS'"ER:.
Whether the demand is taken or not is another matter:
HON M XIBERRAS:

11

10

If the Chief Minister gives in to the demand of the Minister
for Labour, Mr Speaker, and if the Minister for Labour makes
his statement, then I hope that it is broadcast and a lot of
-people can hear him make that statement, I can hear directly
what his policy ia on the matter. But, surely, both the
Chief Minister and the Minister for Labour would agree that
if the General Manager of G3C, and if the Board, say that
they would rather wait until they are installed in Mercury
House, this is another story, it can represent no strong
objection on their part to the p-.'oposal being implemented
now. All that is required is the engagement of one Parttime emoloyee and one engineer, I am told, so it is• not a
Question, Mr Sneaker, purely of what the preferences are, it
t.roat it honours its
is e question too,of G3C making
responsibility to inform the public in Gibraltar. And this
is the time to ask the to do so, the time when we are voting
E600,050 in recurrent revenue for G3C. - The time about seven
years after the matter was first raised in this House, and
not after the next election. I am sure the Chief Minister
•is so confident.with his majority that he does not reauire
the P:oceedini7s of this Mouse not to be broadcast in order
to win the next election- I am sure he is so confident that
even with the broadcasting of proceedings in this House he
would win the next election.
7R:
JAR SP7AY'
Yes, but let us get back to the genelal principles of the
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HON CELL".? MINISTHR:
I em sorry. It is delightful to be cw;.plimeneed in such a
me
way by the Leader of the Cpposition, he has already
c'
the next election. I will take good note of at
,lute
act accordingly but he is really tL.lking nonsense,
nonsense. There has been no approach andin any caee one
thing is certain: I have no connections and I have no control over GEC and, if anything, I occasionally have ouarrels
with them because sometimes things are not done the way
I think they ought to be done and I make no apologies in
complaining when the time comes. And in praising when the
time comes, but I have no connections at all with GBC.
If Hon Members have been down there and caked people whether
they could do this or the other, no aoubt they have been
given the answer "yes, with money we can do it, it is not
very difficult". The version tnut I ws given when I
asked, following the result of that, is that they would
rather devote their energies now to getting Mercury House.
But there is one point that the on ember has not roneeted
here, which is repeated to me is that with broadcasting time
the balance of the House will be offset in the ears of the
people, I have no doubt, because he would then give, t.::o or
three hour speeches against half an hours reasonable speec'n
from this side end that that would Probably balance in the
ears of the people the value of talking in thisHoue and
perhaps he might get an odd vote or two from that kind ef
listener.
EON M MIBMIBAS:
My reply is in fact that I do not so far have the clvantage
on any
of printing my statements, not only on the budget
issue of importance, having it duplicated cr photocopied in
the precincts of this House and distributing it to the press.
No doub'
YR SPEAKER:
Is the Leader of the Opposition suggesting that the Chief
Minister's work and speeches have been duplicated in the
House, because if he is it is a complete and utterly
erroneous s;n1.ent.
HON M XIBERRAS:
se,rry, Mr Speaker, I was under that apprehension. Eut
and
distributed to the press and ensures that he gets c,00::
crncoverage. The other thing is, of course, thht
meat is concerned with GBC because there is a ,...
which is very much out of dote, and the tere on
Ordinance - I am thinning of the :.anaging agents of C.B..3 ..ber,
t.-.eand it is time, I think, this hapnened in Septc:
managing"ogents arc no longer involvecl wlth G'3O, the Ordinance needs to be changed 6nd the question of the b
I

certainly the Chief Minister get all his opeeches typ
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eastin7 of the proceedings of this House could no doubt be
dealt with enicably ty Hon Members perhans on a free vote,
on that occasicn. Sc I urge the Chief Minister to bring
before:neHeuse a Bill to amend the GBC Ordinance and to do
se in the not too dietant future.
HON CHIEF MI::IETER:
I would have to ask GEC about what ideas they have about
what they went changed, because they are running the CBC.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Yes, Mr Sneaker. I am telling the Chief Minister in ease he
did not know himself what the views of GBC were. Mr Speaker,
let us not delay the matter any more, let us get down to the
27,000 voted, let us get agreement on how t:ie matter is to
be done, but let us -start working, let us not just entertain
peoele, let us inform them and then perhaps the Chief Minister
will be able to appeal for cost-consciousness, then perhaps
the people of Gibraltor will know what is happening, then
Perhaps it will be a fair fight at the next election. In the
meantime, Mr Sneaker, I do not think the situation is really
as bad as the hief Minister nae made it out to be. 1:t. could
certainly- be very much better if the Government had done what
it should have done in the years that have gone by as far as
comfort from my Hon Colleagues and myself are concerned he
will get none. This time we will believe deeds and not words.
HON A P MChIEGEIFFO:
Mr Speaker, I do not intend taking as long as the Hon the
Leader of the Opposition whom I would like to congratulate
for having behaved in the best tradition of an Opposition.
I weule not expect anything else from an Opposition except
the blanket picture of the Government doing nothing, getting
away eith it, and the foolish People of Gibraltar voting them
into office time and time in different elections since 1972.
I onder whether the people of Gibraltar would also be rushing
to'their television or radio sets in order to listen to some
of the very boring and repetitive things some people say !zi
am not going to Point a finger at anybody but
this House.
wonder whether they would digest what, for example, the Hon
the Leader of the Opposition has been saying, because cuite
frankly I felt that at some stages he was saying different
thins's.
First I thought he was praising in a way indirectly and knowingly perhaps the Government for all the good things they had
done only because the OppositiOn has told them to dc. And he
s—claiming so many victories because the Government was
doing things that the Oopoaition had been, for years, telling
the Government to do. If he is claiming so many victories of
what the Government is doe _F because they have been told to
do :hat from the OPPooftion benches, I seannot understand how
and why he should criticise the Government for being a total
failure.
•
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He then talks about par.- _ t..nd ot
certain store I think ha
aid say or implied
h!..ve
-17.ern2z,
about had ho been in oficc, pc.rhpz if ne can exp:oin, unless we had obtained whet I think even today ..as
gece tning
in the hotteraley talks, is the p:.
.rent economic relationship to which we all anneed but which we did not get. It is
that but
no use crying over spilt milk becauee we did not
the fact remains that we did not and I do not think the Eon
Member or any of his colleagues has ever star....that abort
of getting the permanent economic relationship there was no
way of getting parity, as I '::ink he has implied today in
this House. He then tole us that before introducing 7,arity
we should have done our hoe.ework. I can tel the Hen Member
opposite that the homework was core, to the best of the
ability of experts both here and from abroad. I do not think
it is a fair question, as he said it was, that anybody could
give us, and the :or M_ Bossono knows that. Anybody could
give us the exact figuree of repercussions of parity, but if
he looks at page 24:'; and 24of last year's debate on the
Budget he will notice that I drew attention to the pitfalle
that parity might encounter and that Government. hat lost a
battle and we had the courage to shy so. We were'hos_ that
it would work but it had its pitfalls definitely beceoe- '
were losing to a certain extent control over. what I ueecribed
as our socio-economic etruct,ure. The bulk of the expenditure, this increase of 2.7m. is obviouslnr due to parity. If I
may just refer to my Bepertment's Other Cherges, it will be
over the last
seen that this has gone up by about Z20
0,C00
couple of years. All that the Medical Depertnent needs es a
whole, excluding wages and salaries, is oboe*. £800,000 on
Other Charges. I will explain later when I deal with my
Department why it is only about .i260,000 to be exact. It is
22m on waees and salaries, Mr Speaker, and•thet is where the
money is going. And not only that but the agreement fleeing
from parity which even today we ere having to face. Bue me
were conscious up to a point if not by having cone our hcmework by sheer intuition, we were telling the peorle of Gibraltar that parity would bring e. higher standara of living
but at has its danger.:, its economic dangers. I eaid 1
year that I was one of the gneatest opponents of parity be'e
V
been mole to
cause I saw those dangers. I may not i
express it because of my limited intelligence in the economic
could see those dangers, the Cringers ens ehe !pitsense but
falls we are facing today, and we have go: to face the challenge to try tc overcome it.

a

HON M XIBEF.
,US:
If the. Hon Member will give way, he asked for on explanation
of what my position was on parity. My position wae he:
ahould have been introdeced rradeally from 2.74 and that the
Government should have "eocn able to take certain measures at
inrns to
the same time as it was beine introduced. Ana if
Page 219 of, last year's Estimates he will find the follcwing:
"A growth of 15% in full-time employment in the Gibre , ien
Government service over the last 21 years at a 'time when the
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level of employment outside the Governzent has been falling
for the econcmy, particularly
and ha -; .-;erious corps=
when it is allied to increases in real wages and because the
heavy subs,,'i-cation of the consumer services to an effective
shrinkine of the tax rate." It is a question not. only of
knowing what those effects were but of acting in such a way
as a stimulus.
HON A P .1 .!0.NTSGRIFFO:
Except that, 1,!r Speaker, today he only says that when parity
has been. accepted. I do not think that the 'people of Gibraltar were all that aware that. when he and his. colleagues
were preaching pariteu it was goir;- to be dcno by sta.:-;es and
✓ they were
it would wean Putting people ou; of work, even
aliens. I do not think that was ever told to anyboyd, Mr
Speaker. It was only last year that they were almost arguing
again themselves because we were consistent to this extent,
that we knew the dancers of parity, that we cone to this
House and said after six years of fighting that we had lost
the battle, and we are givingein to parity, but we realised
had got economic e-H -ficulties. We said so, so why
that
accuse the Government of hiding anything from the public.
HON J BOSSANO:
I was not confused by everybody's clear concept of the
dangers of parity. Can he ex-Plain what they are?
HON A P YO=G:ZIFFO:

•

The dancer that I saw about Parity was that we were at the
mercy,- no,.Z., today, that if wages were to go up in Britain by
4.0% next year I do not know from where we could draw the
finances to aptly them to Gibraltar.
HON J 30CSAI.:0:
But is this not responsible for the position we have at the
moment in front of us in the House?
HON A P !fONTEGRIFFO:
Of course, the OPposition can say that parity is not respon..sible.
HON j BOSSA.NO:
The Hon Yer.lber has said that the danger of parity was, and I
have heard him say that before and it is a valid point, that
if wages went up in the United. Kingdore by 40%, Gibraltar
itLed to follow that 40% increase, and that
would be com-,
create difficulties, but the situation that was ta::eL
in this year's budeet is not as a result of the fact that
wages have zone a: in the United YinE-d.)m by 4g%, we are
budgetting for 10%.

HON A P 1.:.0NrEGRIFF0:
ty or
Nut, of course my Contention is that intro
not introducing parity by sta r es we wc,u1L1 a
inevitably at t';-,e same position unleas we
people out; and secondly that toay in this eet:,te he has
made a certain allegation that had re not got .,he wa3 celled
the permanent economic relationship, there might not have
been parity. He has made that allegation toffey becuze
was the answer to the problem we have tod,sy. In ths
unique of l972 to which he referred, I tand to be corrected,
"out I cannot recall that the word "parity" ever app.cre in
that long coe-, unique, but that is net the. yo=._.. ',Lc that
make, the point I want to.make is that we s.,:Lecr
communique ieleediately we tack office, we ca __,...in t...,.
unions and perhaps because the word 'parity" was rot there,
they were not prepared to subscribe to that comeunique any
more.
HON N. XIBEPEAS:
Sr Speaker, I referred specificcily to that co7euniou
._.
I was talking about there was not in fee; naz.ity, it
1-,
:,elf-sufficiency in labour, and that has e tearing
the Hon Mr Bosseno was tal:-Iing about. A reduction of
labour force in the Gibraltar Government, greeter selfsufficiency, would be a beneficial situ Lion for Gibreitar.
HON A P YONrEGPIFFO:
od,ctivity for a
We all know he has. been talking of
time. We have been talking of productivity for u 1,
Everybody has been ',elking of aclf-sufficlency _n._ I chall- not nce:.., perhepe late-2, becau..3e
enge him to tell the
I have already given way many ti;:.es - whet hes been achiee,ed
about this self-sufficiency and eroductivity. .!:.11.0h of the
expenditure that Government hoe - and when tar Exeenditere
Committee, if it coes acme into bein, wor;:s L.ed becomes
reality, and I hope it does - you wilt. ffed thet many c:
things that are costing money are aereements whieh were al
ready 'acing introduced during his tine and 7i1-:ch c:;s--. a
of a lot of money. I am goini:7, to give them ,ust. one exam _-'e,
and the trade union me:r,ber sitting opposite will Le:eee entirely that it cost a lot of money, Peoele on a five-dey
(lenweek who work Saturdays and Cundeys got peit over
pite the fact that they wor.k act .ors then 4e .
are the thini-1,s th'et with reepect to ;he Hen 7inene
Development Secretary when he starts
tion of overtime we find thet it is inevitable - we heve cet
a lot of overtime - but there are, for ex::-?le, the porters
in my Department, 37-hour 5-day week, two days overtime because they are cantered to cover 7 days a week duty.
, Hon
Agreements reached years ago. But where I thin.
have dec:Ided not .c acore
1.1eer has leaned ccul-ae, and
becduce I think that Gibr;:ltar is much too
debating
2=4-7.
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ieeortent than sccring eecis in this House, that is why I
perheps nc coeld have taken the eituation more
ehoeeeet
Lisa been more constr,ective in his ape'roach to
seeieee'y
he has chosen a number of cliches and
the preblee,
he knowe that even if we ee not have broadcast sessions of
the Meuse that things get out cf hand. But as I _> _C. what
he boxed ehe courage is to say that in not voting for any
of the taxation eessures beceute of the poor performance of
the Improveeent and Ieevelopment Fund and because it has been
suggested that we should have the Expenditure Committee since
1977 and it is only now, rather late, that we are doir7 it.
?E_ 7s, two years is rather late but I do not think in ell
sincerity that he can mean that because the Improvement and
Develoeeent Fund has gone a slower or at a more expeditious
Pace, or because 'c have i.ot yet introduced the Expenditure
there was no need to nut up the chat ees of certain
.r.1
services follow_ ne: parity, which as the Hon Chief Minister
explained he. broaeht to the people of Gibraltar a better
standard of living- And it was not done in a rush, it was
done after erect nreesure. Yes, I am honest enoegh to say
that and it was done in two or three stae.es. The fact that
to 1976 is becaese we were not Paying higher
we have _o e:
wedes. :n _act. we were tayeng no wages at all except the
wages thet were eixed in 1974 so the situation could not have
been meh
c different.
Se'eaker, he says the Government has no credibility.
I think there are hetter excuses than those, and I will tell
him why. If I were in the Opposition I would say I ari. going
to an election in a ye,..•'s time and the Government wants me
to vote for the taxation measures that they badly need.
That is a much more honest and better way to approach it
then to say that it is becuee the Improvement and DevelopMent Fund is not moving quickly .^106,6;^ Cr that the Expenditure Coeeettee has not been introduced two years earlier, I
do not think thee is a eood excuse. As to the question of
credibility, I would only cuote from a very famous Jewish
writer whc,said "to those wi- o believe, no explanation is
--eery, to those who do not believe no explanation is
nee,
poeseble" so I do not think I am going to convince or try
to persuede the Hon Leader of the Opposition to vote in
favoer of the '4 eeel measures of the Goverement.
will. now Coyote ey.self to more mundane ehings and that is
to the steeeeent on my Leperteent. I think I would be confuzine the Hoese if I were to give a comparison of expenditure between the zume ellocatee for the year len/79, the
ler year and the amount we
revieed fieere for this oe.tie,
are ecw workine on for 1e79/60. The reason is that as far
concerned what is provided for
as ealariez end ..a ges
e I would describe es a token figure as this was subeo revis'on and that revision inel-rled an elemert of.
ret-osPection which makes it rather awkward to make comparisons. The same applies to Other Charges which not only
included, under items 15, 19 and 20 an element of wages, but
Tteme 5 end 12 dealt with water, telecelone.5. and electricity
which were substantially affected by increases approved in
243.

this Houee. These hev,e now been tonically zee.:-;:etee thee
putting all public u'"i - ecn, ie weter, tici.er.ne end
electricity under itee 5, levhe enie fuel en or Ttee 22.
However, I shell be as explicit CIS roseible
: shell of
course be open to any c:eustione any . Hen •Yeeber woeld le'ke
to make on any specific item wren ehe tiee cceee. Az
said
before I will devote myself mainly to Other Chereeo since
wages and salaries, we are obliee3, whatever the cost, to
follow basically the principle of parity ant the nueber of
bodies recommended by Staff Inspection.
The expenditure for Other Charges for 1979/30
that is £29,000 less than the revise.: feeere for ehe year
now ending. . But again if we deduct one element of weeee eneluded in Ites 15, 19 and 25, we have a total expeneitero,
of 2360,000. The provision for drugs, treesehes, eoulpeeee,
minor works amounts te) 86,000. In other wores, if we ex
clude wages the vote for Other Chr:ees has increasee thee
year by L60,000 over the revised. fieere for 1973/79, weiee,
when broken down, is mzeic up in Itee.
Lrees end Lreesiees,
£33,000 - GPM S £25,000 ^- 1-Rey, Oeyece eee Baneaecs
The rest is token up by increases ie fuel end leeerecity,
Books provision for which hC.3 been enecr-ceteeeeeee for the
last 2 or 3 years, and 25,000 more for t: ._..tag coureee
about .g7,005 more in Items 19 and 20 for tee peechase of
necessary equipment.

I
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I should point out, ond thes is imporeent, that refereece to
(c) at the bottom of cage 52 of the Estieetes could lee eieleaeing since it refers to the ^e: e.^
iecrcose in the Ieee
over the Approved Estimeees 1975/
79.'..___t I am coeearine
the revised with the expenditure for 1979/30.
Special Expenditure remains the sum;,as laze year as pare of
the continuing process of buying new eqeipeent.
•
This year we have completed the bulk of eeintenence proereeee,
though to a lesser extent it cast be a continuous process,
and the public must cooperetc in showine a greater ewerenss
of the necessity to respect Government property eeioe, efter
811, is our con property and ped and meinteieec with o'ar
own money. I am sorry to sey thee very little cure iz teken
by visitors to the hot eitel who terow cfeerettc-eees all
over the place,
E very expensive ane.
lfec,
despite the proliferation of NO Se0KeG signs ell over ehe
hospital. I trust thee this _-peal to the publie - denpiee
the fact that ::c
c arc got yeeon reCio ene telovezfee - will
be taken in the spirit in which et is eato that es to 7:,-fe-Ji(le
a cleaner hospital which will cose loss to eeineaen.
The long overdue modernisation of the Public Merkets ee elee
coming :o an end, and the KGV Peychiatric Unit, epart from
its moderniseeion, has suffered profcend changes for the
better cite to the availab ility of more trained staff who ..Ire
doing a magnificent job.

•
•
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The Public health Inspectorate has been performing their
statutory functions with inoreesed vigour follswing the =ec_ e ferther two cuall:iee Insnectors from training in
the United ?:inedom thus returning the Denarement to almost
its full approved eseoblishment. This has resulted in better
cover ere of the different tistricts and a more belaneed enforcement of the food nyziene laws as well an a number of
Prosecutions against Persons found throwing Cr leaving litter
around. It is a never ending fight to control insects, pests
ant rodents which sometimes pose great concern for the people
running the 0epartment. We have to keep a constant watch for
evidence cf resistance in any of tl..e locelly-recurring species
and we CO our very best to cope with what is, if it gets out
of hand, a very serious problem. But thanks Pod we keep a.
good watch over it and we keep control of it.
The monitoring of environmental pollution has been maintained
throughout the year not only for smoke and sulphur dioxide
but also for lead in the atmosphere. Monitoring for the bacterial content and ;he presence of heavy metals in food and
both our notable water end the sea around our shores has also
been carried out reediarly over the same period: Eouipment
to cheek the level of mercury in vapour in school laboratories
has also been obtained. In the Health Education field the
LenertMent ventured into new territory with considerable
success as eart of its camnaigh to improve standards in food
,,eene in the catering and food retail trade, and in con,I,:nction with the Government's Industrial Traininp: Programme
_ies of .lectures in this important area of public health
a
was initiated which led to those participating being able to
take the Pcyal Society ef Health examination for the certifi*care in the Hygiene of Food Retailing and Catering.
Another aspect of the Government interest in the prevention
3f diseases in general end food-borne infections in particular has been the increase in the number of prosecutions
. Health inspectors; 62 in 1977; 98 in 1978;
taken by t,ee Pe'",
and -=.21 in the first three months of this year. Although every
effort is maUe to seek complienee with the law by not.Lces,
warning letters, etc., the more recalcitrantsare taken to
court not only to ensure their compliance with the law but
also to lend credence to our legislation.
The Lc:parte:entre constant f -ht in, keeping Gibraltar rabiesfree was kept up during the year. This is an aanect of the
work perfcrmed by the L-epertment which often leads to a lot
of abuse from enemal lovers who underestimate the grave risks
of rabies but which is nevertheless carried out relentessly
and with a maximum of discretion.
Coming back to the Medical Deportment I ar m pleased to announce
that we have established a relationship on paediatrics wito
the Hine's Colleee Paediatric Researcg Unit of London University with the sepoort of Guy's Hospital. I did explain and
gave some notice of what was likely to happen at the last
meetiree of the ouse, end this ha:, happened thanks to the
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cooperation of Fr,ifessor Stroud of Kin's Collage. Peediaecoceseent Of
tricians of different snecielitieo
' handicapped children will be coming to Gibraltar three or
four times a year. They aee choegieg us nothieg foe it
-except, of course, food aria loceing.
I think the House will also be hepny'to know that it has now
been possible to introduce seeeeation of patients at the
KGV Hospital as from next Monday though, of course, complete
and full segregation in a building of this nature, sc I
pointed out in a previous meeting, cannot be achieved at 1005,
level all t::f. time.
Though there is a slight improvement on recruitment we sti
have about twenty vacancies be', the administration is hope el
- •
that with the lieu batch of students carting out from th,.;
nursing school it may be possible to open one of the two
words closed at present before w.. yin over.
Sir, the year now ending hesbeen o difficeit aee5. worev
:e who worry too meeh',1
one particularly for people
- , Pereonel Eeeluments,
When one looks at the Approved Estimete.:
to
to
which has jumped from the original srem of 2,690,0
19
which, if we add rte element of wages incluee in item
and 22 builds up to 02m it is a Call6C of worry, at least to
me. My worry i s not just en my Depertment, my feeli:
ow
do no;
and I am going to soy so quite caneicly, thet
"c we
what sort of econcmic plenning onyone can eerform.
ecney
do eerie acrose a miracle worker .which thet we cen
not
we need. This is wby I hope this debete will tae:
simply on,the principle of scoring debating poinLa
rational scarier that will help Gibraltar. by other fearis
that if we do not do something about it-in a concerted effeet
the whole economic situation may spill into other fi
I do not want to
having been born
pletely wrong in
of the Leader of
tude.

say anymore on the type of fields I mean but
a pessimist I hope I may be totally eed commy assessment and that the cautious op: esm
the Opposition is perhaps the. correct atti-

I-13N J EJSSANO:

it Speaker, I find myself somewhat eisheartened eft eeven
ceece
gruelling years In the Eou.Le of Aseee.Ply t.,
sound arguments based on careful ;T:nl.:lysf.s in every be,e, et ro
fzeeusi:
vcry
that we
re
occasion that the Bu.iget gives us to loch
- the
economy re her then to 'indulee in a. ceetir.-to
Hon 1:.ihistee for Medical Services •1-e-,s eaie., I
,e,
answer the points made by the Financiel end rev
Secretary, Particularly about the world economy
t.r.e only one who ever tetees eny troub -,.e to answer'.
do that I would like ;just very br'e -'y te c'ear the
eee,i err'
- ding that there in 'n
total lack of untere‘ .
cations of parity for tat, coonce.y of
Assembly about the im
Gibraltar.
251.
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I have never heard SO enach rubbisn in all my life, Pb' Sneaker.
It has no-hire:, to to with nhasin;:: it fastly or slowly or anything else. There is a very simple formula that the Government needs tc find oet whether it can afford any given size of
increose or not. It only needs two figures; it needs
the figure ths, 7, will tell it what is the proportion. of the
total labour force that it employ,' and that is the average
for the
marginal rate of taxation given the existing wage
tot=_ economy. If I can translate than -zsto less technical
languaa,e, Mr Speaker, if the aver _;e worker in Gibraltar is
earning today. 60, shall we say, and icr every additional
he pays 307 in tax, then provided
pound that he earns over
the Government of Gibraltar does not employ more than 30% of
the labour force, any pay claim that everybody in Gibraltar
gives v,eill.be self-____ _icing as far as the Government of Gibis concerned. In feet they will make a net profit
nin-off from tne Currency Note
because ;here will be som
Income Account, as we see in this year's figures, and there
will be some sin-off frem indirect taxation, as we have also
seen and which I shall go into in more detail when. we come to
that.
So it 'is ae simole as that, and that is the onl, formula that
it needs to devise to te able to predict arleed of tame what is
financing of its
going to be the likely result as far az
cy:r. share. As far as the rest of the economy is concerned,
obviously it may well be that if there was a 40% increase in
the United Kihgdom it mie:ht knock the tourist indn,-;try out of
action completely because they could not affo?d to nay 40% and
stay co7.pet,tve. Eut has nothingto do with phasing it slowly
or fast or anything else, that mould happen this year if there
was a wse:es explosion in .._it et King.dom or in a year's time,
that. in any case an industry like the tourist
but T
industry, which is almost 9G% dependent on imported labour,
has to compete in an international market for labour. If the
tourist inaustry here was not willing to pay the sort of wages
that people can get in Jersey, Guernsey, the Isle of Man, they
go. In fact I know they go becatse when we :nave been Cr. CPA
Conferences, we have met people who have worked in hotels here
in Gibreitar. People in the hotel industry belong to an intertheir own price,
nra
national market and they can generally
depending or their seecifi: skills in their awn specialities.
As far as the situation with regard to oub7.:.c expenditure,
Yer Speaker, I find ;he views expressed by the Hon Mr
Xiberras en behalf of the Opsositfon very confusing because if
he wants expansion and he wants Public expenditure cut I cannot cuite see what he is after unless what he is after is reMc wants expansion of
placing public by private exPentiture
the private sector at the expense of the rei.)lic sector, and if
that is what he wants then T at. against
t^et the Government has get an obligation, and in.T
deer', not just the Government, the public employees have got
- a decent
an o ,ieation to ece .._.et the commoniey is ;:4ettin:.1
re'ere ''or the eeeney c__at is beinz cocnt. Tt i s a very simple
iz; recuired is ;het the money should be well
thing. rill

spent and I do not think any advocete of onblic occtar exeenditure will advocate eoeey beiln-..;- thrown eboue. Proei:e zho
no vaid er'tc.ne
moray is being well spent then ehere
WS:n,: in
and I think it is inconsistent. For
this Mouse of Assembly to prees tho Minister for Yetical
Services, like I have dene, Mr Speaker, to open the Children's
..n it because be hes get eo
me he cannot op,
Ward, and he tel
recruit more staff anC ;hen I accuse him of spendin more
money when he employs the staff, colons I expect ;he staff to
work for nothing. As far es I om concerned if I want a "eee - e-e
service provided I expect tot it will cos t acre money or .:lea
thz,t we will be able to.reorganisc the la bonr force in ouch a
way that we can provide a better service with the same money
Bet if it involves more bodies it will certinly cost more
money, there as no question at all about that.
I can tell the House from my personal experience in tne anion
that the industrial worke”s have accented meseivo eel
in overtime in .the last twelve months, unless ;bey are people
who are working on a duty roster "o__ cc wc eont to nrovide,
for example, people at 12 o'clock at niht like we did a
couple of clays ago when that boiler blew up in
You cannot expect.people to be a:ending by in case ef an
accident like that ardnot nay them. You either have to
that people will have their house collapsing on Friday and.
wait until Tuesday or else you expect People to have it repaired on Friday ant you pay icr it. But then it is a Government policy decision as to the level of service that it wants
to provide.

a

a
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wroni: in thinking that there is
I think that the Hon ember
nothing being done on proeuctivity beceuee : knew the; in the
negotiations involving the Gibraltar Government chop stewar.Th,
S‘takee,
it it not an area in which I am eirectly involved,
because it is something that is tone et th,level o' a Heed o'
Department and a chop steward who knows exactly whet the e-ork
is that needs to be Lone in the workshob, but there. is a lc;
egreed
of work loin; on in payment by results, in nrices
for doing jobs end, people being rd.._ for cc-mpleting :hose
things, and I think that is one cf the eose pT'ecticLI ways o'
improving productivity end efficiency, and a lot of tne mohey
in the Development Program-me coule be uood by m..kin uce of
the Government's oeenorkers in thia area. ":e:o or tereo
are being undertaken in this manner so I thmnk thnt even if
there is not greater publicity surrouneing the thins, ehd
there is no reason why it should be, at is taxing eleee from
my nowlcdge of it.'1 think it holds great scope - for the
future.
all
I can tell the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister
vote against this Bu:,_. et because es fer as I am conoorn'ed
eed _:e
Yetow how to run the economy of Gibrnite”
'ioes
roes not. ,.nd I om not prepared to support and
day inerhaps I will be given an opportenity to rum it e'q -c • ently
and then he can zit on this side ef one

a
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n•eaker,
think the most valid criticism that can be made
of the Government is undoubtedly their fal....ure tc 'ise effectively I.c.velonment Aid in termi of en injection of money into
the econcmy az well as in teros of improving the social infra
structure of the economy. The revised figures that we have
this context and I would remind
before us nave to be seen
the House that when I agreed with the optimism of the Hon
Chief !Lin:ster last year, I said on Page 297 of Hansard, "if
the Potential that is here " referring to page 5 Df last year's
Estimates where we had £7m on the Improvement and Development
Fund, "is not fulfilled, then of course, even the figures that
are there may orove to be optimistic rather than conservative
as I believe them so be. Eut
believe the Eatimates have been
made with the intention of maintaining the level of economic
activity that it indicates and therefore is is'reasonable to
say to the.Government t this stage that one expects that it
that therefore one expects the eventual
should be .the case and'
outcome for Government finances to be better than these figspeaker, my contention last
ures indicate". That is to say,
that if the Government indeed intended to sDencl
year
S:7,.142,191 en capital works, an..1 one assumes that those were
their intentions, then they wculd receive more than 29.7m in
said that the figure would be, in my estimation,
income tax.
nearer l-nlm and in fact it has come out at 2,10.2m with only
exnected indirect taxa;
, 3m cf expenditu re instead of £7m.
expected the income from the T;ote
tion to be higher and
0orreney Accounts to be hi,oher tharoit has indeed happened.
But it has happened with a lower level of economic activity
than could be -anticipated.
As: far as the level cf wages that we have in Gibraltan before
we all start rushing around saying what a catastrophe parity
is for the economy, we sacs ask ourselves whether we are prepared to leave this House of Assembly and tell a labourer on
£45 a week thot . he is earning too mich money in Gibraltar,
that his wages.: arc to high. Mother we call it parity or we
my estimation, you need 245 a week
onythino else,
call
to make ends meet barely in Giboaltar. £45 a week is not a
fantastic .._re,1'.r2o-es:ker. In addition to, that I thin.: we
need to be conscious that the point that the Hon Er Yontegriffo
was making about telling peotie parity will give you a higher
standaro. of living but it brings great oa.ngers, is a nonsense,
Point ;boot wa s
becaaae if the only thing ..kat he was ma kino
the difflculty of time Government fioanning its own wages and
salaries bill, the only thing that would haopen would be that
increase,
there might ini cages
which theoretically wculd produce, say,
a 1C;: ioorovemont in the standareof living, and then as a
increase in the cost cf
result of' Government mccours a
whion would retuec the net value of tho wzoe increase
to 6;,L. Zo all that would happen would be the people would be
__al value in tht imorovement of their standard
toll :ast
of livino had been 6:"; and not 10T.;. I assum that nobody is
tooges:ino that it will be a negative value,that the Governcent .:sera have to vaiso more money than would have to be paid
out so tsot peoole would be worse )-_'f after getting a pay increase than they were before. I think it isim7;ortant that

mnis thing should bc clearly etatec because ft io wrcro: tb
erotic an ir..,pression thL,t we have as_.. a. oenioe.:. mistekc in
e tr:;cture bccauze there -eere
following Unitec. Kingdom
three fundamental rcosons s?:y a Unitcd Kin„::dom weges ctructure should be applied to Gibraltar ;:r.A: 1 think theae three
fundamental reasons arc L.s true toJay as they hay::: e%- er bean
in the past. One was that people in Gihraltsr felt e'---imi
noted against for as long as they were being paid leas :tan a
Uni t ed Kingdom worker for doing the same work; the 2,1:3cnd one
was that to a very large extent Gibraltar is a part of the
United :Kingdom labour market, particularly for professional
e United Zingdom to train, and, therefore,
people who go tot:
the relativities in Gibraltar were a source of grievance for
latioities
as long as they were markedly different from the
in the United Kingdom, so that teachers felt that ,hey were
badly paid not an absolute terra but when they compared with
what a teacher got in the United Kingdom compared to a fireman,
a postman or anybooy else. The third argument, of COLI'Ze,
which to a cs, rt3in extent developed _'ram that one, is that it
gives us a deusex machina shall we say fon enter:._..w.lat
those r,;lativities should be- without havin17 to cuarrel with
each other all the time, which is the industrial relations
argument which can produce oesults. V:e have had a year without L,ny major disruptions in Gibralter and I think it is Ecod
for the economy and good for the citizens.
On the actual figures themselves, Y.r, Sooa:.:er, I would lie to
draw the attention of the rouse to the fsct that we bat; been
told that the extra cost of the psy settlement was C61--,(;,00
above that estimated, that is L8m instead of 17.m. Thi.t is •
the part that could bo attributed to the w4:e cic,in in too ms
of the effect that it hao on :his year's Ioat, only thct
Dart, the other 2600,000 has got nothing*te eo with thc waire
akor, that the
claim. But, of course, we also nate, Yr
r--__
difference in the tax yield is 2490,000, almoat
,er,
29.7m to ;;10.2m. So wc: have, Yr '37;',,
paying out 2613,000 more thcs it anticipa. t.:.elve months'
ago and collecting in tax L500,000 more than anticinstea a
month ago, and I am sore that the Government v.f.11 recognise
that if they had not paid out LC13,000 they would not have
I am not saying that the whole of it was due
collected
to that but that the' level of wages that ore involvea in that
to the extent that similar to that wes happening in the
Official Employers vas Producing reool:s, and we have hsd a
-,t 4 vity and efficiency
very interesting figure for the pre,'
Payments which has enabled the Government to oay a ..21.=-0 increase in the Efficiency Bonus retrospective to last July to
its own employee s and made .O1;,O,00C, nrofit on the Lesl. Because in the case of the dockyard the thing had not boon
settled since 1975, so there were foor yosoa of retocopection
in the Dockyard, and only six mcnths in '..he Giboolt.lo Govsi.nmen:, they were still getting 11.25, ano this mecnt that there
was a far bigger bill in the Y.OL than there was in the Gibraltar Government. Co we can see ;hat it does not necessarily
follow that the Government agreeing to a pay increase is bad
for .the Budget or bad for the economy an the converse can be
equally true.
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The figures on the funded services, Mr Speaker, awein are
worth looking at because I also made the p):.nt last year that
it is the cross cost that cc nut in the funded services which
immediately brfrez7a in an increase in the general revenue of
the Government an:, therefore, if the Government has got to
meet an
'n the water e.ceount of L40, C00 i thyear
,year
for we;%ea, that figure will Procuce sore Governmet revenue
in terms of income tax and in terms of indirect t axation and
in terms of its effect on the circulation of money. So the
gross cost to the water account is higher than the net cost
to the Government and it will always be so. So effectively
when we are talkin7 atca: these accounts being self-financing
we are talking also tt the same time of their becoming a
source of Government revenue. And, of course, the sort of
increases that we are being faced with is nowhere near the
sort of increase that would be necessary simply to meet the
va-_ge increase this year, which would relutre about 5-'g, rather
Yr Speaker. I did suggest last year that a better
than
way to do it might be to provide cheap watpr for domestic
consumert beeed on the quantity o2 sate_ that there is from
the wells etc ant, or course, the Hon Minister at. the time,
Yer Featheratene, lat7hed me out of court but I am nct entirely disheartened by that because after all they ltughed
me out of ccult last year with thr 1::330,000 transferred to
the Improvement and Develotment Fund, Mr Speaker, and they
have not done it, so who k_nows by the end of the year even
the Hon Mr Featherstone might be converted to my ideal on how
to oranise the billing of the water:
I wocac like ,:he Government to know, !!.).- Speaker, that I do not
e changed their
think that it is rong that they should hate
minas as to how to fund the capital programme and that they
are now going for something on the basis of raising loan
capital, about which I produced a lot of statistics last year
to :show them that in terms of relating public debt:. to the
debts to the level of revbn"e
1,
vel ra-P exper.'4 ture
the situaeion wci. a mach more colic one now than it was in •
lie, 71/72 'Ahere we had almost the same level of public debt and
anconcer:led I
a considerably smaller budget. So as far as
am not gcing to rebuke them for changing their minds. I welam sorry it has taken me as long
come the change cf mind and
as it has to persuade them. But so long as in the end we get
somethinw that: is beneficial for Gibraltar I think we should
not worry too much atout whose idea it was in the first place.
The important thing is the result. Mr Sneaker T wc ,ld like
now to go back to the opening
MR 'ePEAKER:
LC. you intend to take much longer?

,,
r4 efer t'ean other speakers,
T shall bt .
yea, Y.about another half hour.

SPEAKER:
We shall have a twenty ....cute recoss for tee.
The Houee receased at

5.:„5

pm.

The House resumed at 6.15 pm.
HON J BOSSANO:
Yr Speaker, the Hon Financial and Development Secrete - has
Painted a picture of the problems ft.c.ni the economy cf
lectern Europe and espeeially the ccoacry of the Untad
Kingdom and has said that whet is bae for tee UniteC Hr.Tem
agree thet th.Ere
economy is going to be bad for Gibraltar.
is a relationship. I hove c;egeed in the past that ono of the
things where I think we have a valid case to -aut to the
British Government, for' example, is an thine's like exchan,.e
rate policy and fntercat rates policy, where bsceuae of our
beloning to the Sterling Area, the .imace or the econemy
Gibraltar of either a fall in the value of trios --,a•und cr a
rise in the value of the pond is something eetzfae cur hands
.....,.._,. in Lon.-.1on ceeicca
'
but something that the central Gore:
for national reasons. There could theoretically ariec the
situation where what would suit the national economy en terms
of ex.chahe rates Policies woic not be neeceeearily w.ret
would suit Gibraltar. It woul,.: seem to 7C
of the value cf the boand that peas
reas where in ter
ietrimental
m in cur economy is that we seem to cet
effect of the falling, pound in terms of hihee nricee and. we
do not sees to pet the beneficial effect of the risin pound
in terms of lower prices. Prices s
t 12.17. v.hen the pound
.eey go Up as well when the pound is
is rising and then '
oil th.et
falling wnich is understendable beeauce thinee
we buy in dollbrs ahC a neebur of otner cc=ctieiec that ws
pay in foreign exchange from eher countries than the--jnitea
Kingdom cost us more in eeerlin. The .croble=
the United King an economy ere eatentially ne diff'erent fram
the problems that were affecting it twelve months' aio,
the Eon ,ember has rightly pointec out, but his analyeia of
of meat rethe situation suffers from the fundamental
eat
formist ecanomicts who seem to be incapable of ca__yi
onclusiona. Cne of the fmacrtent
their ana lysis to
things in his statem,nt which he hse. to eay abs•..t the Ja:,.ea
Kingdom economy it equally applic!:ele in Gfbralter aed it is
also a fact that I have tried to gutMer:sert fn. the Heues in
the past to analyse. This is the relationship betwecr unemployment and productivity.
The Mon lember.refuses to recognise in this year's state— a,
as indeed he refused to recognise in la et year's atatement,
that part of the problem aesociated with icw . procjacticizy in
the United Kingdom is in fact that tne relationshep bet.:.cen
high productivity and full eepicyment. is th,t_2 you h,, ,ot,
for example, today a situation like you neve in. tne stece.,
. 'tee
industry, where you could produce the acre remount
with £0,000 less- people, or twce the amount of steel without

•

making anybody unemployed, the trade union movement is likely
to resist the introduction of any new technology that results
in 60,O(0 people beina put on the dole. So it is the inability to toe the hiaher output that in itself curtails the
introduction of more eapaisticeted technology because the
capital et system is incapable of marketing what it produces
because it lacks planing. And that is the essence of the
alternative that our economy needs, just as much as the
United Kingdom economy needs, and this is why I am opposed •
to a repetition of budgets year after year that do no more
than what the housewive would do with a situation of not
being able to make eras meet. and having to find where the
extra pennies are going to come from, or whether the husband
should have one pork chop instead of two. I think the job
of the Government is slightly more than that, Mr Speaker.
Whilst I .accept that a radical and new approach to the
planning cf Gibraltar's economic future would be something
that could not be done overnight and would require a continuance of the system we have adopted up to now, it would
be one thing to accept having to put up with that for a
little bit longer until we replace- it by a rational way of
doing thth;s, and seeing no light at the end of the tunnel
excep-t for the surprise heading in today's Chronicle that
there is somebody in Gibraltar whose purpose it is to produce the necessary information that will enable along-term
economic plan to be done for Gibraltar.
Certainly, I can tell the Government at this stage that
although I would not be taking up the invitation to join a
committee to look at expenditure, any assistance that I can
give the Government Economist that is here or any ideas that
a myself have are freely available for use by any Government
in office because I woeld only propose ideas that I think are
going to be in the best interests of Gibraltar as a whole in
terms of economic planning. I have talked about it so far in
the Houee of Aszeably in general terms, Mr Speaker, but I
hove got specific ideas as well as to how we should approach
the thing, how we should look at the economy sector by sector.
If we are tarring about eccnomis expansion we cannot just say
we are going to have light industry without asking ourselves
do we have anywhere to house a larger labour force than we
already have? Can. we talk at the same time of making Gibraltar more self-sufficient in labour and expanding the labour
force? Are those two .hags not mutually inconsistent? But I
think that there Is already a number of areas where the Government hao taken very early and tentative steps and I would urge
teem to follow those stepa bacaese I think those are the areas
that arc going to produce results. One is this idea of having
a Government-owned corporation responsible for the quarrying
of sand and acting as a aublicly-owned corporation but more as
a commercial enterprise than as a Government Department which
I think is required. I think that is the sort of area that
the Government could well find to produce the moaey to enable
them to provide better social services and better facilities
for citizens as a '.hole. I think in addition the experiment
that is going t) be tried of using direct labour for new construction, if we can succeed in getting people to be .enthusiastic about it and really take an interest in doing that type
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of work and given an. opportunity to earn money again, could
pay the Government some eividenes. In an economy as small as
to do two sort
Gibraltar's we. are very fortunate in
Of things. We are able to produce an e.io- is plan for the
economy as a whole in terms of macro-ecoaoados, even though
to talk about Macro-economies in Gibraltar is e greae ,xenaeration, because after all it one is realistic the catering
manager in Ford Dagenham h,. got to feed 50,600, we have only
got A0,000 in Gibraltar. Even so we need an economic plan
for the whole of the economy and then within the Government's
own area of operation we can really get close to identifying
where thinga are going.wrong in terms of planning things
ahead.
In this second element of planning, which again I went into
in quite a lot of detail last year, in fact I am repeating
myself from what I said last year, one of the most important
things that the Government can introduce in the Public Works
Department is forward-planning so that when the man is sent
to do a job the materials are available and the transport is
available. They can learn quite a lot in this area from what
is being tried in DOE with what they call BEL planning and
control scheme, and I would say that the possibility of
adapting something along those lines to meet the slightly
different work force composition and slightly different mork
pattern of the Gibraltar Government again could mean that the
Government would be able to get a lot more work acne with the
labour force, give people an opportunity to earn money and
not face major financing problems at the eau of the year.
In terms of the world situation, Yr Speaker, I think we need
in Gibraltar particularly in the Mouse of Assembly; and if
there is one thing I would agree with in terms of televising
the meetings of the House of Assembly is thgt maybe if the
Financial and Development Secretary and I are not able to
interest anybody here in the world economy we miaht well
succeed with one of our tele-viewers. I think we nee to be
conscious here that we live in a very turbulent world. The
western economic system taat appeared to be capable of consistently producing results year after year since the war, a
system that has in the eyes of most people seemed to be foolproof, one that gudranteed people ever increaain staneards
of living, has gone through a very bid patch from which it is
having great difficulty in recovering. But the expectations
of working people in western Europe have not diminished ia
any way. They still expect those results to be preaacea end
there is a great danger in social upheaval inherent in the
inability of the professional econoaists to reach agreement
amongst themselves on what needs to be done.
The situation in the United Kingdom in my view is notgoing
to remain the same regardless of who gets into power. 'Certainly the radical ideas that the Conservative Party is
suggesting it intenas to implement if they get into power
would bring about either a complete revision of Keynesean
economic theory, as we have known it for the last thirty
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years, or a revolutionary.situation where Mrs Thatcher will
go• the way of Mr Heath. I tend to believe that there is a
greater probability of the second, Mr Speaker.
In terms of this possible situatioa, apart from the economic
impact of what would hapwen, for example, if there was a
massive increase in the price of oil, apart from what could
happen if there was a situation when the money that is now
Pouring into the United Kingdom poured out jusat as quickly
because there was a sudden change of confidence in the pound,
and I must say that it is very peculiar that the particularly
gloomy view of the Hon Financial and Develcpr.ent Secretary
certainly does not seem to be shared by investors in the
United Kingdom who are sending the Financial Times index to
all time highs almost daily, so they must think that there
is a bonanza. Anart from those specific economic variables
that could have an impact on our own external trade, as it
were, and our imparts of oil on cur ability mo sell services
to the tourist industry, for example, of the. ships calling
at Gibraltar, our ability to stay within the price structure
of the market• in which we are operating, I think the political
repercussions are ecually serious and as politicians we should
be very conscious of them. We should not blind ourselves to
thinking that we are living in a little island which is sealed
off. from ali the things that are happening in the rest Of
Western Europe because we are not sealed off. I myself think
that'it is possible to introduce planned expenditure and
stimulate the economy and not create inflation. I think it
is possible to do it and I think it is amiss to suggest that,
for example, a situation like we have in the OECD with 17m
people out of work is a situation which in Heynesean times
would be described as one where we were operating at the
•
boundary,of the potential of the later market, and that any
increased demand would be translated into higher prices
rather than higher output. It does not make any sort of
economic sense at all that you should have a situation like
you have in the United ,ngdom where there are massive wasted
human resources, where there are children in overcrowded
classes and 50,000 school teachers out of Work. That is an
absolute nonsense and is a terrible indictment on the system.
We can nut that sort of thing right, not we here in Gibraltar
regrettably •otherwise we would have cured the problems of the
whole world, and I do not think they are going to allow us to
do it even if the Financial and Development Secretary and I
get together to do the job, we are not going to be allowed,
bat these are the sort of things that people are having to
look at elsewhere. We are very fortunate in the structure
of our econcay because the problem that we have is not that
sort of Problem at all. The problem that we have is how to
maximise the output that can be achieved within a limited
---:rabour force, and in Gibraltar we are virtually the only
place where the threat of new technology in terms of employdoes not have to send shivers corn our spine like it
does everywhere else in Western Europe. It does not have to
because I would be totally opposed,'Lir Speaker, to people
being put out of work, and in fact we have a situation in
26G.

Gibraltar where we have got a very high labour turnover end
we need to recruit freed people conetantly. So whereas
•
think we have got an obligation to the people who are riving
us goods or different Services, they are people who have
been here when we needed them and we have got en obligation
to them. It does not mean we have to keep the size of the
labour force at its present level if changes can be carried
out painlessly.
I think, Mr Specker, on the non-industrial side, one of the
areas that the Government should seriously be looking at is
of encouraging, I know it has been done without much success
in very small areas, but we must encourage women to take up
jobs that have not been traditionally done by women. I
think it is possible to do it. It obviously requires a
change in attitudes. We tried it already in a couple of
areas and haVe hot been successful, but I do not think we
should give up because we have failed up to now. Eut these
again, are the areas that because of the size of Gibraltar's
economy, on the one hand we are talking about a broad view
of the economy as a whole with a sense of direction, where
the fiscal policy, which is what the budget is all about
plays an integral part in the Government's economic policy,
and there may be areas of differences as to where the directeon should be. For example, I myself would be in favour of
encouraging an expansion of Government activity. There could
be differences of emphasis in what direction it should move,
but we need to have a long term plan to know where the
economy is going, and that the budgle tted policy should not be
just a series of fiscal measures in isolation but fiscal
measures, the economic impact of which has been worked out •
before, as far as it is possible to work these things cut
beforehand, is to my mind, vital if we are" not going to find
ourselves with a recurring problem of the type that the Government has today and which the Government at the moment is
saying is likely to persist in the years ahead. The ability
to do something in isolated areas would, therefore, be complementary to these overall plans and it would require far
sense measures then many
less expertise to introduce co"
people might think; Mr Speaker, I think the expert se is
required in terms of the long-term economic plan which I have
been saying for a number of years is necessary and which I am
glad to see the Government is coming round to accepting now.
If we go back to our own situation this year, one thing that
I would like the Hon Financial and Development Secretary to .
clear up for me is tha t he said that the figure that he had
put in for the income tax yield was based on the estimated
revenue yield of a 104',, increase of the wage bill of the
Official Employers. I would like to ask him whether he has
taken into account any possibility of there bein7, a wage \
freeze in the private sector as well or not. I would like to
ask him, in view of the fact that he said that this ,5", figure
that he says he was being criticised for last year by !!.embers
of the Opposition, and I thought I was very mild about this
last year, Mr Speaker. All I said to him was that I thought
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On the question of the Improvement and Development Fund, I
must say, Mr Speaker, that I agree entirely-with the point
made by the Hon Mr gebernas that it has really got now to the
stage that it requires almost blind faith in the Hon and
Learned the Chief Minister to expect that this year he is
really going to spend :he 27im, after we have seen that .
fimure bobbing up and down in these Estimates over after year.
I know that there is no valid reason why the Government should
not be even more keen to get it spent than we are on the
Opposition because they do not stand anything to gain by not
cLendinm the money. In fact all it does is complicate their
lives More than they would if they actually got the money
seen: and into the ecenomy. But it is incredible that we
then
shoulge
have a situation where, in 1972, they snt S2.3m and
subsecuent to that every year they seem toe
ordinar oPtimism that without doing anything
have an extrawhat they did
re going to
be
it .the yeeg before, this year theyy adifferent
from
aable
bbe to do it. Ate, of course, all they do is to peas the
from one year to the other and then they come
back and reeise it dewewards. I understand that at one stage
the argeeent was :hat the whole thing was being held up by
ODA red-tape. So in the last twelve months we do not know
be t the unswer is, but I think that had the Government been
awhet
to do some of the thing that / have argued since I
with
= In this House in 1972, they would find themselves now
arrived
cost in
trez
of reserve. They would have had a higher recurrent
1.6.a
iiii
^
enencine the Public debt, admittedly, but in
ProPorzicn to :1-... damage that has been done to the reserve,
cteat woed have been a very small price to pay, and in terms
rtefnly of th.- ratio between revenue and debt eervicing, we.
are still talkine about a situation when in 1972 the servicing
the
costre,;
of the Public Debt was 85 and even now we are still in
of 3.9;:, Mr Speaker. So in terms of the burden of
reourrent
below revenue
th,. sI of servicing the Public debt we are stall
tuation we had in 1972 when we had a
ubatantial
works programme compared to recurrent
very
revenue.
We canitel
have ', ,
,
1 a setuation where We have moved really
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well

froe a patter.. of Government expendituve
nything, an over emehesie on cepitel
W::01.E. n
there wee, ifl
WOPC,
n exeeedfte4,
works
in
2972
were
almost
25';eof
tote:
Goveneecnt
copetel
to too little empheses, and of
of coaree,
revenue in a way re
col;
wonee rencrat
expenditune
does not.
heo been
stated before when we have talked
zeooet eoeeer
moneyItfear.:
ehe
recurrent revenue into the Ieprovement arei Levelopeent Fun.
the whole
argument
of the
wea that you coeld not
treat
recurrent
revenue
in Govevnment
that
way
tune was in a different category altoeether.
because capital exeeneiwould
ve that
I am sure
we had a proper economec plan, Perhaps it
been if
possible
have na
to do it in 1972, perhopc w
a ded
sophisticated statisticb that we need, but if
we hed
hot
had an economic plan I am sure that that sort of miateke,
a question of
an ideoloeical point at all, iz is really
which ie really not an
more eace.
than any
that sort cf
mistake would not have been
I amthine
sureelse,
the Government
would not find itself in the difficult positian it finds itself today and I em sure that it is in that area that its
problem really ia to be found and rot in the area of the last
pay review or indeed of the fortheoeiag pay revfcw.
HON M g FEATHERSTONE:
Mr Speaker, we have had two speakers so far from ::cebens cee
the Oppopition. I would not say that either c
:' these
gentlemen is wildly enthusiastic about the policy
of the:3
two
Government but I must record how the cifference of aeproech
between the two speakers etrikes me. Cne is beene coo' end
ogical, although not always fully correct, and thu nther used
his intervention almost purely as a means of eoliticel invective and antiism against the Governeent. In factt.c eely
telng with which he did agree with Government, he clefeeg.'„
was his to
idea
anyway. I leave the House to
relates
whom.
guess which speech
We have had a year of parity, a year in which paszebly Mr
MacMillan,
if hetermc
were here,
aay "You've reaver hod it so
good".
In real
there woeld
hs been
dard of living of some 2-,0,
j::
eaproveeent fe etendied
this
has
been fzer/y obvious
number
of
from what the
new Financial end Development Secreteny esig!; the
cers that have come into Gibralter. I think
the Japanese works will be very grateful for Gebnaltan's
efforts, and the number of colour televisins, and, unfortunately, from
to some
creased
the extent
tank. the amount of credit that hs iOne thing Mr
Bocsano said I would take a litele leaut. with.
lie gave cevery simple formula under which any increecea in
pay could be recovered by the Gebraltar Government. This
formula, ofYou
course,
is correct az lonr as you have certain
premises.
must give,
your firure
your figure of Government if
emPloyeea
lc 30is 3Cee taxation, and
-e. of the :eota
force, you must give any increase to the whcle
of the .Leecur
-scar
force.. It is no good if it ic only
given to part ef the
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labour force. For example, I believe just recently Government and MCD heve giesn an increase in Efficiency Bonus but
I do not sec any similar increase in the private sector ....

Ii0:; j BOSSAI;S:
If the Honi Menber would give way. In fact on the increase
that he haS just mentioned
the Government
net
But quete
apart from has
thatmade
the asituation

gi95,coo.
is thatof
tfthe
Government had settled at the same time as
profit
the orivete sector in 1976 and in 1977 they would not have
faced the problem that they are facing in 1976. But in 1979
they would be facine it at the same time and, therefore, if
one looks at the proportion of the wage bill, I said, not
the number of emPioyeei, for the whole economy that is due
to Government employees, then the formula will work.
profit is
195 x000
hON M E. FE T.
I still reiterate that tha question of the
because there is a big backlog from the MOD, but if it is
done as from tomorrowimy a nr:y figure of £1 were given, and
there.were no back pays to be given, and the private sector
did net fully get the same thing, then one might find one was
a little short. The more.so, I believe, when one thought
employees
in •
the
that parity would bring in sufficienL from of
MOD
and United
nurser
Kingdom
in Gibraltar,
theand Ishould
1SCD wasspending
hieher than
it is today,
think be
it a
islittle
workingcarea
little
us et the
One-ogical formulae because
ful in ageinst
the anolication
of moment.
these very
often they fall down when you come to the detil. spending
b: tie.
IinamGibraltar.
reseonsible
for
a
7eepartrrent
with
the
It is a Department which I have said before and.
I will oey again, provides service. Servec3 usually taken for
granted. People only think of the Public Works Department
when somethine goes wrong. You get the person who deposits
his rubbis, emoty boxes in the street corner, which is taken
away by the Publec Works DePartment lorrs every day. One day
a breakdown and the lorry does not go and that person
is
the
first to be standing up and shouting "There you
es
there
are, the Public e:ores Department do not give me any service,
what do I pay my taxes for" etc. We arc the Aunt Sally. We
seem to be blemed for everything that comes along, whether
they ere ects of Goa, such as landslides and falling rocks,
whether they are private mishaps such as recently occurred
with the explosion of the water
seems
to if
be not
thatall
.getsheater,
part ofitthe
blame
the

lPublic Works Department

years is for money.
ee_vecee.
I would hardly
Tais year, our main deman, as o'r
'n '-'-'
other
''
.. .... ..
to matnes4,
.DOL,t :,,,72.
c....,
are in SOILS very slight
,ay_ea.olcpfoywtsb,e;es.%:thezfe,
.j.e.eat, andeas has been said
:het 25m the greatest perHon r Monts-- .ee:
centage goes in wages.

oT'
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salsricd
Referring to the actual pages in the draft
sstlae.-_,
staff. 'ehis
salaried
first
section
is we
thehave followine the Staff Inspectecn some
the staf:
tlit.t
months' ago, and it is
yellweshy
it qeite
we not,
feel Ithht
should
hove.
that
e
Ve have put
'forstoff
a reoreaniSetion .r..c we hope thet in the
openly,
the in
exact
near future there will be a few changes, but for the moment
W
we have to work to tha.ectual staff that is put down there.
It looks a great deal of people. I am sure the hon er Peter
it? If all
he
Isola will soy, look at all these Quentity Surveyors,
he woeld realise
Star
these Works Supervisors and whet do we get f
were to sit down careful]y to think about
he is getting a great deal for it. We have had, in the main,
a well-organised town running smoothly throoehout the year,
all these different
PTOse
Work
Supervisors,
doing
their perjobs •
vwl in
many
instances,
not
eetteng
a is due to themeat times because they
unobtrusively, t h t
'putpraise
themselves
outeas some of them did with the explohaps the
t
sion the other day in Varyl Begg. They were there, they
often
supervised that things were put back in order as soon as
possible.
I would mention at this stage that some of the staff work
specifically to the Development Programme sna some of the
staff are still tn short supply for that Development Programme. We are short at the moment in the field of kreuehtemen and in the field of structural engineeren. So mach so
that we are having to go out to expeaeive contract work to be
able. to keep up with the Developeent Programme. And perhaps
the house might be a little interested to learn just exacely
how we have been held up to some
extent
on the
of
1977
a report
cnquestion
steff requireby the Deputy Di:rector of Public
jr. Auceist
Quantity Surveyors. was se
then Director to the
the
ments was ectuolly
Works
and Adviser
a letter
was sent
Economic
asking
for by
the different stoff that were
needed. A memorandum was sent from the Financiel ant Development Secretary to the Adeinistrative Secretery and a meeting
in which explanations should beitmade.
This
wee stated'
an,
considereble time to
was
unary
meeting
was;le
held near the end of Aueust
there
very
clearly
it be
too*,:
a
recruit
staff
couldtnat
the since
matter
dealt with as' a metter cf
urgency. Nothing heppened until the steff inspection came
through around April 197B in which tan Staff Inspectors agreed
that we should have extra eaantity Surveyors for the Ddveeonment Programme. A letter wes then sent to the OD1 asking them
the
1979.AAs
to recruit the staff. Two Quantity Surveyore
arrivedfor
in as
ji.InUry

Noyes:Per
7_978,
two ,terrived
in erriveThis
is one
of month
the
drauehtsmen
areand
concerned
one will
in the
doming
required.
of slippage in the Develop..
of May and two more are still
:.ea
reasons why there is some
ment Programme.

HON P J ;ZOLA:

yesr that
at the Budget last
not
say
Did he
the Development Programme?
staff now for
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they had
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HON M K FEATSaMTONE:
I do net think we said that at all. In fact I think we said
last year that we were still in need of Quantity Surveyors.
P J ISOLA:
If the Eon Minister would turn to page 215 of last year's
speech. How can the Minister come now and tell trE. something
different?
HON K FEATHERST=.:
I shall have to look that 120 later. The position is as I say
now that the Quantity Surveyors have just turned up and we
are still short of two draughtsmen.
Turning to the recurrent expenditure. Head 20, this is
mainly the soMg. as last year, based on the Revised Estimates,
with a slightly increased figure in certain cases, and a
bigger increase in other cases.
On the beaches we intend to carry out number of improvements
but one of the things where our service iv going to be a
little bit diminished is that we are not starting lifeguard
duties until tee schools break up. This in one way will be
a slight diminution in service but- in another way will be an
improveeent in service insofar that the type of person we
shall be able to recruit as lifeguards will be of better
quality. They will be our students returning from the United
Kingdom on holiday. Before we have been taking on some of
those eentlemcn who go by the ratter unfortunate name of
"hippies.", but they huve been all that has been available at
the time when we used to start earlier in May.
Maintenance and Painting of Crown Properties is much the
same as the revised figure for last year.
Emergency Service is much the same. And hei.e I would like. to
coenieeent the Emergency Service on being .there at all times
and being ready to turn out and do good work when required.
It is true that they are paid many times for doing nothing
bet it is essential that we do have them and I think that
teeir work the other day in Vary? begs, after there was an
unhappy incicent, is to be highly commended.
On Rock Safety and Coastal Protection, we are fighting almost
a losing battle at times with the sea, and whereas. last year
we spent very little on Rock Safety and Coastal Protection
this year there are two areas, Beaver Promenade and Keys
Promeeede, where we must seena a substantial amount of money,
because if we do not do I. we will lose the two promenades
and then we will te in a far worse Position. That is why
there is a considerable increase.
There seems to be under Subhead 7 a horrible figure for Leave
and Sick Pay which seems to be extremely high, but I would
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co--ent tees of that ee0C,OCC, £200,e00 is actually thc eanunt
paid for leave and Public Holideys. It is not ell eiceeese,
although we do have Ca ceetein eueber of alien weo Luke the
maximum amount of six weeks persittee sick leave, ene thie is
not really to our aevantuge. This year we are going to vet
very carefully the persons who teke this mexieum and in certain instances where we see that we are being put upsn we are
going to consider whether we will have to dismiss the persons
in question.
The purchase of small tools will continue. We are very a.uch
in need of small tools and plant. We had two or three instances during the year in which certain important work was
being done by a mason with a hammer and chisel, whereas had he
had an automatic specialised.type of hammer the wore could
have been done in one tenth of the time. We fell that any
money spent on these small tools and plant is, money well spent.
The figures for-pumping have increased very considerably, as
have the figures for the opexetion of distillers in the Potable
water account. This, I am afraid, is due to a two-:old reason;
partly the increase in the cost of oil with the eietillere, and
with the puaps and distillers the increase in the cost of electricity. This is something that is completely beyond our control and on which se shall have to keep a very close watch because we may be getting to the s'age where et mey almost'be
beyond our economic bounds to continue distilline, and we shall
have to consider whether other means of obteinine water might
not be more advantageous, such as increased importation.
I would turn back, if I may, to Head 19, in the General
Expenses. There is not very much of consequence there except
one item whichis subhead 6, Unallocated Stores. I have this
year convinced the finance authorities that we should put in a
token figure but a more realistic token of e100,000 instead of
£100. If we have every year in the Auditor's Reports remarks
coming up that we are terrifically over-spent in Unallocated
Stores and we do nothing about it then we should properly be
called to task. There are two ways of doing, eceethine about
it: either getting down to the £100 fi;;ure or putting in a
realistic figure. To go down to the £100 figure its act reelistic in this day and age. If WE have Storce worth .sore
L600,000/e700,000 and if we were to :urn them over once in z
yearpesith the current rate of inflaeion which is runnine between 155/20;L on our Stores, we would need to h, ;•e at least
£100,000 just to replenish these Stores. But at the scree time
we not only need to ,rcplenish our Stores, we need to increase
our Stores because there are certain new items which come in
with each Housing Estate, which means an increase in Zeores.
A new Housing Estate may have a different type of window
frames, different type of door locks, keysetc,
etc, and 1c' there
are certain areas where we have been purchasing in town and we
find it would be more economical to have our own stock and
supply from it.
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One very simple exeaple is that a battery for a lorry can be
aeaaaezea by ue for 270, but if we marchace it in town it
coats aperoaiiately el4C. I would like to say a little about
the Wate: Account. We are, this year, getting closer to reducina the buaaetary aid that the Water Account needs, though
I do not thank we should get this completely down to zero because I feeil a measure of subsidy should be permitted in water.
, ,. a loss. It did in the days of the Peliza GovernWater runs a
neat, it doles so today. Inflation continues year by year,
except in one arca - the rainfall. i.e do not get an increase
of 15a., rainfall every year and, therefore, our rainfall figures
are approximately static and the production from.our wells is
approximately static.
The other areas where we obtain water are setting more expensive. Importea water has cost.more, and as I have already
said dist 4 liaa zeater is costing consederably more. The North
Face Distiller tries very hard and almost manages to hold its
own, but I am afraid the Peliza/Caruana miracle distiller, the
VTE, which I believe at one time was supposed to solve all our
water problems, since its inception, has failed dismally to
provide anything near its rated capacity. I have heard in
some areas that a aublic inquiry should be set up to ask how
Gibraltar ever ezme to Fet this distiller. A distiller, which
I understand, was a grotto-type anon had little other recommendations behind it other than that the Atomic Energy Commission
was involved in its design. Perhaas such an enquiry might be
a good thing so that the public might learn how the Peliza
Administratien has saddled us with an expensive means of provieang cur water supply. The trouble is that we nave this
contraption now and we have to use it in spite of its high
cost.
But, of course, when you ask the Peliza/Xiberras Opposition to
vote funds to pay the real cost of the water from this distiller, they. throw their hands up in horror and they talk of a
wasteful Government etc. As has been said water will go up
50:. This will aean that tha :last ba units in any month will
be paid at 91) per unit. We have done a random selection or 60
houses, taken all over Giaraltar, and they show an average use
of water of 42 units Per month. This will mean an increase to
the average house of £1.25 per month, and the actual water
used will cost 23.78 to the consumer. This will however cost
the Government £9.45. There is a subsidy element of around
.e.5.50 per month. This is almost like giving the rainwater and
the well water to the domestic consumer who uses the average
amount per xonth, and th s, of course, is what the Eon Mr
Bossano wishes and I am sure he will, therefore, support the
inease.
It aces not, of course, allow for the person who
cr
wi shes to laze very vast quantitiee of water ane he should
obviously pay closer to the correct figure.. But even the
neason who uses large quantities of water will still be getting
his water subsidised to the extent cf about 20p per pound.
I spoke last year cf the hope that parity of wages with the
United Kingdom would bring parity of production. We have
heard from the Hen Financial and Development Secretary that
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production in the United ainaeom eat:se to be arcpaine ead we'
hope this is not goina to be followea in atbreiter. areeection in 1977/78 in Gibraltar was lerenlebly low but theae ere
signs that in 1973/79 the rate of proaucticn has cans:I-acre:1,1y
improved. Overtime Won cut but in many areas the proauction
derived from the leaser hours compared favourably with the
previous effort. Special efforts have been mace in this last
year and will be made in the coming year to boost production
in certain areas.
As the Hon Mr Bossano has said, whet is knarnas JPC's, cr
Job Price Contracts, have been given and results, to witness the Youth Adventure Playground at the Inuneation area,
have been very encouraging. Another area where results aave
been very good was the repair of the Cetchment, where there
was a 10Caa improvement in production.. We support the JPO
policy and we are looking for further areas to implement SPCs
in this coming year.
We are going to put a small building contract out to the
direct labour force on a JPC 'peals. It will consist of the
building of six housee at Catalan Boy and if this is a 'success
trencamore will follow. Other areaa include painting
digging, roadworks, pipe-laying and we are loeeina into weys
and moans of some type of incentive scheme for general :walntenance work and garage repekrs. We are react:, to look at all
forms of increasing production and we are welling to nay to
get it. One of the things, however, thee we may esk the Union
is that once they feel that they ere getting a fair ,,..are of
the cake and once they ere fully coaaitecd, we must consider
other works especially in our backlog of maintenance by perhaps looking towards a term contract.
All told, the Public Works looks forward to a year in which
we will give as good a service as we have before.
I would like to mention the Developreet Prograrae Insofar as

eit affects the Public Works. Tale winning of sand chauld

start in June this year. We shoula be producana both send
and aggregate, and one of the itema in the Iepraveaent and
Development Fund, under Head 104, aioccileneoas Projects, is
as can be seen 41,000 which is to Provide the capital of the
Gibraltar Quarry Company. This Coepeny will have two renereholders, both nominees of Government. They will be the
Director of Public Works one the accountant Generel, and they
will bola the shares on behalf of the Government. .1.1, will
have a Boaru of Directors and for my sins,I have been nominated
Cheirmana The other Directors will be the Financial and
Development Secretary or his nominee, the Director. of W ublic
of the Public Works Department, end
Works, an Engineer
a Member of the Gibraltar gastcr Builders' Asecciation.
will, for the first year, be using a Quarry Master who has
been appointed by the coneultanto, who for tha first year will
monitor very closely the whole project so that it get:; off the
ground smoothly and can be produciniz, we hope, some 20,000/
30,000 tons of sand and: aggregate yearly. We
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HON M XIBERPAS: .
Mr Sneaker, is there any Union representation on that Company?
ECK E FEATHERS:ONE:
It has not been provided for at the moment.
As I was saying, it will provide 20,000/30,000 tons of sand
and aggregate annually and we hope within the first year that
the price of sense will be mere economical than of that imported, ezoecially from what I understand in the la et few
weeks, in which the price of imeoeted sand is going to rise
very considerably.
We are spending this year more than double what we spent last
year on vehicles and plant, in particular on vehicles. 'e
have up to the moment been hiring a number of lorries and we
intend to replace thete by our own lorry fleet. This will
not only provide us with more flexibility but will save us
on the average, .14,000 per lorry per year.
There is a small iten,but I an sure a very welcome one to the
Hon kr Lossano; we are going to buildra bathing pier at Varyl
Begg Estate. So he can get his bathing trunks out and we hope
that he enjoys the sea very shortly:
There is also an item for the transfer of our stores from its
eresene site to another area in Ragged Staff which is being
surreneered to us by the MOD. This Till give us more room
and better facilities for storage. It will also allow some
of our other sections to move into the site of the old stores
and thus provide better depots than they have now.
In Heed 105 there are a number of mundane items, but I would
single out two of then: we intend to create a car park at
Devil's Tongue just behind the Calpe Rowing Club. At the
moment this area is cluttered up :pith old cars and boats and
goodness knows what. We also intend to make improvement to
the car park in Moorish Castle costing some Z7,500.
We are also going to repair Smith Dorrien Bridge, which ie
now 60 ;,ears cid, and which, I understand has suffered a certain amount of strain by lorries with container passing over
it which thy should not do at all.
We hope this year to be able to have our salt water mains renewed. This was down in the Estimates last year. The piper;
were on order but they have not yet arrived. We hope they
will be arriving very shortly and this wiell be one of the
resee in the Development Programme where we will be using JPC
for teenchedireeng etc.
On the potable weter se:vice, the biggest item that we have
down for this year, of course, ee the deep drilling tenders
for which and now in' and we hope to award the tender fairly
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shortly and to then start
:f this is a eacceseful
operation and we do oteiee wetee in reeeceeble eueeeeeies
then, of course, its overall effect oe our water efteetien
may be very considerable.
I think most of the other items are.self-explenetory but, ofd '
course, when the• time comes and we are in the Committee Seeee
I shall be happy to answer any questions. We are confident
that this year we will be able to spend the eoney than we
have got in the Development Frog
me for the eiseellenesee
and minoe works.
Many of the iteee have es I said eeeliee,
been held up because of lack of staff to set everything eeety,
but now we are ready. In fact we are so reedy that in certain spheres we are perhaps ahead of 1960/61 in drawings etc.
I know that this evokes a meesure of criticism esneeielly from
the Hon !sr Isola but I will take this Opportunity to invite
any Member of the Opposition who would wish to, to cone end
see me ana I will take the: around to nee the Architecta and
Dreuehtsmen and Quantity Curveyors' Depeetment, and they can
see the volume of work that there is to do, that has been
done. I think in many ways this would be a good exeeceiee and
it would put their minas at rest that they are getting value
for the staff employed.
Finally, I would say, as I have said before, that. the Public
•
Works Department is a service depertment, it means to give
service, it will give service.
M SPEAKER:
I have the reputation of being a born optimist, but I cannee
believe that there are no other contributors.
EON M XIBERRAS:
It is the usual problem: The Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister has nine other Members on his nice and we eee all
rather anxious to hear whet the other nine have to soy.
EON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
kr Speaker, it is a• great pity t4ot.we cannot heer wees other
Menieters have to say before we express an opinion. it eeeez
that although the Government hes e huge major_ te on their
aide they are rother •cfraid of opcnine their neuens because
of the orieiciae that will. follow. That, in feet,_4 the
emoins in this
position in this House. Unfortunately, it.
House, the public does not hear about it, or very little about
it for reasons that have been explained very clearly by my Hen
Friend the Leader of the Opposition, and I suppose there is
nothing we can do until the next elections coee alone s end ee
go out and tell the public what has been heepenine, ra-t in
the lest four years 'since the elections of this aaminieerotion,
but for the last eight years of this administretien, for which
the price is going to be paid now. Thisiz the answer, Yr
Speaker. They will read what is being said here, no matter
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how much blame we may pass, on to fuel consumption in the
United States and the general world recession and the price
of oil going up, notwithstanding what blame we may attach
to that aed how we nay wish to cushion the reality of the
situation in 'Gibraltar, "%he fact remains that it is bad
administration that bring this about in Gibraltar.
And this
he will not vote in
is why my :on Friend on my left has said
favour of this Government's measures on this occasion. I am
pleased that that is the decision of the Leader of the
very
, of course, will follow that attitude beOpposition and Ii
cause I honestly believe that we would be acing a disservice
to Gibraltar if we did not express our complete dissatisfac. not do so in
tion with the Present administration, if we did
the only possible way that one can do, by voting against t.hz
measures that they intend to take, which 'are absolutely unjustifiable.. This Government, and the previous one, because
it does not really follow this one alone, should have been
able to use their judgement in the proper way and had produced a policy and taken action that would have avoided the
situation that we:are now facing today.
of
Mr Speaker, it is very noticeable when one hears speeches
the inisters today that they are more or less now going to
adopt a policy that was brought into this House by my-for
administration ten years' ago. The policy of higher wages
higher Productivity basically and the policy of the parity
SPeaker. Bbsically those are the two policies
cf
wages,
that
my Government tried to bring about ten years ago. but
this Government.did not believe in it then. There were
giggles here when I mentioned this for the first time at the
opening of the House of Assembly in 1969, but there are no
gigles any more now, they are beginning to take it seriously.
Ve are hearing now about J?C's; now they are going to do it.
That was an idea that was introduce6 by my Hon Friend on my
left almost nine years' ago and again, Yr Speaker, unfortunately peoPle decided to change horses half stream and this is
what we are suffering now from. This is why we have just
heard the Minister for Public Works blame the water situation
on the Peliza Idm.inistration eight years age.
They have been
eight years and because
unable to do anything at all in those
they have not 'Npen able to do anything at all, all they do
now is blame the Previous administration. 7ight years ago.
It Proves their inefficiency, they should have Seen our mis. take then and pet it right. They have not. Theyshoulders
have been
carrying this distiller for eight years en .their
and now ten years later they say it is no good:: We hear
about this distiller on the North faee of the Rock. When we
took over, that distiller was in serious trouble. It was
being choced with sand every day. There was no production.
a say so the initiative of my Friend, who unfortn y
But
if I.fs
unately
not here to defend himself, Mr Caruara, did a lot
to make that distiller work, and it is working today very
efficiently. And this is one of the reasons why that distiller is workin:: today. Practically every mechancial and
electrical equipment Euffers trouble at the inception and
anyone who deals with that will agree that this is the case.
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error end ae%kin;... it work. .,
It is a question of teial
is a misfortune that we le: whee the distiller thei my Hon
sct up. Theec was no
Friend is criticiaine W33
nation to try and tackle the problee then, fine tha reascn
why it was going wrong, claim from the menufacturers if
there was any reason to claim, and put it richt. :Eat they
have waited ten years. Complete neglieence cm the pert of
the Government not putting someth.:ng right.eight years ago.
It is no good laughing, that is a reality. They were elected
by the people of Gibraltar to produce results ten years aEo,
and the results are not there, on the contrary, what we have
today is more laoblems that ever before.
But that is one problem, and it is in fact
way of
pshing
thea real
problem
of
:aicsing
the blame on to other people and
water in Gibraltar. There is the one of leakages. We have
not heard anything from the Y.inister•of what he hats done
about all the losses that we have. What has the Minister
done about that? Has he got an e-xplenetion? I would have
a Select Ccee'ttee on that •
thought that because there ass
of the Opposition re::embers
particular issue, from abich
signed, that could have been a topic, I would have thought,
that the ;:.inister would have given priority to itatthe House,
any respect for the Fouce. B.ut ha hae not, obif
he had because he has completely ignorcd that. What does
viously,
goes and blames something that happened eight .
of this Governeent:
he do? He
perform`
years ago. What a magnificent
HON M K FEATEERGTONE:
•
It was not mentioned because I did not want to put your two
Members in a bad light for resigning., when they should have
come forward, as requested time after timee, for co-r-ents on
the draft report.
EON Y.AJOR R J PMLIZA:
That has flabbergasted me. There he is speaking
at ds
Peliza
being
px4semt. And now he
because
he
and even a Member that is not
that
kind to my Hon Friend. He does not mention
does not really want to offend them. Mr Speaker, I find
• swallow cad I think many other 7.;eople
to
that
difficult
wouldvery
do so
if they knew the whole etory. Water is golng tc
be more expensive, the:, want to justify it, and they went to
put the blame on somebody elae. This is the way they eo.
That is not playing to the gallerlea, I:an Speaker. What my
do, voting against the budget today,
Hon Friend is going
the galleries.
to
that is not playing
-cc
But that is not so, this is not the first election that
have had in Gibraltar, and notwithstanding we were annot
Ottesi
o.: y' that w. e
tion before this, as
I think
one can
we arenoactThg
now. And if we voted for
then
responsibly
measures that
we thosght were justified we did this regard-7
less of what the outcome would have been at the electon."
had a majority because this is
he
Perhaps the
the Government
act. They are not thinIcing of -the welfare of
the way
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Gibraltar, they are thinking of remaining in Government and
this ic why they have never had a policy of their own. They
have been forced into doily things either by public opinion
or by the Unions, not tecauee they believed in what they
were doirz or becauea they were capable of carrying out the
eolicy that wes thrust upon them, Let us teke one example
eehich I think is a very in:ear:ant one, earity. There was no
cueetion whatcoever - in feet the Hon Minister for Medical
and Health Services confessed here that he . was
eoe:ally
against
parity - that the Government Lrted to avoid Parity
at any cost. In fact most of the trouble that we had with
the Unions was because they were trying to avoid parity.
And today they say, like we heard Mr Featherstone; that one
of the reasons why they could not complete the Development
rograee waz becauee of the attitude of the Union. But the
attisudea of the Union was such because the Government would
not agree to parity. As simple aa all that.

10

0•'

HON M

FSATET.RSTONE:

I never said that at all, Sir.
HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA;
•
I beg your pardon, I
think you did. And so, Mr Speaker, we
find that here is a Government which is incapable of admi
istering their Departments properly and the result is what
Sc are seemnre today, that the People are going to pay for
their bee.
: administration of Gibraltar. Gibraltar does not
require hign-falldting planning, what Gibraltar requires
above everythin
is good administration, and this is
what we leck. el
s
em to have lacked management completely.
Now, why have we lacked management in Gibraltar? Why? That
is the reason? It has nothing to de with long-term planning
or short-term planning, it is the day-to-day administration
that is bad. There are no bosses about who can implement the
policy - if they had
- of the Government. There is no
manager, I do not think the managers find tnemselvea capable
of carrying oat whatever their duties may be for fear the
resercusaions that may follow. Yes, Mr Speaker, that is the
truth. It has cot to be spoken in that way because that is
the reality of Gibraltar 1-.d this is
• the faCt why there is
no productivity: Because the managers
are afraid of ensuring
that those •
eeneer them produce as they should. And why? Because the Government has not had a policy. And in the end
they have taken the policy that they have been pushed
into
without even k.noweng whet to do, and now they have realised
r
the fundamental thing is parity here. They think this is the
caviour of Gibraltar,
all due respects. Yes, parity has
saved Gibraltar economically, politically, and as a commuety.
And the formula that the Hon Mr Boaseno explained today was
the formula that I and my party used, even when we were not
f
in Government, even before we went• to the elections. What
haepened lc that the Government is incapable. of making it
work the same as they are incapal),.e of making the distiller
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work, as they are incapable of makine the electricity wcrk.
They are incapable of making anything work.. Thin is the
reality of the situation that Gibraltar in fecing.
Let us see about parity which is fendemeneal to the future of
Gibraltar, so I used exactly the same foreula that ey Hon
Friend explained to,iae, and it was very eieply done. We
wrote to all the United Kingdom Departments; we tried to find
o•et how much money was coming from them; we saw what the
expenditure of the Government weS; we caleuleted it in terea
of revenue, what would happen and we found that for as long
as the proportion
of employment remained like that, Gebraltar
eeuld exist. "Ah:" nays the Chief Minister.
Put there is'
one more empormant'aoint which the Chief laenenter never
accepted, I think he accepted it reluctantly, and tet ea
that we mest be linked with the United Kinedom fint.ncfelly.
So that if that does not work for one reason or an:ether then
S:
will be a period in which thet
`an be cushioned end
the situation of Gibraltar will prof: rest smoothly, we heped.
This is a commitment and we.should try and acccet it. I
heard the statement from the Chief Minister .be
the indignity
and then fine that he goes and does e:nactly the saee
thi-Ag that
he sale he would never do. There lc no eeee,.4 en
about it however well he may wish to cress it. It is there.
he said "I well not ask for money" end then he asks far
money hot only for
these occasions. Who tells us that there
will not be another occasior
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Didn't the Hon Member get the once-and-for-all grant of
£100,000 and made a lot of noise about it waen he came back?
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
We do not disagree, we were delighted. 'eat I am sceeng is
that I would not say I disagree with thee end then
for ft.
This is what I would not do` and thee
what my Hon Friend the •
Chief Minister is doing.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way. I will try and remove from
his mind a bit of this greet ignorence of these mettera. It
is one thing to ask for help cc we have cane in a smell. way
and the other one is becoming erent-aided in ehich a deT:ertmeat of the ODM would come over to tuneehe thinea for ue because they would be paying for the cefecit'ehat we were to
have in the Estimates. They would be renning ibrelear.
That is one thing. The other one is asking for money and
'perhaps not getting it. Now if you do not know the cifference
then you are wasting your time.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
I know the difference exactly, Mr Speaker. That I clearly
do not know is the difference in what the Chief Minister is
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trying to say in his statement. That is what I do not unders,.end. I undeestand that difference, of coerce I do, and in
certain cir:uestances, if we cee:c get fully integrated it
might be a very gcod thing. Because there would be very good
super. _.._on as to the way tee money was spent and perhaps
there would be greater efficiency in the running of certain
services here in Gibraltar. In the same manner as the central Government can press the local Government of the United
Kingdom for certain things to be done in the eroper gee.
There is nothing wrong in that, nothing uneienified about it,
this is much more undiglefiec, to go and beg and say "we are
not going to ask again". But how do we ::now that in next
year's Budget the situation will not be the same .--and I predict that unless there is a change of Government it is going
to be the same. It is goeeg to be the same because if it has
been happening• for the last ten .years it is also' going to
ha: en to the Government in the next year. There was a change
of Government once and we saw the great results and the great
•changes that were brought about, even if it is only ten years'
later, at least now certain of our policies have gone through,
and if we had never been in Government this perhaps would
never have cores about. So even if it takes some time, we can
do much more work in two years than you do in eight, and I
think that if eso; look at the records of the Psleza Administration, if you want to nut it like that, anl the two Haesans
that followed,. I think if you compare productivity-wise a•lot
of seople may accept that a lot more was done in two years
than Was done in the eight years that followed.
)!r Speaker, I honestly believe that in the queseion of parity
there is still time to put things right. First of all, unfortuLately as I say, because the Government accepted it reluctantly, there was no pla:nng, there was no phasing-in.
There etould have been a phasing-in ac that the obvious disparities that would exist, not just inside the Government and
United Kingdom Departments but also in the private sector,
were dealt with. And this is what we are paying for now,
rushing in without preparing tee ground as we go along, simply
because the Government was not in agreement with parity. That
is a reality and in the end they had to accept against their
will the true situaticn. Any other Government would perhaps
have resigned if they thought that it was not what they wanted.
The policy is that it is not.teo late tc put this' right because
emphasis must be plowed on good nanagemant, and good management
w'7 1 never come about unless the Government has got the courage
to ensure that manaeeeent eanaees. This is very important, to
the soine that if they did not resign befcee they would resign
in the future if ,they felt they were incapable of seeing that
management managed. Nc, of course not, the Chief Minister is
not interested in having a good acministration. He is interested in aaking for money from the United Kingdum but if he
has not got the money to nay he has only got himself to blame
whetever he may say about dignity. It is himself who is to
blame for bad nanaEement, for bad• administration. This is the
reality and there IS no use getting away from it. • It is there
and history will tell. History comes with lime and this is
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when the situation is evalueted, in ten or twenty years' time.
Thu situation will thee arise when it well be provod that whet
nothing ecre, neeheng less, bet
was tibppc:ning in Gibraltar
that there was very bad eanaeeeent.
We know that the main pillar of our economy is ciefence seentine.
V:hat are we doing to make those who participate in that ineestry, not only in Gibraltar but who come from the Unetec Kineaom,
_yea; well of
to make them happy and gu back to Eneland ono sn
Gibraltar and not bad of it. What are we doing in that respect? How much are we spending? 'ee spend a lot of money en
tourism and it es very welcome but tourism does no; by a fraction prow ede to the economy the amount of money that is coming
out through defence spending. What we we doing public relations-wise with that aspect of the economy?
HON A J CANEPA:
Didn't he read about the Middlesex Regiment or coesn't he know
what is going on? '
HON MAJOR R J. PELIZA:
Of coerse, I have and this is precisely why I am'ocinting this
•
out. They are not etving that we are to blare but you must
Of course, I do end I think this is most unaccept
justified but this is not the way to overcome a problem The
way to do it is a good public relations exorcise ee. we do with
everything else. What do we do to bring the tourist to Gibraltar? A good public relation exercise. ho you thenk it is
to our advantage that whether it is Justified or not the; someone should go to. Britain ene write the wey thee eentleeen cie?.
Of course it is not in the interests of Gibeelter. Hew mane
people reed that paper? How many toureets have we loot boceuse
of that paper? It :Is not in our interests. Therefore it is
very much in our interest that our public reletions in Gebeelter
should pay more attention to the Services in Gibrelter. Beceese
.not only do we: want to avoid that sort of thine happening, unjustified as it is, but we wane the opposite: to encoertee them
to write letters in the press in Unitea Kingdom to say whet e
wonderful place Gibraltar is.
MR SPEAKER:
How is this related to who Appropriation Bill?
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Can any Minieter tell me shut is being done to improve public
reletions in that respect? have we ignored that cosp7 etey,
when 'the whole of the existence of Gibraltar economically 'today, whether we like it or net, depenes on that? Not very much
I am afraid and I would commend eo the Government that this is
afield on which they went to work to make suet:. that we get
the best of the situation. Every soleier who comes to Cibraltar can be a wonderful spokesean fur Gibraltar when he
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leav es
If they then
h a wonderful place this
soy wat
is tha
t will brin,.7 many hundreds of tourists to Gibraltar.
In fact I think that gentle
was vc,zy wrong in what he said
because
we do know, for instance, how many members of soldiers'
T
amilies come to Gibraltar.. 7ihy to they
CO me? Encouraged
them, I suppose, because they like Gibraltar and beoauSe I by
suppose on the whole thi.; is rat
a bad place. If. the odd
person- comes out and says something like t'lat
YR SFEAlcER:
Yes, but I am afraid I must bring you back to earth
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

Yes, Yr Zseaker, I must emphasi;:e that I would like to see the
Government doing somethim.- in that respect. I think it would
be of benefit to Gibraltar. On the question of tourism - unfortunately this is why 1
wanted other iinister to speak before I did - that is again another pillar of our economy on
which I think not enough is being. got out of. I saw a very
good "televiSion advert about Gibraltarbut unfortunately
there was no fo ll owin the advert.
did you contact?
At least if they had given the telephone number of the Gibraltar Tourist Office any encuirer would have been able to
get more information than they would get for watching the
advert.
HON 1 A2ECASIS:

The
on Member should bear in mind that the television advcrt
lasts for only 30 1-oconds and we.
have got no time for that,
but what we do
tht we advertise on Television and Radio
Times and there we give OUP telephone ntiber and cur address
and all the necessary information. On television itself it is
to fit within the thirty seconds that we have to
sell Gibraltar all the information requircd.
HON
R J PELIZA:
Cneeker, I am :lad to hear from the contribution of the
niater that they are doing. this. Al,
I am 2aying is that
here is a contribution which I think I can make. I think the
does not realise t!.
.at the bulk of the People who
follow the advert do so because they watch television and
only a fraction of those buy the Television Times. And if
they look at most of the adverts that come out, They all show
a tele'shone number where yeti can rind for more information.
If it is a cuestion of 3C seconds
al SPaLlaR:

Yes, but with due respect to the s73the '
gen eral Principles of the Bill. ake-r we are dealing with
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HO:C ;.:AJOR i J PELIZA:. •
Cpeaker, what I am saying is that we are not dairT.
in the !initod P,in:Diol7,, and that whz.t we are doing we are net
.doing as well oswe should. To he able to suy.icrt my
32.--g 7
ment I have got to stress.
the point,. A television advei,tiscwent is very expensive and, therefore, I think it is just more
than a detail, :,fir Cpeaker, with all
•
P03,7C-,:y that one can
bring up, it is a matter
of principle. If we were mt:ch lari7er
than we arc perhaps we could speak of other thincs but within
our limitations this is important
I
hope that the
14inister, as : .,sic before - the advert was e::cellent b'dt dhfortunately it was not followed up and the people who want to
know more about Gibraltar just went by and never were abLi to
get anything out of 'it.
I do not know how the Post Office is comir q: alen ans what is
happening to the exProssoletters. The Y.inistar has not spo!;
on that, :41,
..en
- Sneaker, and perhaps he could tell us when he
stands
somothin about what is hoppenir47 at the Poet
particularly with respect of ei.:prass letters. I honestly
lieve it is 1mmora 1
that people abroad should be pa:/ing far
that service if they are not gettih„: the seryice, t.7. if this
is so we should write to the Postal Union Lind sL,y there is no
such
thing
as express letter service in Gibraltar. If the
addressee has not got a PO Box he will probably not be telephoned and I think
is ,,,,at unfair that people •abroaa chould
think that we have art ex2ross
service. If we 2- 1yo not
gotwe
ft
.we should strike it out oltogether. Either we have it or
do not. But this is another exa m
ple of bad administration.
Let us look at the telephones, !1,
Cpeaker. '::hat is ha enil?
have just come back again and
, ond
thrce times
of those three occasions something ha 4
gone wrong with the
telephone. I have telephoned from the United Yingdem to Cibraltar, Mr Cpeaer, which is ouch more exaensive and : hays
got the wrong number. That is terrible; that is
bad administration. Whatever the ei.:cuses, rainwater, bod c.:o1E,
cables
that have got to be replaced, they have had elF,1,t yeLr: to
look at this. It is not that they have jest come Into Govei-nwent. They cannot blame that, I hope, an the Pelisa a.,:
.- :fristration, but if they do they have still
in
Government and in thOse eight years they - -,
11
those cables to deteriorate. But my question. allowed all
is, what about
the other services?
What is the position, for example, of the sewerage.? Can the
Minister soy that everthing is alright there? Is he nhsolutely sure that suddenly •
we ore going to discover that something is very wror42 with them z,nd that a lct of mcheywill
have to be spent in puttinE: it• ri,-ht because not
Ten;
is
being done day by day to mace sure tact that does not happen.
What about :hc. roads, Mr Spesker? This is obvios. Look at
t'ao state of the
much money is the Minister
•
spending on that?roods. How
He never mentioned that, and it is obviousto anybody who comes to Gibraltar thst the roots are terrible,
.particularly the Main Street.
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What about the pavements in c•:in Street? 0:' course Gibraltar
looks dirty, No amount of clennin;J: will make that look clean
because it needs resurfacing. You have got to change the
whole surface of those things. 7;hat is the Government doing
about it?
Eight years, they have had, Mr Sneaker, and today we;comes
come and
not only haven't we got that but we find that the
are extremely high, that we have had to pEv more for it, and
the truth is that we are not getting value for money'.

people
Beeieelly, that is w'rla.t. is wrong witn Gibraltar. The
are Paying a lot of money but theyxe not getting value for
it. This is the reality and it is no use bia'aing anybody
else. The only people tney can blame is themselves. In any
comoany, in any administration, if something goes wrong it is
the people at the to2 that really are to blame and it is no
use asain,7'. the buck. Something is wrong. No inspiration,
.no dedication, nb imagination, whatever it is, the fact remaina that something is basically wrong in our administration..
And I have a feeling that whatever may happen internationally
deserve. And we have to lace
what we have now here is what ;le
it and'we are not woing to face it bywe
sayinF
have everything
to do is dois
some`'hat •
going to be alright next year.
happen next year. I
thing to meke sure that this will not
cniy hone that the elections will be.before the next budget,
and if that hapnens perhaps when we come to the next budget
there will be a new administration on which people
can 'rave
no.: think they can
some faith in, becaLse at the moment I do
have any faith in this administration-

sort

Mr Speaker, I was very serrrised that here we have now a
of Government corporation in which we are going to hove representation of the Government and of Management, rePresentation of the Master Builders, and tha most important representation, which is the workers' representation, is not there. I can understand a private company trying to avoid that situa
tion but I caanot understand that anppening to a Government of
Gibraltar. I just cannot, because quite honestly
if they
will,
it iswant
ity :1'lli,
that to produce in the way that we all hope
essential that the people who are actually going to do
V
the work are also represente'l. And I hope
M FEATHERSTONE:
will give way. If there are only going to
on Kerber are we going to put one of them on the
If
be the
fiveHemployees,
Board of Directors?
HON MAJ,DR R J PELIZA:
indians
nr Speaker, it 1(..oks as if they are all chiefs and
here. This is the way it is going to be. Quite honestly if
_going to be --another committee then God help ua because
thia
this is
will be another fiasco. Let us have, perhaps, three
people there, one of whom should be a' worker. This is the way
I would do it and make it work. Bat if all they are going to
•
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;tore
_
hove is meetieizs rc.d C.13cusons, move worsl
•
hove
Thc:
1,nd more
V;c13, Kr Speaker, we will be in
1.- .e in tr3uble
introuble witn the woter now we ',:re
with sand very soon. That is Llnothev iheiction of T.he
of oaminis:.ratve ability of the pre3cnt a6ministration.
Having said that, Mr Speoker, it as clear that one
not
.
of the
- erwould
be acting in the interests of GibrJ,1I.ar as a r.e7.::
Opposition if we wove to vote in favour ef the Covevnment
with the measures that they wish to teke. We could not. In
s has nothing to do with elections. These
i
conscience
are a long and
way.thSo it is most unfair to suggest that we are
acting in this manner simply bee&use of the next elections.
The evidence is obvious. It isobvious to everybody that this
is 3c, that bad adeinistration is to blame. Therefore, 1.:r
Speaker, regretfully because at this time I always wish to
support the Government, we cannot do so in conscience..
MR SPLATIR:

morning at 10.30 am.

Right, we will now recess until tomorrow
The House recessed et 7.55 pm.
TY
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The House resumed at 10.40 am.
CON DR R G VALARINO:
Enough has been said on the general principles of the r.,ill and
after the scizophrenic outburst last night I think we should
come down to some more sensible ideas.
I will deal with my three Deportments: the City Fire Brigade,
the Generating Station and the Telephone Deportment. The
of the Staff Inspector's report Uealing with,
o
the
City Fire Brigade have now been fully s
imalemented.
tructure eith the
t
most important changes being the new rank
introduction of the rank of Asoictant Divisional Officer,
which is a Senior Officer rank, being the third rankine: officer
to the Brigade.
The nur,:her of fires dealt with over the yeor areemergency
yeryfrom
180 to 200, but the potential. of my Deperteent as
service hos resulted in a steody incroose in attendancos to
special services: for example road troffic accidents,
ion
re&caes, persons trapped or the Upper Rock, with
floeds,
pet i
ail pall'
dealing
and oil spillages. And, of course,
on the beaches and port areas.
'2his brings me to the tremendous work carried out by the City
Fire brigade in conjunction with the Public Works Dcpertment
in the case of the bulk oil carrier, theFire
GreyBrigade
Hunter.
I am
and
the
the
sure all Gibraltar must ba proud of
Public Works Department for the prompt action th:et was taken
to pre'rent our beaches from being contaminated-,
231.

Training in the City Fire Brigade eontinues at a very high
level. 7n fact, through technical assistance, and this iS
an item I would like to stress as technical assistance is
very important and chouad be encouraged- wherever Possible,
one officer of the Brigade ie going on a Senior C3nmand
Course, one officer on an Operational Co--and Course, two
o--a4 -ers are going on a Junior Officers' Operational Course
and one officer is going on a Ship Fire Fighting Cotarse. All
these are extremely important in the maintenance and running
of the City Fire Brigade.
Locally, training still continues specially with regard to
the new intake. We also have training of outside bodies and
this is acne specially in liaison with the Department of
Education and we are ieatructing schoolchildren in aspects of
safety etc.
The residence of the Chief Fire Officer has been moved from
the Fire Brigade to.cuarters. This will enable the station
to acquire mach-needed additional space and an internal reorganisaticr. which will be cf much help to the men and to the
Clerical Stefl".
The other important thing in dealing with the City Fire
Brigade is the change to the 48-hour weal,- As we all know,
all ranks in the City Fire Brigade are analogued to the
United Kingdom local authoritiea fire brigades in relations
to hour of pay, and work. At the last pay settlement in Gibraltar the United K freaaom firemen were conditioned to a 48hour week whilst Gibraltar firemen were conditioned to a 56hour week, thus obtaining eight hours per week fi::ed overtime.
As from 1 April, 1979, an United Kingdom firemen had their •
basic working week reduced to 42 hours without any reduction
in pay. The effect of this will create a substantial financial increase to this Department. The Government has therefore decided to it :ease the establishment and to reduce
working hours to 48-hours thereby paying only six hours fixed
overtime per neak.

HON DR P, G W.LARIa0:
ate effect of adopting the laet proposal enica I nentionee
'Neale require increasing the cstabiishnent by twelve: fineeen
and one Control Room Operator.
The rank structure will require to be ehongec by proaoeine
three additional sub-Officers, one for each watch. Teesraill
take effect as from 1 July 1979. In fact, these firemen have
already been in the process of being recruited.
As far as the Generating Station is concernec, I am ale6 to
say that industrial relations have improved to a trcrenaaue
degree in this Department. It has been a very good f
year, except for the severe increases in feel. This is the
most important point. The fuel cost aajustaent, which wee
parlaed, if I remenber rightly, in the budaat of 1977, with
the whole approval of the Reuse. It is now necessary to
alter this fuel .cost adjustment and the reason is thet the
present fuel cost adjaataent.failed to recover the extra cost
in fuel as it Wes geared sirply to increases on tao heevy
fuel oil only on the grounds that it constitutes anproaireeely
90;" of our fuel requirements, and that hitherto inereoses en
each of the two fuel oils have been rouahly of the cane oeter
of magnitude. On this last .occasion unfortenetely :he. es
heavy fuel has increased by £11.25 thin fuel hoe had a .2:4.75
increase. Three times as mach. Furthermere there is a eliaht '
inhalance in a 9:1 proportion One to the extre long .outeaee of
the plant in caving off which uses the lira'. feel. \herecs it.
is very difficult to correct for tne latter it is poosibie 'to
improve the performance of the legal instrueent bacing it on
the weighted overeat) cost of fuel aolivened to Kinel s Beztion,
thereby compensating for disproportionate increases or jncreases in one and not the other. „hut
„hut mean i.. that if we
do not adjust the fuel coot adaesteent we would be running a
deficit on the fell itea. As it is new with the new formula
no such deficit will occur es the incecesa will COV1 both
oils or one oil.
hope the Honourable Meabees - opposite
understand the mathematical implications.

HON liaJOa R J FELIZA:
HON M XItERRAS:
Could the Minister say whether in the United Kingdom they
have increased the.establishmenta
_re_ DR

G arALARINO:

I cannot answer as far az the United Kingdom Government is
coneerned since Ian not responsible for the Municipal
Services in the United Kingdom, I can only answer for cur
services and the reasons why we carried out ear services.
ECh MAJOR R J

I

am not suggesting for a moment
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If the Honourable Mc7m")er will give ray. - The oueztion that I
have is that thie alteration of the foranla requivea the
approval of the House. I gc.ther fron the Honourable tae
Chief Minister that it does.
HON CHIEF MIHISTBR:
:Yes, the formola was paascd by the Heuse in the Finance Bill
of 1977, and for tae reezons mentioned by the ainicter ;aces.
wily. be an aaandment to that formula in the coarse of the
Finance Bill.
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First, the succeeefel eemaletion in Yey 1976 of the 3,033
lire extensioe to the. crose--ta.r exehenee. Ceeene2y, the
satellite eerth utetion peoject ehict. eil: ii.creese tn,
number of internaeional trunk colle t one 7.i:7:eh will inevit—
ably result in a much improved service this yeer.

HON D.R P. G :AT feRINO:
The nriee of oil will endcubtedly continue to increase, .ed
all future major caeital ex eenditare on electricity must take
late account that the heat generated from our engines may be
used, and that generation of electricity from whatever source
and distillation of water must go hand in hand.

The new exchange at the City Hall le now well in hand and
the advert for eight new operators has already been published.
Locally, the ..repeir of ceblea continues. Unfortunetely, thie
year we have had a lot of trouble with cables conzioeeing
that a certain proportion of them ere of the old type and we
have as far as possible been trying to change those cables to
the new polythene type of cable which are less peone to
faults. One of the main ores e is the watcrport area in which
we have changed the cable coreletely onto a new cable. The
other one is Devil's Tower Roca: one we arc in the pro.i.es of
doing this. Other new cables will be laic. during thcay...er.

I feel that Meeteree may like to queztion me at some time about
the pecsebea increases of electricity as regards the average
heaseheld. _heaveraae heusehold consumes in the order of
about 250 units per month. The new tariff's effect on this is
in the -region of .43p and the fuel cost adjustment 'effect
which took Place as from the 1st April is in the region of
1.45p naking it a total increase of 1.93P. Obviously where
censumetion is higher the '.ncresses will be nronbrtiOnately
muse remember •alet the tariff effect of 5% from
hieher.
the 1st July

The payment by results scheme introduced by the Telephone
Department has been quite d success. In fact this year we
have had nearly 603 telephones connected. In feet the figure
is 59: as well as 59 eisconnections. The applications re—
this isfrom the let of April 1978,
ceived this year were 479
to the 31st of March 1979. We received 479 applications end
we managed to instel 591 with.59 eisconnectionz. Which means
that we are gradually eettine rid bf the be:1413g. Cu_ total
exchange capacity is 6,000. On the international scene . . .

ON M XIHERRAS:
Will the Hon Minister give way. Is this 1.93n on average
coneuMption?
HD:: DR R 0 VALeRINO:
On the average consumption of 250 units.
One must remember that the 5% tariff increase only applies to
the secondary units thereby helping the elderly people who
usually consume ealy the primary units.

EON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, I ae. sorry but the Minister said that there had
been 501 cpnnoctions perforeed and 59 dieceneectices on 479
applieetions. Does that mean they were aaaling wi:h the back—
log?

Furthermore as Members opnosite know from Sir Joshua's initial
speech,- the 5;2 t-n. P' increase will chly be charged as from
the let of July, 1979.
As far as the Telephone Department is concerned we have had a
good and a bac year, depending on wh'.ch part of the HeuEe you
are in.

-

RCN DR R G VALARINO:
Applications during the year.
HON M XIBERR1S:

HON Y XIERRaS:
If the Hen Member would

No, my question is: what were these connection., in respect of;
were they in respect of connections mede during the yeer which
amounted to 479?

SPEAK:eR: Now, order. I am afraie that in an intervention of no more
than 10 minutes we have had a similar number of ieterruntions.
This is a debate on the eeneral principles of the Bill. When
the Committee Stage ccmes along on a particular expenditure
., but let
we ra y be able to, ask and we will be entitled to es!,
us ccnteibute to the general Principles axe' merits of the Bill.
----•
HON 2R is 0 VALARINO:
Further to my nroviding details to the press and television in
an ewers to questione in the House there are other important
fecte that I would like to bring here.
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MR SPEAKER:
What you are being asked is was there a backlog when you
received those 400—odd application*?
HON DR R 0 VALAR1NO:
I think everybedy knows there ie a becklog. Unfortunately it
has not been poSaible to seal with some of the cackle e as some
of the telephones that were put in this year ere either
priority telephones under the medicl categoric or otherwise.
Therefore cone of the phonce have had to be left behine.
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Y.R SPEAKE2:
Easically •vhet the :.!inicter is saying is that he has b-.1t.n
able to deal with new aoplicatians as well as part of the
ackloo
HO:: ER R G
Exactly. • On the international and the national traffic for
the year 1978, atartin.7 on the 1st January and ending on 31st
Eocember 1973, the loca2. traffic was 18
,373,054 calls and the
internaticnal traffic vies 201,566, making a grand total of
18,574,620. However, it is inte.'esting to note that the international traffic interns of call-duration increased from
675,711 minuees in 1977 to 1,466,414 minutes in 1978, an increase of 117.
The Payment by result scheme which was introduced by telephone
department in conjunction with the Unions has been of great
success. The preparation and engineerin,- of the internationl
subscriber dialline is well under way, and it is hoped that
its introduction will be t_ffected in 3 years' time.
have a problem as far as the plant staff is concerned, the
industrials who -are currently rather
enderstaffed, and with.
ononotion will be understaffed by about 10. The whole question of training of industrials is under review. The employment of another Test Clerk will further help with problems I am sere the Opposition will enjoy this. ,,nd lastly we have
;lot a figure down this year to imorove the conditions of coin
boxes which has teen mentioned lately in the newspapers.
The Telephone Directory is expected to be in circulation by.
June 1579. Thc aew directory will
include a section on telexsubscribers. I am glad to say that this will be one of the
few eepartments within Government that will in time produce a
substantial revenue to Government. And lastly I am happy to
see volith in management. We have - the Sunee,intendent cf
Telephones, the Eeputy Superintendent of Telephones, the
Eeputy City Electrical Engineer and the Third Officer of the
City Fire Erigade, who are all young men, and this is what we
need for Gibraltar. Young men. Thank you.
HON G T _E _:_v:
1Le. Speaker, it was with dismay that I heard yesterday during
the Chief 1Linister's stdtement the extent of the increases
Which the Government intends to levy on the funded eervices.
The Chief nnister made a great show yesterday in trying to
convince this Hooce that fairness was the corner stone of this
year's Iadeet. To me, however, the. reality appears to be that
this budget is not one of fairness but one of unfairness. I
will go into further details in a amment, out first I would
like to ouote a sentence in the Chief nnister's statement
which I think is of considerable significance. He said that,
and I. Quote: "In our view each household. must pay for what it
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chooses
or
payeos,
pay for
"should

to consur:;c:, and if a partf:cular hot.G2:1 is careful
,,nerc Is no re:_son w'nyhe t-e::crL.1
tax many of whom will be careful and
cull
someone e:„se's extravasnc(L".
I repeat
g
e sid:
pay for someone else's extrz,vagance".

This year the taxpayer of Gibralter, the workmen and women of
Gibraltar, the businessmen of Gibraltar, the pensioners and
even the needy are going to have to pay more for their electricity, for their poteble waecr, for their telephonee, and
for their rents, not for reasons of fairness bet for reasons
of unfairness because of the extravagance, the incompetence,
and the inefficiency of this Government.
Let us look, first at the potable water situation. The
serious deficit in this fund was debated extensively in this
House in January of 1977, over 26 months CZ:3, following a
suggestion by my Honoureble and Learned Fricn, Yr. Peter
Isola, the Chief 1:.inister appointed a cor-'ttee 11r:der
c
chairmanship' of the Yinister for Public V:orks, hr Featherstone,
to look into the question of water loaces. This is, if T
say so, was an admf.reble decision. Losses in the Potable
Water Fund over a number of years were anu continues to be of
an alarming magnitude, physical losses
But of course
of the greatest concern Woo thet to a great extent th se
g quntity of water being lost
losses were cue to a lare
physically some,;;here along the line.
Luring a recent 5 year period in fact the average physical
loss of water was 32;
of all our water, therefore, was
literally going down the drain. What a terrible v,e, ste,
Speaker. How many thousaats•of gallons of ,
deter heve gone
down the drain and how many thousands o'l pounds have fallen
into that drain?
onies which belong to the peoe,le of Gibraltar. Thee is why I say that it was an admireble
to set •up this committee whose main objective was to ery and
identify why ;,1. of our water was being lost physically.
The Members of the Committee, apart from the Cheirmerchip,
were the Honourable ;Lijor :cilipioni, snd Honourable !:.1, Peter
Isola and myself. The Committee held a nesbur of wires._ - =
and we were begineihg to identify .cm, pocsible
see
the physical losses when the Chairmen appeare e.
to
get bored of the whole issue an;:: stopped c:,1:1
the Committee. However, positive ideetification af th
had not been poscible due to insufficient oata ana reaearch.
Since the Chairman' topped calling moetine.s. I approached him
on
rusher of occasions, marry times in the ante-r.em of
House, in order to try to revive some onthusirem
the
Committee. I am sorry to say that my talks with !:r•Fenth
-Lane
met with no success whatever. So I hen decidee to we'i,Le
him formally, asking for a meeting of the Comaitt,te,
asked for the 30th November, 1977. And I have to ee.
today, nearly - 1 years later, I am still awaiting a •rL
that letter. And may
add th,.'r no meeting was conveneat
Receiving'no reply, but being anxious th:4t this Commit;ce.,,
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aehieve mach to rE.duca lo=ses,
which I considered could
,to table a
conaiderable locses, to Gibraltar, I thea decided.
later, in this House asking why the
..c
•.G.,
ceeation 3
committee's functions had been allowed to come 'co a standstill. The euestioh received a very lame reply; That Mr
Feetherstone had had a cold, I think he said, but at least
it did produce three further meetinc:s of the committee.
_ the result of a d:.strict check,
Laring one of these ':e at '3
which had previoasly been requested by the committee, was
aced, ant threw up the most extraordinary aisc.'eancies.
prodwas, therefore, considered by the Committee that furthei
IL
district checks be ca:ried out to elucidate ::hether these
extraordinary discrepancies were widespread or whether they
were localised in a ;articular district concerned. In the
meantime 'e_r Featherstone called a meeting of the Co-r-ittee
disouss-. He was
and oresentet a resort for the Coaa- 'ttoe to
tole that as far as the Opposition was concsrnod, no conclosions.and no reports could be made unless and until the result of the further district charge was made. The Opposi
tion Y.eebers :sere rot prepared to consider the Preparations
of the report which coeld be completely inaccurate because
of tne lack of the full 'knowledge of the situation. And may
I add: that the aroposet draft fro171 the Minister of: Public
Works wa really-a cliplorable document, ouite unworthy .for a
Com-ittee of elected Members of this House.
The last meeting of the Committee was held on the 25th of
May, 1978, and althoUgh the Chairman was approached on a
number 02 occasions no further meetings were called.
Even•o Peter . Isola
tually on ,:ne 2Gth of February this year, 1,
that due to the incomneteac' of Cr Featherstone
--,
and haddece
we
no option but to resign from. the Committee.
Mr Sneaker, Lembers of the Opposition lay great stress on
efficiency and we had to put up with a lot of inefficiency.
w put up with it in the interests of Gibraltar because
Put
it woes a very important Committee. But, the point was
reached when we were not prepared to continue against our
, teaPite cur willin:,ness to work, to be associated with
w"1
of that Co--ittec. I know that shortly
-' 4,-ly that
the
nation, Mr Featherstone atated po,
eeafter.
he hat had no approaches to call the eeceting of .,.ay last
year het I dispute that statement. It may be that his
memory is a short one. I would remind him of the very long
cenveraation .a.e. held on this subject last SePtemter or
again broached the subject witn him at a
October when 2
reception held by the Consular Corns at ',:he gook Hotel
months after the last date
th , s was
7
.=03-'. Ora'
t he hat been eoproached. Therefore, Yr
that he =id t•Speaker, I: repeat that it is not fair on the Part of the
,. increase in the coet of potable
Gcse,naet to PaoPose
a 5C,
Part
of that deficit in the fund could
perhaps
water
when e-eventet
have been
had the Chairman of that Committee done
his duty correctly. It !_s one good example of one man's
ext”avagance having to 1:e paid by virtually all Gfcraltarian
families.

f
i

: enNext the Government proposed iffcrc:ises,
tirely disagree, that ie the one of t::e Telpbont,'
I think Honourable Yeli%bers will recogniae that tele
.
communications has been a subject to which I have attachec
great importance ever since I was elected to this
To my mind it is absolutely essential, especially daring
continue to endure., that our telthe conditions that 'Sc
communications with the outside world should be brought to
in- EEC
an equivalent standard as is known not t?nly
countries but also in rodt countries throu.shout the world
today. Sadly Gibraltar, as far as telecommunications is
‘ her than with the most Underconce-:sned, ranks probab3y no hig
developed country. Not only are we unable to dial direct
from our homes or our places of work to the outside world
directly,- but to make :hinzs worse, we have often to wait
considerable periods of time when we do call the exchange to •
make a trunk call. And te cap this deplorable situation once
takes hours before the
the call has been placed it some
call is connected. Moreover, the disastrous state of our internal telephOne lines are such that not only do we dial a
number only to be answered by another subscriber, but we often
particiPeting in a
pick up the phone only to find that one is
round robin o: various conversations caused by crosse] lines
Ory cross when they realise
and causing many People to become v ,
- L:rt of
that somebody else has boon inadvertently
7
to listening
boot thilitsccald
also
the conversation of somebody else.United
And Y:indom, not fo'l'getting
happen to people ringing from the
that they often dial the right numer only to find that they too
have been connected to somebody else's number.
Is this the service wnich the people of Gibraltar ore iooing to
be made to pay more for? Is this not unfair?: 7.here is the
Chief Minister's fairness now? Surely it is the duty of the
Government to provide an adequate and efficient service, and
surely it is preposterous to propose to charge subscribers
more for such a fifth rate amenity. Should we forget also
ise
ve the dec
in to
. Government's original reluctance to ' , tlp the pace statio n?
accept Cable and Wireless' offer to set
aes on
Much pressure was put on the Goverament by my co_' ac
cothis side of the House and myself to oceept and Five the
• ahead to this excitin7 project. But the chief Minister was
reluctant; the Chief Minister hummed and bowed. Finally I
suppose he was overtaken by events and had no option but-,on
to
accept an offer which makes common sense. Which made•co
sense in fact to the Opposition long before events penetrated
the Chief Ministeo's mind.
But the delay in taking a decision has cost Gibraltar dear.
delaY, is still
And,•subscribers dialling, on account of
• some years anead bcci,usc the rii:ht decision., at the richt
time, was not taken. It is, therefore, saddening to see,thet
ltoteC in the Estimates, Mr
•
a mere token of 11,000 has been a
Speaker, for ISD equipment. 21,0OG is the tokcnvote en a
Project which is I think over Ltm. Lack of foresight,
propose to make
Speaker. Inefficiency. But the Government
the people of Gibraltar pay more for a substandard service.
•
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Again may I ask, where is the Chief Miniat7:r's fairness?
is it not a faet that the people of Gibralter have been made
to subsidise the Government's in effectiveness rather than
the Government subsidiaing certain funds?
Next, Mr Speaker, there are the increases in electricity. I
recoenise that there have been increases in the cost of fuel,
and teera will be more increases. This obviously scans that
the cost of this service will have to go up. But what is the
answer of the Government, to this Problem' A problem which is
obviously outside ita own control, I admit that. But prediCeably the Government says: let peonle pay more. The Minister
responsible for this Department, the Minister for Municipal
Services., and I seem to remeeber that before `le took a decision
to cross the floor of t. is House, when he was a Member of the
Opnosition; the Honourable Doctor from this side of the House
tabled a motfen asking Government to advance the clockL by an
hour. The motion was eventually withdrawn because the Chief
Minieter said that if it was withdrawn he would given earnest
consideration to the suegestion. Of course, this earnest consideration eeems to have vanished into thin air. But, neverthelecs, tne original sueeest±on, especially during the summer
months, wan a sensible one then. And today I think it is even
meee so. Tee advancing of clocks by one hour would.save fuel
teceuee there would be more light houra. I wonder why it is
ISaat Government, and especially the Minister for Municipal
Services, who has direct responsibility `_`or this Department,
has opted for en increase in charges rather than implementing
measures to save fee] cos:.
Again it would appear that
Government is not being fair to the consumer. It is all too
eery to take a decision for neonle to pay more rather than
try to find real. ways of economising.
It mast be obvious from my contribution so far that I concur
ccetletely with my Honourable Friend the Leader of the Opposition in onoosing all the revenue raising impositions which
Government intend to make,
en the cu -lion of the Eseimetes, Mr Speaker, there are several
aspects which nuzzle me and I would be most grateful if in his
rawly the Financial and Develoneent Secre t ary would clarify
sore nf these for me. Taira+ of all I note -that import duties
have hardly increased az aal, and en view of the fact that in
his . own interveneion he mentioned the coesiderable increase in .
the imports of vehicles, of cars and colour televisions, it
seems to me odd that import duties remain virtually static
when there teems to have been an increase in importations.
Sir, i would be erateful if he would clarify that aspect for
me.
The second one is that I don't seem to 'se able to find anytning
in the Estimates to cover the amount of money :chic..' eras to have
been spent for the repairs of the Tower Blocks. I remember the
Minister for Public Works saying on television .that the Tower
Blocks needed renairs and I think he mentioned a figure of
about :e2m - one million for each of.the two blocks. Now, I
seem to remember that he maid that these repairs could well be
effected derine the course of this year and I reelly do not see
anything in the Estimates to cover the cost of these repairs.
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MR SPEAKER:
At. I right in saying that that was eoine to be funded by
development aid? Are I right in saying that the Minister said
at the tine that that was going to be funded from developnens
aid?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
That is right. I think he can answer that in Committee.
MR SPEAKER:
precisely.
HON G T RESTANO:
Now, another aspect, Mr Speaker, which has really concerned me
lately, is the conversion of Mercury House, and the conversion
of Mercury House of GlIC is included in the vote for =BC under
Treasury, and it is certainly well over £100,000. Now, at an •
earlier meeting of this House I askee the Chief Miniotee for
information about the tenders for this end he gave me a reply
saying that tenders had closed on 15th of January and that the
Treasury Tenders Board would be looking at these tenders in
the near future. I was, therefore, most surprised to need
some weeks later in the local press an official notice inviting tenders for the modernisation of Mercury House. So I
wrote to the Chief Minister and enquired of him how it was
that there was a discrepancy in his reply to me and the
officel notice now etatingehe closing dote for that lender
was the 26th of March. The Chief Minister repli ca that what
had happened was that the Director of Public Weeks hae pee un
the tenders to the Tender Board but that it was establishad
that the Architect appointed by the Government had apprceehad
all contractors in a recognised. category, six in number, but
that when the tenders had been received by the Tender Beare,
it had been considered, suite rightly so I think, that that
did not constitute a public invitation to tender as nenaired
Board Procedure Reeulntions, and, thenefeee,
by the
the tenders had been published in. the Press.'

If I may at this stare, Mr Speaker, Y. would like to coe-end
the Members and Chairman of the Tender Hosed for having taken
that decision which I think was a completely correct decision.
HON FINANCIAL AND DElefELOPe!ENT SEC:: TARP:
If the Honourable Member will give way. Before ho Feta too
.defeply involved in his eulogy, the Cheirean o: the Tendee
Board and the Tender Board members were not concerned at - ehat
stage.
HON C RESTANO:
Well, very well. That is not the information which I got
later, but anyway : well go into that in a moment.
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The Chief Minister's letter of course _egged a lot of questions
Iwrote then to Mr Featteretene, the Minister for Public Works,
for clarificaeion cr. a number of these matters which were out. tending.
esked him whether it was the Dieecter of Public
Weeks who hac invited eenders: I asken him to whom the tenders
were addressed to; I asked him whether his Lepaetment had considered tee tenders before forwarding them; rgasked him who
had orizinally onened the tender. He replied that it Vas net
the Director of Public Works who invited tenders, and he said
that as the Chief 2inister had originally said, it was the
architect appointed by Government to design end sueervise tee
scheme who invited tenders.
he had approached all the building contractors in
category C and D by letter enquiring from them whether they
would be interested in tendering for the project. One had
replied that he was not interested and the other five had
replied that they were interested. Upon receipt of the five
affireaeive eeolies the appointed arehitect sent each of the
five 'ne e rested t!..rdee documents asking them to complete them.
He replied that the Public Works Deportment did consider, as
is nermal practice, the tenders before forwarding them to the
Tender Beaed Be also in fact said ,.hat the original tenders
which ha_ been sent in by three firms of the five that tad
received tender document: were first open by a Member of the
Tender Board and one of the Senior Officers of the Treasury
cm December the 16th, 1578, which was the date which did not
coinciee with the date that the Chief Minister had first given
me. But 7 recognise that that may have been an admfnistrative
error possibly.
Yr Speeker, those replies were not extentive enough for me and
I wrote back to Mr Featherstone and asked him why the required
sender procedures had not been carried out. Tender procedures
were first nublished in March last year and they are quite
Featherstone why was it that the reSo I asked
ined tender procedures were not carried out in this case and,
I asked him who had given peemission for the breaking of these
reaulaeions..i also asked whether the tender encompassed the
whole or the mcdernisation or whether any further works would
have to be carried out. If additional work were to be carried
out outside zee main tender I wanted to knot: whether subcontract were to be eue cut to tender. And if this was the
positicn whether tendershad already been invited, and if so
,e- '-ead been published.
why no no-'
Tell, the Government issued a press release answering my letter.
I didn't get a letter answering the specific questions, but the
Government issued a press release which contained statements, I
thine, of deep concern. .song of Her things the Government's
-----Seent said that because the Public Works Department staff
wet engaged In the development programme works of the Government, the Government had appointed Mr Ronald Chapman as Consultant Architect on the e:ercury House Project f.a order to
expedite the Previsions of the new
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MR SPEAKER:
We arc now get tine into detailed meeters of the we in which
w. I'm seyinc this
Government exercises its tender procedure:—
now after I have allowed you to go on for hbout a querter cf
an hoer, but we meat, act fall into that trap. You are mest
certainly entitled to make general comments on the merit of
the way in which Government deal:, with the tenders, but lets
not get into correspondence and such like because otherwise
we shall wander away from the point.
HON G T
Well, Y. Speaker, I'm just really finishing on the cerrespondance, and if I may I'd like to finishit because I think it
is necessary to know this in order to be able to draw any
conelysions.
MR SPEAKER:
Provided that you don't take more than two or three minutes
that's alright.
EON G T RESTAZT.0:
So therefore a consultant architect had been engaged. to
expedite the provision of the new GPO studio. The Government
Press Release went on to say that the consultane was not him
self bound by Government Reehlations, nor indeed waz he aware
of them at the time. And, furthermore, thet he had acted and I think this is the matter for great concern - he had •
acted in this matter on instructions given to him by the
Public Works Deeartment. Procedures, the Press Release
carried on to se', were incorrectly agreed by tee C)f-4 -e'es
dealing with the tender issued on the behalf of the Director
of Public Works. This is a very serious situation, very
serious eituaticnindeed. This is a deliberate:
. ine o'rs
regulations by somebody in the Depeent
of "Peblic Worke.
rte
So there were sti:.l answers that needed to be received and I
asked in the last letter that I sent the Cnief Minister, on
the 6th of this month, I asked when those instruceicns were
given; how they were riven; what those instructions were;
what action did the Government intend to take; wheeher the
Civil Servant who had given these instructicns Cowl..,be
also asace on euhallowed to answer for himself; and
contracts what the position was becuese the Government Press
Release hod not been specific on that issue.
A few days later I did get a call from the 'Minister for Public
Works asking me to attend a'meeting with himself and the
Director for Public Worka so that he could enswer the ques. .
tions I had put in my letter. I attended the meeting .
YR SPElaKER:
We are not going to have what happened at the meetine 'ender
any circumstances.
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HO' G T RESTANO:
It waL certainly not in confidence.
•VR SPEA=P:
It is not a question of confidence* it is a ouestion of relevance rn the debate. This is what I have been drawing your
attention to, the relevance to the debate before the House.
You must not go into details.. You must certainly make
comments as to the Government's lack, if you feel that that
is correct, of acquiescence to the tender Procedures, but
let' not go to what you have done to put this right.
G

P7'STANC:

I was told, Mr Speaker, and
me not to be ably

thi.mk it would be unfair for

FS7'
7
=r'_:
1You may say something but let us not go into great detail.
HON G T
I wa told that an unaoed Senior member of the Department had
n
riot in fact given instructions, but that the architect had
confirmed in writing an agreement which had been arrived at
by both of thee when they had met to disease how the conversion should be carried out by the architect. There was a
:Letter of confirmation, but there was nothing in fact in
writing from the Tienartmeht. Ce the other hand the Officer
did not reply to that confirmation of the architect and
therefore it could well be taken that
yince there was no
confirmation from the Senior Officer he had accepted what
was in the confirmation letter. It was certainly Quite
specific that only firma which were categorised to be able
to take work of .,_._omac-nitude 'rad been approached; that all
of them had been approached, so that.in that respect one
could not say, I think, that there had been any deliberate
unfairness, becauce these six firms were approached. But on
the subject of sub-contracts this is ouite pi different question. Only two firms were approached in one of the two subcontracts ccncerned when there are cYfer firms in Gibraltar
' who I thinle could also have undertaken that lob, and therefore,•it would have been fair that they also should have been
anoroached. They were in fact not approached and no tender
or notice was ever published.
In the ease of the main tender the contractors approached
were asked to address those tenders to the Tender Board 2-1•1
this was in ..,:ee -ping with the regulations. But ES far as the
su'c-contracts were concerned, those firms were asked to
address those tenr1:srs to the architect ,:oncerned, and this
is another 'or B ach of these regulations.
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The main argument of the ]in-later for Public
the regulations were ;est co7plete, t a co then re
had made no specific rea:erence where J consul
think that that an.,:aaaent w
was emplaoyed. Bet
'eceaese
•
very weak one. I don't think it is accv.r:::te at
in the regulations it does say that seve as otherwiee
expressly provided in these rezulations the Performance or
any works, the cost of which is to be a char e on the public
finds of Gibraltar, shall be obtained by contact afte -e pe'"So I tender in accordance with these .e g
e,
makes no difference at all in my mind, whether it '
Government, whether it is done by a consultant. It _s clear
to me that in these regulations any works means all works,
which is to be done for the Government. In this case this
was not done.
I would like to make one thinz quite clear, and that .t.2 that
I am not accusing anybody of any deviousneta. I'm not
accusing anybody, but that fact is that these relatiens
were first brought into pra.ctice because the previous s:;stem
was not considered eccentable. And it was that.any works
awarded by Government should be fair and seem to be fair, and
to break away from these regulations is wrong. A:: I say, I
dor't say that there is any deviouaaess involved, Out'f
there was any rievioucneza in atybody's mind, by creakeng the
regulations is the way to CO it.
of
Now the responsibility for this, for the brt-e!
tions, as I said in one of my lettera must rest aquar,,
shoulders of the Minister responsible for that Deperte.ent. .
He is the one who must take the responsibility era: he is t'ne
one ,.do must take the blame. This =is not of coarac the on issue in breaking tender procedurea that has occurred Cr: he
Department lately. There has also been another one. There
was the question of the sand, the winning of szlnd frcee the
upper rock where these tender procedures were not aihert.
Again from this Department. And I think that this, ],.r. Sneaker,
very serious thin,
warrants a public enquiry. I think it is
a very, very serious aituation where a Department. cL2n in a
matter of a few months completely disregard the tender procedure regulations. Therefore, Mr Speaker, I do think that a
public enquiry is called for.
HON A W SERFATY:
Sir, I'm not responsible for telephones, but I thin:4 I should
start by saying that I don't thr. the Honourable !L:. Feeathno
has get his oconoics right when he criticises an increeze of
have an in15% on the telephone change as being anfeir.
fletion of 152,, people are earning more money, ieccda ere
costing more, so I don't think he chose the right ex
/L increase, because in real terra
when he criticised the 15'
'he charges is the same. If he hid chosen some other example
; he might have
,
of something being increased more than 15;
a case.
2')5.

Sir, I will start by speakinp: about one of the Denartments
recroorni-'e
, and that is tne Port. I will
for which
only so:: a row verda ateut it. As the Hon the 1:„naincial
sni 1.er:oin.aent Secretory said yeaterday in 1978 we had a
nto,ring our tort.
-; ,
tne tchna;e of shisoin,
fall of
A ft.11 cf 1C., ever 20,,,7.00',000 tons which we had'in 1577,
which is an old hiEh time record. In fact the number of
ships increase in 1575 over 1977, but this increase was in
the home trade ships, and tnere was a decrease in the deep
sea shiooing.
7:e had a very bad first . .a0,.arter last year, and it it due to
.
;hat to a ,
- ;reat extent that we had a fall of 10% over 1977,
but I am 'nanny to report that in the first quarter this year
ge of shinping has increased from 3.9 in 1978 to
the
5.4 million tons. So though I think we must not be cam-.
,we have
nlacent abot the nort, T c.n P=.,ur--: the HcsAthat
stood still an the encouragement of marina development.
As the Hon the Financial End Development S.:cretary said •
yrL-iy, there was a decline of -6 in naosengerf,arriving
by sea compared with 1977 wh3_1y due to a reduction of
visitors on cruise, but there was an increase in the number
of day excursionists from Morocco, which is good, taking
into account that visitors on yachts and excursionists from
spenders in ufbraltar. The fact
Morocco are th,
that the hydrofoil will soon be re'olaced by a larger one is
a star in the ric,ht direction.
V:e are a::. ;'lat, we are all very Riad, that hotel occunancy
figures were up, and continue to be in the upgrade, art I
heal-7.1y join the voices of congratulations to my -rionourable
colles:7u e the Minister for Tou-ism. His efforts are important in the promotion of tourism. Tat may I also say that
stn _ I'm still responsible for Civil Avia.:ion the rr -;motion
of tourisri must w,o hand in hand with an increase in the
nua-ber of charter. . I an: hanny to report as everybody knows
that the number of charter flights from United Kingdom. over
our main market, to Gibraltar is higher -Pan it has ever
been.
May I remind the H,u.3e that I have always advocated and dome
-I.r. of charter
7y best to encourage an increase •in the numb:
have always said, ard I repeat now,
fii.„- hts to Gibrnitar.
that in a closed frontier situation real growth _._.tourist-;
'deoenfs to a very large extent on increasing the number of
charter _light: from London to Gib_ lt ar. The number of
Sc= seats relatively cheap fairs in the scheduled flights
is limited-and is not conducive to rowth.
':.,ossan's reference ye;terday
And now to the Honouratle
to devi:lspment ,zenerally. I welcome and I will closely
ef,-ectng
watoh the r:rotose stuy of nos,Hble men,
still -say-that the sun, the
economic i,rowth in G _ braltar.
beaches and the sea offer the largest potential for growth.
Assets that mother nature has given us and that we must exnloit to the fullest extent. Of course •we must orovide good
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_s
:e
is
- ctitive or.cut.
services: a clean Gbralt,r, ;:om)
but WC
surely roar foir irr7rovo,:ent in licht
obaut an
must be wary of this, c:f havinE too . .:ony
oroltar. 1...partad
increase ih the size of liont in.h:try in Gi,
materials, perhaps imnorted :lab:Der; these are not concuoive
to competitiveness. 7:e have encouragedthe fibre-gloss
inOustry and soon a Iirht industry for.ventilation ecluinment
an Gibraltar, and we shall continue to do so, in th:-. wsy of
venture. to soy tht the great
tax holidays etc. nut
that ward,
if ' may
-sotential is in the
of our natural reseurees: the sun, the beaches, the sca,
, •
The Government is embarking on. an interesting ex,oerimenty a
combination of light industry, if I may rut it that wcy, and
the sea. Shellfish cultivation, mus:-.els, oysters with a bit
of luck, b:v the hundreus of tons. To:.orrow an expert arrives
to study . the placinE, in position of the troy rafts which are
already waiting to be placed at lectern ?coch, at :Thais, in
the harbour and in one other position not yet known. The
Public Herlth Depertment will monitor the co,:oeria.ent, and in
the meantime let us keep our fingers crossed.
in
yea
And now I come to the greatest frustration of try
me aarrest
politics. I don't thinz: the Chief Minister
favour by lanai n me.with the responsibility of monitoring
funaof doveloothe
the development aid
cent proEraTo,,e, in my last few year's in the political arena.
will not tear him any
am sure he did it in ;)o,c-a faith Co
will keep on tryir.4.•, and doing to the test of
grudge, and
ray ability w hat I can in this respect until next ye r.
Becad:e I am leaving politics for no other reason since I
hove always one wh3t the Chief Minister nos told me to do!
Sir, let me star; by sa.yin that the three-year dcvelcment
progror:mes ore in my person31 - I ao: tar4ing for the Government - ani honest submission a bit of a joke. They Eive
the imnression that a certain sum of money is Foin g to be
,pent ever a period of three years. ' This may wel? poly to
small jobs but rot 11.:.:e the bi7 job like the aryl Degg •
Estate, the Comprehensive School foo. Girls or oven to a
certain extent the Jetty 'ie.ollo:ration. 1t t,kee a
and it must necossarfl:" tae a lon,• tir,:e, to pr,oaore
the aroceas thro.n- h
and project applicationa
...f.._i
...f.._
!;o1;s,
special comm ittee, b ecauso they ore
of Overseas Developnt.
V.e have to 000ro,Je the hi:
me
After which if lucky one starts propav final druwini!,
work out to t-and" r ccc.
"totting
e
bills of qua ntitis"tottingthe
And of the lowest tender is above the crij:inal eatimated
figures, then back we ,7.o• to the :;.i-listry of OverseasDevoloPit ta2es for . this
know how
ment. Do Honourable
to h4 ,en? Well, zentlemen, it tales the best of' one and a.
half years.
Yy colleague the.inister for Public Works told you geeterorr y
how lorg it took to find the four c;uaht.ity Surveyors. Some
to replace bthers who have left, because perhaps ;hey do not
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cguerre miles 31' whatever reasons; some
be__em e we woulm be reeoirins. their cervices in a few months
time. 1..ne bear in minl that one does n)t start employing
Hart
additional exnensive c„o_lahtit;, S:urvey.-)rs as soon as
signs on the dotted line. The drewing have to be prepared
first, and the project aperovals obtained. These have somewhat effected progrecs in a couule of our housing schemes.
Hut let we core back to the two big jobs I have just referred
to. The Comprehensive School for Girls, and the Jetty Reclamation. These projects have been Prepared by consultants,
the 1975/78
and these two Projects were first included
Progra=e. It turned out that their cost had been under..reater extent than the
estimated, the school to a far 1:,
Reclamation, so they were shelved. Eventually they found
e. The school's orizinal
their way into the 1973/81 prograe,
Project esnlication datc, was the 1st of Decehber, 1976, but
considering that the project had been set aside
HON M XIBER_RS:
.ember will give way. What
Mr Speaker, if the Honourable :,
does _.e mean by "the projects were shelved"?
HON A T aIRFATY:
During the 1575/78 period, as the cost had increased
enormously, particularly with the Girls' Comprehensive
School, the project was shelved until Jaruary 1978 when we
had to discuss the matter again- for the 1978/81 programme.
HON
But there was no approval in the 1975/78 programme?
HON A W SERFATY:
In the 1975/78 programme there was no approval at all for
either of the projects.
SPEAKER:
That is why it was shelved?
HON VI. SER=7::
And that is why they were shelved, there was no approval.
HC: XIBERRAS: .
I see. Yr Sneaker, it was certainly not the impression I
had gathered from the earlier interl- ention, that is why I
ask,„ And this was shelved by (=I
HON A 7! S',R2ATY:
The approval was never forthcominw.
ewe.

1:een sc; aeide
But considering thst the pr ojoct
sroje..ct hes be,:-n sent
wus saying that the
.1976,
oe•in.inally in Iecober 1976, eee I am eey]I.,: nsw tet we
did not do to.,) badly when approval wsc forthcoe,ing. in Juno
1973.
We did worse with the Reclamation ;''here on which we v:ere
proposi ng to speno last year, and I will be criticised for
- now, 2530,000. The project applicanot spending them, I 1-.
tion was son;, in July 1978 but opproval dic net e_rave until
the end of last month just in i:t- to reach the finencial
year. I am not insinuating anything, I really as not. .
These are the things tint happen.
with whom we have cone ntt:ch
This is not criticism of
' as an intermediary. It is
better than when V's ',toed the FCC,
a criticism of the system, a criticism cf the system which
inhibits our desire to go forwnrd on a broad front, a bit ef
new thinking, to spend money on development. I will explain
Spenker. Already we have reached the stsg.e where
approvals total up to the antire amount cf dovelonment aid,
except for £330,000 which in all probobility will eventually
the economists tell me and if they ere ris7ht
be eaten up
by supplemehteries on the approve scheme beceuse of higher
on going costs.. After this has. hapscned, and in e wey it
has happened whon the asps is approved, the curtain goes
down, no more pro,,ec;s are accepted, end we are tole to get
on with the job of spending money on the apprOved project.
Fair enough.
But expenditure is slow, we .,.-.ow about this, about the lack
wean , I will not go
3 n-, ...
of sufficient tradesmen,
into that, but the fact is that progress is slow. The contractors are slow now on the on-going project, and in the
case of a big job like the Comprehensive School ;here is no
earthly chance of that job being completed by M.orch 1531
which is when the prog ramme comes to an eno, end there will
be well over Lime unspent on that ?reject alone.
Because of thi:, such a project am the Ceetle Ramp/cod to
the Linel, Stage 1, a big project of modernization of area
redevelopment , mny not be approved - the Honeurable
Peliza may lougn if he likes - unlesm, r::ne the Ooverement
and the Treasury and a lot of jpeople have to do a lot of
thinking, we can conwnce the iihistry of Overseas Lovelop
sent, and I have started to try and do this already, that
they should approve this perticulr scheme end let um at
least start on it. 3ccaus.e as I said before, all the aid
money is not going to be spent by ...arch
I accept that if the Ministry of Overseas Develop
approves the Castle Romp/Road to the Lines ModernissZtion
Scheme, they will be co-tting themselves to an eventual
exper.ditI,Ie of well over the L11.1m. I honeI art making myself quite clear. But a formula rust be foend, even if it
what I em seyin,
means, .1 am fully aware of the importe:
this, even if it
and Mr Collings I at; sure will take
295.

means that th -i Government. of Gibraltar may have tc font the
:till of onceosive sPer:iing ovsr the 2nm if there is no
other develo:::ient aid ono;-rof.e. Eot 7 or rnc ,hihk that
nother
wH 1.1 be ,
this is ocademic and in 211 orobbility
, nd that is why I am saying, why
development aid progra —P. ;
not start on the Cast Rams Echeme. now, So I hope to be
.o nnoceed on these lincs when we ;cp to London later
which, when. the aid Pr,grormr.e'
•
ttis yea r' t•,:, discuss the
was .:,;Freed, had to bc o'o-ussed in the Autumn o f this year.
Comin;: back to the Improvement and Develoom.ent Fund under
ExPenditure for 1979/79, 1, sr the appropriate Minister, will
answer all questions at the Co,,,littee Sta r e on any particular
Prc;.7ramme, bat I would like to resuest Honourable Members to
.;lm
owed to the contracbear in mind certain factons. Over 1
tors and consultants of the Vary; Berg Estate has not been
Paid, and I hope will not be paid until we clear the question
of defective design and execution of the wori,_.

answer cabgiven to me the othor tho in the 7';.c
Public
Deport7ont, by th:.:
the
I am old enough zo call them boys, and thib
infibtien to that, beohuse
If we spent .;:,;m in 19-W-,),
a olcr
of the same a;%ount of work and workmen say
a diffcrent
add the Girls' Col;prehcnsive' School, which
am. Add another :-:o;
job altogether, add .7.15m, thot is ,4.(
for the Reclamation onC tht is .5.fot odd seciclist's
work and the purchase of nearly .:OCCi,OGG, I tol:lev,:t, in
is is just tne
Lonartment,
equipment for the P_:blic
And
Purchase of materials, add another .Cm. That's
around dim for greater impetus. in some of the other trojects,
mainly housing now that we have got the staff lev ei. almost almost because we haven't ;Tot all ode erauEhtsmen we aced
yet - to the requirce Ievel, and if you leove aside the Sim
be poyin to the contractors
which we do riot know if we
and consultants of the Vary: 'lee:,: Estate., and wo are almost
there.

HOF XIEER2A3:

HON P J ISOIA: .

You shoold not have raid them earlier

Y.r Speaker, the Honou-oo'cle Minister for Economic Develombnt
has not been his usual e'aullient belf in this buS::- et.
has had to commit himself to givini: a whole string of sorry
excuses, which, if it wban't for the fact ;hat we hc:or them
.7;72,
'heard urea, from him since 1,
year in year out one. we have
'
we might take the:: seriously.

HC: A 7: SE=TY:
The RecloMotion 7ias only approved three weeks ago.
He,, vy maintenance - I am sorry the Honourable Sr Boss .no is
not here - the backlog of heavy maintenance carrot really
proceed at full swinz unless we carry it out be term conao,in apoeal to the Trade Scion to a,i- nee to
tracts. And.
mv Honourable Colleague, the !.'oinister fo r Public Works, to
out out a lot of that work, the back.lo:,-, of maintenance, to
the SA/DC- dc. My shouldn't the
ter:. •ccntracts
Governm.ent do it? Otherwise we will 1,ever spend that money.
n exnenditar-: on tha t item along if r
h-s been ,
of :2230,000. Materials for the renewal of
remeo:sen
seers have been:ordered but they naven't arrivea, and they
are takin,;• a longtime to arrive. The survey for the eepdrillino took a lo no time and the worli, en which there had •
ben an onder-expenditure, has gone out to terrier. The
Girls' School, becaLse of delay in the post fees of 260,0OO
were not paid before: the end of March. They' have since been
paid. Power development: no decision has 'peen taken cn this
imbort,nt matter and it may take•a long time before we
• con take a decision. Varyl Begs sea defences have been
deferred.
Shp:f- f_ace af staff, as I mentioned earlier, and slow progress
ty centraotors in certain ,obS, have also affected expendicon give more information about each particular
ture.
,lob at Committee Stage.
as to when we can spend 2,-.7/8m in 1-97a/80, or believe we
can spend it. One important answer hasaready been given by
- will
the Honourable Chief Minister yesterday. The progra,--,
to Peak this year and next. But a simple and Obvious
300.

Mr Speaker, the picture thet has been painte by the Finonoial
r, of the
and. Development Secretnry and the brie_ Mir
economy of Gibr,•Iltar, is a very grim ene. They ceem to voe,
in
as wo suspected they would b from quite oor:b time
serious trouble. Even the Honourable Mr Bo,..no, 1 thought,
would try to give a help r. hand to the Government, he
S:122COt
affirms every time tht he won't join the:: bu:
some sort of secret pool-. with the Chief _„_.ter, because
even the Honourable Mr Boss ono who tries to „:.- ive a holping
hand was not really very convincing this yc.hr, Mn Speoker,
and there acre a number of cohtrodictions in iris own staterefer.
ment to which
,
Another strange. feature of this year's buoget, Mr Cr.ohk,
has beer, the nanounceent by the Chief Minister, in CL-.7,1: dew e go; to the Finance Eill. Ant it
tail , of taxes bee
seems to me that the reason for thi!..; must have been :he fact
that otherwise the estimates would go forwcrsi for the first
time in the history of the legislature in Gibraltar errs
1950, for the first time since 1950, the Estimates hi...ye gone
was broke becaos,,
forward showing a Government

a

NOS 'CH:HP MI :ISTER:
fl the Honourable Member will give w3y, that . _ .ot correct.
fundedsenvices_wene_mi,
Last year the nnnounoement in
onnncial
excent that they mere announced3ytne i-„
and thib year I took the responsibility of acing so. Because
they ore not revenue raising measures out ,:;ust a may of

a
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balancin the bud7et to the extent that it is all public
e::endituro, it is always sone in the speech on the
ana it is not done in the revenue
JI.pprosriat',-sn
measure eaters in so far as they form part, those
nce =,-51', have got to be eartoot cc form wart of th,Fin,
:f.arked out. It was done exactly like last year, if the
take my wor ant -Lf he reads the
Heneurb,e .!ember
speech of the •Finz,:ncial Secretary, he me:_tiened the figures.
This year I took the responsibility of doing so.
HON P ir ISOLA:
only reason I mentioned this, Mr Sneaker, is that the
tatement in the revised estmates has I•think
for the first time been substituted by a new financial
statement which incercoiates the proposed increases in
lectric,ty, water and other tnings, and I personally consider them to be revenue raising measures. I mean, anythfrsv. that gets money out of my pocket is a revenue raising
measure. And even with those revenue raising measures again
ft shoy,s the estimated ainsclidated Fund Balance as at 31st
March, -1980, with a !puny
Sneaker, and that is
one day's werkin capital of the Government, because the
Government of Gibraltar to run Gibraltar needs .878,051 a
day. So with this, the Consolidated _ and Balance of 2,89,011
would mean that if all revenue to the Governmentceased, the
Government woul:i only be able to pay one day's working.
That is a far cry to what it used to be, Mr Sneaker, when
7ie u-;ed to tclk about having a reserve of 5 months.
7innc.1

It is intereat.ng that the actual relfised balance, the re0Yorar
at .51.st M.arch, 1 979, are
estimated at only J_;307,911, which, Mr Speaker, with the aid
of ry
is exactly 3.9i.: days working capital'.
Of co se the Gov ernent
m
is in trouble and of course the
accusation made ley my Honourable and Gallant Friend that
there has been bad management is fully justified, Because,
h Ssea:er, ifI may just remind Hosnourable Membe:ss of the
posit_en in 31st March, 1977, on the 31st March, 1977, the
revised reserve was ..5526937_,
On the 31st March,
1978, these have dwindled to £2.2m, and at the 31st :Zorch,
1979, they have come ri;T:ht down to L-307,511 and with quite
sub3tantial taxes, or substant_al revenue raising measures
anneunced now, without the ones that are coming afterwards,
becaLse 1 supoose they must come, they save an estimated
reserve at the 31st March, 1980, of one day's working
caoital for the Government.
Thy has it come to this? 7:ho is resoonsible? It can only
be tht- Government. It cannot be the Sri- position. It has to
te the Government. And then, I,'.r•Sneaker, in the papers
circulated to us after the announceert cf the increases in
electricity and water, apsrt of catir_se from the increases in
ratesthat have taken place as
.sesult of revaluation of
GovernMent properties,
would like the Financil and .revel op—
...eh Secretary to exnlain to me why - or the Chief Minister
seeing it was he
answered this - why electriciuy is
302.

and yet in the rovioed (..2timto:., that
announced to go up
to gel fam
r . thbt
.
were given to as the Governse nt c7.ects
x
increase in revenue. TLose
toe
crease of 5%, a
es
Spec:4er, that the rcvized ostib.at,
figures. 1 not-ced,
for electricity bills issucd in this year, 197F:./79, is
and that the Gosiernment hopes, as a result of chis
to get from bills issued 12.1,m.•
an2
hsve been doinm
that is an increase in revenue of 23',s.11 So by ,---, 1-,r!7a the
community as a whole, as for as the public is concerned, arc
going to pay 23;.., .
. 7,ore in electricity. That ,is the 2-- oiht
want to make. I mean, everybody who says
of electricity
is not too bad, but jt is 25';.:, we are going to Pay more: ?hat
is what the public is gcir.L. to ;ay and that is what I thin:t
we have to be told.
.
Then, M.r r-Ipcaker, in the water, which we are told is Tc.L
50% - it
be more expensive thcn whisky coon, yob, n.
I suppose the whisky will, go up, this is a non-drinking Government: I suppose the whisky and cigarettes and all those evil
things will 'go up, and we hove to pay for them, of cource,
But in water,,Mr
,
Speaker
I acain have done scot e sus.:. of
what the Governmskti is sving
i
-sne in foot they ezoect. to Eet
in revenue over 6,0';, more in water. So that the pslic &re
going to pay by and
CIS a co-unity, 607.. more in water.
Quite a lot or money this.
s
wter
bill is large and 1
reckon that 60% is pretty hiF.:h. I don't ._ow w hatwe will be
able to do, we shall have to go around unwashed in Gibraltr.
-.And then,?4r Speaker, the telephones. I haven't done any
figures there because there the re ntal are being increased,
but I think the Financi,a1 and Deve lopment Sccretry
find
a happier picture in his Telephone Service :.cesci..:nts if they
sent the bills out. I haven't ha
bill in no office for
telephones for over six months. If thz-,t is the caLle of all
the businesses in Gibraltar no wander they haven't got the
money. No wonder there is a deficit. If you don't
you.
don't receive. I4Gy
commend the Financial end 1:eveloement
Scortory to make it his resolution in 1979/80 to make d'ire
that bills izo out, and then the Government Eats Oai.
So, Mr Speaker, on the estio:ates, on the :_-,e.neral picture, on
the impertent page, which is nage 5, it is quite clear that
the Government, despite quite s number of taxes that we have
had in the last few yaars, hove had to allow the ro;:ervos to
dwindle and dwindle end dwin,ile, to
e :tent th,:t ft has iTot
no working capital. ?,i,'.4' _t hos L:ot to roise reven::E. to try
and bring up the reserve, and I stppose;when one sees, that
it will cost the Government .073,000 a
to rbn
Is
uppose they would need at least, one would have theti,:
, ht,
one month's reserve and that means tLat they w..Lid
to
raise £2.3a just to have one month's reacrve. I can't Lie;e
how they are going to raise
ceistaihly not. when : hear
that they ore goinc.: to chan Ee the tax structure and there
are going to be benefits given out and so fsrth. I don't
how t::ey are going to raise this money. So it locks as if
the Government is going to risk it for a year ane. ho:ie things ,
gat better for ;hem.

n CI .

I dn't know how mech they have asea T..r Owen for, I think •
we should know this, because it is relevant to the mathematics oftthe situotion. If he has been asked for 2,2m then
it is airir.,ht, but if he has been asked for 2,100,000 or
L_2GO,COG,we are not alrioht, we a r e in ter-ible trouble,
is why I suppose that there was a
Spea'(.er. And t
iery som'e.re tone in the steech of the Cnief iiater and
the Fioancial and 1:-.velopment Secretary ; end indeed of other
Government MinistErs. There waS also a great deal of comPlacency which is what I think it is the biggest accusation
which can be mode against the present Gibraltar Government,
Co=lacency. The.; have got used to not doing things, for one
reason or another the situation is just accented, and where
thore has been the i::reatest complacency, Yr Speaker, and I
am p',Ieolutely terrified by, is in the Minister for Public
✓eoartmrnt on doing
Work:: To congratulating his own P
that is what they have done - vary little,
•
nothing, because
very little performance - who cono.ratulates.them and tells
them, you are alrizht boys, we are all doing fine. This
sort of situatioo, Mr Speaker, is costing Gibraltar a great
deal of ;Loney, end continues to cost Gibraltar until the
Government decides to take the Place bv •-was going to say
the scrl:ff of his neck - take the economy by the scruff of
the neck, and oo something about good and efficient -manage ment.
I think steos are being taken now, again very late, the
oastieh of the idea of an Expenditure Oom -,ittee, to examine
think from my experience in the Pu'plic Accounts
exothditi7e,
Ce-o'ttee, my shon:es: exnerience and the few questions we
?:7,ve asked, esneciLlly from the Public Works Depar:ment, I .
wculo eoy that there is a great deal to be said for having
preferably of this House, which can
an Expenditure Coyscrutinise expenditure and criticise it in a report to the
Hcese. I think there is a great deal of neei for this
because of the way the economy is getting out of hand. •
Mr Sneaker, mey I say just one general.point, if I may refer
Bassani), which I think
to the address of the Honourable
is relevan: to refer to it, because whenever he speaks I feel
the Government side all nodding away, I.don't want the Government runnihd, pway with the idea that Yr Bossano has the answer
we all cur problems,and anyway he said he wouldn't tell the
Government how to put the economy ri;- ht. He would keep that
"to himself until ho became Chief inister, L.aybe he will, I
do not know, but until e does one thiwo is certain, our
to p improve apnarently. Again I was a
e cnemy ft
the one
• flo—oxed by the Honourable Yr Ecssano, who onemploy
more
hpsd told the Government : as long as you do not
of
the
total
labc,Ir
force,
you
are
safe,
your
accounts
than
ri;oht, your economy is riEht, nothing is wrong. But I
dont
• V ' know whether the Government in fact employs 30%, 31% or
3f the labour force. And he didn't explain to us why it
was ths: despite this sort of calculations mada by him, the
Government is broke. The Government hes Tot no reserve. He
is wren7', the Government is wrong. Ar4 then, Yr Speaker, .hr
Bossano then says: you must encoorage expansion of Government
3C4.

activity. I 3U;):20:;0 the only wsy yo.1 con encoura g e
activity is by reployis:-. wore
sion of Govern;
:-.eu
the Obvernm,ent a:•.d k7oin,.., above the wretc.
so th a t is not the sOlution to oer problem. I co wis:. that
the Honourable ;:,1: BossaT.o, who is no c' :.:UL c very :coetne .:nnwor,
plished economist, 1:0.: we are toLc„ woulo
instead of saying: look if only you keep to 311 this yera ars
alright, when you are not alright.
I won't, Mr Speaker, talk a'roule world problems, I don't
think I know enough about them, but I think the simple
reason why Western Europe is underE:oing this serious problem
, work very
isbecause ever, body trots so earn a lot of money,
little, and expect the third world to give the raw starials
cheap. It seems to be quite simple,. I mean, the workers
employed in Germany and '.ireet Britain and in Gibroltar are
not prepared to give up part of his cake for the worker in
Nigeria or anywhere else. Ana the worker in Nigeria or
! to
Chad or somewhere else will soy::no, you ore not goin,
have the roar materials cheap. I am sure this is an oversimplification, but, Sr Speaker, I rood have theuht that
that i$ th simple answer to the problems of the world.
- :._..o, who
;But I do not Ly,ree with the Honoursble Mr So.,
do
economy
seems to think that if too United f;'•
well, it was not necessarily bad for Gibraltar. I think it
is bad for Gibraltar. It is quite el-ear it is bas for
Gibraltar in many aspects. Even on the loarity issue it is
bad for Gibraltar. Because if the EnFlioh worker is the
lowest paid worker in Europe then the Gibraltorian worker
will be the loweot paid worker in F.:orope. So we are
interested in a booming economy in the United Kingdom, an,d
perhaps Mrs Thatcher will bring this to the UniteO Kin 'ism.
Mr Speaker, I would now like to go to the root of the trcuble,
and that is the Improvent and Dovelopment Fund. The lack
of development there Los been in Gibraltar over the yesrs.
And I think tam s is very seriouo 'oecause se ha.f. beon said
e some 1:oncoroble Me!:.bcre hove
by some people in the H ous,.
if you don't spend the money, you are not unieeshing
economic activity in Gibraltar. You are reducing it.
I think that has happened since, I woule say, about 1975
I think conpm
iv less spending on d eveloent.
profg
tractors have laid down their labour forces, and so forth,
the structure has been reduced considerably, and as a result the contractors now cannot cope with the additionol.
work that is now being required.
I spoke, Sr Speoker, earlier on of the comp:acency of th:::
ster for Public Works. Mr Speaker, the H0j.,- e. I 37:
will be interested to heor that in the Public Works Icsort;Gm in today's
r:ent, in 157l/72, we snent on development f.2.2,
real terms, havingregard to the rate of inflation, whateve
it was, 158',
'; more, cc I heard my Honourable Friend the Leader
of the Opposition say, that would be an equivalent ssending
in Gibraltar today of ZOm. The Government have spent ::_;2.5m
and I even query 22.5m and I - shel] say why in a minute.
Porn today. .us,w, that P2.2m was done, Mr ST.eaker, with a
cstdblishstaff in the Public Works Departme n t of ill.
ment of ill, of which 25 were the Housing Section, wh,ch Is
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now a separate department. So, really with 86 members in
the Public Works Deearteent. In 1975/76, on development,
the Governeent cpent 1:2.9m with. 76 staff in the Public
Worke Department. Leos than in 1972/72. The highest
expenditure on development was in the year 1972/73, which
was half an Integration Government and half an JACK Government, and that was £3.5m. So with 75 staff, the Public
Works Department of the Gibraltar Governmert managed 22.9m
of development. In 1978/79, where it ie. said that they
have spent 22.9m, they have a staff of 1421 Which is
do,fele: Mr Speaker, double the staff. And we get the
Minister still telling us that he is still looking around
for Quantity Surveyors: he is still looking around-for
draughtsmen.
HON A W SERFATY:
If the Honourable Member will give way. The big expenditure
in 1972/73 must have been the Varyl Beeg Estate, and that
did not recuire any staff from the Public Works Department,
that must be borne in mind. It was all done by consultants,
Quantity Surveyors, Architects, the lot.

matters directly with the Minitry of Overeear reave2cpmenz,
.:.see of projeet
thcrc has bean a r7reat acce2on,tion on
approval. An excellent coopurotion eencrelly." Tie wes in
if
the budget speech for last year. Sc, can you forgive
I am a bit surprised to hear the Minister for Econcmic
Development still flogEing that home. "We are indebted to
the officials in that Ministry for their ter- e of pertnership in our endeavours to imrpove the quality of life in
Gibraltar at a time when external factors prevent ee from
playing an even greater port in this than we ere eireedy
doing." And the Chief :inister went on to s oy ; "there has
also been a great improvement in the Government's own
machinery in terms of Titre-plannirg, project preparatien and
more technical staff, all of which should ensure the project
approval and the carrying out of wcrk will be speederee."
This was said in March, 1978. Go at that tine, cer:eln7 - en •
this side of the House, we got the definite imprecsien
the department hod really got going, has really cot
thing sorted out, it has got its steff, pre-plenning hd
done, and the Government was raring to go to spend the I:7m
they said they were going to spend in 1978/79. This is the
impressions we got. And I thin:k it is not an unjustified
impression,

HON P5 ISOIA:

a

Yes, but 1975/76; Yr Speaker, they only had 76, 1975/76 not
1972/73 and 1973/74 or 197L/75. 1975/76 £2.9m, staff 76.
1978/ 79 £2.9n, it is alleged, staff 142. And for 1979/80 it
is going to be 154. So between 1975 and 1979 the staff of
the Public Works Department, Mr Speaker, has doubted.
HON A J CANEPA:
If the .Honourable Member will give way. There is something
which I think will be helpful to him to put the matter in
pereneee 4 ve. 'You cannot just talk about doubling staff
because a lot of them are Work Supervisors who were previously
Leading Hands, industrials, and who have nothing to do with the
Development Progra-ee. There are about 30 of those. So the
fact that they just happen to cone under the Non-Industrial
. umbrella has nothing to do with the Development Programme.
HON ? J ?COLA:
Mr Speaker, that only accounts for a number, not that large
number. And 1979/80 for 142 they propose to put the establishment up to 154. That's another 12 bodies, because it
is needed, without the Housing Section of course; the Housing
Section has a lot of activity.
Now, Yr Speaker, to put things in perspective, let us see.
W at happenet in the budget last year. In the budget last
year, paEe 2C5 of the Hansard, the Financial and Development
Secretary spoke of the Development Programme of 3 years being
£22.3m with a requirement for a further E4.5m for the new
Desalination plant. And then the Chief Minister said at
page 215 "In the year since Gibraltar_has been dealing on aid

Can I be forgiven then, Mr Spce.ker, for expreesin surprise
at the Minister for Public Woregs when he tell,: us taute he
needs Qecentity Surveyors, he needs. drc.urhtsnen. I dn't know
2.2.9e.
what all these people do because they only produce
Nov,, Mr Speaker, let me go to the Minister for Economic
Development, what he said last year, s yeerego, end coesene
that to what, he is saying this year. In pave 255: "Cu_
Architects end their staff have preporehi critical path cherts,
which show in detail the different str):7cs of preerese in ell
schemes." I think the Minister for Ec onomic 7:eveicreene,
before he bids farewell to the House next year. should be
invited to bring these charts and exhibit them in the anteroom so that Honourable Members of the House can see how far
these critical path charts have proerecoce. So, last year,
ieter,
the impression one got in the House from the Chie
from the Minister for Economic Development, was thet the
Government was reedy to ro. and the t the 21hm, which the
British Government had given, end committe.: hers if to, cult
be spent in the three years. We do not foreel the: .in April
im ehich it hetn't
1978, the Government in fact already had
spent in the previous Development Prcgre--e which was cr.-going
and had this 214m and Idilm was pert of the 21I4m. Sc I cannot
understand, I cannot accept, the House cannot accept, the
explanation for the continuous delay that we ect from the
Minister for Economib Development. We cannot accept them
because we look et the technical staff of :he ?ebldc 'eerks
Department and it seems to us that they have all ✓ :he prefeesionel assistance that they require, if only they would get
on with it. If only the uovernment did some meneging of the
economy, and got on with things.
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Mr Epeaker, let ue consicer 507..e. of the results that have
come from the leek of proerese In the development projects.
I would like to oive cne exetrle which I think illustrate
the problems that the Government. has got Gibraltar into on
this question of development. Let me take the Public Works
Department Workshop, which even now is not going to be moved
yet. It is interestine, Mr Speaker, that in 1975/76 the
Government put down the re-siting of the Publi: Works
Detarteent Workshop: cost £175,000, revised eStimates
£175,030. We were ,ecing to spend in 1975/76 2175,000. In
that year we . were told that the Public Works Department
Workshop would be re-sited during that year. it didn't
happen.

Minister on the 26th Futruaey 1979, was :621,216. Pu: cm
the estimates it is .O.1.5m. So which ie rifht7 According
ty the.Minister to this lioue on the
to• the answer
26th of February, 1979, the amount spent on development
during the year under review WOG 02.1m. This was question
No 19 of 1979. So there is a discrepancy between, the
answer of the Minister and the revised estimates of the
Improvement and Development Fund of £800,000, which is not
a small amount. I don't know which is right, maybe the revised estimates are right and the Minister was wrong, but
whichever it is, Mr Speaker, this illustrates, if I may say
so, the lack of grasp on the part of somebody for what is
going on.

So then we go to 1976/77, which is the next budget, and
there we have got the re-siting of the Public Works Workshop,
snd by then the criginal estimates of F.175,000, has beer revised to £307,000. So as a result of the Government not
getting cn with the job and doing the re-siting the price
had gone up to £307 COO. Then we go to 1973/79, and we get
the same item there. There we get Estimated Cost of Project
£L,68,780. But it wasn't done in 1978/79.

HON A W SERFATY:

Now we get to 1979/80, Yr Speaker, and the estimated cost of
project isinow Z604,5,14. Co the Government of Gibraltir has
cost the Gibraltar taxpayer, or has cost somebody, the
English taxpayer, by its lack of diligence, by its reluctance
to get on with the job, something like £4000,000. And that is
just one item, Mr Speaker. One only hes to go through the
Improvement and Development Fund to see how everything costs
=ore every year if you don't get on With this.

It ccntains the local contributions.

Now, Mr Speaker, last year we were told in no uncertain
language thet the Government was going to get on with it.
They haven't go: on with it. It has spent £2.9m and I would
like to qeery that figure }_ca se these estimates are of
course printed and given to Members on this side the 1st of
Atria. Presumably they were Printed, or the figures were
worked out 30:74: time ago, because I would like to ask the
Minieter for Trade and Economic Development to explain to
us, in Committee I suer:Gee, how it is that at the meeting in
February, I cannot remember what date it was, I think it was
about the 26th of Februery, one and a half months ago, he
ten ele what monies would be seent. In Housing, he said,
£97i4,828 had been spent for 1978/79. This is what he told
the House cc the 26th of February, of 1979. One and a half
months amo. And yet on the Improvement and Development Fund
Ectieates on Housing it is stated £1.3m has been spent. At
Committee Stage the Minister may perhaps explain why this is
1-a3GO,CSO more than we were told had been spent. Which figura
is rieht? I think it is important to know which figure is
right.
In Education, Mr Speaker, 'Cie Minister said that 2534,420
would have been spent in 1978/79. In the revised estimates.
the Minister refers to £319,5l4 having been spent. And in
Miscellaneous, for public.utilities, the answer from the
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I have got a note from the Economic Adviser. Figures given
in February 1979 refer to ODM grant money. Improvement and
Development figure in the estimates refer to both ODM and
Gibraltar Government Local- Funds.
MR SPEAKER:

HON P J ISOLA:
Well, Mr Speaker, I am surprised to hear that because the .
question was: "How much has been spent on the Development
Plan". So obviously the answer wasn't correct. Again It
emphasises the lack of grasp of the situation in the deportment concerned. In the department of the Mom_ster for
Economic Development and in the Public Works Department.
And this is frightening, Mr Speaker, because when you aee
getting to a stage where in o popuaetion of 25,003, as we
are, it is costing £3 per head per day to govern that oopulation, - 1 know that people do not under atoms these things,
they don't hear about them, but for ua responsible Members of
the House, on both sideo, it is friehteniret to see how o.Jr
money is being spent and whet we arc getting in ret....ee
It is frightening, Mr Speaker. And the leek of proereeso
I think that the Government, witn the inerenees in
meat there has been, apperently as e' result of staff inspection reports and so forth there have been some conoiderJbae
increascs in the establishment. I have noticed in the Treasury, in the Secretariat, in the Public 7:orks DeN:rtment, I
think it is time that the Government menaeed i,ni'atn.:ed for
results. Because looking through the whole eetablisheent us
is now-so clearly set - out in the estimated, you see thae
there are plenty of Captains, Majors and Colonels in all
department, there is a whole string of thee, but whet is result as far as the public is conceened? Whet is the production of these departments? And, of course, Yr Speaker, the
problem in Gibraltar as far as the Gibraltar Government is
concerned is one of eanegement, in my view, and the Government has to take full reeponsibility for it. The Government
can if it wishes-play games, and be nice and give and give
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and give: Rut you cannot blame the other chop for taking.
It is the Government that has Ect the resnonsibility, it is
the Go%ernment who has to manage the economy and take full
responsibility. And t're econcny, Mr Speaker, as disclosed
in the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure is an economy
near to collatse. When you have to put up water by 60:,
when you have to put up electricity, when you have to put up
rates, you have to put up everything and still you do not
have a surplus at the end of the year, then you are in
trouble, Mr Speaker.
myself am very glad that the Honourable and Learned the
Chief Minister went to see Dr Owen and asked him for some
money. Now I only hope thatMrs Thatcher will give him some
money: It Looks as if Dr Owen's money may not come before
the Ord of May. It may do, but it looks as if it is going
to have to be somebody else's. I hope he gets the money
because I cannot see, any way out for the Gibraltar economy
now without an.inection of help from the United Kingdom.
Now, I only hope that the United Kingdom with its usual
generosity and friendliness towards the people of Gibraltar,
which •I think they have, I only hope that they will be able
to come in aid help this coming budget so as to avoid the
very heavy taxes.that will otherwise have to be imposed by
the Government if they do not make ends meet.
Mr Speaker, I am very pleased to hear that in the Tourist
Department the progress hes been good, vie are having more
tourists in Gibraltar, and that the private side of the
economy, which I am afraid, Mr Speaker, is going to be hit
very hard by the increases in electricity and water and so
forth, that something is being done, I think more should be
dcne. For example, I would like to hear from the Minister
for Tourism how much money he is spending in advertising in
Morocco? What has been done there since the last budget when
the Financial and Development Secretary told us that that was
a good source of income tcurismwtse. What is being done to
attract yachts, cruise liners and so forth? See whether the
economy can be boosted there.
Mr Speaker, with regard to this Government Corporation for
sand, I would.like somebody to answer why it is felt necessary
that there should be such a high 'oowered Board of Directors,
with only five employees? I do hope that they are not going
to be sitting every day on'this, because that to my mind is a
misuse of labour.

very tragic one for people. I know he Faye the reasons
that in this way he hope.:] to get better week, but fe there
any reason why people should not be caployea on a temporery
basis and when the University Stucents cone bock, then you
employ them. But I would have thought there was a need to
have Lifeguards.
As regards the Telephone Service on which my Benourable
Friend gr Restano spoke, I did hear part of the speech of
the Minister for Municipal Services and again if I may say
so a lot of complacency. The Telephone Service is in a
shocking state, I am not blamine the individual worker but
it is in a shocking stage. How many telephones are out of
order all the time in Gibraltar? What happens when people
try to get a trunk call by ringing the exchange? You can
wait until the cows come home before you get a reply. And
what about ringing from London to Gibraltar? I would invite
the Minister forMunicipal Services to spend three weeks in
London and try, to ring Gibralter, and see how often -he can
get through. It is in a terrible state the Telephone Service.
And that requires in our view very drestic moneeee,ent, very
drastic action. We are told that there is a young Telephone
Superintendent. Good, let us hope he uses his youth and
vigour to improve the service. I certainly feel, and I have
looked at the Improvement and Development Fund end the esti—
mated expeneiture for telephones, I personally feel that mm
effort should be made,a very serious effort should be made,
to accelerate the coming of international dialling, to
accelerate these matters'because Gibraltar is Incorcunicado
from the rest of the world. You cera'lot get through. People '
cannot get through to Gibraltar from outside. One hears this
all the time and something has to be dope, end cuick, to
remedy this.
Well, Mr Speaker, I think the only way I cnn end is to ssk the
Government to come out of their complacency, end I think they
have been very complacent about the situation., realise that
Gibraltar is in a very grim financial situation end that the
prospects are not good, and try and do better. That is all I
can say. Try and do better for 1979/30 because if they don't
•
the unfortunate thing is that apart from them being in
trouble the rest of Gibraltar is also in trouble. anc, there—
fore, in our own interest we ask the Government to hove a look
at the economy, do some real serious thinking and try and get
some decent management into the place before we do go into a
state of collapse.
EON A J CANEPA:

As far as what the Minister for Public Works has told us that
he is going to save money by not employing Lifeguards until
the school holidays, Yr Speaker, this is a very dangerous
thing to do, is it not? Will the school children not be
bathina- until the summer holidays? What happens in weekendn?
And anyway is it not a fact that most people who get into
troeble in the sea are adults and not school—children? I
would have thought that there should 1.;e some provision to
this. I mean, this to my mind is a false economy, it can be
310.

gr Speaker, if I can divide my contribution into two parts, I
can deal purely with the estimates of my own department in the
first half, perhaps it will take me 10 minutes or so, and I
can leave the second half until after the lunch recess.
MR UZAKER:
Most certainly.
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HON A J CA era.:
Thank you, Sir. Dealing then with the estimates of the
Departe.ent o: Labour and Social Security the HOU3C should
note that .the total provision that we are seeking under
Other Charges continue:. to reflect the improvements which
are being implemented frcm year to year in the level of
social benefits generally. The total expenditure for 1979/80,
excluding entirely personal emoluments, is uo by over £300,00C
from 21.2m last year to 21.52m this year, and this represents
an increase of 255.: over the aporoved estimates which is far
in excess of the rate of inflation. In fact over the years,
Jr Sneaker, I took the trouble to check over the figures from
1972/72 when we came into office, the increase has bcea over
300f,. The provision under Other Charges in 1972/73 was
Z370,000 and is now going un to 21.5m, that is an increase of
320, at the time when inflatioh has only gone up by 150%0
And therefore if we had only increased the level of Social
Benefits into line with inflation, the provision today which
I would be seeking would be .Jim less. If we had only increased Social Benefits over the years by 150% I would be
coming to the House for half a million less. And that is one
factor which should nct be lost signt of when we lock at the
tosition of the reserves. There could be 24:m more in the
reserves. And this is something that has been building up
over the years, throdghout, that has been the kind of level
'of expenditure which we have had in the Department. If you
divide an increase of 300% by 7 years you find that the cumulative effect has been 251:every year, which if you then go
back to the base line works cut at more like 40%. That has
been the pattern over the years and it is a very heavy bill
that has to be paid for and the taxneyer has to pay. And I
say this because later on I shall be de-reloping the point
that it isn't just parity it is improvement, substantial
improvement in the social services generally which also
accounts for the situatinn in which the Government finds itself in. And in fact, I am just nointing out what the position is with regard to the estimates before Members of the
House only. Put following the representation of the package
that_._.. been mentioned, which involve changes in the income
tax structure allied to increases in family allowances, and
very subetantiel increases in family allowances let me add,
it will bes nceeseary fcr me to come to the House later on
seeking supplementary provision to finance these increases in
family allowances.
The provision which Honourable Yembers sea in the Estimates
of 2275,000, family allowances, reflects the
on n,n-'
prezent position only. 22 a week per child.- But I shall be
giving details after the Finance Bill when the Honourrble
Members are acquainted erith the nature of the increases, the
amount of money that I shall have to be coming to the House
for. So there you have continuing increasing substantial
extenditure.
Under Supplementary Benefits, Mr Speaker, I am making provision for an increase of about 155, of that order, for January,
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1980. This will not only keep op with the rate of inflation,
but also oueht to be roushly in line, probnbly eheed, on increases in wages. Iimegine that lnereeses in ee,ce felloving
what is hepnenins in the United 'eineeom, the pattern het is.
being establiehed there, ere soinn to be In July of the erd ee
one I ee
of soy 10%, perhepa a bit more, perhspe
a little bit of lee-way to ensure the people on !_neeplesentary
think
Benefits are always thee. little bit better off, which
we all desire. So I Elm making Provisien for 15% increase in
the level of Supplementary Benefits next year.
Of course, here we are talking about more expenditure and the
debate co for has dealt with control of expenditure, it hes
been one of the big factors, but I 3M sure, that Honourable
Members opposite do not begrudge the fact that there chouldn't
be much control of expenditure under this important
With regard to this item of Supplementary Benefits, Subhead 7,
we have carried out earlier in the year a eurvey of persons
who are on Supplementary Benefits end we are proposing to.
help them in particularly deserving cases by cash incentives
in order to rromote a good neiehbour schcee that will oecvide
domestic help to solitary elderly persons. This will avoid
the need as far as we can fcr the Government to employ persona
to carry out this work, persons that 3re normally termed, H.:me
Helps. that we want to encourage is that the domestic as.
tence to be given to the individual personel supplementary,
benefits should enable him if possible to find someone living
near him who will come in for a few hours a week, two or three
hours a day on certain days of the week, and help with the
housework, help with shopping, and all sorts of other thines.
that need to be done. So I hope to manage within the total
vote because the necessary assistance will-be modest and the
numbers are not very large.
We also hope to be able to help people on Supplement r:;
'Benefits with the cost of connccting fresh water supplies In
a few cases where circumstances make this reasonably feasible.
I already- hove, once' ipproval is given by thin Houoe, to this
item three or four cases in the pipeline where we encourage
the people concerned to go shee. and hove fresh water installed in the knowledge that the Government would help them
with about 50% of the bill.
We also want to encourage the landlords to pay for the other
50% if possible because it is en improved emenity to their
property. Yes, I snell give wey.
HON M /CIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, I am grateful to the Minister for giving way.
The Unister may recall the case of, I think it was a ?...-rs
Robles, that I talked to him about along these linos, and I
welcome the announcement made by the rinister, but is the
money going to appear in his vote or in the Public
Department's vote?
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Under this vete. It is under Sueplementary Benefits where
we have ,._marked a token so the_ the provision is there,
21,0e0 cr so, and I expect to meet it from the global provision maae. -:;ith supplementary benefits, Yr Speaker, the
situation can be fluid one a week's expenciLure is over '
25,C.:00. I hope that we can manage with the elobal vote but
if we exceed .,t we shall come to . the House later en the year
for whatever amount aver and above what is necessary.

Ral'-eae payments abroad, Mr Speaker, subhead 8, we haven't
the increase this assistance to Gibraltarians wee live in
ehe Campo Area for the last couple of years, so we are going
to give them rather more than the norm, we are Providing for
a 20'7: increase to takefect immediately. From begithen
ning of !ey.or late April, we are giving instructions to the
British Consul to pay this increase of 20%.
Snonaored 'patients, Yr Sneeker, the Government have already
approved an increase in the meximum maintenance allowance
far outpatients and for their escorts. At the moment it
stende et 235 a week and immediately the House votes• it we
-shall increase that to 252.50 weich is a 50% increase.
:':hat we tend to do here is that rather than increase it
every year we increase it less frecuently but more substantially. So a 50e: increese in the level of maintenance
allowance for sponsored patients end their escorts, and
hence the increase provision of 215,000 which 1 um seeking.
Cld Abe Pensions and Retirement Pensions, retirement pensions
at item 2.0 which are related, I anticipated, Yr Speaker, I am
told by the Statistician, that by about the middle of 1979,
the level in July if there is a further waoe increase, the
level of evereee eaerines should be round about £70 a week,
perhens sliehely more 272 or 273. It is now £6L and, therefore, it seems that we shall have to increase the maximum
Ole Age Pension which currently stands at £30 a week to
about :35' or 236 a week in Janeary. That is perhaps not
cuite as dramatic as the increases that we have had in the
lent two yeers. In 1977 rensions stood at 215 a week, they
doubled inteao years ee 230. It is not suite as dramatic
in eereentnee terms, it sill be aeout a 20;:: increase or so,
but in cash terms it will be £5 or £6 a week tax free, which
again is a very substantial aeount. Rut under that particular subheat.of Retireeent Pension we do not have to seek
that sort of increased Provision of 20% because-the numbers
have dropped very considerably in the last year and there
are now only about 60 of these people left who are paid
Retirement Pensienfrom general revenue and not from the
Insarence Fen..
Accomeotetion of Labor. We closed North Pevilion Hostel
and 'reeiee Store Hoetel during the course of the year. This
has reduce.= our overheads and it has been partly offset
naturally by much higher water, wages, electricity charges,
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and so on, but the total expeneitere ie eseeette to eeew C
saving c, f about e25,Cen. ee heve eeve: Leeat eee,eee, bet •
eeneiecrable eacent of rceee on heeeane. f
we ere eeendine
I think the House will note that in 157MLO it'a
but in fact included there, there ie arlexelenaeory netc,
is a sum of about 230,000 which we ought to ':eve spent ',hie
financial year but the bedding did not arrive in time to pay
the bill and so it shows o lower fieure under the revised
Labour.
eetimates and a higher one in Accommoeetion ofLa'bour.
The 70 or 80 people that were accomacreeted in 'ehite Store and
North Povilion are now acco-aceatee et Levil's Tower end,
therefore, the occupancy there has increoeee cl;;itc sul,eeeetially during tide last year by about 80. 7:e heve eeven them
a eonsessionery lower charge until alternative ececeeodeeion
ear. be offered to these people at Casemate,:. I as speaking
of about 70 or 80 rovoacens who ere now accomeodatee at
Devil's Tower and, therefore, altogether the position is
happier because there are.now about 200 people at evil's
Tower. There it Mill room for about enother 100 which I
think 'me shall need becaume the Gibraltar reeler ?udders
Association hove already approachedthe Government , they
anticipate having to employ and - therefore feneing bedu fer
quite a few more people in the building industry over the
next year or so.
Elderly Persons Pension, Subhead 15. the House will note a
very substantial increesc there. We ere having to seek en
additional £140,000 over the approved figure lest year.
increase in the level of tension,, in
That is due to the
Speeker, before 2574 there wee no
Jonuery. Fere oeain,
Elderly Persons Pension. The Governm6nt is nee. having to
mnex provisicn for e400,000. If we aldn't there would be
2400,000 more in the reserve eea the cormrita-ent be been
increering all the years from 1974. Co I ee sure th:t
the years from 1974 we must have paid somethine in exeece
of elm. Thet would all ehow now as a plus in the reeerees,
higher level of social services,
but if we want to have
if we want to pay pensione, to people who were unlucky in
the past, out of General Revenue, the community should cake
some gesture to them. It has to be paid for, ametax will have
to be raised to meet that amount. Hut 2400, LOO slop,: an
Elderly Persons Pensions.

e'e have
got a smaller sue but the same problem, 270,0OO'cubvention
last year. Because the per capita subventicne to the home
has increased if we increase Supplementery Benefits the
formula which we uee on a per cenita basic the conteeement
goes up and we ere erovading for ee6,0C0 this year for the
coemiteent over tee years f.f that
Homes. A very uubstee
is &dace up since we introaecee tee oebveneion in 1971 t..
4'g _n it 13 a sod al ser vice teat baa to ae
&bout
provided: we have got to have them.: homae for tne eeee: the
John Mackintoch Trustees ere no loneee able out of the fends
that were provided to finance the running of the Hoee, the
Government, which meens the taxpayer must, must steein to
subsidise and taxes will have to be raised for thid purpose.
Again the subvention to the John Yeekintosh Hones.
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- Expenses. The Provision in the Estimates
Industrial Train:In.:
is. mainly tEken ue by the construction industry where the
Government pays for the cost of training anprenticeships
for the private sector, and also for the retail trade. I am
hopine later in the year to re-start training for .'1„)tel and
7 Industry and if so we will have to provide additional fa,nes. The problem ._ere,,.,.. Speaker, is that there
is no unemeloyment amonst youngmen, and, therefore, the
Official Employers are taking up entirely ,he cuota of young
unemployed men of reasonable educational standing through
the apprenticeships. There are only tree young men unemployed now. There are no young men of reasonable calibre
that can do City and Ge,loe which is what the liotels and
Catering tAnprenticeship scheme entails. 'J:e are going to
try this. I_- am prepares if necessary to assist the hotels
thel_7.-h against the background of a b e tter year with tourism
last year and perhaps a continuin;7 better year, I do not
think that it is.fair that the hotel industry should expect
the Government to subsidise them when they should be subsidising the Government because the Government is in trouble.
But I weuld 1;ery much like to Fet this going again because
sent them to the
have got the CZualified Instructors.
United Kingdom to train and they are there t) provide the
instructions. We have the ecuipment in the restaurant in
Devil's Tower, the hostel there, the eouipment is there,
and we have plans connected with the expansion of the
Technical College to provide a catering unit there. So this
is somethini-7 we• would very much like to do and I would hope
that the hotels will be forthcdming, hopefully, before the
Employers take on apprentices to see whether they
can cream off the better cuaiity youngster so that we can
train them.
The Construction Industry

estimates to order olnt, equipment, toole for the
it to very costly to train
expansion of the C ntre.
It is
Contr.
apprentices at the ,
:.ockyard
he Government about Z5,000 a year per rnprehtice, rat
we think that if we can provide at 1.rnoort sone trr'e
for instance in one electrical trade, we corn do this :_uon
So these ere the pir,no we have for next
more cheaply.
year: expansion of toe facilitiesetnere end the continuetion
of the courses that we have had over the years for adults
trainees. ';;e are now doing the four-year adult to full
craft status courses, a 4-year course, labourer to Adult
Vt., are expanding on supervisory courses, there is
Craft..
Govereeet,
a very substantial programe of courses
the employers, are seeking and this is programmed throaehVery, very intensive, more so thn in the
out the year.
past, and this we are able to do because as I say we are
taking on en extra instructor.
The course that has continued .there over the years, the
traditional ones: First Aid; Principles of SuperviSicn;
So Formanship; Scaffoldings; Glass Cutting; end so on.
think that
we have definite plans for the future end
that point, Y.', Speaker, perhaps I can orin my contribution
to a conclusion and carry on this afternoon.
Thank you.
la SPEAKER
Then we will recess until 3.15 this afternoon.
The House recessed at 1.10 p.m.

YR c=?=''.K7'
.P.:
Few long will you take on this?

The house resumed at

3.25 p.m.

HCN A J CANEPA:
Just another minute or two, VP Speaker.
are making
The Construction. Industry Training Centre.
nrovision for an additional instructor. This would give us
that we have lacked in the past. It would
the
also mean tha t I shall be able to resurrect the preaPprert4 eeehip rduction courses for youngsters attending
school that were quite successful back. in 197L, 1975 and
1976, and which we have had to abandon when we ran into
difficulties with staff. It will also mean better rw7erage
when people go on leave, and it will also mean that we can
expand the facilities at the Centre. We are :aking over
the acco--odation row occupied by the Perides,- the firm of
contractors, in 1930 and we are making provision in these

1:.
. R SPEAKER
Canepa, when we recessed for lunch you held the floor.
HOI‘l A J CAEPA
,7 to •
Speaker, it is most interestiar,., now that I am goin,
turn to deal with the general deOate and answer some of t'e.e
points mane by Honouraale -embers opposite, that of course.
I think they
there are no members oeposite to listen.
liaten on the radio actually in anticipation of broadcasting
over G.C.;.
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with pr.rity and tne parity formula first
1 would
to
: really thin: that yesterday the
of all, -r :.;eeker.
3osssho cver-sinolified the a.)7;lication of this
ILon3ble
think it wo_J:i be s mistake realLly on the part
we wore to blame the introduction of parity
o'
'
Government
alone es heir_g the root cause for the difficulties in which
In fact I think we would
tne Governaent finds itse)f.
not be doing ourselves full justice in the sense that as I
irsiiceted before lunch when outlining the estimates of my
depertmena vast imorevements have been implemented in the
social services generally with the attendant coat' that are
And
am not just talking about
_elated such improvements.
I an talking about education, the
social security only;
sctoola.
here has been en expansion of the educational
service and considerable jarrovements associated with the
introduction of comprehensive education.
':re have en
extremely low pupil/teacher ratio in Gibraltar.
This is a
good tning to my mind as en educationist because it means
tnat teachera are able to give better attention to the
caildren that they are teaching.
We have very good
medical services that I think Gibraltar should be proud of.
The only thing is that we are not sole. to cope with .certain
cases wnere.treatment is required in the United Kingdom, but
toe provieiot is tnere, both in my ie:ohourable Colleague's
department and in y
m own.
The Government makes arrange- ..
to send such patients to the
I think our provision in the field of recreation end sport
is second to no city of a similar size, in fact probably
more lavish than most cities of similar size. :hese are
all tniegs that have to be paid for.
They cost a great
deal of money.
And not just in wages and salaries alone.
';:e are providing a Handicapped School in which, as I was
saying a moment ago, the pupil/teacher ratio is one to two.
For every two hanaicapped children there is a school
teacher.
Co you have in this respect a very high level of
weses end also spscialised eouibment for the school.
As I
say this costs a great deal o: money over the yesrs and the
Government does not shirk the respuesioility because whatever may be said aeout us, the one tLing we certainly are
not lacking in is a social conscience, end in the
formulation and implealentation of social policies that any
progressive Governtent worth its salt could be proud of.
I myself over tne years have consistently taken issue in
tais House over the question of the axtent to which
parity in fact is or is not seif-financing.
e was iooking
up a reference to the debate two yeara-agn, in irserch 1977,
_and the reference is on page C07 of the zlensard, where
was explsinin- in detail why in my view the situation and
the figures were such that in fact parity. was not quite
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ek:onp:“ic Advier and
:he .;over.., .:)t
self-fitaacin.
cf tis
1;tatistieian save me n note :Itt the
Acld if we assume ant
parfty for.aula.
t-e:. the
overall percentase ihcrer:sce in
extent to woich a pny increase is Toih.; to be self-fi;;;Incin7
or not for the Giureitar Governeent l eein,s to derend on two
things: on the reletionzo;io between the Gevernment's
and .-,lorry bill exeressed se a ePrceatase of the tote?. e:e.e.e
salary/bill for Gibralter;and eeeoaly on the mr-tr,-- in-,1 1.-ate
rete of tazati,n is
If tne
of taxation.
if you have a wage/salary bill strue/ure for Governm-ht as
against other employes, :':ore or less Mont: the following
What is recuired is that 4 f
lines, then you are alrisht.
the total bill for iastance is Z1Cm, then if tne Government(.
if the Government is onyine
share of that is only
of Gibraltar's wages bills, then you are
for every
the net cost to
The equatioh is such
alright.
If thore is a uniform
Government.is in • fact zero.
wages, sny, later on in the year of 10'.'a you
increase
Gut if the Government's snare is.more ten
are airieht.
This cen
then the equation begins to fell throash.
happen, for instance, to e greeter extoot if increeses are,
If, for ihstence, we dinF,f;dv ;mos,
not of a uniform nature.
_i ncrease later on this
that tne Police are .entitled t,o
year and another 2.1Y-1, the followin,7. year, b ,,cf-A:,2e of whr-,t
nnd we also know tat
has oappened in toe ',;nited
tae Fire Service, the Fire .3rirode ore ;:ettiaj a
em not sure :.oatit is next y'or
increase this year, and
out I tnink it is at least 3.07 or 115, now if that aenmazoc
with regard to a very _,`.arise nor: ore. of tIle Governm.ent's
cm)loyees, mainly non-industrir:lc as ths/cse will e. then
:hea ti-,ere is a shortfr.,11
you are in serious trouble.
wcrk:-:, is that
because in that case the way ti n t
out of toe ClOm notichaltotal bill, the Goverf.nent's
share goes up from say 3Q to about 40*,, end then. if the
with a 30'A marginal rate of tax, waat you nova is a
situation in which. there is a net cost to the Government of
,e,0.1 million out of ,C+.3 million, a small socrtfall which
makes it noa-fiaancin„;.
::het is narmenin7
;That in fact is na.onenio4i; at tx.e mo,:.ent?
at the moment is that the Government's wnf;a/snlary bill is
currently over 35;f, of toe total, and, therefore, on a
You have a
marginal rate of tax. of 30;!, you ore in trouble.
small deficit, you have a small shortfall, which can become
greater or less deneadin Jig vi11, the extent, of wees is in
Co if over the next 12 mettas the privete - .
Gibraltar.
'tha
af industras elnlaoyed
sector goes up by 10 -;, if.the
- p by about 1,:fa but you have
'Dockyard and in the D31: go 1.,
bigger increases with the non-inLlustriels, then the
And that is going to be
Government is in serious trouble.
very likely :the position, I think, given the claims ..revs 6s:
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e know that elericels are
one sees enem is. Ine
clerioing tee Pay Reeeerch Veit findings, the comperability
h
es out tat
they are
exe-e-ie tee: nee peen carried out mattes
The Teschers are
soot 30c4 benind iniestry in the UX.
They maintain they see about 35%.
making a similar csse.
So unless they setele around 10'4, the Government over the
next 12 months is going to lose .out on the deal.
Ihe position is happier with industrials, and that is why
in resnect of the l'fficiency Bonus increase we have done
reener better.
::ot only is the ratio of Government
industrials compered to the PS;, and D03, not only does it
not show the disparity that it does with the noe-indrstrials
but the Dockyerd pay e hieher aroductivity bonus than we do.
end so on' that pertiouler deal we really make a profit.
3-at tne matter is more serioes'then that, the matter is
more serious elecause of nigher average earnings within the
eieraleer Government, due I wovad say to two things: one
is a nigh level of overtime in some deoartments e and let
us not ki.d oue:selves that we ere going to be able to do away
✓im teal, tee: we are going to be able_ :o slash that with
one stroke because a lot of it is esseaticl overtime.
In
tee Dedicel Department, in the :ire Service, the Genereting
Station, in the
It is essential overtime.
You
cannot cut that, but it is more serious than that, because
as my ecileetue on. my left, O:r tIontegriffc, explained
yesterday, there are a ..amber of Government employees who
within tee 40-hour week, even if they only work 40 hours
d...-nee the week, if !pert of teat is worked on a Saturday or
So it is no good
Saeday they ere paid premium rates.
pretending that you serf put them on less than e 40-hour
week.
It it no good pretending thet you can close the
hospital on a Saturday or on a Sunday. You have got to
keep it eoing and, therefcre, the people that are working
on a Caturdae or aenaey are going to become entitled to
premium retee of overtime.
So the result is that you hove
eioner avereje eernine-s in the Gibrelter Government then in
oteer sectors.
It is not so marked in the.cese of weekly
paid ledurtriels. wnere if average err' _ire are es the
Fienneiol Secretary said yesterday £54 e week, in the case
of. Government it is eearly £58.
It is not so marked there,
Oat in the case of non-induseriels the avarege for
That is
Government is over 2403 a month, £416 a month.
eoput 1.100 hieener then tree private sector, it is about £30
hieher -..en the LOS, and it is only' lest cc than the
Dockyeed because in tee figures zeal can be provided the
But the 117"
. beJel do not
UX based eeeloyees are inclueed.
ea/ Giprelter tax, so really they should be excluded.
Whet cart we do really and seriously, about these cuts in
overtime.
Dow, some times very little can be done, and if
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you do cat overtime it is goine to be at lee exnense
2eee fehat 7
Perhaps of emeloyine -ore people.
:ono:, vole 2rieod iir Jelerioo wee exeleielee this mernine
It is e pertieulerly imoortent
witn tee Fire Service.
In ehe Jolted
exempae which nighlieets this diffioelee.
'Aincdom, the Fire Service has gone.ver to a 42-heur week.
We have hod cur Fire Service here working 56 hours a week
Co tney Love been paid 2
conditioned to a 4S-hour week.
Their working week hec now been cut to
hours overtime.
42 hours in the United Dinedom and, therefore, we are
It has
committed on the parity princiole to follow suit.
Either they contieue to work 55 hours
to be cut to 42.
aitd you pay them 14 hours overtime, which they do not went
to do in any .Case, which the men do not went to neve to
Oo we have head to come to terms on a
work 56 hours.
reasonable basis becausa I think that where eerniees are
increased, where basic wseees are incressed ereerecinble I
do not think. you went people to be sieveo in their
I.ehink it is
to be spending 56 hours of the week, tnere.
They
important tent people should hove .leisure time.
should be able to spend that leisure time with their .
families, otherwise family life cen go overeeerd and this
is an importert sociel factor to be taken into account. Co
toe Government hod to conceed tee point tat they seould
That men no tort we ere peyine
only work a 40-hour week.
cut until such time as a merger
them 6 hours overtime.
has been effected with the. Dockyard Tire erioode, end this•
is not en easy matter, we have to emoloy another 13 men3mploying eeother 13 men means that trio numbers of our
employees increases and we are open to the cherge.of
It means trait t eeere is
employing more and more people.
a distinct danger that you are going to lose blue caller
workers who are going to take up this lucrative employment,
the highly remunerated emoloyment in the :ire Service, and
If you lose a earnenter,
test caa mean loss of tradeemen.
a joiner, a tele communicat.ion mechanic, it is goine to
oceet you £5,000 a year to replace that men throneh training
vis-a-vfs other daeeeere teat go bond in hend with this.
fiat, we have had to conceed the point end a. great deal of
the increases in the Government's laootr force, if you like,
non-industrial in particular, can be expleieed, it is
It is not a question of en incres.eing
explainable.
oureaucracy, it is not a case of more end more 7xecutive
Inc increases that ,ere
officers, more end more Clerks.
have been in staff over tee last few yeore, by end large,
are associated with toe expansion of the social services,
or expansion of the public services such, es the Fire
shall quote a few figures voice I wee lookand
ing up tois morning.
In 1972 - 73 we were employing
Take my own deportment.
46 non-industrials: we ore now employie 54, ea increase
Cf course not.
of 6. .iut is teat the true position?
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We are employing 3 House =arenas and two Resistant
Hoeae Zerenes, who ere new snow., under personae Ee03,meeee,
:I no eefore 1976, I ,fain-_, were shown under Oeher Charges,
We ere now employing
in Child Care: so they were there.
a staff of 7 at the Construction Treining Centre who before
1976 were employed and snown under Secretariat, the
Productivity and :rainfre Unit, end who in fact before 1974
were not shown at all because they were employees of the
So from 1972 the
Lepsremeet of the.Environment.
Governeeee hat taken ever the Censtraction industry
:raining Centre, and hence there is this iecrease in staff.
If you remove those, the bureaucracy ofthe Department of
Labour and Social Security stands at 42, whereas it was 46
in 1972 - 73, end we are administering a department. which
is paying Slier.. in sociel beneff.te and recurrent
expenditure, not to mention administering the Social
Value for money is what you
ineureece Pund ef over ,Z5m.
are geeeir:, there;
In the education Pepartmeet in D972 - 73, they had en
estea:lien-meat of 240, this coning year the establishment
Who are they?
Clerks?
Of.-course
is 343, 100 more.
net.
The Christian •
3y and large they are tc ochers.
brothers left, a private school was closed, the Government
had to employ another 23 to cover that,
I mean, those
cnildren reeved into Government Schools.
And what is the
alterative.
The alternative .is whet they do in the
.United 1:iredoe.
You train over a period of years a whole
lot of teachers and then you put teen out to crass,
unemployed teacneee.
Why? ' 3ecauee tney have classes of
over 30.
Co you sacrifice the educaeion of your children
by navine clesees of over 30 and you have unemeloyed
Yeu•do not want rate payers to
trained leachers.
Why?
have to pay more, or the local authorities do not want to
ask Governmentfor a bieeer grant which will mean more
taxation. . 2ut enet is your alternative, We have larger
classes.
Instead of a remedial class, of 15, you have a
class of 25; instead of a Sixth Porn of perhaps 15 or 20
you have over 30, but the education o2 the children is
eoing to seffer and I se y that thee should not be allowed.
I say ;e zhould employ the teachers, we should pay them,
we saculd have small classes and let the texneyers of
Gibraltar foot that bill because it is for the benefit of
I make no apologies for that.
teeir children.
What about the Ledicel Separtmene: . In 1972 - 73 they
were emeloyiag 343,. tney are now employinc (
35 - 55 more.
Jelin weere are they?
6 or 7 doctors more.
The :Zinister
would like to be able to employ more-nurses.
He would
like to open ehe Seegnetto Ward.
He would like to be
able to employ more people in le:G7'. ' He cannot find them.
Where is Ihe bureaucracy. All that the Government goes
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Les, more and more
is to employ more and eore people.
eel
that eeet ie
people in the ::.edicel %ervIce.
wne any self respecting coemenity 'se .le de.
1 have explained about the Fire Service.
In 1972 - 73 the Gevernment did net
Consumer protection.
There wee no Concumer Protection F.ervice.
employ anybody.
There are 12 people_ employed there now deine very good work
in prices end right now even better work on weiente end
measures, beceese our legislation end our ereceaeres were
archiech and the public as being cheated and the sitention
So there you have another 12 bailie;-.
is oeing put right.
Again not a bureaucracy, giving a service' to the public.
The service has to be paid for and you hove got to employ
the people.
In 1972 - 73 there were no non-inenstrials employed in the
::ow
There was no Stadium like ahem is today.
Stadium.
trey employ 6 non-induetriels there and 20 something
industrials to clean the place to maintain it and so on:.
Ah, but the
Are we not proud of the facilities there?
Government is employing too many people. Yes, another 30
it is explaineole.
people.
And so or..
Tne Prison, for which I have responsibility. In 1972/73,13
Touny,there are 19.
Yes,
.or 14 were employed there.
beceuse it is the only way thnt we can keep 5 people on e
snort, and if we do not have five people on duty In soy
given 0 hour shift, with the problems ehnt we have had in
the ?risen end with the kind of prisohere that we are
getting, then quite honestly the security of those men on
Co seain I make no apoleeies.
uity cannot be guaranteed.
for it and the community has tee resoonribility to ney.
So you have had, we are told, since we came into Government
yes.
a 15% increase in the number of Government eMployees
And I have already given you,-I have elreedy eccoeneed there
In 1972 - 73 the Government had
for over 200 of them.
I have
1,500 no:'.-ineustresls and today it hos oVer 1,733.
accounted for the 15% increase but none of enem ere eoire7
:'.nto shy bureaucracy. It is only until laze Jely teet
Government took some steps to try acid put matters r` -ht ae
toe Secretariat by employing some more people so thnt ae
least letters would be acknowledged end nerwered and the
Chief L:inister made a very detniled steteeent in ehie
Acac:e.
Staff inspection has not increased -`the Government staff
overall; tneee have been certain increeeee which by and
leece have been outweighed by decreases here end there. '.'ej
:he overall
own department has hoar a cut of four.
It has not led to any
position is -pretty well the came.
323.
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of em-D102t, but wE. must
employmeht, open up ire,
ee.e sociel price to Iney if we r:-.o
realise teet tere
too far in that direction.

weiolesele increases in staff. .:ne only etrensthening of
the eureeucrecy th=att?re nes been is what I hove
referred to at Tecreteriet, sna the six that the ?inencial
Secretery mentioned in the '2reasury, that is all.

In the le et year, in July, in stne.es, we have cut overtie
for industrials, to the extent that now, in the Public
ions .Department in perticular, only 5 hours e week is
bein worked. This wns done in steees nod this wes fa
::ow, whet was
direct persuence of h deliberate onlicY.
tne attitude of tne Co2osition to the cuts in overtime thet
feols
I remember the ::onoureble
were taken last year.
when the CleansingSection were workine to rule durie,,c the
the
Isola
1 rememuer the .10nodreble
summer.
matter here and pressin the Government to give overtime
because tee health of 1.]' lommunity Was e- oiree to euffer, if
we allowed our streete to remain dirty and unewept on a
:he health of the coeenity was eoing
Saturday and Luncisy.
Co here you move where the Government wns stickto suffer.
whet
ing to a definite polfcy, where it was maner:ine7,
were the Honourable the :..emoers of the Ceposition doinj?
Undermining the Governmeht by pes:.ious eree:ments of this
But we stood firm, we knew teet ifwe waited
nature.
till July, when other cuts in overtime we,:ld be seen for
Eection
other industrials, that the people in toe
would realise that they were not acing victimised and twat
it was enough to have a roster whereby on n roster casis
cur streets could oe swept where it is apeolutely eeeential
:het hes bee.: done,
to do so on a Eaturdey end a :eundey.
7e hcve done it
but there has been no cell rining.
in the
quietly because the'. is the way that we do
Govern,aent compered to whet the :ionournble Gentlemen
opposite used to do.

cut, we become self-sufficient, or
So wnat do we do?
we have people unemployed, because the trend with
Gibralteriens is to look for white-collar employment, and
':(3 tried,
we have not been epic, to reverse that trend.
1e tried in
:..ersh tried, and he succeeded for e time.
the ;re-Scamp award nnd we succeeded up to a point.
But
whereas previously the tendency was for people to ta'cE UP
employment amorei.st. the Clericals and your Teachers and so
on, now the really attractive areas in Gibraltar are the
_.,:ice Force, the Fire Service, the Unifermei branches,
The
and this is what the Gibraltarien is going for.
Gibraltarian is movin constantly from blue-collar employment if they can to white-collar employment.
And it is
no e;ocd saying We can become self-sufficient.
We cannot
cannot employ
employ ..".oroecans as Clerks you know.
It is your Gibraltarian that is going
them as Policemen.
to move there and the vacancies that are left amonjst the•
They
industrials, where are they going to come from?
have to come from outside Gibraltar.
And we are keeping
:.-Jonth after month at meetings of this
tne nuMoers down.
House I am asked for fie;ures, and you do not see overall
'2here has not been any overall increase ether
increases.
Inan.in the building industry when 50 more permits have
been aeiven in the last six months.
are very, very
w,tchful.
!Te. tried
7;cmen taking up employment, this was mentioned.
to _'et young girls to tek9 up apprenticeships, we have
opened up other areas that were mentioned yesterday.
:here have been no tek:ers. ' Revenue, Public
Post-Office?
Health, we have hei some success.
Police naturally.
you I will tell you one thing thet I personally do not
tnink that from a social point of view it is desirable to
nave certainly not toe many married women in employment. I
see tne streing and the stresses et first nand cf a housewife nevin..; to take up employment.
And teaching is the
best T;eib for a woman to do in that respect.
liecause her
houre, coincide with her children end her family life does
not suffer in that reseect. But 1 wonder to whet extent the
neurosis that there is in Gil- ralter, and the bills in
respac_t_of Librium end Valium amongst women, I wonder to
what extent it is beceuse of the number of women that are
in employment.
price to be paid.
I think
So there iF
we mat encourage women of their van volition, enceurege
them to tee empleyment, give them the Facility to take up

•

Pelize eey,
If we manege, if we stick to oer/7uhs,
"confrohtetion". If yru do riot, if you confront, if you
Leek. of'
sueroce.
stick firm, then it is weekness,
:y roodness, we
Control of expenditure.
management.
In
..:ere? Saner..-,. y?
have heard a great deal aJout it.
Government in
1:ave thn Cepozitich told
weet erees?
to see control of expenditure?
wnat areas they would
_.rake
e eell 4 t out.
'any do they riot spell it out?
he are not geing
no apologies aoeut tic social-services.
to cut tnem if they fael, it s going to continue to be e:"_
acme first.
becauee firet
ever increasing
And we are not going to make any compromise on theee
And there : am 'speakine. on all the Govern_....._t.
priori-'t ie s.
The Ceie .e
The Chief 1:.inister feels that wey es : do.
l'Unister is most comoeszionate in his•policies,'he outs
Leut hove the
These tnirk.;e do matter.
thi.ned right.
Opposition indicated whee they tnink thet these cuts•cen
1.ra we going to sacrifice our essential
.take place.
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services?
to sacrifi.:e oar social services?
Are we
.- .r.iberras yesterday, honestly, he sounded
heerin.3
li n someoae cemt'ai.;nini; for taeConservatives in the
Uni teD
"'het is .
in publiJ expeaaitul.-e.
woos
72hatcner cey.
That is ail the :Pries are
- 7- she Honourable Y.embers
interested in.
ooposite.ware urgin upon the Government in Ludget after
.5aa;e1: improvements, more expenditure.
The Honourable
=eli-,a used to boast about the ,7rowing budget that
tney had had-durin their 3 years in offce, because that
was good for tne eoonomy, that increased expenditure. Does
the Leader of the Opposition no realise that since 1976
he has shifted sharply tc. the right that he is now speaking
the lenusge of his reactionary colleaf,,xe::".r Isola.
Does
:faberras not rell‘- e that if there are any vestiges of
socialism left in him they are ccmsoicious by their absence.
71nat we hove heard from him is the doctrine of the
Conservative Party in 15-::, 'no other doctrine.

•

The Development Programme. • 1.7.r Liberras highlLghts it
yesterday: the nclump".
The yinancial and. Development
Secretary hod seid in page 11 of his statement; _Ti the
building industry, tna number of employees . has only gone
up b-..•
He did not read the rest of it.
The
information. which I ;-.e.ve the -Financial and Development
Secretary teca'use I hod it in my Department and he could
hot ge-, it from the 'oloyment Survey because 117e last
employment survey available is for C3tober 1978 and I have
more Up-to-date information in ray Department.
2ut when I
saw the draft statemeat of the Pri.nancial and Development
Decretary I asked him to nut en extra sentence which
amounted to the fact that tnere has Peen a 1G increase in
the cullaiainduz,t --.v in the number of employees in che
lest six months.
this is aliens alone.
1 do not
knew what nappens. with 1EC, I do not imagine the numbers
ere very creel, but aliens alone tail_.. has been a 107:
increese anZ: that, I thin.:, is in line with the
indications that more labour is going to be employed in
the ouilain industry over the next year.
The trend is
taere.end it is an indication that tne Development
Proramme our -- t to be paakirs; in the next yea:! and the
year after.
Cver the lest six montns we have had such
indications.
To toot is a rey of __one, 1 think, that
shows a bri;_-,nter picture in the last six months.
W31-:: is
out to tender and . the tend.ers are there., The
work is :;oir. , out to tenders, the .:.ester
.Association know taat they are going to have to employ more
people and they have come to Government on the question of
accoi....odatin!, them.
Productivity.
-Te have the annual moan from hrXiberres
eh'
s: from the
ilajor Peliza.
The annual moan,
ens now, of course, Where is the Prolluctivity and Training

It doc.e. non op7carin the 7r,._...'.ter
unit?
It hoc one.
tThet.
becauso the home nas b.:en
'
peen done.
,7,very veal, at .t.;C,:et time 1 :- ive
list of the2'rod;Ictivity
1::emoers opposite
otherwise known ac Job 72rice Contrcts or Payntsby
Result Schemes taat :fats been ne,7otiated,- but of col;re,
they do not want to listen because it was. their .o.by . :he
Productivity and Training Sods was. t:-,e baby of she
been
r.nd it
r_:nd
co :Durable
7T'he
abandonJ; the baby has been in fact,
They ore
Go,- ernment has been doingnothin,T about this.
on t'net
out of date,
Speaker, they have been too iO
side of the House.
r. Job Price Contract is a Productivity
'it la a ,:enuine incentive some:-..e wherey the
Agreement.
sicker that the job io done the more :r.oncy that ti-,e men
Payment
It has benefitsfor Government as well.
earn.
by Results is theequivolent of '8 Productivity ar..reeve.' t for
non-industrials, and what have we hod ia the lest twelv,,
months.
Job Price Contracts:

Adventure Play ;round.

he has
I wonder if
Pelizs has been room.: to see it.
not been sole to y:aue allnost at any orocresS th-.t wf- s, made
on that Adventure - Pyround; 7)aihtin the exterior of
Secretariat ire trio phrlses.
.Pees_ 1 is co;-,niete; 'nintinr;
of: 2lat 3 1.ercury house, ne;:otiations were oeinrz concled
earlier this month; paintinj, reouire:::ent at t'he
i ns_
also concluded earlier this month.
ercury House,
installation of three electrierd cabl6s at
fi nis is in nrOgress; opening roads n:Id renlr, cinj clywore
sewers with PVC tiles, this is co:r,encia,; in late Anril,
it is already being prepared, nec;otiated, :)..T2red o;( us.
The VTeter Catch:r.ents, which I think taco ionourable
Featherstone mentioned.
it was prepared,
introduced, negotiated and monitored by tile
Services Section, whet used to be known as the Pro:luctivity
Tne ';;or,.., Study, oub-section of the
and rainin
Training t
Itinards, Tourist Office
...annement Services.
PLIi's,
a-,..rveys; Post Office Savino hook Annurll lnter ,.sts;
Expenditure aurvey; dealing with the orderFi in ne
Cpction; the
inilatelic riureeu;
Room; ProdLctivity Agreement with the :essengerer'rtce
in Secretariat.
'2.here I have mentioned, what, ten or elevr.n of tne7.1?, That
roes been done by the :;ore Study end t.:e Organisation ant
',.ethods people from the ..e ':7
Cervices Section,
S'ut
of course, they want, to be blind 7.3 to'rae
triy
done it?
war0; to pretend thul it is not haopeain,
The 1,:anagement Zervices Ecotioh, the
. _
formally co1lod the Productivity and deed
is Nilet they nave been doing in the last year., but.of

•
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sn-who we
couree, Mr fibeerns said thet there was
-evieusly emeloeed in the Predupeivity eed Trsinine 'Unit
ie-4
gout work permits in the Deeertment of Labour.
was the industrial :reining Officer that he was referrine
.7.e used to be e member of the Productivity and Trait.
to.
ing Unit but he was never involved on Productivity matters.
He was the Jrdustriel :reining Officer, which I have always
meinteiaed is a function, industrial traiting, much more
closely allied to labour than to Organisation and Method
So to pretend that he -eas telken sway from
or Work ftudy.
doine work on productivity and put on work permits, really.
He mient kid people that do not know what they` era talking
about, out not me, I em scrry.
The Efficiency Bonus. The same people were involved in
this, in negotiating it and drewing up the agreements.
Whet ere we. gettin7e out of the Efficiency Bonus? ' 1 thfnk
we ere getting less demarkation tnan there would otherwise
oe; fewer reserictive practices; we ere getting more
flexioility in tne Labour Force; we are getting craftsmen
working without sates.These ere.sevines, thin is worth-=
It is k3.50 "a week,
while, we are getting something for it.
we are getting something in return. Unfortunately it makes
it :.'.c.re difficult to nave a comprehensive Productivity
It has •
nrecuoted
a comprehenit does that.
reement.
..
sive productivity agreement for the three mein Government
Depertment's - Tele-311one, Electricity and Public Works.
sat we are getting something in return for it.
Our performance end our ;'eadgement have been questioned again
I do not think that we have a monopoly on
end agein.
wrong judgement, w =eke mistakes, Honoureble Members
:ne Leader of the Opposition made
kes.
o,ocite
e
make etas
That
a wrong judgement last year or the Private Sector.
is.all we heard et out lest year, about the Private Sector,
and he could not believe the information which the
Honoureble Mr iiossano and myself were giving that the
That the
Private sector nad anticipated wage increeees.
Empleyment Ourvey has proved tent we were correct, because
.at the time wnen earhings in the Publi.; :letter went uo
between 53 arid JO per cent, the Private Sector only went
Of course, he told us yesterday that small
uo by 30.
I have
ousinesses are not sole to afford a 301', increase.
not seen very many of them close down in the last year,
Possibly because there has been
.thy?
let me sey that.
inereaced epending oy employees of the Public hector. But
the feet is tnat it was a 30;, increase, about half of the
So he made the wrong
'rereee in the Public Lector.
He was mek":ng a wroniz judgement too on the
juagement.
general effect of parity, end I em quoting from the
Hansard of lest year page 229, doting the Leader of the
Opposition, the date is the 2-rth of April; '"We, with vary-
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ing de trees of confidence on tnie Fide of the Houze, have
said teet toe infueion of cepitei. of meeey enot would
come es H result of increeced wares end, indeed, out of
parity, provided the level of texation wer riht, would
create, eeneelly snceking, a henithy oue(Tetnry eiteletion.
This applies, of couree, to the Govern“ent's finencial
It does not neceosarily apply in all cases and
situation.
in all circumstences to the economy of Gibreltor no a wholet
The financisl eituetion
Well, his judgement was wrong.
.,.-cause of
for the Government is not healthy.
mis-monagement in tne last 'twelve months, since Abril 1S79?
Come now!

I am sorry that the Leader of the Opposition is not here
becauso
HOS G T F.C.STASO
If the honourable Minister will give way.
He has made a show now of whet the Leader of the
Opposition said last year, and that he saye that the .
But does
Leader of the Opposition mede 8 bad lac.4;ement.
he not also remember taco in the Bud;;et nrevious to this
one, he criticised me for having bean involved previously
in eiving what he said in the Private Sector, unnecessarily
high wages.
2wo :,.e.';rs' ago.

::ON A J
What sort of increaees have Zhop
end it is true.
Of couree I
Very little.
Assistants had since then?
Criticize it, Mr Speeker, beeeuse here you 'nave people
employe in tne Private Sector getting over 100'''' of the
-U4 rates at tree time wnen the Government And the other
Official :meloyees had what amounted to w2re freeze on 72":.
And whet was ne,ppenin; With the 2rivote .:ector wee PreThat is why I used to have
empting the Governr,ent.
Tney used to ceme along to
trouble with the
end get Government to neree to what they theueht
Govern
were the wage increeses that they Fheald negotiate with the
And with the Shop essistants want was nepoeninre was
1%;;;0.
that they were getting over lie0 and we were being
manoeuvred into a situation where tort celd have been
liut what housed to claim, not parity, but parity plus.
happened since tnea is thnt the Shop Aoeietnnts todey ere
.;
badly paid in Gibrelter once sgein, tray have loet a ;71.0!,
dell of ground, taey are only being pai.2 :03; e wee:, whereas a labourer is getting .Z45 plus ,;:3.50 Productivity end
in the time of the Honoureble Member opooeite, Mr '2,iberres
when he era: Minister for Labour, a 3riop Assistant was
329.

:=.0 they have lost around
e--t.dtp, a killed Labourer.
very recently; this is what has happened.
I am glad the Honon_raole the Leader of the Opposition has
come in and f am prepared to give way to him to try and get
Cavi'=i-ations of sometnini7 that he said about the TG.W.0
being prepared to supaort in 1971 self-sufficiency in labour.
I know that by 1972 the 2G•::;.1 was prepered to support the
2:a12 regardless, 'beca'use it was the only one instance that
1 can ever remember wnere the TGWU came out clearly end
unecuivocelly in support of a political party in Gibraltar.
When they were affiliated with the .:.ACR they never mode en
official call on their Members to vote for the AAGR.
Their
meaoers ueed to do so by and large but never was there an
cell made.
f
- eat in 1972 the TGWU publielY asked
their members to vote for the 1-„3P.
So I am not surprised
tnat perhaps, I do riot know where, I have .looked up the
joint coaaunicue of April 1972, it was not there, but I em
told that perha:
.,s in October 1971 there was a joint press
release issued by the Honoarable Mr Xiberres, who was then
Minister for Labour, and the TGWU.
'hat is sll I have
been ab:.e to -Find.
:n that release the Union was prepared
to support the continuation of the quote system.
They
could see no alternative to fixing small quotes provided
tne interests of Gibreltarians were safe-guarded, which
meant priority of employment for Gibraltarians; no
unemployment among Gibraltarians.
2hat is all I have been
sole to find.
I do not know whether he would care, if I
give way, to clarify what the position is so that I can be
enlightened.

became Minister Inere was substantial increase in the
..,...doer of workers from abroac 6C.C: a decrease in expenditure. i
That was in fact wnat I was referrin-; to.
rci0 . A J CA::SPA
The commitment was not •e, public one, obviously, and tier :113
wry I was not able to find any record of it, but, I wonCer
whether they then, certainly I know not nor', and even less
so then, I would imagine, I wonder waether the TGwU would'
be prepared to support openly or even privately a policy
remters
in which tneir memoers would have to be sacked.
who to a lesser or greater extent over the last 10 years
have kept Gibraltar ticking over whether we criticise them
or whether we do not.
tiON K XI33RRAS
I thoucht the Honourable
Could I clarify one point.
:neaHonourable Mr 3c_.._
;:na. Sossano - made tnat clear.
said that there was a steady labour force .:ere, but, there
ere a number to whom the commitment was .:at of a
Tilat is whet I undratood from what
contract commitment.
:here
That is the question and tnia happens.
he said.
is a turnover in labour which the Honenrealo Mr Soasaao
spoce aoout, and tnat is where the quota can be rightly
applied, I think.

MR SPSAR7R
was in fact referring to discussions held in
Sneaker,
my office es Minister for Labour on the basis of the
census produced in 1970.
And on the basis of that
infore_ation, it was quite obvious that we had to reduce
our dependence on outside labour and maximize the use ol"
Gibraltarian labour, including encouraging women to go into
employment.
That general policy was backed by the
Transport and Workers Union, by Mr ILetto and Mr Feetham,
and i am sorry to say that when the Minialer became
Minister in 1973 there was a departura from that policy in
t'ae years that followed, 1974/75, and that the number of
workers from abroad that came into Gibraltar increased
nificently even though expenditure'decreesed aignificantlv ao well.
I ea talking riot about employment as a
You will
Government, but employment in Gibraltar overall.
find that the maximum number of people employed in 1971/72
was two thousand nine hundred and ninety something, ninety
seven, perhaps, when expenditure was in the region of •
When he .
Z2.3nia the ImProvement and :evelopment Fund.

•
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Perhaps Mr Bossano can clarify the position.
n"0.; J 302:OA:JO
Mr Speaker, I would like to first make clear that I was
wan. sayAll
not stating Union policy on this matter.
ins; is that if one had a programme for reducinj de ...:....ice
on immigrant labour, in my view such a proprame would have.
no chance of success other than t'rot :7h naturnl wastaaa,
other then Inrough not replacing people who have left, but
it would have no chance of success if it meant gottinepeople to terminate Ineir employment ai;aainst their will and
leave Gibraltar after they have been here for a number of

;,- ears.
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HC.; A J Ci.;EPA
Bven with natural wastege, the foot,
Speaker, is that
as I eaid before, the Gibraltarians just are not there in
sufficient numoers.to take over, and the prospects ere
even werne.
.:ne. ere training peopie at very nigh expense;
w_at for?
So that we nave a large number of policemen
who were formally tradesmen?
I am sure that if all the
people who are in the Police Force who were previously
tradesmen or in the Fire Service or in the Customs were to
go back to their former jobs, I am sure that we could cut
dona drastically.
And if they were prepared to give
genuine productivity and work•really hard for the sake of
Gibraltar I am sure we could cut down very substantially
the Alien Labour Force that we have with a loss of earnings
Inst tnat implies to Gibraltar.
There is one thing before I conclude that I want to
mention. and ;nat is the quest-ion of ,
,rant aid, though I am
sure tne Cnief
when he exercises his right to
reply will expand on that.
I think it
important to
draw a distinotion of wnat in fact can happen if you are
enrant aided as against being given ad hoc assistance. If
you are grant sided then perhaps, if you have a Budget, say
of £33 million, you might be given £3 or £4 million end it
is an actors the beard provision.
If it is an across the
board provision, it is giving en opportunity to Her
najezty'e Government to poke tneir noses in every thin.
But, if it is not an ac:.oas the board provision; if it is
assistance of an ad hoc nature for specific items.
If it
is not an across the board -provision, if it is assietence
of an ad hoc nature for specific items like, for instance,
tae .in of assistance we have had in the past for Geecher
Trainihs, only that we weli:.d like it to be much more so,
on scholarships on sometning that can be pat under the
guise of Technical Assistance, if it is ear-marked for
tnose specific items, then it is a very welcome injection
into the budget and you ere free to raise whatever
additional revenue you thin_: you should and to manage
your affairs and decide what you spend and whet you do -lot
and not wnetner you can do without a typewriter.
Perhaps
tnia 15 not very serious but I as. not prepared to have
soneoody in the "IX enprove an increase in Supplementary
:a..enefits for toe people of Gibraltar,
I am sorry, I will
not have it.
Let me just make that Aundantly clear, that
tout is the way we see it, that is wont we have in mind and
I am sure that es I say the Chief idindster will expand on
that.
I am sorry that I have to end on a .rather sour note.
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':.rtunP or
1 1-.9.ve had;
Usually at budget
fnirir anortly n'.:] of
fortune of followinn. najor
e a- n _.
hitting; him left, right snd centre ia oil.
etn
marita of
to go into
do that, : 'am not
going
I think his nerformnnc'= hat it
want he acid yesterday.
But,
not been so tragic, I would have tencriben na comic.
no, 1 sm afraid it was very very tragic for Gibraltar. Ant
it is a pity when you get people like ::coo_ s Andlaw and.
Gereze going; on television and makin; very serious
accusations against the House of Asaembly, and also I would
do
say bordering perhaps even on contempt of the Houae not know, I do not know very mnch about lerel eattera but
per napes bordering on this - it iz a pity that :.:olor Pelize
does not seem to know abont this particular programme, ehd
If he were to be living in Gibraltar he
wuat happened.
And tnat is why when the
would have known about that.
Chief :inister.and I, and I do that, criticized him for the
fact that he is not able to. Snead more time in Gibraltar,
He is not in
it is because of a number of tnene tnings.
touch with what is going on in Giernitar, Sy Sneeker. if
he were in touch he wonid not, have gor-e on to nay what he
said about public relations in resoect of the Services, in
necause unless
respect of the Armed 7orces in Gibraltar.
I misunderstood him, and 1 do not. think I did, he was in
so.m=ei words blaming, whet, the Gover nment's lack of
public relations in rec.nect of the Armed Zeroes for that
And does
nnfortunAte article in the :,:iddiesex Chronicle?
he not realise the strenth of feelina thet there is in
A a
the cpmmunity of Gibraltar on these matters.
Gibraltarian I resent what they said and I resent even
more that a ::ember - I will give way in a minute - I resent
more that any iiononreble :,:ember of the noune should be
. appearin in any way either to condone that or to cast
the blame on someoody else v.ho is not to blame for the
Perhaps we ought to have broadcasting of the
matter.
proceedings of Ine .:Ouse because then the people outside
Pelizn said.
would know what

I

The 1Lind of performance we inet from :,:alor Peliaa end the
kind of things he says, :nrticularly in t:.is ser_sitiva area,
leads me to warn him a6e.in no; that we mi:Th; be out of
not be e :..ender of the
office after 1980, butt:nt he
house at all, because the electorate may not return nim.
I suopcse
And tact would be frc,m his, own point of v. ew.
do not know tnnt
a shame, moreno from the point
I would not be happy, I have
. you would be heopy.
genuine fondness and regard for the .ionourble
I do really, end as I have always said 1 have
some degree of respect coloured by the fact that he
been nibraltor's only otner Chief Y,inister, which I think
I think that it is tragic that
is a very hignaccolede.
he should have put on that perromance ye"sterday, and I
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And I would esk his
would ask him sincerely to desist.
..:t .then of course if he
_Leader to restrain him perhaps.
just arves at 2.3D on the plane end comes here to
delivers epeech an heur later, how can he be in touch With
what is ,,_;oinf,,on?
I will now give way'.
RJ
1 WEE perhaps in touch with this matter even before he did
do in this case
oecaeee i 2CW the newseaper in l'he:land.
It is
was very mach ire teach end I knew the reaction.
wlast we must not do is to fall
a predictable reaction.
This is what we must not do,
into that particular trap.
Decd lie the day that they went to turn :ilibralterians anti3ritisn, that is the way to do it, with all due respect.
And whet I W52 tryine to say here in the _louse yesterday
1,nd:the
was te.at we-mast indeed orevent that situation.
sitation that we have to prevent is to try by public
relations to prevent individuals like that particular
Lergesht, who I said very clearly was'not Tustified in what
he was sayin,7, : said it more than once here, I think the
Hooeuraole emoer had. left the House, I tilink he hod,
started speakire:, I thinl- he worked himself
because when
up co much that I think he le't without listening to what
..nerefore I believe he did not understand
teat i said it isa not justified but I said that we are
speadin,1, a lot pf money in bringinj tourists to Gibraltar
and one man like that can do a lot of damage to Gibraltar
dot just from the tourists point of view,.
in England.
• .•
It was completely
Out even. from our eritish-image.
un -!ustified an._ what I said was that we have e duty to
2ois is weat I said, end
reve-t that from naopenih,-.:.
we eeust invest the mooey to do that by creating a good
puodic relations with the Services on whom we depend
This is what I said, and I do
whether we like it or not.
not oelieve there is eoysning wrong in that at all and the
n000.:_rable 1.:ember can check with the Hansard when it is
ouelished.
J
.7 he peoble of Gioralter have been very restrained to my
:he letters'that there have been in
mind on :he matter.
the oress, sada as they have been have been restrained,
end the .;:overnment itself tried behind the scene to keep
It
toe situation Under control, as far es possible.
could easily have been fanned and an ugly situation could
_Tat I muss insist that the Honourable
have been created.
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Iiiember should weigh his words carefully.
_cola
;':ow to end, 1.a S:)eaker, this tanning the '4-enoureble
levelled criticisms -at the Government w;...ch of all the
I thin: he Was
:,embers opposite wes perheos the fairest.
entitled as o .:ember of the Opposition to level that kind
';:nat disturbed me ouite honestl:j wee:, when
of criticism.
he was talking about the very serious po;rition of tn 2.
Government's reserves, the Z8.9,030 which does not even
cover the day's expenditure, to find the Loader of the ,
nee ed to be [.:;inz
Opposition lautehinjhis heed off.
It could not help
over cad relishing the situation.
T.he situetion
strikih:_; me, .;:a. Speaker, and I woner woy.
is extremely serious for the Government but lot him not.
imagine test that would necesserily mean that we are f7oin.7,,,
And if we were to _
to be thrown out of office next year.
be, he is going to come fin _n? himself having to then
If we are not
deal with that very serious situation.
thrown co,;t.of office next year what ha`- ho achieved?
a puolic figeer,
as
is it that as a 1-..ember of the House,
E. representative of the people, he is not concerned at the
I
fact that their are only 47.&),000 in the kitty.
it is a very serious situation and certainly no laUJ;hi'o7.
matter, but it disturbed me because the Honourable
Isola, who can be a very witty speaker, was being very
,.:;reet. situation end
woe, outlining
serious about it.
he wes dealing with a .tatter on a very prooer , basis, but
it honestly disturbed me to find the Leader of the
es I say I do not
Oppoeition laughinj, the way he was.
relishire: or just. actin?
know Whether he was
silly.

HO.i I Abr,CASIS
Sir, it requires a lot of coure(:e to stand up cod soeek
immediately After the Honourable 7..1- Adolfo Cnneno.
has mode such a wonderful exposition of his case and he
has defended so well the budget and the expenditare,.thet
I am somewhat shy sod embarrassed to oow address the
;
speakers,
Lut we cannot all be orators rend good
House.
so, therefore, I will try my best to deliver my speech on
:efore _do tact,
both toe Postal Zervices end 12ouriem.
sir,.1 would like to answer toe Honourable end Gallant
2eliza who was worried lest hie ht about the eXpress
I am goin6 to answer him n,:t because he
letters.
mentioned it last niht, but because I undertook to do
that three months ago when there was a semi-.'ebnte on
questions and answers.
I undertook then, Sir, to
ihvesti6ate the matter and to report beck to the House
whetner in my "opinion there was a need to have s
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We -took zeetietics of
telivery far exerese letter...
seereec leteere ehat clee te eenrelter.feem ehe lst of '
m
gee :tee`,
Jenuey le7e tD the 3Ist of :arch 197e, e copleee
-e' mot,-e -eve ue - totel of 1,23) lettees, vat of which 815
So, therefoee, teere was only
wehe to ti'e 2D eexes.
ealenee of 424 exerecs letters in a neriod of 3 months,
weecn if we divide by 13 to fine out the number of letters
And if
per wee.:, 'ee shell see that it is only about 32.
we find it further to find out how'eany letters per dsy we
will find that to ere are only 5 or express letters that
eow with the excention of
1.:3:13 to Gibraltar every eey.
have had no
tee eenelerable and elellant ::aeor Peliza,
eomeleenes, and there are no complaints resistered in the
:here Mey be two reasons for the delay, Sir,
P te_ e efe'ce.
eee teceese of the seifting from Heater:row to Gatwick we ere
ere,
:suffering a bit of teething trouble
thend soother major
one, Sir, is thee in leount Pleasant, where we have the mein
clearing house in London, we know it from the L_rector of
Poatal Services himself who went to envestieate, that there
is a seoelese of laeoer teere, that teey ere werking understreneth, eehet they have 5C, 0 vacancies which represent a
So that ner:leps is one of
third of their establieneent.
lee reasons wny the mail to Gibraltar is not es expedient as
:evereeeless, l em stil] cerryerea on considering •
te-eoee.
eeeet I am efeeid
tee poesieility of improving eee system.
to say is that we cennoe aed we are noe euctified in emnloyine'a pestmaa exclusively to deliver exoress letters.
shell ceneinue to keep a watch on that ene will .do my
pest te _..,rove tee situation, but t es I have said it is
only a few ex-ores letters that come to Gibraltar end it
does not warrant a Peetmen to deliver them.
HDe -...,on to. V PELIZA
Woeld be rient in eskine the Minister tc write to the
:eniversel Postal Uaion and saying that there is no such
t hin: as express letters to Gibraltar, because people who
pay toe man at the eener end believe that there is.
HZ,

eee:CeeeTS '

I am not going to
would do nothing of the.sort, Sir.
write to tee Poseal Unlon, sod I am not going to write to
anyceey.
I snell ere.to improve the, :stem es best I can,
out I seen not deprive the people of sending a letter by
express mail.
I snail be delighted, Sir, to coneinue
later on.
If I may come back to the Philatelic...it:zee:2., Sir, which is
one mein part of the Post Office other then the express

letter., :In wnich eee :iouee may be letereztoe ln,
1
that t.e. :,rr?nr under r.7:vlew
1,;,e 7:1-dvicm:
ratncu.:h not cc
I
of over
when we react:ea a
wiedfell pee 7.,Int we cesed
at the time, Sir, tent IlliF.wr:13
eee reasons for eneee
not expect thAt to nee:pee ever:, year.
unprecedented sales of stenos teroueh tee Phelneelic Eu_eau
was mainly 'because of the Queen's Juoilee, the Coronation end
now, this year tee eelee of our
the definitive izeue.
stemos ii Phileeelly have gone un to e reeion of Z375,S30,
wnich is more or less whet we red snticineted.
eow as the evaee is aware the GibraltarPhilneeldc euresu
goes to almost every ineernateonel Exeibition held in the
In toe year under review we went to
Philatelic world.
Toronto, Riccione in Ieely, eo Essee in eermeny end to
One of the most successful exhibetdons was the one
:London.
held in Essen in Ger:71:-,4y and it 'rat one of the most
successful ones a:
ani r as we are conoernQC because we
decided to issue o stamp by a very famous 'reinter, s Germen
painte by the name of nrer Red we end leis issue of
steeps .coinciding with the °peeing of the exhibition end oer
sales were very greet, greeter then we eed even expectee.
Another very secceeeful issue wee that of the Diemend
Jubilee of tee 3AT .-eeich eleo attract_ d a lot of attention
in tee l'hilseelic world as Well es the stnen commemereting
the 100th Anniversary of death of Rowlene i-ill, the
inventor of the staso.
Early next mouth, Sir, we shall be ieleuieg a new steno
follow ;,g the Europa theme which this year is
We shell ee ieeuine a set of three
Telecoe-unicetions.
steees.weich will show ti,e old eyee of receiver, the early
upright teleetene on the one side, nee e niceere of the
latest earth satellite station which Cable and Wirelees is
Another enpvetion this
in the process of installing.
year, Sir, will be tee increase by one :steno of our
ere are iseeing C eee seems wnich well
definitive series.
:his is. en expensive
fore part of our definitive issue.
ste,4, but eince it is pert of the defieetive essee, the
:t is not
collectors will heve pleat.;;of time to bue it.
something we are throwinget tee colleceors, they hove about
two or three ycors to bay one of teeze sere es for their
It was also found neceeerry To e:ieue as.
collection.
expensive stamp because lawyer e and eolecleors repuered
these high value stamps for their leeel docements.
.show may I say at leis steje, Sir, that I would like to Piece
on record my gratitude to the Gibraltar Steee Advisory Board
who advises me on the sort of :name I seould issue, the
coloar, the design and all this work that goes on behind the
Ine seemp proeremme
'seenes.
- am very grateful to tnem.
337,
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has neve- been as well as it is now. 7:e. zere now thinking
wheo sort of -.-tamp we sho..2.1e be producinr in 1982. As a
matter cf fact cur 1930 progra--e is already completed,
l be commemorating the 150th Anniversary of the
and we
Gibraltar Police; the 175th Anniversary of the death of
.7elson; and a very imnortant sat of stamps for the
Lord .
Europa issue which will consist of nersonalitites. We are
out with a set of four stamps denoting
ecinc to Cs
Gibreitarian personalitites, and we have onosen, and I am
sure the Hcuse will azree with me, one of Gustavo Bacarisas,
one of Archbishop Amigo, one of John Yackintosh, our benefactor, and one of Miss Margaret Creswell the first and only
ever Postmistress Gibraltar has ever had. So we hope that
next year's programme, Sir, will be as successful as tibia
year has been, and that we shall carry on doing ':.th=t'T
believe to be a s,*.sod earning job for the Gibraltar GovernOne of the most *satisfying thingsin the Philatelic Bureau,
Sir, is to find that we have now something in the region of
6,000 .account holders. Only a.ccuple of years ago' there
were only 4,000, now we have 6,000 which represents an increase of about 100 accounts _e_ month
if you will. now allow we, Sir, to change to my other hat I
will try to soy a few tines on Tourism. As the House is
aware I took this Deportmentover from my colleague the
Ecnourable Abrah am Serfaty last July, and my first task,
Sir, was .to inaugurcte cur London Office, an office which
despite local criticism does a great deal of work in promo-.
ting our tourism in the United I.:inedom. Through this office,
Sir, we keep a close centact with all the leading United
Hin;7doe tour operators and the Air Lines. It Ic our Permanent link with tourists. Since I took office some nine
have attended a number of trade promotion
months ago,
tours specially in those areas such as the Midlands and the
South of Ere7land from where the majority of tourists come
from. I'Text w,.ek I will also be visiti ne, on a trade promotion the Channel Isl ends; Guerns ey and Jersey, from where
also we reeeive a fair number of tourists every year. But
pee it does not only consist In bringing
my job, Sir, as
tourists to Gibraltar, it aloo consists of it waving the
nroduct to ensure that those who do come may have the best
possible holiday. And in this resnect, Sir, ile are introducir: a number of local trips. For example, a walkinq tour
of our churches which have •a great deal of history behind
•
them. We are also looking into the possibilitites of
introducing tours of Moorish Gibraltar and a military tour
of the Rock.
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..-1 ovoid
E- 11:
Sir, some Gieralleioes
1.);7 to difer.
meotionin Gioraltar ma a fortreee;
oo -).)eite.
oelleve it shooId be suite
it not a 'ern,'
ignore the best oert.of our hik tory.
Sir, that we have survived becnoeee we are nrecisely
:low else could we have withstoo 20 meno; _.`_"'`es.
fortress?
I sm
:he Galleries are there es a constant re:einder of it.
touriot
conv.'_nced .that toe best way to sell :;ibralter as
Althooeh I em
dine tee old with to: new.
resort is by oleo.
sure it is very attractive to coend toe days on our tenches,
swimmin poole and comfortable hotels, it is likewise
interestiro: to visit the Upper F.ock end to look around the
1 believe we should
now obsolete l:ilitery Instellr:tionn.
hove more Oeremonie:3 of •the ::eys oerforfl-.nces, more 1.*.ilitary
A visit co ::ondey mornirees to the
parades and more t,ltoos.
Convent,
Convent, Sir, will convince us how muoh our tourists
aooreciote the band pinyin!.; outsicle moo :;overnor's
is it not a fact, Sir, that thousands ohd 'hundreds of
thousands of Americans come ell the way froel the USA to
London to watch the chinc of ti:e ;Toards at Bucin;ham
•
Palace, the .footer of London or the ::oreecuards
Parade. 7s
it not also c fact, Zlir, that 7,dioburh i;ets the bulk of
their tourists precisely because of teeir militnry tateos?
Toe Tourist Office is doin4: everythin; possible to.attraot
3oth the Zdrector and I
more liners to call et our port.
nave had meetings with cruise liner ooerators so that
passene;ers of cruise ships callin Or. U3 may have a few
extra hours to Visit tae Rock an.1 to oeke toeir Pur.ceees
7;te are also lOcein.- into the
io our shoppin,-„; centres.
possibility of ort7,anicin soocinl eve,ts to coincide -)1.th.
Unfortenetelv, becaose of
the errivsl of those vcsoels.
eiudL;et restrictions, I trill not have all the money receired
I :now that
to launch a full-scale edvertioin comnair.n.
toot we hove
JV
the leader of the Ooposition wos
money; yes,. we nave got :135,000 but l do not thin'.: it is
I would went to have more money to iro into a fullenough.
scale launching of toorism out I have to ohore, oft
with all my other colleao,;ues, the restrictiens of ha
Advertising, Sir, is a very costly affair. .,vertisin. in
the UK on television can cost as m.uch ns ;150 ner second,
out nevertheless we have dome very well with our lest :Tear's
helerd the Honournole end Gallant
advertisin.
Peliza last nihz sayin7 thnt he tnour7ht.it Wn.S• first cless.
I have had letters from Gibrelterians resi,liro7in7neland
conratuistinj me and my Deoorteent for the advertisihein
the ',JZ, and I have had letters also frcm printers of my'
stamps which have also written to me any:Zoe. how very nice
sod how very good and now very high the stendsni of ther=e
adver7,isemer.-ts were.
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..:rism is droressi.J nnd i do not wa nt to take
▪
Zir,
•
crtit for 1L-,t
.:de only been nine mon..ns in
office.
. ...re
tr.:t credit with ax honourable
Zriend f-r .1.Jr.ensm
whatever we see OW
:Lust be co o resJit of his efforts follsw:ed by mine.
._u St nii.:,hts sold d...zr i
to over 93,333 beds,
soy so.

the Third .f,uarter of 1978 amounted
is a fair number for Gibraltar

• -Eisstege, Sir, any I thank my Honourable 7riend the
::_.._.,ter for Sport for orovidir - as least 3,000 of these
ce;s inirespect of sportsmen who co... to Gibraltar to olaY
eitner nock-ey, cricket, ra,by, or whatever.
All arrivals
--pipe e also increased, Sir, turin 197-3, by 24.5, act the
tourist nizjnts sold
25.4;'..
So we nave hod en increase,
and'. am sure, Sir, than these f_,-.are will increase
further when the new Mont ::_arinh under construction is
comoleted.
1 was' very 'olcased earlier on -3Q hef:r
friend the
'or :rade 5z1d 2conomic :evelopment sayin that
the ...arinn
be cop.;leted darin tan course of 1979.
jhis .jear also we will see, Sir, an increase in our weekly
112 to
from the
which will now include. Gatwick
en 2.
will be twelve fli;
:hts every week,
incipt.nj tne 0hr,rter 2liz:hts, six Ca._edaled
six
Charters.
:;.;.r Echezled Tlihts will f:lso hove an
increase in the n:z7.oer of seats nvcil!7:ble since both
Ai: ]y- and ..-ib_alt,
Airw,a ore now using3ceing
▪
737 whicn nave
Erecter coating capacity ten the Tridents
•
up o now, hence the extension of the Si_ 'erminal
wnieh
uhserstand fzoL. the Director of ITublic Works,
tenders ere ,;oinz
tne co,u-se of next Auust.
Inc extension of the 2ermihel, not of the run7-ey, not yet.
:here ere more and :-ore Cn:-.rter coeretors interacted in
Lotely
hhd meetinLja with peonl,,
reresant:_.; prio.;.z fir7.12 pnd the/ -.1roco in clso to
7xchan:jc who hove been the
pioneer ir. this fieli.
As I wr-s seyin7 erlir on, Sir,
peer as.Vertizinj: ana field sales re spend somethin-7 in the
.-''3o,333 nor e:Inam.
Tnio year we ere going to
maen.
.:;ut now toes that com::
:.:are with other
1D.-:.:fiS1 resorts.
;uernsey, for exam;le, spent lest
• 9,O S
the isle of:.en .!224,C30
Jersey over ."..1,00‘,0p0;
Z-5:3,333.
So L:e See trial ftr everyth'r has
been
and tone
do not do Ver:: badly with the limited
fflp.znt of money we s)ch, becse, in f.ct, we spend e
fraction of what
Peztinstions of comparable size
c,oend.
Sir, 7net do we ,:te.t in return for this expendtu-^e?
if one looks an the Draft S_ - . tea of Revenue

and Expenditure which we have in front of us, we will notice
on page 11, Heed o
Iieprirtmentt,1 Enrnins, Item 29 , 7.oarist
Office Receipts that the total income attributable to my.
Department is Z30,000.
Bat, of course, Sir, this is not
quite the case..
I would like, Sir, for the sake of the
record to say that my Department isresponsible.either
directly or indirectly for a great deal of more money.

-

For example, at the Airport the Departure tax amounted to
£35,000; the Duty Ffeoe shops sell somethin.?: in the refrion
of £53,000.
In the Fort, passengers dues amounted to
£55,000.
To these clearcut items we could also add the
proportion the Gibraltar Tourist Office contributes in
obtaining, say, berthing charges, £105,000; 'Import Duties
£3.2 million; Income Tax £9m.
Surely, the Gibraltar
Tourist Office makes the contribUtion towards these
fiJuras.
Of course, Sir, I accept .,nd I admit that t
would be very difficult to arrive at these fic-ares, it
would be almost impOssible to show them under the Tourist
Vote.
But the argument, Sir, are there for everyone to
understand.
It is not. my intention to cross swords with
my Honourable Friend the Financial and Development
Secretary, but I am sure he will agree with me that, this
is so.
als
I hope, Sir, that the House will a.zree with me that the
Gibraltar. Tourist Office makes a considerable contribution
to the local revenue although everything is not reflected'
in the Estimates.
May : finally, Sir, say, as usual, that when we come to
Committee Stage and Third Reading I will be only too
pleased to answer any question any Member opposite may care
to ask.

a

Thank you.
HON H J s; .:ITT
Mr Speaker, Sir, I will be very brief on the general
principles of the Bill end then co to the two Ministries
for which have responsibility and the responsibility I
have towards traffic. . This is my seventh Budget Session
. since. I came into public office and I am completely and
utterly convinced that irrespective of whatever Budget .
.measures the Government is to bring, be they bad, good dr
moderate, one finds that the Ooposf-tion will never ever
seem to even appear to vote in favour.
7 am not intendi
to stand as one of the last speakers to try ant convince ..

a
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HON H J ZAMMITT

HON MAjOR H J PELIZA
If the Honourable Member will give way.
If you look at
the record you will find that the Opposition has voted in
favour on most occasions.
HON H J ZAMMITT
Not most, I would say they have on some occasions,
Mr Speaker.
Irrespective of that, Mr Speaker, it is
apparent in this particular year all the more, and I think
it has been clearly stated particularly from the other
side, that- there is motivation behind their consideration.
I put it even more bluntly because there is an election
coming around next year and they seem to have the hope that
they will be on this side of the House at next Budget. I
think that that is ss dismal as anything else.

I

Mr Speaker, this was made to
much more apparent by what
I heard on television last night; that the Democratic •
Party of British Gibraltar or whichever way it goes, had
issued a communique sympathising with the tenants at
Vary1. 3egg in not payir,- their rents on account of an
explosion caused by a water-heater.
If that is not lumping on the band wagon than I do not know what is,
Yr Speaker.
If the party were as sympathetic es the AACR
has been towards the people at Varyl Bejg
. .
When I .
terminate my phrase, I may give way.
If the Democratic
Party who jump on the band wagon of this very unfortunate
incident of which Government has absolutely no
responsibility at all, then that is scraping the bottom
of the barrel, to say the least.
Nov, llr Spea'-er
HON M XISERRAS
•Would the Honourable Member give way?
Hog H J Z.V..ZZITT
I will, now, yes.
HON Y. 7.:13EP-HAS
Perhaps he did not read the communiqUe properly.
342.

I heard it.
HON V"
. XIBERRAS
The communique read "Calls on the
Oh, he heard it.
Government to givePire Brigade Reports of that incident
4
and said, quite independently of -Lhe-t., it sympeth.ises
with the decision of Varyl Begg tenants not to pay rents.
If he is talking of band wagons this one is at least four
or five years long.
HON H J ZAMMITT.
Mr Speaker, I think it has been made all the clearer that
fO:r e
the Leader of the Party end' of the Opposition to
Fire Report in this particular instenee, when the trouble
is not apparently, due to any defect of the Veryl 13e4.;g
noosing; well, Yr Speaker, for them to come cut at this
particular stage f.s quite coincidental!
v
at that because it is not my own opinion bIlt will5on
to prove that they do jump on band wagons and there have
been other experiences which, of course, ere not relevant
to this particular debate today. •
Mr Speaker, I would also like to say very briefly, in ra-)ly
- and I do not
to the Honourable and Gallant
wish to make an issue of this particular one, because as
my Colleague, Mr Caneps very rightly and clearly said "we
under
have certainly tried to keep this as far PS
our desk" - and that is the question of public relations
Mr Speaker, in my capacity as Minister
with the S ervices.
for 5dort, there is tremendous puolic relations with all
Zr. my capacity as
Services in all aporting activities.
have had cells from ell Services,
Mayor of Gibraltar,
excluding one particular organisation, which I am not
iac'
n:t the Gave: n
in
ge=
i=:rt
ecan s4
:11C11.
1 Ls eeGt
any way of not doing- our utmost to foster good relations.
And in fact, the Services too for having as close as
possible and good relations particularly in the field of
sport and other cultural activities.
• Ls°, Mr Speaker, there was mentioned by the Leader of'the
Opposition during his intervention of the spending by the
Pelize Administration of £2.8 million way back in the time
wren Gibralter had to put up with the 2 years and 10 months
of that Governzent. Weil, Mr Speaker, quite honestly I
343

I
commend my Colleseee the. Minister for Economic Developgent
in not having 'spent £2.8 million the way they spent it.
Because we find that we have a di ;tiller that does not
eroduce.water, and 'eery' 3egg that produces the water that
she distiller should be producing!
Rather then spend
£2.3 million ond finding ourselves lumbered with those two
probleaa would much rather spend lesa and give Gibraltar
tea service the Gibraltarian S3 rightly deserves.

elready, .may I
we have dome exeremely well in doing so.
say, we are seeing work co` mending at Tank Hemp, at. Prenge
Edward's Road and at.et. Joseph's Hospital which we hope
will go some way to oolving partly the hoalieee eituelion
And has been very deeperete not
whioh has been desperete.
only during the sex or seven years of AACR Administraeion
but also I think during the 2 year. and 10 months of the
The Leader of the Opeesition,
previous Administration.
Mr Speaker, asked about the question of sale of houses.

Yr Speaker, I am not going to carry on dwelling any more on
teat, into what other people have said., but I think I have
an obligtstion to the rouse during Estimate time to inform
them of what my Ministries hOpe to do during the forthcoming year.

HON CHIEF MINISTER

The first thing, Mr Speaker, is that we have now revised
the Housing Allocation Scheme.
This has been a very
lengthy exercise which I think will show the kind of fairness that was apparently so apparent in the oast.
There
has been extremely good work done by the Housing Allocation
Comaittee and I take this particular opportunity of thanking
taem once again-for the tremendous work in compiling this
I hope, Mr Speaker, that zub:eot to ratification
by Council of Ministers the new Housing Allocation Scheme
will come into operation within the next couple of months
or so.
The Scheme tends to favour to some extent "waiting
time", and to make sure that people cannot allege that
people ere being housed
KR SPSAXER
I must warn you of one thing. You are entitled to refer
to the Scheme in so far as it applies to the Appropriation
Bill, but let us not fell into the cempteteon of discussing
the merits of the Scheme now.

If the Honourable Minister will give way.
Mr Speaker, I think the Leader of the Opposition gives very
little dignity to the House by making mock faces and remarks
I have often hed
while Members are seeakine seriously.
It is beneath the dignity of the
the occasion, to say that.
House that he ohould become a ruaning,ocaaentary, cieher in
grimaces or laughs or of remarks to his Colleague next to
him.
MR SPEAKER
I have always replied in tne same manner
Order, order.
The pereon who
waea that remark has been made to me.
holds the floor is entitled to have his day without
The way in whioh Members expreco their
interruptions.
displeasure of what is being s;id is completely and
latterly left to the good taste of the pareicular Member
Provided it does not interwho approves or disapproves.
fere with the person and the speech of. the men who holds
the floor, there is very little one can do about it.
entirely and utterly agree and take the point that the
Chief Minister is trying to make; but there is very little
that one can do.

HON H J 4AMMITT
I do not intend to go into the details of the Scheme.
I
was just saying, Mr Speaker, that the basic changes, that
can of course be discussed at a later date or whenever
tat,ught appropriate, is the appearance of .the fairness which
- is probably always a matter of great.cancern.
_Ur—Speaker, I should also like to say that during the lest
year the Housing Department has been able to decent 150
dwellings in connection with the Modernisation Programme.
And that, Mr Speaker, despite the figure of 150 nut, being
excessive, with .so many millions floating left and right,
150 post-war houses is a great chunk. -Therefore, I think
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You were going to say something and now, perhaps, is the
time.

a

HON MXIBERReS
I think that it is very obvious to any Member who has been
a Member of this House for any length of time that these'
I do not think it
feeliaes are exPreseed by both sides.
is up to the Chief Minister to call the attention of the
Chair to this matter.
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YR S2EAZER
Oh, any Member can draw the attention of the Chair to
anything he feels merits it.
HON H3 zicr.:ITT

110

Me Speaker, Sir, tais intervention proves that my
experience
this Haase is that whatever anybody does in
the House of Assembly, if it is not "a la Xiberras", then
it holds no merit et all.
Ie has to be done his way and
It does not matter what one says,
there is no other way.
weae one does, it is ccmpletely futile unless we have his
And of course, he hes to learn, end
"holiness" blessing.
he must learn, that he has been out of office now for over
seven years end we are in Government. And we govern
despite his diseperoval.
Me Soeaker,.I wes about to say something on the question of
The Honourable the Leader of the
sale of houees.
Opposition did mention that we said lest year that this was
Well, of course, he is mistaken4
a revolutionary meesure.
Mr Speaker, we did not say this last year.
We sent e
circular out lest year to test the- market.
Bue in fact,
i.e have tested the
this went back to our 1376 mae.ifesto.
market; .
..here was not en extremely good response, end
because of that, end because there were e number of
questions asked in the Haase about home-ownership, we
took the paper back end we have looked at it again, reconsidered it, end ere zoing to offer the houses up for
sale.
I an not going to go into detail about that, Mr Speaker,

because again that would be quite massive; but we do intend
to sell our houses and I think that we have been able to get
round those eroblems that were seen by us, quite honestly,
end which the Opposition brought to light when the matter
We think we have overcome this and in the
Was discessen.
not too distant future teere will be a circular going round
in en attempt to sell our honses.
L Speaker, we are also on the verge of doing exactly the
As has been mentioned
same in the question of Rosie Dale.
we intend to sell Rosie Dale to those people who sr-c able
to return to Government adequate post-war or even pre-war!
of a standard which Government can use for
decaatiies in connection with the Modernisation Proeramme.
Chet again is a little mcrc imminent, because hopefully by
June Rosia Dale should be comPlemed;. I should also mention
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that this will not be et the kind of eive-uwey prices that
Tr. feet,
we did offer the hone-ownerehip
substantially more, althoegn Government, of course, will •
not be making money out of the eale of these houses in any
manner or form." We will be chergleg conetrectien coets
: the money
it will not cc o commercial!deel, ere!
only.
that we collect from that, Mr Speaker, will of coarse
revert back into more housing.
fir Speaker, I should also mention . . . .
HON M XIB'InEAS
Mr Speaker, does the sale of houses appear in any part of
the Estimates? The money which the Government prepcses
to get this year, does it appear in any pert of the
Estimates?
HON H J TAM:MITT
It does not appear et cll.
No, Mr Speaker, it does not.
All I can say is that if we do sell the 30 dwellings et
Rosie Dale the money will go into more hoesise, it will not
go back into general revenue at al:.
As I mentioned earlier on, Mr Speaker, we had decanted some
150 families in connection with the modernisation Progresne,
and this realty menus that there is very little left at ell
for further decanting of post-we r en004,nodetinn.
Government decided to purchase. ene Philipino Hoctel at
North Gorge which is being converted into e Decenteng
I mast emohesies here, Mr Brenner, that it will
Centre.
not be a Transit Centre but a Decanting Centre.
I have
paid a visit there with the Chief Minister and other
Ministers to have a look at erns end they are of pretty
There will be something like forty units,
high standard.
in all, of pretty high standard, end I feel th at given a
guarantee that people moving there will be able to be. rehoused in modernised housing within the pericd of 13
months/2 years, according to how the beildine goes on in
the construction, I. feel that we will be able to. continue
to give the Development Programme much more impetes then
That should be reedy, I think,
we have up until now.
Yr Speaker, again roughly, around about the mpnth of Jnne.
We have, of course, had a slight problem in the Transit
Centres et Town Ininge end I must say so here, Mr Spee'ner,
because I have had represeneetions from HoneueableMembers
opposite who have tried to urge me to allow families ia the
Transit Centre to take up more 2e:commode:Lion.
Regretfully
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convinced.
have turned this down eCause, end I th2,n?::
certainly one Member of the other sic:a, we have something
That is
e4 Social cases tat we have to accommodate.
to allow them to extend their
w h y it has beer
7Te intend to close down completely the
Transit Centre at 39/41 Town Range, and but for some 6
unacoompvenied gentlemen who have communal soco-nelodation
We want to demolish
there, it has been vacated completely.
that as quickly as we can in preparation for the next
development programme.
Mr Speaker, I was full of glee during all the interventions
that not very much had been said about the increase _n
rents, but'I think I owe it to the House that there should
be some mention by way cf what it -rill mean in various
areas. I do not intend to go right the way through the
whole housing stock of Gibraltar, bat would like to say,
Mr Speaker, that the increase in rents varies from ("Dr O a
W eek to aeout i2.50, end only in, I think, one or two cases
does it go to 1-3.55. This is because of the area, that is,
This is very
the l'arger fiats with seven and eight rooms.
There are probably two or three cases and 'no more.
rare.
Rent inoreases, Mr SLpeaker, if I may say, at Laguna, vary
from Zl.03 to £2.00; in Moorish Castle from £2 to £2.47;
Archbishr4:: .kreigo, (;lacia, from 75p up to £1.29; and unless
there is any particular one that any Member happens to be
Particularly interested in, I think I need not go into
In all I think
any further details et this stage.

m x.115:132.!,
Speexer. does tne ::.inister intend in fact to circulate
Or does he want the
the exact nature of the increases?
House to vote in favour or against these increases without
knowing; their exact nature?

HON H J ZAM:MITT
I do not know about circulating the increases, Mr Speaker.
If the Opposition feel at the Committee Stage I may be able
But, of couroe, it will not be
to give some information.
we will obviously go by
all the houses in Gibraltar.
If my Le?urtment can type it out quickly enough,
I have no objection in lettirc, the Opposition have a
glimpse at it, Y.x. Speaker.
HON M XIBERRAS
Mr Speaker, would the Minister not agree that to ask the
House to consider an increase in rent the effect of which
is shown in Appendix "0", is a bit mach considering that
he is not offering the information to the Opposition.
Would the Minister consider it too much trouble to make
available to Members of the Opposition the exact nature of
I do not think it would take a book to do
the increases.
t his.
HON H J ZAMMITT

HON 2 J _cola."
The exact nature of the increase, Mr Speaker, is
Con he explair how in the Appendix 'D' of the Housing Fund,
with the increase he has described, how it' is that the
Government expects to get o0% more in ren:t this year than
1979/0 it expects to receive 60% more money
last year?
This is what
out of rents than it did trams year, 1970/79.
the Appendix."D" seems to indicate,

HON M XIBEaBAS
As it applies to different blocks, Mr Speaker?
HON CHIEF MINISTER

HON H J ZAMMITT
I think perhaps the Financial and
I cannot answer that.
Well,
Development Secretary eight.
I was elected in
sitar
11-,=, inG
And
Gibraltar and will stay in Gibraltar, Mr Speaker.
had to i7o to 7,dgeware end if was elected to the
if
would be .iith my
Hou2e of Assembly, Mr Speaker,
I an livirr,here in
constituents erd not in Edgware.
, up here once every
I do not turf.
Gibraltar permanently.
three months with a hue and cry . . . .
348.

LIr Speaker, I will see what can be done about this at the
Committee Stage but in any case the Members opposite have
.preempted their position in this by saying that they are
going to vote against it
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Heel H J ZAeeeITT
It just proves what I said earlier on, that despite the
fact teat you could bring anything you will vote against.
But then again, with cur very marginal majority, I think
wa can get it through, L:r Speaker.
I will leave Housing, Mr Speaker, and go to Sports. Last
year, et this particular period, I mentioned the question
of introducing a membership scheme into the Stadium.
This year, if liembers care to look at page 72, I think it
Incidently, Mr Speaker, may
is, that is right.. . . .
I be allowed to say that despite the increase in rent
Government will still be subsidising rent to the tune of
£856,000 - they are still beihg subsidised nearly by •
al million.
Yr Speaker, vie find that the Stadium is now costing
Last
Government something like £135,000 per annum.
year I mentioned Government's intention of introducing a
Unfortunately it was not possible to
membership scheme.
implement this for reasons that I think I should not go
into et this stage because needless to say you can all
remember that the Stadium was virtually paralysed for a
very long period and it would have been quite ridiculous
to have tried to bring people to join an entity that was
closed down. We do intend, Mr Speaker, to do so this
year and in the Estimates there is a token provision of
£100 to the fee if we can get complete agreement on this
If that is so, then the membership scheme will
issue.
It has not changed one iota from what I
come through.
said last jeer, it will be eeactly the same, and the fees
The 3 equal
will be exactly the same as mentioned.
parts will be: 2 towards sportsmen; 1 towards the
I say this because my Colleague
upkeep of the Stadium.
the Minister for Labour Mentioned the question of overIn the Stadium I
time as heir',essential or social.
have people working a 37ehcur week. And despite the
fact of the 37-hour week, we still have to pay them overtime rates if they work a Saturday or a Sunday. We
cannot cut that down unless of course we close the
Seediem down during the most important days that people
can practice Sport.
We have, of course found, Mr Speaker, particularly last
year, that there has been a massive increase in
Ladies have
activities of a non-competitive nature.
taken to more activities and we find that it has gone up
by some over 200e in keep-fit ardaa/1 kinds of other
activities which are nothing tut good: I was very
grateful to my Colleague the Minister for Tourism for
bringing the information along, and it is quite true that

Sport indirectly, throe, h perticipetion of visitors to
eibraltar, has contributed 3,000 bed-nieets to the tourist
In fact, I have advocated teat pessioly we
industry.
could do much more an the sporting ticket in that line.
Mr Speaker, finally, I would like to talk about traffic,
although my Colleague the Minister for Public Works did
And that is,
mention something very briefly about this.
the first step that we have taken and which I think
Members opposite have expressed a particulr interest in.
the question of Moorish Castle estate; and I seem to
recall we have had some questions on that very awkward
parking, area is' that we have converted that and it has
peen desmarkated into a car-park.
The necessary legislation will be brought along to prohibit tee parking of
goods vehicles in that area between the hours of 6 p.m.
and 8 a.m; that it will be an offence to park outside
the yellow lines and therefore no obstructions are Likely
And, of course, much more concerned was I
to take place.
about the approach to that particular Estate, by services
I feel
such as the Pire Brigade should tee need arise.
that in coneultation with the tenants in that area we
have now bier: able to alleviate that position slightly and
hopefully we will be able to expand, subject to the
Ministry of Defence granting us a little bit of land that
On the Moorish
is now in the process of negotiation.
Castle, I think they are quite happy.
Equally, there is also mention in peee 101 of the estimates
of the Plat Bastion Road Development, which is loan money,
and for which I am told tenders will be Foe ng out in the
not too distant future.
There is provisio n et the
shelter at Flat Bastion Road for between 80 and 100 cars
to be parked overnight.
I have given a very brief resume of the responsibilities
for the two Ministries I have and the responsibility on
I would also like to say on traffic,ler Speaker,
traffic.
that the Police hove very kindly held several meetings
with me and we are now looking, at the superfluous, if they
are indeed any, NO PARXING or NO ':RING yellow lines that
require a re-look and a re-think.
There ere certain
areas where we have already agreed to do away with some
unnecessary or uncalled for yellow lines.
There may
possibly be some where we will have to stick to yellow
lines and the rest.
Mr Speaker, I hope that the Opposition are a little happier
with me now than they were when I started.
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HON J B PEREZ

HON M XIBERRAS

Mr Speaker, during lalt year's Budget debate the underlying theme from all members was really concerning the
issue of parity and the Budget debate was subsequently
I think that this yesr
known as the "Parity Budget".
the undt:rlyiree theme involving ell contributions from
members is really one of a general awszeness and concern
for the increased estimated expenditure for the year
An increased expenditure which is really the
11179/80.
I think
main cause of our present financial situation.
that the Government has not only shown its awareness and
concern for this estimated expenditure next year but it
has gone further in that it has stated, in my opinion,
clear-cut policies which they intend to follow to put
the situation right.

Is the Committee to be chaired by the Minister for Labour?

I will outline some cf these policies which were
contained in the statement of the Chief Minister: First
of all we were told that there is a reduction in the
Estimates for Expenditure for this year in the sum of
around £790,000; secondly, there has been the setting
up of the Public Accounts Committee; thirdly, there is
the idea of setting up a Committee on Expenditure; and
1 would refer meebers to Sege 9 of the statement made by
the Chief Minister yesterday in which he said ne follows:
"The Committee will be set up and it is to examine
Government expendittre right across the board and to
select those areas in which eespenditure can be reduced or
Fourthly, there is the question of overeliminated."
time.
Again I would refer members to page 14 of the
statement, where tha policy of Government was promulgated
by the Chief Minister, in which he said: "The working
of unnecessary overtime benefits a relatively small number
of individuals and it es unfair to the rest of the
community.
In an ordinary household no one member is
allowed an unfairly large slice of the family cake.
A
great deal of detailed work in collecting information on
the current levels of or-ertime is being worked in
Government Departments and is aleeae.y being done.
This
survey has shown that the level of overtime being wor:eed
et present is costing close on £2m. per annum, being
divided roughly in equal parts between industrial and nonindustrial employees."
It goes on to say: "The next
step will be to examine case by case and to make such cuts
as are compatible with the efficiency of a department on
the one hand and the taxpayers'. interest on the other".
That is being dens.
Fifthly . . . .
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HON J B PEREZ
That is another aspect of the
Yes, that is correct.
clear-cut, in my opinion, Government policy of how we
intend to remoey this situation whereby we have a
Fifthly
tremendous increased expenditure for next year.
there is a policy where they intend to stop subsidising
These in my opinion are clear-cut
the funded Services.
and should really go a long way to remedy the increased
estimated expenditure for 1978/80.
But, Mr Speaker, what has really caused this increased
expenditure for the year 1979/30? Ws have heard
several members of the House in their contributions point
Well, Mr Speaker, let me say
their finger et parity.
that I am of the opinion that that is not the case.
do not think that the increased expenditure can be
Undoubtedly parity has
attributed entirely to parity.
some bearing on the expenditure but, on the other hand,
there 'nee been a corresponding increase in revenue, and
furthermore parity has been responsible for improving and °
ensuring better living standards in Gibraltar.
What I
think the cause has been is inflation: inflation coupled
with the considerable amount of services which the
Government provides.
Gibraltar being such a small piece,
we import everything and inflation tends to hit us harder
than many other countries.
But let 'de consider these
considerable services whip: I pointed out I think is the
cause for the increase of expenditure.
I would refer
members first of all to the Estimetes foie Expenditure for
the years 1979/80, Summary of Expenditure, and would refer
to the Labour and Social Security.
Here we have an
estimated expenditure for next year of Z1.7m, and I would
refer you to page 43 in which the expenditure is set cut
in more detail.
Members will appreciate for example in
subhead 7, Supplementary Benefits, £280,000; Relief
Payments Abroad, 1.30,C00; Subhead 9, Expenses' of
Sponsored Patients sent for Treatment to the UK £50,000;
Retirement Pensions £65,000; Family Allowances £275,000;
Child Care £30,000.
And it goes on.
It is essential
services that the Government is providing and that he's to
be paid for.
My Friend the Honourable Yr Canepa made a very good case
not only for his Department but for other departments.
Also on the Medical and Health Services. Again
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15,
referring to the Summary of Expenditure page ‘here we .
If you scrutinise the estimates at cage 15
have £.2. gym.
you will see, for example, subhead 5, dealing with Drugs-,
Dressires and Pharmaceutical Sundries, £54a,000, which is
really due to inflation, if you compare it with last
Then we have the Educaticn
year's vote es well.
Again there has
Department dealing with Scholarships.
beena consideeable increase on the number of scholarships.
On Sports,
We have the Police, the Fire Brigade.
Contributions to Sporting Associations,Z15,000.
Finally, as another example you have the GBC going
colour - another tremendous expense which must be paid
Is the
So, Mr Speaker, what is the answer?
for.
areewer to cut down on ehese see vices? Are we to lower
the level of pensions? Are we to lower wages? Are we
Are we to lessen scholarships?
to create unemployment?
Are we to buy less medicines for our hospitals? Are we
to cut down on staff? No, I think that would be a
retrograde step, a step in the wxong direction, which
The
would be prejudicial to Gibraltar as a whole.
solution is for the Government to implement the policies
it has outlined, the.policies outlined by the Chief
:.sinister in his Statement and also by the Honourable
A J Canepa who went into this in great depth, and also I
would stress the importance of the setting up of this
I 'think this committee could
committee on expenditure.
go a long way to phasing out unnecessary expenditure.
Mr Speaker, although the financial situation et present is
not es sound as we would all like it to be I think we can
look forward to two things: one is the commencement of
the Development Programme which we expect to commence
this year; I•think this will be injecting large eanital
sums into our economy, and will have a good effect; and
secondly on our tourism industry which vie are told is
goine up, there is a trend that more people come to
Gibraltar, the hotels are filling up their beds, we have
more charter flights and that will improve the economy as
But. with the clear cut policies that the Government
well.
has cutlined we can be optimistic end look forward to be
in a much better situation et the end of the next financial
year.

The most important thing about the Budet with reset to
my department is that I approached it in one way only; in
what wan desirable end what wee necessary, and 1 had to
settle on what was necessary for my Department to function
There are many things which I
Desirable?
properly.
would have liked to introduce in my department, but
obvious. financial constraints made me get down to brass
tacks and to allow for what was necessary to continue the
good standards of education that the children of Gibraltar
I do not take any credit at all for this, all
enjoy.
credit Goes to the Department, my staff, the teachers, the
boja and to the parents who encourage pun children.
The policies that exist now are the policies implemented
by my predecessors and they are policies that I shall
I think where I might differ
continue to pursue.
slightly with the previous Minister is the fact that he had
two very. big Ministries, the Public Works 'end Education
and he was not as easily accessible to parents and teachers
I have made myself indeed very
end staff as I am myself.
accessible to all my staff, parents, children, and students
who approach me when they ever have a problem that I might
be in a position to solve, and that is my attitude in thy
Department.
I aike
My Department is served by various committees.
committees and I go with the views expressed by committees
as long as they do not clash either with the Education
Ordinance or they happen to be financiaaly prohibitive.
At this very
Otherwise I fully support all my committees.
moment we have agreed on a date for next month for the
Education Council to look into the 1981/84 Development
Hew we can modernise
Programme as it affects schooling.
some of our schools, do a bit of shiftwork so that we can
get the best value possible from the existing buildings.
We are also looking into the question of the voids et the
Boys' Comprehensive which has been a matter for concern this
We
year because of the rather wet winter we have heed.
are also looking into temporary measures to alleviate this
peoblem, but the question of a long-term solution for the
voids is a question for the next Development Programme.
I think
Department also deals with the Youth Service.
I have managed to establish a very close end personal
relationship with all the youth clubs in Gibraltar which
I am trying to work clotely
I have visited individually.
with the Gibraltar Youth Association in this matter, which
is a complotoly independent body and it is not supported
by Government.
I am trying to find them a suitable headquarters so that they can really be independent end appear

'ely

•

HON MA;OR F DELIIPIANI
Mr Speaker, I usually talk very briefly in the House. I
I try and not
leave this to better orators than myself.
make things personal or criticise anybody on the opposite
I try to be as constructive as
side of the House.
possible in everythirg I say.
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to be independent of any political influence by either
Government or Opposition.
With regard to the handicapped children, this is a very
It is one that in a bigger territory
emotional problem.
could find solutions because you would have so many
different categories of handicap, such as epileesy and you
In Gibraltar we
could put them into appropriate schools.
might have three epileptics and it is very hard to bring
the right kind of teacher material for each specific casea
The School end the
So that presents us with problems.
St. Bernadette's Centre for the older children have a very
dedicated staff, and we are very fortunate in .having
community which is very conscious of its duties towards the
As you all know they do give a lot of
handicapped.
voluntary help, money end equipment which sometines the
Government canape afford and these necessary little things
are donated by voluntary bodies including the Services.

I will new go, Sir, on the general Appropriation Bill and
remark that I remember distinctly the Honourable the
leader of the Opposition being very concerned, end quite
rightly I thought, that the level of social overtime should
That he did
be maintained until parity became a reality.
not want the question of parity causing any hardship by the
I remember that very
cutting uown of social overtime.
distinctly.
I think the Government has approached this
very, very well indeed, and as the Leader of the Opposition
will acknowledge., we did not, in fact, introduce the cut in
overtime until the men were actually being paid the new
And the overtime cuts, es the Honourable
parity wages.
And the
it Bossano said yesteeday, have been massive.
Union has accepted it because we have now a more realistio
I thought that I should bring out the fact that
wage.
the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition showed concern
We did bear his concern in mind
at this time lest year.
because we also shared that concern on social overtime and
that we should not cut it down and cause hardship to the
workers in general.
I think the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza Made a good
He has rather annoyed me like he
contribution, really.
annoyed my Colleague Mr Adolfo 'Canepa on the question of
the Middlesex newspaper, but he did bring out a valid point
I mean, he
on the question of the tourism advert on TV.
aes the privelege of living there; he made a valid point.
I know that the Minister for Tourism has noted his point
and the question of whether he could insert telephone
That is the kind of information that
numbers or address.
the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza being in Gibraltar
is aware of and he has passed on this knowledge to us, and

and I as indeed grateful for that.
I enjoyed, as I always do, the intervention of the
Honourable and Learned Member opposite, Mr Peter Isola. He
He slashes us about and that is why
does his work well.
But I think, like the Honourable
he is there for.
He wes very serious
Mr Adolfo Canepa, has pre-empted me.
end the Honourable Leader was laughing and 1, in fact, was
very serious because 1 teoaght this was a very serious
It was this
situation and he rightly pointed it out.
concern for the future of Gibraltar tnat has restrained
our Budget to certain limits, but never on the social
services, and this is what is important about our Budget.
Indeed,
That we have made no cuts in our social services.
This is what is
we have improved our social services.
But one must be realistic.
important about this Budget.
One must have restraints, and thia is why I said I looked
in my Department, at what was desirable and what was
necessary, and my Department's vote is based on what is
Thank you very much.
necessary.

4

MR SPEAKSR
I will then oall on the Chief Minister to exercise his
rights under Standing Orders.

HON CHIEF MINISTER
Thank you, Mr Speaker.
I think the Honourable Mr Brien Perez's contribution
summarised very well the situation as itis today, end
expounded the reasons for finding ourselVes in the
The fact is, that in a small community
position we do.
of our size we have lavished, I think we con ace that word
wit: a certain amount of price, laviseed in improviaz our
social services; our education; looking after car Old
people; looking after the people who require to be looked
after; and we have also had to deal at the same time with
I do not make
a wages explosion which was the parity.
I said at the
any apologies for having accepted perity.
time the reasons why we did it, I have stuck to it and
think it 1S the best solution that we have had for an
element of restraint in wages if there is to be a restraint
What I cennot understand is the
'in the United Kingdom.
denazogical contribution of. the Leader of the Opposition
who, this year, perhaps because he spoke et the beginning
and not at the end, was even wall below the low standard
that he has acoustomed us to in his oriticisms at Budget
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:n saying things
time. :auch below his low standards.
He was almost blaming
that ace could hardly understand.
us for finding ourselves in this position because we
accepted parity, beceeee he had thought of parity, and he
He would have done it another
was not here to do parity.
Well, as it
way; he would have done it in an orderly way.
happens, except for the disorders which one wants to forget,
parity acme in en orderly way because it started with Scamp
and it went on progressively to the pans of the last stages
as if twins were being born, but they were born.
There
they are and this is what has impeoved the standard of
I think that the result is that we
living of tne people.
have a reasonably affluent community and a reasonably poor
There is no way of looking at
Government.
That is all.
Because we have attempted to buy a
it except that way.
new car every sixteen months, or whatever it is, or have an
extra colour television in your Water Closet, we have this
situation, or rather, people have been able to put them—
selves in that situation.
That -has, of course, meant considerable difficulties to the
Government and let us remember too that this is all
happening despite the fact that we have had fifteen years
And that at the time when the
of Spanish restrictions.
Spanish restrictions came on Gibraltar, it looked as if
We have not only
the world was coming on top of us.
survived that, but improved the lot of the people as a
wnole.
People are able to enjoy a reasonable standard of
living, generally, and those who are not fortunate enough
to do so have, by the services that the Government
provides, made their lives sufficiently pleasant for them
to be able to keep their "fijos" and to buy their lottery
every week even though they may be on Supplementary
Benefit.
One day they might get out of Supplementary
Benefit if they are lucky.
So tnat is really the situation which we find ourselves in
today, and I am not going to repeat wsat has been said
certainly by my Honoarable Friend end Colleague Mr Canepa
who has made a sweeping or exposition of the whole matter,
but I have a number of matters which I have to clear.
First of all, I very mach dislike being personal out I must
really be personal in one respect to the Leader of the
Oepecitioa ano zueeected to the Speaker taat it was the
Seecker's Office tnnt photocopied my speeches for the
benefit of the press.
Well, he was assured by the
Sneaker that this is not the case.
This, of course, is
done by the resources of .Government and if one is in
Government it is because one has the resources. But let
me remind him that if he wants to circularise a speech in
which he is particularly interested, he cannot come to the
House to say that he is penniless and has to make

sacrifices because he has a reasonable allowance of £26
I wanted
a year for secretarial euraoaes of this nature.
to get that off my chest because I thought it was a rather
unfair remark to make at the Speaker on a matter which
In feet, the
the Speaker had nothing whatever to• do.
Speaker is almost a distributing house of the aapers that
are brought in from the Secretariat, and that is how it
should be.
It was said that I made a song and dance about the House
My Colleague Mr Zamaitt has
Ownership Scheme last ,year.
made reference to that and I need not say that I have
counted eight paragraphs in my speech of last year and only
two paragraphs were devoted to the question of House Owner—
So I did not highlight it os much as would have
ship.
appeared from the remarks that came from opposite. He has
We have foand certain
explained the situation.
difficulties; we are not prepared to go public further
after this research until we know exactly the ground on
which we are doing it;; a lot of people ore working very
hard on it and we will come back to it, never you mind.
Following the 1973 crisis when we had to increase very
sharply the charges for electricity, I was urged by Members
opposite to go to -Taaland and ask for money to pay for our
I was urged very strongly by
increase in the fuel bill.
the Leader of the Opposition to do that and I said that I
would not go to England for that because I thought we
ought to pay for it ourselves, it was a curse that had
come on tne world by this suaden increase in oil prices
Also, because
and everybody had to take a share in it.
I did not want to prejudice the development talks which
were about to start by asking for a mere pittance of what
was then required in terms of money for the purpose of
doing that.
My Honourable Friend on my left, Mr Canepe, has explained
what grant aided status for a Territory outside the UK
means, and the Honourable the Financial and Development
Secretary has put in very simple words — he was Financial
and Develppment Secretary in Montserrat which is a grant
I can assure any ::ember of this House,
aided Territory.
or any Gibraltarian who knows whet being grant aided amounts
to in the realitive autonomy teat we have developed over
the years and done es we wished for the good of Gibraltar
with our own money, that nobody with any sense of dignity
who has been in public life for any length of time woUld
Not only is the
think in terms of becoming grant aided.
balance of the Budget paid for by the British Treasury,
and, therefore, you become grant sided — you prbduce .Z22
millien and the extra a"-4m is paid by the Treasury .— but
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the Budget itself is gone through end they have a control
nit only on
over tne whole of the spectrum of spending.
the money which they give you.
In the Development Programme prior to this one, we were
able to ask the Minister for some technical assistance in
Teacher Training because it was a big drain in our
resources and, exceptionally, there was provided in the aid
an emount of X40,0Oe for teacher-training for the Budget.
That is to say Z4.,000 less that we had to pay in the
It was
Budget of our own money for teacher-training.
done for three years and it has been extended for another
But that is by way of technical assistance,
three years.
by way of an extra help in respect of a particular service,
not by way of running all your economy, in underwriting all
Drawing attention in a
yoer economy.
:hat is one thing.
case of emergency, in a case of difficulty to the Secretary
I will not, of
of State at a particular time, is another.
course, be able to read to you the letter which I wrote
to the Governor for the Secretary of State for many obvious
Then, apart from that, I made a very-long statereasons.
ment of whet we were contributing ourselves because it is
the best guarantee to get help to show that you are doing
your best and not just sitting back and waiting for the
The beginning of
British Government to do it for you.
the letter bears reading because it comes to the point
that I had in mind as far back as January when 1 met the
Secretary of State.
The letter to the Governor says; "As : have previously
informed you, when I'ssw the Secretary of State on the 29th
January prior to our joint meeting with. nr Xiberras:
Dr Cwen asked me before discussing the question of relations
with Spain whether there were any particular problems facing
the Gibraltar Government which I wished to'raise egainr. So- .
in feet he invited me to mention any matters which were not
directly concerned with the subject of our talks the next
day, and that, of caerse, was one of the main reasons for
having a general talk with him, as Chief Minister, and giving
"I said that
him a picture of the situation from Office.
we were in the process of preparing the Budget for 1979/1930 .
and that the .inancial situation was very serious.
I
explained that the effecte of introducing parity were
beginning to make themselves felt and that it woulf, be
necessary for the Government to raise considerable sums to
enaole it to meet its commitments.
I made it clear that I
did not wish eibralter to become grant - aided".
And then I
Then I went to explain
went on to explain the reasons why.
the general outline of the Budget and what-you already know,
'It is in these circumstances that
and then I said:
reluctantly, and regretfully, I am compelled to raise the
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subjeot of possible ad hoc financial azoistnaee from
Should this be fevoerably
Britain qn modest crole.
regarded in principle, I would sugnest that coneiderstion
be given to the possibility of nesisting towards the cost
of the Television Service and that the following might
also be suitable end appropriate ways in which assistance
might be given: Teacher-training and Development X215,000;
Scholarships £215,000; Financial Aid to Youth ze1e,000;
Rents of Privately Owned Accommodation Occupied by
Expatriate Officials - which we have to pay under
That, together with the
technical assistance, £67,000.
general plea - and I said a gzneral plea because I had made
a good case earlier on in the letter aed to him for the
reasons why, apart from the amenities of the public, I
thought it was politically necessary for us to go colour
in Gibraltar, politically necessary if we were not to be
completely brain-washed by our neighbours and knout the
name, not only of every Spanish Minister, :out of his grandAnd ask anybody who the some Secretary in
children!!
England was and you would find out that he did not know,
unless he had been to northern Ireland or something.
So that is the information I can give on the sort of aid,
I am hopeful. I
I have sought. .I have not had a reply.
I think the case
do not know what the attitude will be.
If I had not made it I would have been 'told
is well made.
I think I have chosen
here why had I not gone to 3ngland.
areas in which there is no element of subsidy in running our
affaire but an element in matters in which the Ministry is
particularly interested such as scholarshin's etc., and
That was not
that is why I have asked for teat help.
charity, that was just presenting a serious situation and
asking, in response to a question "What are your problems".
"Well if you want to know what my eroblems are here is one
That is the extent
of them", end I told him at the time.
to which I have aseed the British Government for-help. I
look forward to hearing the reply and I hope it will be
It will not, let me say, and I said so this
beneficial.
morning because I do not want anybody to be under any
misunderstanding, it will not relieve any of the terms
that are included in the Fineries Bill, but it will help us
to make our reserve that. little more healthy so that we can
survive five days instead of three, in accordance with the
machine that the Honoerable and Learned Mr Isola was using
before.
It occurs to me many times when I think about this questioh
of the nature of the reserves, that is that a reserve of
about three months is considered sufficient, I rememberwhen it was five months, or six months when we started in
Of course we need to have
1950, in the good old days.
reasonable reserves, we need to have cash flow and we
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need to have money.
But in any one dny money is owed to
us to the tune cf Lim
" because of the bills for a quarter,
particularly if they do not go out in time., are assets
which are due to us s ^n therefore you need a flow.
But
I often think that things are not so bad that one day
everything is going tc stop coming in and we shall still
have to nay on that same day everything to everybody else.
Tnirqs do not happen like that in life.
But I agree that
you must have a cash flow in order to be able to have the
capital required to run the business.
So that is the
extent to which I have asked the Secretary of State for so
some element of help.
G30 has arisen in two respects; one in respect to the
question of the broadcasting of the proceedings of this
House, there were queues today waiting outside my office
when they heard about this request yesterday, they were
buying extra sets to have them installed in the particular
room they were in because they might miss something that
was
id in this House, some funny remark by one of the
meaebers of any side, for that matter.
But let me remind
Honourable Members of the sequence of events and how I see
them.
I do not know the extent of the discussion held. by
the two members of the Opposition with the GBC, which is
en independent body and can do what it likes, the only
thing it cannot do with is without our money, unfortunately.
We do not put any strings to the subsidy and we will make
Eure that nothing is goir ,, to go into that legislation
which is going to enable anybody to put strings later. We
will make sure of that.

•

Anyhow, following upon the matter being raised in this
House as far back as 1977, it was put to the G3C and the
reply was circulated to all members on 24 May 1977: "In
accordance with my reply to question Zo.204 of 1977 I now
forward herewith a copy of a letter from GBC dated 13 May
1977, together with a copy of its enclosure.
As you will
see from GBC's letter a possible move to alternative
premixes on the advent of ooloar television could create
staff and locatioa problems.
For this reason, and in
view of the. points made by GBC that conversion to colour
will stretch their resources to the limits during 1977 and
later on it would appear desirable to defer farther
consideration for the time being".
In fact the report
states what the cost will be, it would then have been
£4,4O0 which has gone up to £7,000, presumebly, now, and
the General Manager finished up saying " . . . . it must,
however, be stressed that it is extremely probable that
GBC, its staff and resources will be stretched to the
limit, during 1977, when the colour conversion, and that
such an additional service at this tine.could prove to be
an unacceptable burden".

Thnn was followed by a question put by tnc 1.,,iter of the
"Will Govt:rmi ,, n-t ,2,7ree
On'..)ositLon on 1,3 -2.:!ce::.br:
bl'oadwitn *t Cinnositio
I
castints; of the orpee.odins of tns ii3oze of J",sse7r1,-,ly?"
answered: "The .louse will recoil tnat in reply to
cLeotloils204 and 270 I stated, Or.,,eO. on infertA.en
received from G6C, that it would be deairable to
consideration of the question of broadcasting ilve
meetings of the House of Aeeembly until GEO were in a better
The position has become
position to pursue the matter.
more acute because of the work involved in producing colour
television from Wellington Front and the development of
Mercury Houee as one permanent headeuarters of G. who is
currently operating two television stations simulteneously colour and black and white - in overcrowded, ill-adapted
conditions which pose a considerable strain on staff
resources".
Then Mr Xiberras, in supplamenterien, said "Am I to take it
tnat the Chief Minister is not opposed, in principle, to
limited broadcasting of the proceedings of the House of
Assembly and, if he is not, will he not agree that meetings
between members of the House and G30 is the best forum in
which to discuss this?". And' I said: ":sot of this stagP.
The question of the broadcasting Of the proceedings of the
So for what
House is a matter for the :souse as a whole.
tnere have been has been questions end answers and I have
always said that this is a matter for the House as a whole
I on not
to determine an; not fur the Government alone.
against it, but .,: certainty do not think -.het it would be
fruitful or even fair on 'the 'overworked staff of fns 030
at this stage to have those discussions so long as they
are concerned with the broadcasting in colour and black and
white and the normal routine of radio etc., in cramped
And now, when the work starts et Mercury House,
spaces.
ken
with the transitional period of having the equipment
I do not exclude the possibility
over to Mercury House.
at all, except that I do not think it is fair to them at
this stage";
"The Cnief
has
Then another supplementary:
already made some enquiries of GI3C on tnis metter and since
it takes rather a long time to get those e:eehange oetually
carried out and since he io not in orinciple ar5ainst the
idea, would it not be a good Inino to give 030 sufficient
time to produce some sort of indication es to how oh1
might be done in Mercury House once trio problem of colour
I said: "Yes, I can certainly put them on
is over?".
notice that as soon as they are relieved from their
;resent overworked and difficult conditions we shall go to
the charge on that".
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So that is my view on the broadcasting of proceedings,•
subject to a general debate and subject to suitable
conditions of the extent of time and manner of doing it,
etc.
I am not against it but I am not in favour of it
at this stage because I think if we are to start this
service we ought to start it properly.
I do not think it
is fair on them to start.it when they say that they are
over-strained and over-stretched.
That is a point on the
GB C.
MR SPEAKER •
Will the Honourable the Chief Minister be long?
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Yes, I think I shall take another half an hour.
YR S2LkEER
Then. perhaps we might recess until tomorrow morning.
HON CHDIU MINISTER
Yes, Mr Speaker, it would certainly make it easier and
shorter for me if I had en opportunity to put my material
in order for tomorrow morning.
MR SPEAKER
Very well. Then we will recess until tomorrow morning at
10.30 o'clock.
The house recessed at 6.00 p.m.
THURSDAY THE 19TH APRIL, 1979.

the Bill.

HON CHIEF MINISTER
Thank you Mr Speaker.
I thought when I finished my intervention yesterday that
I had dealt with all the substantive points that nsd been
raised by the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition but
looking through my notes I find that there was one point
that was not dealt with, and I mean specific points, I was
not attempting to reply to his electioneerinE part of the
The point that he was still ewaiting the result
speech.
of was the staff inspection of which nothing had been
I would remind the Honourable
heard in this House.
Member that In respect of the only part of the Staff
Inspection which recommeeded chenees of substance in the
Secretariat I made a detailed statement on the session of
26 June 1978, in which I outlined the changes thst were
I will not repeat
going to take place in the Secretariat.
it, of course, I will just outline how it was going to be
changed in order to share the responsibility and relieve
the considerable responsibility in the heads of the
This is from page 107 and his
Administrative Secretary.
•
reply, and in fact it was the only-place in which he
intervened, and there was really no debate on it, it was
just a statement, was: "Mr Cnairesn, listening to a major
statement such as this from the Chief :!..inister illustrates
We have not even got a copy of that
our difficulty.
statement, but in general terms, Mr Chairman, we have
.always known, my colleague perhaps much better than myself
from his experience as Chief Minister, that the
Administrative Secretary had been grossly over-burdened
So that really was the only major
for many years".
change in the staff inspection which has been made and
which required a statement to the House because it
involved the employment of a considerable number of
officers.

•

HON M XIBERRAS
I thank the Honourable Member for giving way.

The House resumed at 10.50 a.m.

When we recessed yesterday, the Honourable the Chief
Minister held the floor replying to fhe Second Reading of
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I wanted to know in fact the number of changes, or the
I think the numbers'are
numbers effected by the changes.
43, 11 and. 15 at SO level, but the principle which I was
trying to draw attention to which, I did also in respect of
GHC, is that the Opposition should know what the final
result is even though the Government is committed to
accepting this, what the results of staff inspection are.
365.
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We should be informed fully.
On that occasion that the
Chief Minister is talking about, certainly we accepted
that and : called it a major statement, but this principle
should apply equally to other parts of the Estimatesi.
HON CHIEF MINISTER

I

Apart from the fact that it has not yet finished I do not
think that there is an obligation to come to the House and I want to be suite clearly understood on this - to
inform the House of the results of any day-to-day changes
brought about by staff inspection.
When the exercise is
finished it would be proper of course to give the result
of staff inspection, for example that there have been 25
posts elimiasted and 36 created.
That is the sort of
thing that we would be able to do.
But as I am reminded by my Honourable Friend, staff
inspection is still proceeding.
HON M XIBERRAS
I am grateful to the Honourable Member for giving way again.
'Ine note I have here is that there are 48 EOs; 23 HE0s;
11 SE3s affected by the Staff Inspection.
That is the
information that I have.

number of price job contracts which showed that we were
trying to get the best out of the money that is seent in
public works.
That it exists all along the line is, of course, quite
That it is always successful is s different
obvious.
The chain of command is sometites very long and
matter.
it is very difficult to inbue into the people from the top
down to the very bottom the measures that would allow that.
respect of the efficiency deal which has been settled
Mr canepa also gave details of areas in which considerable
savings had been obtained by doing away with demarcation
lines, mates: for masons and things like tnet, which
incidentally has the other effect of it net being possible
to have prodUctivity agreements proper if these things are
going on.
I had a few words to say about Mr Boesano'a intervention.
I know that he hes not been well and that is why he has not
been in the House, and I propose to leave these to later
if
on in my intervention in the hope that he may come.
not I will have my say just the same because I am very
intrigued about his solution to the economy of Gibraltar
He does not want to
watch he seems to keep to hiMself.
snare in the committee and perhaPs I might invite him to
Aaynow I will leave that
give us a glimmer of what it is.
I am taking the soeskers in the order in
towards the end.
which they came in the hope that he may be better this
morning and at least he may listen to it even though I mcy
not ellicit from him the information Dwant.

HON CHIEF MINISTER
hat may well be, but we have not even reached that
because some people are not even yet in post.
We are
getting a new structure and this• is a matter of movement.
As, Mr Speaker, you know in your other capacity, it was not.
a few weeks ago that the bulk of the changes arising out
of staff inspection were allotted the promotion of .O's.
So we are not yet finished.
Anyhow, as we go along in the consideration of the detailed
estimates, questions can be put.
It is all there because
the old establishment is shown there and when there is an
increase it Will be explained whether it is es a result of
staff inspection or not.
I know that a lot has been said about cost-consciousness.
I spoke about it last year and my colleague Mr Canepa made
a great detailed explanation yesterday of the areas in which
expenses were being involved, the details in which the
matter had been done, and Mr Featherstone, explained a
366.

I come to the intervention of Mr Resteno who, having had
the opportunity of the evening adjournment, came out with
a detailed prepared statement, the same as I have done
Arid to deal with
today except that I have only got notes.
one or two matters because I have to reply to matters which
he has dealt with and on which the responsible Minister has
already spoken, and the first one is the question of the
Water Committee.
I em not
I asked my colleague for a note on this matter.
I know that the
going to go into great detail about it.
waste of water and the lack of syncronisation between one
billing and the issuing and the amount of water in stock
has been the subject of difficulty for ...any years, even in
the time of the City Council, but in this case, when the
suggestion of a committee was responded to by myself endothers on the opposite Side, the committee was formed.
Allegations had been made against the Minister of Public
Works, about this and I am informed that after some meetin ;s a draft report was made by the Chairman and was

.
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circulated to ell member-.
Comments were invited but
these ';eee not forthcoming althengh a time limit was
The reason for the comments not
given for the comments.
coming, according to my information, wer at the
oppoeition members had said that until the district checks
over all districts for several months were tabled they
They were told at
woalcl net be sole to aeree to a report.
time that the Water Department had neither the staff nor
One area was
the time to colete all these statistics.
promised when the time and the men could be devoted fee it since at the time they were fully committed on the deep
This check has just been completed.
drilling project.
Despite the fact that members opted to leeve the
Committee, the inquiry that has been initiated by the first
chece and others will continue and the Minister will in due
coursarepore to the House the results of his enquiries on
the 'wastage and to see whether the wastage can be brought
nearer to a reasonable figure, because all water systems,
as nas been said many times, have to account for a loss in
water that is not accountable in the meters theeeeh
And how much more is an
acceehtable'in the reservoirs.
old, and when I say old I do not meen-that because it is
old it is liable to more losses, but because there are
many mains which are old and have not been replaced for 40/
50 years there are the more re:mesons, and because the
connections are :each more elaborate because of the rock and
the verioez differences in levels etc., at which pipes and
mains are installed, are more likely to have losses which
Despite the fact
cannot be accounted for in the maina.
tact members did net wish to participate in the committee
tne Government has got a responsibility to look into this
and it will be looked at. When the enquiries are
completed the Minister will report to the House and to the
public accordingly.
Tnere is one aspect of Yr Reztano's intervention which I
thought me dealt with most unfairly, and I would say almost
mischievously, and that is the question of Mercury House.
He cnose to read mainly from the letter that he had written.
He did not choose to go to the core of the conflict which
had arisen or the misunderstanding which had been made
public, and that is that in this case it was a consultant
who had been asked to carry out the work, and that according
to tne consultant's own rules of the Royal Institute of
Prieieh Architects, weicn when a consultant is instructed
with the work, he is responsible for the obtaining of
tenders.
It is true that Yr Reste.no slid that in respect
of the main contracts the' six scheduled contractors had
been approached, and he did not lay much stress on that
to some extent, although this was the beginning of the
correspondence, hut he chose not to read that part of the
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communique - Oh! and the other thing is thet whereas
consultants, and leis nine been the case with consultants
who had been enj,nged• for big lobs, do their own tendering
for sub-contraeting, etc., the procedures for tendering are
internal procedures, they are not pert of the lows of
Gibraltar, they are internal regulations and, therefore,
prima facie, only apply to the people ineide the
To officers who are subject to Government.
Government.
Therefore, without it being brought to the notice of the
consultant, he was not to know of the detailed procedures
This is
that have to be followed in this respect.
precisely where - The Leader of the Opposition can haw,
haw and hum, hura all the morning like he did yesterday, but
that is a fact and this is quire closely in the communique:
"Because Public Works Deparement staff were eneaeed in
Development Programme work the Government appointed
Mr Ronald Chapman as Consultant Architect to the Mercury
House project in order to expedite the-provision of the new
As a consultant Mr Chapman is not himself
GBC studios.
bound by the Government regulations, nor indeed was he aware
at the time, and his acted on this matter on instrections
Procedures
given to him by the Public Works Department.
were incorrectly agreed by the officer dealing with tender
issues on behalf of the Director of Publia Works, and
although these arrangements were entirely in conformity
with the practice approved by the Royal Institute of
British Architects they did not meet the Government's own
Yr Chapman's
regulations requiring publication of notices.
attent i on was not drawn to these regulati,cns nor wpb he
requested to act in accordance with its requirements". This
is the Government's statement which had to be issued in
That there was e misorder to put the position right.
understanding between one of the officers with whom
:Le Chapman was rightly instructed to be in touch, because
it was a Government contract, that there was a misunderChnDman
atending as to how the matter waz done and
thought, in all good faith, that he was acting in accordance with the procedures he had agreed with the officer in
charge of this in the Public Works Department was
unfortunately a misunderstanding, end Mr Receano spent,
apart from his many letters, was invited to attend and to be
shown what had happened in this case and spent two hours in
It
tae Department and all the papers were shown to him.
looked at the time, itecertainly looked to Mr Chepmen who
was the man, apart from the Government who was interested
in making sure that the procedures were complied with and
put the matter straight after this matter was discovered',
It was also very important for 1,:r Chapman, who is a rellow
of the Royal Institute of British Architects, that nothing
that had been said on television by the Honoexable Member
or in any art of the correspondence, should reflect on his
integrity as an architect, and so we issued this communique
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in order to put the matter straight because it was unfa'ir
that Y.r Chapman should suffer any prejudice as a result of
this.
That is why the communique ^l
"The Tende,
3oard P:7ooedures must be followed and steps ere being
:he Government wish
-.aken to regularise the position.
to make it clear that Mr Chapman has acted et all times
in accordance with the professionsl standards of a •
consultant.
The present situation has arisen through an
administrative error as a result of which the Government
regulations wore not brought to Yr Chapman's attention and .
as soon as the matter came to light it was decided that
immediate action should be taken to ensure that the
regulations were complied with in full." Poor Mr Chapman
after all that had been done to put his position right
and after explaining ell the position in an attempt to
show that everythira, was correct at a two-hour meeting with
Mr Restano, he wrote a note in which he said: "The twohour meetirc, with Mr Restano was, I hope, also a success
at any rate he seemed to agree with most that was said".
Perhaps he may have given the impression to Mr Chapman
that he agreed.
Perhaps he agreed when he said yesterday
at the end of has intervention that he was making no
allegations against anybody end that nothing devious had
been done.
In fact the Government has done everything
possible to co--eaa the error which has been explained to
Mr Restano and welch is too detailed and too small in a
way to be discussed here about . instructions in a letter
and a tick here and tick there.
But after saying ell that'
he finished up by asking for an enquiry!
So how can he
say that nothing devious has been done, he has seen everything and then he asks for an enquiry? Anyhow, that is
haw Members of the Opposition react to the good intentions
and attempts on the part of the Government and its
officers to explain matters to them in a rational way. But
if of course you are interested in keeping the pot boiling
and trying to keep matters as if things were being done
wrongly, then no amount of explanations will satisfy them
when the time comes and it suits them to make allegations
and to ask for enquiries.
In so far as the contract was concerned it was put out to
tender again.
In so far es one of the sub-contracts which
had been dealt with by the. consultant is being pat out to
tender again and the other one which had been put out by
tne cohaultent in accordance with the practice and in
aocordann2 with the rules of the RIB:; when this matter was
broues-ht to his notice, the tender for the other part of
the contract, which is the air-condiiioning, about which
some important firms had been approached by the
consultants, in accordance with consultants practice not
Government practice, again, as far as we are concerned, we
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are not interested, we are cutting them out to tender
I am pleased to say that from the very be.7.inning
again.
1 took a particular interest and made the ocint to say
I can esenra this "eonse
that they should go out to tender.
personally. that because I had given an undertaking to the
kj.onourable. and Gallant Major Peliza that the tendering for
the air conditioning was going to be put out to tender, and
he expressed an interest and I gave him en undertaking, at
every stage that I had anything to deal with this matter,
I had reminded everybody concerned that I hod given that
Despite
undertaking and that it had to be carried out.
the fact that this was not done in that sense,.thongh it
has been done know, I understand that the firm to which the
Honourable Member was then referring had been one of those
who had been approached by the consultants and had
Tnst is the story.
expressed no interest in tendering.
HON =JCR R J PELIZA
It
If the Honourable the Chief Minister will give way.
will show that I did not do it precisely for my own firm
but to make sure that it did go for tendering for something
that I had heard before it happened.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
The only
I accept, it.
Yes, I entirely accept that.
thing is that it did trigger in my mind all the time the
fact that I had given this undertaaing and I had made it
The point is that the language of a
very clear.
the
consultant is one thing and the lsaeuage
When I said to Mr Chapman, make
Government is another.
sure that everybody has en opportunity, and, particularly,
I have given an undertaking in the House", he was doing it
his way, not the way of the Government, and his own way is
Inc understendinn
different to the way of the Government.
was that his own way and that of the Government were
When this was discovered end reconciled we went
different.
the way of the Government because the Government pays and
the Government has got the right to decide how it has to be •
In the process,.of course, there was the interdone.
vention of Mr Restano on television and a statement to which
Mr Chapman took objection because it looked es if it
In fact he had also acted in perfectly
reflected.on him.
good faith but due to e misunderstanding, the details of
,which are known to Mr Restano, there is nothing secret
A misabout them, they are not worth looking into now.
understanding between a high official in the Public Works
Department-and Mr Chapman, that was all.
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HON M :ILBERRAS
Mr Speaker, I would like to ask the Chief 1,:inister whether
he is aware, as 1,:r Restano has made me aware, that in a
number of contracts in which architects have been involved,
the same procedure was employed, including the Victoria
Stadium Sports Hall.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Of course, if they
I am not saying either yes or no.
Let me tell the Honourable
were done 'they were done.
Member that if he is talkirg about the Victoria Stadium by
Now
that time the usual procedures were usual procedures.
we have regulations which are mach more binding, which are
internal regulations .:.rich were not brought to the notice
That is, I think, all I have to do with
of Mr Chapman.
Mr Restano.

I would like to make a few remarks on Mr Isola 's
interesting and'prooerly researched intervention to which
But I think they were.
I listened with great interest.
ecually and ably answered by Mr Canepa with actual figures
of expenditure, in particular in the cost of the general
services and the extent to which we have improved Social
Security, Supplementary Benefits, Elderly Persons' Pensions,
the cost of the Medical and Health Services, the cost of
education, the consumer protection; all these good services
This
that Gibraltar enjoys and which it has to pay for.
is the knub of the whole question: that it has to pay for.
I shall deal with the intervention of Mr Bossano; and. I
And that is that
shall repeat ".hies to him when hE comes.
He had criticisms for
he made a serious contribution.
For the Leader of the Opposition
both sides of the House.
and for the Government, end I Would not expect him to do
He is isolated, so everybody else is the
otheivise.
He
culorit end, therefore, I can understand his position.
said he knows how to run Gibraltar and that is why he would
He said it as bluntly as
not agree with the proposals.
I do not know whether he was being facetious or
that.
But he did say later on,
whether he was being serious.
when he said he did not want to serve on the Committee,
that he had ideas and he would be prepared to give the
That if they
benefit of his advice to the Committee.
were good ideas he did not want to claim any credit for
them, be only wanted them for the good of Gibraltar.
thick one should be very grateful for this so long as he
I think he should
produces the ideas or the goods.
I do
I am sure they cannot •be a secret.
disclose them.

not think he can be keepirb a secret on how to run Gibraltar
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well for so long if he thinks it is beira7 run badly.
:-!g!
uhould come for::ard as a ::.ember of this ;louse and say hwere
we are going wrong.
If he wants to
his information
to me in secret I can put it into effect end if he does
not want to take an: credit for it I shall not say that it
I speak of the
was he who gave me the information.
formula for the economy of Gibraltv,of which he has often
spoken.
But if it is an economists formula, and I say
this with deference'to all economists, it will have to be
Because
carefully looked at by other economists.
Economics is not a precise soicace and it io one
particular science in which most economists differ one
from another.
The that as it may, in so far as study for long—term
planning in Gibraltar is concerned, of which we have had
several, we are, as was disclosed in the press the other
day and we have arranged for this a loh,c; time ego, we are
now in the proces.; of having a lots:;—tal i. study of the
economy of Gibraltar made by the institute of 77economiO
Research, University College of North Wales, and financed
It will, of
by the Ministry of Overseas Development.
course, vary much depend on whether they can get all the
But still, even
figures in time for their research.
though we have this Research Unit doing the work, we
for
would like to know the secret of Y.:. 302sano's formula u
It might even be helpful to the Research ni t,.
Gibraltar.
who knows.
Mr Speaker, we have heard all sorts of criticism in the
course of the general debate, some were more responsible
It is right and proper thet we should be
than others.
It is right and proper that there should be
criticised.
an Opposition to keep a watch on the actions of the
It is not true that for reasons which were
Government.
not in our power but which were in the hands of other
We
people, our majority has increased from one to five.
We know that in
are not arrogant because of that.
matters of this nature we always have a majority, other—
wise we would not be in elide, but as the world e,,,h,my
is today all Governments have got big economic problems to
There are many big problems,
grapple with all the time.
much bigger than ours for which economists or politicians
We have our own particular
have not found the answer yet.
We have no netural resources, no natural
problems.
We have
wealth except the gold mine that never worked.
We have
one benefit which other countries have not got.
riot got the plague of unemployment, and that is something
which, particularly people who have been recently across
the way and have been through the neart of the 'country in
Andalucia, have come back with the dreadful impression of
people standing all day round the plazas in the small towns.
I do not tnink that that can
of Andalucia without work.
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be anything more debasingfor a human being than not to be
Fortunately, we are not burdened
able to earn his livirs7.
We have other problems instead.
with that.
We have a reasonable standard of living and we have all the
freedom that many people have given their lives for. We
have got them, with a bit of a straggle, but we. have them,
Our people generally live well, end
end we enjoy them.
may they do so for a long time and preferably better than
But if we have to make a few sacrifices
they do now.
here and there to maintain the principles we have held and
which we still hold, then I do not think that what we have
proposed to this House is too high .a price.
Thank you, Kr Speaker.
Y.R SPEAZER
I will new call on the Financial end Development Secretary
to wind up the debate with his reply to the Second Reading
of tne
HON FIJANCIAL AND DEVELOPI:ENT SECRETARY
IL= Speaker, Sir, this general debate has not given rise to
very much which seems to, me to call foe. a reply on my part.
The first
I was, however asked three specific questions.
was by the Honourable L:r 3ossano, and it is with regret
that I hear that his absence from the Chamber this morning
But knowing him as I do I
is due to his indisposition.
am aosolutely confif.ent that the answer that I em going to
I know that he reads
give he will read in the Hansards.
tne .__..wards word—for—word!
He asked me, 1..:r Speaker, whether the estimates the
Government has made of the income tax yield for 1979/80
included any allowance for a pay review increase for 1979
The answer is that it
in reanect of the private sector.
Ar=eit does not because I believe that the
does not.
orivate sector aettlod in a series of agreements spread
I am not surf. which group settled
over en extended time.
at wnat particular time of the year but certainly there is
no one single comprehensive settlement such as is the case
with the public sector, and, therefore, it is extremely
----d-ifficult to make any kind of estimate of what the effect
would be on income tax in the forthcoming year of
settlements which are yet to be reached in the private
:.moreover, I think it would be an unwise and
sector.
unrealistic assumption to assume that whatever figure is
eventually settled on for the private sector would
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necessarily apply to all carts of toe private sector. So
for that reason the estimate of income tax receipts shown
in the Revenue:sti=ates for the year do not make any
allowance to 'llaat undoubtedly will be increases in toe
private sector wages in the course of the year.
The other specific questions, which I think it was the
Honourable i.r Reston° asked me, was his mistification — if
that is the right word — as to why the Revised Estimate
for Revenue from Customs Duty did not reach the cria:inal
And he pointed out that as I myself
estimated figure.
stated in my etatement 1978/1979 was a bumper year for
the import of such expensive thins as motor cars end
voell, of course he overlooked the fact
television sets.
gnat the estimate tot we made took into account what we
thought a year ago would be the effect of the parity
settlement, inclusive of retrospection, on the total year
from iadireot taxation.
But in foot there wns an
increase, because what he has to compare is that the
import Duties in 1977/78, the actual amount collected was. £3.2n but in 1978/79 it was £3.em end in fact the revenue
that we received from motor cars as between 1977/73, the
actual duty received, increased by over £800,000.
On
the other hand there were some surprising reductions as
between one year and toe other which accounts for the fact
that overall the Revised Estimates for the year did no;
come up to the original estimate. • For example the value
of clothing and textiles, which was imported in 1977/73
was over £4,J00,000, the value in 197$ wos only £3,700,003.
E:o there was e drop in value of clothing and textiles
imported as between one year and another, and there was
therefore-a considerable drop in the revenue from Customs
Duty received.
Aad I must now go back and with apologies
to hr Lossano as I saw him write the figure down and I must
put him right.
L:otor cars.
It is the question of the value of motor
cars, not the duty:
Co I will give him the firares.
In
1977/78 the value of motor vehicles and spares imported
was £1,700,030; in 1978/79 it was £2,530,000. There is a
question of a drop in value not in the yield, but obviously
the yield came down as well, and there were one or two
other areas which one. year compared with another sowed a
considerable drop: carpets and linoleum for example;
furniture;. binoculars end telescopes.
Co that accolints
for the fact that although there was a very sisnificaat
increase in the number of motor vehicles imported, and
hence the duty collected on them, together with television
sets, there were other items which for one reason or
another,, which I do not know, showed a surprising drop.
;,rd consequently at ;he end of the year, as we have seen,
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the revenue collections from import duties did not make
the originel estivate.
Now, ler Speaker, tnere are one or two general observations
teat I would like to make on matters which have been
And the first one relates
raised on the general debate.
to the imput-output study which the Chief Minister has
referred to and wriich the Honourable Mr Bossano referred
to, and which was fully covered, I believe, in an article
Now, ier Bcssaao was
in tte daily paper a few days ago.
perfectly correct in saying that this is a most important
study, because it is all very well for us to bandy around
figures in this House of the contribution which, for
example, the tourist iedestry makes to the economy of
Gibraltar, or wnich the Port makes for the economy of
We put figures on them. But those figures
Gibraltar.
are at best merely estimates.
They are not based on any
kind of statistical or in depth economic study of the real
coatribieion that Tourism or the Port, to use the example
moreover, if
that I have mentioned, make to the economy.
we are considering investment in one or other of the many
sectors of the economy, we do not know, end we have no
means of telllre at tae moment, the effect which that
investment or development is going to make to that sector,
and even more important, to other related sectors.
In order to produce the study which is now on-gotng, itrecueres a collection of a great deal of statistical
records, from not only the Government, bet even more
And if the study is to
particularly the private seetor..
be done, and if it is to be as comprehensive end complete
es we would want it to be, and as it deserves to be, then
it does require the full co-dperation of all sectors'of
And I, theretne economy to produce the neceseaey data.
fore, would hope that with Ur Bossano's'obvious sympathy
for this kind of study, he will make it generally known
that he can see as en economist the advantages which.will
De derived from it, end I would say that I would sincerely.
hope teat the .Government, which has instigated the study,
will. receive the fullest possible co-operation from everybody arid that I hope there is no one sector, or no small
group of sectors, which adopt any kind of dog-in-the-manger
attitude to requests for. statistical date on the part of the
Research Unit which is doing the job.
Now, my Honourable and Learned Friend, Peter lsela, end I
hope he is listening in the Anee-Chemter, said that he
regarded increases in Public Utility Charges es revenue
raising.
I am afraid I do not agree with him. I am
afraid I just cannot agree with him in the context in
wnich he was using it.
Clearly a Public Utility •
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Authority or Public Utility Body welch reises its ceerees
'.s obviously revenue rnisine, bne the point is• that tee
revenue which is derived free ell nu:elle btility Ceerfnes
in Gibraltar does not go Into the Consolidated eued at all,
and does not itself affect the Concolidneed Fund Balance.
What affects she Consolidated rend Balance is a purely
political decision on the pert of the Government of the day
as to what to do with the deficit thet e short-fall in
revenue produces on the Pands of the Auehorityor the
Now, that is cuite a different
Undertaking concerned.
Theoretically, each of those Punds could
matter.
The
continue to be in growing and progressine deficit.
The
Consolidated Fund itself would not be affected.
Cash flow certainly
figures shown in the book would.
would be, but the figures shown in the financiel statement
of the Consolidated Fund would not itself be affected by
increase in deficits in the individual .1-nines of the Uneerit is only because for obvious reasons the
taking.
Government cannot permit the funds to run increasing in
deficit that something has got to be done about it.
either, as I have said, on the basis of a political
decision the tax payer has got to subvert the eethority
or the Undertaking itself has got to increase its funds.
Now, that is the first point I want to get across.
The second point I want to get ac foss is much more general,
and that is on the general question of subsidisation.
Now, it seems to me that the way ply Honourable and Learned
Freend was arguing was that he thought* it was a thoroughly
bad thine thee consumers of electricity, co: zumers of water,
users of telephones should pay the full cost of the
I way have completely misunderservices that they use.
stood him, in which case I will apologise, but it does
not affect the main point that I want to lecke, and that is
that across-the-board subsidies to the consumer services
are inequitable, because it means, to use another
illustration, that a person who is not connected to the
main supply of water, and who relies entirely on rain
water storage, is paying ehrough taxation of one kind or
another for those who are on the nein supply and are riot
paying what it costs for each gallon of water they coesume.
It is totally discriminatory and obviously the best form •
of subsidisation, if eebsidiseeion there has to be, is that
the Undertakings themselves should pay for themselves.
That consumers should be billed with the full cost of the
commodity, what it costs to produce the commodity that
teej are using, but that those who ere in need of
assistance to meet those bills on tee basis of their
income, on the basis of their earnings, should be helped.
eow that means that you are subsidi.sing those who need to be subsidised, and not those who do not need to be
subsidised.

.
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lote, just a word about development plennieg, end that was
3o sang touched.
another subject which the Eenourable
{C ne, as I hsve heard it in the House, often made the •
Point~that if the Government had not made contributions to
tne Improvement end Development Fund over the years look at
Well, of course
all the money it would now have left.
that in arishmetleal'eermo is true, but one must not forget
that unail the current :Oevelopment Programme a great deal
of the Goveenment capital work was of a very Minor nature
on the one hand end on the other hand certainly until the
1975/80 Programme was developed there was a concept in
Gibraltar that the cepital. programme in the first place
had nothing whatooever to doevith the recurrent activities
You remember, :,:embers of -the House may
of the Government.
•
recall, that i made the point very strongly when I
introduced the new, which is no longer new, but the revised
I made the point that
Public Finance Control Ordinance.
the previoos Ordinance did not recognise that there was
any existence between development on he one hand. end the
recurrent activities of the Government on the other.
There was also, it seemed to me, a cencept that the
Deveeenmeet Programme was purely tha - aid programme, which
Hut it was not until we had the .
of course 'it is not.
1975/1980 programme that one began to ae* a more
comprehensive approach to capital development, part of
wnicn would be dependent upon the grants of United Kingdom
Aid, the other part would be dependant open the
contrioutions actually made by Gibraltar.
::cw, the 1980/81. programme, which is reflected in the
estimate wnic? are befere the House, called for the raising
of £1.9 million to finance those projects which ere truly
dependent on our own researce. But in addition to that,
there will be another £330,000 to be provided from our own
resoureee to meet toe Government's log commitment for the
majer aided project, making a total in round figures of
£2.3 million wnich 2 gave in my statement.
I:ow, next year on the basis of the estimate of the
Imerovement and Development ?tend the Gibraltar Government
will have to find another £1.7 million to complete those
prejee;e: wnich ere its own commitment in the current
pregramme, .together with £670,000 for the 100 commitment to
So that all together one is talking
ODM funded projects.
about anotner, in round figures, £2.2 or 2.3 million of
money which Inie Government has got to raise, it hes got
to find it from somewhere.
wantto make two pointa about thiese_ The first is that
tele ability to raise the money on. the London market
depends cuite substantially on the overall financial

wen: to
viability of Gibraltar; and the second point
ranks is that there is obviously a liMit to the amount of
money which the Government cen reiee and can :Pittance. If
we take the two yearo together we ere talkine about a sum
Obviously it depends entirely
of roughly Zei million.
on the terms noon which that money hes been borrowed. It
would be unwise I tnink to assume trait because we have managed to get extremely fnvouruble terms in relation to
the £2.5m. that we borrowed this year, namely a threeyear moratorium on the actual reneyment of capital spread
over fifteen years, it would be imnrudent, in my view, to
consider necessarily that when we e.r, to the market next
year to meet the bdrrowing requirement that we should get
So, roughly epenking, one is loakin:e at
the same terms.
Zeim, today's interest rate anywhere round 10!- -/11-4, so
that means an annual interest reeayment of nearly over
.Chm, not to mention the capital repayment, if one doe s not
So the re is
succeed in getting any kind of moratorium.
clearly a limit to the extent to which the Govermeent'ean
Therefore,
raise money and finance and service it.
merely give these figures as indication.
I notice that the Honeurable Leader of the Opposition took
I would ask him to regard taem as purely
them down.
Trey are not actual ceet-iron
indicative at the moment.
estimates, they are purely indicative sad, of coarse, the
amouat of money which the Government hes to borrow next
year clearly will. depend upon the nrorress it makes on
those projects which it is finencing wholly from Its own
resources.
My last general observation has been fully dealt with by
the honourable and Learned Chief TOinioter, but there ere a
couple of things I want to soy about it - Groat-in-nib,
First and foremost I entirely endorse what
Budgetary Aid.
Once a country or e denendent
the Chief Minister said.
territory gets into the situation where it has to receive
Hodgetery Aid, make no mistake aboet it, it iosee central
I shall obviously be
over its own financial affairs.
stretching an analogy rather a long way but Honourable
1J-embers will recall, I think it 'was in 1977, the UK
Government had to go to the internationel Monetary Fund
The UK Gevernment hod to Co
end what happened?
.t'und told it
effectively whet the international Monetary.
to do, end that is what happens in Budgetary Aid.
Make
no mistake about it.
Prom an administrative paint of view it is even wor=e
because the estimates of the year are examined with a finetootn-Oomb in London before they are ever introduced in the
house. And when I say a fine-tooth-comb, I mean a fine-
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HON M XIBERRAC
And unless the rules have been changed there
tooth-comb.
is yet another disadvantage, and that is that every penny
of new revenue which '.he Government decides to raise goes
to reduce the amount of 3ude.etary Aid and it f.a not
The rules may have been
availaole for any new services.
changed since I last had anything to do with it but that
That if your estimates
is certainly how it used to be.
were approved on the basis of a grant of Llm, and the
Government decided that it was to raise Customs duty to
produce another Zim, that merely meant that the.grant-inaid was cut back from Zlm to Zim.
So you got no benefit
Now, the rules may have changed but certainly
from it.
that was-so until fol:r years ago.

HON M XIBERRAS
I am grateful to the Honourable Member for giving way. The
point about the debate on grant-in-aid or Euds7etary Aid or
grant-aided state, I think many members have used the
phrase loosely-, is basically that my colleagues and I do
not disagree with the steps taken by the Chief Minister as
In the context of
outlined subsequent to his statement.
the 1974 debate in connection with the increased price of
oil, the phrase again was used loosely "budgetary aid". If
the Honourable Member refers to that particular debate he
will find that what the Opposition was seeking at that time
Whether one calls that
was aid for items in the budget.
budgetary Aid or otherwise is a different question end our
critfcism of the Cnief Minister was that he rejected that
We are not
at that time but that he has done this now.
quarreling about the definitions or the consequences of
Budgetary Aid as opposed to grant-aided state or temporary
We are not quarreling about
loan with conditions.
definitions.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
- natter because this
If I may intervene just to clear one .
is very important.
I never suggested in the course of
my intervention yesterday at ell that when I was requested
to ask for money for the electricity I was being asked to
All I said
I never suggested that.
become grant-aided.
was that there should be nothing wrong in my doing what
I have done this time since at that time 1 was being urged
by the Opposition to do exactly the same and I refused to
do it because the circumstances were different; our
finances were better off; because it was a burden which
everybody was suffering at the time in the world; and
because we were about to enter into economic talks and I
thought it might prejudice them
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I am trying to make clear that we are not cuerreling about
definitions, we are just questioning the Chief Minister's
consistency. in the matter.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
I do not think that it would be very realistic just to
assume in Gibraltar's case that Her Majesty's Government
would even be prepared to consider grant-in-aid, or as
more euphemistically described by the Honourable the
Leader of the Opposition, a permanent and economic link
for a community with a GM? per capita of something of the
o:7d:r of X3,000, which is the international standard of
ineesurement; ,oarity of wages with the UK; full
unemployment, overfull unemployment you might like to say
considering the non-Gibraltarians who work here; eic7; at
the raze of V. per head per week, or at least it is between
£2.7 and A:4 per head per week depending upon which
population base you chose to use; a high end progressive
level of social services end benefits; sebsidisetion of
I think it.would be, as I say,
water and housing.
realistic to assume that Her Majesty's Government faced
with such a request, would indeed agree to it, and I think
it would be much more likely in my view, end it is a
personal view entirely, that they would be much more
likely to turn round and say cut your coat according to
your cloth.
Mr Speaker, I have felt that it was necessary to say that
because I detected in various remerks which.hnve been made
end bandied about budgetary aid, permanent economic link,
budgetary assistance, assistance for this, that end the
other, guarantee of parity and all these other thires,
that perhaps there is an impression that we should accept
the consequences and it should be given: - I do not think
that is so at all, and I think that it would be very
unwise indeed for anybody to assume that because our
budget is proving very tight, and possibly it might get
tighter in the future, that there is a gap between our
revenue and our expenditure, that anybody else is going to
step in and fill it.
Thank you Mr Speaker.

Mr Speaker then put the question, and on a vote being
lei:7.6n, the following Honourable Members voted in favour:
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The Honourable I Abecasis.
mhe Honourable A 7 Canepa
The Honourable Major 2 J Dellipiahi
Th. Honourable M is Featherstone
The Honourable .Sir Joshua Hassan
The Honourable A P Mohtegriffo
The Honourable A w Serfaty
The Honourable Dr R G Valarino
The Honourable H J Zammitt
'7!he Honourable D Hull
The Honourable A Collings
The following Honourable ''
..:embers abstained:
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G 2 Restano
•
M Xiberras.

The icllowing Honourable Members were absent from the
Chamber:
The Honourable J Bossano
The Honourable J 3 Perez

14
.ead

'.:(lucEttion, Personal T3moluments

HON M XIBERRAS'
There are one or two questions on Personal Emoluments,
The first is the training of teachers
Mr Chairman.
Could I ask about the teacher/pupil ratio in
programme.
schools over-all.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
The average is about one teacher to twenty three students.
HON M XIBERRAS
Could the Minister say whether there is a marked differenae
between different types of school, infant, middle etc?

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
No, the only major difference would be in the Handicapped
Children's School, where the ratio is far higher, four
children per teacher.

The Bill was read a second time.
HON M XIBERRAS
CO=ITTEE STAGE

It is not lower in the Comprehensives, at secondary level
generally? Is tne ratio lower in the secondary schools
as R whole?

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
•Mr Speaker, I beg to move that, this House should resolve
itself into Committee to consider the Appropriation (1979/
eo) Bill, 1979,. oleuse by clause.
Tnis was agreed to and the House went into Committee.

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANT
Yes.
HON M Xi.o.ERRAS
Does the Minister have en idea what the ratio is there?

THE APPROPRIATION (1979/30) -BILL, 1979.
Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

HON MAJOR F J DELLITIAN/
1 to 23.

Heads 1 and 2 were agreed to.
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HON M XIBERRAS
I would venture to suggest, that would not in fact be the
It is not a matter that requires urgency, but
case.
would the Minister find out please.

against the expenditure of money on social services. What
we object to, in fact, is the westege of money
unproductively and, therefore, I would like to ask ehe
Minister for Edecateon whether this increase of £3,600 on
a revised estimate of Z120,400 will reoreseat enough of an
increase to meet the cost of inflation or if there has been.
any cutback in the rate of supplying or replacing books?

hel MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
You want specifically the ratio in secondary schools?
HON M XIBERRAS
The three different ones; secondary, middle and infants.

Personal Emoluments were agreed to.

'HON M XIBERRAS
I would like to ask on the Scholarship Fund . . .
CHAIRMAN

The way we have approached this is that if you look from
1978/79 end the actual expenditure in 1977/78, it is more
or less constant, taking into account inflation. But of
course some of the items of equipment do not need renewing
on a year-by-year basis so, therefore, we have been able
to keep more or less the same ratio without affecting the
actual needs of the Books part of the expenditure.
HON M XIBERRAS

•
Oth Charges

la

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI

I say this, Mr Chairman, because his predecessor made a
point, I believe it was one or two years ego, that the
rate of inflation as regards books was 'tremendously hieh,
something in the order of 30% when the overall rate of
Therefore it seems to me that the
inflation was less.
programme might have in foot., .

.

YR CHAIRMAN
Which subhead is that?
I think the answer has been that he has been able to meet
both the rate of inflatiou and the needs of the Department.
HON MD XIBERRAS
I think it is

•

6.

HON M XIBERRAS

• MR CHAIRMAN
Any questions before that by any member?
HeN M D XIBERRAS

•
•

Well, there is in fact, Books end Ecuipment Item 5.
:Lo.
0n Books and Equipment, then, we have an increase of
2ne. reason why I ask this oueseion Mr Speaker is
Z3,600.
teat we wouldinoe.like our general attitude to the main
debate that has taken place to be construed as our being

I would like to question the Minister a bit further on
this and that in on the indents placed by Headteachers.
Has the Minister's Department turned down many of the
requests made, or has he issued any directive beforehand
tnat indents should be kept within a certain figure? I
think it is very important that people should be supplied
with proper books in the schools.
kiaz

P J DELLL?IANI

We have kept books and equipment to the level that
teachers have asked for, but taking into account that some

384.
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of the equ7lpment is still in good condisiDn and we have
not replecen them.

ON mlJoa P J

In Tesoher Training there is no parental contribution.
MR CHAIRMAN
HON M XIBERRAS
You had something on Item

6.
Is that the sole difference?

HON M XIBERRAS
HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI
Am I right in saying that there is a. difference in the
rate et which certain scholarships are paid.
For.
instance a Teacher Training Scholarship as opposed to a
Is there a difference in the
Government Scholarship.
rate cf maintenance, for instance?
HON-MAJOR P J DELLIPIA2JI

There is a difference in the rates of maintenance between
a Teacher Training award and e scholarship.
I have not
got the details here but if the Honourable Member wants
to at information I can give it to him.

That is the basin difference.
HON M XIBERRAS
But why should there be a difference in maintenance..
something is adjudged to be a fair amount for maintenance
for one particular person why should there be a difference
in the case of another.
Surely the Government As well
as the parent would want an.adequate level of maintenance
to be paid?
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI

HON 1.1 XIBERRAS
Am 1 rirht in saying that the scholarships are dealt with
es a.whole r...m; namely that any money that we might get
under Technical Assistance from UK is put into the fund
and therefore the reason for any difference in maintenance
allowances between different ,types of scholarship holders
should be that much less.
The argument in favour of
discriminating between one and another is so much less
valid now.

Because the parents of the Scholarship holders are supposed
to ..make it up.
• HON M XIBERRAS
Is what the Minister saying that parents are not making up
This is
the difference but the Government pays the same?
not my information end a member of my party made certain
enquiries about this.

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI

The i:L40,000 still goes to Teacher Training, it does not go
to the general Scho2sship Fund.

MR CHAIRMAN
Well, let us have the. information from:the Government.

HON M XIBERRAS

HON M XIBERRAS

Does the Minister know who gets more
Is it a person on
a Gibraltar Government
h ib
person on a
Teacher Training Award. Because there are many complaints
about this which I have heard and I cannot see a valid
reason why this discrimination should'exist.

I do not think the L:inistor is too sure.

386.
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sector, b;lt the basis is on a 50/50 share.

CiAIZIAN
Well, lethim find out.

HON M XIBERRAS

HON P J ISOLA
:here have been problems in the past out this seems to
recur frog time to'time pf students in England not getting
tneir money because the British Counoil or whoever it is
Could I
t=at deals with it does not seem to pay it out.
ask the :.sinister, is it not possible that if the Department
knows what everybody should get the Department either
iesues or gives a voucher to the Government Bankers in
Gibraltar and instruct them on such a &=etopay it to such
I would have thought that if one did it
a person?
through the Bank you could always make sure that it was
I beliave there were some
paid on a particular day.
frihtening stories last September of young people in
Could
England f.nding that they did not have any money.
11--a Government not put in train some sort of arrangement
to make sure these things do not happen?

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
Unfortunately, especially lest year, what the Honourable
3ut this is dealt with
;..ember has raised was cuite true.
for us by the British Council and they have staffing
problems.
The person who had done it for years had
cnanged, and a new person had come in and sne was pretty
useless.
In fact, sne was sacked in the end end the
tidni.; has regulated itsolf.
It is in a fairly good
The number of
But it is quite true.
position Low.
telephone calls between my Department and the UK in trying .
to help out youngsters who were in serious financial
difficulties were collosal.
HON M XIBERRAS
The share of the running expenses of the Gibraltar and
I always ask about this one.
Dockyard Technicel College.
Item 9. Could I ask the Minister what we are getting out
of it for our contribution, how many students do we send
and so forth?
F J

D3 .LIPIANI

I have no idea of the number of students from the public

388.

I had heard certain rumours about who is going to run the
Gioraltar and Dockyard Technicel College? Could the
Minister inform the House about this.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
Approximately half of the staff now at the Gibraltar and
The policy
Dockyard Technical College is locally-entered.
is to completely take, over by the year 1981 and then it
will no longer be the Gibraltar and Dockyard Technical
College, it will be tine College of Tart her Education. To
expend the curriculum of this particular college to take
in the business side of teacninz and things of this order.
HON Ni XIBERBAS
Will
Yr Speaker, this is obviously an important decision.
the Minister commit himself to make a statement es early as
Could we have a comprehensive statement on
possible.
this, because obviously it is important that the
Gibraltarian side of it should have prominence, but equally
tne link with the Dockyard is an important one in terms of
employment and so forth, and I would not like to see that
So could the Minister undertake to make a statelost.
ment at the earliest opportunity about the running of the
Gibraltar and Dockyard Technical College:
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
:Yes, certainly. 'Of course, there are a lot of teething
troubles at toe moment whioh are being studied by different
committees, but I think an indication of the way that Her
Majesty's Dockyard is thinking is that once it becomes pert
of our set-up we will not give them facilities to train
So it is the other way round, they think
their students.
that we might not want their students.
HOW M XIBERRAS
The Minister will agree that it in en important matter,
and do I take it that he has given a commitment to make a
statement at the earliest opportunity?
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HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI
Yes, but I must emphasise that we are still in the process
of legalities over the transfer of land, buildings.
We
are still dealing with that natter.
Then we are talking
of the actual curriculum of the College, there are lots of
problems which are being st_Idied by different sub—
committees.
But as soon as there is a comprehelsive
picture of what the _projection will be I shall certain3y
give a stetement to you.

HON M vommAs
My point is has there been a change in the formula for
giving grants to youth clubs that do go. Has there been

a reduction in the amount of money?
HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI
Yes, Sir, there has been.

HON M XIBERRAS

HON M XIBERRiS

I am very grateful to the Minister when he says tnat it
will be a comprehensive statement of what the projection
is going to be, which implies that before a final decision
is taken the Minister will inform us.

I cannot see what this has to do with what the Minister
said before.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI

Any other item on Education?

We are talking about youth clubs where the majority of
them are working. What I am talking about is needy
children being sent to the UK on holiday.

•

HON M XIBERRAS

HON M IIBERRAS
On Educational visits, if I could raise the point in
It is the amounts the- are
respect of both 16 and 17.
paid to Youth Clubs etc. that go on holiday. Has there
been a reduction in the rates payable?

I am talking about the amount spent on sending members of
youth clubs and on educational visits of schoolchildren.

41
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI

I am not making any provision for youngsters to go to UK.

On educational visits for Youth Clubs there has been a
What I have tried to do regarding the visit
reduction.
of our children to UN is that I have noticed, even
tho•-th I was tint a Minister at that time, that the same
children kept going every year because they were the
chilaren whp could afford to go.
What I have done this
year is to allow a certain sun of money in order that this
sum of money, combined with a voluntary body like the
Rotary Club, are able to take the really needy children to
UK. nolidays.
I have Yellowed a certain sum of mIney in
bomoination with tne Rotary Club, who usually help out in
sending needy children to UK.
I have stopped the question
of holidays generally abroad because from my experience and
in what I heve talkea with teachers, it is that the same
children used to go every year.

390.

HQN K XI3ERRAS

But up to now there has been?
HON MAJOR DELLIPIANI
There has been about £1,000.
MR CHAIRMAN
What you are being asked is whether thie vote has catered
on other occasions for visits by Youth Clubs to UK and not
now.
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HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI

No.

do not agree with the Honourable Member on this matter.
When the Budget oould afford it it was done but in this
day and age where our youth are earning quite a considerable sum of money per week I do not think it is a
It is my audgement and I do not think
necessary thing.
it is necessary.

HON M XIBERRAS
Is the Minister aware under which vote, because certainly
we had a meeting with the Youth Association and they were
complaining that there had been a reduction in the amount
paid by the Government for this purpose. I would like to
know why this is.

HON MAJOR P .7 DELLIPIANI
A sober of clubs and organisations usually organise trips
I cut my vote, so that practically there is no
abroad.
money for that kind of activity.

HON M XIBERRAS
This side does not agree because of the sums involved in
other departments of which we have accused the Government
of mismanagement.
Could I ask the Minister whether he has made any provision.
on this matter which has been aired over a period of time
in the house: transport for Varyl 3egg children which he
promised he would look at and he said he would have a
statement to make at Budget Time.

HON M XIBERRAS
Has the Youth Association been informed of this decision
beforehand? Because when we met them, which must have
been eoout two months ago, they were complaining about a
reduction.
Have they been informed taat there was going
to be no provision at all under this Head?

•

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI
•
Yes, as I explained in the House, the Government was
making an in-depth study of the whole question cf
transport for children in Gibraltar. ' The study has been
completed and we are making provision for the children at
Varyl Begg of first and aecond year Middle School ege to
be provided with subsidised transport to their respective
schools.

I met some of the leaders of the Gibraltai Youth
Association aboUt two weeks ago and I indicated to them
/flat we were going to cut off almost the whole of the
money which was dedicated to this kind of activity..

HON M XIBERRAS

HO:i M X137,i1RAS

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI

This La the point I was trying to make in respect of books.
Honoureole Members on this side are not in favour of cutI mentioned in the general debate that
1mg in this sense.
a labo,:rar might be estimated to cost per year something in
-The region of £3,0T3. That money can be diverted to other
burpooes such as this which. we consider to be important.
Is the Minister happy about the situation?
I know that
he spoke to us about "desirability" end "necessity" in
considering estimates, but surely this is en area which
should not have been cut.
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Good, where does that appear in the Estimates, Mr Chairmen?

Under Services.
HON M XIBERRAS
Thank you very much.

• 393.

MAJOR R J PaLIZA

MR CHAIRMAN

Under Head 18, Rent of Accommodation for Teachers. Could
the Minister care to give us an explanation of that?
HON MAJOR P J D3LLIPIALTI
An explanation as to why?

You are being asked who is it paid to.
HON DR R G VALARINO
This overtime is restricted to the :TO grades.
HON P J ISOLA

HON MAJOR R J P3LIZA
Why is it that we pay rent for accommodation for Teachers?

That is 23 officers, is that right?
H0:4 DR R G VALARINO

HON MAJOR P J DELLIPIANI
Thee are the teachers on contract from the U.

20 and 1 Works Supervisor.
2i,ersonel Emoluments were agreed to

HON MAJOR R J PRLIZA

4

This rent is not recovered from them at all?

Other Charges

noa MAJOR P J DELLIPIAMI

BON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY

l'es,.by rent contributed by them.

Yr Chairman, I beg to move an amendment to subhead 5 under
the column headed "Estimates 1579/SO" to delete the figure
"R.1,055,000" and to substitute therefor "Z1,143,000".
This is an increase of Z85,000.

Other Chermes were agreed to.
finecial 3xnenditure was agreed to
Head 4, Electricity Undertaking, Personal Emolument

Honourable Members will recall that I mentioned this in
the course of my statement on the --:stimetes. that it was
necessary to increase this subhead to provide for the oil
price increase which took effect as from Monday.
You
will remember I quoted the figure of 088,000 in my statement to the House.

RON *4*" J IoLA
Can the Minister say whether this is overtime in respect
of all the officers there or are there some officers that
do not get overtime and some who do?

KR CHAIRMAN proposed the amendment.

HON II XIB2RRAS
HON DR R G VALARINO
Some of this overtime is essential, otherwise we are cutting down the overtime.

394.

I did not catch what the Honourable Member said before.
What is the amendment for?

395.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY

MR CHAIRMAN

As I said, Mr Chain:el, Honourable Members will recall.
that I said in my statement on the Estimates that there
was a fuel price increase with effect from 16 April end
that this would result, over the whole rest of the year,
of an amount of i:33,33o more being requited to Imy for
the cost of fuel used in the Electricity Undertaking.
It has nothing to do with the fuel
This is the Z53,000.
This is a strai6hc
cost adjustment formule at all.
provision for the payment of oil fuel.

I think it is going to be difficult to follow any breakdown unless you subscribe it to a particular subhead.

Mr Chairman then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative and sub-head 5 was amended accordingly.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
Mr Cnairman, I can never remember whether or not we take

tre consequential amendments or wait' until we complete
otner charges.

HON G T RESTANO
For example if we take Subhead 14, Repairs end Maintenance
Part of that is increased cost of labour
and Buildings.
and part of that provides for major repairs.
I think it is probably all those gnat have a little d. in
brackets.
HON DR R G VALARINO

I have got the breakdown and if the 'Honourable Member
would like to ask at different Subheads I will then be
Which one
able to give him the different breakdowns.
would he like?

MR CHAIRMAN
HON G T RESTAX0
I think we should take it as part of the amendment.
Could you give us the figures?
FI:;ANCIAL AND EIEVEI.OPMENT SECRETARY
There is a
The figure to go in is £1,971,260.
consequential amendment also in the column "Increase",
were instead of "Z502,100" the amount should be "£590,100,
and beneath that figure the figure of "£500,650".be
deleted and instead we have the figure ft.c5aa,650,.

Can I take it then that other than thgse will .

.

YR CHAIRMAN
We are going to get completely and utterly out of order.
I will call the Subhead and any Member who wishes to raise
anything on Subhead 2 can do so.
HON G 2 RESTANO
Is there any element of wages there?

MR CHAIRMAN

So all that we have achieved by this amendment is in subhead 5 the substitution of the figures "£1,055,000" for
the figure "£1,143,000".

HON DR R G VALARINO
None at all, Sir.

HON G I RESTANO
Could we have a breakdown of those subheads which include
an element of wages.
Could we have a breakdown of wages,
overtime and materials in those subheads which do include
an element of wages?

396.

MR CHAIRMAN
Subhead 3.
I am calling this not exclusively for the
purpose of wages but for any matters that Members wish to
raise.

397.
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HON 'MAJOR R J PELIZA
Wages, without any element of overtime or allowances?
HON DR R G VALARINO
All wages include a certain amount of overtime.
HON M XIBERRAS
Yr Chairman, what my colleagues are interested in is in
obtaining a knowledge of how much of the wages paid in the
Electricity Undertakirc, are standard wages, how much over—
time, how much allowances, under the different heeds. We
say this becausa the ettention of the House was drawn by
the Government and the Opposition to this particular issue.
HON f.aISP MINISTER

Wages of the Ancillary Cervices, Woaer of the Efficiency
Payment, the holiday/sick leave as for on Generation is
concerned, the holiday/sick leave as for as Distribution
is concerned, the holiday/sick leave as far as the
Consumer Side is concerned, and the holiday/sick leave of
the Electrical section is concerned.

4
HON 2 J ISOLA
Can the Minister give a figure of average. earninas in
respect of wages as opposed to average earninjs in the
salaried side.
Can he give us average earnings under
wages in the Electricity Undertaking? We did get a figure
in the audget about average earnings in the public sector
Can the Minister tell
to be something like £67 a week.
us whether the average earnings in his Department, under
And if so can be give
wages, is more or less than that?
a figure?
HON DR R G VALARINO

Honourable Members may remember that in my opening state—
ment.I said that a study was being made by Heads of
Departments to identify the overtime in different sections.
This item does not distinguish in detail, at this stage,
tnis is done on Mne previous year's exnerience.
It is not itemised in detail in the papers es to want is
overtime ana ighat is not, because there is an element of
change in the element of overtime having regard to
These are the things that I said were
difficulties.
being identified separately in order to be able to gauge
wnat was essential overtime and what was not.

In this total vote, Sir, the amount of the wages paid to
the Shifts is in the region of 110; the Maintenance 505'.;
and others it is 100, 'Sir.
KR CHAIRMA N
Are you able to
You are being asked a simple question.
give an average earning for industrials in your Department?
It is as simple as that.
HON DR R G VALARINO

HO MAJOR R J PELIZA
Mr Chairman, how is it that they have arrived at such
Surely, there must be a tote] which you put
figures.
There should
together and come to the total sum.
obviously be an item for overtime, and if it is a per—
centage let us have the percentage, whatever it might be.
Surely the Chief Minister must understand that those
figurer must be available.
HON DR R G VALARINO

Mr Chairman, the average wage of a shift worker is £130 per
week; the average wage of a maintenance worker is" £90 per
week, Sir.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA
Is it possible to break that down into basic wage, overtime,
and if there are any allowances?
'HON DR R G VALARINO

2.1r Chairman,- Sir, tnis is broken down in Wages of-the

Mechanical maintenance, Wages of thJ Electrical Maintenance,

393.

The only thing I can do to help the Honourable L:ember is
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to mention
Generating
As
year.
my figures
shift.

that the cost of the overtime for the
shift out of the whole total is £70,000 oer
far as the industrials are concerned, and if .
are correct, I think there are 19 people on the

HON M XIBERRAS
So then we are right in saying, Mr Chairman, that £3,684
is paid per person for overtime purely.
HON A J CANEPA

HON M XIBERRAS
It is £70,000 a year for
Do we understand it correctly.
19 persons involved in shift work? This is for overtime?

This is essential overtime.
electricity.

Otherwise you do not have

MR CHAIRMAN
HON A J CANEPA
Any other items?
Tnis is based on an investigation carried out by the
industrial Relations Office covering one full week in
November.

HON R G RESTA=

It does not mean it is going to be the same every week.

Same thing on Maintenance, Item 8.

HON M XIBERRAS

HON M XIBERRAS

The point about this, Mr Chairman, is that we are being
asked to vote a sum of money and we want to establish on
what baL,.-is that sum has been arrived at.

Under the same subhead, Mr Chairmal, this is Engine Room
May I ask for the same breakdown, wages, overtime,
wages.
numbers employed?

HON A J CANEPA

HON CHIEF MINISTER

On an investigation of the actual wages bill for one week
in November.
A week was selected and an investigation was
carried out about the whole spectrum of Government
industrials and this is what it worked out to be then for
a whole year on the basis of that week on the shift.

The £398,000 was subhead

3.

HON H XI3ERRAS
Or
Was not the £398,000 for shiftworkers exclusively?
was it for shiftworkers and maintenance workers? There
should be another figure for maintenance workers..

HON M XIBERRAS
And does this include any new rates payable?

HON DR R G VALARINO
HON A J CANZ2A
The rates which were in force on the basis of the agreement
f-JIC in July 1973, which is after the first two hours
time and a third.

400.

Mr Chairman, I said that the wages in sub-head 3, the
£390,000 covered the wages of the shift, the wage of the
mechanical maintenance, the wages of the electrical
maintenance, the wages of the antillary services, the
wages with the efficiency payment, the holiday end sick
leave of generation, the holiday a ri sick leave of the
consumer and the holiday and sick leave of the electrical
side.
All this covers Sub-head 3 Engine Room Wages Stpff.

401.

HON A J CA': PA

X137R2'S
Whet I was trying to establish, Mr Chairman, is in fact
how much money goes on basic wages, how much money goes
on overtime, how much money, say on sick pay.
I am not
interested in each of the different classifications, but
in two croad classifications, namely shift and maintenance.

Overtime around £70.
HON M XIBERRAS
Holidays and sickness?
And what about holidays?
think the Minister has mentioned those.

I do not

la CHAIRMAN
Perhaps there should be a mathematical calcuqation, by
subtracting 70 from 120 and that should be the basic wage.

HON DR R G VALARINO
Holidays and sickness of Vie Generation, Distribution and
Consumer, Electrical Section.

HON M XIBERRAS
There isabasic of £60, overtime
A round figure of 70.
for'weEen and £70 and this is en all round figure for the
category of workers mentioned by.the Minister.

HON A J CA. PA
On the shift you have got people who are paid according to
You have got a banding structure.
different bands.
You have your Shift
There ere people at different bands.
Chargeman perhaps on band 18 paid 266/ £67 a week; then
you may have people on band 6 and tney are paid £48/49 a
week;

HON M XIBERRAS
Could the Honourable '-ember say roughly, whet proportion of
this amount of money, £398,000, goes on that?
HON DR R G VALARINO
The proportion is something in the order of £70,000-odd.
HON M

I

xI3zaaAs

for how many workers involved? We are talking
£70,000.
about 19 there?

HON M 7.13ERRAS
Yr Speaker, we are taking about broad classification. We
We do not say it
do not say it is not fair to paz, them.
is fair to pay them.
We zzo.111' 11720 to have an'Indication
es to how they are broken down into overtime, basic wages
'etc.

HON DR R G VALARINO
Many mole because this covers the Generation, Distribution,
So it is not only the
Consumer and Electrical section.
shift people, it is something like 160 people.

Hag A J CANBPA

HON M XIBERRAS

The average wage on the shift must be in the region of £55
The average basic wage.
a week.

Well, I am afraid, Mr Chairman, we are not getting a clear
picture of that.

HON M XIBERRAS

HON CHIILP MINISTER

And tne averse overtime?

402.

You are getting a olear picture, 160.

• 403.

HON M XIBERRAS

HON M XIBERRAS
So, it is about 160 workers. Mr Chairman, I am asking
what is the amount on holiday and siokness pay payable,
and foc how many people.

Then I have to ask the question, Mr Chairman.
Oh, I see.
What is the distinction in financial terms between holiday
and sickness?
HON DR R G VALARINO

HON DR R G VALARINO
For 160 people, it is in the region of £70,000, as I said
before £1400 a week.

3 weeks in the year is the actual sink list estimate,
.except for uncertified sick leave.
EON M XIBERRAS

HON M XIBERRAS
That is holiday and sickness?

I am saying, Mr Chairman, what provision has been made
separately for sickness?

HON DR R G YALARINO

HON A J CANEPA

Holidays when people are not working.

Mr Chairman, we have got 52 weeks in the year. You know
that people are definitely going to take 3/ working weeks
of annual leave, and you estimate that on the basis of the
sick leave which they have taken over a period of time, at
an average 3 weeks in the year is going to be taken up by
That is in the case of,the Generating Station.
sick leave.

HON M XIBERRAS
How much extra on wages? When a holiday is taken what does
tne man get?

HON M XIBERRAS
HON A J CANEPA
In respect of the amount of :.ecve provision as an item of
expenditure has been made.
HON M XIBERRAS

I am asking these questions because I think they have shed a
great deal of light on one particular item, and I commend
the information to the Minister for Labour who during the
general debate made certain points in respect of our desire
I hope that when
proposed by him to cut down expenditure.
he Chairs this Committee in fact . . . .

And these 18 days are not counted as part of the wafse3?
HON A J CAN".EPA
HON A J CANEPA
No.

The wages are worked out say on the basis of 18 days,
The wages are, therefore, worked out on
49 weeks.
49 working weeks, that is wages, and then you
have 3* weeks separately itemised in the.estimate under
Holiday Pay.

3* working weeks.

404.

I said that it had already
I do not think he has heard me.
been announced during the general debate by the Minister
for Public Works that an agreement was signed with the
Unions two weeks ago where we preferred to enlist their
co-operation in cutting down on sick leave, but let me tell
you that if their co-operation had not been forthcoming
the Government had determined already that we were going to
Therefore people
take administrative action on the matter.
are going to be warned if they continue to take a high level
of sick leave, there will be certain stages and it might

405.

lead to their dismissal.

HON DR R G VALARINO

Could we have the breakdown of wages in Sub-head 8.

In that one it does not
Wages, Cables and Distribution.
The second
go as far as 8064, in fact it is about 7574section of it is still roughly in the section of 75/ of
wages.

HON DR R G VALARINO

MR CHA:RIAN

HON G T RESTANO

In that, iir Chairman,' most of it is wages,
of trat one is wages.

At least 80%

Any other items?
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA

HON MAJOR R 7 PELIZA
Has this got to be added on to the figures that we were
given because tne figures we were given before, end I
suppose maintenance refers to the maintenance people? Is
in this the same
this another category of worker,
maintenance tnat we heard of before'. .What I am sayiag is
that we heard something of mechanical maintenance,
electrical maintenance.

Yes, Mr Chairman, I would like to ask if this is another
set of work.
MR CHAIRMAN
Yea, it is the maintenanoe of.oables end services.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA

aoN CHAIRMAN
I just wondered whether it was different.
We must be careful. You heard about maintenanoe and wages
in respect of the Engine Room.
In Sub-head 8 now there is
the maintenance of the sub-stations.

MR CHAIRMAN

HON G T RESTANO

Well, do not wonder because it is clear. These are votes
for the different departments and is specific and clear.

So the difference
The Minister, I think, said about 80%.
is about £4,000.
Is that major repairs, £4,000?

HON G T RESTANO

HON DR R G VALARINO

Is there any one element of wages in Sib-head 10, Repairs
and Maintenance of Instruments and Tools?

£4,c;0n covers repairs, maintenance and all this sort of
thing.

HON DR R G VALARINO

I

Sub-head 10, none at all.
Very, very minor.
It covers
the Distribution Section, the repair and maintenance of
instruments and tools, and on the Instalation Consumer\
Section the testing of instruments and tools.
The amount
of wages there is very, very small.

MR CHAIRMAN
Any ()the: items?
HON G T RESTANO
Could we have a breakdown for sub-head 9?
406.
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HON G T RESTANO
And what about Sub-head 11?

HOA DR R 0 11ALARINO
A large section of that as well is wages, almost in the
region of about 75%.

HC DR R G VALARINO

Sub-head 11, virtually all of it is wakes.

LIP CHAIRMAN
Go on to 16 now?

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA
HON DR R G VALARINO
Is this another set of workers?
If you look at the bottom of the page as well you will find
A and 3 provides major repairs and increased cost of
They provide for the various means of transport
labour.
The vans and carriers.
that we have.

HON. DR R 0 VALARINO
Another set of workers.

MR CHAIRMAN
HON 6 T RES2ANO
You are being asked what is the element of labour?
Sao-head 12.

Can we have the wages element there?
HON DR R G VALARINO

HON DR R G VALARINO

It is the meter
..1most all of it is wages.
Sub-head 12.
testing people who do not form part of the shift or the
mechanical maintenance etc.
HON G T RESTANO

The element of labour on that one, on the £14,000 on that
vote, is approximately, I would have th9ught, of something
Most of it is the running expenses
in the region of 25.
on the maintenance of the motor vehicles, the actual repairs
and maintenance of the motor vehicles.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA

Sub-head 13, ;lease.

Obviously this is not another worker, this is I suppose, a
form of allowance or that he gets £2,500 a year, that is
what he gets.

HON DR P G VALARINO
Sao-Head 13, Otand-by Cervices.
This is E8,600.
An the
Member will see from the bottom of the page, it says
This is a global figure which
"increased cost of labour".
involves the whole of the Stand-by Service.
After all.
It is an extra allowance to workers to be on call.

MR CHAIRMAN

Are we getting an answer from the Minister on this one?
HON DR R G VAIARINO

HON G I RESTANO

What question was asked?

I have lost track.

Subhead 14, Zr Chairman?
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA

What I wanted to know is if this is one individual getting
408.
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409.

HON G T RESTANO:
about £3,000 a week, or an allowance given to other wsrkers
to do that?

Can I take it that engine room stores, replacement of office
equipment, Subhead 19, technical books or equipment, none of
those include a wages element.

ROA DR R G VALARINO

MR CHAIRMAN:

Whicn item is that?

Are there no element of wages involved in Subheads 17, 18, 19
or 20?
HON DR R G VALARINO:

R CHAIRMAN
Item 16, Running Repairs and Maintenance of Vehicles.

There is no element of labour.
EON G T 11STANO:

H0.' DR R G VALARINO

Then can we have the wages element in Subhead 21, Training of
Apprentices?

It is slightly more than 25e, it is about £5,000.
The
repairs, unfortunately because of Union problems, have got
to be done at the Public Works Garage.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Training of Apprentices has gone up considerably this year.'
MR CHAIRMAN;
In all these questions you are exclusively being asked the
element of wages in the particular subhead.
HON Da R G VALARINO:
The training of apprentices this year has gone up higher than
other years mainly because the cost of training apprentices
has shot up very tremendously over the last year.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Yes but what you are being asked is what is the element of wages
in that subhead.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
The wages of the apprentices in this vote is in the region of
nearly £5,000.
HON G T RESTANO:
So what is the balance used for the other £10,000?
HON DR R 0 VALARINO:
We have got to pay H.M. Dockyard for the training of the
apprentices, which has gone up considerably.
HON M XIBERRAS:
The apprentice's are obviously paid a basic rate are they?
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I

HON A J CANEPA:

been in the others where men are actually used on a particular
service.

They :a..t paid a percentage of the wage of a craftsman depending
on which year they are in.

MR CHAIRMAN:

HON M XIBERRAS:

The cost of the improvements is high because the coat of labour
has gone up.

No overtime?

HON k XIBERRAS:

HON A J CANEPA:

This is one of the general questions I asked the FDS, what
effect the increase in wages would have on other charges. I
asked him last year and I ask him this year.

No, thank Gods
HON G T RESTANO:

Lug CHAIRMAN:

Subhead 22, Staff Training, any element of wages there?

This is for sending people to UK on Technical Courses.

The answer to this one is that the improvements are not carried
out by employees of the Department. The coat of improvements
have increased because the people carrying them out are earning
more.

HON G T. REKANO:

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON DR R G VALARINO:

Subhead 23, New Services and ReinforCing of Rxisting'Ones: what
element of wages are there?
HC..1 DR R G VALARINO:
This is labour, connections, improving metering, all this sort
of thing. Improving and replacing the cable services. The
labour element is something in the region of 75%.

This is one of the examples to which I was referring.
HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, a partial answer to the Leader of the Oppcsition.
Of course one cannot give a single ansv.er because for examl)ie

Subhead 25, Improvement of Offices, Stores and Workshops.

there may be another chare which has b'-en reduced from last
year, notwithstanding that that labour element will be more
costly. The fact is that for budgetary reasons the amount
provided in the Estimates on a particular subhead of Other
Charges could actually have been reduced from previously.
There is no simple answer to what the Leader of the Op.eosition
would like to know, you cannot put a figure to it. But this is
an illustration where an amount, which might otherwise have
been £4,000, has had to becore £5,000 this year because of the
increases in the level of wages.

HON DR R G VALARINO:

HON 0 T RESTANO:

There is no labour element there. These are really minor
improvements to the existing offices etc.

Item 27, Public Lighting £70,000. that element of wages is

HON 0 T RESTANO:

HON DR R G VALARINO:

On Subhead 24, the element of wages is something in the region
of 55,. -This obviously includes the cost of running depots;
the wages, water, electricity, etc.
HON G T RESTANO:

How is it then that there is a b. which is a reference to
increased coot of labour?

there/

Public Lighting: the wage: are in the region. of
MB SPIJ,E4R:

EON FINANCIAL & DEVE.LOPMiZT SECRETARY:

And floodlighting?

Mr Chairman, I think I can answer this one. It is quite clear
what it as. The b. in this case clearly explains the increased
provision from .a,000 in the last year to £5,000. In other
words the improvements that are carried out are going to cost
more because the labour itself is going to cost more, whatever
labour is used. There is no element of labour as there has

EON DRR VALARINO:

412.

50..

Floodlighting covers Main Street, Catalan Bay, Our Ludy of
Louder Procession, the maintenance of floodlighting and
installation. Most of it is wages because the actual eau/pearl

413.

The Hon Major F J Dellipiani
The Hon H J Zammitt

has already been there for a long time and we just keep on
using it as and when necessary. In fact I might say the.t this
year Main Street looked better at Christmas than ever before.

Special Erpenditure

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON P J ISOLA:

Yes, indeed.

Right, we will then take a vote ...

I would like to ask
Supplementary funds
Generating Station,
obviously not used,
Oaa we know why?

HON M XIBERAS:

HON DR R 0 VALARINO:

Mr Chairman, I have some questions for the Minister. How many
people are involved in respect of whom provision has been made
in this part of this particular Head? The labour force.

It is still a reserve vote because firures have not yet been
finalised with the appropriate authorities.

MR CHAIRMAN:

a question on the last item: The
of Electricity by the Inter Services
We vote supplementary funds and they were
but 1 notice that it is still reserved.

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
HON DR R G VALA!INO:
One hundred and sixty-eight.

Are we still using supplies from the Dockyard or are we not.
And if we are have we made provision for this in the Estimates?

HON M MERRAS:

HON DR R 0 VeIARINO:

The other thing: were these estimates for 1979/80 drawn up on
the basis of last year's? For instance was it done on the
supposition that people would continue to take, say, three
weeks' sick leave.

Funnily enough, over the past month or six weeks we have been
supplying the Dockyard because their engines have been out of
c ommission.
HON M XIBERRAS:

HON DR R 0 /ALkRINO:
Yes, Sir.
Mr Chairman put the question on other charges and on a vote
being taken the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon I Abecasis
Hon A J 02nepa
Hon Y K Featherstone
Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
Hon A 1, Montegriffo
Hon J B Perez
Hon A W Serfaty
Hon. Dr R G Valarino
Hon D Hull
Hon A Collings

The following Hon Members abstained:
Theron P J Isola
The Eon Major R J Peliza
The Hon G T Restano
The Hon M Xiberras
The following Hon Members were absent from the Chambers
The Hon J Bossano

1414.

Ur Chairman, I do not suppose I shall be able to ask this
question! Could I ask what is the genera' level of overtime
for the establishment and salaries? If the Minister has the
answer available, or if he can provide it at a later stage.
NON DR R G VALARINO:

Non-industrials, or industrials?
HON M XIBERRAS:
Non-industrials.
HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Mr Chairman, on the basis of a corresponding exercise carried
out by the IRO the figures provided show that based on the
month of January, E27,408 was the overtime for a salaried staff
of 38.
HON G T RESTANO:
When the figure for the total payroll was given at 168, did that
include the 38 salaried staff?

1415.

HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

HON rAJOR F J DLLLIPIANI:

No.

Mr Chairman, in answer to'the Honourable Le:.der of the
Opposition, 1r Xiberran, the ratio in Primary and Vitidle Schools,
is roughly 20 to 1, and in Secondary Schools, it is 15.5 ts 1.
That is a bit more accurate. In relation to the maintenance
grants, in accordance with the Educational Awards Reralstions,
1974, whiCh was amended on the 4th of April,-1978, the grant
for the London area is £1,409, and for any other establishment
in the United Kingdom £1,305.

Mr Chairman put the question and on a vote being taken the
follOwing Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
don
Eon
Hcn
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani.
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr B O Valarino

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

Mr Clerk please call the next head and item.
HON M XIBERRAS:

D Hull

A Collings

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The

MR CHAIRMAN:

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon. J Bossano
The Hon H J Zammitt

Mr Chairman, I hope he takes into account the points which I
made earlier in the debate on his Heads of Expenditure.
Bead 5 - Fire Service - Personal Emoluments.
MR CHAIRMAN:

There is an amendment, I think, on Peysonal Emoluments.
HON DR R G VALARIl'0:
There has been a clerical error and on Subhead 5, instead of 4
Sub-Officers there should be 7 Sub-Officers.

Head 4 was passed.

MR CHAIRMAN:

HCE FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMM1T SMRETARY:

That is 79-80, I imagine.

Is this the appropriate place, Mr Chairman, to move the amendment of Head 4 of the Schedule to the Bill? I have gotto move
an amendment of the tot a:. amount shown in the Schedule to the
Bill under Head 4; which stands at £2,200,100 at the moment and
.it must be increased?

HON DR R 0 VALARINO:

That's right, Sir. On the 79-80 again, on Subhead 12, there
should be 48 instead of 51 firemen. The total remains the
same, Sir.

MR CHAIRMAN:

MR CHAIRMAN:

I would suggest that since there are going to be other amendments before we actually take the votes on the Schedule, we
make the necessary amendments of the different heads at one
time.

That is one amendment less we have to make.

The Committee recessed at 1.10 pm.
The Committee resumed at

3.35 pm.

YR CHAIRMAN:
I understand that the Honourable and Gallant Major Dellipiani
has a statement to make in connection with the inforLation he
promised to supply the House this morning.

1416.

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

I wonder if to avoid having to go question by question if the
Minister could give a breakdown of how the fire service
operates. How many shifts there are, or how they are manned,
and how they. operate. Buying said that, also whether he could
give me the basic pay of the firemen plus how much they got cm
overtime and the hours of their shift. So that we know how
many days they have off during the week and how they operate.
To know say if they have a night shift etc. If he could give
me g general idea, it would help and I think would save time
instead of having to ask question by question.

417.

HON DR R G VAIARINO:

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

Mr Chairman,.it is a rather complicated question and it has many
First of all there are three shifts in the City Fire
Brigade which cover the 24 hours in the day; secondly, the
number of hours they work: they were on a 56-hour week, if I am
not mistaken, conditioned to 4b, but they are coming down to a
140-hour week from the 30th July.

They work three shifts. They work 8 hours, then 16 off - and
then 8 again. Is that right?

. paets.

HON DR R 0 VALARINO:
They work 2 days on, 2 nights on, and 2 off.
HON MAJOR F J

FCN MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Can he explain what that means.

I spent more time with the Department. The shifts in fact were
from 8-5 in the daytime, on 2 days; then 5-8 in the morning on
another 2 days; and the other two days are off.

MR CHAIRMAN:
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
No, order. We will get up and make questions otherwise we will
never finish.
EON YAJCR R J PELIZA:
Very gcod. I just don't understand what, 56 hours, and conditioned to 48 means. I just don't know What it means.
HON DR P. n V;LARINO:
8.
Well, you have been long enough in the House to know what that
means.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Well, I don't know what it means. With all due respect. I
don't know whether the Minister knows himself.
HON DR R G VALARINCe
It just means that the extra hours are hours of overtime.
MR CHAIRMAI.:
Order. I have got to be careful. We must allow Ministers to
give an answer to questions and then you can ask another one.
Let us not speak while they are answering.
HON 1:P.IOR R J PhLIZA:
Mr Chairman, all I want to do is to clarify the position. They
used to work 48 hours as a basic and they had 8 hours of overtime: on top of that, which made it 56.
HON DR R 0 ire,LARINO:

That's clear Mr Chairman, that is what I wanted to know. The
decision as I see here was to increase the number to 62 for
what purpose. Could he tell us why the establishment has risen
from 67 to 82? Can he explain this?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Well, in a wa:, you are erroneously saying the numbers tere
increasing from b7 to 62. Really what has happened. is that
there has been an additional 3 beb-ofidcers, 1 Control Room
Operator and 12 Firemen. This was done boosuee the City Fire
Brigade is analogued to the UK Local Authority, ani at the last
pay settlement in Gibraltar, Firemen in the United Einzeiom were
conditioned to a 48-hour week whilst Gibraltar fireeen were
conditioned to a 56-hour week, thus obtaining 6 hours per week
fired overtime. As from the 1st of April 1979, all Firemen in
the United Kingdom will have their basic working teak reduced
to 42 hours without any reduction in pay. An ih3rease of 22%
on present rates has been agreed in the United Kinedom with
effect from the 1st November, 1976. Therefore, the Government
here have decided to increase the establishment in such a manner
so that the men do less overtime. Now, the reasons for keeping
to a 42-hour week with the old overtime is that if we did not
follow this it would mean that the Firerren would receive an
exceedingly large amount of money on overtime especially which
them and the aenior
would destroy the relativity between
fire grade. This is considered undesirable and even unacceptable.
The other alternative would be to come down to a 42-hour working
week by the 1st July, 1979, but this would mean brinTine down
the salaries actually payable to quite a low 1irure which could
course hardship to the men as well se discontent. The other
thing is that if we have this it would have, meant an additional
recruitment of 21 all at the same time which is entirely .beyond
the resources of the Brigade insofar as training is concerned.

Now, Sir, they are going to work a 48-hour week conditioned to
a 42-hour week, which means for the Honourable Yedoer's
information, 6 hours of overtime.

HON MAJOR R J

Now, the salary of the firemen is on page 133 of the Estimates,
Scale 70, which I hope the Honourable Member looks up. They
work 3 shifts.

Did the Minister make a study of the possibility of perhaps
reducing the numbers in the Fire Brigade rather than increasing
them by seeking- cooperation with the other Fire Service in
Gibraltar. Was a study of that made and was it found imi.ossible?

1418.
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HON 'DR R G VALeare0:
If we G^..talking abeut a possible merger with the Admiralty
Pere Service, this is 'being discussed. It is in the early
eteges of discuesier. seed it is eeeossible now to say at this
very meneee what it is goiee to come out of it.
HCN MAJOR R J Ps'LIZA:

D

find the extra recruits foe nrovidine the roes) a ble element of
entitled to 42
-hour seek tee :,.an
overtime. Sven if they
don't want the 56 hours, they do no; weee all the.. overtime.
WhJther ea are prepared to pay for it or nor they de not wont
it if they are Setting a reasonable selery at a reasoneble
number of hours. That question of merger Was discussed letely,
not more than about 10 days ago.

I wasn't thinking of a merger at all: I was thinking more of
coverage. Feninstense,'we know that in Englund, what they
have done is that they have not increeeed the number of firemen
but have I think if possible spread the coverage in such a way
that this is not necessary, and I was wondering whether something of that nature could not have been done in Gibraltar as
well.

FOE ?'AJOT R J FelLIZA:

HON DR P G VALeRINO:

HON CHIEF MINISTER;

I am not talking about the merger, as I said before, but if
there is some underet«nding et the moment, suppose there was
a fire, a big fire in Gibraltar now, assistance in fighting
which could COMO from the Dockyard, wouldn't they turn out to
put it out?

Of course there is:

I believe what has been done in UK is that there has been verger
between the different departments and this is why the cover has
been there, because the merger has taken place.

HON Da: R G. YALARINO:

HCN YAJOR R J FISLIZA:

If he had been here at the time he would have realised that
this happens when the Hobe went up in flumes the City Fire
Brigade played a substantial part in controlling that fire.

Well, not so euch mergers as covereee'frorn what I have seen anywayon television. e.h at we are doing-, with all due respect, is
en: are trylne to essimilate our pay to that of the United
Kenedce.. If we just assimilate the pay and not the method of
eeeiving there, et fend ourselves with a huge bill that we will
eate be able to foot eni, thereeZ. ve, this ie hat I am saying,
hes sufficieet eonsideeetion been given to this. Because otheres I think we will find ourselves in dean waters. It seems
that coneideretion has been giver., if I understood the answer
. cerreetly, and that apparently the Minister couldn't find a
suitable anszer.
•

CHIe2 MINIST6P:

The difficulty about merging, which is a matter with which I
have been dealing dr eether I will put it this way, there are
ever. difficultied about a merger. proper in the sense that the
Adeirelty fire Brigade hays go: special rishs to cover which
the Gibralter it Brigade hasn't got. Teey have Dockyard
risks to cove:- and, therefore, it is completely unacceptable
feom the pealiminery discussions that have been held, it would
be cohpletely unaceeptable to have any question of sending
;
P ^ 1 A Pram one place to the other as required. That is out of
the cuestion.
Even the merger is the subject of considerable diffictlty.
There have been discussions and discussions are. going on. They
were sterteS'seme months ago and then it was Elven up because
the Deeeyart went not particularly interested owing to the
quest_.. o: command and so on. They heed been taken ut again,
because they have the mane pre )lei. They have to assimilate
the Fire Brigade tc the some hours as in England, they have to
420.

The other thing I would like to remind him is that in the
United Kingdom - obviously he is in UK wore thee 1 ae - but ire
UK the 42-hour week which these fireaeh have ihetitutea has else
meant a 20i. increase in establis,huncnt.
HON MAJOR R J
What I am saying is that definitely in the UK, from what I'sew
on a prone me on television, basically what they have dens is
that instead of having ray 3 stations covering, one esee they
only have 2 now, in many instances, certainly around Leeson.
But that is not the point. What I an trying to say is that
looking pack at the records of fires in Gibraltar, are there namy
instances when the full Brigade has to be used one on the
occasion where perheessoeethinx bed to be used hes the Dockyard
Fire-Brigade come to the aid to avoid is having a huge bell to
foot.
Has the Minister got a record of the number of fires, big fires
which have required the use of the full Brigade es se know it
today.
HON DR R G VALARIO:
Not many, thank God, but let me say that the City Fire Brigade
arc fully equipped, fully opeeaticnal and thaek Gee' if enytheng

chould happen they would be there feret hene. I would like to
mentioned here whet lately happened at Veryl Benz, are the
Pere Brigede was there within two einetee end d id 2 sbederfel
job•. Now, 12 the Xonoureble Member oppoeite wants to reduce the
Fire Brigade so that instead of taking 2 minutes they will take
m21.

half an hour to get there and' the whole plac e will go up in
flames, then I am ouite happy to put this thing over.
HON YAJOR R J PELIZA:
I am not suggesting any such thing. Vat I am saying is whether
with the same force tha we have today, without any increasea,
.,e could not do more cr y less the sane job as we are doing now
alwaye ee6ring in mind that if there is a bg.fire at which the
full ferce is reeuired at any particular tine the Doel4yard Fire
Brigade would be happy to provide the necessary service.
MR CHAIRMAN:

HON M X1BaRAAS:
I see, Mr Chairman. Perhaps the Honourable Member might have
made a better case for 'himself if he started on that.
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Mr Chairman, could the Honourable Member say whether into this
computation has gone things like pensions and other costs. or
is this just basic wage.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Basic wages only.
HON M XIBERRAS:

.Yes, the point has been made.

The shifts are made in accordance with the standing customs and
you cannot trim the shifts, otherwise you don't get an operational Fire Brigade.

Does the Honourable Member not consider it fair in providing
such an answer to take into account such things as liabilities
that would be entered into? And can the Government defend its
position not only from the point of view that it is unacceptable to the men, but also that it would be beneficial to the
taxpayer? In other words are they prepared to say that this is
the cheapest of the options?

HON H XLY2RAS:

HON A J, CANEPA:

Could the Minister tell me what was the financial balance in
the two alternatives which he has outlined to the House. Not
what the mea want,-nor what the Government wants but on pure
financial terms what was the cost of one scheme and what was
the coat of the other scheme. The scheme of either taking on
more people )r increasing the number of overtime hours required
by the City Fire Brigade.

I mentioned something yesterday, Mr Chairman, during the general
debate which is relevant. Remember that I said about the loss
of craftsLen from elsewhere, from other Government departments,
perhaps into the Fire Service. Now do ae weigh that up. If
you increase the establishment beyond *12, the cheapest alternative is to go down to 42 hours and employ even more men. That
auans you have got bigger liabilities in respeut of pensicr.s and
gratuities at the end of the aay, and the ;ikely loss of erasesmen from elsewhere. So how do you-compare that with working 56
hours, which the service may Lot be so efficiently because the
men are having to put in more hours, but you have no greater
liability for pensions, but more overtime. It is very very
difficult to take all the factors into account.

;ON CHIEF MINISTR:

HON DR R G VALeTUNC:.
If we had stayed on the present establishment and paid 14 hours
a week fixed overtime, the estimated cost ':ould have been
f377,000 annually: that ie. £62,000 over the amount in the Draft
Estimates for 1979-80. That would have been then £62,000. If
we chose the other, which is the increase in the establishment
and redaced working hours to 48 hours a week thereby paying
only six hours fixed overtime per week, the estimated cost
would be L350,000 annually, which is £35,000 over the amount in
Draft astimatesfor 1979-80.
ON M XIBERRAS:

bud CHATaMAN:

We are not going to debate the merits each particular alternatives have under any circumtances. What we are doing is wu are
voting £298,200 for salaries.
HON H XIBERRAS:

Do I understand it is that in fact this alternative is the
cheaper of the two?

We are considering on this side of the House whether to vote on
this.

HCN DR R G VALARINO:

MR CHAIRMAN:

No, there is a third one. The third one is to go all the way
down to 42 hours which would have meant a larger increase in
the establishment and redezed to the 42-hour week with no
fixed overtime. The estimated cost would have been £326,000
annually whieh, is £11,000 over the Draft Estimates for 197980.

Precisely.
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HON H XIBERRAS:
And that .is why we are trying to find out information
Mr Chairman.
fact, Mr Chairman, my reservation arises from
1423.
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the faut that now we have a cheaper solution which nevertheless
involves an increase in the staff available. I am oversusoiciolis ef this source of econozy and, therefore, it must be
looked at very carefully.
Could the Honourable Member say, in respect of the same head
of Establishment, why it is that it is necessary to c reate 3
S'.1b-Officers in the place of 4 that existed last year, and
increase the number of Firemen only from 39 to 48 rather than to
51. That is the correction, the amendment, the Honourable
Yem-ber put to the House.
HO:: D R R G V.t1

HON 0 T RESTAAO:
• If the Minister would say What the 3
Can this be :l a:
shifts consist of, what each shift consists of. How many Subofficers, how many Firemen and so on.
MR CHAIRMAN:
We are getting down to details which are not relevant to the
Estimates as these are matters which can be clarified as a
simp]e enquiry at a leer stage. I am allowing another 5 minutes
on this but no more under any circumstances.
HON M XIBERRAS:

We are increasing the Sub-Officers from 4 to 7 so .that. by
Promoting the 3 additional Sub-officers there will be one for
each watch.

I appreciate that, Mr Chairman, very much. I will try not to
go into detailed examination of everything.

YR a4AIRMAN:

MR CHAIRMAN:

iou have given the answer once already.

When you want to know the number of Firemen on a watch you can
enquire.

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON M XIBERRAS:

Staying with •the Si:ID-officers for the moment, he said there were
3 watches: there are 21 and 2i Sub-officers per watch. Is It a •
qaestich of leave? What does exist now?'

Yes, Mr Chairman, but as a Fireaan, as a Labourer and a Clerical
Officer.

HON DR H G VALARINO:

MR CHAIRMAN:

Three watches exi3t now.

You are not talking about the earnings, but the actual comIzsition of a watch.

HON H XIBERRAS:

HON H X1BAkRAS:

VI:fly is it necessary to increase the number in order to have a

Sub-officer per watch.

Precisely.

This is reflected in the e,stimates at the end of

the day.

HON DR RG VALARINO:

HON DR R 0 V AT
.aAR

At the moment we have L Sub-officers and we are increasing them
to 7. Due to the increase in the numter of Firemen it is •
necessary now to increase the Sub-officers, the force in general,
and produce an extra Sub-officer for fire prevention for each
watch.

I «m quite willing to give the details which the Honourable
MeMper wishes. In each watch there is a Station Officer, 2 Subofficers; 2 Leading Firemen; and 16 Firemen.

HON Y XIRERRAS:

Let us take a vote. Those in favour, those aaainst, carried.

I see. So really the extra number of Firemen that are being
recruited has nothing to do with the watches, and, therefore,
proportion must be kept between the number of Sub-officers and
the numl:er of Firemen? There is one Sub-officer for every 7
Firemen?

Personal Emoluments - were agreed to.

HCN DR : G VALLRINO:
They work to a roster this is what I 2eant"..

MR SPT:;AKER:

Other Ohnrpes
EON MAJOR R PELIZA:

I think Mr Chairman, the running of the Station and vehicles I
think we touched on that lasttime. It has increased by another,
£3,000. I think last time we drew attention to this, we
thought it was quite excessive £37,000. Now we have got another
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:1-13,000. Can the Minister give an explanation?
1.2 CHAIRMAN:

£1,500 and yet in certain parte of Gibraltar we have, during
the course of the pest year, had certain trouble. For
instance in the question of the Varyl ze:gg ....:ate. What is
the decrease due to?

4

have an increase of £3,000.
HON DR R G VALAR1NO:
EON DR H G VALARINO:
covers fcr a lot of material. Electrical Generator;
Subhead
foam compound, hydraulic standing jaw; fire fighting hose,
climbing equipment, radio equipment, extension ladders, mano—
meters, breathing apparatus and a whole lot of things. We
have got the maintenance of the fire hydrants there, we have
got the running expenses of fire engines, we have the mainte—
nance mat running expenses of the fire station including the
wares for part—time cleaners, for the two part time cleaners,
we have gat the clothing and equipment of 1979 and 1980 which,
will include the equipment
MR CHATRMAN:
vas, but you are being asked a simple Question. To what do
ycu attribute. the 23,000 increase on this particular subhead.
HON LR H G VALARINO:
Increased costs on all these items, Sir. That's the answer.
EON MAJOR H J ?ELIZA:

The decrease is due to the fact that this year we thought we
would have enough with P.1,500 to corer WILZO ea:perms. Ian amee that
the Opposition will be glad to hear that we have had a cut in
our expenses.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Can he tell me, Mr Chairman, what has been left out. Is it
fewer fire extinguishers. I don't know.
MR CHAIRMAN:
I don't think Ministers can be expected to tell this House
whether fire extinguishers in one particular building owned by
Government has been put down.
hON H XI81RRAS:
I was merely putting a proposition, Mr Chairman. What I wanted
to know in fact, I thought the vote referred to Government
premises, namely fiats, and there has already been ore incident
in a Government flat.
hit CHAlia:AN: .

On the ouestion of vehicles, Mr Chairman, how much is actually
spent on vehicles. He said the running of the Station and
vehicles. I sucpose it is petrol or diesel must go into that.
Could me give me an idea how much they spend on that.

No. It has been made completely and abundantly clear that it
is Government premises and not dwellings.

HON DR H G VAIARMO:

HON M XIBERRAS:

If he refers to running expenses of Fire Engines, which is what
the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza means, the eatimate for
this is 2
4 8,000.

The point, if I may say so, Mr Chairman, remains, and that
is the :Minister responsible for safety? Is the ?ire Brigade
affording adequate cover for all premises? ?or Goverment
premises yes. I am asking him what has he left out this year.
Is it the non replacement of equipment or what is it?

HON Y XIDNRRAS:
There was a point, I think it was last year, on the question
of petrol, how much was used for petrol and there was a break—.
down given. In fact at that particular time the sum seemed
exhorbitant. I would like to know what the fuel content of
that vote is?
DR R G VeL:2IN0:
The fuel centent of that vote — remember it is 100% High
octane gasoline — is in the region of .Z.3,200.
HON M XISERRAS:

HON DR R G VALARINO:
We are only replacing equipment that is necessary to replace.
We have got some dry fire extinguishers, 002 Extinguisher,
means of escape notices,. fire notices, and the refilling of the
carbon dioxide extinguiShers and spares. These add up to
£1,500.
Other Chases were agreed to.
Special Expenditure was agreed to.
Head 6 Governor's Office — Personal Emoluments

Fire Precautions Government Premises. Subhead 8. Could the
Member say what this is about. There is a decrease in fact of
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HON Z1. X134e.hAS:

;(21-A

z.ne rerE,c.r. In th_s eolishment, the 'ienior
ie no Junit... flosen -er juat one YeasenTer,
but : :.oticed that. te gets a sal ry, he nets overtime, andhe
gets allow_Inces. Cr rather, am I rieht in thin.f.ing that if
.porren gets the salary, the oveeti me and the allowance.
tota13 z6,40.0 a year, or .S'123 per week. Is that zerreot?
is

FI::AIAL AND DEY7.1.0P2= SEl'RETA'Y:

▪

Mr Chslemen, 1 do not knew 16heeher to suerees this edezteen to
yeeeself or to the honourable and Learned the Chiet minister.
MR

CDAIRAN:

I thina to the Nonourable the Chief Linistor.
EON M XIBEleRAS:

Yr Chairman, that is not correct. The salary and overtime are
attached to the one :,tost, Senior Messenger. The allowance is
a Substitution Allowance which is payable to the Deputy
Governer when acting as Governor.

Is the Chief Minister in-agreement that the new allowances for
members, even though they would not be payable to members of
this House, should nevertheless be announced in good time before
the next election.

?ersonal '21r.:;lments w,ire areed to.

HON CHI 0
: YINISTER:

(:)th.sr•Ch-,rz.os were agreed to.

YR CHAI1-:1:

The wnole intention of bringing Mr Prinz to Gibralter le mentlm
at least ahead of the normal time for an election is for his to
have time, for the matter to be debated, for the recommendetions
to be studied, and for people to know v.ell in advance of the
elections what allowances they are going to get so that tney
can decide one way or the other whether it suits them or not to
stond for election.

Kay I say here that tne overtime does not apply to the Speaker:

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

▪

Mr Chairman, may I suggest that the decision should be taken
before the next election.

s-,4,

was agreed to.

Head 7 Hose of Ascehblv - Personal I-_;:noluments.

XIBaRAS:

Chairman, could I ask tha Honourable and Learned the Chief
lister v.hethe:r he has had any newL from Mr Pring on the
oaestioh of :
.- !embt:rs' salaries.

Y.INIS7772:
Sir.

Other Charges were agreed to.

Anyway, if I may perhsms stick my neck out I think Mr Pring will
se reporting to the Speaker.

Snecial Lv.,enditure was agreed to.
Head 8 Housinr= - Penso:nal Emoluments.

!:n:ISTER:

There wos a point as to v:hor.t he should rcport to and I suggested
he should ve;florz to the Smeaker. He would ring us up quickly:
HO:

Yea. It would be uafair to ask the next legislature to vote
its own money.
Personal Emoluments were agreed to.

CHATAN:

F.G!I

HON CHIEF MINIST4:R:

XISLP.PAS:

In that, case, could I ask you the same cucstion.

: think the Ch? of Minister has given the answer. The answer is
no, _oz t certainay.

HON M XIBMRAS:
On Personal Emoluments. Could I ask in relation to the nonindustrial staff what the level of overtime is in this
department.
HON H

J.

ZAMMITT.:

Yr Chairman, the provision is for £10,000 this year, Which is a
reduction on last year's overtime.
rriCN M ZIBERRAS:
Ur Speaker, I take it the Warden Structure will come under
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HON G

I didn't really ask -Nhether there was overtime or there wasn't
overtime, I asked for figures. Can we have figures please?

Is the Wsrden and the four district wardens responsible for the
Thole of Gcvernmel-,t property in Gibraltar, in the sense of flat
dwellinFs?

HON H J ZAMMI00:

HGN 0 J 2:A=TT:

Yes, 5',6,000 overtime, Sir.

Yes, Sir, they are.
Yerz,oll Emoluments were agreed to.

•

"R.STANO:

HON G T.RESTANO:

Cther Charfi:es.

So if there is £5,000 overtime, what is the wage element them,
the basic wage element in that £102,000?

050

HON H J ZAMCITT:

Yr
1",

could i sk what is the wage element in Subhead 5,
broken down into overtime as well, I'd be grateful.

I'm sorry, I don't quite understand the question.
HON G T R:,STANC:

"HON sZ=T:
airman, Su'dhead 5 arovides for one Assistant Caretaker,
•
is some .C:2,500, a_ ad then the electricity charges based
whi
a civarter is L14,00O3 w:aion is the £17,030 provided.
on Hof G T PLSTAN):
What = the -Aage element?
qAY:T7T;
:here is only one wage element of £2,8890
1:a_. ..T RESTANO:
• no overtime?

Is it all wages or is there anything else other than wages?
HON H

ZAMVITT:

Mr Chairman, I'm sorry. I had a piece of paper. I seem to be
losing papers galore today. The breakdown of the 2.102,000 is
L6,000 overtime and there are of course material to be taken
into consideration, and then the remaining amount as I say ...
KR CHAIRVAN:
You are just being asked what is theelement of wages in that
figure?
HON H J ZAMMITT:
The element of wages exclusively?
!.S CHAIRMAN:

• Sir, he is also on a six-day week, and gets an Efficiency
Bonus ,•
_ is just £2.
•

G T

Yr
, the same Question on Subhead G Supervision Crown
17-irmez.ties. •

Exclusive of Overtime. If you have not got it you could give
it later.

a

HON E J ZJ,MMITT:
I did, Mr Chairman, I just cannot find it.
MR CHAIRMAN:

Chair_7_:,n, Subhead 8 concerns 7 Maintenance Wardens; 7 Assist.-n:
w-_ich are the teople I refe-rcd.to earlier as
1.
- eing on a 45-hoar week as industrials. So, therefore, there
little overtize, if any, concerning them. Caretaker
on a 5-day Teek, he- may get a emall amount of over
, One
driver ant 16 labourers. These, of course, do get an element
of overti=e.

Well you could provide the information at a later date,.‘I'm sure.
Any other questions on the Head.
HON G T RESTANO:
The same question on Subhead 7, Maintenance of Government
Housing, which is nearly a million pounds. I should like a
breakdown there too.
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MR CHAIRMAN:

HON G T RESTANO:

Is the Minister with us? You are being asked what is the
element of wages.

Is %.7 r ised estimate for that head for 1978/79 .4;123,000 or
"2.:1 ,3 n.
MR CHAIRMAN:

HCN H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Chairman, I must apologise because I had the papers. Here

It's £1,123,000.

we are. Head 7.

HON G T Rr;STANO:

MR CHAIRMAN:

Can he explain how is it that the estimate for the year was in
fact doubled by the Public Works Department. Has it dcnc tremendous amount of wee* for him or Wait? Does he know? it
seems to me an uncommonly large amount to exceed a vote by,
isn't it, £uu0,000 odd.

-4 948,000. We want the element of wages and overtime.
HCN H J ZAMMITT:
All that I can say, Mr Chairman, is that they are employees of
the Public Works Department, 243 men that are concerned with
working in the maintenance of housing. But here I am afraid I
cannot go further, or give details.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Might I ask. Is this direct labour from the Department.
HON H 5 ZAMMITT:
From the Public Works Department which of course we do not
control.

This Is the actual cost of labour and materiel that are Provided by the Public Works Department for the Housing Department.
The reason why there was such a tremendous increase wes that the
back-pay to 1976 came in the year and of course ell the work
that had been done over those years had to be put against the
actual vote. That is why you have this tremendous, or apparent-ly tremedous increase.
HON 0 T RESTANO:
Well then, may I ask the Minister for Public Works What of the
2,948,000, is wages and what is overtime.

NB CHAIRMAN:
Then that is the answer. That is a bill presented to you by
the Public Works Department.
HCN H J ZAMMIT"':
That's right, Sir.
HON G T R1.,STANO:
If the Minister-hits no
that eearly L1,000,000
vote? Does he have no
Who's responsible then

HON M K FaAT6E.RbTOAE:

control over these 248 men how is it
for these men is recorded under his own
control over them? He jus pays them?
for them?

HON H J ZAMMI7T:
Mr Chairman, this question has come up for the second year
running. It is a matter of having, since we tried to fund
housing costs, that we make provision for this particular
amount. It is quite true to say that I don't control the
labour or even know exactly who is workinE. The Public Works
control it and as I said before we have absolutely no mistrust
between departments. We are quite happy with the situation at
present.

14-32. •

HON M K FEATMRSTONE:
The basic wage for approximately 320 men is £726,6:10. The
estimated overtime is £120,600; the efficiency Bemis is
£22,500; the allowances, etc £9,CCO; the amount put aside for
job price contract is £39,800; end materials used cn a 75,, to
25'i•. ratio labour/materials basis is £300,000. I think you will
.n.,40C,CCO,
find that that gives you a figure somewhere around 2.
of which the amount that is thought to be done for housing is
£9148,000. The rest goes on other Government works.
HON G T Re:STANO:
Ur Chairman, one thing surprises me. "The amount that is
thought to be for housing." "thought". I mean these are
figaees, don't we have the accurate figures, doesn't the
Government have the accurate figures?
HON M I Fe.ATHERSTONU:
No, we do not have the accurate figures we cannot tell you for
the year ahead how many requisitions we ore going to get or
what those requisitions are going to refer to exactly. We can
only do it on past performance. We can only take an averaee.
We might get fifty requisitions for roofs, which are very expen-
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siv:, or we might get fifty reepaisizeone for chungeng a lock,
uhich is very cheap. Therefore, we have to do itor. an average
basis, and therefore, eu have to say what we tank it is going
to be. 'ee cannot say exactly chat it's going to be. This is
estimating, this is not looking to whet has actually happened.
ECe; M

e:RR AS:

!er - Chairman, the House will recall that last year, I believe it
was lest year, we voted against the Housing vote precisely
because of this point. I would like very briefly to say that
our objections are- obviously the same this year, namely that the
principle of Ministerial responsibility is in our view breached
for pure ma:ter of convenience. In other words the obstacle not
being insuperable, to put this particular sum under the Public
Works Depaetment but including it in the Housing Fund for the
calculating the cost of running the Fund.
purpose of
For the purposes of this House it appears very much that it is
the Minister for Public Works who knows what is being done with
that money and not the Minister for Housing, in whose vote this
money :pears e Fuethermore, the Housing Department has no
exeertiee available to the Minister for Housing, who is technically responsible for this, to be able tc judge whether the money
is being well used, ehether the jobs arc being done, and whether
tenants are being given a service. He has to rely on the
Minister for Public Works.
I brought a motion to the House some time ago, in which I
ybinted cut that there was very bad liaison between the Housing
Deeae:ment end she Public Works Department and I was told that a
Miniottrial Committee had been set up to discuss this matter.
To my surprise I find that the vote is still, in chat we
consicer to be the wrong place. It is a matter which affects
Government tenants very, very closely. Therefore, on this
occasion too we shall ae voting against this particular vote.
C2; H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Chairman, I seed before, this is a matter that has been
raised before, certainly last year. The only thing that the
onourable the Leader of the Opposition ought to realise is
that if ee were to have the expertise to control to our own
satisfaction and not forgetting to lose sight that we are working
as a Goveenment to department between department, it would
cost en enormous amount more because I would require at least
a PTO I, and I'd require Surveyors ...

HON H XI:' BRAS:
Yr Chairman, I Appreciate that this roes into almost the importance of a general principle, the principle beeer that of
Ministeriel reoponsibility. We Are not enying that no money
should be spent on this, but that thie money sh-uld be in
another part of the estimates of expenditure.
Now, could I again ask the Government to reconsider this
position. Mr Chairman, it is very difficult when it comes to
the Second Reading of the Bill to be able to ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
With due respect to the Leader of the Opposition. It was
evieently clear on the preparation of the estimetee where this
mete was and it could have been raised at its proper time, when
the principles of the bill was being discussed. I have allowed,
sin I think in fairness to me I have been liberal because we are
411
in Committee, I have allowed. the matter to be ventilated. lehat
I am not going to allow to happen is that we should have a- debate.
on the merits of it being in one or in the other.
HON M XIBr.RRAS:
Mr Chairman, the only thing is that we have to try to show in
the House the reasons why we disagree with this.
Could I ask the Minister then for what reason, other than the
fact that it is included in the Housing Fund, an expense in the
Housing Fund, is this vote where it is? Is there any other
reason for it? And would he not agree that if it were in the
Public Works Department vote it could equally well be put in
the Housing Fund. Is there any other reason?
KR CHAIRMAN:
We will they. get into the position which I say we can not get
into. I will allow you to give a short answer, which will be
the end of the matter.
HON J ZAMMITT:
Mr Chairman, Sir, I'll maize it a very short answer. Of course
it is for a very good re:son. It is the Housing Manager who as
the Controlling Officer can ad:the iublie Works Department to do
something which is a housing Priority.
HOi M XIBr.RRAS:

YR CHAIRMA.N:

I do not wish to get involved in the principle as to how this
particular vote should be run. That is a matter of principle
which should have been touched on the Second Reading of the
Bill. We have mentioned it to the extent that we can afford to
do so when we are diaeussing the estimates item by item, but we
must leave it there.

The Housing Manager, Mr Chairman, is as I understand it, a
Clerical Officer who knows nothing about these matters. He
knows aboslutely nothing, with all duo respect to the Minister
about repairs and maintenance.
HON 11 J ZAMMITT:
He certainly knows the priority of the Housing Department.
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HO1; M Xli:aaRAS:

(1) Heed 10 Judicial Court of Apaeal. was agreed to.

He doasn't 'snow enough to be aole to judge whether the work is
being cone properly or is not being done properly.

(2) Supreme Court - personal Emoluments were agreed to.

MR CHALaMAe:

athee Charge;;, were agreed to.
Special Expenditure was agreed to.

We will leave it there now.

(3) Me.gistrates and Coroners Court - Personal Emoluments.

HO G T RESTANO:

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

Yr Chairean, may I ask. The revised estimate for that subhead
was £1,123,000 and the estimate is now £948,000 which is a
Can I klow what the reason for
reduction of abouL L175,000.
this is? Why is there a der.rease of £175,000. Is it that
Government houses are not going to be maintained in the coming
year?
HON H J ZAYMITT:
Mr Chairman, the Honourable Mem'aer must not forget there was a
Pay RevieW and arrears during 1978/79.
Yr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Y K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Mentegriffo
J 3 Perez
A W Serfaty
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza.
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The following Hon Members ware absent from the Chamber:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
J nossano
Major P. J Dellipiani
Dr R G Valarino

Seeedal 7xeenditure was agreed to.
Head q Income Tax Office - Personal Emoluments was agreed to.
Other Oh ryes were agreed to.

Mr Speaker, I see that this is a
a new post in the other vote as
Paper Keeper and in the other it
Could someone explain to me what

new poet and in fact there was
well. In one case the post is
is Senior Paper Keeper.
this is?

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, perhapa I can explain that. In the case of the
Supreme Court it is an Usher/Yeseenger, in the case of the
Magistrates' Court I am informed that the Senior Paper Keeper
is in fact the Process Server. I think in either case let me
summarise by saying that they are the men who attend to
wiscellaneoas matters. This is substitution.
MR CHAIRMAN:
A new nomenclature.
personal Emoluments - were agreed to.
Other Charges - were agreed to.
Head 11 Labour and Social Security - personal Emoluments.
HON M XiSERRAS:
Mr Chairman, would the Honourable Member give the House some
sort of indication of what has been done in this respect.
HON A J CANr:PA:
I did this during the course of the debate, Mr Chairman. In
the first part of my speech I dwelt at some length on the
Construction Training Industry, and on other matters on Industrial training.
RCN H XIBERRAS:
Perhaps I missed the Honourable Member's intervention in that
respect. Was there any special scheme?
HON A J CANEPA:

I detailed that as well, yesterday.

:.xrenditure was agreed to.
Sreedal ,

L37.

HON M XIBERRAS:
Will he say whether there were one, two or three?
HON A J CANEPA:
More than three, appreciably more than three.
EON M XIBERRAS:
I see. And the Industrial Training Board has met regularly?
EON AZ CANEPA:

contract people have been paying something in the reaion cf .670,
at the last count and tnio was app&rc:ntly eettled after SLIMC;. to
do. If I were to die Mr Chaireen, God furuid Lot yet, et least
not until tea budget is over, I uon't know ahether I would
receive favourable treatment in that area, but could I aek
whether whoever is responsiule for the Gravedi aaers, Mr Ceuarman,
could I in fact ask whoever is responsible to this part of the
operation — I think it is the Honourable Pr Serfaty — whether
there is a set method of payment for dealing with vaults and
so forth, or is it still done by private treaty? Are people in
rather dire circumstances asked to pay quite hefty sums of
money to see that their relatives and so forth receive burial?

No. It doesn't exist, Mx Chairman. It still has not been
reconstituted. We are awaiting nominatf.cr.s.

HON A W SERFATY:

Personal Emoluments were agreed to.

NON CHIEF MISTER:

Ot.laer Charges were agreed to.

They are not following the vein of my collea::ues. I have a
recollection that after the Complaint made by the Honourable
Member, the Planning Secretary, who is virtually in charge of
the Cemetery, did take up the matter. Certainly I have heard
of some of the abuses to which the Honourable }'ember referred
at the time, I have not heard of any since but it doesn't mean
that there may not have been, but I think that the matter'is
certainly not so acute by now. But I am prepared to look into
it because there is nobody responsible.

Srecial Expenditure was agreed to.
Head 12 — lands & Surveys — Personal Emoluments.
HON P• J ISOLA:
Could I ask if the Government is satisfied that the Lands &
Survey Office is properly staffed and equipped to deal expedi—
tiously with the Development Programme which rises to its peak
in 1579/60?
HON A W
The Department has undergone a staff inspection under which the
number of Clerical Officers have been reduced from 6 to L. But
I think on the whole that there has been a great improvement in
the working of that Department.
EON V XIEERRAS:
Yr Chairman, how many of the personnel there — page 46 — have to
do with the Development Proaramme?

EON A SERPATY:
None, realla, not with the Development Programme as such,
except serving the Development and. Planning Commission, but that
has nothing to do really with the Development Programme.
Personal E:7.,-,
, 11..T.ents were agreed to.
Other Chaezes.

I am trying to find out how much of the £30,000 would ...

HON M XIBERRAS:
I heard that there had been some sort of agreement between the
Union tnat represents these men and management was attempted
but failed.
I think there was an attempted agreement between the Union and
management out in fact failed. That is tne last I heard of it.
I have not heard of any exorbitant amounts being charged as of
late, but often in these cases those affected do not tent to
take the matter up openly. I think it is a small but very
important aspect.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I have just heard something which the Honourable Member has
brought up that seems to mean that the thing is not settled.
My colleague has just told me — he doe sn't want to mention it
himoelf — of an experience which warrants my looking into the
matter. And I say my looking into the matter because there 1 s
nobody else responsible and I must assume responsibility as
Chief Minister to see that it is done.
Other. Charges were agreed to.

HON M XIBERRAS:

Special Exnenditure was agreed to.

Mr Chairman, there is an unfortunate,disastrcus and distasteful
state of affairs prevailing at the Cemetery whereby by private
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Head 13 Law Officers — Personal Emoluments were agreed to.

1439.

MR CHAl:AMAN:

Gther Charwes.
HON

Cr .7.,

RE:;TANO:

I do net know whether this is the correct place to ask this
particular question, but I remember that we were told in this
• House that the Government was taking the landlord of 197/201
Main Street to Court for having ...

One mustn't assume that just because we are voting personal
emoluments for the Law Officer:; and his staff that you are
entitled to ask any question you feel, because otherwise we
could be here for a long time.
14.1\1 0 T hASTAis:0:
That is why I am asking whether this is under this vote. I am
asking advice under which vote I can ask tie question, Sir.

YR CHAIRYAN:
It most certainly is not the right time to ask.

kM CHAIRMAN:
HON G T RESTANO:
We were told it was going Lc be 'done in January, that they would
be taken to Court in January.
I

CHATRMAN:
Whether they have been taken to Court I don't think will affect
this vote.

None of the votes will allow you to ask such a question. I
think I have been liba? al enough to alloW you to ask questions
to the extent that you have got a general answer. You could
ask a question at the next House, perhaps but not in this
meeting.
personal Emoluments were agreed to.
Special Expenditure was agreed to.

HON G T.RESTAnO:

Head 14 Ve(.1.:al and Public Health - Personal 7,TrIlueents
Well, I just ,v.anted to get confirmation whether in fact the
Landlord of that particular tenement had yet been taken to court
or not?
HON ATTCRNHY GEERAL:
Yr Chairman,
am happy to snswer that cuery, if I may. I daa't
think it was said that the Government would take the landlord to
court. I think "hat was said was that the Government would take
all. the necessary action, having first allowed the private
parties involved to try and restore it themselves. The position
is that I cannot say at this stage that the Government has taken
the landlord to Court but the Government is taking action. That
is as much as I am able to say at this stage.

HON M XIEERRAS:
One approaches this vote, Yr Chairman, with certain amount of
trepidation because I remember that after voting certain
amounts at bur3get time, half way throegh the year we get substantial increases in the vote. Me always heats a good rceei:tien.
Zrs Thatcher had better take note of this. The 0.position is
out to make cuts in the services which are cosential to the well
being of the people of Gibraltar. hut !:r Chairman, neverthaess,
we have to be prudent and we have to examine the estimates, even
though I am sure my colleagues and myself will vote in favour of
the items here.

Could I ask what that action is? •

The level of overtime in the Medical Department was eenti..ned by
an earlier speaker on the Government site. Could the honourable
i.ember give us an indication of •what this level of overtime,
necessary as it may be, is.

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL:

HON A P MOUTEGRIFFO:

Yr Chairman, I was not really prepared for this. I will simply
say that the matter is being pursued.

I will first deal with Per:sone-a Emoluments and the level of overtime. The level of overtime has prior to parity been roughly
£50,000. In Personal Emoluments there arc no revised figures,
it is not the custom to produce revised figures, but the
revised fig-ixes after
parity .comes to £99,000, which i,s what
we are provided this year.

HON G T RESTANO:

MR CHAIRMAN:
YO_u_oan ask under any vote. This is a specific question about
a specific case which is not relevant to the Estimates.
HON G T RESTANO:
I think since we are considering the Head pertaining to the Law
Officers and we ...

4.40.

C

The Honourable Member must appreciate that we are a 5-day week
department but that we have to cover a 7-day week. In addition
the Porters are working a 37-hour 5-day week but have also a 7day cover commitment. Not only is there an element of overtime
during the normal working reek, but there is also roster oyer.
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time for Saturdays and Sundays. Then you have got to pay for
the Diseensary to open: the X-Ray Department also get substantial overtime when the Consultant Radiclogist visits every six
weeks. They work very hard threeeecut the weekend and they work
until about mednight. I mast admit, hcwever, that since the
eattee of overtiee gene: ally was raised and individual cases
were examined by the Industrial Relaeicns Officer 3 or 4 cases
have been highlighted which I consider myself to be disturbing.
I woeI('In't like to mention names but they are being investigated.
It would perhaps save £2-3,:;00. The overtime is mainly divided
amongst 370 peetons. The total number of staff is 395 out of
which 2-6 are not 'entitled to overtime. So 269 non-industrials
are entitled to overtime.
It must also be reeenbered that with the shortages of staff we
have gotto pay overtime to other staff. I wish we were able to
recruit all the staff that we need and then perhaps there would
be less overtime paid out. Let me tell the House that because
we have taken overtime into account we have not made. the full
provision for money under personal emoluments for the full
ut it is just one vote and we can drew on the overtime
staff.
to pay for salaries of these people.
HON P J ISOLA!.
Is it different people who get overtime and allowances or is it
the same reople. I notice that there is an amount for "Allowance". Is that for a specific kind of overtime?
HON A P YONTEGRIFFO:
No. If a nurse works in a Geriatic Ward she gets an allowance;
if she goes to KGV, there is an allowance; if she is doing a VD
Clinic she gets an allowance for that; and there are different
kinds of allowances.

moment is to provide serregation at the YGV.

HON G T PESTANO:
The total requirement of staff in the establishment is 395. Is
it that at present there are 375 and we are 20 shOrt there?
HON A P gONTEGRIFFO:
Yes, in that particular figure.
HON G T RESTANO:
Will that mean that the estimates are likely to come down. For
example the :j -lister has said that he hopes, he is not certain,
he will have enough stuff to open the Stagnetto hard by the end
of May but certainly give no commitment for the Children'a Vrerd.
How much staff does he expect to recruit by tee end of 1"
,ay, and
how much more staff is required to open the Children's Ward.
HON A 2 MMTEGRIFFO:
I said that if we were able to recruit some staff now, because
remember that the staff we recruit will have to go into school,
and therefore you cannot let them loose in a ward. If we are
lucky it may be if we get the right type of people and they get
through their examinations it may well be that the Children's
Ward can also be opened o say in June. I do not want to make any
commitments so that I am not accused - I would rather be
accused of being a fool than.of being a liar.
HON 0 T RESTANO:

personal Emolements were agreed to.
1:0N P J ISOLA:

How many would he require to open the Children's Ward and hdw
many does he still require to open the Geriatic Ward, the
Stagnetto Ward?

Does the Minister know when the Geriatic Ward, the Stagnetto
lard, will be opened?

HON A P MONThC;RIFFO:

b'R CHAIRMAN.

I would say about 26 for both wards more or less.

Let's call Other Charges and then we can do that.

Other Chance were agreed to.

Other- Chseeee.

Special Expenditure.

HON A P MITESRIFFO:

HON G T RESTANO:

I did say in my speech that if we mere to recruite and. we are
likely to get acme people coming out of the Schoo' by the end
of this month, by the end of Hay, I think I did say, there is a
possibility that at least the Stagnette-Ward will be opened by
the and of Hay. I am not giving a firm commitment. It deperds
on whether we recruit staff and the people in School make the
Grade: then it could be done. All I have been able to do at the
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I am afraid I cannot give a commitment. Until I get the staff
it is impossible to open. I did say yesterday, I think I
mentioned, there vere 20 staff vacancies.

What does this new equipment refer to?
HON A P MWMGRIFFO:
I was expecting that question and I brought roan the list for
the'first time this year. Such items se for example autoclaves, Unisee Alarm Systems, a Counter system for the labora-
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you suggested that it would be ...

tory aad thing:a like that.
Snecial Ex:enditure was agreed to.

HON CIIIEF MINISTER:

Other Charges were agreed to.

).r Chairman, can we leave the Post Office for the moment and
deal with something else. Things were going so fast that the
Minister thought we would not reach this stage and he is not in
the House.

Sreciai Exnenditure was agreed to.

IP CHAIRMAN:

Heed 15 - Port - Personal Emoluments were agreed to.

There is no reason why we shouldn't jump ahead. We shall then
call Head 18.

Head 15 Police - Personal Emoluments was agreed to.

Other Charges.
Head 18 - Prison - Personal Emoluments were agreed to.
HON G T RESTANO:
May I have some figures on subhead (8) in respect of £35,500.

Other Charges were agreed to.
Special Fxnenditure was agreed to.

HON A W SERFATY:
Quite a number of items, and I will read through the details.
Latrine Attendants, for example; Water Cleansers; Overtime;
Productivity Allowance; cleaning materials, overalls, rubber
boots etc; clearing of berths; a token figure; oil pollution;
fenders; gangways; lifebuoys, including shutters; wires;
atabilisation; repairs and surveys of moles done by the Department of Environment; minor repairs to old moles, also a token
sum of £100. Revenue walls, hosing etc; fire hoses, transport
and removal of scrap; heavy loads of broken fendering debris
etc; making and painting of notice .boards and deSignation of
parking areas; and equipment for the water.

MR CHAIRMAN:
I an sure that there are going to be a fair amount of questions
on Public Works. It is ten minutes past 5 o'clock. ao perha;s
we should recess now for tea. When we come back we will go back
to Post Office and then go on to Public Works. do we will have
a recess now for tea.
The Committee recessed at 5.10 pm.
The Committee resumed at 5.50 pm.
MR CHAIPMAN:

Other Charges were agreed to.

Mr Clerk, will you call Head 17 Post Office.
Special EaTenditure was agreed to.

Head 17 - Post Office Savings Bank and Philatelic Bureau.
(1) Post Office and Savings Lank.

Head 17 Post Office Savings Bark and Ph latelid Bureau.
(1) Post Office and Savings Bank - Personal Emoluments.

HON MAJOR R J PHLIZA:

HON 2LAJOR R J PELIZA:

I wonder, whether as I said before, I should ask the question on
the Express letters at this stage or later, perhaps under Item 5
or Item 10, but it is entirely up to you, Mr Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, on the question of the express letters. In the
meantime you nay give me a ruling on this. Whether they are
rated now under personal emoluments or whether it should come
under conveyance of mails, which is subhead (5); contribution to
the International Bureau; which ever you say, Mr Chairman, but
I thought perhaps .oa
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MR CHAIRMAN:

YR CFAIRMAN:

One could safely say that there is no specific subheads on
other charges dealing with this one. I think perhaps definitely
under Personal Emoluments people would be paid to carry out this
particular service, and you could ask generally without getting
into specifics.

Let us see what you have to say first and then I will decide.

HON MAJOR R J PhLIZA:

HON MAJR P J

What really worries me, Mr Chairman, is - I think i have had an
answer from the linister already but I could not pursue it at
the time because it was more on the details than the prine_ple
as you ruled. What I was worried is, and certainly I an not

The point whida I raised before and we got to the stage where
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goingtoblhe person who would do that, but if some dissatisfied
individual, particularly abroad, were to .rite to the Postal
Union oe ehes question what would he the e.:sition here of the
Government here, what would they say, keowing as they do now
feom the record of the House teat ee haven't got an ineceing
express letter service. Certainly out-going 1 thing there is
he peoblem but aryincomingexeress letter I think could cause
embarrassment if that were to happen. What would the Minister
do?
HON I AE.:;CASTS:
Sir, there is no irdication teat anybody is going to write to
the Postal Union because they haven't written to the Director
of Postal Services. I said last'night, Sir, that .there were
no complaines at all recorded in the Post Office. I understand,
and I appreciate that the Honourable and Gallant Member may be
epset.because one of his letters may have gone astray, but the
fact remains not a single complaint has been received in the
Post Office, Sir.
HON Y.I.Jra R J RreLIZA:
First of all I have no rersonal complaint. I haven't received
that. kiee of mail myself. I wasn't thinking of myself. ' I am
thinking of an individual abroad who according to the present
situation is supposed tc be able to send a letter by Express
Mail to Gibraltar when in fact there is no Sexpress letter
•
delivered in Gibraltar and he is paying extra for the services.
I: is not a question of whether we have received a complaint or
not. Tee fact is that we seem to be taking money under false
pretences and I think that is a wrong situation for Government
to be in, particularly knowing that the situation is such. In
my view the answer is to say to the Postal Union that we have
nc incoming Express Letter Service.
EON I eJeeCASIS:
Sir, the convention says that we deliver the letters as soon as
possible and that is what ee de. low, I appreciate that this
"as soon as 'Possible" may not be as "sooner" as the honourable
Meeber would want. I have said before, and I repeat it now,
that with letters addressed to P 0 Boxes, the holder is contacted ever the telephone and informed that the letter is in his
box. If it is.possible, if it is physically possible at all,
we will try and contact those individuals who apeear in the
telephone directory and whose name and initials and address
coincide with that in the letter. We ray also try and call them
up. But I can assure the Honourable Yeeber and the House, Sir,
that we do everything possible considering the very small number
of letters.
Last night I gave details and in some instances there are no
letters at all in one day, two, three, four and five. That,
'with all dee reseect , doesn't warrant the employment of a
person exclusively for that. The Oppositiandias been telling
us 'all the time that we are over-employing, dlhat we are getting
L.14S.

more and more people into the Government service and heee we
are in a situation ehere ee think that we should save as meth
man-powerwpcissiS2 and.trvy think differently und•try to
persuade us to get yet another man to deliver 3 or 4 letters
per day.

I

I am afraid the Government is not prepared to do that. We
shall try to improve the service, I shall come back to the
House when we try to improve it, but the answer to the
suggestion to employ a man exclusively for that is as it was
last year when I answered question i'0 20o.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Right, so be it, I am afraid we are not going to get any further
on this.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Mr Chairman, I agree. Obviously I am net satisfied with the
answer. May I say something, in fact congreteleting the
Minister on reducing his establishment. I think he has done
very well, in fact perhaps one of the few where this has been
done, from 54 to 5c, and from o7 to 62. That to me is productivity unless those bodies are hicden somewhere else. But I den't
think they are. but I really congratulate the Minister on that.
Personal Emoluments were agreed to.
Other Charges.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Mr Chairs an, this; is one of those departments weere we seem to
be raking profit. That again is very good. When we talk on
the principles of the revenue raising matters I may hsve something to say about this, but at this stage what I would like to
know is how is it that the Philatelic Bureau was doing so well
in 1977-78. They did extremely well. Then in 1975-79 we have
£500,000 as an estimate of revenue and then to £375,000 I just
wonder whether this ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
Explanations have been given both by the Financial and Development Secretary when he moved the Second Reading of the will and.
by the Minister when he contributed to the Second Reading.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Well, then perhaps bearing in mind that I am very interested to
hear something about that ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
Well, you have heard on two occasions already. Explanations
have been given both by the Financial and Development Secretary
and by the Minister.
447.
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YON MATCR R J PELIZA:

EON I ABECASIS:

I am scrry if I am trying to get the Minister to repeat himself.

It is a nevi building, Sir, a very ample building, aad has all
the faciaities.

HON I ABCASIS:
Sir, I said last night that the sales of philatelic stamps was
not as good as the previous years as we ,have anticipated
because the windfall of over £900,000 was due to the Coronation
Issue, the Jubilee Issue; the Definitive Issues,•and I said
that this year we had done £375,000 whch it was more or less
what we expected but not as good as the previous year.
Presumably in 198.1/52, when we Eo with another definitive the
thing would go perhaps over Lim. At least the Director of
Postal Services is already organising a party to celebrate the
Lim mark.
HON M XIBEkRAS:
I wculd like to any something but I can't quite pin it down to
any tarticular item.
YR CHAIRMAN:
On other charges?
Hr;11 H XIBERRAS:

BON M XlbaRkAo:
I know that this is done in other parts of the Government
Service where the Government started hiring these premises. I
was wondering whether the Minister feels, bearing in mind that
this particular part of the Government is making's profit,
whether it would not be worthwhile moving to a rather more•
permanent arrangmeat, rather than pay the quite substantial
amount of L3,000 a year in rent?
Why doesn't tho Government put the Philatelic Bureau in a
place it owns itself rather then pay £3,000 which is quite a
considerable amount?
HON I ABECASIS:
Sir, before we moved into Leon House we were looking all over
the place for suitable premises. We thought of moving into
Librnry Street, where the Consumer Protection Unit I think is,
but that was not suitable. We have something in mind which it
is too early to talk about. -1 hove already spotted a place
which is owned by the Government which I would like to be
converted into a Philatelic Bureau, but it is too early at
this stage to talk about these things.

Where is the Philatelic Bureau housed?
HON M XIBERRAS:
ECN I ABECASIS:

ECN f XIEYRRAS:

Is the Minister convinced that £5,000 is j
a worthwhile proposi—
tion for the Government and will he not agree that as soon as
possible a place should be found whica is owned by the
Government.

Is this place owned by the Government, or do we pay a rent? And
if so :hat rent and under which Head does it appear?

hOli I Abr;OAaIS:

HCN I ABECASIS:

Of course I would agree that we should move as soon as possible
to a place owned by the Government, obviously.

Sir, at the bottom of Head 15, Item 9 we said Rents of Offices —
L3,000.

HON M XIB.:RRAS:

ECN M XIBER1-.AS:

And the first question?

So we are in fact paying 23,000 a year for the Philatelic
Bureau to be housed in Leon house?

HON ABeCAS1S:

ECN I Ab.CASIS:

HON M XIBERRAS:

Yea, Sir.

Is it a worthwhile proposition at 3,0002

HON M XI...:..'' AS:

HON I ABECASIS:

What are the premises like, I haven't been there I must confess.

Well, I don't know, Sir. I am not a valuator to answer
technical things. I am happy because it is a very large,

Leon Hoiae, Sir, in Secretary's Lane.

Is it a suitable place? Yea.
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House,e-vely atb and with all
Perhaec as big as the Chamber.of
the reealeeeents, but as I said, I wouldriove to have the
Philatelee Eureau in a building belonging to the Government and
save the S.:3,0e0, I can assure the House that we shall do that
as soon as a building comes to us.
HON r XIBERRAS:

I don't know but I assume the landlord has increased his
charges in tia; same way as the Government is increasing
rent, rates, etc, etc.
HON G T RESTANO:

Thank you very much.
FON CF.I.7eF MINISTER:
•

kr Chairman, in this connection the Income Tax, Head 9, passed
without comments and there again provision is made for rent
for premises in exactly the same building. It will be recalled
that there were many complaints about the place where the
income tax was being collected: there was no privacy, and we
had to rent offices until we have our own. We have a plan for
our own. Under Head 9, Rent of Offices, Subhead 4 £7,300. It
is inevitable if we want to give a service, and these are
services that produce money. We have a plan for offices but
for obvious reasons we have not been able to do it in time.
FON M
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HON I APECASIS:

eRP. AS :

I see in the Improvement .and Development :Puna Yr Chairman
where I think the St Jago's was earmarked some years ago for
this but because of Government non-performance Mr Chairman, we
find ourselves in this position.
HON G T ReSTANO:

I am sure there would be further cries from this side of the
House if the increases were 150jo because we are not satisfied
with 50 increases: But was there no provision when the rents
of these premises were first paid, was there no contract for
the lease, and for maintenance? Was this increase of 150%
included in that contract?
HON I ABECASIS:
The answer is, I don't know, Sir.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
This is for the service charges in connection with the lease.
The stairs cleaning, the lighting eed everything that a
building of this nature warrants. No doubt like other places
like Sunnyside and so on. There is no counter-part of saying
that the tenants run the service, yet it is the landlord who
runs the service. No doubt he has found the charges that he
was making low end has put them up. But it saves the Government the provision of cleaning other 'than inside the office.
HON G T RESTANO:

Cr. the rental for the Philatelic Bureau. I notice that
Maintenance of Offices, although it is a small amount ...
YR CHAIRMAN:
We have not ouite.got to that. I have allowed. the Honourable
Leader of the Or:position to finish because he started it, but
this is now just on Post Office and Savings Bank. Let us go
throueh them. Perhaps we can take a vote on Other Charges.
Other Charges were agreed to.

Nevertheless, would the Chief Minister not agree that a•150
increase seems to be a very large increase in one go. And
as I asked before was there any provision in the contract?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I know there is a contract for a fixed period, but I don't
know that there is any provision for that. It would be very
difficult without looking at the contract. No doubt if they
have made it ens it has been passed - the Auditor would pick
it up if it was not properly charged.

12) Pilatelc Eureau - Personal Emoluments were agreed.
HON G RESTANO:
Other Charves.
Perhaps the Minister could find out and let me know.
H01: G T R-r.:STANO:
Although, as I say, it is only a small amount. P1,000 for
Maintenanee of Cffices, I notice that the explanation given is
'nieher cost of maintenance and service charges payable to the
Landlord". Although it is a small charge the increase seems
to be cuite a large one, from £400 to S1,000. What is the
explanation for tais 15:rr increase. It seems to be out of line
with other sort of increases.

EON CHIEF MINISTER:
Yes, Sir.
Other Cherees were agreed to.
Special Exoenditure was agreed to.
Head 1 9 Public Work: - Personal Eeolurents
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Hee P J ISOLA:

HON M K FE4TTP.2STONK:

Can the Minieter give an explanation of the administrative
changes ehich there seem to have been in the Administration
pert of the department. I notice teat comparing with the
Ape roved estimates 7e-79, for example, there were 3 Time-Keeping
'Clerks - they co not seem to be there any longer. This is just
an example, 3 Senior Clerical Officers and 9 ordinary Clerical
Officere last year, and on this estableshment it shows 15
clerical officers for 76-79. There are 11 now. I also noticed
that whereas last year in the Approved Estimates there was a
section, Development, consisting of a Civil Engineer and 5
Clerks of Works, that doesn't seem to appear in the new one,
unless thee-s have been replaced by the Section of leodernisation
and Development Proeraeme, which now has 19 staff. Could the
Menister lea help us by outlining the chances there have
been in the structure of the department, as far as personal
emoluments are concerned, because there seem to be differences
from last year. Could he identify these differences and tell
us thy they have taken place.

I think part of the reasoning is that they were previously
classified under the Architects and Drewing Office. For
example, it will be noted there were 10 PTO IV and there are
only four this year.

HON M K FEATFERSTen:
Sir, as I mentioned during my intervention in the debate there
was a restructuring of the department after the staff inspection.
This is vhy it will. be noted that ie.certain instances people
have moved from what appears to be one place to another. The
Honourable Mr Peter :sole mentioned some who are now under the
Modernisation& Development Programme and were in a different
place last year. The main overall difference is that the
Roaernisatien and Development Programme has been strengthened
by the addition of some extra persons who we have been asking
for end who the staff inseector accepted were necessary. I
would comment that this structure is still subject to a request
by the Pueelic Works Department for a further reorganisation
welch we hope will come about shortly.

Does that answer your question?

EON P J ISOLA:
It is still a bit confusing, Yr Chairman, because under Modernisation and Development Programme the establishment for 78-79 is
sheen as 10 officers and yet in the Approved Estimates under
Development, there are only 6. Where have they come from?

MR CHAIRMAN:
Where is that?
HON ? K FeelHERSTONE:
The Architects and Drawing Office. Itees 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
and 28. They have split up into the actual work of the Public
Works Department for itself, end the actual work for tne
Modernisation and Development Proeramee. So teere have been the
ahifting of the two into two separate departments.
MR CHAIRMAN:

HON P J ISOLA:
Yes, Sir. The supernumerary staff, which are all new this year,
that is 8, 10, 14, again are fairly high powered people, what
are they going to do?
HON M K FeATFERSTONE:
Well, Sir, they are not all new this year. It was the result
of the staff inspection which tried to ceteeorlee areas of. the
Public Works Department. For exemple, under Maintenence you
will see that there were 4 PTO I's and now there is only one.
The remaining one moved over into the see:erne:spear:, stuff. The
same can be seen with the Civil Fang freer, PTO I. 7here were two
now there is only one, and the other one is in the supern:mersry
staff. I think that if the figures are looked at carefully you
will find th=at people have moved out from one department and have
been classified supernumerary.

YR CHAIRYAN:

The Trainee Technician last year UFAC under Temporary Assietence,
and they ore so classified this year, but the- Oreeuatc Engineers
last year were under a special beast oe their own, Oreduetes; this
year they have been actually put into each salaried staff.

Where do you get those six, I am not with you.

HON P J ISOLA:

FON P J ISOLA:
In the Approved Estimates 78-79, under Development, there are
one Cvil Engineer and 5 Clerks of Works; in the. Modernisation
__and_Bevelopment Programme Section, here, we find that in the
establishment 78-79 there were two (2) PTO I, one (1) PTO III,
2 ?TO IV and 5 Clerks of Works. So I don't know. How does
that occur? In the 1973 Estimates they weren't there.
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Wi.at are the supernumerary staff? Why have they been put under
.there? And went is going to be teeir sort of job aeecription?
What are they .going to do? What is it iatenaed that they are
•
going to do?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
They are available both to the Development Progvamme and to the
Public Works as required. Sometimes they are working for one,
sometimes they era working for the other. The( weren't
actually specified in one definite department.
453.

HON P J ISOLA:
I notice the establishment is increased once egain, I mentioned
this in the eeeeral debate, teelve bodies. Can he tell us the
cost of the increase in the establish:a-eat.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
I'cannot tell you offhand. I can find eat. But I mean this
could be worked out if the Hanourable Meeber wishes to take
four aeoele on scale 9 one person on scale 26. They wouldn't
be exactly eqeated because as he would know there would be
savings in career places.
HON P J ISOLA:

required for the Development Programme, even though lest year we
apparently hod it all. All I want to know really is how much
this additional staff is going to cost us so that we can then
judge eerformaaee next year.
HON M K YEATHERSTOINE:
I don't think we stated last year that we had the staff for the
Development Programme. We stated that we were closer to
getting what we wanted.
HON P j ISOLA:
Could the Minister indicate the page in the Hansard Report.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE.

The general picture is that of 142 in the establishment for
76-79, for 79-30 it is 15L1.. So there are 12 more bodies.
FON Y K -4 - 1--:=7 STONE:
Yes, the extras, for example, are in the Development and
Moternisation Pregeamme, where it can be seen that there were
two PTO 'IS there are now 5; where there were no PTO Its there !
are now four; where there was one PTO III there are now three;
and there is also one Tracer.
The staff that are classified as supernumerary were those people
eho were on the staff aed were not accepted by the staff inspector in 1977, but were later accepted by him as needed for the
Development Programme.

215. "There has also been
own machinery in terms of
more technical staff, all
approval and carrying out
never said we had enough,

a great improvement in the flovernment's
pre-planninr, project preparation and
of which will ensure that project
of works will be speeded up". We
we said there was a great improvement.

HON P J ISOLA:
Is the Minister quoting that passage to illustrate the department
is • • •

HON H K FaATHERSTONE:
Yes, I am.

1-1014 P J ISOIA:

HON P J ISOLA:

Yes, but surely there is an additional cost involved. Can he
tell me what that figure is? It must have been estimated, this
additional cost.

Mr Chairman, I can just express surprise at the way he has interpreted the Chief Minister. I remember it very difeerently ene
Chief Minister saying with greet setisfaction that improvement
he had got and that it should•accelerete the carrying out of
works. But that did not occur. Did it?

MR CHAIRMAN.:
You wish to know what the extra 12 bodies is costing, is that
right?
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Yes.

HON P J ISOLA:
Yes, so that next year I can ask ...
FON M K P.THERSTONE:

a

MR CHAIRMAN:
Right, we are going back to the general debate. Right. Public
Works - Per
Emoluments.

It is rather hard because we do not have this available, though
they can be ascertained, the relative fieure for this year because in the Revised Estimates you have all the back money
going back to 1976. But if you are really insistent on it I can
gee my :staff to work it out and give you a figure ineriting in
due course, so that I will be able to ask your question next year.

Mr Chairman, may I ask a general puestion. I gather that the
level of overtime for PTOs I. TI, III and iy, is Eiu ite substantial. Couec the Minister give us an 1:Idlest-on o, what the
level of overtime is.

HON P J ISOLA:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

I just want to see, Mr Chairean because last year when we were
doing this we were told that we now had the staff for the
Development Programme. This year we are told that more staff is

The levelof overtime basically refers to PTOs III, IV and the
gentlemen known as Works Supervisors.
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HON M XIBERRAS:
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These zentelemen, when the industrials are working overtime,
also have to work overtime with them and in some instances '
they are working on the different. shift jobs which are essential overtime as such, such as the Distillers, the Refuse
Destructor, the Garage cn various occasions, and therefore,
their overtime is reared to the overtime of the industrials.
We hope that this year the overtime - its about 25% of the
basic ,haEes - the amount of overtime may be reduced.
FON M XIBRRAS:
Would the Honourable Member care to give an indication of what
that figure might be and the number of bodies, which I could
count up, involves.

Yes, we think it is reasonably adequate. Yes. Obviously if
improvement:: can be made we will try to do so.
HON H XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman, could the Honourable Member say. whether the people
just beyond PTO III, PTO II and PTO I attend courses as well?
HON M K FATHE,RSTONE:
No, Sir, they don't.
HON M XIBERDAS:

HON M K F::.:ATHERSTONE:

This should be simple, by just adding the numbers.

Mr Chairman, when the Minister speaks of Government's desire to
reduce the level of overtime in the grades mentioned, does he
mean that this should be done by rinisterial action, in other
words the Minister for Public Works, or is this a matter which
will come under the aegis of the Minister for Labour in the
Committee that was mentioned?

HO2i M

HON K K FwATHERSTONE:

Yes, i know, Yr Chairman, but by reference to what would the
Minister calculate overtime? Whether it is PTO I, II, III?

It would probably follow a decision by the Council of Ministers,
generally, that overtime may be reduced possibly after the pay
review in July.

The number e persons involved?
L7ic CHAIRMAN:

•

HON M K F::ATii

HON K K FEATHERSTONE:
No, PTO III, PTO IV and Work Supervisors.

HON N XIBERRAS:
After the pay review in July?

HCE M X1EE2ReS:
I can certainly count up, if the Committee will bear with me,
I could certainly count up the numbers.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
I'm informed its around 58 to 60 people.
HON M XIBRRAS:
And could the Hon Member given an indication of the cost of
the salaries of.58 people in these grades?
•
HON K K F'.:LTF1.:RSTONE:

HON M X PEATHe:R6TON:;:
Yes, so as to create the minimum hardship to the actual
employees.
HON M XIEERRAS:
I see. Mr Chairman, could I go on to - I don't know whether I
should in fact mention this or make the different points in
respect of the establishment of salaries, or whether I should
go on to the same division under "Other Charges". Well I think
there are some which are not included in any others in fact,
the Modernisation and Development.
MR CHAII:HAN:
Even then I think this is the exception, isn't it, and then
will be others.

£5o,000 a year.
HON M XIBeRRAS:
The Minister of Labour mentioned that in the Construction
Training Centre some courses on Middle Management were taking
place, _ntensive courses on Middle Management. I don't know
whether he is in a position to answer the ouestion or whether
it is the Minister for Public Works but generally is the level
of Middle Management supervision adequate at the present moment?

HCN N
Well, could I in fact raise the point ...

MR CHAIRMAN:
Let's take a vote on Public Works.
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HON M X="eRAS:
One 17:inute, 'er Chaircan, the total wage bill in fact for this
recto'

The office furniture, this is the furniture which is alloeed
both for orlices and for depots, and the ee,000 we -consider is
rather 4 moderate figure.

I

MR ChAreeAe:

CHAIeeeee::
The total wage bill would be a total of the salaries, overtime
and allowances.

Any other matters on Other,Oharges?
HON H XIBKRRAS:
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HON ti XIBE22AS:
That's' Z7b6,300.

I don't know if we are following the order or not, but could I
ask the Minister if he has any comments to offer on Unallocated
Stores?

Mr Speaker put the question and, on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members votea in favour:

HON H K F1SATHERSTONE:

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Yon
Yon

I Abecasis
A J Ceneea
Major F a Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
J H Perez
A W Serfaty
D Full
A Collings

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:

Sir, this is one of my hobby horses, I'm haepy to repeat exactly,
if not word for word, the gist of what I strited in my ectuel
speech. We have up to now been rutting a token fieere of e100.
This has obviously been unrealistic. infletion is running
at between .15 and 205: and if we have stores worth e600,00 or
so and they turn over even once a year, we need et least
£90,000 to e100,000 to be able to replenish those stores. At the
same time we ere else. increasing the number of stores hele,
partly due to new housing developments xhich bring new i- ems that
we have to keep in stock, and pertly so that we can cut ecen on
local purchases. I will give once again the illustration I gave
before: we can purchase a battery for e70 but if we buy it
locally it is £140. We, therefore, think it is worth investing
the money, even at the higher rates of interest today, and saving
in the long run.
hON M XiBeRRAS:
In other words the policy is to

The
The
The
The

Hon J Bossano
Hon A I: Montegriffo
Hon Dr R G Valarino
Her. H J eammitt

HON H K FEATheRSTONE:

Ocher Charges.

The same policy we have followed all the time. The only thing
is that for acme unknown reasons we got into this rut of putting
£100 token and we didn't face up to the reality of the setustion.

EON G T Reel-ANC:

HON G T XeSTANO.:

General Office Expenses of £7,200 and Office Furniture, ee,000,
seees to cc a •laege amount, and much larger in proportion than
other Dereetmeets. Can the Minister say why these two figures
are so high?

Isn't there a limit to the amount of stores that the Department
can hold?

HON H K FEATHERSTONE:
eeeal-e-the General Office Expenses cover a Handyman Cleaner,
£2,782; Charwomen .":7,800; Cleaning Material, £600. This gives
a total of e11,162. Of that 2/5th are ea id by the Delmrtmert
of Labour and Social Seourity, the PeD nay 3/5th. Our e/5th
is e6,710. You can say that the majority bf. the £7,200 goes
in wages and keeping the building clean:e and looked after.
The balance is made up of incidental expenses and. postage.
458.

HON H K FEATHERSTONE:
There is c limit, but we have asked for that limit to be increased.
It has neither been increased nor has tee increase been denied..
Vie are still asking and once again we feel that the realistic
figure of the stores is somewhere around Z6,000/1,7,000, and liable
to increase each year.
HON G T RMSTANO:
Can the'Minister say what amount he is entitled to hold in stores
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under the current regulation?

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

HON M K FaATneR5TONE:

No, Sir, I think this is the exception which perhaps proves the
rule. Vie hope that the figure will be put to a realistic
value as soon as- possible.

Well, you know it only too well if you look up the Auditor's
retort. I think it's 1250,000. But in actual fact at the
moment it's much closer to £700,000 than to £250,000.
HON G T WeSPANO:
Does the Minister ahink.it is good'government to exceed what
you are authorised to hold?
HON Y K FEATHERSTONE:
We have made our requests on several occasions for the .amount
to be increased considerably.

HON M XIBMRAS:
I'm no expert as my honourable and Learned colleague on these
matters, certainly not on the Principal Auditor's reeurt,
bearing in mind his position in- the Public Accounts Committee,
but could the Honourable- eember explain who "they" are who have
to put the matter to rights? he says "we have asked", and
"they have to put the. matters to raehts".
HON M K PaATfisRbTUNN:

And meanwhile the Minister flouts the regulation, is that it?

Yes, Sir, the Financial Seicretary. I would comment that if we
had left the stores of £250,000 we would tocay be unable to do
any repairs in many areas. We wouldn't be able to do any
repairs at all on Vai-,y1 /Jazz estate.

Ea, M H.FEe7HeRSTUeE:

HON K XIBERRAS:

We do not flcut the regulations. The situation is that one
must continue ordering. Stores,one cannot come to a standstill
and, say in 6 months we'll have no stores, until somebody makes
his mind up to increase the amount of the figures we think is
more justified.

So this requires amendment in the view of the vinister.
HON M K FEATHTRSTOn:

HON 0 T eeSTAe0:

HON XIBPRRAS:

So the Department ignores the regulations?

Is the position now going to be as bad ata it was before?

HON K K FEATHERSTONE:

MR CHAIRMAN:

I have said they don't ignoee the regulations, we perhaps turn
a blind eye.

No, he said it quite clearly.

HON G T RESTANO:

HCN G T RESTAIX:

What requires amendment?

HON M K FLATHEaSTONE:

Is this not referred to in the Principal Auditor's report. So
the situation continues?

Our view is that the amount that should be permitted to be held
in stores should be increased to £700,000, at least, and
possibly by the end of 1979 to a higher figure still.

HON.M K P%A7FERSTONE:

HON G T RaSTAi40:

The siteaaion continues and perhaps gets worse each year. If
the report'is looked at, I'm not sure if its comment on the
amoer4 nf the atores,bet they heeeeincreased from some
L2CG,eCO in S9/2 to so00,0c0 in 19/o.

Is it not the view of the Department tnat regulations are made
to be observed?

HON G T RESTANO:

nR CHAIRMAN:
Yes, but we must not pursue the matter any further.

Does the Minister not think it is highly undesirable that his
Department should flout regulations in_this respect, and that
it does so with impunity. Will that not 'encourage them to
flout oeher regulations?

HON K K FEATHieRSTONZ:
Although regulations are there to be observed, are you to soy
that to observe the regulations the whole of the machirery oe
the Public Works Department is to come to a standstill? If
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you .;;ant the whole of the machinery to come to a standstill
than ..:ay ee anoteer question.

la

CHAIRMAN:

We are going to leave it at that, the position has been
clarified.
HCN M XIBeeRAS:
.

Yr Chairman, is one of the reasons why my Department has been
loath to autherise.an increase in the store holding, welch is .
what effectively would have to be done in order to establish
the exact position.
Having said that, Mr Chairman, with the greatest respect to
your Chair and yourself, may I suggest that a probing of this
matter is more appropriate to the Public Accounts Committee
than. In our present stage.
MR CHAIRMAN:

Yr Chafrman, I'm sure the function of the Principal Auditor,
which we are not going to debate I am sure, is in fact to
ensure that proper control of the expenditure money, after the
events, as it were. Since the Minister has mentioned that in
fact such an irregular situation has existed over a period of
of time, surely it is up to the Government, that has collective
responsibility on these matters we are often reminded, to put
the situation to right. How can the Minister stand up and
expect us to approve a vote when he is telling us in the same
breath that he is ignoring and flouting the regulations?
YR Ceeeeeee.e:
No, I think the Minister has not said that. I think the
Minister has said that if the efficient running of the Department
is going- to be affected by this particular regulation he has no
doubt as to the way things should be done. Until such time as
he gets his authority he will continue to bring this vote to the
House.

It may be so but it is still the prerrogative of the House to
discuss it if they wish to do so, and to that extent I have no
power to prevent it.
HON M XiBeRRAS:
May I say, Mr Chairman, I have full confidence in the Public
Accounts Committee going into tll:, matter, and especially on
my colleague, the Chairman, e tr Resteno, who will sit cn that
Committee, What I want to draw attention to is the fact'of a
Minister rising and maeing the statement he has made en the.
House in respect of this year's estimates of Expenditure, which
is quite a different matter since the eeblic Accounts Committee
will not go into these accounts until much later.
MR CHAIRMAN:
This is as far as we are going to gel on this one.

HON M XleeeRRAS:

HON M XIBERRAS:

Why hasn't the authority been given, Mr Chairman. There are
other Members on the Government bench perhaps they could
explain.

Mr Chairman, why is it that the matter has not been resolved.
Apparently there is a technicality ...

ECN FINANCIAL Al ;D .DEVELCPM== S ECRETARY :
Mr Chaireae, this is to a certain extent, thsugh not entirely,
a technical matter, because the policy of an unallocated store
is, broadly speaking, that allowing for inflation, the value of
issues made in the course of only one year, should be broadly •
the same as the value of purchases. In other vords you maintain
an even value cf stores holding. Now this used to be a fairly
simple &nd straientforward opeeation until inflation really
btgen to bite a couele of yeers ago. There is not much doubt,
and I have very considerable sympathy for my friend and
cdileaeue the eLninter in this one, but there are one or two
snags about authorising a difference of value between issues
and nercheses every year, because theoretically that means that
arneally eou are increasing constantly the value of the total
storee he'd. Moreover, as the Principal Auditor comments in his
lateseereeert, eaee j9, Mr Chairman, "the value of stock held on
31st 'arch, 1978, was said by the Director for Public Works to be
in the region of £615,CCC but this figure incidentally has not
yet been verified by Audit partly due to the fact that no
tabular summary for 1977/78, which effectively' is in stores
balance sheet, has been submitted to me for verification". This,
1,62.

MR CHAIRMAN:
I think the Honourable the Finenciae end Development Secretary
has given a reason.
HON FINANCIAL &DEvELOPeENTSeCRETeRY:
Mr Chairman, I'd like to amplify that too. You will notice
that in fact in relation to what we are looking at the present
moment, to some extent there has been a compromise frcn the
old fashioned rigid position where a purely token figure v; es
made to a much more substantial amount which is te-ferecogni- Cticn on the part of the Treasury that the Minister for Public
Works. does indeed have at any rate a prima facie case, in view
of what the Minister has said, the rate of inflation; the
expanding and the need to store more stores in order to keen
pace in demands. At the same time, however, before the whole
matter is settled, the Treasury will hope to receive in
relation to previous years because this is not the fir.st tire
that this has happened, guidance in the form of either advice
dr even direction from the Public Accounts Committee when it
reports. And this would be an essential follow-up from any
•
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eenort which the Public Accounta Committee made in relation to
the accounts of the previous year where precisely the a arse
situation has arisen. This is merely an extension of what has
been going on for three or four years.
FON K K TeATHERSTON-E:
Mr Chairman, I feel quite sure that the Public Accounts
Committee will look into this, especially the Honourable
Mr Restano, who from his own business activities must know
that his stocks awe liable, because of inflation to increase
from year to year.
HON P J ISOLA:
I appreciate the _unctions of the Publie•Accounts.Committee and
I am not really directing my intentions to that at the. moment.
What is worrying me is that as we know this is a massive
deeartment. When you take the Public Works Department, as tha
Honottreble Er :Featherstone said earlier on in his address on
the Budget, is ee'am. In actual fact we know that it is a lot
more because in Housing there is another Llm there. It is a
massivadepartaent, seeeding a massive amount of money. One
gets the feeling of leek of control. This is worrying me.

lying idle; and thirdly that the. redundant item, the items which
are no longer required should be sold off nnd rt.:toyed from our
stock at the earliest opportunity.
We are keeping a very rigid control on the stores, but I eculd
comment that the Account* Department of the stores is pretty
heavily strained and we do find certain difficulties in producing the tabular figures the; are required by the Auditor in
time for his actual verification. I think these are being done
and should be produced pretty quickly.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
The figure of ism which the Minister mentioned does include the
figura in the Housing.. The total figure in his vote is
£3,700,000.
HON M XIBokRAS:
Training of Apprentices. Subhead 8. The increase of £39,300.
Could the Minister say something about the training of
apprentices. The Honourable Minister for Labour has already
had something to say about it.
HON M K 71SATHP.RSTONE:

ew, Mr Chairman, under the Unallocated Stores the limits under
which the Department operate unallocated stores, which w as set,
in September 1974, was gem. Now, it appears from the Auditors
Report that on the 31 March 1978 - not the 31 March 1979, over
a year ago, they had as much as £615,000 in unallocated stores.
!ow, cne is worried about that vast amount of money in unallocated stores, one is worried amount questions of security,
cuections of whether stores have been purchased that are no
longer in use, and that sort of situation. I imagine - I don't
know whether this is correct or not - but I imagine that one of
the reaeons for setting a limit as to the amount of unallocated
stores that the department can hold is precisely to prevent any
sort of thing going wrong or unnecessary, buying and so forth.
This ie the point I was really trying to make as far as the
estimates is concerned, because obviously all members of the
House are concerned that the Department should not be overstocked - that costs money any' way. This is the worrying
thing. Inflation, I am sure, from 1974, when it was eim, had
not gone up that much to justify £615,000 today. Certainly
not in the Index of Retail Prices or wherever it was. From
74 to 78 es about 1C05e. euite a lot but that does not make it
Lem. One is concerned at tk.e apparent lack of control in
deciding, that is what I se:really worried about.
HON t: K IJeeTHeeS7CeE:
I fully agree, I fully endorse what the Honourable Mr Peter
Isola said. In fact I myself have given my department strict
instructions, first that the security of the stores must be
the highest possible, and I think it is pretty secure;
secondly that the amount held in stock of ,a item must be
kept rigidly under control so taat there is no over ordering
and so that we do not have money invested on goods that ere
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The main increase is that the Dockyard, which was charging us
approximately g2,500 per apprentice, is now charging us something around the figure of e1:,000. That is the main reason for
the increase but it is something outside our control.
HON M XlnERRAS:
_
Mr Chairman, the Honourable Member will reca ll that when the
Honourable Mr Mackay was here I used to ask these ouestions
regularly. I said in fact that some of the money that was
being paid to the Dockyard must have gone towards capital cost
of the Apprentice Training Centre. Now, when will the
apprentices start being trained by such a training centre.
HON A J CAkoPA:
He must not go away with the impression that all our seprentices
now at the Dockyard are going to go to Lanoport. Electrical
trades 1 mentioned, for iestance e ne anticipate we may be in a
position to do this in late 1960. We are aimieg perhaps at the
intake that wall coma in late 19o0. That is our aim. .:e ay'
not be able to make it in leb00 If we do net have the neeessery
staff it might heve to be put uauk a your. So Leis is ahet ae
are hoping. Tne Hoaouvaele "..e;;;1)ur eeetloeed tee eeestioe of
overheads and so on. Well, the einaneial Searetery at ay
instigation has been in correspondence with the Finance Officer
of the Dockyard, but it is e xtremely difficult to pin them
down on cost.

HON FINANCIAL AND DFAIZLOPeEeT SECRETARY:
suite a lot of correspondence has been going on and so far
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have got no information to give the House because I haven't
teen able to Eat tne information out of the Finance Officer.
I want. The breakdown which the my
h
the infoe matioa tat
Honourable Friend is most interested in — and so am — I have
so far not been able to get. I have nothing to tell the House
on that.
HON Y XieeRRAS:
But does not the Honourable the Financial and Development
Secretary and the Minister for Labour not agree that this is
a most unusual circumstance, bearing in mind that negotiations
Thave been taking place with the Dockyard since the time of the
Honourable Yr Mackay, and the House has expressed views on
this. Would not Honourable Members opposite not agree that
it is rather high hended to present such an increased bill to
the Gibraltar Government, bearing in mind the connections
there has beer. between the Lepartment of Public Works and the
Apprentices Training Centre in the Dockyard for so many years,
and would Honourable Members not agree that this is a matter
more urgent than lust for letters. Could they not go themselves
there and seek this information before agreeing to. pay, which
is whata we are doing if we approve these estimates.
NOT
EON
VELOPMENT S,aCRETARY:'
No, I Would like to correct that, Mr Chairman. There is no
actual agreeeent that because we vote this money it is nece—
ssarily naid out. I decide whether or not monies will be paid
out and if I rut a stopter on it it is not paid. So that is a
course D'.7 action which is open to me. I have full legal powers
to check any amount of money which this House may appropriate
for a perpese, but the actual payment, I have powers, I think
I can say tnis, that nleas the information which I am seeking
on behalf of myself and my friends is not forthcoming, then. I
may. indeed have to use those powers.
HON Li XIBERRAS:
I stand ccrrected, Yr Seeaker on the accuracy of my statement,
but would the Financial and Development Secretary not agree
that a token reduction in this vote would certainly convey the
message to the Apprentices Training Centre in the Dockyard that
the Eel—ea, is nest disapproving of these increases in the circum—
stances described by the Government, and if nc satisfactory
solution of the matter can be reached then the Government could
come fer shaepleeentary expenditure, rather than committing
itself in a sense morally to making the payment by appropriating
the funds in the House.
HON A J CAP PA:
Mr Chairman, I do not know if the token reduction in the vote
is the answer, but I certainly think that we ought to convey
the sentiments of the House, perhaps ektrade the Hansard, to
the relevant gentlemen.

HON M X1BERRAS:
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Bearing in mind, Mr Chairman that this seems to have had no
effect, because the Honourable Mr Mackay al: ays came armed with
very accurate figures on this particular issue, if they were got
from the-Dockyard before the estimates of expenditure were
considered in the House, and has done no good, apparently.
Therefore I suggest a further step, which is
token reduction,
with the agreement of the Government, in this vote.
HON FINANCIAL ANDDINELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Mr Chairman, I think we had. better be quite certain of our
facts, and I don't have them with me, but the point that is
worrying the Honourable Mn Canepa and myself is the breakdown
of the charge for overheads. There are other items aheen are
listed, I don't have them here but I can produce them to the
House, but it is that item called "overheads" with a block
figure against it, which is what is concerning me, not the
other charges.

4

HON M XIBERRAS:

If the Honourable Member consults the Hansard of past meetings
he would :see that it was precisely shat I have called "capital
costs" that was worrying me over many years. Surely my
objection is not so much that it may be necessary to pay, a
justified pay, but that we should be asking the Houee to pay
without the Financial and Development Secretary being satis—
fied on a matter vhieh has been at issue for quite some time.
Now, this is the point.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPVENT S S1CR,eTARY:'.
Yea, Mr Chairman, I merely intervene because we were beginning
to talk rather generally about costs of training and I wanted
to make it quite clear that it was the "overhead" element in
those'other costs, because I can produce I know the details of
all the various items, including this one block wnich one is
trying to break open.

I

HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman could I then move a token reMiction of £500 in this
vote, and ask the Government to support it.

I

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I don't think that that .Would do us much good now, because in
fact the Financial and Development Secretary has s aid that he
has got powers to s top the payment whether it is voted or not,
and that he intends to give a little longer to do so. And to
sort of direct ourselves not to pay when in fact the Financial
Secretary has the power not to pays and has heard the feelings
of this House, would seem to me to ae a uaeless exercise. If
we were exercising the power to pay out ouraelves on something
on-which there is concern and there is no power' to stop it, I
the move
would agree. I agree with the sentiments bd:ind
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a

hut I do not think it is going to do us any more good than the
statement of the Financial Fecratary that he nroposes to take
firm action cm the basis on which he has expressed himself.

were using the cars provided by the department it would be more
costly.
HON H K F.e.ATHERSTONX:

That is why I will request the Leader of the Opposition not to
pursue this. 7;e are very grateful for his support and it will
be used to the full extent. I think we would look rather •
foolish in reducing our own. vote before we have decided to take
the other steps that are open to us.
I would ask him to reconsider the matter in the light of this
undertaking and let the Financial and Development Secretary
report to the House in a couple of meetings' time.
HON M XIB2-k2AS:

Yr Chairman, since the Opposition tends to vote against the
whole cf the vote. in this section it matters little what we say,
but I think she sentiments have been clearly express. I am
grateful for the commitment that the House will be informed of
the si:uation in two or three meetings' time.

If the cars were provided by the department we would be asking
for about £800 per car.
HON G T RESTA-r:0:
And then the department would of course not have log books to
aee where ;heir vehicles go.
HON M XIBERRAS:

•
Could I just go back quickly to Lighterage and Handling Charges.
Mat are those? Is that a token provision or actual provision?

HON H K FEATHFRSTONS:
That is more or less a token provision. It is based on more or
less on the actual charges that we are paying.

EON VAJC2 R J PELIZA:

HON H XIBERRAS:

IteM No 11 Hr Chairman. Mileage allowances, P.4,000. It is
£1,400 more than last year and in any case could he explain
what this is.

And what are those for?

HON K F?:ATHERSTCNE:

For goods received. It was hidden be;:ore in the actual
Unallocated Stores.

That is the allowance which is given to PTOs and other officers
of tht detartment to use their own private cars to go from one
place to another. They are allowed a certain mileage allowance
for petrol, fair wear and tear etc.

HON K K Fi.:AThil.RSTONi::

HON H XIbERRAS:

•

It couldn't be the extent of importation of the'department.

EON V.!JOR R J

HON H K FEATHERSTONE:

Mr Chairman, could the Minister say how many people are
involved?

That is the cost of importation.
HON H XIBERRAS:

HON N K FEATHSTONE:
I will ask my advisers. Some 20-odd people.

It will not be for the full extent, surely, this sum of £3,000?
HON N K

HON H •XI-oERRAS:
Is this issued as a lump sum of £200?

That is the lighterage and landing.
HON H XINERRAS:

HON Y.

F::ATE:.:RSTOE:
Not the freight?

Nc, they ha,.e to make a return every month. In fact they have
say where they mo to. Thera is a tabular form of mileage
from -;lace to place. It is all added up, computed, and then
paid month by month.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
No, not the freight.
HON M XIBERRAS:

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
There is no doubt, Mr Chairman, that if in effect those men
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Why is it necessary to take this particular one out. Does it

1489.

go b:ok to the Auditor's Report. You are not taking freight
cut of it.
ECN

!". ?::ATHERS70:.:1:

Soretimos, your stores come CIF so you wouldn't know the freight
figures, anyway.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Ah, I see.
Mr Speaker,put the quest ion and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
Tha
The
The
The

Ecn
Hon
Hon
Hen
Hcn
ion
Hon
Hon

A J Canema
Majcr
Dellipiani
E K Featherstone
Sir ,:oshua Hassan
J B Perez
A W Serfaty
D Hull
A Collings

The ,following Hon.Members voted against:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola .
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
I! Xiberras

The following Eon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon I Abecasis
The Hon J Bossano
The Eon A P Montegriffo
The Hon Dr R G Valarino
The Fon H J Zammitt
Head lq was passed.
Fe?d 20 - Public "irks Annuiilly Recurrent
YR CHAIRM:
I hate insructed the Clerk to call each particular Sub-head.
(l) Beaches
EON J B
Er Chafrran, I would like to know if in this particular 'iota he
has made any provision for anti-pollution measures in tha.
beachas
HON Y K FIATHERS?ONE:
•Yes, Sir, we provide a figure every year - this year it is
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£3,000 - for the cleaning of oil: we sometimes get a small
amount of pollution eeeccially at Camp Bay and Little Bay, and
we have hid in the pest bull-domers dov.n there; we have used a
quantity of detergent; and I think we put in last year something
like £2,500. This year we put in .C.3,0L0 for it.
EON J B PEREZ:
Can I ask also the Minister what was the expense incurred by
his department in lonnection with the incident of the Grey
hunter, and what steps have been taken to recuperate this
expense.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, the cost to my department of the Grey Hunter was between
£2,000 to £3,000. I believe the Fire Brigade was considerably
more. .We have passed a list of our expenses to the AttorneyGeneral who I understand has taken some legal action and
perhaps my friend the Attorney-General might like to make a
statement for your edification.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
The situation to which the Honcxxable Member is referring is
dumping by the rwu itself when for some specific reason, such
as the necessity to effect repairs because of breakdowns, the
Refuse Destructor is out of action. Obivously we get rubbish
every single day. we have an area in the Refuse Destructor site
where we can put rubbish, but once that gets full, it is
necessary that we have to get rid of the rubbish somewhere. We
do ourselves dump at Dead Man's Hole on those occasions when it
is absolutely essential. We did have a period, two or three
weeks ago, in which we were dumping because the grab that hoists
up the xefuse into the Refuse Destructor had broken down and
needed repair over a period of approximately one week.
HON M XIBP2RAS:

I think there is reference on page 13 of the Revenue. Subhead
14. I think it is £52,000.

Mr Chairman, does the Minister not agree that this is a most
undesirable thing, bearing in mind that it coincided with the'
advent of good weather. In fact the beaches, for the first time
this year, were quite, for instance, Camp Bay, where I was at
the particular time, was quite full of rubbish and it makes a very
bad impression and I'm wondering whether in fact the Minister
could not have speeded up the repair of the grab, or were spares
not available, because it does make a very bad impression, and
it is bad for us, the people of Gibraltar.

HOT. ATTORNmY GAlee..RAL:

HON M K F&ATHERSTONE:

There was a question asked, Mr'Chairmaxi, and perhaps I can give
the answer, now. The position as far as the Grey Hunter is
concerned, is that a writ has been issued. Strictly speaking
this is sub judice but I can say that there have been negotiationa
carried out with the cther parties involved and it is expected
that this will be Settled to the satisfaction of the Government.

We do try to speed up the repair as much as possible and we do
try to keep as many spares as possible, but, of course, there
are times when it is just impossible to have a spare for each
end every item. We ourselves are very loath to dump and we do
ensure that the amounts of refuse we keep in the actual Hoppers
in the Refuse Destructor site are as full as possible. Apart
from dumping the refuse onto an area somewhere else, the only
possibility we have is to put it in the sea, regrettable as it
is.

MR CHAIRMAN:

HON V E FEATFFRST017E:
Now, Sir, I will come to the Fonourable Yr Restano's question.
During the sureer season the average cost of labour is £87,630.
During the peak period and fine week-ends and public holidays
in winter, there es also another £2,848. During the balance of
the yeer, because even during the winter we have tc 7:eep the
beaches somewhat under control, there is a sum of £11,076. All
these are basic wages. The overtime is £2,060, and the
Efficiency Bonus is £3,106. That gives a total wage bill of
£106,000.
EON M XIBEnAS:
Er Chairman, I'd like to ask the Minister about dumping. I
noticed, foe instance, last weekend quite a lot of debris and
odds and ends in the sea. I'm told that there was dumping into .
the sea on a very great scale. Can the Minister say whether
permission was sought from his Department or from the Police, to
his knowledge, because such dumping obviously goes against the
purpose of this vote?
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Isn't there a barge that we could borrow from the Dockyard and
then dump the refuse into the Straits. Couldn't that be used?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
I'm afraid a lot of this refuse tends to float and even if we
were to go to the pretty heavy expense of taking it out into the
Straits it might still float back into us.
THE HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
I thought there was some notion as to the currents and perhaps
we could choose the time when to drop that so that there would
be little likelihocd of it coming to the beach. Couldn't that
be a better method, certainly on occasions when we are expecting
local inhabitants particularly tourists to use the beaches.
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HON Y K ihATHERSTONS:

this year?

We can look into thpt, Sir, but I would comment that when we
do dump a: Dead Mans hole, we do try to do it at a time when
the tide is liable to cart the stuff away. Sometimes it just
does not happen.

MR CHAIRMAN:

The destructor was actually out of action for two weeks. The
cause was the burning out of the brake motor Waich took well.
over a week to rewind and repair.
HON MAJOR

R JTELIZA:

It just seems to me that there was nobody around but there is a
bill. This is the point.

I understand the beach was cleaned before Easter; but rubbish
flowed in, actually probably from the dumping at Dead ban's
Hole.

FON H Y FEATnRSTONE:
The grab brake motor. It took two weeks to rewind.
FON M XIBERRAS:
Is not that a lengthy period? .

H

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON M Y FEATHERSTONE: •

The brake motor?

HON

If the information is not available it will come in due course,
I am sure.

K FEATVPSTONE:

HON M XIBERRAS:
•
I'm talking of way up on the beach, broken beer bottles, at
least a dozen of them in various areas; cardboard boxes; no
bins around. The beach was quite populated at the time and
children running around and so forth. Does the Minister know
of such a situation?

I think they worked pretty hard on it. It is not an easy task
rewinding, sometimes we take seven or eight weeks to rewind.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

HON H XIBERRAS:

Ae gave instructions that the beaches should be clean, if that one wasn't clean I will enquire into it.

Would the Minister not consider, in fact, that he should have
some alternative?

HON M XIBERRAS:

I think the alternative is to have a second Refuse Destructor.

I thank the Honourable Member because by comparison in another
beach in Gibraltar I saw quite a number of people in attendance
at the same time.

HON MAJOR R J FELIZA:

HON M K FRATMRSTONE:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

.Is that motor rot likely to gc ugain? Wouldn't it be a good
idea, in fact, to have a spare motor handy?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Yes, I would mention that at Camp Bay and Little Bay we did fill
up the pools, there had been a suggestion in the newspaper for
that effect.
HON M XIBERRAS:

I think we are ordering a spare.
HON V XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman, I'd like to ask the Minister one more question.
He has given my Fonourable Friend Mr Restano a breakdown cf
wages at different times of the year. It does seem to me that
over the Easter holiday a lot of people go to the beach,
especial:3r if the weather is good. It is the unofficial start,
if I may say, to the bathing season for many people and the
beaches, Sandy Bay, for instance, which is normally exceptionally
clean, very clean, I would say during the summer, was full of
rubbish, broken bottles and so forth. Fort many men were
supposed to be employed on the beach say at around Easter time
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And would the Minister, finally, Mr Chairman, consider extending
the official bathing season to about Easter time, or even just
for a period of the week during the holiday?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
If you do that you'll have to vote for another £10,000 to
£15,000.
HON M XIBERRAS:
If the Minister was more efficient he might not need that vote.
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MP CHAIRMAN:

HON P J 'SOL/4

Order.

It is interesting, Mr Chairman. If it is not available it's
not available. Does he have an idea, for example, how much will
it cost to paint the Secretariat?

Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The

✓

Hon
Hon
Hcn
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A W Serfaty
H J Zammitt
A Collings

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The

Hon P J Isola
Hon Majcv., R J Peliza
Hon G T Restano
Hon M Xiberras

The following Hon MemLers were absent from the Chamber:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
J Bossano
Major P J Dellipiank
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
D Full

HON M K FEATHKRSTONE:
Part of it is being done, the other part has got to be done.
HON P J ISOLA:
Can the Minister tell us how much the first part, What has been
done, the first. part, has cost?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Yes, I think the first part, which ..as the Honourable Financial
Secretary commented to as the part you can't see, included Line
Wall Road, the part around the back, and I think it was P4,000.
HON P J ISOLA:
There seems to be plenty of spare cash in this vote, Mr Chairman,
£443,000. Isn't there a programme?.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
There is a programme.
HON P J ISOLA:

(2) Buildinas

The Minister has not got it with him?

HON P J ISOLA:

HON M K F1•;ATHER6TONE:

Can the Minister say what is the programme for painting of Crown
Properties, the cost and what are the Properties that are going
to be painted? Has he got an Idea?

No, I haven't got it with me.

EC. H K FEATHs..2STONE:

May we have the wage breakdown of the £243,000?

I haven't got the programme in my head. It.can be worked out.
I know that one of the properties that is down for painting are
the Tower Blocks which are going to be painted with flint-coat,
as,I have already stated before. Which the other properties are
I'm not fully aware'at the moment.

HON 0 T RHSTANO:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
With great respect, I gave that breakdown already when we were
talking about the Housing vote. If you want it again, it is
£726,600. I think you've got these figures already.

HON P J ISOLA:

HON G T RESTAI'TO.

The Tower Blocks, surely, comes under the other maintenance and
painting vote in the Housing Head where there are £948,000 for
maintenance and painting of Government Housing. This vote
apparently is for Crown Properties not Government Housing.

The figures I took down were that part which was in the Housing
vote.

HON H K FEATHERSTONE:
As I say I don't know offhand Which Crown Properties are going
to be painted. I do know the one that will be painted will.be
the Secretariat.
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HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
No, I said the tol;a1 figure was divided between the Housing and
for this Maintenance of crown Properties. I gave you the total
figure. I don't have a breakdown of exactly how much goes on
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Fousing and exactly how much goes on the other, I've got the
global figures and then we share the two out, proportionately.

HON M XIBERRAS:
Yes, but could he say if the majority is unskilled or skilled.

HON M XIEERRAS:
Mr Chairman, I'd like to ask, the Honourable Yr Serfaty who is
Minister for Economic Development made a statement on the second
reading of the Bill about his view of a term contract. In his
view, would a term contract of maintenance include the painting
of property?
HON A W SERFATY:
It should to a certain extent because in property repairs - there
may be some painting jobs to do also. There might be.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Yr Chairman, may I ask the Minister for Public Works how many
people are involved in the painting of properties? I used to
know, I think it was 26 at one time.
ECN is KPLATHraaSTONE:
I am afraid I am not exactly sure how many painters we have, I
think it is around 30 to 35 people.
EON M XIBERRAS:
Thirty to thirty-five. Could I advise the Miriater that I
intend to ask him the degree of self efficiency of Gibraltarian
labour in his Department as a ahole, so perhaps figures caald
be prepared for the end of this particular Head.
HON V K FEATHERSTONE:
The actual number of painters, by the way, I am advised is
approximately 40. The question of self efficiency ...
HON M XIBERRAS:
He can leave that till later and give me an overall figure.
HON M FEATHERSTONE:
I have the answer here if you wish it. We have approximately
450 Gibraltarians and about 450 Moroccans and other nonGibraltarians.
HON M XIBERRAS:
And is thia figure for.labourers - since he has cared to answer
the question now - for labourers or for taadesmen. Has he got
that sort of information?
HON M K ilaTHaRaTaNE:
That includes craftsmen and skilled labourers and laoourers.
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HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
The majority are unskilled, but some Moroccans are craftsmen.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Chairman, could I ask the Minister, has the maintenance and
painting of Crown Properties in Housing and in other Crown
Properties come to over Lim, is it too much to ask the Minister,
if he could ciaculate to Members the details of that so that we
can get an idea of what that money actually w,11 bring to us,
what properties will be painted for that money? at don't need
it now, but I think when you are considering that over £lm are
going to be spent on maintenance and painting of Crown Properties,
it would enable Honourable Members to assess, for example,
productivity in his Department if we could have an idea of the
properties that it is intended to paint and maintain out 9f this
£1m-odd.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Lim is of course not all spent an painting. I would e xtend an
invitation to the Honourable Peter Isola and any other Members
of his side of the Houae that would like to come with me one
day to our main maintenance depot where they could inspect the
actual dockets and books of requisitions and get an idea of the
magnitude of the maintenance work we do undertake. I think they
are floundering around considerably in the dark when they talk
of £1 million and what are we getting for it etc, when they have
no idea of the magnitude of the job that we do have to face. I
would extend this invitation to them so that they should come
and see for themselves exactly the amount of work that we are
coping with, and I hope they will take up this opportunity. I
am willing to give them in due time a list of various places
that we are going to paint etc, especially with bigger jobs like
painting the Hospital or what have you of the Crown Properties,
but I don't think I can make a list o.:t of each and every requisition for maintenance. I think that would be best served if
they could see for themselves on the ground, and I hope they will
take up this invitation.
Mr Speaker pat the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Eon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Yonteariffo
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valeria()
H J Zammitt
A Collings
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to multiply the £207 by 52 you. get around £10,000 for the basic
wage and about £12,000 for the extra shift wage.

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The

Hon P J Isola
Hon Major R J Peliza
lion G T Restano
Hon M Xiberras

HON M XIBERRAS:
Are the operational stores included in the breakdown given by •
the Minister?

The following Hon Members were, absent from the Chamber:

HON M K F74ATHERSTONE:
No, Sir.

The Hon I Abecasis
The. Hon J Bossano
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani
The Hon J B Perez
The Hon D Hull

(3)

HON M XIBERRAS:
No. Then could I ask the Hon Minister for the labour content
of the £37,4001 Number of people involved and overtime.

amer7ency Service and Stores.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

HON }.'.XIBERRAS:

Yr Chairman, from what I've seen of the operation of the
Emergency Service it appears to be a rood service. It is a
pity we can't vote in favour of this and vote aT.ainst for the
rest. I think generally we can say kind words about it because.
I think that in general they do a good job. They are on the
job quickly and so on.
Could the Honourable Member give us an idea of the rate of work?
how many jobs does the Section do in average every day?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
I think they are probably doing an average of about 10 to 15
jobs per week.
HON K XIBERRAS:

Eleven people involved. Basic wage plus Efficiency Bonus is.
£26,730; the overtime is £6,019; and there is a charwoman at
£1,664.
HON M XIBERRAS:
What 1: basically the work of the operation of stores, is it
keeping the stores open, say, over the weekend arid things like
that?
ZION M K FEATHERSTONE:
No, basically, they do not keep the stores open at weekends.
The Emergency Gang have stores of their own for most of the
jobs they need to deal with. These people work the normal
40-hour week with a small measure of overtime.
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:

Ten to fifteen jobs a week. And how many people are involved?
HON M K FEATHx.:RS701;E:
There is one electrician, one plumber, one skilled labourer,
one driver and one night watchman, five people.
HON G T RESTAI;O:

Could we have the labour breakdown?

The Hon A J Canepa
The Yon M K Featherstone
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
The Yon A P ronterriffo
The Hon A W Serf aty.
Mr Hon Dr R G Valnrino
The Hon H J Zammitt •
The Hon A Collings
The following Hon Members voted against:

YR CHAIRMAN:

The
The
The
The

You have just been given it.

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
rajor R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

HON V K FEATHERSTONE:
The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
These people, the electrician, plumber, driver, skilled
have a basic wage of £207 per week; the Night-Watchman,
week. Since they work on a 7-day bssis they are geared
hours work when the basic week is 40 hours. So that if
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labourer,
£62 per
to 94
you care

The Hon I Abecasis
The Hon J Bossano

The Hon Major R J Dellipiani
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The Hon J B Perez
The Hon L Hull

HON M XIBEREAS:
I thank the Minister for that information, could he tell us
huw many people are involved here?

MR OHAIAKAH:
Perhaps this would be a reasonable place to recess until
tomorrow at 10.30 am.
HON M XIBERRAS:

HON M K FEATF"RSTONE:
In the ordinary gardening group there are thirty-five men, in
the Upper Rock area there are eight people and for the fire
breaks there are eight men employed on a temporary basis. They
are full-time men but they work only part-time on the Upper Rock.

Mr Chairman, might I suggest, since we ara going to ask the
same question about labour content breakdown and so forth, that
perhaps the Minister might wish to provide these in writing
beforehand and we would not have to go into every single vote
in the same manner.

HON M XIBERRAS:

MR CHAIRMAN': •

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

That is a matter for the rinister.

Mr Chairman, am I right in Saying that the Gibraltar Government
now has full responsibility for the Upper Rock?

air Chairman, I shall be quite happy to continue to read them
out to him.

I would not like to say "full responsibility", but we have the
responsibility for the fire breaks; we have the responsibility
for the roads that are used by the normal traffic of Gibraltar,
but those roads which go into areas which are not open to the
normal traffic of Gibraltar are not our responsibility.

MR CHAIRMAN:

HON M XIBERRAS:

Well, we will then recess

And the pumping stations located in the Upper Rock come under
a different vote?

EON M K FEATHERSTONE:

The Committee recessed at 7.25'pm FRIDAY TEE 20TH APRIL, 1979.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
The Committee resumed at 10.45 am.
KR CHAIRMAN:

The pumping stations in the Upper Rock belong to the Ministry
of Defence.

Well, I think it is the right time, early in the morning to
start on gardeas!

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

01) (ThrriPng.

Mr Chairman, I think the Minister made a remark about sick
pay ...

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Yr Chairman, I do not know whether the question needs to be
asked, but if it does, could the Minister give a breakdown of
basic wages, cost of overtime and wages content generally and
allowances.
•
HON K FEATH7RSTONE:

Mr Chairman, may I crave your indulgence, we have a second
section - I find on turning the page, - which are six persons
who are in charge of the playgrounds. Their wages are £12,434
with overtime at £1,007 and £600 Efficiency Bonus.
•
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken the

following Hon Members voted in favour:

Gardens break up into three different areas. Under the normal
gardening work the amount of wages is £67,150; against that
there is £5,020 overtime; £2,880 Efficiency Beruls. At the same
time this section looks after the Upper Rock and there the
wages come to £16,517 and the overtime is £2,267. The third one
is for the fire breaks in the Upper Rock, where they do not work
full tire, and the wages come to £2,796, there is £75 danger
money and £720 Efficiency Bonus, but no overtime.
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The following Hon Members voted against:
The Yon Major R J Peliza
The Hon G T Restano
The Hon M Xiberras
The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
J Bossano
A J Canepa
Major R J Dellipiani
P J Isola
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino •

HON MAJOR R J PEL1ZA:
Is there anything the Government can do to reuuce this amount
of apparently unjustified sick leave?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Well, as I said we are going to take a rather tougher policy on
these pecple who are regularly taking this full amount and some
of them may face dismissal.
EON 0 T RESTANO:
May I ask what are the revised leave conditions that are the
explanation for sick pay.
HON r K FEA'rr,RSTONE:

Thank you.. You hart a question?

On the pay review the leave conditions for the normal worker is
three weeks plus of course the normal public holidays. I think
the three weeks come in after 2 to 3 years service.

EON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

HON G T REST,4N0:

On item 7, I think, the Minister made the remark when we
discussed the amount of sick pay which is £220,000.

Can we have the breakdown on 1tems6, 8 and 9. Can we have a
breakdown for wages and overtime.

YON M K Fm:ATH7RST0NE:

HON M K FkATHERST0NE:

Sick leave works out altogether to approximately £98,000. When
I gave the information before the amount was for leave and
public holidays and was £219,400. Sick pay is £98,000.

Subhead 6, Rock Safety Measures, there are no specific wages
involved since this is the actual capital cost of the works.
The works are done by other gangs, so the wages are already
counted up somewhere else. Subhead o, Olich is protective
clothing, again, of course, there are no wages as such, and
Subhead 9, which is Purchase of Small Plant, once again there
are no wages.

MR CHAIRMAN:

EON MAJOR. R J PELIZA:

Could the Minister explain, overall, is it similar to what we
heard about the Electricity Department whaxe practically every
man took his full three weeks' sick leave? Is that the
situation or is it worse?
H.N

K FEATEERSTcNE:

We estimate that 225 Moroccans take around two weeks sick leave
ar.d 125 around six weeks sick leave. As for the Gibraltarians
225 take about one week sick leave and 225. take about one and a
half weeks.
HOE MAJOR R J PELIZA:
On tne question of the certificates, I take it that in these
instances they have to produce medical certificates?

HON. M XIBERRAS:

In speaking about the Electricity Department the Minister for
Labour said, and the Minister for Public Works repeated the same
sentiment, that the Government intended to t ake a tougher policy
on this matter.
I am talking about the apparent policy of the Government to take
action on the matter of sick pay and I think overtime. This was
mentioned by the Minister for Labour and the Minister tor Public
Works. Could I ask the Minister for Public Works whether his
estimates for this year take account of this policy which the
Government has announced, or have the estimates been drawn on
the basis of last year's performance.

HON M iC FEATHERSTONE:

HON M K FEATH'72STONE:

Yes, they bring certificates, but of course these certificates
in many instances are from Moroccan doctors. I do not think I
need say more.

No, it has not been taken into account yet because obviously
until one scrutinises very carefully every instance one cannot
really put it into one's estimates, so it has been based on last
year's figures.
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M XIBaaRAS:
Would the Minister not consider it fair, in view of the size
of his Department, which was established in money terms at
about £5m, that he should make a comprenensive statement to.
the House es to how he intends to tackle the problem.

got their back pay last year, for periods of 8 to 12 weeks, of
which six weeks are unraid leave. You can obviously see that
they have taken their full quote of nick leave which makes it
look to some extent that it is rather a put-up job.
HON M XIBERFAS: '

FON M K FaATP%RSTONE:

But my question is, has there been a deterioration?

This can be made in the future when we have completed our
studies. I'will near that in mind.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

I

No, I should say that it is roughly much the same as last year.

FON F XIBERRAS:
The other comment of the Minister for Labour in referring to
the Electricity %apartment, was, I think it was in respect of
sick leave and overtime, that the nectricity Department was
quite good compared to other departments, in this respect. Was
it the Public Works Department tnat the Minister for Labour was
referring to?

Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

HON A J CANaPA:
Mr Chairman, the inforaation which the Minister for Public
Works has gaven with respect tb a number of Moroccans who take
as much as six weeks of sick leave underlines what I was saying.
That is really what I was referring to.

The Yon rajor R J Peliza
The Pan G T Restano
The Yon P Xiberras
The following Hon Members were absent froM the Chamber:
The
The
The
The
The

Pon
Pon
Hon
Yon
Fon

J Bossano
Major F J Dellipiani
P J Isola
J B Perez
Dr R O Valarino

CHAIRMAN:
7:e are not going to discuss the whole matter of the principle
involved because that is another thing.

(6) Highways

FON H YIBra'Aa:

Before I am asked I will start to give some of the figures.
This is a ccmplicated subhead and it is broken ua into several
areas. The Catalan Bay depot, ahich operates the asphalt
plant, crushers etc, the wages ure £17,310; the i..fficiency
Bonus is £720; and the overtime a2,603. The aaih resurfacing
gangs, the wages work out to a2a,470; tae afficiency bonus is
£1,260; and. the overtime is ia4,ot3. The trench reinstatenent
gang, the wages work out to a12,027; tae c:fficiency bonus is
£540; and overtime £2,136. I might add one point here, I am
actually giving incorrect figures with regard to the Efficiency
Bonus. I am giving the Efficiency Bonus at the old rate but it
has been increased in the last 2/3 weeks since the preparation
of these Estimates, it will be higher by geproximately 3C&.

The problem is that we have an item of e300,ono for leave and
sick pay for workmen and I thought this was a good place in
which to sir come of the more general points such as this, in
respect of this particular Department which is the larjest
Department in the Government in expenditure. I was hoping to
get the :sinister for Public Works to say whether there has been
a deterioration to this effect in respect of sick leave.
HON M K Fi:ATH.aaaTONB:
As I said we are monitoring this very carefully. We have had
instances of people who have been away, especially after they
485.
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The following Hon )'embers voted against:

hON F XIBaRaAS:
I think one must be unaerstanding of the position of Moroccans
here, because their faailies are not with them and so forth,
but in one case there is one set of arguments for people being
absent rom work and in another case for being absent from work
end being paid for being sick. That is I think where a distinction should De drawn. I do not know whether the matters
have gone from bad to worse over the years, whether there has
been a deterioration of the situation, but I would be glad to
hear from the Minister whether this is so?

Hon I Abecasis
Hon A J Canepa
Hon M.K Featnerstone
Her, Sir Joshua Hassan
Hon A F Montegriffo
Hon A W Serfaty
Hon H J Zammitt
Pon D Hull
Hon A Collings

BON M K FaATHERSTONE:.
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The number of people in the Catalan Bay Depot are 7, in the
main resurfacing gang 14, in tae trench reinstatement gang. 6.
There' is thaL t:.e maenteeaece of open spaces, steps, walls,
ramps, street name plates road bus shelters, this is 15 people,
with a total sage of .04,o43; efficiency Bonus £1,440; and
overtime £4,925.
The Catalan Bay Depot operating group in the ore—cast concrete
yard and the carpenter's shop etc are el people. Total wages
L24,064; Efficiency Bonus £990; Overtime $4,006. And there is
a small group called the minor improvements group: there are 5
people involved, wages £11,279; Efficiency Bcnus £450; over—
time £1,878.
HON W XIBERRAS:
I thank the Minister for that information, Mr Chairman. Could
I ask him, or the Minister for Economic Development, whether
in the view of the Government any kind of Term Contract provision
would apply to roads?
HON A W SSPFATY:
We are really talking of the backlog of heavy maintenance.
HON M XIB PRAS:
Not of roads. Now, is the Minister satisfied that the work
force that-he has which has taken on certain works — notably
last year the Viaduct — will that be sufficient to keep up with
the needs?

particular section?
at
HON M K FEATHee6T0e1:: .
Yes, the output is quite good in fact. This is one of the
areas where we are doing JPC's.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman, doesn't the Minister agree that a diversion of
funds to this particular area, given greater efficiency in
other areas, might be desirable.
HON M V FSATmleRSTONE:
'Yes, I think that's not an understatement. 7 think that's geite
a fair statement.
ETON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Will the Minister take into account at least the entrance to
our town, Main Street, which is in a terrible state, particularly
for pedestrians. Has he ever walked around the area nnd seen
the number of rot holes, the dangers on the paver-ent, the wear
of the curb. In fact, I think itls.a danger for people talking
about. Could he look into this and make a start along the town
because not only will it make it safer for the people who are
walking on the road, but it would make it more attractive than
it is right now.
HON K K Fit.ATHr.RSTUeE:
I think, Main Street in general is one of the areas down for
eealing with this year.

HON M K
Yes, Sir. The amount of money provided can easily be spent by
the road gang. I would just mention, that I've been advised
that the Efficiency Bonus increase is 7.5';., not 30 as I said.
HON M X1BRRAS:
The Minister has said that it is sufficient to keep up with the
needs. I mention this, Mr Chairman, because my colleague
Major Peliza in.fact made a point about this, and in view of
the extra number of motorcars we have on the roads, I think
it is a point to bear in mind. Is the rinister satisfied with
the state of repair cf the roads, or does he agree with my
Mcnourable Friend that a number of roads are in bad state of
repair?
FCN h' F Fv.ATH7RS7.7eNE:
e2Theee are a number of roads whose state is not as good as we
would like them to he and obviously if we had more money we
could spent it on the roads. The labour force could cope with
it

HON M XlbsaRAS:
Has the Minister mentioned any other major areas. We used to
have questions on what was needed to be done. At one time there
was a general programme of work. What are the major areas and
could the Minister give an indication of what is going to be
done this year?
HON M K FEATHHHSTONE:
I haven't got those figures at my fingertips, but I can find
them out for you.
NON K XIBERRAS:
I would be very grateful to the Minister. Could he mention off—
hand, though, whether there is any major stretch, for instance
the Viaduct, the approaches to Varyl Begg, that was done
recentle. Could the Minister mention any major area of road
resurfacing or repair?

HON Y

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Yr Chairman, is the Minister satisfied with the output of this

Well, I think the major area that we have down to do is the
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improvement to Main Street, especially the pavements, which I
understaaa are In a bea condition. There are certain facets
of the jobewhieh we are fiediag extreme difficulty in coping
with. One of them is the carrying out of the actual job of
aee finding a lot of
chipping away at the curb stones.
difficulty in being able to find somebody to do that. That is
a very skilled job altaough it doesn't look like it. We are
hoping to deal with Main street this season.

NON M K F;-.:ATH%RSTONF:

HON M XIbeeRRAS:

HON M XIBeRRAS:

That appears to be the major area. Mr Chairman, is the plan
envisaged for Main Street.simple resurfacing or is theee going
to be enhancement as has been advocated by a good sector Of the
community?

There is, Mr Chairman, the question of rates that are being ebid
in fact by this particular sector of the Community. There has
been as I understand it a substantial increase in rates and I
was wonaering whether since at teis particular stage the
Government is envisaging a resurfacing Leis night not be a ocd
time to enhance this.

HON M K F7 ATEERSTONE:
I think it will be mainly resurfacing and redoing of the paverents where they need it. We have one scheme for an improvement
around the Supreme Court area, but I don'tthink that will be
covered this year.
FON H YITPRAS:
Mr Chairman, has the Minister, because this was an idea that
was some time ago by the Main Street Traders Association, I
think it was, of contributions by Main Street Traders so as to
make Main Street a particularly attractive area. I don't :cLow
whether this was in the City Flan or not' but it seems to me
that ...

Well, if taking the initiative means roinp arcene all t?- e
traeers and saying, "Crime on bwe,pgyue you may probably Fet a
certain reaction against it in Welch they would s.y thet this
was the Government's job. I would prefer the initiative to
come from them, in which they snA, "you are doine a reasonable
job, we world like it to be better ana we are willing to put
our hands in our pockets to pay for it".
I

HoN M K FEATIi-ehSTC:F.:
I think the amounts of rates paid by business premises has not
been increased unless the actual specific rents of the premises
have increased, otherwise they are still paying the same rates.
The big rates increase applied mainly to domestic accommodations
where the rent had gone up.
HON H XIHERRAS:
I've heard of a number of cases which on revaluation the rates
have increased substantially.

KR CHAIRMAN:

HON H X FEATH7RSTONE:

Your qutecion is, is there a scheme whereby owners will
contribute to the cost of the works.

Yes, there has been some revaluation but this is usually because
the actual rent of the property has gone up.

hON b1islaeaRAS:

HON M XIBP.RRAS:

I am also expressing an interest that it should be in fact
enhanced, it Chairman, because in away towns, especially the
sort of places u.ich have a tourist industry, the Main Street
is in fact enhanced, the main walk is enhanced, in such a nay
that the tourists sho use that particular area find it pleasing.

Would the Minister in any case consider in fact enhancing?

HON H K TaATHeRSTOLS:
We have had no approaches either from the Chseber of Commerce
or the Main Street Traders' Association, which I believe is
defunct at the moment or at least in suspended animation, but
should either of these two bodies approach us we are very happy
to look at it, and if we can co-operate with them we shall.
F.CN MAJOR R J
Yr Chairman, why do they not take the initiative and make the
approach themselves.
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HON K K FEATHI:aSTONE:
We are willing to consider it, yes, but as I said before if the
Chamber of Commerce were to make an approach to us I think that
would be preferable.
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following lion Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecesis
A J Canepa
K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Monteeriffo
A W Serfaty
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The following Hon Members voted agoinst:
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Hon F J Isola
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Hon 0 T Restano
Mon M Xiberras

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Fon J Rossano
Fon Major F J Dellipiani
Fon. J B Perez
Hon
G Velerino
Hon H JRZammitt
Han D Hull
Hon A Collings

(7) Mechanical.
HON M'K FEATHFRSTONE:
This again breaks up into various areas Sir. We have in the
PtD torkshop at Queensway 49 people employed for d total of
£108.334; the.afficiency Bonus E4,410; the Overtime £24,000.
Certain allowances are paid in this area and these come to
Z4,57ao
Then there is a second section which includes all the drivers
etc. There are be persons employed in this section and their
wages come to Zlee,799; the Afficiehey bonus is 4;5,760;
Overtime is £33,COO; and the Allowances come to 1,4,306. Now,
these people actually no work for other departments and so we
actually eet a certain amount of money which comes back. This
is estimated to be somewhere in the region of £30,000. So that
is .an offeet.
HON H XIBeRRAS:
Could the Minister answer two general questions. One is, that
es the chain of command in this particular section? Who is
responsible for the sereline oet of lorries to the various parts
where work is being carried out? That is the first question.
HON Y K FTer.THRSTOEF:
10.

There is a PTO.I, a Mechanicel 'Rnginlere in charge of the whole
setup, then there is a PTO II actually on site. Also PTO IIIs
end PTO Ns; and the chain of command r.aturally spreads down.
Obviously the requirementa of lorries comes in from various
sources. The maintenance reople may make application for the
use of lorries. Some of the lorries are the noreal refuse
lorries which you see going around town collecting refuse. It
comes under, various Heads.
HON Li XIBERAS:
Mr Chairman, if I recall in the House it was elicited that there
was some difficulty about who was responsible for getting a lorry
491..

to a particular place ou time. ehether it was in fact the
ITO I in cheree of the Vecnenicel Section, or nether in fact
the lo:ry for tee auy,
.i tioj
it was the pereon who he
and this led to great uelays in the arrival or tee lorries,
great _quarrels aq I uncerstand eetweee the two person involved.
HON M K FATHneSTON11::
I don't deny that that has happened. Some of the difficulty is
that we don't have sufficient lorries of our own and then we are
short of a lorry we have to get one of the lorries from the
contractors from whom we-are hiring them. Soeetimes they send'
us a lorry which is not satisfactory and it has teen to be sent
back. It may not be satisfactorvinsofar that perhaps it is too
ride to go in the area where it Fns eot to go, something like
that. Of coarse the maintenance people who ma" be waitine for
the lorry don't appreciate that the enrage Section, who fist
take delivery of the lorry, have said that that lorry was not
suitable, and they have got to am back end get another one. 're
are doing our utmost to streamline procedures so that this doesn't •
occur and it should be far 'better at the end of this year When
we bring An lorries of our ovn and we get rid, we hope, of the
need to hire any lorries at all.
HON M XIleltRAS:
Mr Chairman, taking a.hypothetical case, if a lorry were to take
an hour tc get from one point to another, who is responsible for.
that happening? Is it the man in charge of the Mechanical
Section or is it that once the lorry leaves the depot.it is up
to the person who has requisitioned the lorry to see to it that
it is there on time, or report the matter if it is not?
HON M K 2EATTeeeSTO1cE:
I would say that it is the person who has requisitioned the
lorry that sees that it gets where it lies to get to with
reasonable expediency.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman, the other,question is infect the size of the fleet.
How many lorries do we have? The Minister mentioned that the
Government was going to acoleire a number of lorries because of
the cost of private hire.
MR SP%AYER:
You-want to know just now the number of lorries?
HON V K FRATFERSTONS:
I'm afraid I haven't cot this here. I do have these fiperes,
but I haven't got them here. I know some of the fleet is rather
old and that it .'.s being replaced at the moment. ,I'm told
altogether that it's about 70 vehicles, These vehicles will
range oetween. heavy lorries, specialised lorries such as those
used for refuse collection, vans, tipper trucks, all sorts.
492.

The following lion Members voted against:
HON Y

The
The
The
The

Mr nairmas, one sees Treat numbers of Public Works vehicles

around and this is a good thing, I think the mechanisation,
provided the lorries and the vehicles are used efficiently.
Now could I ask what control ...
MR CH

The following Hon Members were abFent from the Chamber:

MAN:
I-,

No. I've got to draw the line somewhere. Ministers are
responsible for the policy and the general running of their
departsents— I think it is getting to the stage xhere
2inisters are expected to answer questions as to how the
particular Sections of their departLents are being run. I think
it is unfair to ask this iafsrmation of Ministers and we are
getting down co bare details vinich I don't think is right.
HON M XIB1.-RRAS:

Hon I' J Isola
Bon Major R J Peliza
Hon G T Restano
Hon N Xiberrns
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D Hull
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(8) Pumping
HON M XIBERRAS:

Mr Chairman, I appreciate that it is ally because of the sums
involved. that gett.
..ng down to these things is important.

rR CHAIRMAN:
I'm not th2::gesting that they are not important.

Mr Speaker, does the pumping station at Victoria Stadium come,
under this vote?
HON M K FrLAT.habTONE:
No, Sir, that is a sewage, pumping station and these are the
sanitary and fresh water pumping stations.

HON M XIPHRRAS:
I think it was the Chief Minister who said that there was ample
oprortunity in this House to question the ...
HON M K F:,ATET.PTONF
I think that is a difficult one to answer just like that. 7
know that the cost of operatioa of a lorry that we hire is about
£38 a day and we are hoping to cut that by about la. once we
have our own lorries so I should assume that they are costing •
£20 to £25 a day.
•

HUN P J ISOLA:

HO M XIBr.RRAS:
At one stage, Mr Speaker, there was an idea of a gradual, with
wastage ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
I don't think anyone would doubt that ...
HON M XIBi,;RRAS:

ArQ any recorcs kept of the use of the lorries and there they go
and things like that?

In fact, what I am saying, Mr Chairman is that the issues at
stake are issues of some detail, and if the City Council had been
in existence these matters would have been ventilated there.

ECN h K 24.,,ThbEsToINal:

MR CHAIRMAN:

Yes, Sir.

These matters, I imagine, will be really relevant in the Public
Accounts Committee.

12) Mechanical
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
Tile Hon A J Canepa

The
The
The
The

Hon H K Featherstone
For. Sir Joshua Hassan
Hon J B Perez
Hon A P Yontegriffo"
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HON M XIBKRRAS:
Mr Chairman, the problem about this is that the Public Accounts
Committee looks at things after the event. We are looking at the
estimates now.

494.

YR CHAIRMAN:
Yes, hat ttere is a limit as to the information that Minirters
can be expected to give in the House of Assembly and I have no
doubt that I am saying what I am Laying now I'm saying to the
right thing. We are getting down to the breakdown of the actual
working of sections of departments.
HON IL XI3ERRAS:
Mr Chairman, could I ask the Minister, in view of the fact that
he is ..oing to ask the House to vote sums for increasing the

fleet, what is in fact the cost of operation of lorries on
average, Fenerally?
YR SPEAKER:
Yost certainly.
HON L' XIB!._RRAS:

who
With reople leaving the Public Works DepartmentLgoik in this
particular area of gradually replacing manual control of the
pumps by automatic control. I think there was an exercise on
this back in.171.- Is this the policy of the Minister,"that
or, wastage, without firing. anybody, without dismiasing anybody,
to replacing the manual operation of pumps by automatic
operation.,
FO:a M K FATHaRaTONE:
Yes Sir, this is being done all the time. In fact, under
another Head, or I think unaer the I&D Fund, where we come to
something knoan as the Rationalisation of the North Front dells,
this is being done all the tine. The type of pump being fitted
are types that are automatic in starting and this will cut down
the labour force. Thiu is an on—going policy, but it takes a
long time to actually put it into full effect.

the firure in tab you aill find that ;:c.) riro aattinr half of it
for the normal en:- r- nnl hnlf of it f, r overti;.t. It is a :.hift
system, earentiel ovaatine, vai
we •3::r of
These operators get £13,115 and their Efficiency T,
onus is £416.
We hove shift:;, we have two
It RaFaad Staff the sam e appliess
operators and they came to SA.0,125. At Europa Road we have
four operators and they come to £19,905; at Varyl Begg we do
not have any operators, this is one of the areas where we have
got the automatic pumps; and at Haynes' Cave we have one
operator who costs us £L,591.
HON M XIBERRAS:

The last question on this vote, Mr Chairman. Is the strength
of the machinery big enough to draw the water up, becauwe there
used to be substantial interference with Varyl Begg when water
was being pumped at a particular time. At certain particular
times I think it was impossible to get enough power to raise the
water up.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Actually in Vtiryl Begg we have not got what we consider adequate
pumping capacity and we are providing in the 1:40 Fund this year
for another pump for Varyl Begg.
Yr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The

The following Hon Members voted against:

HON H XIBaRRAS:

The
The
The
The

Yr Chairman, could the Minister comment on the size of the

ancrease there, the approved estimates of £128,100. That was
to rise to =!1.8c,400, and now the increase. being asked of the
House is of £154,200.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Yes, the increase is portly due to the increase in wages owing
to the introduction of parity, but there is also a vary
considerahla increase.in the electrical consumption. Electricity went up quite heavily last year and this is one of the
other reasons for tne high increase.
At Hesses' we have four people working altogether. These
people are on a ahift system and the figures that I have had
given to me are ,Jased on the actual cost of the shift. Since
they are working approximately .10(, overtime, if you divide
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The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
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(9) Sanitation
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BON M K

HON M XIBERRAS:

haee again two Plaht Operators who are paid on a shiet system
and they _,et ZI.O,267. They are in charge of all the pumps in
This sanitation pumping is what we would
all the various areas.
call sewage pumping. :'oat of the pumps are automatic and they
cover placed like Both Worlds, Catalan Bay, Devil's Tower,
Western Beach, the Victoria Stadium, Bayside, Orange Bastion,
fish Market Road, Waturport, Varyl Begg and King's Bastion.
9C5, of the pimps are automatic :.and the two pump operators only
have to check up and.see that everything is keeping in proper
order.

}'r Chairman, I would like to know about the loyris that
collect old furniture. Do they .tome under this vote or under
the maintenance vote?

HON N
With respect to the pump at Victoria Stacli'lm, is that now
automatic?
HON MT Iv.,ATFERSTONE:
Yes, the new one that is being put in will be automatic. In
fact, I think the job is proceeding at the moment.. The tender
was out some four months' ago and the work is being done.
FON Y X:B7-2RAS:
Would the Minister remind the Chief Minister that he has not
mada available yet the results of the enquiry on the Stadium?
EON M K
I presume the Hon Chief Minister has heard that as well as I
have.
HON G T R:,STANO:
The breakdown figixes that have been given at £10,200, does
that cover all tne items under sanitation?

HON M K FEATHER6TOsi.::
They come under the cleaning of highways vote. Item 13.
We have 48 men employed and their basic wage is £121,502; over—
time is £34,944. This is an area, of course, where we have to
clean on Saturdays and Sunday mornings so their level of over—
time is higher. There is another special overtime of £7,800
and these are the men actually vo rking on the Sunday mornings,
and they get an obnoxious allowance of £1,344.
HON P J ISOLA:
As a matter of interest, how lone does it take to get to a drain
that is stenching. I shall give an example. There is a drain
in Main Street, outside the Calpe Pharmacy, which hPs been open
and shut about three times in the last year, but in between it
smells very heavily. When that sort of thing happens how
quickly is it repaired, because I have hod personal experience
of smelling it on my way up and on my way back and on my way up
again and on my way back. What sort of system is in existence
to ensure these drains are speedily repaired because they do
represent, I think, a hazard to health apart from the unpleasant—
ness.
HON M K Flq,THEISTONE:
We are jumping a little bit because that would come under item
17, the upkeep of sewers and drains.
MR CHAIRMAN:

The only figure is £10,200?

We are dealing with the general subhead, Sanitation, which
includes subheads 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.

FON H K F:.ATH.:2STOLz3:

HON M K FMATHhR8TONi::

Yes, the two Plant Operators employed.

Yes, Sir, but I thought we would go through them one by one,
since I am being asked for the wages of each and every section.

HON G T PASTANO:

MR CHAIRMAN:

What is the balance of the vote?
FON H K F7-:?,71-1-7c:TONE:
There are L14,800—odd spent on electricity; 4'530 on diesel
fuel; spare parts some Z12,000; the mechnical and electrical
maintenance, the upkeep of the stations, and the maintenance
team come to soma 530,000.

Well, lets then be clear 'on one thing. Will you give the wages
element on all these subheads.
HON M K PEATH".RSTONE:
With the greatest respect, Sir, I would prefer it if we took it
item by item since that is the way I have them here.. Otherwise
it is going to be extremely complicated.
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MR CHAIRMAN:

completely uneconomical, at the, moment has tato i'crsons at a
wage of Z7,0t0.

Well, fair enough.
FUN M K Fr:ATM.:R=3=n:
I have just finished the wages on item 13, the cleaning of
highways - I shall come to the Hon Yr Peter Isola's question
later - the next one is the collection of refuse. This one
employs 35 people, their total wage on a normal basis is
£83,000; their overtime is £53,000. They are on a special
shift system. They have allbwances of £.2,400.
FON H YIBERRAS:
The Minister men lined shift system. I imagine these are the
refuse lorries that go round collecting, this is what we are
dealing with under this particular item.
EON M K 17..ATEel: -STONE:
No, the ones that gc, round collecting come under the cleaning
of highways. That refuse is actually deposited in the highway
and it is the cleaning of higeways thut covers that;
HON H XIBERRAS:
So what does this vote appertain to?
EON H K P.ATHERSTOLE:
This is the collection of refuse from the houses, ehere people.
leave their dustbins outside the house, and the general refuse
collecteoes made every morning.
HON H XIB:eRRAS:
This is what I meant, these are the lorries that go around in
the morning. Is there any other time at which lorries could go
round? The Minister mentioned the shift system. Are we paying
for collections early in the morning, or say up till midday or
10 or 11 o'clock, or are we paying for collection of refuse at
different times, of the day:
HON '' K P%A.THFRSTONE:
They area en a "task" system. I think they start about 6am or
6.30am and their job is to finish is rapdily as possible and they
normally finish somewl.ere =around midday. They work seven days
a week, of course.
We now go to Item 15, 'which is disposal of refuse. Here we have
11 men employed. These people are also on a shift system and
their wages work out to £53,000.
Toilets and Tarik bath, there are 15 attendants whose wages
come to a total of Z4e,000. The Tarik Bath, which I would
commeat we intend to close do-i.n some time thisyeSr, it is
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We shall be building extra shov.ers ut the Yarket ?lace to make
up for the baths that will not be available L,t Tarik 133ths. We
only took around £500 last year in the Tarik Eaths'and to spend
£7,000 on keeping it open to take £500 is hardly economical.
HON V XIBERRAS:

There are two persons involved, yet the figure in the vote is
£24,500, on an Approved Estimate of P45,500, that is about
double.
. HON le K FEATHI.:RSTONE:
These refer to the other toilets in town. There are other
ladies employed. Now we come to the upkeep of sewers and
drains.
I will provide first the amount of wages. We hove five rrours
in this, the normal Sewer Cleaning who work at daytime, their
wages are £17,100, with some £3,000 of overtime. We have a'
second group who do the Desilting of Sewers, these are engaged
on night work and their wages come. to
V.e have New
Works, Reconstruction of Oulleys and Plant, and the work in
Orange Bastion, and tnis consists of 24 people, their weees
come to £50,900 with approximately £o,000 of overtime. The
fourth group which is the Maintenance of Sewers and Drains in
New Estates that have been taken over by the sewer Section,
there are eight people employed and their wages are elo,5U0 and
£2,700 of overtime, and we have the last group t,ho are eee
working on Desilting the Main Sewer, which is a job which had
not been done for some fifty years and we have been working on
foe the last three years, there are six men corking on this
their wages come to £10,200 end they get a 25e bonus for working
ld.deep sewers which is some £2,000.
On the question of the Hon Peter Isola, normally these are
repaired fatly quickly. I think the one that the Hon 'ember is
mentioning is outside 231 Main Street and apparently there has
been some delay in establishing the responsibility whether it
was the landlord or the PYD. Investigations ;how that both are
partly responsible. I think one of the faults, I have seen it
myself, is that there is a small drain actually in the pavement
end the watee leaks out of there and it is very smelly indeed..
Work has now started, in fact in the lest two days they have
been working on it, but I believe the difficulty was to apportion the blame as to who actually had to deal with it.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Chairman, could I suggest to the rinister in a case of this
nature where there is great discomfiture to the public that
aurely the proper way to deal with it is that the Department
should repair it and then if the landlord or come adjoining
owner is responsible then take him to court rather than just
leave it there and let everybody suffer the consequences whilst
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an argument goes on. I would have thought on questions of
health, I think, this is really similar almost to the other
case cf ;.he building :eing in a state of collapse. I would
have thought that in cases like that where there is danger to
health or danger to the public of any shape, the proper thing
to do is to do the work yourselves, the Government has the
expertise, then to take the owner to court and show and prove
that it vas the owner's responsibility, rather than leave it
there not done and argue it out with an individual and let
everybody else suffer in the meanwhile. Gan the Minister look
into that side of the matter?

The Fori I At ec-nsis
The For. Major F J Dellipiani
The Hon Sir Joshua Hessen.
The Hon Dr R ^ Valarino
The Hon H J Zammitt
The Hon D Hull
The Hon J Bossano
(10) Water Supply — Salt Water

HON M K FEAT.Ift:RSTONE:
I think that is done in extreme cases, Sir, but L am sure the
Hon Member from his own experiende will know that there must be
dozens of cases, especially with the Public Health Department,
in which they make claims against landlords, one might take it
to the full conclusion, as the Hon Member says, and pet the
Public Works to do all these nuisance notices themselves, and
then have hundreds of court cases. I do not think that would
be conducive to getting it done.
Normally one manages to convince the landlord to get these jobs
done quickly. I think we m ght, if we lid it ourselves and then
took the landlord to court, get a counter claim that had the
landlord done it himself he would have done it more cheaply and
we have put our nose in and it has become more expensive and he
is nit prepared to pay.
HON P J ISOLA:
t3ut I would have thought that if a landlord is given no%ice to
do it, that it is his reseonsibility and he does not do it, I
would have thoue1it that the Public '[orks Department would have
no problem in collecting the money from the landlord if it was
true that the landlord was responsible.
HON M K FeATEERSTOL4:
.1
I said that in this instance we were trying to find out whether
it was the landlord or whether it was the Public Works Department.
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
folio-ill/1g on Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The

The followirg Hon Members were re- bent from the C': ember:

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
n K Featherstone
A P Yontegriffo
A W Serf sty
J B Perez
A Collings

The folluwing Hon Members voted aeainst:
The Hon P .1" Isola
The Hon tajor R J Peli2a
The Hon 0 T Restano
The Hon M Xiberras
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HON M K FEATfteRSTONE:
Just on a point of interest, I hope this voting eeainst does
not mean to say that the Opposition v.ouid like the Public Works
to stop all its services as from tomorrow, beesuee if v.e had no
money voted we would not be able to uo anything and then the
town would be in a mess.
Salt water distribution, Sir. Maintenance anu Repair kf Mains:
26 people employed, total wage £79,740 and there are £4,526 on
wages shared with another department; half a storeman, half a
plumber on night duty; and a half a plumber on weekend duty.
We share the salt water with the potable water. Overtime is
around £13,000.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman, could we have the. cost of production of water by
various means?
MR CHAIRMAN:
No, we are talking about salt water exclusively now.
?r Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
J b Perez
H J Zammitt
A Collings

The following Hon Members voted against:
The Hon P J Isola
The Hon G T Restano
The Hon M Xiberras
The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon I Abecasis
The Hon Major F J Dollipiani
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Tee
Tee
Tee
Tee
The
The

Hon
hen
hon
hon
Fon
hon

A P Montegriffo
A e Seefaty
Dr o G Valarino
D hull
Major R J Peliza
J Bossano

(11) Water Sueslv — Potable Water

FON K XIBeRRAS:
Mr Chairman, I understood, we had a stttement from Col Foare
who was the rinister's predecessor at one time, that the VTR.
Distiller in fact produced 300,000 gallons to the 200,000
gallons produced by North Front. To what is owed the deterio—
ration.

Potable weter,'Sir, we have 15 people, £32,976, and then this
half storeman, half plumber etc etc, arain £4,526; overtime is
approximately se5,400. Then in the Meter Shop we have 12 people,
their wages work out to £28:249, their overtime is 3;4,7061.

Kr Chairman, could I ask the rinister about. the westege of
water. Again quoting Col Poore some 3751 was acceptable at the
time, not unusual, and during Council days something like 11:
was the norm. Could the Minister put a figure on what is the
wastage rate in water now and what wastage rate would be find
acceptable?

FON Y XIBERRAS:

MR CHAIRMAN:

Mr Chairman, may we have the comparative cost of production of
water by various means.

It is a figure we are being asked about, not the principle as
to whether the wastage rate is high or low.

FON M K TSATF--PSTONE:

HON M XIBERRAS:

ellen we take the cost of production of water there are two
parts of the actual ccst; there is the actual operating cost
which covers fuels, chemical, electrical poser, spares services
and materials, labour end a percentage of the waterworks charges,
and we call these the operating costs. Ther, of course, you
have the hidden costs, which cover interest, capital charges,
non—industrial staff overheads, non—technical staff overheads,
pensions and gratuities and the distribution costs which have a
labour section in the materials.

No, no, I want both things.

FCN K FSATHERSTONE:

The rainfall, the operating costs ere 25p per ton and the total
costs are o2p per ton.
The North Face Distiller operating costs ware, when this was
prepared, C2.14p per ton and total costs £2.92 per ton. This,
of course, goes up very considerably because there is a
reasonable amount of capital charges. The VTS Distiller,
operating costs £2.77 per ton, total costs £3.82 per ton.
The North Front wells,' operating costs, 39p per ton, total
costs 76p per tor. An importation £1.b0 per ton operating
costs, total costs £2.17.
I have mentioned the r:!..th Face Distiller and the VTE Distiller
and I would comeent now that since there h.s been notification
of en increased price of oil as from the middle of April they
are going up by approximately 5p more per ton and we are roing
to face en increased cost of some, as far as we know this year
..—C60,0e0, but as far as' we estimate, since we understand that
ferther oil prices are in the offing, perhaps £100,000 extra
that will have to 'ee provided some time during the year if we
continue distilling to obtain water. This is why I mentioned
earlier on that we are looking very carefully into the
seesteon of whether we continue distilling with this £3.82 per
; VTE type, or whether we go to increased •
ton distiller, th,importation.
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HON M K FSATHSR6TONE:
The nearest fs; urea that I can give are from tee Auditor's
Report for the year ly72/76, and i teiek he worked it out at 2se.
In City Council days it was not as low as 14., it ens often
16;0 to
which used to give rise to considerable quizzing
from the then Councillor Mr William Isola, who used to as:: a lot
of questions about it.
Obviously, Sir, we would like this figure to be as low as
possible, but me have it from expert elvice with We ter Authorities
in England and Europe that the more extensive o:e's water network
the greater the ratio of losses goeo up.
We had an article only tl-,e other rely which come toed that in
certain areas even a 5C loss would be acceptable. As far as we
are concerned we are trying to hold it down to The lowest firule
possible. I think the 28;: figure hes been one cf the lowest we
have had in the last few yearn, so this perhaps is the result of
our efforts in trying to keep it es low as we pessibly can.
FON M XIEMAS:
The Minister must be eware.of correspondence with Mr F Gonzalez,
who used to be employed by the Council now no longer so, there
has been some public reference, I think he will find that the
figure he quoted there was
The relevance of this is that in Council days apparently there
was a great deal of efficiency in this particular matter.
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BON M K FAATHIe3ST01';::

•
As I said, in Council days it was lower, it might have been one
year 11%, but I remember other cases in whichit was ashigh
3,000
as 161t, but we were then dealing with tYe supply of some
meters we are now dealing with a supply of some 8,000 or 9,000
meters.
.LIZA:
HON reJOR R J F7
Yes, but in view of this very, very high cost of water here,
and the tendency is that this cost will rise even more steeply,
isn't it worth putting more money into making sure that this
leakage does not take place. Isn't it a good investment,
rather than import more water, totry and stop those leakages.
HON r K F ATHeRTOr.E:

overtime; and temporary staff comes to £3,500. The pay
supplement nOt included in selai-ies is £1,565, making a grand
total of .113,599, hence the £33,600.
Fersonal emoluments were agreed to.
Other Charges
HON H XIBF•RRAS:
I would like to ask a number of questions on this. The main
one is on the structural alterations to implement the membership scheme.
YR CHAIRMAN:
That is Special Nxpenditure. We are on Other Charges.
HON P J ISOLA:

I quite agree with the Hon Hajor Feliza and that is why you will
see in the Improvement and Development Fund we are spending a
considerable amoent of money in renewing water mains and metees
this year, as we have been doing over the last 2 or 3 years.
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the

follotirg Hcn Members voted in favour:

•

Is anybody being paid out of the item Staff Wages who is not
actually working at the Stadium?
BON H J ZAMMITT:
No, Si:.
Other Charges were agreed to.

The. Hon
The Hon
The Eon
Tee Hon
The Hon
The H on
The Hon
The Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
K Featheretone
sir Joshua Hassan.
Perez
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

The follemdng Eon Members voted against:
The Hon F J Isola
The Hon Major R J Peliza
The Hon G T Restano
Tte Fon M Xiberras
.1
The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The
The
The
The
The

Fon I Abecasis
Hon A P Vontegriffo
Fon A vl Serfaty
Hon Dr R ^ Valarino
Fon J I3ossano

Head 21 Recrention and ';'port - Personal 7.moluments
HON H J ZAYrI7T:
rr Chairman, We have six non-industrials at the Stadium,
consisting of the Sports Manager, Sports Officer, one Clerical
Assistant and three Sports Supervisors. The total salary comes
to £23,534, there are the £5,0,,0 overtime and weekend working,
including public holidays; allowances to ';te Supervisors on the
shift disturbance and the Sports Officer allowance in lieu of
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Special r.xpenditure
HON Y XIBERRAS:
Could I ask now Hr Chairman on the structural alterations to
implement the membership scheme, token provision £100. The
rinister has been toeing around with this idea for quite some
time. I think for myself I can say I am not in erinciple
opposed to this scheme but am asking him to consult all the
Sporting Associations on the matter; and that if participants
at the Stadium are going to be asked to contribute they should
become almost shareholders of the Stadium and, therefore, they
are entitled to some sort of say in the administretion of the
stadium.
The Minister said he was going ahead with this revenue-raising
matter, I think it is a very serious matter affecting a lot of
people and could the rinister give us an indication on these
two points I 'rive mentioned.
1101N 11 J ZAVMITT:
Mr Chairman, definitely it is correct to say that we intend to
start the meMbership scheme at the Stadium. I very much dOubt
if members of the Sandpits Lawn Tennis Club are shareholders of
Sandpits Club or members of USOC become shareholders of USOC.
The question of voting or having some say in the running of the
Stadium will of course come through the representatives elected
by the various organisations to sit on a committee to be called
the Sports Committee, the Sports Advisory Committee, Control
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assure the Honourable Member oppoeite that the Sports Advisory
Committee es was set up et the ti-.e was certainly el: suited and
at that particular meeting we hee no reactions to the contrnry.

Committee; Victoria Stadium'Committee, Whatever, and therefore
they will be co:tributine through that cce -ittee towards the
general eaneeeeeet of the Stuaiui, but let the Hon the Leader
of the Ooecaition not get away with the idea that Government
intends to give up mane event of the otadium to the various
Associations.

YR CuAIRMPN:
Basically you are beinr naked a simple question, are you
prepared to consult?

HC:. 1. XIBeRRAS:

HON P J tiAMErnT:

But does the Minister not agree that there is a need for greater
participation in the running, the use to viiich the Stadium is
put, once people are charged to come in.

Certainly, Sir.

HON H J ZAMrITTe
Mr Chairman, needless to say I have not received any
from users of the Stediun that they are not getting a a)Mplaints
fair crack
at. the whip. I have not so far becauseevery single association,
and I say associations without taking into account the non•
coepetitive games that co on at the Stadiue will, of course,
rehire and would desire much more facilities in the way of
allocations than we are able to provide. Put, of course, we have
the Stadium open from 9am to llpm and one cannot fit in more
•
allocations than one does. I think se would all like to squeeze
'more out of the lemon but I am afraid it will run dry, we will
have to have a fair equilibrium as best we can.

` •P.0/:

M XITeRPAS:

EON M XIBERPAS:
What I mean is the scheme has apparently changed over the time.
There have been some aspects of change. When the rinister is
firm on a particular scheme will he then consult tee users of
the Stadium?
HOe H J ZAMMITT:
I intend to do that, Sir, even 'beeore 1 implement the scheme.
Ha+ XIBERRAS:
Will the kenister also make available to the Oeeesition copies
of the scheme when it is firm beeure it is implunalted?
110e H J ZAMMITT:

The Minister is, of couree, not accurate when he says he has not
received compleinte because he has received complaints, I
certainly know from the particular sports I have been involved in
that he has received complaints about that. The Minister is not
accurate in saying that.
HON e J eeeiZITT:
I think it is unfai: eo say that ee have received complaints.
What I think I had stated in my address is to say tnet every
single association would want more allocations but we just
cannot do it. If that it s complaint then of course it is a
general complaint of every single association wanting extended
facilities, and that cannot be done.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I do not think the Minister should shrug off the whole thing but
never mine.- I think it is a fact that there have been complaints
about the use of particular days in the morning. Could the
Minister answer my other point, and that is, will he consult the
sporting associations before the implementation of the scheme?
HON H J ZAMMITT:
10Mr Chairman; I answered this question lost year. We have consulted
the Sports Associations but I consider it unfair that unless one
was able, as es are now, tc give definite assurances of what is
going to be done, the time will come ehee we will have to sit at
- a table with the various associations using the Stadium.
But let
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Yes.
HON M XIHE.RRAS:
Contributions to sporting societies, Mr Chairman. The actual
expenditure en 1978/79 was E1e,e00, the Approved 'estimates 'was
£10,000, there has been no increase here.
HOP IT J ePM/IrPT:
Yes, Mr Chairman, the £3,300 was a sueplementnry I was able to
obtain because a commitment fbr rowing of an int-rnetional
standard fell upon us after we hn dire ributed nost of tee
flIrts Paseetbell w ich was
money. "S also had the Commonwealth
sprung on us unexpectedly and, therefore, the ee,e00 had to be
sought to be able to ceter for t)ese two pqrtic-anr events.
There has been no increase
ship scheme was in fact to
October, it will mean that
collection would obviously

in the e10,000 beceure if the memberget into operation b:; September or
the share to Government in that
inflate that figure.

HON M XIBeRRAS:
I was coming to that, the share which Government takes out of
particular sports. There are certain things, boxing etc. where
income is coniee in and the Goverement takes soeeteing in the
region cf 25', I believe. Is the Minister giving consideration,
in view of the efforts that are 'Leine ease to raise money by
those particular erraneeeeets to
particular sports, to reviewing
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HON H J ZAUITT:

encourage the sport?

So is boxing, er Chairman.

HON H J ZAYMITT:
Yes, nr Chairman, if there was a membership scheme in operation
the 25`it may not be charged. And I say may not be charged
because - there are certain conditions and regulations covering • • •

Head 22. Secretariat - Personal Emolunents.
HON MAJOR R J PELI4A:

CHAIRMLN:
You are being as>.ec a simple question. If you Let an income
from a particular sport are you prepared to use that income for
the particular sport from which you have obtained it?
HON H J ZAMMITP:

Item 11, I see that the post of Senior Assist:int Secretary, has
been Lbelished. By whom has it been replaced?
HON CFreF MINISTER:
That is included in the statement I made on the 2r.: June on the
reallocation of duties hiving regard to F.stablishment.

No, Sir.
HON V XIB-MAE:
I was wondering whether the Minister, at the moment, say the
boxing,, the Government takes so much of the percentage, would.
he be prepared to review that figure in view of the efforts
being made by the particular people, for instance the boxing.
HON J 7AYnTnT: •
I think the Leader of the Opposition is referring to the amount .
of people that have been attending boxing and therefore a certain
amount of money has been coming through,. both to the Association
and 25n to the Government. Whet the Hon Leader of the Opposition
must rewmber is that barring boxing the 259; collected at the
Stadium is virtually negligible because there is only one sport,
as nar as I can recall, that charges admission, and that is the
football, and me all know very well that there is a crowd if
there are 3iX people there.
However, as I said, if the membership scheme gets into full
swing, then there nay well not be a charge of 25,o. And may I
say that the money does not got to the Stadiuml it goes into
general revenue.
BUN

Special Expenditure was agreed.'

XISieRRAS:

Very important this point, Zr Chairmen, because since it is
only the boxing that cakes some money they are the only people

who suffer substantially from the deduction of 2%.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
rr Chairman, I am quite appalled, because if you pay a large
2% it means that you are collecting a very large 75AL
HON Y XIBT.RnAS:
Yes, but other sports are being heavily subsidised, this is the
point.
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No longer is there a rost of Senior Assistant Secretary. The
new post is that of Fend of General Division which is the
equivalent of the Senior Assistnnt Secretary. Tle SAS elso used
to assist the Establishment Officer. There is now an Ertablirh-.
rant Section. The whole set-up in the 'lecreteriet has been reorganised, as I said in my steteeent of 26 June, and it is still
in the process of being recruited.
I go there every day end I can assure you that the placer nsve
not yet all been properly set out. It is a very long process
because it has to be done in ' xey thet will net the Maximum
responsibility at the reasonable executive level so that everything has not got to clog up at the top as used to be the case
before.
BiN MAJOR R J PELD.A:
So this post has now been abolished completely and it has been
taken over by a new post which is the Head of General Division.
Inge P J ISOLA:
The Industrial Relations division. I notice that there are,
apart from IRO, two fairly senior officers else in that department. Can I ask how far does that Division ecatrol heads of
Departments, because sitting in the Iublic Accounts Committee I
did come across the occesional head of a Depertment who seemed
to take his instructions in matters relating to staff problems
from the IRO, which seemed to me to lc rather odd. Foe far is
this department entitled to advise, ratherestrennly, Feeds of
Departmants, and how fer is the government expo sting a Fed of a
Department to do exactly what he is told by tnc Industrial
Relations Officer?
HON CHIT? MINISTER:
My understanding of the situation is that what they do is they
investigate all matters connected with industrial relations,
some of which have sometimes got heavy political implications
naturally, and it is not until that department has thoroughly
gone into the matter that the Head of the Department eventually
510.

Deputy Governor. Is that the position?
is briefed. It is on that that the Head of the Department acts
on his o:n initiative. No Head of a Department has delegated
any responsibility in respect of his post except that if it is
a matter which has been investigated by the Industrial Relations
Division they take into account the results of meetings with .
Union officials, and tentative agreements that have been reached
without commitment and they are put out to the Head of a Department. I cannot see any Head of a Department giving up his rights
at all about it.

EON A

CAE':-.1A:

I tnink instructions is rather too strong a eoed to use, advice
certainly. I think Heads of Delertmeet have a duty to consider .
very seriously the advice which the Industrial Relations Officer
gives because their decisions cee have obviously serious
implications in inuustrial relations eatters.
Hari P J ISOLA:

FON A J CArEPA:
In fact, Mr Chairman, there is more to it than that, because
previously the Establishment Officer only had overall responsibility in respect of general conditions of civil servants, of
non-industrials only. Now the estsblishmen Officer also hns
such general resnonsibilsty in respect of industrials and, therefore, if directions have to be riven, it eould be by the
Heeablishmeet Officer ane the position of the Industrial Relations
Cefieer, therefore, inso:ar as. neeotietioes with the Union is
ccecerncd, is that he would rely on tee establishment Division.
to prepare a brief for i.in to tell him what sheuld be his
attitude, what lino he mould adopt to claims.

•

In other words, the Industrial Relations Officer is now more of
a negotiator and he is eeeected to receive his instructions and •
the policy from tee esteuliseeeet Officer.

Yes, but I must tell the Minister that oee gets a decided
impression from Heads of Department especially large Departments,
and I can quote one - the PeD - and I believe there arc others,
where it is quite clear that they appear to be hemstrune by
instructions. .Is it in practice, from what one hears, that the
Head .of Department takes his instructions on matters like these
from the Industrial Relations Officer.
HON A J CANLPA:
No, I must explain, Mr Chairman. The new structure vies only
implemented 6 or 7 months ago and, therefore the Industrial
Relations Officer was probably carrying out a lot of functions
with respect to Heads of Department which in tle Jest six months
or so have been taken over by the Establishment Officer.

rot the Administrative ,Se!cretary?

For instance, let me give an example to illustrate. Let us say.
that the Government takes a decirion, as it did, to cut overtime
for industrials employed on non-ensentinl work in the FeD from
16 hours to 5 hours. Properly geese instructions should be
communicated to the reads of Dcpertmenesby'the estebliehnent
Gfficer. Tt could well be that lest year, be.2alse the new
structure had not been introduced yet, the Industrial Relations
Officer may have issue, n circular to reads of 'eepertmene3on the
matter. But in future what will happen is that it will be quite
properly the Establishment Officer who should investigate, advise
the Government and issue the instructions because ze do not want
the Industrial Relations Officer to be involved, eerticularly
because these matters could prejudice his good relations with the
Unions and it is a it that that should be the case.

HON A. J CAre'A:

HOe P J ISOLA:

The Administrative Secretary has also cot an overall responsibility in respect cf all matters involving industrial relation:.,
because obviously the Administrative Secretary has to work to
the Chief minister anl v-ny often claims may have a political
element to them. In that sense either the Chief sinister, myself
or Council of Yinieters as a whele, would have matters brought
to their notice for decesion.

That is how it was done en a eerticuler case.

HO, F J ISOLA:
I notice he is on the saee grade as the Sstablisheent Officer.
Is the eetablisement r'fficer therefore in a position to instruct
tee Industrial Relations Officer? Who is the superior of the
Ineestrial Relations Officer?
HCN A J CANFPA:
The superior is the Deputy Governor, obviously.
Ft:7 P J ISOLA:

HO, P J ISOLA:
So, i.s the eosition.then that the Heads of Department let their
aevice or iestructeoes from the Industrial Relations Officer who
in turn hes had it, if it is a eoletieel iesue, from iinisters,'
or ef: no: a political issue frog. the Sstablisheent Officer or the
511.

I am glad for that beceuee I co not think that a head ef Depertmeet should take instructions from the Industrial Relatio:is
Officer because he is the Controlling officer and reseeeseble to
the House for the proper administration of his Department. nhy
is it thought necessary to have a Senior Sxecutive Officer and a
Higher executive Officer.in that Division. Is the workload very
big in that division?
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EC- A J CeelePA:
Extremely big. In fact over the last year or so the industrial
Relatioes Officer himself was involved in very top level matters
involving pay policy at the highest level, and that meant that
the day-to-day claims which we receive on day-to-day matters, in
respect of individuals, oould not be processed. The Industrial
Relations Officer could not deal with that. So the Senior
Executive Officer is in fact an Assistant Industrial Relations
Officer. Bearing in mind that the Industrial Relations Officer
is an expatriate you mieht also even cansider that the Assistant
is by way of an under-study, so that when the time comes eventually
to Gibraltarianise that post you have somebody there with some
exnerience, perhles, to take over. So `he Senior Executive
Officer is an Assistant Industrial Relations Officer and he deals
with more relatively day-to-lay, mundane, claimst Then you have

a Higher Executive Officer, what used to be known as a Titular,
the Executive Officers were the people who in old days were the
Chief Clerks, the Supervisory Officers and so on.

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
a
Isn't it perheps that we have tv.r mss ere when these s)- oeld be
one, the Industrial Relations Officer and the .,:sta'clishment
Officer. They were all one Diviaion -nd then they branched out
of there. Wouldn't it be better for cne man to steak for all
- and not this coming and going.

I

MR CHAIRVAle:
We are now getting into matters of policy.

4

HON iAJOR R J PELI'LA:
But, Mr Chairman tike could do away with one. Instead of having
two higher paid officers, having one nigher paid officer and tnen
we might save some money and time.
ECh ATTORNEY OhnEAAL:
I

Mr Chairman, I wonder if I might have the opportunity to correct

FON P J ISOLA:
One lass question, Yr Chairman, on the Secretariat. Supernumerary
staff. A Senior Executive Officer. How does he fit in to the
Secretariat. It seems a bit odd to have a Senior executive
Officer loose?
EGli A J CAN:eIA:
This is the former Clerk of Gibraltar Council and Council of
Ministers who is now on a year's leave of absence studying in the
UE tc pass his nor exams.

a misunderstanding which may have been given. Reverting to the
question of the Senior Assistant Secretary, my Fon ?riend
opposite I think asked v,hether in fact the post hod been
abolished. I do not think that it was said on this side that it
hod been abolished but I would just like to make it c.lear,.
speaking at the level of interpretation, what has happeeed is
that although the Establiehment Cfficer and the Hend of neneral
Division posts were established, I woeld correct any miseneerstanding to the effect that it follows from thor that there was
an abolition in the lerral sense of the word. The point I am
making is that I would not like it to be thought that at the time
these two new posts were created it followed that there was a

legal abolition of the other post.

J 5.
)eS.A1,0:
Could I ask the honourable kumber as regards the relationship
between the ee-Aablishzent Section and the Industrial Relations
section, does he not think tnet thoee is a need to make aboslutely
clear to Unions a:4 Staff Associations precisely' who they are to
negotiate with. Sometimes it appears that claims that are requirine an answer are spending a lot of time to-ing and fro-ing
between the two Seetiont.
J Ced.PA:
Yee, I agree. Thee are pert of the teething troubles of the
imelementatien of the new structure. For instance, staff
inection
matters. The --:steblishment Officer, by and large, is
ep
neeo tiating and it is Fsteblishment who are doing, that. Yes, I
agree and I very much hope. that once the new promotions have all
been put into effect - there are still a large number of Executive
Officers to be trnnsferred - I hope that things will begin to find
their-Iriper level and that these teething troubles will be

HCN A J CANETA:
The point that the Hon end Gallant Major Feliza made about the
thing working more cheop,y and so on. The new rtructure has
been implemented after a very in-Depth study by the Staff Inspector on the matter, whoee function is not only to recommend on restructuring but on the most adequete teeming levels. It is not
the function of the Staff Inspector to inject mere bodies who ripe .
going to be doing nothing. The correct manning level is important
so as not to have more people than whet you have to have. So
since he has recommended on the structure to be introduced I
think the Staff Inspector himself was satisfied that there was

no duplication in respect of the functions of AstalishLent and
Inaustrial Relations, very definite functions.
yersonal Emoluments were agreed to.
Other Charges

ironed out.
HON G T RESTANO:
I can tell the "onoureble Member that Ministers will be expecting
re:,ults in the not too distant future because a lot of excra
bodies have been injected there and we want to see the thing
working efficientlj.
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May I know what the £7,500 on Transport and Travel goes towards?

514.

I

Subhead 4, Public Utility Costs, No wa-es there.

HC.N ATTORa-aY
I: Chairman, that is fer the eeintuaance and operation of the
tree vehicles ;.high this Department maintains in Gibraltar and
costs associated with teem. It does not include overseas travel,
holeday passages etc.

Subhead 5, raintenancc.nnd Rerafe of -xhnneee. ell w:Ires.
Four industrials £9,736, Efficiency Pcnee S.:1422.; wcekene eaf.ntenonce £880, which is P11,040.
makinr-a total of
L15,800.
Subhead 6, Maintenance nnd Extension of Lines. These are 58
industrials, all wages, no overtime, Efficiency Bonus and
allowances and miscellaneous.

Other Char4es were agreed to.
Seecial Exponditere were agreed to.
Feed 23 Telephone Service - Personal Fmoluments
rr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Fon !'embers voted in favour:
The
ThThe
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon I Abecasis
Fon J Bossano
Eon
Eon kljo ar
r.lerDellipiani
Fon r K Featherstone
Hon Sir Joshua Fassan
Fon A P rontecriffo
Hon J B Perez
Hon Dr R G Valarino
Hon D Hull
Hon A Collings

The following Hon Members voted aeainst:.
The Hon P J Isola
Tee Hon Major R J Felice
Tee Hon G T Restano
Tee Hon iii Xiberres
The following Hon Members were absent from the Cnambera
The Hon A W Serfaty
The Hon H J Zammitt

There is inclusion of £6,500 overtime which is basically the
faults repair service, which is counted as overtime, but it is
not overtime in the true sense of the word.
HOh E XIBERRAS:
I do not understand that, L:r Chairman. Could the Minister explain
further what this means: that it is not overtime in the true
sense of the word.
EON DR R G VALAHINO:
The 23,500 is for the faults repair service. It depends on the
number ofibults which 'occur after a certain time. These are
obviously done as overtime and are included in the fault repair
service, ee,500.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Are you clear on that one. The maintenance me extension of
lines itself carries no overtime, whet carries overtime is breakdowns out of hours and that is tie elenent,that hoc been given to
you.
Y 7IBE12PAS:
The persons involved in fact do get overtime when necessnry but
not under this pnrticuler

Other Charges

ER CHAIRMAN:

YON M XIBeRRAS:

Precisely.

Could -e have a breakdown on all the subheads.

Training of Apprentices, anyelemcnt of Wages in that.ene?

FON DR R G V4TaRir0:
Subhead 2, General Office =.xpenses, r6cc. That covers general
office expenses, technical publications and incidental expenses.
10 wages.

HOh DE R G

Subhead 3, Vaintenance and Running of Vehicles. This is all
entirely wages, at.ich is £9,390; two drivers and one fitter,
Efficiency Bones; Work and Yaintenance. Apart from that we have
got a fuel maintenance, the fuel which. is P.,1,300, the maintenance
which is repairs 22,120,.making it a total of 23,420, sundries
£390, making a total of £13,200.

The wages that we have to pay for the training of apprentices,
Sir.

.MR CHAIRI4AN:
Any overtime?
I= DR R G VALARINO:
Thank God, no, Sir.
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P J -SCLA:
This•DeTeartment is s;enteing eloes on fim. Why is it that it
takes so an to .:end cut the bills?
FUN DR R G VOLAeInD:
Thnt is no concern of e.y Department, it is the Billing
Delsrtment.

and have more consideration for members opposite when answering
questions instead of dealing with it in the rather rough way,
if I may say so, that he is dJing.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
We send the bills as soon as poseible on a doily basis. Apart
from that it is up to the Accountant-0eneral's Deartment to
send the bills out.
HON P ,T ISOLA:

HOn P J ISOLA:
I am asking the question that this Department spends a lot of
money and why does it take so long to send the bills out from
this Department.
HaN DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Chairman, I again repeat my answer, and as the Hon Member
shod tell know, the Billing Department is• not my Department.
He has been here long enough to know the answer to that one.
t? Ct'AIR"AN:

Yes, but to the extent that information is available to your
Department, because your 7)epnrteert must make the information
available to the Billine nepartrent before they send the bills
cut, to that extent I think an answer: should be given.
FO': DR

G 7A7.ARTIO:

The information is available as soon as ready. As to the question
of when the Billing Department sends the bill out this is up to
the Billing Department.
I.? CHAr AN :
But you are being specifically asked whether there is any delay
suffered by your Departeent in passing on the information to the
Billing Department?
BCh DR R G %,ALAr.INO:
There is no delay, Sir. It is up to the AccouLtant-General's
Department to send the tills out.
P J ISOLA:
Yr Chairman, can I ask the Minister, can the Accountant-General
send bills out for telephones if he has not got the informati.cn
from his own Department? How frequently does his Department .
send infoxm,tion for billing to the Treasury, er wherever it is
the Billing Department is, because the Minister will forgive my
ignorance, Mr Chairman, if the Minister answers, "the Billing
Departmene", how am. I to know where that Department is. There
could be a Filling 17eearement in the Public Works Department,
•
there could be a Billing Department in every department of
Government. The Minister I think could take a little more care
517.

Is the Minister then saying that the amount due on Trunk Calls
is passed over every day to the Accountant-General's Department.
Is that the position?
EON DR R 0 VALARIDO:
I have said this before and I will say it again. They are
passed til daily.
HON P J ISOLA:
Then somebody else on the Government tenches can tell Honourable
Members on this side why it is that in a Department that spends
£1:1 a year, it takes so long to send bills cut to the. public for
the service the department gives them?
I am not asking the Minister for Lunicipel Servic,s, I am asking
that side of the house.
hON Chin? MlNIST-e.R:
I do not want to repeat what ey collee,;ue has said, he has not
been heee long enough, but I Lave been here lone enough to tell
the Honourable (ember who has been here long eeoueh who knows
that the bills cannot be sent out unless the bills are made and
that there .have been troubles and problems in the Billing
Department, in the Machine Room etc. That is e matter I think
the Honourable Member could raise when we deal wieh the Treasury
because this is where the FDS, I think is in a better position
to say.
HON P J ISOLP:
I do not see why it cnnnot be given now. But anyway it seems to
me very odd that we get the electricity and water bills, we get
the rates bill, but we do not get the telephone bill:

I

HON A J CAMPA:
I think the Fonourable Member will find that it: respect of people
who use the domestic telephone mainly within Gibraltar, those
who do not make very freeuent calls ahroed, I think the Fonourable
Member will find that they do get the telephone bill fairly
regularly. nbere you have business etc, where the bills are
much more complicated, this is where they are perhaps delayed.

a

HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Chairman, the point I am making is that it is precisely there
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that the revenue can be collected, because they are bigger
bills. We get e'er te:ephone bills increased, the Government
cherges more, are] eveeethinF else beenese they have not.
received the money,. ani the reason it has not received it is
that it hes not cent bills.

rp. CFAIRMAN:

HON M X.URRAS:
Yr Chairman, on the question :f the ontd -,or stuff, the rinister
said that there was some difficelty in eecruiteeet on outdoor
staff, and I would ask him perhrels ueeer item e, or ureter any
other item which is relevant, whether the staff situation is
likely to improve in the near future so that the service can be
better.

Well, I think we have Fot to the stare Where we are not going
to get much further. Let us wait till we get to the Treasury
vote where perhaps we ray Fet an answer.

YON DR R C InNLATFINO:

FON DR R G

In my original statement to the Mouse I said tat the whole
question of training industrials would be under review.

If I could give an anewer to that. I am sure the vonourable
Member knows that the bills ere sent quarterly. •

,RR1S:
YON M YIBT,

FON P J ISOLA:

The Government is point to ask for an increase in the rate of
telephones and I would like to know new, Yr Chairman, in
relation to these Estimates, whet improvement can be achieved.

Yr Chairmen, I am surrrised now that the Minister knows when
trey are eent. It was nothing to do with him, it was the
"eillinF . Deesrtnen.:. Let me tell the Minister that two quarters
have F.-nee by and a great number of people have not received
their bills.

FR CFAIaVAN:
I think you are entitled to ask whether any of this expenditure
under Other Charges is related to improvements, no more.

EON . Clii.r2

HON M XiiiaRRAS:

I have teney received a bill — which I shall not pay — because
it is in respeet of the teleehene I use in the 6ecreteriet. I
now the reason, the reason is beeeuee there are three trunk
calls Wale-el were official calls, I have got the record. Anyhow,
lth April is the date on the post—mark the account is for the
first Quarter.

Mr Chairnan, in improvements, in staff evailable end also
to the lines under the Improvement anu Develoeeent Fund.

MR CHAIIZM_AFF:

HON DR R G 'vALARLF,O;
I do not honestly know what the Honourable Member is getting
at?
MR CHAIRMAN:

The trunk call part of it is for what Quarter?
'PO:: CHIEF MINISTER:

He is asking you whether under any other charges there is any
item which relates to improvement.

Trunk call bills are always one quarter behind. In fact the
bill in this case is-for calls made in December.

HON DR R 0 VALARINO:
To improvements, none at all, Sir.

I know one gets worried when you have a lot of telephone calls
but

HON M XTBTRRAS:

ECM Y

Nothing for the improvement of the staff either?

Mr Chairman, the Minister had a television interview not so very
long ago and I wonder whether some of the points that were
raised in that intervtew are relevant to this or to•another
vote. I should add first of all the replacement of lines. The
--rini-Ster said in the interview that some 6o5:. of the lines needed
replacing. Is thit un:ier the Improvement and Development Fund?
'EON DR R G VAL;RINO:
That is under the Improvement and Development Fund.
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My colleagues and I will have another valid reeeon for voting
against the telephone increases. Vie cannot just have the
Minister saying tnat there is a bad situation there and not vote
money for improvement.
HON DR R G VALPRINO:
The improvement of the running of the services, and improving
those parts of the service which are not up to scratch.
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establishment in your department to give the service that is
required. It is as simple as that.

FON M XIBRRRAS:

That

what I an asking.
HON DE

FON DR R G VAL"RINOe
That is mnintensnce, bet that is not here, Sir. That is under
the Improvement and Development Fund.
FON G T RViTAFO:
That is•the increase of £72,2C0 going to be used for?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Maintenance and extension of ?.ines.

t G vALAIUNO:

If the Honourable' Member wants to find out boa many we are
understaffed by, we are understaffed by ten people on the
industrial section.
HON M XIBERRAS:
In view of that is the Hon }.inister making provision there,
under item 6, for six less people or is he hosing to recruit
during the year and is provision for these six extra people been
included there?
YON DR R

I

n V4LARINO:

Lj..t

You are being, asked ore does the increase go to the £72,200
increase?

There is provision to recruit them and the whole training of
industrials is under review. There is provision to recruit
number of people.

HON DR R G VALARINO:

YR CHAIRMAN:

This is the biennial review cost and the increased cost of wages.

The vote provides for these extra boriies.
FON N XIB"-:RRAS:

BON LAJOR R PUIZA:
It is not a very hopeful situation, Yr Chairman.
Mr Chairman could the .'inister say the date.for the new telephone
directory.
CFAIRYAN:

Mr Speaker put the question and on u vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in fAvour:

It has been given already, it will be June 1979.

The Eon I Aboessis
The Hon J Bohsano

HON Y

The lion hajor

I am sorry but I am not satisfied on this ioint. The Minister
says that some of the difficulties in his Department in
relation to givine a service to subecribers was the fact that he
cculd not recruit adeeeete or enough staff. I an asking the
Linister to give
service, and I an esking him to jive a service
for the money which
oin,-: to be voted. •
In relaticn to this ?articular vote I am asking the Minister
enJthee provision is going to be made for adequate manning of
his Department?

HON DR R 0
The manning of the department includes a lot of people, it
ineludes tne ihuuetrials, :on-industrials, and I wish the
iionourale ke:eLer would as a pertineht question as to whether
we would im,rove the industrials or the non-induStrials?
MR CHAIRMA.N:

The Lion A J Canepa
Dellipiani
The Eon 1. K ?eatherstone
The Lion Sir ,' oshua Hassan
The Hon A 'a Serfaty
The Hon J B lerez
The Eon Dr R G Valarino
The Hon D Hull
The Eon A Collings

The following Hon Members voted against: .
The Fon P J Isola
The on rajor R J Feliza
The Fon G T R.stnno
The -'on Xilcerras
The following Hun reebers were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon A P ronterriffo
The.Fon H J Hammitt
Special Exuenditurn

You are being asked a simple cuestion, have you got enough
521.
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HON G T R7STANO:

Personal emo;uments were agreed to.

Is thie figure of .1.:!9,700 offset by any revenue received from
advertesing in the directory?

Other Charges.

HON DR R G

HOR kAJOR R J :ELIZA:

It is partly offset, yes.
Hcr 0 T 7.ESTANO:
Does the !sinister know by how Much?
HON FINANCIAL AND Di,.VLOPENTSECReTARY:
If the Honourable rerber would care to look at the appropriate
fund account he can - see it.
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon 1,:e.-Joere voted in favour:
The lion
The Hon
The Bon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hen
The Hon
The Hon

I Abecasis
J boa sano
A J Canepa
Lajor J Dellipiani.
K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A W Serfaty
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino.
D :hill
A Collings

The following Yon Yeebers voted against:
The !-on
The Fon
The Hon
The Non

P .T Isola
rajor P J Peliza
G T Restano
r Yiberres

The following Hon rembers were absent from the ChaMber:
'

The Non A P Monteeriffo
Te:e Hon
J Zsomitt
•

eed 23 was peSeed.
Head 2h TcUirist Office - Vain Office - Personal Emoluments
HON I ABeCASIS:
L:r Chairman, before 7,e go into the tourist vote may I please
be allowed to answer a question raised yesterday by the lion
ezr_Reetano on Head 17, the Post Office Philatelic Bureau, Item
3, Laentenanee of Offices.
I have looked into the contracts. We as the tenant are
responsible for the maintenance. Accounts are produced properly
audited and therefore the Philatelic Bureau has to pay their
share as one of the tenants in the block.
523.
•

On item 3, I do not know how much tine the kinister seends in
the United Kingdom but I suppose obviously he sets it out of
this vote. Could the L'inister say if he has allowed for Lim to
spend more time in the United Kingdom, where the main market of our
tourism is, and where he could, perhaps be being present there,
improve very considerably the sales of tourism. I think, as I
tried to say the other day, a shopkeeper if possible tries.to be
at the counter and not somewhere else and I would suggest to the
•
ninister to be there more than here.
YON I AW-OASIS:

•
Sir, I go to Britain as often es I enn and I no elways criticised
by the Opposition that I po nwae from Gibrelter, but I 'o take
ndvantave of my trips of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, as I will next week, when we shall be Feine to the
Regional Conference in the Isle of ''an. On the way I am stopping
at Jersey and nt Guernsey to promote tourism. So I take ndvantage every tine I go to Britain for either Poet Office or the
Commonwealth Parliamentary eresociation to promote tourism.
HON rAJOR P J P-eLretk:
But my suggestion was more than just eesual visits like that, he
should be more permanently stationed teere, sty longer there,
where the market is. I think that the main source of tourism
for Gibraltar comes from the United Einedom, it is our main
market. We have the ooportunity of having a very good office
there, couldn't the Linister make it a point of ea ending much
more time there?
110h ChIE2 MINIoTta:
I never see the honourable and Oallent Member selling friEidaires,
or anything else, in ACLODA, he is a Director.
HON YAJOR B J YELIeA:
Yr Chairman, if I could I certainly would. I would say that
there is no substitute for the lerson himself dealing direct
with the public. I make it a point when I am here to do that.
FON I AB--:OASIS:
During my speech yesterday I said I hnd been to the rielands,
and to the South -'est of Britain. perhaps I should explain what
I mean by the ridlands and South West.
CHAD'MAN:
to the idea of spendine as much time as possible
You subscribe

in- the United Kingdom?
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HON I AB.;;CASIS:
I do, Sir. I have been to Exeter, Plymouth, Southampton.
HON P J ISOLA:

to come at night because they can make more eeney. That is
thoroughly inconvenient both fee toeriats anc f,:r ordinary
people in Gibraltar. .if the seh:dul...d. airline should cecide
to do the same thing, because i:. is cheaper,
he bear that
in mind?

Kow much is the Department srending on advertising in Morocco
and for cruise liners? !s that in hare as yell? That is being
done by Government to try and avail themselves of the obvious
revenee possibility from Moroccan tourists and visitors.

HON I AaLOASIS:

HON I AB.-.CASIS:

HON M XIBIeRRAS:

For Morocco alone we have earmarked the sum of 21,6Q0, S:r.

Yes, I will.

a

4

What is subhebd 14 all about?

HON P J ISOLA:
HON I ABECASIS:
Out of the Z12'
,5,000?
The Miss Gibraltar Show, Angling Competitions. Deep sea and
pier fishing, Piazza Concert, concerts in the Ceve, and the
Miss Gibraltar Show which of course costs us r8,r,00.

•
'HON I AB::CASIS:
That is correct.

4

Other Charges were agreed to.
HON P j ISLI.A:
Special Exrenditure was agreed to.
Has the :„inister paid any visits to Morocco during the year
under review/

(2) London Office - Personal Emoluments were agreed to

HON I ABeCASIS:

Other Charges were agreed to.

So far no, Sir. I have been onsiderin going to Casablanca
and Rabat with the Director but I have not found the opportune
moment— Because of things happening in Morocco I did not
think it was the appropriate momeat for me to go to l'orocco
when the "oroccans were worried about other internal matters.

Special ,expenditure

HON P J
It occurs to me, Yr Cheirmah, will the l'inister make some sub-.
stantial effort in that direction because the Financial and
Development Secretary in both his Midget statements this year
and last year did talk of the heavy spending that seems to be
done by Moroccan tourists in Gibraltar.
fl

HON I AB :OASIS:
Yes, Sir, and I reiterate that. I have not ben for the
reasons I have :just stated, bit my director goes every month
and in summer he goes twice a month. I am fully aware of what
is going on. But I personally wanted to accompany him to
Casablanca and "eabat but I have not been able to do so because
of the reasons I just said a moment ago.

4

HON J l',OSSANO:
Could I ask the Financial and LeveloI mentSecretary whether in
fact any attempt has been made to study the revenue that is
produced for the Government by the expenditure of S.1367,0O0 in
promoting tourism. lies anybody sat mown to find out whether at
the end of the year we are actually making a net loss or a net
profit on the whole operation?
HON F1MNCIAL Alit) Diere.LOPM:ZT S.-eJRBT;iitY:
No, Mr Chairman, but one hopes that this is the kind of
information which will eventually be available statistically
and factually out of nn in-put out-put study. But the answer
to the Hon Member's queation is no.
Special

Expenditure was agreed to.

Head 25, Trading Standards and Consumer Protection - Personal
Emoluments was agreed to.

EON P J ISOLA:

Other Charges were arreed to.

The cuestion of L10,0::0 for servicing the airfield after hours.
I know this is in eore.ectioh with the flights that arrive in
Gibraltar in tne middle of the night, but will tine Minister
keep very much in mind the desirability of aircraft coming in
during the day. Will he try andavold thedanger of aircraft
or tour operators that send planes during the day being tempted
525.

Special Exnenditlzre was agreed to.
Head 26, TreasurY
HON -P J ISOLA:
There is provision for a Computer ransFer. Have we got one at
526.

the moment?

sends the Billing Section the information every coy.

For 7INAI"';IAL

SSC7-7RY:

Eat,'

:

Yes, Yr Chairman, we have.
FON /' XIRRFAS:
.
Arraneements arc alrieht now for the manning of the computer
and associated services?

The Hon and Learned Member can mark my words
into that.

I will look

Other Charaes t ere agreed to.

FON FINANCIAL a::D DEV=e!TT SECRTARY:
I believe there are still some snags, Mr Chairman.
Personal renoleeeets were agreed to.
ether Charges
P

I'OLA:

HON Y vPIT:RDAS:
On the question of contributions to the flibrelter Broadoestine
Cooporntion, on which we have already had eachanees in the Feuse,
I'd like to get some clear cut answers from the Chief "inister
ss regards the Governoent's attitude to the mntteen that were.
raised then, before deciling, het we shell vote on this.

Is the Financial ael neveloemeet Secretary satisfied with the
eay bills go cut from eis Department. Can he tell' us why
there seers to be delay in respect of telephone bills?

The first is, by when does he envisere that he will be eble to
bring td this rouse a Rill to wend the Broadcasting Ordinance?

ECIt

FOL CHIaF

IL;L: Deal/a,LOPLI-e:.T 3 Z.C-eleTARY:

I was not a ware that. there were delays. We have had a lot of
talk in this Hones as the Honourable and Learned Me:.bers knows
only too eell ovcr the delay of billings. It is my understanding
that we have effected some impeoveeent and I :was not aware that
there was any, shall te say, inordinate delay in relation to
telephone bills as oppesed to the others. If there is I will
certainly look into it.
P J ISOLA:
.:hen is it exeeeted that bi7.1s for electricity and water should
go out is it exreeted that they will go out the following month
.rsgularly now?
FON F-17AN-:IAL

SECR.=:7ARY:

The aim is certethly to get the bine out as soon as possible
after t:ie date on ..:.ice, the meter:: have been read. I am the
first to admit tat. scaetiees there is too long a gen. Where
there is and it is breeght to ay attention, I certainly look
into it, and as I saied, I think we hove improved matters in
relation to meter and electricity very considerably, and I
promise te do the saee thing for the Hoaourable and Learned
_promise
over aLeihoee bills. but as was brought out earlier, if
the inforeation on rJaich the bill :its to be based does not come
hrough, then there is not very much that•the Billing Section
can do. But I will certainly look into it.

• I am not aware that there is any need to amend the Gibraltar
broadcasting Corporation Ordinance. The Boerl or the Ccrroretion,
which is a very hard corking, if I may nay so, and conscientious
board, has not made any reproseetetiens. The fact that the
Managing Agents have left the fi,ld 1 don't thick eakes any
aiffevence to the resicusibilities of the Coreoretion as it is.
The directions by the Governing t:euneil are r,vieed every year
and have occasionally teen the cubjeet of cuLsull.L.tiuLs to the
Deputy Governor, 1 believe, ::it:. tide Leerier et' tata Oneosition.
I as not ava,re that theee is tee. neat to us02-1
Gibeelter
broadcasting Corporation Oreinah.;e. I see ti.:.t tne Giltraltar
broadcasting Corporation has maae an aeplieetlea recently uncer
the Trade Licensing Ordinance to be cble to st.11 goods eha'ch I
thod of obtain—
think are related to the kind of proeotions te..1
ing revenue by the selling of materials rdlatcd to series and so
on, particularly with children end so on, and I ne not aware that
it is necessary to aneed the GBC Ordinance.
However, if the Fonournble Member draws to my attention any
particular tart of the Ordinance which requireo emendment as a
result of anything of which he snows of, and of which I am not
aware, I will certainly be prerered to look n' it. I t, ink
the main morel on. which 'we must draw for the r!orrorstion eeat be
the British Broadcasting Corroretion. To make the Corporation
independent from any roverneent. To make the Corporstien work
in a proper way and of courso t're result is a ratter ef ecaraa
which then we vote monies in subventions we are rre;,.ared to Five

hON P J ISOLA:

supplies.

I thank the Financial and Development Secretary for this. He
might eneuire into this because according to the Minister he
527.

The cost of.going colour of course is much hi her than one had
expected. We had to purchase a pror-:!rty. I think it was a
good purchase, and apart from the fact that the :roperty itself
526.

would be our own and n decent place from which to run a decent
service with eeeennive first class Pr/element which has been
ncquieed and nee able to sork in getter concitions, it has hod
the added advantage.cf providing us with, ,I think, three or
four very handsome querters - which have been raid for
setinrately - to the hovernment which will mean so many less
cuarters to be let furnished to persons here on short terms
or all the more quarters for officers who are on the waiting
list.
•

political and current affairs in proportion to entertainment.
What the views of the eoard are aboet this. :nether there
should be, as there
in 'nee, e ereeLetion
toe till.:: cf
teleNieion and radio Seent eor L eneeei educational cluoses, in
the broadest sense acre not eimily, es we are eeing cenueened
now, with the entertaineseht of the eecple. Tnerefore, OR this,
which we would not to grudged in normal circums*.ances, because
we are convinced that Gibraltar should have Lood communication
services.

That that is the position with regard to the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation.I do not ;:now what amendments the Fonourable
rembers has in mind but I shall certainly look with great
interest at any eseect of it which he thinks time has mode it
necessary to review.

We are tired, Yr Chair man, of hearing the Chief rinister delaying
the issue wed put ahead of the educational functions of GBC
other questions. I remind the rouse there hes been a report
by Rickard and Sizer after a motion was made in this Fouse;
there has been a Select Committee of this Fnuoe, there has
been a good number of questions; and w' have hie:winced only
minimally on the ouestion of education in the general sense,
on the coverage of current affairs. The Oppeeition, I unlerstand from GBC might in the future have the right of-direct
broadcast to the people. A rirht which is en 4oyed by Oppositions elsewhere. Now .ve, to pet it coloquielly, we on this
side hove stayed bored on this matter, we ha-:e consistently
voted sums of money for GBC, but we feel that when it comes'now
to £600,000, in fact Pim, then it is about time to call a halt
and tall the chief Minister trot now is the time, not to
listen, but to tell you what your views are pod not to dilly- •
dally anymore on this.

HON XIBnRRAS:
Y.r Chairman, the question of the Board being independent is of
course a very relative matter ...
it CEAI?.L.JJe

Yes, but we are not going to go into what you feel ...
HON. M kIleeRRAS:
The Chief Linister has just stated ...
12 CHSIRMAN:

Ito, I'm going to stop you from making stataments under any
circumstances which yne are entitled to do, eh et I am telling
you is that the Chief rinister has given you a reply to say that
he will listen carefully to any suggestions that may come from
the Onposition for the nureoses of amending or bringing in a
new Rill. This is not the time to discuss that these alterations shoeld be.
FON

r

YIT-TRAS:

I dnn't intend to de s.c because the Chief Vinister hes been
hearing this since 1972. I don't intend to raise th-m again.
I would like to'remind the Fouse that this perticular vote.is
only minimally concerned with going colour, cs I understand' it.
There are two vote's, but this particular £605,000 is the reoreenisation -of Ge.0 to eroviee a gene:-al service, Mr Chairman,
end, teerefore, considerations of colour are cnly partial
elements in this other eart of the vote of £3,48,e00.
I'd like to deal with this ;articular matter first, Mr Chairman,
the_&uesticn of tne staffing of GBC. I still don't know
Chuirman, I'm beir4; asked to vote these monies, I still don't
know .4hat the oti.u.-1t,:re is in TcC. I don't keoe what I!si being
asked to vote en. I don't knob to what extent, certainly not
from the Goverment wh has hrought foreard this votes 1 don't
know that the res;Jonsibilities are. What service is to be
• given. Whether ttlere is going to be greater recoverage of
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I think that this kind of service need not be jeet a pronegapda
service, Mr Chairman, in the sense of.our ponition hcre in
Gibraltar so that everybody may knoh, end so thet evereboey
may get the influence of a locee station. There is also en
internal function to be fulfilled, :similar to ti.e BBC fru n
and the Chief Minister has been lukewarm about this. Another
question, Kr Chairman, :.dish I raised about three years ago
and Las reference to the Ureinenee, is the eestion of the
Governor giving directiens to tie board, on the terms uneer
which the Governor can give dirJctions to GBC)on what terms?
how, that is an issue ehich I'vt„raieed with the Deputy Governor, with Sir Howard Levis.
MR CHAIRMAN:
I have now given you an opportunity I think te soy what you had
to say in reply. We must come down now to woe specific information you require as far as the £6C0,000 are concerned.
HON V XBERRAS:
Yes, Mr Chairman, what service are we going to .et for these
£600,000 in the broadest sense, What responsibility ...
MR CHAIRMKN:
Let us have an answer to that.
HON M XIB.!:RRAS:
Well, Mr Chairman, if I may, I'd like to express our general
530 .

a

point on this.
H17! CHAIRMAN:
You have expressed them. I said I had given you an opportunity
to reply to what the Chief !iinister has said. Remember we are
not discussing the general principles now, we are discussing the
expenditure.
HCN Y XIBE:RAS:
1r Chairman, I'm certainly discussing the expenditure of 311 on
which certain important principles are at stake.
Me Chairman, the information of the people largely depends on
this heavily subsidised Government service.
CFAEIMAL':
Let us now break down the Ca05,000. That is what he wants to do.
You want to break don tne .aoU5,U00.
Hi.. Clad? LlaIo2r.et:

I

10

Well, 1 am not in a position, Mr Chairman, to break that down.
All I can say on this and I should have said it bef ore, and I
npplogise.to the House for not saying so, and that is that the
increased cost is as a result - as is well known and as has been
announced here - - of the staff inspection of the Corporation which
was carries out by a Heober of the 7:YaC. In pursuance of the
policy of parity, which the merbersclaimed there was analoguing
of their deties to those of staff in a comparable station in the
Hnited Yinedom.. It has meant, I understand, the creation of a
number of posts, all well remunerated. I think re should not
mince car words about it, the results of the staff inspection was
a bit off. Not that we want anybody to be underneid but we did
not know that the local grades who were enalogeed to normal
clerical grades veee so different to those of a station. There
are, therefore, a number of new posts created, .precisely to
provide, as I understand it, a better information service; and
I think whether cne refers to the reporting of proceedings of
the Houae or to other'e.atters, I think there has been a visible
service being given now in the
iaprovement in the in
thleviaion. It is early days I should imagine and people have
been in their new past for not a very long time end they have to
get used to it.
acw, insofar as the ria -ht of teople to go on television I hear
that tae honouvable :'erasers say that they have a right to go on
direct television.. 1 have never said that they shouldn't have
a r.ght. If that is ahat the Corporation thinks all I say is
taat it will be done ia the sane way as in h;r1L;land in proportion
to the representations of the aeople. The people are entitled
to have access. If taere are point to -toe _political broadcasts
they will be in acccroaaae wit:. the agreement between the
1-arties as is done everywhere, that is in proportion to the
forces they rei.resent.- 'fie have not been approached. I
enquired the other day, I had reason to f.nquire the other day,
5114.

about the proportion that Kerber; of the Opposition and members
of the government had appeared cn tel. vision, and I was told
the fact that from one occasion when a Yinister hod been unable
to appear, and assuming that he hod appeared we were about right.
That was the information we got. I have mode the point, and I
have made no apologies to say so here, that that is the wrong
basis on which to calculate it. The calculation must be on the
basis of the strength of the representation in this House, as I
think it is done in England, but that can be discussed on
another occasion.
At the time, the margins that we were being ofOered were party
for party and so on, and I think, if I may say so, that the
Honourable hr Lossano, who is the solitary Memt.er there, takes
the very best opportunity of coming on television on almost
anything: whether a pressure. cooker goes wrong or that have you
and good luck to him. he is on top of it, he Lets there and
good luck for him for doing so. I don't think we begruage him
that. I have to reply to the ...
MR CBAII:MAN:
May I perhaas say that this is going to take slightly longer
than anticipated. Unless you wart to finish your intervention
before we recess.
HOn CHI&F VINISTmR:
I'm finishing my intervention imaeliateqy. I have just locked
and the Ordinance was passed in 1063, which war the time when
the Corporation was created after it cased to he a comaercial
venture. It may well be that it requires to ho broaght ap-toth.te. If the Honourable "ember hos strong viev.s about it I
shall look at them. If vhat the Honouratle Vernier is thinking
is the introduction of educational nroarammes I think we could
pass on that enquiry to the Roord, and sok then •Jiof they ore
doing about it. I think we are entitled to do that. It doesn't
interfere with their independence. We can ask them what they are
doing about educational programmes, whet are they doing about
this, what are they doing about that, and I shall rerort to the
House.
As far as that concerned I have no qualms about it. I am not
dilly-dallying on anything to do with television: because I have
nothing to do with television except to ask the House to vote the
sums that are reauired to run a television service. That is all.
MR CHAIRhAN:
Shall we recess now?
h01

X1B;:.RRAS:

I think so Zr Chairman, because 1 think that this will carry on
for some time.I imagine. There is also the other vote on
colour television.
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The Committee recessed at 1.15 pm.

MR CFAU:YeAN:

The Cenmittce

Yes ereeieely.

r:TAI7"elf:

HON J
Could I usk teJ small eueetions? One is as a remit of the
vote itzelf, I think, the iedue of what we can do to make
eere res;easiLle for the co:emunity, but is it not
the case that in fact the stuff in GbC agreed to accept the
results of the staff inspection as binding and so did the
Cord oration, for better or for wa-ee, and that consequereay
regardless of how desirable the existing service may be, it is
a coemitment since, in this case it happens to have turned out
to be qeite reed for the staff. If it had leen the other ray
round te- e staff would have been bound to accept it. In fact
the essence of the vote is that there was a binding commitment
that. had to be merle?
HON CHIT MTML1^7n:
Like everybody else who is enaloeeed, and in this case they
obtained onr prior a7rrovel for a staff .inneection, and ee
insisted thet our own Staff Insrector should to some extent
keep an eye en it beeeese the pernon who eeee out from the BBC
came out on a voluntary besis end was not a - pointed by the
Government beceuse the fovernment didn't want to interfere.
But were bound to honour results of the staff insrection, or
rather, not the staff inspection, but to supplement the imple—
mentation of the staff inspection.
HON J BOSSAe3:
In other cases in fact, Yr Chairman, the Government negotiated
increases and then the new grades were staff inspected to find
out whether thty were correct or not. In this case there was
no increase until after the staff inspection and there was a
binding commitment of both sides to accept whatever came out.
HON

et 3.20 pm.

CHI:.?

Yes, certainly.
HON r XIBERRAS:
I accept the point that Kr bossano has brought up. Obviously
the Government are committed to it, obviously the employees
and the Unicns'are committed to it. But Honourable Members,
my colleamees and myself, are not committed to it, and, there—
fore, we are exprensing our views in tie interest of the
consumer as a "hole.
YR CFAnYkN:
Yes, most certainly. ?e will then recess until 3.15pm.
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we were on eebeentiene.
e i'enoueehle tle Ghief Hinister 'rod
given some expinnation.
ssono rs'eed one
or two questions and you The
"onouroble Yr
nnstered.
HON r
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Mr Chairman, our general ettilede to this vote is the{ we will
vote ace•inst unless ,o ret the necensery eseerences. Whet ee
are trying to elicit from the debate is thoen •nsureneea and
the use of these moat 's. Cr leitti: r it neo'hee way, !r
Chairman, whet guorentees do ee have that C.:05,500 ore going
to be used in such u ray as v.e consider to be e good use of
thee, bearing in mind what I 'Link is univeveafly recognised
in democratic countries to be a pure obligation of ene tele—
vision station to inform the
tied to eetevtain it, this
is the geeeral approach.
I ee efruid thst some
of the commenta mace by the Cleef Linister on this rake it
appear that we think that the eemeurs of the Bead are. unfair,
and I want straightaway to say that this is Lot the case.
.What we are trying to eet is e fair structure fur the members
of the board to operate in one nenee the euestion of the
revision of the Ordinence union hut; been centiLned.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Yes, but we must be very very careful. We are not Eoing to
discues the structure of the'Lcard itself, or the composition
of the 3eard. You can say that you disagree with the composi—
tion of the -Hoard and you are prepared to vote for or against.
HON r CIPv.P.RtS:
Mr Chairmen, I am not sayinr that I disagree with the composi—
tion of the Poard. I am not seyine that there are tinned
people there or that there nhoeld he reeple from other trencl- es
there who are not there. I an sayinr that the structure of 'BC
should afford the Board as a 'hole n•ereater degree of indeeen—
dence and I would like to see in on:,' new Creinence sore sort of
public obligation to inform on current affairs, not just
educational proerammee in the narrow sense, es the Chief
Minister tried to meeee out this morning, bet informative and
educational in a general sense because the novernment of
Gibraltar, and the public effeirs of nibrRit.,r required this
kind of information. There is an ewfel lot ef yublic ignorance
on the issues which are facing Gibraltar.
Mr Chairman, the Chief Minister also appears to be shielding
behind the responsibilities of the hoard. in other wads he
is saying ...
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LP CFILPrAN:

Yes, but that :r what I am not preTared to acce-t. That is
policy. I know your difficulties but that is not on.
EON M
Well, they are not re...1 difficulties, Mr Chairman, because if
we had an ihuiehti,tn Vr,;:a the Chief ;,:inister that in tee future
the structure of GbC, and the modus operandi of GbC, would be
such that tnese monies would he spent in a way we think is
eauitable, then we would Lave no hesitation in voting in favour
of these sums of money.

It does not surprise re, Mr Chairman, for inslarlee for his.. to
say that theA was a Jta.ff lnspLctich of GBC t.hd that this
..ncv. wnat
Loney is for the Staff inspection. 1 vahild lae to 1,
proportion of these resources are going to he spent towards the
informative function of this Corhoration. Whether in his view,
in the view of the Board, what io the pesition? FoW is it
going to be used? I are saying this in absolutely open debate
after ...
CHAI7MAN:
Put then surely you must ask the Chief rinister whether this
subvention is subject to any conditions set by Government, and
then you ran discuss, criticise or r'isac-ree with the subvention.

LR ChAIRMAN:
YON I' YIIITTIRAS:
Well, perhaps you thould then t.pply your address to saying that
provided the bill provides for the following assurances, then
you are prepared to vote for, otherwise I am not. But not to
criticise, as a general debate, what the Chief Minister perhaps
has said.
FON XIPIMAS:
Tell, I do crticise the Chief rinister for brinring this vote.
to the Mouse without the- necessary assurances, in the same way
as I criticise the Minister for Public Torks.
CFLIPraN:
Yes, you are entitled to do that in the Second Reading but not .
now.
HON

r

I .have asked him already, Mr Chairman., and he has had the
opportunity of replying. He said thct this Was in pursuance of
the Staff Inspection. I do not i-now What thht staff Inspection
is, I asked him specifically for information on the staff
Inspection end he said that the Government and the Union, and
of course, GBC, were committed to the r-sults. I made the point
earlier that I was not aware of that structure ...
MON CHI.-:F MThISTER:
I think the Hon Member is getting a little out of touch. I
never said anything of the sort. What I said was that there
had been a staff inspection and it was' the Lon Mr Bos§ano r.ho
rose to say "Didn't the Government and the Corporation and the
Union undertake to abiue by tne staff inspection?" and I said
"yes". I was asked whether that was the case.

11:11PRAS:
HON M XIBLRRAS:

In the expenditure of these sums of money Mr Chairman, I want
certain assurances.
iR

CH4IPL'AN:

Well, Mr Chairman, he was asked and he agreed.
MR CH'1I2MAN:

And you are entitled to ask for these assurances.
HOL is XITL-IiitAS:.
And in fact I do not see those assurances forthcoming from what
the Chief .tinister said. My reason for saying so is that there,
is always this aaality of rcshonsioility as it were. Le gally
it is quite clear the respJhoihility lies with GliC for the
programmes. tut the Chief hinister, in the Mouse, certainly
gives me the impression that he is, as it were, the go-between
this House and CBG. W;.en he is voting money for GBC the louse
does riot need the mediation of the Chief Minister, it needs his
opinion on how that money should be spent and also his views,
or rather information on the Lasis of which he, as a representative of the Government, is going to make these sums available
to GBC.
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I:o, the Chief rinister has never said that that vas a precondition of the subvention. What the Chief rinister has agreed
to was that both GBC end the Staff before the staff inspection
a"reed to accept the recommends•ions.
MON P VIB-72PA3:
Yes, the Chief rinister has infhrTed the Moore in that sense
before this meeting and in fact the Chief Minister in the Select
Committee, when the PTU looked into CDC, was treating GBC
almost as a Government Department at a npartiehlar stage. The
point I am making, Mr Chairman, is that the Chief rinister'is
committed, the Union is committed, GC is committed to the
expenditure of these f'unds. We wish, not only te know, how
these funds are going to be used, but we wish to 'advance a view
as to how funds voted by this House in respect of GBC should be
used.
536.
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CHAIRMAN:

That is where I am going to stop you. You are entitled to ask
how the funds are going to be used. Your views as to how they
should be used should have been expressed at the Second Reading
of the Bill, because there was a policy and principle involved.
HON H XIBEPPAS:
In the absence of an explanation, Mr Chairman, we must assume
that they are going to be used as they have always been used.
We have asked for an explanation and one has not been forth—
coming.
HR CHAIRMAN:
Please ask then again and see if you get an answer.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Well, 2e7haps- if the Chief Minister will answer the question.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I think we ought to put this matter in context and see where
each function lies and what each Corporation or body has got to
do. There is a Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporatiat Ordnance
which was passed in 1963 which empowers the Governor to set up
a F:oard:
"The Board means the-Board of the Corroration established under
section 3"; Section 3 says: "For the purpose of this it hereby
establishes a Corporation which is celled the Gibraltar Broad—
casting Corporation. The operation of the Corporation shall,
subject to the provisions of this Ordinance be controlled and
governed by the Board".
So there is a Board, entrusted as a statutory board that is
carrying out broadcasting end television as it is now.
Like the Gibraltar Regiment, in a sense, somebody has got to
anawer for matters which though not directly run by the Govern—
ment are matters of public interest. It has always been,
certainly in my time and I think it was in the time of the Hon
and Gallant Major Peliza, that we ourselves ansered questions
dealing with the Broadcasting Corpoklation.
The Corporation hadamanagement agreement with Thomson Television
and at some stage under the clauses of that agreement which had
been_enteree, into withathe consent of the Government , by the
television with Thomson, they were entitled under certain
clauses in cases cf high inflation to ask for heavier subsidies
etc. They made this claim, we tried to argue thee use and we
fically came to a settlement. We game here, we asked for the
money, we paid them, and we arrived at a working relationship
until the agreemert lapsed in September Jee78.
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The advice given by the Corporation then was that there was no
need for ranaging Agents. They had learned how to run the
thing themselves and so much the better. No intermediaries,
they did help in many respects and they have still offered,
without interest, to help in connection with the foundation, in
sending people for courses etc. They say they have lost a lot
of money. They Carried out their fauctionsa they used to advance
money for films etc until they were repaid, they helped in
difficulties. It suited the Corporation to some extent at the
time and they were in for a profit.

4

4

The Corporation comes to the Government and says, we need a
subsidy to augment the money we get out of advertising and out
of licences, since it is not enough to run television. They
need a subsidy and a subsidy had been agreed long before, this
is not new.
At one stage the cuestion of their remuneration, which had been
haphazard, the Union made representations and we agreed that
they should be analogised to Government servants. There was an
exercise carried out and they were analogued to Government
servants. Some were analogised to clericals etc and that also
presented an increase in the expenditure. "'e were asked for a
subsidy, we paid for that.
Then came the question of rarity, generally, and they themselves,
thinking that though not employed by the Government were subsi—
dised by the Government, were not a Government body but an
official body, they were employees of en official body, they
should have parity like everTbody else and they should have this
staff inspection. They arranged for the staff inspector them—
selves. ';:e did not do that for them but we insisted that our
Staff Inspector should have a say . in the matter in order to keep
an eye on relativities etc. I tink I ought to say that the
Staff Inspector that was brouglitout, except for expenses was.
provided by the BBC at no fee. The result of the Staff Inspec—
presented to the Board and it was then transmitted to
tion was
Government. Government looked at it studied it, there was
nothing abnormal about it, it had been analogued and the people,
like ever.boay else, were entitled to be paid this aarity with
the BBC. That is the money we have asked for. They did say in
one of the requests for an extra £9,000 that they could provide
news seven days of the week and not just six days of the week.
We said that having regard to the very high wages that had to be
paid, which were not in any way denied them, we expected an
improved service.
On the question of the transmission of news, for seven days a
week we felt that before we went to that and added to the very
substantial bill, we wanted to see, if only to encourage them,
to see the imnroved service in the news presentation etc before
we felt it was worthwhile spending that extra money for the
extra day. It was no use extending a service if the service that
cee ZrclIcetcih Elatftre:r tne
ff-riaZiToreeir7UillwCurds likte 1.3tiec)irstiTIOTtehe'seSroviw
they had the staff, and that is how the matter stands now.
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What members say about GBC, and what they would like, is a matter
for us to represent them ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
.May I interrupt here. Pray I ask you one question. There is an
increase in this vote of P320,500. Is this basically wages or
salaries?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Absolutely. All salaries.
MR CHAIRMAN:
That is what I wanted to be clear about.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Salaries, wages and cleaners, editors, managers, everybody,
except the Chairman, who Rickard and Sizer said we should
remunerate but we never felt like remunerating.
I consider that the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation is a
reseonsible, independent body and should know what to do. If
they have any problems in which finance is involved they approach
Government. Sometimes they write, sometimes they come in deleaation and present their troblem. In the case of the Staff
Inspection they came, they presented the report and then they
spoke about it and how they felt etc:

ration should be given to the broadcasting of parts of the
proceedings of the House of Assembly. The Committee feels that
there should be more discussion programmes on general interest,
particularly on radio, and that consideration be given to the
need for any additional staff required for this purpose". This
was duly communicated to the Broadcasting Corporation.
The other one was: "that consultation with GBC should be
carried out with a view to having an agreed aapea:s procedure
available to redress grievances of the Public. That the Committee
supports the recommendations of the Rickard and Sizer Report
that an honorarium should be paid to the Chairman of GBC in the
future".
We have not made provision for that in the Estimates. "That
consideration be given to carrying out any amendments that
might be necessary to the provisions of the Gibraltar Broad-.
casting Corporation Ordinance in relation to the directions of
the Governor in Council to bring them in consonance with the
practice between the United Kingdom Government and the British
Broadcasting Corporation in the circumstances of Gibraltar".
All these have been taken up with the Corporation. To all these
we have had answers and that is how the position stands.

On Broadcasting, yes, I am sorry, I was speaking loosely because
it arose out of the fact that we had to- see how the question of
colour was going to be introduced.

In resrect of the first one I have a letter here from the
Lansing Agents addressed to the Administrctive Secretary, who
was the officer entrusted to brine to the notice, of the
Corporation the views of the Selection Coreittee on Broadcasting: "h'ith reference to your letter of 31 !nay 1977, may I
convey to you the replies to the noints you raised which were
discussed et a recent Board reeting. Referring to paragraph 6 of
the. Select Committee's -.epert, the Board was inforeed tint two
radio discussion programmes hod been scheduled on hoesing end
the Europeen rovement. Hoeever, without aeequate production
staff to research and script such proarammes it is difficult - to
see how they can be maintained. The Board was informed of the
present series of television discussion programmes "The
a,ueetion" which have now been runeina for some weeks. The
question of additional staff has been raised in the recent GBC
Staff Survey, a copy of which was sent to you about two weeks
ago. GBC also plans to schedule a listener's "phone in"
discussion programme on radio. There are also plans formulated
for "cne off" TV discussion - pre-recorded - the sound track of
which would be transmitted on radio. The Board of GBC feels
that it is the proper and competent body to deal with appeals
in the case of passible public grievances. As regards Section
9, as a personal opinion, I would think it wise to a ait for
the adoption or otherwise of the Annan Report on British Broadcasting. In this context it would be appreciated if Government
could obtain a copy for GBC so that any possible implications
in the Gibraltar context may be studied".

Extracts from the report of the Select. Committee on Broadcasting:
there were four recommendations wade at the time, this was in
July 1976, and I have just had time to look at the file. The
first one was: "The Committee recommended that further conside-

The. Annan Report was obtained and duly sent. So this was the
last time a formal representation was made from the House as a
whole rather than just individual comments in this House, and
they were duly reported to the Corporation and the Corporation

My duty here is to see that what is said here. is brought to the,
notice of the Gibraltar Broadcasting. Corporation, in the same
way as it is my duty here when there are views expressed on pay
even if we do not pay for it, of the Gibraltar Regiment I bring
to the notice of those responsible what the feelings of members
are.
Because I have had the lunch interval I was looking at what
were the latest ways, apart from remarks here which are taken by
them foe what they are, whet were the last matters on which we
recommended that something should be done., and I find that it
was the Select Committee on Colour Television
HON

XIB-TRRAS:

On broadcasting in general.
HON CHIEF
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answered.- As I say, if it is the propoaal to put statutory
duties on the Corporation that an element of the amount - and I
could not tell you what amount of money out of these monies are
going to be spent in discussion or what amount of maaey is
going to ba spent and I am sure that even if you ask the Corporation now they would not be able to tell you, they would have
to make a study of it - if what the Hon Yember is seeking is
that there should be a statutory duty imposed on the Corporation
that an element of the monies which this House votes should be
cavoted for a particular kind of subject, then it is a matter
for separate discussion on which, of taerse, we would want to
hear a general view and then ask the Corporation for their
views on the matter. What we are doing is subsidising the
Corporation to the extent that they reouire, ask •them as we have
asked them to try and obtain, and we will obtain, I do not
think it is any secret now, we will obtain further funds from
the users of televison to make this supplement less onerous, by
increasing the television licences, there is no secret about it.
CHAIPrAN:
What the Chief Yinister is saying is that by the increase in
television licences the subvention will be less tc the extent
of the increase in revenue.
HO JHI7:2 YIvISTaR:
We propose that. We have not told them bedause we know that
they are cost-conscious because of the very heavy expense. In
this connection I aoald like to pay tribute to the Chairman and
the meapers of the Hoard who are veraaaoa.;erhed about the consideeable aaount of money teat they are asking Government, they
know :hut we are in a difficult situation and they.are concerned
about it. I know that the question of advertising rates and
addening the fiela of advertising to get more revenue in order
to be able to be less dependent on subsidies is very much in
their minds, and, therefore, in those circumstances the Govern—
ment is prepared to propose to the House that we do pay the
subsidy that is required to run television. It does not mean
that it is perfect, I certainly do not agree with everything
they do, but that does not matter, they are the ones who are
running it.

of the utmost importance to Gibraltar in many ways. One would
give more emphasis to others. So far as colour was concerned I
made it clear that I think this is vitally important from the
morale point of view of Gibraltar everybody with colour television and Gibraltar with black and white. I think we would have
lost viewers. What the extent of our viewers are is a different
matter, but we would have lost viewers completely. Having
regard to the fact that they are working in cramped premises,
with machinery temporarily installed until Yercury House is
finished, they are producing very good colour and they are
producing very good programmes. I think they should be congratulated for it because the standard of programmes of television
today is much higher than in the black and white days. Therefore, we have no hesitation in saying that we will support this
organisation for as long as we. consider, alio ae have no reason
to consider otherwise, that they are performing the duties
imposed upon them in an expeditious and proper manner, and that
we know that they are trying to make acre aoaey for themselves
in oraer that they should be less dependent on us. he are glad
that this is so and we hope that aerhaas next year, despite
inflation, they will be able to make more profit from advertising,
the rate of which we understand is rather poor because they have
not got a very big field in which their goods can be put across,
there is not an open frontier where people could advertise here
for something that people could come and buy. It is very much
the opposite, all sorts of Spanish things which are advertising
on Spanish Television can be found in shops round Gibraltar
simply because they are advertised on TV.. That is the position,
Pr Chairman.
FON !' 7I7171

S:

The Chief rinfater han launched into a panegyric of Em C, much of
which I share, I think that the colour, without aoing into such
details about it, I say quite clearly, of course CDC is producing
a good colour service, but the Chief "inister has given the Whole
game away. I have asked the Usher to see if they can find a copy
of the Select Committee Report which the Chief "i.nister was
quoting from, the Select Committee Report of July 1976. And the
first of these items of the recommendation made by that report.
HON CHIEF YINISTER:
Not, it was not the first, it was number 6 on my list.

If the i/onourable *'ember is thinkine that because we pre subsidising it we should impose other specific duties, then of course
if they are not included in the Ordinance we should have to look
at the Ordinande and look at the whole matter. So far es the
vote before the rouse is concerned now it is purely to carry
out what has been done-throughout the whole of the Government
service, to pay for the re-structure.
It has been said that a lot of people were working on a goodwill
basis, fur very little, for a very long time, and that there was
no reason why they should not be paid properly if other people
are being paid properly. Ye think that is proper. We think •
that they ought to find as mucn money as possible from outside,
but we also think that running a television and radio service is
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HON 7: XIBERRAS:
Which was this?
HON CHII:a? MINIST1R:
The first one that I read.
HON M XIBERRaS:
Which?
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being used for a rarticular purpose.

HON CHie;P MIe:ISTER: •
The one about the discussions and so on.

MR Ct'AIRMAN:
May I be clear on one thing. Are you suggesting that if there
had been no restructuring of programmes there would have been
less bodies employed and therefore less money spent?

EON M XIBERRAS:
I was referring to the one that serious considerations should
be given to the discussions about the broadcasting of the
affairs of the House. That was in July 1976 the question of
current affairs programmes etc. That part of the recommendation of
the Select Committee's Report has been postponed, which is my
contention. What has come to the fore has been colour television. The order of priority has gone the way that the acvernment
would like it to go, not the way that the .'lelect Committee
recommended that they should go. There should be a development
on both fronts. When we come to the specific voting of money
the Chief Minister is still not in a position to tell me how that
money is going to be spent. He has told me about the Ordinance
and the Non Member knows ...

HON M XIBERRAS:
What I am saying, Mr Chairman, is that I do not know what the
position is and I am suggesting that the Chief Minister should
be in a position to tell us this in view of the fact that he
chaired the Select Committee on GEC which made the recommendahe has read out, and which were entirely in accord
tions
and represent my thinking today. I hope k have made the position
absolutely clear. The Chief Minister is still not in a position
to tell me that there is. going to be an exsansion of the informative side of GBC, the current affairs political broadcasts. I
have my own views and my own information about this.

KR CHAIRMAN:
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
In fairness, and that is why I asked the Chief Minister what the
increase was for, in fairness it is the same as was spent last
year except that they need £320,030 extra. That v.as the implication of my question so that I could - clear the aatter fur both
of you.
HON N XIBsRLAS:
I can inform the House myself, Mr Chairman, from my meeting with
GEC that this in fact is not, the ease. There has been a restructuring within GEC and an apeortiOnin4a of responsibility, and
what I would like to know is in ehat wae this apportioning of
responsibilities haa furthered both aims of the Select Committee?
This the Chief Minister has not been able to tell me, he has in
fact told ma that G3C.itself would have difficulty in telling
me.
MR CHAIRMAN:

.ft

Yes, but what I am trying to point out which is relevant to this
debate is that whatever apportionment el- ere may have been has not
been the subject matter of extra expenditure. It could not have
been because the increase has gone exclusively to waves.
EON M vIBtIRRAS:
Mr Chairman, it is in fact about wages that I am talking. Ynw
many bodies and man-hours are devoted to one service that is the
information, how many to the entertaineeet. This is whet I an
talking about. The restructuring has been about bodies and the
attention raid to the information, and the entertainment, is
reflected in this vote, which is about wages and salaries.
Rickard and Sizer's recommendations, for instance, to illustrate
a point by reference to the Chairman
the Board. If Rickard.
and Sizer says the Chairman of the Board should be paid £600 a
year, back in 1974, and these 2600 a year are not said to the
Chairman - it is just an illustration - then that vote is not
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If the Hon Member will give way. On the first one I will not
argue that I have not been able, but on the second one, on the
broadcasting of the proceedings of this House, I have given him
the answer, ad nauseam, and I have got another letter where they
say that their resources are extended to the limit in providing
colour from tern-nrary premises end changing to Mercury House, '
and that they would rather leave this until that is finished.
EON H YIB,70RAS:
I disagree, Fr Chairman, with that. The Board itself does not
give me the same information.
A member, Mr Chairman, can make himself responsible for information that we quote in this House and what I am saying. and I
called my Honourable and Learned Friend, Mr Isola, as a witness
earlier in these proceedings, is that there nre £7,000 needed
for tne broadcasting of proceedings of the House, that the
technical difficulty would arise only after half east seven When
GbC starts transmission, the broadcasting would be done on a
sepa..ete channel, the expertise needed would come from those
£7,0e0. That is the position. And that, therefore, even though
there meght be a preference for GEC not taking on this service
now, or to quote the exact words "they would rather not do it
now", yet it is possible to do it now. And not to do it now
1.ould go againat the recommendations of tne select Committee
made in oily 3.7b. What we have been doing is voting money for
colour but leaving aside, because of one thing or another, the
other part of GbC, the informative part. I think this is an
appropriate noment to underline and stress the point because the
vote for GEC has gone up to Llm.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Let it be said that we have been doing this since half past ten.
544.
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this .turning.

PO: C7T-F

NON n XIBeaRAS:

That is what I have been told.

Yes, Mr Chairman, .the Chief Miniater gave a very long intervention in which he outlined what the Managing Agents did. Mat I
am tarcfng about is what is aOinw to haoaen to this money. How
is it going to be used. For instance, I have been approached by
GBC, Mr Chairman, and I would like confirmation from the Chief
Minister, with a view to the question of direct broadcasts by
members of the Opposition and to increased coverage of prceeedings
of the House of Assembly.

M
In 1977, Mr Chairman.
HON

MILIsSTe:R:

4

And I have not been told any different sine.: then when I have
:.title enquiries.
M X.TharCeA6:

HON CH= HINIS-7:

cacao

You have been approached? I :hays not been approached.

the
Well, Mr Chairman, in is 1. of the ieteeeest exareased
6.eleet Coraittoe itself in ia7u, I co not think that the Chief
Minister really v.antea to see the imaleaeatation of tie se
recomeeadatioas if he would be satisfied with a letter that ass
written in 1977.

HON r
I have been approached by them. They intend to make an improvement. They see a need. But I want the Chief 'inister to tell
me that he is going to suacort
. that, and tleit this is the
intention of the ManaF:emcht Boa rd, beeloce the streeture of
C 7-20 has ...
rR CHAr.rAN:
Let us get an answer to that aeeticular one.
EON

MIaLeTleR: •

I have act been aleeroad.
arae,oey. Zaat tee:, sleeuld leavove
the ceauetioaa of tae he.i,s etc, A. aueleeet it is as a rLJUit, of
the staff ins action. Ia eo faa as anti e6 ea
..:qtr aa
oej ie a
...titter of decision,
in
far as the possibilities, 1 have
hever said anything to co with the aerial, all I said was "it
mast, however,'be stressed that it is ezteeeely uossible that
GEC, its staff and resources, will be stretched to the, limit
during 1977 with the colder conversion and that such an addieoeld prove to te Lift unacceptable
tional service at tea: a'
burden".
CFAIRITAY:
Now you nave eat- your oncoer.
HOY

XT1-37P.R1'.3:

I have ny answer for 1977. The eeetin I was rafeeri.,- 7 to was
•
on raunday Thursday..
YR CHAIRMAN:
I think you have your answer "7nt 4 1 suchtIme as television
moves on to Mercury IToeae".
HOD M XIBRAS:
No, Mr Chairman, because GEC has told me differently.
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I an talking about the meeting which my colleague Mr Isola and I
had with GEC, on Maundy Thursday, this year. There the question
of extra staff roes not arise because with 27,CCO extra it is
possible to supply the excertise for this, and that also
in . leaes the ca7ltal - cest. The phrase or the r•eneral ranseeer
r
And
"c:7,030 for ti:is service roula be en ovekill".
of
the only a technieal difficeity old be the aeastioh of the aerial
and that does no arise until halt relst seven in the evesine when
televiaion starts
asis.
Therefore for the Chief rinAnter to adoat this oetty attituic is
not furthering the recommeneationn of the.hRC Commi,,tee, and
unless he changes it we shall vote aainet this. Not because we
think that (IBC is not doina- what it is doin7 row correctly end
well, we do, we consiler that it ie eonveetiha to colour aall,
but they have no objection ls Car as they tal -1 me, to this
increase in the informative part of their functions.
I shall say no more on this eatter, Mr Cheirean. I think that
the matter is absolutely clear end ventilated. If the-Chief
Ministee aro.aoses to carry on that way, I as sure ho will chae,:e
his eind avter the next election.
1;014
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1-.ThISTraie:

say this, as I have eald before, the uuestioa of the beoadI
eastiea of the 1.roeeedines of this house is a matter for the i!ouse,
dorm'( tee houeu aaet eieeues it in itae4_f oil its eovita. ehea teat
ie done aad there ie .art af:ireative vote on that and they care do
it, then it eill Le .1aeo, 1, ichever Goverae,nt i e in .1,aeev at the
time.
I have always aaid that in reely to - an..tioes. The qeeation of
I!eeec ie not Ma Zibearns's
beeeeceetle.: the proceedinae of .
deCinion'or aine, it is the decieioa of t? ,- hale I- o'rte ;:.:comae
it is a eon-pant: Metter on which each person le erti , Thd to
vote :he way he thinks.
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HUN !,'AJOct R J PeLIZA:
Mr Chairman, i-sn't it true that we have not got to that stage
because the Chief Minister has been saying that GBC is unable
to carry out the task. On enquiry from this side of the House
we find that this is not the case.

•

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I put that in question.
NON MAJOR R J RPLIZA:
If the Leader.of the Opposition and the Chief Minister get
together on this matter and approach this in the spirit that the
Chief Minister gives to understand that GEC should be entirely
independent, in no way even appearing to be somehow connected
with the Government because the Corporation depends on funds for,
its existence, and, therefore, the matter should be approached
in the independent. way that the Chief Minister exrects the
Corporation to work and, therefore, I do not see that there
should be such a controversy over a very simple matter which is
a matter for the Chief Minister and the Leader of the Cpposition
to get 'together and agree upon.

111

MR CHAIRMAN:
I would say that on that sober note I will not most certainly
allow this debate to proceed any further. We are not going to
achieve anything. It is a matter on the information before the
House whether :cambers wish to vote for or against. I have been
exceptionally liberal because it is a subvention, as the Leader
of the Opposition has quite rightly said, and, therefore, it did
touch upon matters more of policy than of expenditure, since the
expenditure itself must have been incurred by the GBC, end the
Government mere just contributing.a grant. I think we have got to the stage now when I have to decide at
any given moment whether any further benefit is being derived,
and I .do not think we are going to get any further.
HON M XIBERRAS:
On a point of order, Mr Chairman. The Chief .Minister said that
he called that into question. I do not know what he referred to.
Something which I had said he called into question.

liCe A J CAI;EFA:

HOT? CHIEF mTMISTP.:

rith all due respect, Mr Chairman. That is the matter for the
Chief '.;leister and the Leader of the Opposition to get together
on? 7,hethee the proceedines of this House are broadcast or not?

The fact that GPO are ready and willing without strain to broadcast the proceedings of this Pouse, that is all.

When I stood for election in le76 the proceedings of this House
were not being broadcast, and I think it is for each and every
member to say at the time when the proposal is put to give his
views on the matter, and that is why the Select Committee's
Report of July 1976 is not binding on the present House.
HON PINAi:CIAL AnD DEVELOPMEliT SE-MEIARY:

or

whom obviously they had to make some financial provision. I
hope that those figures may be of use.

Mr Chairman, may I inject into this discussion a few figures.
S.:605,500. Oh the basis of the GBC's figures submitted to us in
support of their request for a subvention, that figure is made
up of three elements: salaries 1979/80 - £263,000; arrears to
December 1978 - elL0,000; makine a total of .P403,000; the
balance of 7202,900 is to finance the usual ranee of activities
carried out by the (=RC which appear core or less every year.
Such things as production costs, photographic eqnipment, studio
peons, freight charges on vis news, freight charges on programmes,
and that kind of thing. 'That makes up the balance of P202,500.
I have been handed a note saying that at the present moment
there are 44 full-time staff, which includes two vacancies, and
there are 16 + 2 part-timers. That seems to have undergone a
slieht caanee since the GBC Draft Estimetes Iseime in because at
that stage they had eight of their staff on administration,
accounts and sales; they had fifteen in eha TV Production
Department; they had seven in the radio production department;
they had five engineering staff; they had four weekly-paid staff;
and an unspecified number of free-lancers and part-timers for
547.

HON !c YIR-PRAS:.
I hope the Chief Minister was not referring to what I was saying
that I was ranking myself responsible for', and that is thet the
obstacles, I shall repeat it because the Chief Minister came very
near to saying that I did not know what I was talking about.
What I am saying is that GBC, if they were given £7,000 for this
year, would be able to instal the link, and the Chief Minister
has said that he called that into question.
cHAnwiJui:
He is entitled to.
EON M XIBeltRAS:
If he is, Mr Chairman, I could call into question the things he
has said, his efforts in promoting the ends of the Select
Committee. I do.
On that basis, with £7,000 up till 7.30, GEC would have the
necessary staff and no technical interference, and I think that
this House should promote what was set out in the Select
Commit tee.
HON MAJOR R J FELIZA:
I wish to clarify one point. I did not say that the 'Thief
Minister and the Leader of the Opposition should get together
548.
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as to whether there should be any broadcasting, but they should
jointly find out the feasibility of doing that from the technical
point of view of GEC. This is what I meant. Having done that,
then of course the House could discuss it. If we do not do that
we shall never discuss it. The other one which I would like to
know from the Hon Financial and Development Secretary is what
are the running costs now? Are the actual running costs of GBC
naw over £200,000?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOP= SECRF.TARY:
Ihtake that to be what the figure here say. PO02,000 is what
they need for running costs, but in addition to that, of course,
they do get a certain amount of revenue directly from advertising.
Tie running costs are
running costs and the
the revision etc, the
advertising to arrive

all totalled, and from the total of the
total to be paid as salaries, including
Corporation then deducts what it gets from
at a net figure for the subvention.
•

So the net deduction made from the total that I have given you I.have not given you net figures I have given you gross figures is £67,000 for advertising. -The point is that the Government
will be contributing via this vote a gross subvention of
£605,500. On the other side of the Government account, however,
ybu will find the revenue which the Government will get from
television licences, which, the way .we aw things in this
Government, we do not Lave an aapropriosion in zid of this
particular vote, we have the gross expenditure on that side and
the net receipts on the other. So if you want to du a netting
out you have got to take the two separate things and net them
out. These are gross figures. but I take •it from the papers
that I have here, which is the GhC ,estimates, then the gross
running costs for all their various bits and pieces is this
figure of £202,500.
hON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
I am most grateful for that, I think it will be very useful when
we come to the revenue-raising measures.
HON M ,a3FRRAS:

I

HON w YIB7RP%S:
I thought that the Select Committee Report had in fact been
debated in the House and this was one of the recommendations.
All the aspects of the ;elect Committee report were open to
debate, by members, and this was some time ago, and I would have
said that that is the debate on the issue. It was debated by a
rather high-powered Select Committee., under the chairmanship of
the Chief Minister, and we had recorded evidence from GEC and
others on this matter, and then subsequently brought to the House
and approved. I would say that that certainly means that this
has been debated.
As the Chief Minister- is not willing to go on with the idea
unless there is prior debate again on this, then he leaves my
colleagues very little alternative but to vote against. We do
not want to do it because this should be a matter on which both
sides should be agreed.

MR CHAIRMAN:
Once members have got together and discussed the matter then, if
am approached, I will give the matter some thought and then
give an answer, but not now. It would :ost certainly have to be
debated within the precincts of the House.
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I am not going to give in to any condition to get the support of
the Opposition to this vote at all. It is there for what the
Financial and Development Secretary has put it, and they can vote
in favour or against. That is nothing to do with anything more.
I
P XIE,:RRAS:
On the n.lestion of colour television, I want to know exactly this refers to the allocation of the tender at Mercury House
which was raised on the general debate, Mr Chairman. The Chief
Minister, in contributing in the general debate about the expenditure of this sum of money, said that the architect was not
expected to ;now the regulations appertaining to the.issuing of
tenders, there was a misunderstanding and later he said there was
an error. Mr Chairman, I am concerned about this equally as much
•
as my Hon Friend Pr Restano.
Again on this, I would like to ask the Chief winister what action
he proposes to take'from here onwards in respect of the issuing
of this tender?
a

HON CHIhF MINISTER:

In connection with the P.605,000, I wonder since this is a matter
for the House in some respects other than the tenhnical feasibility of it; whether you Yr Chairman, would be prepared to chair
a committee of both sides of the House on this matter, on the
question of broadcasting of the proceedings of the House.

I

I said in
explained
big works
thing had
relations
aware.

the debate, Mr Chairman, that everything had been
to Mr Restano,.that tenders had gone out again for the
and tenders would go out for the sub-works. 0verybeen put right in accordance with the internal
of the Government about which the consultant was not

HOi; M-XlEhRRAS:
I think Mr Restano is perfectly cacable of doing it himself, he
must be congratulated, but, Mr Chairman, I would like as Leader
of the Opposition to express my concern about how this issue has
been handled.
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The other thing is that I would like to set the record right
beccure Mr Restano went to this meeting ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
No. I am not allowing any more items of explanation. I will
allow any information you want on the particular expenditure Of
£348,203 and nothing else.

I

F'N P J ISOLA:
I notice that on colour television there was an expenditure of
£108,000 in 1977/78, there is another £115,000 in the current
year, and there is going to be another .2348-,(s00 in 1979/80. Is
this item going to be a recurring item every year or is this the
last. Will the £348,200 complete ...
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
We are paying for Mercury House by instalments.
FU,AECIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
This particular 2346,200 is made up of a number of items. First
of all there are the instalments on the Link contract. This is
the actual equipment for colour television, cameras and all the
other bits and pieces about wnich I know nothing at all but this
was actually a sup,lier contract 'which is 1,hused out -over a
-.lumber of years, I um not ramiliar • .4ith the terms of the
contract myself exee.pt that there is under the contract £70,400
due in 1.97J/80.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

colleagues on my left, it is not going to be possible to complete
all the alterations.and restructuring of Mercury House in a
single financial year, there will only be some part of the payment
of Mercury House conversion falling in this financial year, there
will obviously be a residue next year.
HON P• J ISOLA:
The conversion is going to cost more than £200,000? Yes? As
far as -this item of expenditure is concerned, next year, if we
have to vote any money, it will be in respect of further costs
of conversion and further costs of balance of purchase price.
There will be no other item under that?
HON FInAnCIAL Aid) Dz...LOFV-1-.L.T 64:41cinTAttY:

There may, presumably. This is nothing to do with toe, I am only
trying to help the Honourable and Learned Member in his question.
There may presumably be some residual expenditure in. relation to
the continuation of any insurance on the equipment before it is
finally installed. I have just been handed a note that the
actual repayment of the Link contract is spread in fact over 5
years. Wheze they go those £50,000 I do not know.

HON P J
So what is the total cost then?
FON 'T"T •^•N0IAL AND D EVELOPrFNT SECRP.TAPY:
That I am afraid I do not know. I can/find out for you.
FON CHIEF MINISTER:

All the eouipment was not delivered at the same time.
HON FINAECIAL Cc DEVELOPn--r. T SECRETARY:
There is a further item of £11,300 for the micro-wave link, and
I am afraid I am not a television technologist to know exactly
what that means. Because of the delay in Fretting the Link
eouipment installed there Was some interest and also a small
a-'justment on the contract price for which £.6,500 is being
provided. There is then the final balance, es I understand it,
on the Link cortract itself which will alpo come up for sayment
within this financial yer.r, and that is £50,0c0. There is a
figure of £2,000 for insurance of thnt equipment. Obviously it
has got to be insured and for that there is £2,000. And the
balance is a figure which one expects to pay in relation to
development of Mercury House, £200,000.
FCN F J ISCLA:

I think the total cost of the Link contract was somewhere in the
region of £450,000.
HON M XIBRRAS:
.14
That amount of money which is in respect of the conversion of
Mercury House. Does that include the sub-contracts?
HON 211. ANC IAL AND D eA1.72.0Ft.:1; T SECRETARY:

Does what include what?
HOL; N XIBERRAS:
Does the abount of 4.:200,000 which. I think was for the,Mercury
House conversion include sub-contracts. That is hat I am asking
the Government.

Could I ask then, will this item disappear next year, Fend 31,
because if you are going to pay the final on the Link contract

HON PM NC IAL AND D E
- VELOPL!FZIT SECRETARY:

HOl. FIN NCIAL AM) DEVELOPMEka SECRETARY:

I am afraid Zr Chairman I have no information on that. I cannot
answer that question. I do not know.

As I understand it, and I am subject to correcticr. by my
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HON M XIBEkRAS:

HON CHITT mINISTFR:

Would somebody on the Government bench let me know about that'.

I am not going to give an undetaking on that.
said that they are all going out to tender as a
clearing up of the misunderstanding between the
the members of the Public Works Department. If
that five times in this session I have not said

EON CHIEF MaliTER:
The answer to that is that until all the tenders aro in we do not
know s:-actly the cost of the conversion of Mercury House.
HON M XIBRRRAS:
it intended, Mr Chairman, that the sum of £200,000 should
cover all aspects of the conversion of Mercury House?
HON

I have already
result of the
consultant and
I have not said
it once.

HON G T R-0,Sr'ANO:
Mr Chairman, surely the Government does know because the original
tende,T, sure received. Surely the Government has an idea whether
the. .r200,000 is going to include the sub-contracts or not.

I

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

CHIEF MINISTER:

It cannot be said whether it will or not because we do not know
what the tenders will be, but in any case it will not be paid
this year because it is not a one-year job it would be paid over.
two years. We do not know what the cost of the structure ip, ws
do not know what the cost of the air conditioning is, we do not .
know what the cost of the electricity is...
HON M XITERRAS:

What's that?
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HON G T RESTANO:
I said that surely the Government does know how much it is going
to be because tenders were in fact received originally and
opened. In fact they should know more or less what was contained
in than:.

But in principle are we in fact voting for the whole of the
conversion of Mercury House.

HON CHIr:F MINISTER:

EON CHI.,2 LII1IaTER:

Well, I don't know the details but my understanding is that in
all it would be more than £200,000.

I cannot tell you that.

MR :PAIP!'AF:

1-1014

It wculd be more than r200,000?

;chat I act saying is that if it should be that the work oh
electrical or air conditionin6, if tnose two aspects should come
now in this current year, would you take it up with this vote.
HON CHEF MINISTER:
No. As we clOn't know what they are really we will make a provision
for wo-k according to the estimate made by the department. But
when you put things out to tender they turn out to be much.
.
higher and then you don't know how much it is.
HON M XIBFRRAS:
But it could, Mr Chairman.. It could include the cost of air
conditioning and so forth.
HOJ CHIRP !PINISTFR:
Or it couldn't.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Or it couldn't. Well if it could would the Government give an
undertaking that these two will be put out to tender. .
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CHAIRMAN:

Right. Any matters on annual grants in aid of the contribution
to John Mackintosh Hall?
HON MAJOR F

11"."LI7A:

Subhead 33. As you know this is my annual question. I was
wondering whether any progress had been mode in that direction,
because I still feel very strongly about it. I believe that the
John Mackintosh Hall should be a place like other venues where a
pre-election candidate can go and in a fully democratic manner
express the programme that he will carry for the election.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIAVI:
Mr Chairman, I have been a member of the Board of Management to
the John Mackintosh Hall for the past 14 years, and I was one of
the Persons who strongly objected to what the Honourable and
Gallant Major Peliza had proposed. I shall take his views again
as- Chairman, but I ,:a,1 assure him that if it is a question of
casting a vote my vote would be against it.
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
I think _t is a real shame that this House is voting for money
for a place where normal political discussions take place at all
times, and at the time of election, when the place is most
needed, this snould be denied. I will definitely vote against
this.
1,2 CHAIRMAN:
The Gibra]tar Museum. Anyone interested?
towards the Gibraltar Regiment?

approach was made. Could the Chief Minister say whether this is
included in the £10,000.
HON CHIEF vINISTER:
Yes. I have been told from time to time that an approach was
going to be made about the helmets of the Corp of Drums. I
would aek the indulgence of the House not to press that now in
order not to alter the estimates, but I shall try and bring it
in as soon as I see a flicker of light in respect of revenue.

Or the Contribution

Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken, the
following Hon Members voted in favour:

HON MAJOR R J FELIZA:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Mr Chairman, I wonder first of all, Mr Chairman, whether the
Chief Minister can give us an account of what is happening about
their pay, if it is appropriate.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I think it is the most inappropriate moment.
H0F MAJO2 RJ PELI7A:

10

Fon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
J Bossano
A J Canepa •
Major F'J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone •
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
A W Serfaty
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

—ell perhaps at the earliest possible moment.
The following Hon Members voted a gainst:
H' I: CHIEF VINISTER:
The
The
The
The

The Speaker, as Chairman of the Gibraltar Regiment Association
will confirm that it is not appropriate to talk about pay at
this sta,e.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

F J Isola
Major R J Feliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:

If it isn't appropriate, Mr Chairman, again I hope ...

The Hon J B Perez
The Hon Dr R G Valarino

HON CHIF MINISTER:

D

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

The news that have come from England prior to the election about
the increase to the Services of percentages may help a great
deal.
HON MAJOR R J F ELIZA:

HON 8 .t CaYT1PA:
Mr Chairman, have they voted against annual grants in aid? Does
the Leader of the Opposition in his capacity as Chairman of the
European Movement ..
MR CHAIRMAN:

It looks as ifwe are going to start all over again because we
all know there is a very high percentage going to the services
already. Again I suppose the Gibraltar Regiment will be left
behind. God knows for how long.

HON CHIEF MINtSTER:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

We might delete that one.

I am very conscious of it and Yr Speaker knows that.

LIR CHAIRMAN:

HON MAJOR H JPELT7A:

No We won't.

Now the other thing is I believe that we were going to make a
contribution towards the helmets of the band or something. An

Special Expenditure was agreed to.
556.
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Order.

shall go on to special expenditure.

Head 27 - Contributions to Funded Services
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRrTARY:

Although the House has not had the full details of what the
Government is proposing in relation to electricity and telephones,
the Chief Minister, and indeed I myself, did indicate that the
ElectIcity Undertaking was in balance and that the Telephone
Service Fund was projected to carry forward at the moment a
small deficit, I think the figure, speaking from memory, is
£19,200, but during the course of the discussions going on at
tn.: moment it is hoi,ed that by the end of the year that aeficit
will not appear. The point being, Mr Chairman, that the Government is not propcslng to make any contributions either to the
Electricity Service Fund or the Telephone Service Fund, and,
therefore, in order to get these estimates straight we have to
consider an amendment to Head 27.
Now I would therefore, with your permission, like to propose the.
deletion, in so far as it concerns the estimates for 1979-80, of
the amount of £85,000 in respect of subhead (1); the deletion,
in so far as it relates to the estimates column 1979-80, in
'respec% of subhead (3) of the amount of .;:114,000; the amendment
of subhead (2), Potable Water Service Fund, to the fic7ure of •
£356,300.

MR CHAIRMAN:

As far as the Head is concerned this is the full amendtent.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECFETARY:

That is the full amendment to that Head. Yes, Sir.
MR CHAIRMAN:

Do Honourable Members wish to speak on the amendment, end I will
propose it, otherwise I will put the question. •
HON M XIBWRRAS:
Mr Chairman, this is the contribution, as the Head says, to the
funded services, and I think I would like to make it clear that
there will be further debate of it no doubt when the general
debate resumes on the revenue raising measures. I hope that an
opportunity will be given to put these contributions in perspective with any reVemue raising measures that the Government might
take. Therefore, we chose not to make a contribution on this,
vote ag.inst it, and discuss the general implications in the
general debate.
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Mr Speaker then put the question and on a Vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:

MR CHAIRrAN:

Are you Jeleting the figures in subhead; (1) and (3) without
substituting them at all?

The -Hon I Abecasis
•
The Hon A J Canepa
The Hon Hajor F J Dellipiani
Fon ' Y 'Featherstone
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan.
The Hon A F ront..griffo
The Hon_ A T Serfnty
The Hon H J 7ammitt
The Hon D Full
The Hon A Collings

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOP= S7CRETARY:

Yes, that's richt. There will 6 a blank there.
Subhead (2) in reduced from .€669,100 to £356,300.
02 CHAIRMAN:
You delete i;b69,100 and substitute it by £356,300.

The following Hon Members voted against:

HON FINANCIAL AhD DIVELOPMEi:T SCRLTARY:

The
The
The
The
The

j0o,000 should be
In relation to subhead (4) the amount of Z,
deleted and substitute therefor the amount of £o56,000. In the
case of the total for the Head, delete the figure which is now
shown, £1,776,100, and substitute therefor £1,212,300.

Hon J Bossano
Hon P J Isola
Hon Major 2 J Peliza
Hon G T Restano
Hon'M Xibcrras

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamter:

YR CHATarAN:

The Hon Dr R 0 Valurino
The Hon J H Perez

Is that all the amendment you wanted to make?
HON FINANCIAL ArD DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

head 27 was amended accordihgly.

there will be the consequential amendment in the last
column but we decided I think that that automatically followed.

MR CHAIRMAN:

557.

Now, having had the amendment we have the Head as it will
appear. We have to take a vote. Does any Member wish to.raise
558•
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FON J ROSSANO:

any matter on the Head itself. head 27 Contribution to Punded
Services, as amended.

As opposed to what was done in the other Feed, that is what I am
trying to find out.

HON H XIBaRRAS:

Ur Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Hon Members voted in favour:

In my earlier.contributiaa, Mr Chairman, what I said was that when
we came to the Appropriation Bill, thes3 figures would obviously
have a bearing in the general context of. appropriation. I think
it would be more meaningful to discuss them at that stage.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

HON FINANCIAL ArD DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
If the Fonourable Member will give way, I think he means the
'inance Bill, not the Appropriation Bill.
FR CHAIRMAN:
. I have no doubt that he meant that.

The following Hon Members voted aaainst:

HON J BCSSAYO:

The
The
The
The
The

• you know I have been away for most of the time, Fr Chairman,
and .pernaps this is som.athing that the Financial and DeVelopment
Secretary has cleared up. ,I would like to ask him in fact that
the original figure of the Housing Fund would have been incorrect
in the absence of the increased charges the: are being asked for.
•

Eon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J Bossano
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano •
? Xiberras

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:

FL:ALCI;.L ALD

I don't,think so, hr Chairman.

The Hon J B Perez
The Fon Dr R 0 Valarino

In what respect ...

Hal; J 30.5SANO:

Feed 27 was passed.

•uld not in fact the effect uf the increased rents not be merely
a-a50,b0U, that is what I am asking.
HOG 2E:Ai.CIAL AiiD

Fon I Abecasis
Fon A J Canepa
Pon rajor
J Dellipiani
Fon M F Featherstone
Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
Hon A P Montegriffo
Hon A V Serfaty
mitt
Hon H J 'Lewitt
Hon •Hull
Hon A Collings

SECRi,TARY:

FON FINANCIAL AM) T)71.7Loprv7r s•••(7,P.q•,TA-,3 Y:
Yes, because this followed te announcement which the Government
made four months ago?

.

v

It is a lot more than that, if one looks at the revised
Appendix B which comes with this.

Head 28 - 1979 Pay Settlement
HON 7INANCIAL AND D .ArcmoprNT SFCRETRY:

HON J BOSSALO:

Mr Chairman, as I announced in my own statement, I beg, to move
subhead 2 that this Head be amended by the addition of a
Efficiency Bonus, and the amount on the first column of £190,000.

Well, Mr Chairman, if one looks at the revised Appendix B the
effect of the increased rent is nil, because the revised Appendix
B shows an income of less than Elim and the unrevised Appendix B
shown an income of £11m. That is no help at all. I am aware
that it includes 040,000of rates. Put what I - am saving is that
----thre-fiaures before the increased rents and the figure after the
increased rents in Appendix B is the same. The £50,00n difference
in the figure here is not as a re alt of the increased rents,
otherwise it would mean that the yield from the increased rents
YPs £50,000.

The second amendment is effectively a consequential one, which
is to amend. the total for the Head to £1,o90,000.
MR CHAIRI..AN:
I imagine of course that you will add to the new subhead under
increases £190,000.

HON FINArCIAL AFT) DT.VELOPrNT SFCP7TARY:

HON PINAA4C1AL ALID DeNELUPM,AT 6bCRA.TAAY:

Yes, you are quite right, rents were .of course taken into
account in the original figure as well.

559.

I have taken it as a consequential ai,eodment.
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lt is a whole new subhead.

to add the Subhead. Once we add the Subhead you may perhaps
wish to ask certain questions on it. Mr Speaker put the question
which was resolved in the affirmative..

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELuPUE.NT SACReTARY:

Head 28 was amended accordingly.

Yes.

MR CHAIRMAN:

HUN P J ISOLA:

Now, any questions on this Head as amended? -

Will the Financial and Development Secretary be providing us with
a new page 5 to show that we haven't got the money he is asking
us to vote for. That puts the Consolidated Fund Balance in
deficit to the extent of £70,000. How can you put a fund balance
in deficit? •

HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA:
Efficiency Bonus. Is that quantifiable in any way? Could the
effects be assessed. Can the efficiency be assessed in any way?
Is
quantifiable? That do you expect to get for it?

HON FINANCIAL AND IMPLOPM11NT SECRPTARY:

HON FINANCIAL AND DSVELOPnNT SECRF.TARY:

Mr Chairman, I tried pretty hard, if you remember, at the
beginning of the proceedings to.give the new peFe 5 in substitu—
tion for the one that is in the book now, together with the new
Appendices A, B, C and D. Now, is this the appropriate moment
to introduce them formally in the estimates. I beg for guidance.

Well, I personally, Mr Chairman, will expect to get the hell of
a lot of work by it, but whether or not I will be disappointed I
wouldn't know.

MR CHAIRMAN:

HON P J ISOLA:
Page 5 doesn't have this amount does. it? The £190,000?
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HON FAJOR R J PeLIZA:
Perhaps it could be assessed at the end of the day. Could he
find out?
HON 0111.11,1.0'AL

ai.CnilfAAY:

HON FYANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, Mr Chairman. The new page 5 takes account of eery adjust—
ment etc, that I havesmentioned in my statement, every single
or; of them. So that at the end of the day the new page 5, which
I circulated but which we have 'not yet. formally introddced in the
book, does in fact reflect the position as it is now.
HOE M XIBeitRAS:
It-includes the tax yields as well?
HON FINANCIAL AND Lk:VELUM:6\T SECReTARY:
Yes. It includes everything. Repeat everything.
MR CHAIRMAN:
Since we do not have to take a vote on page 5 and it is purely
informative, we can do it at a later stage when we have done all
the Adjustments..
HON F J ISOLA:

Mr Chairmae, will the Financial and Development 'Secretary expound
on the Efficiency Bonus.
MR CHAIRMAN:
May I say something. All that we are doing now is an amendment
561.

I did not take part in the negotiations, it was laerely conveyed
to me that the Government had reached an .agreement with the
Unions cuneerned for the payment of it and I was asked to see that
it went into the Estimates.
HON J BOSSANO:
Perhaps I _could enlighten the Committee. .'r Chairman, in the
United Yeingdom, as a result of last year's pay policy, the
British aovernment agreed that the special efficiency scheme,
which operates in all TrK Government Departments which are not
operating productivity schemes, would go up from a minimum of
£2 to a minimum of "3.50p without any change in the terms of the
agreement. It was a revaluation of the existing agreement
introduced the special
revaluing what was already included.
efficiency scheme here as a result of the recommendations in the
Scamp Report and we revalued our agreement in Gibraltar in
January/February this year retrospective to last July ita keeping
with the pay agreement that was conclusive in the UK.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Are there tangible returns?
HON A J CABEFA:
I outlined what we got out of the Efficiency Bonus during my
speech two days ago. The trouble is that it just does not suit
Honourable Members opposite to listen. I itemised what we got
562.
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out of it. Let me say that it is payable to hundreds of
Government employed industrials whom I am reliably informed are
not very likely, the majority of whom vote for Mr Isola.

SON FINAIXIAL AND lieVr.LOPMNT daCRLIARY:

Order, order.

Yes, as will be allowing a little more. But as I said,
Mr Chairman, I must make it very clear, and it would be quite
mischevious of Honourable Members opposite to attach any particular significance to 1Q%. It is a purely arbitrary figure made
for the basis of putting something in the estimates, and any
suggestion that it pre-empts whatever figure may be agreed during
the course of negotiations, will be a mischievous interpretation.
It is a straightforward figure of 10% in order to put something
in the estimates which one hopes is going to be somewhere in the
vicinity.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT Sr.:CRETARY:

YON M TIB7PR1SI

HON P J ISOLA:
I am sure the Committee must be very grateful to the Honourable
Mr Boserno for giving his explanation. I would just like to ask
him when he said "we implemented in Gibraltar" ...
MR CHAIRMAli:

Not only would it be mischievous but it would also be naive bearing in mind that the CPSA have got a deal of something in the
region of 241% for its members. I think we all expect something
over 10? .

May I just perhaps suggest to my Honourable and Learned Friend
opposite that a study of the printed version of my statement
might help since I went into some detail in sayiLg what this was
when I spoke yesterday. Unfortunately I do not have my copy so
I cannot give him the page reference.

MR CHAIPMAN:

MR SPEATTP.P:

`:e are voting £1,500,000.

Right, re will take a vote now.

HON MAJOR c J

PON r XIR7PRAS:
Mr Chairmen, the £lim is that the cost of the settlement?
MR TT/AIRMAN:
Yes.
HOE XIBEPRAS:
And the efficiency bonus, the Elim. That is provision for wage
increases. I think the Financial and Development Secretary said a.'
MIS on a round figure or some figure had to be settled, it was
something in. the region.of 109 expectations of wages increases.
Mr Chairman, I do not know. Could he inform the House when the
wages will be payable and whether this sum is for half a year or
for the full year.
11C.i FIaiAtOIAL AND DE.VELoka.aaT oe.CRLTAxY:
As far as I know, these come into effect either on the 1st of .
July or, in relation to non-industrials 1st of April. So it is
9 months.

There she ldn't be any misrepresentations about it. The
Government is committed to the continuation of parity. It will
pay to its employees such increases as are negotiated in the UK.
So if teachers for instance Let an increase of 11% or 12% in the
UK, ae will pay 119 or 12% here; if the Police get 20%, ae will
pay 2c here. That is what the approach is. It is clear that
it is likely to be in excess of 10%, how much in excess remains
'to be seen. The Government at the moment in the UK is standihg
quite firm zith its Clerical and executive Officers. The local
authorities are standing quite firm with Teachers, so I would
say that bearing in mind that 2Iim for 4 of the year represents
something in the order of 1390 or 1)4%, if it were a whole year, we
might be slightly under the figure, but it's an attempt to put a
realistic figure.
HON XIBm:RR4S:
Pr Chairman, we on our part will support it, we support this vote,
because we have also supported parity. We hope that the
Minister's drastic action produces a certain amount of pruning
of • • •
CTJATrrAN:

HON IA XIBRHAS:

Yes, but what information are we seeking? None.

This is nine months provision? I see.

HON J ROSSANO:

HON P J ISOLA:
You are allowing for morn Than lor then.

Is that right?

Could I ask in fact what is the existing wages bill, because
when the figure was originally mentioned of 103, I assumed it
was 10% of £15m. So in fact is the wage and salaries bill £15m?
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HON FINANCIAL AND D7rELOPM7NT SECRI7TADY:

HON P J ISOLA:

Slightly more I should think. I did have some figure here. Yes,
it is a little over P15m. But that of course is a fairly global
figure. It is not an accurate figure. But it is in the vicinity
of £15m and a bit over.

But, i2 for example, the amount of any particular project, for
which provision has been made, to give an example, £lm, and the
tender is £1,050,000, is the Minister saying that in those
circumstances the tender will not be awarded without ODM
approval? Has the Government no flexibility in this?

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative.
HON A W SERFATY:
Head 28 was agreed to.
Improvement and Development Fund -

Head 101, Housing

HON P J ISOLA:
M' Chairman, I would like to ask a general question on the
.Improvement and Development Fund. Government has said that it
is going to spend 1;7,789,462. I don't believe that for one
moment, but nevertheless I would like to ask appropriate
Ministers to confirm that in fact there is project approval, ODM
project approval, for something like £10.2im of work. Am I
right in saying that Government will not be able to blame the
)LM for not doing £10.2m work? Am I right in thinking that?
That is taking the answer of No 19 of 1975 from the Minister for
Economic Development to my Honourable Friend Mr Restano.. Is that
the position?
HON A 1 SERFATY:
For the whole of the period 1978-81, and we are now talking of
P12m in projects because there is still, as I said yesterday,
another million to be discussed Jn the Autumn of this year ...

Technically I do not think we have any flexibility - any Minister
here can correct me if I am wrong - technically we would have to
go for the extra P50,000, but on past performance a small addition
like that would not take a long time to be approved by CDV.

For FITTWCIAI ANT) n.7.1V 7.1.opr7r-' 5--rMrpBy:
Mr Chairman, I think-to help the Honourable end Learned_!' ember.
Taking at fac3 value the example that he quoted, or the figures
that he quoted, one would certainly go back to ODM for the
£50,000. But since it would be such a small excess over the
approved grant of £lm, the tender would still be awarded. I
would see that the tender was awarded. Where we do hold up the
tender is where the excess if substantfally over the approved
grant. For example, where it is in some cases as much as 2r5. or
even 25 over the original approved grant then indeed we do not
award the tender until we are certain that the '•inistry of
Overseas Development will give us the supplement. But where it
is a relatively trivial sum like that we would not hold it up.
HOD P J ISGLA:
I thank the Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary
for that very helpful information.
•

CFPITT4 N:
No, what you are being asked is whether you have ...
FON A 7 SEFF?TY:
Yes, that is what I am saying. Of that P12m, around P11.6m is
already approved for the three years.

bow, could I ask another question. Can the Government say how
much in terms of money is the Government today in a position to
put out to tender in respect of the estimated expenditure of the
Development Programme of 1979/00. How far is Government prepared
today to put out to tender. What roughly is the amount?
I142 CHAIRMAN:

HON P J ISOLA:
As soon as the Government can do it. The money is there but the
Government is not going to do it in 1y79/80, we know that, but
what I am saying is, am I right in :thinking that this time next
year the Minister, or anybody elE,e on the Government side, will
not be able to blame the ODM for any delay in the Development
Pro,ranne. Is that correct? Is that a correct assessment?

The total amount because otherwise we are going to duplicate the
sum.
HON A 'l SEgFATY:
"!'ell, of course we are talking of a very large number of schemes.
Some of them are already in prorrress, some of them have one out
to tender. I don'tthink I can give a very easy quick answer.

HON A W SERFATY:
Not quite so, becaw,e some of these projects, when they gc out
to tender there may be supplementaries to be asked for if the
lowest tender is above the estimated price. In that event as I
said yesterday we would have to go back to ODM. To that extent
ODM is not committed.
565.

HCN P J ISOLA:
Can the rinister say the value of those projects for 1979/80 that
are already out to tender? What is the value involved and wolat
extra value can in fact be reedy for now, today.
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MR CHAIRrekN:

HON FINANCIAL AND DVEL(PMENT JECRaTARY:

That of necessity would have to appear as in the different Heads.

Put them the other way around. Yes, Government has delayed
payment.

HON P J ISOLtk:

HON M XIBERRAS:

Mr Chairman, the only reason I am asking these questions is that
the Government has estimated that it w1.11 spend R.7.789m in the
current year 1979/80. Now, instead of just saying, alright, that
is what they are going to spend, and we argue about it all the
time, and then at the end of next year we come back,was this
because of that and so forth, on what bnsis, this is what I am
really asking, can Covernment say they are going to spend
£7.759m.

It has delayed. Now, when it comes to the House for this
particular sum of money, does it mean that it is satisfied with
the work and will pay it?
HON FINANCIAL AND Dr.VELOPMENT SECRETARY:
No, Sir.

MR CF;IRMAN:
HON M XIBERRAS:
Well, you read through the Head at page 9L.
I see. • Is it then the intention of Government to delay paytent,
given the state of affairs in some of the flats in Blocks 1 and
17.

HON P J ISOLA:
ho, Mr Chairman, we are told in the general debate, when speaking
of last year that they did not have enough draughtsmen, they
d%dn't have enough surva,,ors, they didn't have this they didn't
have the other. Now, what I am asking this Government is what
they have got this year, now much can they tell us now to show.
that they can in fact spend the £7.789m.

HON yinNCIAL Arm DF.VPLOpH7FT atIcrrqw:
As the Financial Secretary I have been advised by the Law Officers
that it would not be appropriate t' pay this money over yet.
HOE Y

KR CHAIRrAN:

I am very glad to hear that, rr Chairman because I would say that
certainly the Government have advocated in the Fouse that the
Government should use pressure of a particular kind to ensure
that the blocks were finished properly. it Chairman, could I
ask the Financial and Development Secretary whether this has
been the first occasion on which payment has been delayed?

Let us go to a different Head: OA Housing you have got £3m, let
us see how much on that they are going to spend.
Any specific question on the Feed, on Housing?
FON N *UnTaRe1.9:

HON FILANCIAL AND DLVELOPMtNT S%CRETARY:

Taking them in order, Yr Chairman, varyl Tkegg v,state, Blocks 1 to
17; estimates £1.08m. That is this money in respect of?
•
HON TIVADIr,'IAI. AND Dr.VFLOPYFYT SI"CRIPTivPY:

No, Mr Chairman. I think that speaking from memory, I haven't
got yet the estimates here in front of me, but a similar sort of
sum appeared in last year's estimates.
HON M XIBERRAS:

Outstanding bills.
HON N

'0

And that has not been paid?

IrIB.RRAS:

Given the state of affairs in Varyl Begg, does the Government
in its view have to ray this money now, or has it in the past
delayed payments until the work has been satisfactorily completed?

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMFIT SECRETARY:

HCN FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPM:ZT SNCRI.:TARY:

HON M XIBrIRRAS:

The answers to those questions are no and yes.

The point I am making, Yr Chairman is, because I have also advo—
,:ated in the House that this might have been done some time
earlier than the faults at Varyl Begg were obvious. I have advo—
cated, the Chief rinister is saying no. •

HON M XIBERRAS:

No. It is the same sum.

No, Government has never delayed payments.
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ROL CHIEF MINISTER:
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MR CHAIRMAN:

ho, I am agreeing with the Member. I am saying that ee have
agreed not to pay for some time now until the matter is settled.
HON e XIBeetRAS:
That in what I want to find out. Since when?

No. That goes beyond the scope of this vote. Anyway if you can
get a quick answer on that one.
YON M XTBERRAS:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

flit Mr Chairman, if I may say so, put it the other way. Is any
part of this sum in respect of the final completion of the Varyl
Begg Eetete.

If I remember rightly, more than two years now.

MR CHArerAN:

HON FINANCIAL ANL EVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Ah, yes. That is better.

Mr Chairman, I do not think we can commit ourselves to saying
exactly when because there was when I got here, and indeed for
over 18 months, there was a very long delay in getting certified
and verified hills through from the contractor. There was also
a debate going on with the "inistry of Overseas Development as to
how tee excess and over-run on the budget as a whole, should be
picked up, and there ware inevitably therefor consieerable delays
in ectuaely making payments once we had got verified statements.
And I would not like to commit myself as to the moment in time
when we had money and we had claims but we didn't, pay. I wouldn't
like to commit myself.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRrTARY:

HON e YIBeReAS:

Fair enough, Mr Chairman, though I world be interested dn this
because I think it is very important in the development of the
affair, this particular informetion.
Am I right in saying that it is not because the bills did not
come through from the contractors but because tee Government is
not satisfied teat the work has not been done properly or the
flats are not habitable.
HOL FINAeCIAL AND DeVELOPeeeT SeCRETARY:

contract is concerned, has been completed.

HON W XIB.MRAS:
Well, Mr Chairman, we have heard in the House that quite a lot,
especially from the Minister for Housing and from the Minister
for economic Development and from the Chief Minister, that the
Government is considering what might be one, whether we should
have sloping roofs, or in which way houses are to be made
habitable in Varyl isegg.
Hee FIeAeCIAL AAD DeVeLOPLelIT SeCRETARY:

That surely, Mr Chairman, is a totally different matter altogether.
HON r XIBEeRAS:
Well, the Minister has not given that impression at all, Mr
Chairman. The Vinister has given the impression that Government
is considering taking some action forthwith on Varyl Begg.
•

HON eINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SeCRETARY:

YON H 'tIBERRAS:

HON N XIBeeerS:
I see, but in none of these funds is there provision. Could I
ask the Government why there isn't anything, or has Government
not arrived at any kind of decision.
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As far as I am aware Varyl Begg, as far as contract, the

As I have said, ea. Cnairnen, we have been advised by the Law
OfficeL.s that it would be inappropriate to make payment notwithstanding the fact tnat the coney is there to pay the bills. But
I think I would also be correct to say that it is not quite a.
crude - what shall I say - set off, it is more I think that in
view of the possibility of litigation in relation to Varyl Begg,
quite clearly one does not make cash settlement in respect of
work done, and work which in totality is likely to be tae subject
of that litigation.
I see. "'ell, Pr Chairman, this is for part payment then of work
already completed, or that should have been completed. Could I
ask the Government then what is going to happen with Varyl eegg
now. Thy haven't they put money, substantial sums, to correct
the defects that exist there.

4

Certainly, Vr Chairman, but'snrely I think the Ponoetrable the
Leader of the Opposition is getting himself a little confused.
The original Varyl Begg project as conceived, it can be argued,
and has been argued both by the consultants and the contractors,
is finished. The fact that it was a poor finish and the fact
that something else will have to be added on, is an entirely
different matter.

HON :FINANCIAL A6D DeVELL/PkeeT

:.TA. Y:

Vihether any of my colleagues are prepared to answer that question,
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I am not.
FON A W

FTCN P J ISOLA:

SII/n7Arnv i

I am prepared to answer that. "hy should we include a penny
here if we have so far not committed ourselves to coW.ributing
a penny towards the work of putting that right. Why should we.
Thia is a matter that we shall decide later on.
!T CFAIRMAN:
Order. The reason why - we are gatting out of order. The
Government is saying that Varyl Begg has been completed, there
is a dispute, there is rectification to be done, the rectifications have been touched upon on different occasions in this
House, and that may be what we are talking about, but that is a
matter of the dispute and is not the subject for which we are
voting for. Is that correct?

Well, then wnat are we voting for, if it isn't our money we do
not vote it.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPM-aNT SECLETARY:
We have to vote it, and you know that perfectly well, my
Honourable and Learned Friend. 'Ae have to vote every penny
whether it is ODM money or anybody else's money, because the only
authority for t-ae expenditure fund is the House.
HON P J ISOLA:
Yes,
I am
only
all,

but, Mr Chairman, living as we are in a democracy certainly
not going to vote in favour of this if I am told that the
way this money can be used, if it is going to be used at
is to pay people who Yave not done a good job.

HON FINANCIAL AND DiNELOPMENT Sr.CRETARY:
Yes, 'perfectly.
NUN F J ISOLA:
What worries me is why we should Le voting for money which we
are not going to pay. Probably I would hope, as Ministers on
the other side had described it it has been a disaster, the
leakirg roofs and so forth. Why are we voting for money which
we are not going to ;;ay, we hope. Whet can possibly stop the
Government, if we vote this money from using it to put the thing
right. Why don't we have a lawsuit and have all the people there
and let the courts decide. "hy should everything be held up. We
have got the money there. Why should it be earmarked for something
else. The work is :lot being done, we do not consider we have to
pay, I hope. Thy cannot it be used to put the matter right. "hy
should people go on living for ever in those conditions.
YR CHAF'rAN:
Yes, but then we are going into the principle. of the matter. .
FON P J ISOLA:
Well, what I am getting at is this money that we are being asked
to vote. Without assurances from the Government we are not going
to vote that this money be voted so that it can be paid to somee
body with whom we are in dispute, even though it is reserved.
Our action must be, I would have thought, we don't vote that money
because ne are not satisfied with the product. But we do vote
that money if Government tells us that they may hell use that
money themselves to put the place right.

FON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPrENT SECRETARY:
•
I didn't say that, Yr Chairman. And as a result of the litigation
or whatever takes place, it could well be that the ministry of
Overseas Development, whose money it is, and from whom it came,
might say it was possible to spend this money on whatever it may
be lecided eventually is necessary at Varyl Pegg. • I did not say
that we would definitely not spend the money, and we couldn't
spend this money ever. "e cannot spend it now.
HON F J ISOLA:
Yes, but can we have, Yr Chairman, some assurance tint the litigation will start soon.
FON ATTORN•.Y OaN'RAL:
I can say to the Honourable and Learned Member that he will
appreciate of course that litigation is a complex matter, the
way this matter has been going on for some time, but actually it
is in hand and we will expedite it as quickly as possible. I
cannot really say much more than that at this stage. It is
difficult to say that out I can given you an assurance that this
matter is.receiving urgent attention.
HON MAJOR R J P&LIZA:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVLLOPMENT

That is what he said the other day. We have heard that three or
four times already. But the fact remains that the tenants are
still suffering. I suggest, as my Honourable Friend here, that
if necessary we go to ODM and ask them to allow us to use that
money for remedial purposes, and get the thing over with. Then
of course settle the matter in court, let there be a lawsuit.
Vhnt does the Financial Secretary say to that?

It isn't our money to use unfortunately.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPI"-NT SECRETARY:
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All the Financial Fecretary,can say to that is that as my
5/2.

Honourable and Learned Colleague says it is a complicated ratter
and I believe that by spending any money one can undermine one's
legal position. That is the advice that I have been riven.
HON " YITERRtS:

kR CHAIRMAh:
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And you are not going to do it now.
HON M XIM:RPAS:

Kr Chairman, the Financial Secretary might call his colleagues
in for a division.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Chairman, Rosia Dale, could I ask why that amount
reserved? Is there any particular reason for it?

iv being

No, but we are going to vote against this particular project
because we have not got sufficient clarification. This is to'
underline Mr Chairman, that we do not think that the Minister's
method as outlined is a correct one given the housing crisis
that we have had.
HON H J 7
,AMMImT:

HON A W SERFATY:
The amount is reserved because the £104,000 is a supplementary
amount because of higher salaries, wages and materials.
HON P J ISOLA:

Mr Chairman, I think it is quite unfair to say that we haven't
given information.

MB
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CHAIRMAN:

You have to get authority for that, is that right?

And you are not going to mention it arain. I haven't allowed the
Honourable the Leader of the Opposition to finish so I won't
allow you to answer a question that has not been asked.

HON A W SERFATY:

HON P J ISOLA:

Yes.
YR CHAIRMAN:

Can I ask on the next page, Head 101. The new pipject we have
there which is item 12, 13, 14, 15 and lo, all of which seem to
be reserved. Are they ODM approved already?

Any matters on that pare, it goes over the rage.

HON A W oi.EFATY:

HON V Nripits:
Yes, Sir, Rosia Dale. First of'a:'.1 7 mould like to have some
information what the money in going to be used for? The state
of the work, Vr Chairman. Is it ready for whatever it is going
to be.
HON A -I SErFATY:

If the Honcur.able MeMber will look at tire' letters there, most. of
them'are locally Waded.
P J ISOLA:
Why are they reserved? 1;hy are these votes reserved?
HON FINANCIAL AND MWELOPMENT SECRigARY:

It will be ready by June.
In all probability we haven't got the money.
HON M XIBSRPAS:
HON 1 I ISOLA:
Chairmen, my colleaLu:s and I on this side of the House have
been concerned at the way in which this property is going to be
disposed of. Is it going to be allocated or sold?

Wouldn't this money come from the Barclays Bank International
loan?

LR CHAIRMAN:

IKON FITAITCTAL rtn rr.:17trIor717 SVM7TARY:

Yes, but thaL was touched upon in the general debate.

I thf.nk probably the answer to this reservation is that'if we
.nses it, but the
have the money it is my authority that rel,
point is I do not propose tc release any money, even if it is
local money, unless people are ready to go ahead and do the
project. But the point about this as I suspect, is when these
estimates were prepared the loan was not completely tied.up.
Mr Chairman, they are not all'locally funded you see. Castle
Ramp, :Wad to the Lines, for example is ODM, and there is no
approval for that at all.

HON U XIBERRAS:
That was done but it is relevant to our vote on this occasion,
Mr Chairman. We have not, despite repeated questioning of the
Minister, being able to eutablish how the Government intends to
dispose of this.
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HON P J

ISOLA:

HON A W Sx1R2ATY:

'Jo there is no approwl for item ]2 yet. I suppose you can say
goodbye to that one. Items 13, 14, 15 and 16, can I ask the
Minister, is the Government ready to go out to tender or to do
these job price contracts that we hear about at Catalan Bay?
How far is Government ready to start today?
HOW A W SERFATY:
On, 13, 14, 15 and 16. No 13 will go out to tender, I am informed, in July 1979.
HON P J ISOLA:
Which is this?

A W SERFATY:
Flat Bastion Road. When we are talking of the Gas Works it is
just the provision of services - roads and mains.
HON P J ISOLA:

When is the Government going to start?
SERFATY:

That doesn't have to go out to tender. The Gas Works has gone
forward quite well in the design stage. It should go out to
tender sone time in September or October.

Lime Kiln Steps, Phase lA is proceeding now, as far as I
am aware.

Now,

Phase
Steps
going
start

It is a big backlog, I said yesterday, and I referred to the
Honourable Mr Bossano who was unfortunately away ill, that I
consider that we will never be able to make the grade with the
backlog of maintenance unless the Union agree to a Term
Contract on the basis of backlog maintenance. I am not suggesting that the Term Contract should include other kind of works,
I am convinced and the Public Works Department is convinced that
we will never be able to make all the headway we should unless
the Union agrees to a Term Contract. And I think that the Union,
in view of the JPC, the Catalan Bay project also on a JPC, might
well consider seriously in the public interest, to agree to a
Term Contract.
HON P J ISOLA:

It is a question of an agreement between the Public Works
Departz;ent and the Union.
HON P J ISOLA:

ISOLA:

The Public Works Department have an agreement with the Union,
is that it? Can I ask my question again. What is the nature
of this heavy maintenance that has to be done. What is
involved in it?

Actually started?
HON A W

Could I ask another question, Mr Chairman. This backlog of
heavy maintenance - £155,000 - can we have some idea what sort
of thing is intended in this.

HON A W

A W SERFATY:

HON P J

ISOLA:

Is this a matter for decision of the Union then? Could I ask
the Mini titer?

HON P J ISOLA:
And Lime Kiln Steps?
HON

HON P J

FON A "V 9-7.1-7.A7Y:
'

HON

HON A W

I don't conduct negotiations, but these negotiations are rather
complicated because the calculations of a JPC by the Public Works
Department and the discussions with the Union is something which
a2e bound to take some time.

SERFATY:

lA is the extension of Phase 1, the part of Lime Kiln
where we had to decant the people. I know there is
to be an extension of the present one and we will
around October this year.

FOTT A W SERPATY:
Repairs of all the houses. Repairs. Mainly roofs. Repairs of
old houses.

HON P J ISOLA:

HOY P J TSOLA:

And Catalan Bay?

Does that mean that there are people with leaking roofs, and so
forth, tenants of the Government, who have to wait for what to
get them done?

A W SERFATY:
Catalan Bay is now the subject of negotiations with the Unions
on a JPC, and I hope we will start some time in October.
HON

HON P J ISOLA:

HON A W .-;E-FATY:
For the work to be done.

Can I just stop you for a second. Why some time in October? I
mean are the plans there? Does it take that long to negotiate
with the Unions. I thought they had become very reasonable people.
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HON r J

MR CHAIRMAN:

For an agreement between the Government and the Union?

It may be obvious but I am sure that there are Term Contracts
which apply to other subheads.

HON A W Szin?ATY:

HON vIB-PRAS:

Yes. That is correct.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVUOPMENT SECR TARY:
Mr Chainaaa, after all there is a continuing project. This was
one of the main projects in 1978/81 Development Programme, which
I can clearly recall my HonourabLe Friand explaining when we
went through the estimates
this time last year. This is not
new, this is the continuing one, and I see here that £120,000
was in fact spent.
HON P J ISOLA:

I am talking about this particular Term Contract which Fonourable
Members have been talking about up to now.
HON J BOSANO:
If the Honourable Member is so concerned about the work not being'
done, why is it that the work has not been given out as a series
of ordinary contracts which the Union does not object to.
HON A W SEBFA.TY:
A series of what, may I ask?

I know Mr Chairman, but this is the trouble, that it is the
1978-8.- Development Programme and I cannot see how that part of
the money that has come from local funds is going to be spent
oy 1981, when we will have only spent, according to these
estimates, C270,000 of nearly ;IAA by the end of next year!
HON A 7 SE2PATY:
You are absolutely ri"ht. The Honourable Member is absolutely
Ualets we are able to lish out this work by Term Contract
we will never spend that amount e." money in the thre years and
I tried co explain the matter yesterday.
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HUN J BOSSANO:
Ordinary contracts.
HON A W 811...PATY:
Whet I understand, and I am not the Minister for Public...Works,
is that the labour ibrce, and the supervision for that extra
labour force, is not available. Let us bear in mind that this
backlo.; of. maintenance ...
HUM

J BOSSANO:

ECN
but, Mr Chairman, I suspect however that the Minister hasn't got
the Government unanimow,11 behind him on this. I have been
asking him throughout' this seasion about this Term Contract, I
have been asking him this about the Public Works. I know that
tncrl is a difference between the Union anu the Government on
this. I would ask him has the Uinister fur .Labour in fact
tried to negotiate with the Unions on this Term Contract, and
does he favour the idea of a Term Contract? I would ask the
Minister for Labour. It is important, Mr Chairman, because I
think it was the Chief Minister who last year referred to the
Term Contract as part of the policy of the Government in his
statement of 5:olicy.

I think it' is important that my Honourable and Learned friend,
Yr Isola, should not run away with the impression that the pbor
workers living in slums in Gibraltar are not having their roofs
repaired because the nasty members of the Union that work for
the Government are preventing it from happening. I wouldn't
want him to run away with that impression.
YR OF A.TP."AN:
We are getting into a tremendous muddle now because we are
getting the Opposition answering one another.
HON J BOSSANO:

MR CHAIRMAN:

Yes, it is a very difficult situation, I accept that!

Yes, Lu; we must relate the Term Contract exclusively to Subhead
17 at this particular time.

MS crAIarAN:

HON M XIBERRAS:
Well, Mr Chairman, our intention I would say is absolutely
obvious, that this is a measure of saving money.

577.
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This is not debating time. In debate you are quite entitled to
do it. This is purely an itemised subhead.
HON J BOSSANO:
But in. order to give it an opportunity to get a clearer picture,
I am asking the Minister whether ne can explain why it is that
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the Government would rather not see the money spent than see it
go out to contract on a normal basis as op,osed to a term
contract. A term contract, as we understand it in the Union, is
a block allocation, not of a specific amount of work, but an
amount of money which enables the contractor to do any mrt of
job. For example in the DOE one finds term contractors
repairing water taps, and putting washers in a water tap. Now
that sort of thing the workers in the Public Works are not
prepared to accept because they awn see that as the thin edge of
the wedge. But there is nothing to stop a roof being put out on
a contract and that is not a term contract. A whole house can
be put out in a contract.
HON r Y P7A.TF7RSTr'NE:

III

MR CHAIRMAN:
No, no. Vie are not debating now and we mustn't allow that.
HON CHIEF MINISTIla:
My colleague ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
No. We will heap it at that. We have exhausted the subject
HON r K FTATHERSTONE:
I can only say ...

I think the reason why this does not got out as the Fonourable
Mr Bossano is suggesting, in a number of small contracts, is that
to put each one out to a small contract would mean going out to
tender. To do this you would have to prepare all working drawings
ane documents, and we do not have the staff, even with all out
CIS's and all our Draughtsmen to cover it. You would have to
provide a tremedous amount of documents for each and every
contract that you wish to issue, whereas with a Term of Contract
there is a great big book which gives rates for the job. You
just have to refer to this and you say: do this job and you work
on these rates for the job, you don't have to have all these
documents prepared beforehand. It is much easier, much simpler
and much less dependent on staff.

MR OF4TR7'AN:
No. I will not allow a further word on this one. Order, order.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Chairman, could I ask how the £120,000 was spent. I take it
that that was not on a term contract.
HON M K F,
'ATNERSTONE:
It wasn't, that was done by direct labour.

HON P J ISOLA:

YR CHAIRMAN:

The problem is that as a result of the Government not having the
inclination, Dr not having the staff as they say, even though
they have double the staff in the Public Works Department since
four years ago. Despite that, because they don't want it to do
that and they cannat agree with the Union,. Elm wprth of work is
left there.

Right.

Why cannot the Government, I cannot understand, I don't think
the Honourable. Minister'has giien us a _-pod explanation, Mr
Chairman, if I may say so, for not putting out some of their ,
10 maintenance to individual tenders. I cannot believe, Mr Chairman,
of 152, a great number
that his department, with an
of technical people in that department, cannot produce that work.
In 1973/72, with less than half the number of people, they did
work to the same value as they have done in 1978/79.
HR CFAIPMN:

HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Chairman, could I ask about Catalan Bay. There are 6
dwellings to be constructed there I believe. I have been clown
there and there are very important issues involved in this
construction, not as regards the method of oonstruction,.I am
glad to see this is going to be done by JFC, and there was
agreement and the money is ...
MR CHAIRMAN:
Yes, but what are you asking? We must not make speeches:
HOP? H YTB7PR1S:

ell,

10 You are seeking an assurance that the money is going to be spent.

Yr Chairman, one has to express a view ...

MR CF"IRrAN:

HON r XIF7PPAS:

Yes, but at the right time.

'•;ell, we cannot even see that Fr Chairman. I think the Govern—
ment is seriously divided over this issue.

HON- Y YIKFRRAS:

579.

Mr Chairman, there is private development going on in Catalan
Bay, and much of that area is being occupied by this development.

550.

The villagers in Catalan Bay are extremely worried ...

No, but what are you asking now?

slope, and if the Government, as apparently has happened, is
not able tc rive them assurances that development will take
place at White Rock Camp, sufficient development, or in the site
next to this one, that they will not have enough space, in years
to come, to be able to build the number of houses that they want
to build.

4

HON r XIB7r4S:
HON A W SE2FATY:
':'ell I heve to give, Mr Chairmen, with n11 due respect to you,
I have to explain what the situation is.
Ig2.CH nem aN
No, I an sorry. I would like you to as:: for any information
you require'on the pare:L:111,
1r item. '7e are not debating now.
I am sorry. And that is what I am going to keep it to.

HON M XIBEFRAS:

FON M. 7IP,'%2RAS:

That is in the site adjoining this one?

I will put it in question form. Is this in fact the oniy development that is taking place or has Government given the people
of Catalan Bay assurances, definites specific places where, let
us say, the next 40 dwellings in Catalan Bay are going to be
produced.

HON A W ST7FATY:
Between White Rock Camp and the northern end of Catalan Bay.

LR

Can the rinister give me his. assurance on that?

This is fair enough.

FOY t

HON A

ro, I cannot give assurances that 171 that area is going to be

Sc,RTATY:

Government has not riven any such assurances to the people of
Cialan Bay as far as I am aware. I att.nried a meeting with the
Chief Minister and representatives of'Catalan Bay, and I did say
that with a bit cf luck, if we had their cooperation on the
question of decanting etc, we would be able to provide six units
in Catalan Bay in this Development Proeramme. As to the next
Development Progremme we do not 7-now what will happen.
FOF " vIE-P?".q:

FON " 7I7-71°P^S:

S7?-'"TY:

used for Government housing at Catalan Bay. I could not give
at this moment of time an assurance.

HON r XIBeTCP.AS:
Would the Innister try to give the House an assurance as soon as
possible on this matter, because otherwise private development
is going to be allowed to infringe upon the generalarea of
Catalan Bay which would be left for the villagers themselves and
for Government development.

Is the Minister not aware that there is very eerious concern, I
think very justified concern there, that six dwellings alon'c at
this stage is not enough - which is a matter of opinion, but
that some of the area, limited area, in Catalan Bay, is going
to be encroached upon by this private eveloement.

HON A Vi 6e:A2ATY:

FON V F 7 ::.TH--797C/TE:

HON

Which privete development?

I am sorry about that, Mr Chairman, I would teed to vote against
this particular item because of this. Because assurances are not
given. By the time the Minister gives me an essurance the private
development will have taken up the whole of the area.

HON K XIB-2PAS:
The private development up by where the
used to be. Oh, no, of course no-"Luc
of Catalan Bay, and they need aomething
now. If priva;e development is allowed
.581.

night club 'La Pandereta'
it is within the confines
like 40 dwellings there
to take up the top of

4

I can say that the possibilities of expansion, as the Honourable
Leader of the Opposition has rightly said, next to the site of
these b houses, is at White dock Camp. That is right. And we
will be able, according to the note I have just received, to
have about 40 dwellings in that area.

I caheo., commit myself, Mr Chaieman, of this stage. White Rock
Cemp perhaps but I cannot say what the Caravan site is going to
be used for in the future. I cannot commit myself at this time.
XIBEHRAS:

HON 4 "7 37-4TY:
The Honourable Member has noted ...
582.
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MR CHAIRMI.1.:

HON J BOSSANO:

Order.

Mr Chairman, I would like to move an amendment. Do I do it now?

HON A J CANETA:,

FR CFAIP”AN:

This is scat improper. We come to the House seeking the voting
of funds to construct six units, six dwellings, at Catalan Bay.
I think it is most improper of the Leader of the Opposition to
try to extract from the Government an assurance about future
development. ?:ither vote in favour of the money that we are .
seeking to build six units on the merit of the matter, but don't
put any strings attached to that. Don't say that you are going
to vote against it because you are not being given assurances
for the future. One thing has nothing to do with the other. we
are coming for funds for six dwellings in the coming Development
Progtamme. The future is the future.

An amendment to one particular subhead?

For

r-'77 ,,S:

HON J BOSSANO:
I want to add a new subhead 19.
W.R CHAIRMAN:
I am afraid you cannot. Under the constitution you are not
entitled.
The Opposition cannot add any Heads and therefore it is not
within the powers of the House.

I am sorry, Yr Chairman. The :inister for Labour and Social
Security can think what he likes about this. As regards
inpropriety I will be the judge you Mr Chairman will call me to
order. I or. explaining the problems affecting the people of
Catalan Hay, with which the Honourable Member is conversant, and
I was treing to get some sort of idea of what the comprehensive
development in Catalan Bay is going to be. I will be the judge
of the propriety of my actions and of course within the House,
yoa Mr Chaieaan...

HC14 J BOSSANO:

H01.4 A J CAe-FA:

FOY J EnSSAMO:

We will be the judge, on this aide, what information we give.
'ee are not going to give information -beyond the money that we
ere seeking, for six dwellings, and you are not going to get
anything more from the Government.

No, you see, T was proposing, ”1, Chairman, and narhn-s if I.
explain it you will be able to r7iide me.

HON M XIBeRRAS:
I an glad, .Mr Chairman, that I get more cooperation from the
Minieter for 3conomic Development than I do from the Minister
far Labour and Social Security.
•

r11
Order. I must call you to order. -le will take a vote on
Improvement end Development ?und, Feed 21 Housing. Order.
FON r
Can it be itemised?
•

MR CH,IRrAN:
It cannot be itemised but I will most certainly call a separate
vote for any particular item that. you wish to vote separately..

583.

Then instead of adding that, can I in fact extend the use for
which the money in Subhead 18 is going to be put. Can I do
that?
MR CHAP. MEAN:
No, you can decrease the amount, but never increase it.

I was proposing that '!'e should inclnrie a token vote of say P1 for
the investigation of the state of repair of the two Tower Blocks
to which the Government is committed by a statement made by the
Minister. I wasn't asking the r.overnment to committing itself
to anything other than to putting some money there to show that
it is going to be done in this finenciel year. If I cannot odd
a new subhead can I suggest then that the Consultancy Fees in
Subhead 18 should cover the investigations to the Vsryl Degg
roofs and the investigations to the Tower Blocks? And then we
know that there is provision in the estimates for something to
be done to the two Tower Flocks this year as well.
FE;AliCIAL AND Dr.:VcI,CPMEla S:.ORZfARY:
I think the Honourable ihember is only concerned that the item
should appear and nothing more. As fur as I am concerned, it
can b.; done really in one of two ways. Vie can add that description, if my colleagues agree, that that snould be done, and lait
the voce; so can add that description to Item lb. Or, alternatively, we could reduce by £1 or £10 Item lo and put in a new
item with the reduction whichever way. It is up to my colleagueb
whether or not they accept the amendment. As far as I am
concerned, on the estimates side, it is perfectly possible.

584.

MR CHAIRMAN:

vote.

;ell, I could poss.bly then have an amendment from Government.

HON H TTB.47>RAS:

ON

I would like a separate vote, Yr Chairman, on the Varyl Pegg
Housing '.:state and Rosia Dale.

K eLATH"
.:.naTuii.c;:

Could I give the honourable hr Bossano a little inlcr.nation on
this. We have alreaay written to Overseas Development
Administration for consultants under Technical Aid and the
consultants will be coming to Gibraltar for a preliminary visit
at the end of this month. For the Toper Blocks.

MR CFAIR"AN:
"'hich subhead?
Her " XIB777!AS:

MR CHAIRMAN:

1, 2 and 3 and the Catalan Bay one.

Do you want this amendment to go through?

Mr Chairman put the question on Sub-Heads 1, 2 and 3 and on a
vote being taken the following Hon Members voted in favour:

For J nOSSANO:

The
The
.The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Yes I would.
MR CFC.IR"AN:
The Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary has made
a suggestion.
For FINAHCIAL T-1") TM-Y-LOPYTT SCR- TRY:
I was only speaking on the technicality of the Zstimates, nothing
more, in )rder to get round what appenr9.1 to. be an initial
difficulty of a Member of the Opposition trying to add something.

The following Hon hehbers voted aLainst:
The
The
The
The
The

Since you have m.,de a suggestion could you 1.ossibly sell it to
one of your colleagues.
HCL A P

*(•

.Mr Chairman, since the honourable the .inister for Public Yorks
has given an undertaking that the Consultants are arriving
within a few wt.eks, or a month, I think this is quite a commitment by the Government to do something about it. I think it
would be dancrous to give way to one when me may have pressures
o add more and the Government would not be prepared to do that,
precisely because we are going to do what the Honourable Member
is seeking an assurance that it should be done.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr C.Iairman, ;he Honourable Mr Bossano will have to be happy
with that assurance because otherwise we 'could have the quickest
volte face in the history of the Government by going erectly the
opposite of what the Minister for Labour hos told us he wil: lot
do.

Hon A J Canepa
Eon Major F J Dellipiani
Hon M K Featherstone
Hon A P Montegriffo
Hon J B Perez
Hon A W Serfaty
Hon Dr R G Valarino
Hon H J Zarnnitt
Hon A Collings

:on
Hon
Fon
Hoh
Fon

J Bossano
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
" 'aberras

The following Fon Members were absent from the ChaMber:
The Fon I Abecasis
Me Fon Sir Joshua Hassan
The Hon D Full
Mr Chairman put the question on Sub-Head 16 and on a vote being
taken the following Fon re.mbers voted in favour:
The Pon J Bossano
The -on A J Canepa
The Fon Major F J Dellipiani
The Fon V K Featherstone
Fon A F rontegriffo
Hon J B Perez
The i-Ton A 7: Serfaty
The
The Hon Dr R C Valarino
The Hon H J Zammitt
The Hon A Collings

MR CHAIRMAN:
Fair enough.

Mr Bossano is happy. I think you wanted a separate
585.
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The following For. Members voted el:ainst:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
Majcr R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The followirg Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon I Abecasis
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
The Hon D Hull
Mr Chairman put the question on the remaining Sub-Heads, which
was resolved in the affirmative.
Head 107 was passed.
The Committee recessed at

EON r J ISOLA:
So it is quite possible it won't be.
HOU J BOSSANO:
On the Veryl Begg Primary. School. When is the school expected
to be completed? I know it has got a balance to completed
11107,f-00 in the next financial year. Is it likely to be
completed?
FON A W SIT-FA^Y:
September, 1980.
HON J POSSUM:
What, ready for occupation in September 1980?

5.35 pm.

The Committee resumed at 6.06 pm.
"'" CITAIFTAN:

HON A 7: SS77ATY:
Yes, Sir.
Head 102 was agreed to.

Right, we are still on the Improvement and Tlevelopment Fund.
Heed 102 - Schools.

Head 103 - Tourist Development.
HON G T R.STANO:

FON P .T ISOLA:

Er Chairman, can we have information on the position as far as
the Terminal extension and imi.rovement is concerned?

I would just like to ask with regard to the Girls' Comprehensive
'School, Estimates 1979/80 £l.3m. Does this mean that the plans
aee ready to co to tender. What is the state of readiness here?

HON A i S...RFATY:

:ON A W

We are expecting the tender to go out in mid-July 1979.

The plans will be going out to tender in August this year,
according to the consultants, of course.

HON G T RLSTALO:

HON P J ISOLA:

What'is the expected time that will lapse before passengers can
start using the improved Terminal?

Is Government waiting for something from the consultants?

FON A w "'ERF,\TY:

HUN A W,SLRFATY:

"'ell, the passengers will-carry on using the Air Terminal building
and possibly the Cargo Shed. In-coming one and Out-going the
other. The work is bound to take the best part of a year.

The consultants are preparing the drawings, the tills of quantity
and the enJineering calculations.
HON F J ISOLA:

rnF FAJOP P .T PFLI7A:

HON A w S7PvtwIr:

Item 1. Tourist and
.r6,000 with a little
exalain first of all
explain fi7Ft of all
little r. next to it

That is right.

Hell A W Si..2FATY:

So, therefore, August is just the estimates of the consultants.
Is that right?

587.

Teneral Improvement. First of all'j see
r. next to it. I wonder if he could
the 05,000. I wonder if the rinister could
what this is all about and almo what the
means.

One of them is a walk-way through Artillery House. That is a
588.

sort of lane between Cannon Lane
these protlerties are coming to
The other one, I am informed, is
area to be carried out once the

and C:Ity Fill Lane, because
Government. One has already come.
the embellishment of '"ateroort
Policy Post is removed.

HON VAJOR R .J PELIZA:
Does the 1::_nister not think that there is room for much more
activity in this respect. Surely isn't that essential both from
the point of view of Gibralterians and tourists, that we should
embellish our town? I think there is plenty of need for that.
Is the Minister happy with the situation?
HOi A W SER2ATY:
N).
HON LAJOR R J PELIZA:
If he isn't why doesn't he do wmething about it? Once upon a
time he wanted to convert this into a paradise cri earth. Well,
what is he doing about it now?
MR OFA=AIT:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

4

No, Sir. The representations made covered two things in the
main: one was that because half the playground had to be cut
off, and an equal amount of playground was provided on the
other side of the school to compensate, their exits in case
of fire was removed. We are now opening a new gateway so
that they have a proper fire exit. That has satisfied the
people who were asking about it.

4

The other question that they brought up was that they didn't
.foal happy with the entrance to the Public Works Garage,
being where they had heard it was going to be; that is through
more or less the same road that leads into Varyl Begg Estate,
and that on that road there would be a petrol pump. We are
looking into this. We a:e getting expert opinion first of all
whether the petrcl pump presents any fire risks, but we are
also looking .!_nto the possibility of a different access to the
garage. If we do use this new access, which I think we will,
it is well away from the Varyl Begg Estate road, well away
from the primary school, and the petrol pump will also be
moved into its new area as well.

4

HON P J ISOLA:

Pair enough.
T-Iend 101 was agreed to.

So, can I gather from that that the process of this re-siting
will continue unabated.

Feed IOLL - Miscellaneous Pro:',ecti.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

F^N P J ISOLA:

Yes, Sir.

Can I ask about the Public Works Department's Workshop.'

MR CHAIRMAN:

?R CF",.IFYAN:

Any other item?

Which subhead is that?

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

HON P J
The first one..

Yes, Mr Chairman, we have £47,000 there. Is that for the
completion or the preparation, or is it the actual digging
of the sand?

MR CHAIRhAi::

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

The resiting of the workshops.

Sir, that is the completion of the preparation. The actual
digging of sand will not appear in these estimates at all in
the future because that will be the business of the new
company for which I think we have got some £1,000 to set up.

rJiv F J ISOLA:

Iaaw cn television the Director of Public Works on I think it
was, the site of thi:. Workshop: a school playground is being
cut in half or something. Can the Minister tell us whether the
representations made then will affect this vote or, will affect
the work or will affect the siting of it, or is everything held
up now. What is the position there.

5e9.
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

I

When does the Minister expect the digging to start, or has it
started already?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
We have run into a little contre-temp with this. We had hoped
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to start is June but apparently they sent out some rubber
aneetang
wss treated with soave type of wax and it has been
unable to stick to the actual fibre glees ahannel down ehich the
sand is noina co travel. They have .zot to send it back and gut
a laea lot of rubber sheeting and this will push that back to our
actual goit; into production until appeoxiaately the beginning of
Ausust.
HON L:AJOR R J PELIZ;:
Ard in the meantime have any preparations been made or has some
contingency plan been proposed to provide sand. I understand
that there is a shortage of sand and that this has delayed works
in a number of places.

HON M K F:3THERSTONE:
No, Sir.
HON J ROSSANO:
The sand that has been removed up to now, in this cuestion of
preparing the site, "r Chairman, I remember asking some tine at
one of the meetings of this House whether that belonged to the
Government. Could the ?sinister say where the revenue from the
sale of such sand appears.
HON K F':ATHERSTON7:
Most of that sand has been used by ourselves. There are some 50
tons of it stored up which we are using ourselves.

HCN K FEATHERSTONE:
HON J ROSSANO:
Yes, Sir, we have a continRency plan. 'We have contacted the
people who bring the sand utato the moment and have osked them.
to bring in an extra quantity of sand which will cover us up to
August. We understand that the first such shipment of sand is
coming in on "onday.

Is it true that there ha's been a considerable shorts-e and
therefore quite a number of contractors h-ve suf"ered losses
throigh that, and alao that the cost of ennd is much higher than
it was b!fore, because of that.
HON K
I uncerstand tLat the cost of sand is going up. The c:_ntrector
'has produed fiaures and documents to justify this increase, this
is soaething beyond our eentrul. There has teen, I won't say
shortages, there has been a lack of supply of sand becauee I
think the contractors, see_ng that sand was running down,
suddenly brealht ue evevythind that vies aveilable. 6ome 60 tons
of send was hoaavev made aveilable from oho of our own stocks to
tne:e and I think this has tided then over. but there will Le a
ship in on Monday.

•

HON J BOSSAe0:
Mr Chairman, would the sand that has been, for example, provided
for the new primary school in the Varyl Begg .state, from this
source, would that have been offset against the 1.rice the
contractors are getting paid, or i.as it paid for it. Has it been
taken into account that they have been getting free sand from that
Estate.
HON M K FEATFRSTONE:
I am not quite sure what sand he means has gone to the Varyl Begg
Estate.
FOY J 1-30SSANO:

Can the Linister say that because of that no delay Las. taken place
to construction in Gibraltar. The shortage of sand in no Kay
interferred with normal construction in Gibaaltar?

On the new school that is being built on the Varyl Beag Estate,
Mr Chairman, the entrance to the Varyl Begs Estate where I have
to go past daily. The sand which has been used there, which has
been aand eetaacted from this area which belongs to the Government, in the contract price that the contractor has been awarded
for that site, is it being taken into account that he is getting
sand that belongs to the Covernment for which he is not paying?

HON r.K F7ATF7RST(TE:

HON ? K REATH 1::TCNE:

So far we haven't had any repor'os of delays in construction.
HON T R7S- re:

That was unscreened sand and we gave it to the contractor free.
It would have cost us more to screen it and make it reasonable
sand as such.

Mr Chairman, will the sand renuire washinR at all.

HON J ROSSANO:

HOU :!AJOR J

•

,HON M K FEATHT.RSTONE:
No, none has been sold.

Fcr "!-JCP F J FELI7a:

•

Nothing has been sold to the private sector?

591.

I take it, Mr Chairman, that the sane applies to any other private
592.

MR C--IAIREANa

contractor that has been given sand?
M K P2:ATF.:E3TCNE:

1 think an explanation was given but perhaps you were riot here.

Yes. If t'acy have taken unscreened sand. There was some 80 tons
of sand that has been made available which was also unzereened.
HON MAJOR J FL:LIZA:
Mr Chairman, Reprovisioning of Services, Key and Anchor Club,
A:45,000. That is a revote, isn't it?

HON A W 6C:RPATY:
What the Government is going to do in the next few months is to
experiment, but if the experiments are successful as I hope they
will be, then I think the Government will put this out to tender.
The exploitation will go out to tender.
MR CHAIRMAN:

L.R. CHAIRMAN:
Subhead 5?

The Leader of the Opposition ranted to ask on Improvement on
Hostels.

HON MAJOR R J FELIZA:

FON M YIFFPPliS:

Yes, subhead 5. I wonder, if the Minister could explain if there .
haa been any progress; what use has that place been put to; or
what use is it likely to 'De put to? I think we are very short of
that sort of accommodation in Gibraltar and apparently it is just
lying there Wallas.
FON

r Y
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I would like a general explanation on the project under Subhead
10.
HON A ':1 ST.RFtTY:
I am pleased to say, and I heard only today, because we were in
trouble with this hostel because the lowest tender was higher
than the estimated amount. But I have heard today that the
supplementary amcunt had been agreed to by the Ministry of
Overseas Development. So how I am sure that the way is clear for
Public Works to award the tender.

It is already being used partly as the Headquarters of the
Gibraltar Library Service, andtartly as an annex to 3ishop
Fitzgeaeld's School. They have got the whole of the top floor
converted into a gymnasium and a classroom, and the lower part is
used for the Gibraltar Library Services.

Ti 0IY

H02 MAJOR P J PEMA:

But what does the project consist of.

Have they got any final plan for the use of this very good site.

hOri A

HON M K FaATHERSTLNE:.

It is meant to improve the Hostel and oring the standard up. That
is what it really consists of.

I cannot see the school giving up that area for quite a long
time, su no faal plans°have been made. I think the school is
going to require it foi' as long as the school .exists.

Head 104 was agreed to.

I

M XI3,aRAa:

Salta'ATY:

Head 105 - General Services, Miscellaneous was agreed to.

Haa MAJOR J PaLIZA:

•

Yes, but in the meantime I think for the future is the place being
allocated for any particular development?

Roads .vas agreed to.

HON A W SbrFATY:

Salt Mter was agreed to.

Mr Chairman, what better allocation than a library service neat
to Mackintosh Hall.

Sewars was agreed to.
1978-81 Development Programme was agreed to.

HON J BOS3Ar0:

Fend 106 - Government Offices and Puildinr,
s was agreed to.

Mr Chairman, the Shellfish Farming. Is the Government intending
to go into this on a commercial basis like they are doing with
the quarry?

593.
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•

Car Parkina. was agreed to.

Head 107 - Fort Development.

594.

•

HON H YIBSRRAS:

HON A W S.u.1-3ATY:

Page 104, Mr Chairman, the new offices. Item 17. Which are
those?

Can we have an explanation on subhead 17 of Head 106.

This is worn which in all probability will not be carried out
this year. The cargo shad is a big store at the northern end of
the reclamation when it is maue so that the containers can be
unstaffed in that store before the goods are taken into town.
Particularly the containers that bring the goods under a groupage
system.

HON H K P.1:ATH%RSTONE:

HON MAJOR R J P$LIZA:

That is £100 token vote, reserved for possible use of old St
Jago's School.

Are we providing a stuffing shed?

MR CHAIRMAN:

HON A W SERFA^Y:

HON M XIBhRRAS:

No, Sir.

Can the Minister refresh the memory of the House, how long has
that vote been there now?

HON P J ISOLA:

HON K FEATH&RSTONc::

I know the Minister did say something in the general d abate, but
I cannot really recall what he said, I notice it is no longer
reserved, 90 I presume that is an approved project. Can I be
told whether it is going out to tenaer and when.

I think one or two years ago we first voted money fot it. We
weren't able to get anything. finalised, we used that money on
another project. The same has happened, we didn't do anything
last year, so we have just put a token of 2100 in case we get
anything done.

MON A W
July

TY

1979.

HON M YIBERRAS:
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Chairman, I mentiln this because of my question on accommodation for the Philatelic Bureau and the hiring of office space
generally. Apparently nothin7 is eyrected to happen this year,
eithr. Is that the position?

Is the riaister dependant on anybOdy outside his department to
enable it to go out to tender.
HON A W ShAFATY:
HOP;

• HON OFT';.,,

ho, the work is being done by consultants in Lonuon.
Not unless we can persuade the TehovehWitnesses to move somewhere
else. .They are difficult to persuade.

N YIBS7PS:

F.Mc

▪ That is the difficulty there?
CEAIR:.!AN:
Getting rid of the present tenants.
H0i4
10

r ;:ID-BRAS:

c.
HON I J loOLA:
Does tat mean that we will have to wait until they send it.
HON A W S22FATY:
They aro now completing the documents for the tender.
HON P J ISOLA:
we are in. the same position here as we are with the other one.

Would they not accept some alternative?

FIT f

IN,N CHIEF MINISTi-;R:

With the Comprehensive school. Sir William Halcrow are the
Consultants.

Alternative accommodation has been offered.

'7-P4 TV:

FOY J BOSSANO:
MR CHAIRMAN:
will go on then to subhead 4 of Head 107.
5•

Could I ask, are there two separate tenders or is it one. I
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understand that it involves sealing of the ends of the jetty and
then filling in behind. Is that the case?
HON A "! SERFATY:
One tender for the wall and for the sealing: the whole lot under
one tender.
HON J ROSSANO:
I see. Could in fact the filling in be done by Government's own
employees.
HON A W ST,
TPATY:
No, Sir.
HON J BOSSANO:
No? Is the Honourable Member saying that even if he could do it
cheaper he is prepared to pay more money to have it done by a
contractor.

understand that the developers are now expecting some advice
from the Ministry of Defence as to how these chains can be fixed
to the seabed. There has been some difficulty. I cannot say at
this moment of time how many yachts can be berthed there but the
capacity of the Camber will be considerably increased.
Now, this is not going to solve the problem of the mooring of
boats because there are more boats in Gibraltar than can be
moored at the Camber, but I have been in contact with the
Gibraltar Boat Owners Association and the Varyl Begg Owners
Association on possade solutions to the problem. It is becoming
quite clear that the solution can oe found by doing something
similar, perhaps on a cheaperEtt2B Montagu Basin, always
preserving a large area of water outside the Montagu Bathing
Establishment. u,e can increase the capacity, we can put some
law and order, put it in another way, in the mooring of boats in
the Montague Basin. I must warn the House that we have no allo—
cation here, no provision in tie se estimates, for an amount of
money that will be recuired to convert Montagu Basin into a
second Camber.
HON MAJOR R J rELIZA:

HON A W SaRFATY:
Sir, the tender will go out for the comi_letion of the work. The
construction of the wall and the reclamation behind it. In all
probability the filliag will be done by dredging, the Lott= of
the sea outside will be dredged and wi:1 be pumped into the
space behind the wall. I cannot see this rather complicated
matter being done other than by specialists.
Head 107 was agreed to.
Head 108 — Marina Development.
HON MAJOR P J PELIZA:
Subhead 2, Mr Chairman, Camber. Is that the Comber where I have
always been pressing the "inister for some improvements so that
the owners of small crafts in Gibraltar have a place to berth
their Coats. Can the Minister say Then that place will be
available, how many small crafts he expects to fit there, and
what will be the general position with regards to small craft in
Gioraltar after this haa been completed. Will he be satisfied
that everything is going to be alright.
HON A W 977F/TY:
'hell, the position is that the uarina Development, and it is one
of the conditions of the contract, have installed at considerable
expense I must say, some floating spheres tc increase the
capacity of the Camber. We have been able to obtain, and I am
pleased to take this opportunity cf thanking the Ministry of
Defence for letting us have some valuable chains, which have to be
fixed on the sea bed, so that buoys can be attached and thus
enable boats to be kept at right angle to tae jetties and not
parallel to them. This, way the capacity can be much greater.

597.

Havirg heard the Minister talk about this for 'many years now, and
always of what might happen or would not haeren, could he give us
an idea as to when he reckons the Camber will be completed, the
job there will be done, and the other places as well. Then does
he believe that the boat owners in Gibraltar will have a place
to berth :;heir craft?
FON A ".'SF.77,TY:

-1

Sore boats have already been allocated space there. I would say
that in this year 1979 the Camber should b' completed and I db
sincerely hope that in the next financial year, in the next
budget we shall be able to provide. the funds for the work at the
V.ontagu Basin.
HON 1IAJO? P J PBLIZA:
Subhead (3). The Ring Road development, could the Minister
explain this.
HON A 7i
ell, here again the developers of the Marina have a commitment
to contribute towards the cost. This is a joint venture, sort
Jf thing. The vino road will join the road to the South of the
Stadium woth Glaeis Road once the Moditerraneaa Rowing Club has
been repeovided far next to the Comprehensive School. ';:e are
already beginning to hand over to the developers a certain
-.quantity of material so that the construction of this road or at
least part of it can be a reality.
HON MAJOR R J
On this tonic, I don't know whether this is the same road or not,
598'.

because this goes back to the days when I was responsible for
conomic development, one of the things that ae insisted on was
that whatever access there was to the Marina, or the sea front,
the public would have access to it. I take it that that situation
has not changed.
HON A W SP.RFATY:
111

That is another condition of the contract.

until they find a 7rave, with those unpleasant conditions.
FON

P G ViaawiTio:

No, there is nothing being done to improve the pollution there,
and as far as I can remember from the "inister for "edical
Services he'had some tests done but he found the polluticn.to be
at quite a low level.
HON MAJO? P J 1

HON " XIBF.RRAS:
Potable reater mains and the telephone service . wirina7 of berths.
"eis the potable water main part of the pnccrramme, or a specific
work.
FON A W S^"PATY:
This is one of the conditions we have to comply with in connection
with the agreement with the Marina, and that is to provide the
6' water main from the reservoir down to the Marina. The cost of
this - is £30,000.
Head 108 was agreed to.
Head 109 — Public Lighting was agreed to.
Head 110 — Electricity dery ices.
HON t XIBEI:RAS:

One thing is pollution. So to re might be no danger to health,
but what about the people living in that area, who constantly
have to live with that. Hasn't the Linister any consideration
for ;he people living in that area, and can he think of something
that could be done to find perhaps expert.advice from somewhere
to set what could be done to prevent that.
hOn DR R

-valaAAIho:

This is e very complex question and certainly the Pollution in
that area does no more harm than anybody here smoking 20
cigarettes a nay. the only answer to that is to move the
Generating Station somewhere else.
HON G TaSTANO:
Can I have an explanation of the Power Development project.
finIT DP 1 a VaLARINO:

All this is refleoted in some way or another to the Electricity
L_:partment I would imagine.
HON DR R G VALARJNO:

On the Power Development, a decision is lending on this, this is
under review. !%.1e :ou notice there is en r. which means reserved.
Frl: a T L—CTftNO:

Most of this comes from Overseas Development Administration funds.
HON M XIBERRAS:

Can I have some information. This is.a new reneratinp Station.
':;here will it be situated?
Hall Dr P. G '.".LAP U70:

This expenditure is not reflected in any way.in the Electricity
Fund?

This isstill under review.

FON DR R G VALARINO:

EON r ZI2,2PAS:

ro.

Mr Chairman, the :,:inistea said that the items on 108 were not
....lectricity Undertaking Fund. Hut what then are
reflected in the the capital charges, miscellaneous projects, annual repayment and
so on, and interest. Is there nothing in tne Improvement and
Development Fund which is reflected in the Electricity Undertaking
Pund.

FOP Y YIP7RPAS:
. I see; thank you.
HON rAJiT P J F7LIZA:
Is there anything in this Flectricity Station Improvement, that
in some way will minimise the amount of pollution that is coming
out of that place. As the House will remember this is one of my
babies, shall re say, and is anything being done about that or
are we just accepting that the people in the area have act to live,

a
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HON PINANG' AL

Air].)

o bVELUI-1,1-LiArf Sa.ORLTARY:

There as a reflection in the Fund of capital charges in respect
of the Electricity Departaent largely on a notional basis since
of course the money is not in fact lent to the Fund in strong
strict combercial terms, but a notional rate of interest is
600.

charged. But there is a reflection of capital expenditure into
the Fund.

for water is concerned.

HON M. XIBEkliAS:

EON " K 7"
7ATtrc:PSTONE:

I see. So the refIction is the item under ...

Tenders are being evaluated and will be passed to the Tender
Board w'thin the next week or so.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMFI:T SECRETARY;

FON 0 '7 'ESTANO:

I have just been handed an aide memoire. The only exception is
item 7, the others are reflected.

4

4

And were the results of the detailed analysis made in the UK
rsceived?

FON Y

HON 1 K T.ATFEPRTONE:

I thought they would be, Yr Chairman, and that is reflected under
what, under the interest?

I am not quite sure what you mean.

For FINANOTAL AND T1E1TFICPY7PT SrCR7TARY:
Capital Charges, and Interest.

HON G T P.12TANO:

4

The report on the detailed analysis of the preliminary tests
which were carried out in the UK?

HON 7. KIBT;IFPS:
HON

I see.

C

No, they haven't been received yet.

HON J BO3SANO:
Mr Chairman, this is reflected after the money has been spent.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPM.14T SCP.ETARY:

Head 111 was agreed to.
Head 112 - Telephone Service.
HON P J ISOLA:

It's previous year's.
Head 109, was a4,reed to.
Head 111 - Potable

K i..ATHI.RSTNE: •

Services.

I see there is provision for the replacement of old lines plant
equipment. The whole job is going to be done this year. Is
that correct'i After this year the plant equipment will be fairly
new. Is that the position?

HON L XIB2ARAS:

FrN Dn R n 7AIARTNO:

ThLs is reflr. cted in ttie appropriate fund as well, I would
imagine?

If the Fonourable Vember is referring to No 5 the answer is Yes.
All that is point to be ,:one this year. This is for the replacement of old line plant equipment. There is a 500 pair cable,
South Barrack Road, Thterport, Casino, 100 pair -ablas, 2^,0 pair
cables cabinet the Airport, cabine's and distribution cables,
amounting to a total of' £70,000. This is the 105, which I have
mentioned of the old cable network which needed replacement, and
we intend to do all this this year.

HON '''.INANCIAL An DWELOPY7INT SECRETARY :
On the same basis.
NOT U XTREP.BAS:
Mr Chairman, what part of this aum is in fact to try to eliminate
_the 2Anstac-e?
HON r K FP:6TH77STOrF:
Mainly the replacement of mains, the purchase of barrels, and the
parchase of water meters.

:'011 P T ISOLA:
Hoy, much of this expenditure will help as far as the eax;th
satellite station, Cables and ':Iireless, goes up now and provides
a certain number of extra links. How much of this expenditure
is inclined that way
HON D K U VALA11.IE0:

HON G T RTSTANO:
Mr Chairman, what is the position now as far as deep drilling

Mr Chairman, Sir, nothing at all. None.

•
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•

r J 1SOLA:
Does that mean that all that
station is concerned is that
lines, and tnat is ail. but
the international subscriber
for a long time, only £1,000

UR CFAIRMAN:
will happen us far as the satellite
there w111 Le more international
as far as the dialling is concerned,
dialling, this.will not be tnere
has been provided.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
If the Hprourable Member refers to subhead 7, which is the one
where the estimates is £1,000 with a balance to complete
£531,000, the equipment will take nine months to start arriving,
therefore, expenditure will not be mode this year. Unless,
how!ver, we have a token vote we have no authority to proceed
with the project. The final figure of, 2532,c00 will finioh
in
,
1982-83. So we have got "79, £81,000; 80-81 £148,000;• 81-82
4:247,000;'82-83 £135,000; giving you f:532,000 which is the total.
figure.
HOP.' P J 7SOLA:
So the full international subscriber dialling will not be with
us for three years, is that the T'osition? .
HCN DR R VIrO:

No, no, they sees to be expensive and they wish to know the
source.
HOY 4TTOT??-7.1( 0;11-7TPAL:
I am sorry, I will have to ask for time to enquire. i do not
know. I know why they were bought but not where.
FON "AJOR P J PELIZA:
Per'laps

the Fonourable "ember would let me know in due course?

HON A-70RFT.7( Mr .PAL:
Certainly.
HON ATTORNEY
I have some information on where they were bought • Not a great
deal, but they were bought in the UK directly. I will enquire
into the circumstances in which they were bought. As to why they
were hcught, it is my understanding that they are an improved
form of communication with the Constable on those beats. It was
considered necessary to get them for that reason. There are
certain drawbacks with the present ones.

That is right.
HON MAJOR R J Pt:LIZA:
HUN G T REJrALO:

Are they similar to the ones you see them wearing now or is it
something special? The little one that they carry about.

.Not even to a limited extent?
NOI. DR t G VALARII;O:

HON ATTORN-41Y GF.NERAL:

Tnis was a question askel previously in tne House some time ago.
I cannot reLlemoer tne.Honourable :,:emoer who asked this question..
and I said at the time that we would hot provide this system to
subcriber in Gibraltar on the basis of a limited extent.

They ere similar but they are far more portable. The ones they
carry at the moment are relatively heaVy; these ones ore more
refined, two-way sets and are much smaller.

Head 112 was agreed to.

1T. CFAI-!'F:

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:

I would suggest to the Financial and Development Secretary that
we transcribe the amendm=.nts to the different Heads to the
different parts of the Schedule so that re can then take the
Schedule as emended.

Hr Chairman, v.e have £1,200, and a bit more now, for 4 pocket
phones, is that rirht?

HON FINArCIAL AND DEVELP'ENT S7C717,TARY:

Feud 113 - Police.

411

•

Fend 113 was arrreed to.

-'llaat -1.em trying to get et is that it soems to '7 ,1\3 very
expensive item, and I suppose it is, but how are those being
Obtained? Fow do th-y go about buying those pocket phones?

Mr Chairman, I will now, if I may, move the amendment

FOP: AT-Tr= GGTERAL:

To what?

Is the question, w'ly are they necessary?

HON FINANCIAL AND LEVmLOPMEra SECRETARY:

603.

YR CFAIlfit:AN:.

Part I of the Schedule.

604.

CHAIRrAX:
That is what I
transcribe it,
stimates. All
the amendments

hOh FINALCIAL AND DEVELOPWLYT SI.CFL.TARY:

was going to say. All we have to do now is to
because we have voted the changes on the
we want to do is to alter the Schedule to show
which have been carried by the House.

EON FliALCIAL ALD DEVELOPMENT SIZR-TARY:

Mr Chairman, I beg.to move that the words: "twenty-six million
three hundred and ninety-nine thousand nine hundred pounds"
appearing in sub-paragraoh (1) be deleted and should be substituted by the words "twenty-six million one hundred and fourteen
thousand one hundred pounds".

That is precisely my intention.

Yr Chairman put the question which was resolved in the affirmative.

KR

Cianse 1.1. as amended stood part of the Pill.

Thank you.

C/allaaf5 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

HDN FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPFEhT S..:CRETARY:

The Long: Title.
HOY FINA.YC- AL AND nEvELopv7rT S7CPPTARY:

Schedule Part I, Head 4, Electricity Undertaking: Delete the
figures "£2,200,100" and substitute therefor the figures
VE2,288,100". Head 27: delete the figures "E1,776,1CO" and
substitute therefor "51,212,300". Fend 28: delete "E1,500,000"
and substitute therefor "E1,690,000". Total: delete tie figures
"226,399.900" end substitute therefor "26,114,100".

rr Chairman, I beg to move the words "twenty-four million one
hundred and eightyanine thousand three hundred and sixty-two
pounds" be deleted and the substitution therefor of "thirty-three
million nine hundred and. three thousand five hundred and sixtytwo pounds".

rP C"AnrAN:

L:r Chairman put the question which was resolved in the affirmative.

Lonra Title was agreed to and stood part of the Eill.

There ':::ere no amendments to the Improvement and Development Fund?
HOF FIYAITCIAT AND D7W71.0F7-'17'

The House resumed.

ro amendment on Part II.

HON

So, gentlemen, what I am saying is that I am now entitled to say
tint the Schedule as amended stands part of the Bill. 7:e don't
have to take a vote because we have taken the votes individually
already on the different Heads. We will now go to Clause 2 of
the Dill.
Clause 2.

•

E0i' FIaANCIAL AaD Dor4LOPLaoT Sz:Citi.TARY:
Zr Chairman, I bea to move that the words "twenty six million
three hundred and nicety nine thousand nine hundred pounds" be
deiewed and the following words be substituted therefor: "twentysix million ,Ine hundred and fourteen thousand one hundred pounds".
Mr Chairman put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative.
Clause 2, as amended, stood part of the Bill.
Clause 3 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause h.

605.

t

AaD

SaCRETARY:

rr Speaker, I beg to report that the Appropriation (1979-1960)
Bill, 1979, has been considered in Committee and has been agreed
to with amendments. I now move that it be read a third time and
do pass.

•

Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the follo-

wing Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon
Fon

I Abecasis
J Bossano
A J Canepa
major F J Dellipiani
Y 1 Featherstone
Sir Joshua "assan
A P rontegriffo
J B Perez
A 7 Serfaty
Dr R G Valnrino
F J Zammitt D Full
A Collings

The- following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Eon
Hon
Hon

F J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G_T Restano
M Xiberras
606.

•
•

The Bill Was read a third time.
r.R CHAIRYAN:

Licensing and Pees Ordinance (Cap 90), the Public Health
Ordinance (Cap 131), the Public Utility Undertakings Ordinance
(Cap 13j), the Gaming Tax Ordinance, l,75, to vary the duties,
taaea, fees, end oteer cheyees eeyable under those Ordinances
and aenerally for the purposes of the financial policies of the
Government, should now be read a first time.

We will how adjourn until Ponday morning at 10.30 am.

10

The Fouserecessed at.6.50 pm.
rONDAY TEE 23RD APRIL, 1 979.
The House resumed at 10.45 am.

Thank you, Ur Speaker. On Friday, I think, a member of the
Opposition was asking about certain portable radios and I said I
would check the position as far as they were concerned. They
were in fact ordered direct from the UK, from Pye, which is the
established Police Force suppliers for communication equipment.
I have to correct something I thought I said on Friday. In fact
they are not for policemen on the beat,.they are portable radios
for the occupants of the pan'a cars when they leave their es:s.
This is a two-way communication with Police Peadquarters.
For - Irarovia.

TicarmprrErT Sc:CP7T4PY:

Mr Speaker, Sir, I have the Fonour to move the suspension of
Standing Orders No 29 in respect of the Finance Bill, 1979.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative.

-7 -tanding Order 29 was auspended.
HON FINANCIAL AND DKV-ELOPMe;NT SECPT'TARY:
Lh. Speaker, I beg leave to move formally that the Finance Bill
do now be laid.
MR SPLAKA:

Order to lie.
HON ?Ill/UNCIAL AiiD DEVLLOPM.SeT SeCRe.TA,RY;

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that a Bill for an Ordinance to amend
the Family Allowances'Ordinance, (Cap 58), the Imports and Exports
Ordinance (Cap 75), the Income Tax'Ordinance (Cap 76), the
C

FINANCE BILL 1979-80

I beg to move that the Bill now be read a second time.
Well gentlemen, we have now got to the stage of dealing with the
second bill on the Order Paper, which is the Finance bill, and I
think there should be a motion to suspend Standing Orders. But
before that I think the Honourable the Attorney General did want
to make a statement.
ATTOPNLX GEMLRAL:

•

The Bill was read a first time.

Mr Speaker,

MR SPEAKER:

I

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the affirmative.

607.

The Pill incorporates the Government's legislative proposals for
fiscal changes in 1979-80 and also seeks to give effect to the
increases in respect of the tariff charges for electricity,
notable water and telephones which the Chief Vinister outlined in
the Home on April 17th.
The Government's proposals for increases in public housing rents
which the Chief ??inister announced at the same time do not
reauire to be legislated but the related decisions will require
to be given legislative effect.
First, the decision that there should be no resultant automatic
inceeese in rates from 1st :kern next year will require an
amendecnt to Section 310 of the Public Fealth Ordinance: second,
the Goveyneent's decision ie reerect Lf rento chargeable by
eeivete landlords for rant-controlled accoiw.odation and. its
deeleion to control the rent of e est-ear private en.ellines which
are let unfureished will require th Landlord and Tenant
(iscellaneoua Pyovisioes) Ordinance to be amended.
The first is a fiscal matter, namely emendeent of Section 310 of
the Public Health Ordinance, and is dealt with in Clause 14 of
the Bill. The House will note however, that the statutory link
between Government housing rents and the general and salt water
rates is severed only for the financial year 19b0-81.
The second matter, namely the amendment of the Landlord and
Tenant (Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance, is not a fiscal
matter and cannot therefore be dealt with in this Bill. A
separate amending Bill will be introduced.
On. Friday the Pouse voted to appropriate out of the Consolidated
he
Fund suns neonnting in aggregate to P,24.9m in resrect of +(
Government's ordinary recurrent eanenditere en the rublic
services. Included in this sum is sn amount of S.:1...na in aid of
the evantnal cost of the 1979 Pay n.eview and two sums toaether
amounting to .C.0.95m as a contribution to the annual operating
costs of the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation and to the
installation cost of the colour TV service. In -addition the
House approprieted ti,e sum of £1.21, for contineina subsidies to
the Potable Thter Service Fund and the Housing Fund. In all
608.

therefore, the total sum uhergeable on the Consolidated Fund by
approloeiation is 226.11m. Of course, Mr Speaker, if the Leader
of the Opposition had had his way, the amount-would have been
substantially less, only £17m, and there would have been no
teaephone service this year; the Public Works Department would
have had to be closed down completely, and with it of course the
water supply, and the development programme. The GFC'would have
had tc uake do with what money it could raise from licences and
from advertising. Fortunately for the community the House thought
otherwise and as I have said it aepropriated 226.11m to continue
all the services of the Government.
The Leader of the Opposition may laugh but that is the effect of
his vote. To this sum must be added the amount estimated to
come in course of payment dnring the.year in respect of those
rgeable on the Consolidated Fund
services the cost of which is ch,
by virtue of the provisions of the Constitution and by written
laws: the estimated amount is £2.4m. The Government's total
estimated expenditure from the Consolidated Fund in 1979-80 is
thus £28.5m.
On the basis of current rates of taxes, duties, fees, reimbursements and other dues the Government's estimated total reeenue for
the year is 2.28.3m leaving an estimated deficit on the year's
working of £0.2m. The reserve balance-in the Consolidated Fund
with which the Government expects to start the financial year will
therefore cc reduced to an estimated 20.09m by 31st .'.'arch, 1;80.
This is 0.3Ss of the total estimated expenditure for the year, a
figure which of course ienoree the valet: of the bills outstanding
at any one time in respect of the. public utilities and housing
rents.
en allowing, for en iserovement en the seued with which bills
for the coesumee services, are'issued and for reasonauly prompt
payment of them. the value of these bills alone is likele to be
of the order of £lm at any one time.
In this position. the minimum that the Government can seek to raise
by way of additional r evenue (and in this context the increased
public utility charges and housing rents are not revenue) is an
amount sufficient to cover these outstandinEs. The Government
therefore proposes to raise an additional. £1.1m by way of
increases in import duties and increases in certain other items
of interns]. revenue enl the Bill so provides. It. oleo seeks to
give effect to a package of measures which is designed to achieve
a more equitable distribution of incomes hnvine regard to the
composition of Gibraltar's employment and earnings structure and
which, .in terms of net income, will provide ra_ief for those in
the lower income brackets who have families to support.
In drafting the Bill the pattern adopted in previous years has
been followed.
I shall deal first and factenllY with the measures which the
Government had decided to adopt to achieve a More -equitable
distribution of disposable incomes and to provide relief for
the lower end
those with families to support whose incomes are at

of the scale.
The income composition of Gibraltar's tax base makes imeersible,
without a substantial net loss of revenue, a simple increase in
personal allowances even if such an inereese were to be accom—
panied by the introduction of much higher marginal rates of tax
at the top end of the income scale. Some 60;, of all Gibraltar's
PAYE taxpayers have taxable incomes of 2.3,000 a year or less and
crier 8ri~ have incomes of mere than £5,000 a year. These are
statistical facts based on a 10,. sample of income tax returns.
An across-the-board increase of 250 in the sinele eersons'
allowance and £100 in the case of c married couple and en
extension of the present 10,. bend by 2100, accompanied by a 50ra.
rate on taxable incomes in excess- of 27,000 world, for example,
cost the :revenue roughly 2im. To claim thwt a massive reduction
of the total amount of tax maid by the lower income croups can be
recouped by increasing the marginal rates of tax payable by
those groups at the other end of the income scale is to fly in the
face of facts. In Gibraltar's financial circumstances there is no
way in 'which significant relief, much less substantial relief,
can be given to those taxpayers who can justifiably be said to
qualify for some easeaent of the tax burden, solely by changing
the income tax structure and/or the allowances and/or the
marginal rates. To achieve a more equitable distribution of
income within the current budgetary constraints and at the same
time to provide a aeasure of relief for those lower down the
income scale there has to be a package which embraces both incorre
tax and famile allowances. And it is such a package that the
Government is proposing.
With effect from the week comnencing 2ndeJuly 1979, the allowances
pnyable under the Family Allowances Ordinance in respect of second
and subseeuent children will he increased from en a week to PI: a
week arse these higher allowances will h.' exemet from tax. Clause
12 of the Bill so provides.

'e

•

Personal reliefs which can be claimed as deduct ions ender
Sections 20 and 21 of the Income Tax Ordinance will be increased
as follows:- the single eerson's allowance will go up by 2100 to 0650 and
the deduction for a wife will ha increased by a similar
w'o'nt; thus for e married couple the deduction will be 21300;

•

- the deduction weih can be claimed in respect of a wife's
earneri income will also be increased to 5650;
thirdly there will he increased allowances for handicapped
ehileren: in the case of a handicapped ci.ild who is incapable
of eatsndine a normal school, the deduction which cars be
claiaed, if the child is a first child, will be increased from
£406 to £500: where such a child requires full time instruction
at an approved establishment in the United Kinedoa De ..ire tr:e
for e fist child will be
. allowance weien cam Grp
increaser from 25W to 2800. The respective deductions which
are at ;resent allowed in the case of handicapped children who
are second or subsequent children, vemaies uncleseeed at 2400
and £500;
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- next, the deduction which con be cl-juid by an individual
who has the custody of and maintains a child or children,
- generally referred to as the one parent family allowance,
will be increased from 2300 to 0400: there will be e eimiler
increase of £100 in the deduction which can be claimed by
widower in respect of the services of an unmarried daughter.
- no deduction can be claimed at present in respect of a
dependent relative if the income of that relative exceeds
2400 a year: it is proposed to increase this income limitation to 2650 a year. At present moreover, if a dependent.
velatiVe has en income in excess of £250 a year the deduction
which can oe claimed is reduced by the aaount of the excess:
in future this will apely only where the dependant's income
exceeds £500.
In view of the increased allowances to be paid under the Family
Allowances Ordinance, tie deductions which can be claimed under
the Income Tax Ordinance at present in respect of second and
succeeding normal children will no longer apply: the relief will
be restricted to the first child except where the second or subsequent child of a family is handicapped when, as I have stated,
ehe present relief wi:.l continue. Relief will also continue to
be elven in res,e et of any second or subseneent child who is in
receipt of full time instruction in the united Tinedom or in
Sire, but the reduction which it will he possible to claim is beine reduced from P300 to 0200. The Reduction for the -first
child remains unchanged. The chenees in personal reliefs and
in the deductions in respect of children are set out in Clause
8 of the

▪

There is one further relief to be mentioned. Under Seetion 7(1)
of the Income Tax Oreinanee et prime: mph (t), the first a30 of
intereet paid on deposits in the government Saviors Bank is
exempt from tax. The amount will be increased to £100. Clause
7 of the Bill refers.
In the light of the Government's financial position which I
siemarised at the beginning of this statement it will be quite
obvious that the Govel!naent could not contemplate implementing
these measures unleso there is a compensating increase in
revenue. The scope for raising the additional revenue rn:eded
by increased indirect taxation is constrained by the inflationary
effects to which such a step would give rise and in the Government's view the increeees in import duties which I shall announce
in a moment, are as far as it is prudent to go in this direction.
In any case by tneeselves the measures which I have described go
only part of the way to achieving the Government's ends. The
other part of the Government's package therefore ineolves the
marginal rates of tax and the tax bands.

10
The first change is in the rate of company tax. As things are
now it is important to recognise that a company's taxable
profits are suhject to two distinct taxes - income tam and
company tax. The rate of income tax charged is thestandard
of 35:4 the rate of company tax is 7ee. The income tax
rte
which a company pays on its taxable profits is tax paid for
the account of any tax for which shareholders may be liable on
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the income they receive when the profits are distributed and
can be sat-off against the total tax for which they may be
personally liable.
A comeany's liability for income tax, as distinct from its
liability for company tea, encourages the practice of distributing profito in full as director's fees and thus returning a
nil t?eding pm fit and paying no tax at all. Effectively this
practice deprives the Revenue of 74: thus: a company makes
taxable profits of, say, £10,000. On those profits it is liable
to pay 23,000 as income tax and 2750 as company tax, a total of
3710. -7hen the company distributes that profit as dividends the
shareholder, assuminr he is liable for tax at 4c;, Woeld pay an
additional 105. Thus the company's profits of 210,000 have in
fact suffered tax of 47Y% If, however, the company distributes
the whole of that £10,000 profit as eirector's fees, the maximum
tax which it will attract is 425'.. This practice of distributing
profits in full as director's fees, and not as dividends, not
only deprives the revenue of tax but is also responsible for
inflating the statistical total of tax paid by individuals.
The :govern ant proposes therefore to do away with the present
two-tax system of taxing company profits and to replace it with
liability for a single tax at the rate of 425 . The Bill so
provides.
The second charge relates to the rates of income tax and the
tax bands payable in respect of individuals.'
These will be es follows for resident individuals:-.
on
on
on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the
the
tne

first £500 of taxable income
fleet 22000 of taxable incowe
next £2000 of taxable income
i.ext £1500 of taxable income
next £1500 of taxable income
remainder taxable income

20a
305.
35;,,
45,
50
;-•

Non-resident individuals will continue to pay at the standard
rate of 30a on incomes not exceeding £2500, and thereafter at
the revised rates.
One of the aims of the Government's proposals, as I have said,
ie to improve tae net income position - let me repeat that the net income position of those tnreayers in the loeer income
brncaets rho 1.ave enetairs to sunport end especielly those who
hove :eree feeilien. rnr1er those preposals a resieent couple
with fee r caileeen, for example, whose income is 25000 a year
or Las - .1111 the bulk of those with this number. ofd.ileren do
have an income of less than 25,000 a year - will be better off
by from 06 to 0b.25 a week. t couple, also residents, with
three children in the same income eroup - and about T., of all
:such counies are in this income category - will he better off
by from 23.96 to e4.23 a week. Obviously the benefits decrease
with higher income end/or wita fewer children but all resident
married couples with an income of £4000 end under will be.
marginally better off even if they have no children. In this
connection the House will recall that in my previous statement
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I said that the figure for .average weekly earnings for fulltime adult males was around r64 in ^ctober 1978, that is to
say, appoximately P3,400.
Vcasures which have as one of their primary aims a revision of
the tax structure so as to make possible a more equitable
distribution of income by providing the greatest benefit to
those on the lower income bands whose needs are greatest, must
inevitably bear hu.nest on those who have only themselves to
suppoet. 'caren so the effect on the single taxpayer of the
Government's proposals is h -rdly onerous - an extra 38 pence a
week for those whose inccne is 23060 a year or less (slid that
means roughly 8G, of all single PAYE taxpayers) and only a
little over an extra £1 a week for those on a6,000a year.
Tables will be circulated to honourable Mene,ers presently
showing in detail how these eroposals will affect the net incomes
of taxpayers on income Lands from 22000 to 210,000 a year
depending on the composition of their families.
The combined effect on the Revenue of the revised tax benas and
marginal rates of tax on the one hand, and of the changes in
personal reliefs and child allowances on the other, is estimated
on the basis of computerised results of a
sample of_income
tax returns to yield 20.46m, in a full year. The change in
income tax on companies is estimated to produce 20.07m. Payment
of tie higher rates of family allowances is estimated to cost an
extra £0.21m this year and to raise the full commitment to 20.55m
in a full year, while the exemption from income tax on such
allowances is expected to cost £0.06m this year and F.O.C3m in a
fall year. The increased reliefs and other allowances are
expected to cost P.O.CLe this year and P.0.06m in a full financial
year.
The effects of the foreeoin? ceenres to the Income Tax and
Family Allowances Ordinances will reine the estimated Consolidated.
Fend balance on 31 ''arch 1980 by 20.08m. That is a net gain of
20.29m on income tax offset by 20.21m being the estimated
additional cost of 7amily Allowences. I must atress thet these
figures are based on a lefj sample of P'YS income tax returns, a
sample which is considered to be 1 rerrenantetive ..ample, and
althoeen cross-checks have been mode of the computerised results
wherever poesible, some margin of error in either direction may
exist.
All the income tax chanees I have described will come into effect
as from 1st July 1979. They will of course necessitate the
preparation of new tax codes and nee PAYE tieduction tables.
There are major complications in introaucing chanties- of tax
rates, uands and allowances duriag the course of an income tax
year and aince it is a reasonable assuaetion that 11,79 will not
Le either the lust or an isolated year in v.hen changes of this
nature are made, it has been eeciued to alter the year of
assessment to run from 1st July. Tee 1979-00 year of a.:sessment
will therefore start on 1st July 1979 and Clause 10(1) of the
Bill so provides.
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The change-over will necessitate a number of consequential
amendments to the Or,
'inanze and these ore dealt with in subclauses (2) to (6) of the same Clause. Transitional provisions
will also to required in respect of the 1978-79 year. of assessment and these ore set out in Clause 11 of the _Pill. . In
essentials the transitional provisions seek to extend the 1978-79
year of assessment to 30th June 1979 and in so doing to provide
that no taxeayer will be adversely affected by the extension.
Fence in relation to income that is derived from employcent or
pension, in the case of resident individuals, the 10ra tax band
is exte:tded for the year of assessment 197o-79 to the first £b25
of taxable income ::no the other bands. pro-rata. In the case of
non-resident individuals an appropriate extension is also made.
For incomes which are hot derived' from employment or tension and
which are charged to tax on the preceding year basis the same
result is uenie'.ed by multiplying be fifteen the income of the
period of twelve months ending with 31 March le70 and dividing by
twelve. Allowable deductions and oaads of tax are subject to the
application of the sane 15/12th formula. For the tax year
coeeeecina on 1st July 1579, the result is achieved by taking
either 12/15ths of the income for the extended year ending on
30th June, 1)75, or by taking the income for the 12 months ending
on 31st March, 1979, whichever is the greater.
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And now for the measures by which the Goverment is proposing to
raise 21.1m of additional revenue in 1979-80.
First customs duties.
The specific rstees of import duties en spirituous liquors foiling
under Tariff Items 3, 4 and 5 of the 7irst. Part of the --'iret Schedule
- that is to soy, whisky, brandy, Fin, rum and similar potable
spirits - will be increased to 834 pence per gallon if imnerted in
the bottle; if imparted in the cask the new rate of duty
626 pence a Callon. For whis'yy and brandy the increases will be
222 pence and 220 pence a eallon respectively; for gin, rum and
other spirituous liquors falling under Tariff Item 5 the increase
will be 186 pence a gallon for imports both in the bottle and in
the cask. These increases will extinguish the previous differential antes of duty charged on whisky and. brandy on the one hand
and on gin, rum !arid other spirituous liquors on the other.
The duty on liqueurs and cordials falling under Tariff Item 6 is
raised fro::. '7,,4 peace a. gallon tra the bottle to 930 pence a
eailoa; ehen ieeorted in the cask the new rate of duty will be
..,24 pence per gallon.
T.nee duties eeeeeseee, in the case of whisky and brandy, an
asteadard 26 oa bottle or !...5.5 pence on a
additional 3o xJeece
eueet: in the case of eie and rum weeve tee previous duty, was
hiahec than oa brandy and whisky, tite nee rate of date represents
an additional 30.2 pence on a stuneard bottle of 26 (De and 46.5
pence: on a ,lurr%. Assuming 25 "bar" tots to a standard 26 oz
bottle, the iecreased duty works out at an extra 1.4 pence a tot
feu` ,.frisky and brandy and 1.2 pence a tot on gin and rum.
The duty on draught 'Leer will not be changed but the duty on beer
imported in bottles is raised from 50 pence a gallon to £1 a
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gallon. The duty on cigarettes will also he increased; the rate
per pound of tobacco centeet is increesed from 160 Fence to 200
pence end the rate of doty cherged'on evPry 1000 cigarettes roes
up from 530 nenee to 990 pence. The new rates of duty are
expected to result in an increase of 6 pence on a packet of 20
although, because different brands of ciearettes contain different
weights of tobacco, the retail price increase may not be entirely
uniform.

(1) for each bottle of sprituous liquor the contents of which:

There will be duty increases on both still and sparkling wines.
Still wines imported in the bottle. will be dutied et the rate of
145 pence per gallon and imported in the cask et the rate of 70
pence a gallon, increases of 60 pence end 35 pence respectively.
Effectively this means that table wines imported in the bottle
will go up by about 10 pence a bottle: wines bottled from imports
in the cask will go up by around 6p a bottle. The duty on
sparkling wines is raised by 120 pence a gallon to 280 pence.

(2) For each carton of 200 cigarettes

The motorist will also pay more: the duty on motor spirit goes
up by b pence a gallon to 25 pence and an additional duty of 2
pence per gallon will be levied on fuel, diesel and gas oil.
The Government has also decided to increase the ad valorem duty
on the more powerful makes of motor cars. Cars having an engine
capacity of 1700 cubic centimetres or mere will de dutied at the
rate of 25j. ad valorem. Duty on the smeller curs the engine
capacity of thigh does not exceed 16'e9 ccs, is not being changed.
Commercial vehicles are riot affected.
The final Tariff iacres:se is the imposition of a surcharge of 20..
on all ad valorem duties payable under the First and Second Farts
of the First Schedule other than on :perfumed spirits falling under
Ter-1.ff Item 7 and on . -cods specified in Tariff Item 25 of the First
Fart being clothing end footwear.
I want to clarify three things here: first, the surcharge en duty
does not apply to roods on which
specific rate of duty is
imposed; second it applies to the actual duty due and payable in
accor'ence with the rates specified in the 7iret Schedule. Thus
by way cf illustretion, the duty on watches is 12i ad valorem and
on a consignment valued for duty purposes at;any, J71050 the duty
payable is therefore .P.125: the surcharge will be 205".. of that amount
ie P.25. The third point is that the surcharge is a temporary
measure and unless it is extended by legislat'on passed . before
30th April 1580 it will 'automatically lapse cn that date.
The increased rates of specific duties which I have enumerated
together with the increased ad valorem duty on the more poeeful
motor cars and the duty surcharge will take immediate effect.
The fees payable on duty free goods v.hich are received in premises
in respect of which a licence Las been grunted under the provisions
of Sectien 310 of the Imports and ;lecpoets Ordinance, or on such
goods which are delivered to a person about to leave Gibraltar by
sea, are prescribed in the Fifth ..icheduie to the Ordinance. After
consultutiuns with the trade it is ereeosed tnat the fees in
respect of spirituous liouors and cigarettes received in the
licensed premises at 'the airport should ue increased as follows:-

do not
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed

exceed 0.375 litre
0.375 litre but do not
0.75 litre
0.75 litre but do not
1 litre
1 litre

or part thereof

40P
- 310
61p

55p

The existing fees payable in respect of wines, cigars, cigarillos,
whiffs and manufactured smoking tobacco will not be disturbed.
In respect of goods delivered to a person about to leave Gibraltar
by sea it is proposed .gain after consultation with the trade, to
reduce the fees payable on spirituous liquors by approximately 145.
and those on cigarettes and other tobacco geods by approximately
355.. Tne fee payable on wines will not be changed. The effect of
these measures will be tnat the f ees payable on tobacco goods and
wines 'will be the some whether purveyed through the duty-free shop
at the airport or delivered to a ship: in the case of spirits
and cigarettes the fees payable in respect of deliveries to a ship.
v. ill be lover than those payable in respect of spirits purveyed
through the airport shop.
The new scale of fees is set out in Clause 6 of the Bill and will
take effect in the normal way on publication of the Finance
Ordinance in the Gazette.
The Government is also proposing increases in certain items of
internal revenue.
The tax levied under section 6 of the Gaming Tax Ordinance en
conttneency betting will be increased from 55'. to 105 er , the tax
levied under Section 4 of the same Ordinance on bingo cards will
be increased to 2 pence. The increased tax on contingency netting
will. take effect on the publication of the Finance Ordinance in
the Gazette. Since, however, the amount of the tax levied on
bingo playing is requirnd to be printed en the bingo cords themselves, stocks of new cards will have to be ordered end the
increased tax will not therefore corns into operation until new
coeds are available for distribution. Clause 3 of the Rill gives
effect to t'c.aee proposals.
CeetainIntoxicatieg Lieuor Licences will be increased. The
annual fee for a Le esnop will be reeled to .!4.0 and the fee paybe
ef e teoileovery lieence fee a club annex
able is
increased te .C5. The fee far oec:!sional liquor licences will also be
raised to the same level. Tavern licehees will be increased as
follows:for :,remises whose net annual value
is rated at not :..ore than r;250
. 616..
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1,160 a year

Rated
Mated
Rated
Rated

from
from
from
from

£251 to 2500
£501 to £1000
£1001 to £1500
£1500

£200
£260
£320
£400

a
a
a
a

year
year
year
year

Clause 13 of the Bill so provider.
The last two revenue measures will be introduced by regulation.
The first, under the Wireless Telegraphy Ordinance, will deal
with television licence fees. The fee for a black and white set
well go up from the present no a year to ee. For a eel:ear
television set the increase will se ele e eear to e20 a year.
The new fees will take effect from the begir.i.ini, of the new
licensing year, namely 1st October, 1979.
Second, all fees levied under the First Schedule of the Traffic
(Registration and Licensing of Civilian Vehicles) Regulations will
be increased by approximately 506 with effect from the new
licensing year, that is 1st July, 1979. I say "approximately"
because the opportunity has been taken to round the amounts of the
various fees to the nearest pound. Details of the new fees will
be circulated as an appendix to the text of this statement.
The measures which I have referred to in this statement are
estimated to yield en additional el.lm of revenue. The increases
in the rat-es of specific import duties should erodece e520,3C0
and the surcharge on ad valorem duties a further e3e2,0e0. The
additional revenne yield from the increased licence fees on motor
vehicles towether with the higher nd valorem duty on the more
poxerfel cars is estimated to be £72,000 and allowing for only
six months of effective operation of the increased tax on bingo
cards, the additional warning tax revenue is put at e50,000. Tee
increased revenue from televisions licences should be £60,000 and
the higher liquor licensing foils should produce £10,000. The
higher fees eaesble by the Duty—Free Shop et the Air Terminal,
pertly offset by tee reduction in fees on good. delivered to a
person about to leave Gibraltar by sea, ehould rrocluce an addi—
tional £o,060.
The Government has estimated that the effect an the Index of
Retail Pi ices of the increased revenue duties will be around le..
The effect of the duty surcharge cannot be quantified with any
degree of precision but the Government considers that it is
anlikely tc be sienificaht.
Finally, the increased tariff charges for electricity, telephones
and potable water ore set out in detail in Ceaases 2, 15 and 16
of the Bill. As I explained to the house last year these increased
charges are not a fiscal measure and do not, per se, effect the
Consolidated Fund. The finaacial eeerations of the public
utility services may create a contingent liability on the Consoli—
dated Fund and thereby affect the Government's overall financSal
position — as indeed they have done in the past and, in the case
of the potable water service, will do so again in 1979-80 — but
they must. be considered and treated quite separately from the
financial operations of the Government itself.
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The proposed increases in the electricity tariff are set out in
Clause 2. of tee iiil end as the House was informed in the course
of the Govereesent's stateeeets on tee estimates of Revenue and
expenditure, the revised charges involve tie Fuel Cost Adjustment
formula as sell as an increase of approximately ee on all tariffs
other than tee prieary charge-for domestic consumers.
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Recent increases in oil fuel prices "triggered" the Fuel.Cost
Adjustment mechanism introduced in the 1977 Finance Bill and the
further increase which was effective from April 16th will trigger
the application of the revised formula with respect to the
accounting period from and including the 1st ray.
The overall effect of these FCA increases in the cost of electri—
city will be to proeeee a surcharge of 0.27 pence per unit en
consumption during April and a surcharge of 0.58 pence per unit
from 1st Fay. Assuming that there are no further ch9nees in the
Fuel Cost Adjustment surcharge before 1st July when the tariff
increases become effective, the electricity Deportment estimates
that theaffect on an average household's monthly bill for elec—
tricity of the tariff increase and the ?CA surcharge is likely
to be in the region of e1.50.
The increases in the Telephone Service charges are detailed in
Clause 15 of the Bill. The increased rental charge will take
effect from the 1st April, 1979; the other increased charges will
take effect in the normal way on the publication of this `fill as
an Ordinance in the Gazette. For the domestic subscriber the
increased rental charge will add e2.40 to tee quarterly bill.
The proposed increases in the tariff cheries for potable water are
set out in Olauee 16 of the Bill and in eeneral will take effect
from 1st hay, 1979. however, whsre eater is supplied by m✓eter the
is creamed charges will else) be effective for that part of the
accounting eeriod ehich erecieds 1st hay ehile in the case of
hottla the inereeeee will take effect from the accounting eeriod
whice includes 1st ectober, 19-(9. Based on a sample of the
average monthly consumption of o0 households, the Public Works
Department has estimated that the effect of the increase on the
domestic consuecr average eonthly bill for water is likely to be
around e1.25.
The revised Financial Statement which I circulated earlier fully
reflects the impact of the higher electricity, telephone and e ater
charges on the Fuee accounts with the consequential reductions in
the level of subvention to these services for 1979-80. The effect
on the Consolieeeted Fund balance of the other measures incleeed in
the einenee Bill ore a net rain of e290,0e0 arising from the
aeendnents to the Income Tax Oreinance plus an estimated yield of
L1,110,0e0 from the revenue measures which I have descr'bed. Thus
the operating deficit for 1979-60 of e218,900 which is the fieure
shown le the revised Financial Statement will be converted into a
surplus of e1,181,100 and the estimated Consolidated Fund Balance
on 31 st ?'arch, 1960, is expected to rise to £1,489,011. This is
the position which will be revealed in the .Approved Estimates.
But there- is the Commitment of £210,000 in respect of the
increased rate of Family Allowances for which supplementary funds
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will be sought duriag the courue of the year and the pro jeeted
ead of .1, 4r Consolia.eted Fund Dalance is tnerefore e..1,279,011.
Mr speaker, Sir, I beg to move.
MR SFEAKleR:
I will now call on the Chief Minister to exercise his right.
HON CHIEF MINISTI.:R:

110

Mr Speaker, in my statement on the Appropriation Bill I said that,
in deciding how best to deal with a serious financial situation,
the Government had opted for a combination of cuts in the rate of
Government spending and increases in taxation. As the rouse
already knows, we reduced proposed spending by Departments by
2790,000; the Financial and Development Secretary has now explained
the manner in which the sum of £1.1. million required to provjde
a minimal estimated reserve on 31st ''arch 1980 is to-be railed.
As I'also said in my preeious statement, we have been concerned
to ro.cid measures which world make too great an impact on the
household budget end we wished, above all, to achieve fairness.
I think we can truthfully claim to hove succeeded in both.
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have taken steps, through the Income Tax/Family Allowances
pacege, to safeguard the position of those who have children to
support and the greater advantage will accrue to those in this
category in the middle ead lower income groups. Despite the
serious misgivings .,hick have been exeressed in anticipation of
tnis year's budget it is actually a feet that, en the basis of
the Income Tax/Family .Uloviaeces package alone, setting aside for
a moment the ether aeesurus me have Led to iatroduce, thc,se in
the loaer ihcome eeeups witrechildren ihiei be better odr. The
tables to ,,hich the Financial and Development Eecretary nes
referred make this clear.. For example, a murried coupled with
one.child and an income of £L.,030 will gain by £10 a year; with
two children, by £115 a year; with three children, by £220 a year;
and with 4 children by £376 a year. In keeping with our general
policy the greatest help goes to those who need it most, that is,
the larger families.
Against this, we have to offset the other measures now being
introduced, but it is important here to make a distinction between
those which affect essentials and those which affect luxuries or
non-essentials. In the essential caterory I wculd place electricity, water and rent. The reasons for the inceensea hove been
fully debated during the second rradinF of the 4ppror:riatioe %11
as they are not taxation measures but measures which make the
funded services less dependent on taxation. The Financial end
Development Secretary has already aeoted figures of the likely
increase in the average household for electricity and water, that
is to say, £1.90 per month and 51.25 per month respectively. The
average increaee in rent is uneer rO per week. On this beefs and I am sptrsking in terms of an average household - the total
additional oetlay will be in the region of £140 a year.

Against the background of this year's financial situation, I
believe that the Government can justly claim that it has done
everything motsible to safeguard the interests of those with
family responsibilities in the middle and lower income groups in
so far as the essential and inescapable elements of household
expenditure are concerned.
The rest of the measures we hove introduced will affect nonessential items of expenditure of different kinds. At one
extreme, there are the 1u:caries of cirnrettes, alcoholic drink
and gambling. I do not trick I need spend much time justifying
the increases in these. They are entirely optional extras and,
were it not for the fact that the first two in particular are of
considerable value to Government revenues, one might almost
exprees the hope that the increases would operate as deterrents.
HoWever, even here the burden is not heavy. The smoker of 20
cigarettes a day will need to spend only £1.80 a month more if he
does not wish to reduce his consumption. The extra 1.4 pence on
a tot of whisky is also scarcely prohibitive. ?'uch the same
aaplies to.wines and bottled beer.
The motorist will also pay more - when buying a new car with an
engine capacity of 1700 cc or more, on road tax and on petrol.
It is possible to take the view, and some do, that there are
already too many curs in Gibraltar, in particular too many big
cars; that this creates an ever-worsening traffic and narking
problem; that it increases pollution of the atmosphere; and that
a car is not .eully an essential in most cases in such a small
place. Certaiely two or more cars per household are not essential.'.
There is some truth in all of this but it is eeually true, if
earadoxtcal in our physically restricted territory, that the car
has become, to many people, a major source of recreation at weekends end a pert of daily living. In all the circumstances, it
seems to us that there is justification, first of n11, in providing some deterrent against unnecessarily large cars; secondly,
- involving, in most cases,
in increasing car licence fees by
an increase of some £8 a year, bearing in mind the fact that the
fees have remained unchanged for 7 years; and in increasing the
duty on petrol, the level of consumption again beinm, of course,
a matter for the individual motorist.
The licence for a television set has cost P6 a yenr since 1972.
It seems entirely reasonable to increase this t- 2.9 for such
black-end-white eats as may still be in use. The increase to r20
for a colour set is also, in our view, fully justified. "'e had
to have colour television for many reasons and, like everything
else, for reasons of ecnle, the cost of providing a service of
this kind for a small ccamunity is necessarily high.
As the Touse already knows, this year's subvention to GBC is no
less than riAe,500 and, in addition. the Government will be
eying P3L8e 2C0 towards the coat of conversion to colour this
year. Alteoegh there cannot be many households without a television eat it see r a only fair that the actual consumers should make
a larger direct contribution: to the cost. It is, I think, worth
cointing eat that the licence fee amounts to less than 40p per
week which, apart from the initial cost of buying the set, is a
modest enough amount for daily entertainment for the whole family.
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Finally, a brief coee,ent on the 2ye, surcharge on duties or
eeeeval goods. Like the other measures, this surchev ee hes been
dictated by, bnd muet be judged against the background of, this
year's particularly difficult rinancial situation. As the
Financial and Development Secretary has explained, it is a
temporary measure, and whether it will be kept in force at the
same rate, or at some different rate, or whether it is abolished
at next year's budget, will depend on the financial situation in
a year's time. Consistent with our policy of avoiding increases
in essentials wherever possible, clothing and footwear will not
be affected. Furthermore, it is entirely equitable in that it
bites hardest cn those goods which attract the higher rate of
duty, that is to say, semi-lueturies, and leost on those which
attract the lavest rate.
Sir, !'inisters have spent 'any long hours formulating this budget
and in discussions with the Financial and Development Secretary.
Our objective, as I have already made clear, was to come to grips
with a difficult, indeed a serious, financial situation and to
take the steps necessary to deal with it. I will stress yet
again how hard we have tried to achieve social fairness and my
telief that, in a particularly difficult situation, we have
succeeded.
The Goverhment Sloes not expect that the measeres which have been
announced will be popular. No budget measures ever are. Eut the
Government does hope, and believes, that they will be regarded,
and accepted, as a sincere and successful attempt to protect
Gibraltar's financial viability in the general interest of the
cOMeunity as a whole and that it will tie recuenised that this has
been achieved with tee least eossible adverse effect on the
aver age Leasehold.
•
I eould make two further points. The fiest is that notell the
increases will coue into effect or be payable et the saee time.
Car licences are due eat the end of June, the 5 increase in
electricity and the increase in rent will be effective from the
beginning of July and television licences in October. The
second point. is that, as everyone is aware, the date for the-next
Pey Review is the 1st July and pay increases will help to cushion
off the effects ef increased charges.
ee claim the credit, sir, apart from the ineenuite which has gone
into fremine this budget, for a sense of realism and responsibility,
for a social conscience, and for political will and courage.
The :'financial and Development Secretary in presenting the
xnenditure 7stiretes has cleerlv painted a realists but dismel
----pieteve of the western economy, including that of the richest
nations, all tryin; to get to grips -eith their difficulties. -e
have no natural resources
have our own peculiar difficulties.
and we have greater limitations, but as I have said we have 'ne
great blessing which is lacking in most of those nation,. ,
'e
have no unemployment worth mentioning in e generel sense. Despite
the difficulties created by others our eeople generally live well,
secure and in freedom,•and may they do so for a long time.
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If ee have to pay a little more in the present situation to
eainteie the principles 'e hold leer then I would sugeest that
the inereeses that have teen announced are not too high a price.
11.:! SIrlqr7R:
Well, I would now suggest that the Chief Yinister might perheps
like to rove the adjournment of the House, in accordance with
the new Standing Orders for a time not being less than 2 hours
from the time he moves the at]journment.
I-1 C::
Yes. In view of the fact that it is a quarter te twelve, and
members opposite asked that "eatime time" should not be taken
into account in the two hours, I propose that we adjourn to
5.50pm.
b

We are not going to debate this but I would like the views of
the 'Leader of the Opposition.
HON : ::in
1:e Speakee, that would more or less meet the two hours plus the
lunch break. I would suggest however that we resume at 4.00 pm
because there is a division for lunch.
.? rIl7ISTeR:
HON OFI7
I lo not mind. I will eccede to that.

Then I do not think there is any need to move'the ad:ieurnmant.
I would suggest that it is the wish of the voese to adeoern till
4.00 pm this afternoon when I will invite members to speak on the
general principles .end merits of the
The 'House recessed et 12.00 noon.
The house resumed at 4.C5 pm.

•

.ker invited discussion on the general principles and merits
rr 3pe'
of the
rot;

r

•

heAS:

Wn 6ueaker, the Opposition will vote against the Finance. Lill on
the basis of arguments aireedy made eublic in the Haase; the two
mis-manegement of the
.:wain eeguments acing the Coverlo
ecenomy en1 eseeeieily its failure to epend monies reel/tried cy
britaie for ieeroveeeet and development which would provide a
ceneiderable stimulus to eee econoey, had they b,,en epent,
increased ehe eultipller effect within the economy as has teen
admitted by hion reeberse opecsite and by the Financial and
Development 6Gcretary in particular, and, therefore, provided a
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laeger cake thus enabling the economy to move forsard without
the need for the very heavy measures of taxation which this
Finance Bill proposes.
That is basically the arguments of my colleagues and I.
fir speaker, the Financial and Deveeoement becretary in an
unnecessary remark i I thought, made reference to my particular
vote whicn was shered by ay colleagues in the Democratic -arty
Of British Gibraltar in respect of the Estimates of Expenditure.
I do not think the Financial and Development Secretary is in a
position to question the manner of voting of Hon Members bearing
in mind that this overall vote en the Expenditure estimates, and
the particular vote on the Public Jorks Department and other
departeents of Government, was clearly defined by us as being a
protest arainst the mismanagement of the Government. And in
questions of mismanagement of the Government the Financial and
Development Secretary must necessarily take a share.
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The Financial and Development eecretary also passed a rerark
earlier in the meeting in respect of the Improvement and Develor-eent'Fund spending, or lack of spending by the eovernment. Fe
referred to the Hon Pr Bossano's remeres last year and if money
was not spent from the improvement and nevelopeent Fund then the
economy would be worse off. I ask the Financial and nevelopment
Secretary in all honesty to tell this Foeee whether it is only.
last year that he has heard this from mon "emhers et present
sitting on this side of tee Feeee or ehether he hoe not heard it
year in year out since l73. -eery particularly from my Honourable
and Learned Friend Er Peter Thole who hes meee it his r.gelar •
habitual contribution to this Luoget, along may I say, with other
Honourable Members such as my Honourable and Gallant Friend Major
Ieliza eid• the honourable Mr Bossano. But not for one year, Mr
Speaker, over a long leriod of time when the perfsrmence of the
Government has been es I described it earlier, abysmal in this
respect. And, therefore, the economy of Gibraltar has suffered
as a result of the inability of the Government to spend the monies
which Britain has been providing year in year out for the use of
Gibraltar and which this house has been asked to vote for in the
expectatione that teey. could be spent year in eear out, but to no
purpose or very little purpose.
Mr Speaker, the Financial and Development Secretary in debate
with tray Honourable and Gallant Friend on the eeestions of taxation
was rather misleading in his replies. For song time now Honourable
Memoers on this side of the House have been pointing to the fact
that the effect "of personal and childrens' allowances in Incase
Tax, in the United Kingdom as ceeeered with eersonal alloeences,
children'ers forth, here- in Gibraltar gave people in UK, even
-- efter'parity had been introduced, an advantage particularly in
the case of larger families. There is in Hansard a eery. lone
session in neestions and answers the nrieinal question of which was
asked by my leononrable and resilient veiend on these comperlsons.
I commend its reading to the Financial end neeelopment eecretery
and I ask him to tell in honesty whether in fact he wae really .
pointing. to the reel position there, because, Mr epeaker,
we come to discussions of the Government taxation praposels we

find all of a sudden that the Government gives implicit recognition to what has been said on this side of the House over a
period, of time, namely that the position in respect of the matters
I'm speaeing was more fevourable in the UK than here.
My Honourable and Gallant Friend eajor Feliza will be expanding
on this aspect of our contribution to this debate.
The Government as a whole, Mr Speaker, must also bear in mind not
in the question of Improvement and Development but in the cuestion
of manegemert of the Government Service that it made a fundamental
error in 1974 and over the years has been compounding it. In 1974
the Government was faced with serious industrial trouble and it
was beteeen 1974 and 1976 that the really significant increeees in
the Government establishment of Industrial and Mon-irdustrial
workers began. Between 1974 and 1976 according to tee Financial
and Development Secretary in his ederens last year there were
already increases in the labour force of the lovernrent. eeteeen
1976 and 197E there leas a. l% increase in the labour force of the
Government, and all the while tee movernment knew that it wes
going to have to cencede very substantial increase in weeee and
salseies. I don't talk, even of rarity at that stare, but vary
substantial increases in rages and salaries. And yet the Government die what no private firm would have done, it took on extra
labour, took on extra employees et a time when it knew that it
would have to pay very substentiel increases in wages and
salaries.
The Directors of any Company, Mr speaker, would hove been fired
for that. The eeople of Gibraltar, Leeaver, far a number of
considcratioes deci1ed otherwise. But that wage bill has undoubtedly been increased by the eeployment policy of the ecvennsent in
the ye ors between 1)74 end le7e.
come to this cud_, t, and at the time of the estieetes ef
hove bored the House by usking for Leeekeeene of
exeeediture,
labour contents in difeerent vests. It eee suite clear from the
ansera of :.:dilaters, \o en they '.acre fovt-eordih, readily, that the
this vote eere wised on lest eear's
estimc,tes of labour'
eotieutes, and yet 7,..en the Government anno unced in the 1,croons
committee to
of the Chief Yinister and the minister for Labour
control expenditure and mentions jarticularly thedesire not the
Opposition but the Government side, the control of Government
expenditure by this committee even to the :.oint of inviting
Honourable Lembers on this side to participate on that committee.
If the Government feels that it can do something tensible in that
direction when the latimates of Expenditure were being dr-wn up
then surely ellowence should he- e heen mode in those gstimetes for
tee policy of the Government. 7ut allowance was not ,- o de
dinc: to the information that ,!.e hn"e received and, therefore,
a:co,
we were left with the nrorrosition that if the votes ore to be
:meat in re ;root of labour then the mismanare...ent, by the
Governrle::t's own definition, is accepted. And if the votes are
not to be totally spent t'en 'he eoverneent does not mean whet it
amid 'when it talks about controlling unnecessary expenditure. It
is for the Government to decide, it is for the eoverneene to act,
it is for the Government to propose something which is in conso-
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nance eith the s toted policy of this "Cuse. Ara l this has not
been the a se on this ',CCSSiOL as indeed on °there.
rr Speaker, I don't know vhether I have ry fieures correct but
the people of ^ibreltsr are going to contribute sorething like
r2.8m extra this year, if one includes r1.4m raised in. respect
of funded services; 21.1m from import duties and taxation other
than income tax; and 20.29m net from the eacknwe deal on taxation.
The tlovernment must recognise that it is a vere leree amount when
divided by 25,000 people in (`ibralter. It must recognise thet it
is a large amoent, so much so that the r.lovern-ent has seekan in
pretty grim terms, to use the rhrase of ry "onourable and Lenrned
Friend Mr Isola, pretty grim terms. That a contr-st, ?'r "packer,
from the Chief Minister's attitude only last year, when he
confounded the prop.' sts of doom in his eddress to this House, and •
spoke about how cell we were doing. This I am sure was as a
relief.at getting over the industrial trouble, but it was not a
balanced judgement of the economy. '..hat a swineine to and fro
in the ;:udeemeet of the Chief 1:inister.
Speaker, the balance in the Consolidated Fund before any
aeounts were raised in respect of the funded services was 21.19m.
I think I am right in saying this. The balance after the audition
of the arncunt of £1.4m was 21,213, and the balance after the
reserves of last year 197a-79, was 20.6em. edmittedly, it is a
sheet.: that Gibraltar shoulu have to face such a small, such an
exieuons balance at the end of so mueh woek and so nuch effort
by this house in trying to produce a Looe. result. And if I
,roiled, L'e. Speaker, when I eeard this it was not because I was not
in eympethy with whet people, I knew, would have to pay in taxation, but it was a exile of irony, Mr Speaker. It was a smile of
irony, Jr even a leueh, having heard Honourable renbers on the
ether side year eftee eeer re_ .sin, to .do their public duty at
the proper time. And we leave come down now to a balance of 20.89m.
Yr Speaker, still dealing v'ith the balance it was the Minister for
Medical Services who said that he expected ...
For

Ten:v. .3TrI. ArTI r)=-7-7.1,opr-7 '

If the 'to.1 Member will give 'ray. Did I hoar him say thet the
balance was 20.89m?

HUN ir IN ,;::C L AND DEVZ.I.OPZ T SECT
It vas•

:

.

HON M XILer,RAS:
Oh, its that. I beg your eardon. I thank the Honourable Lember.
,e0.0o9,he is euite right it was 2.85,000. It was in fact substantially less. I am sure the r'lnancial and Develoement Seceetere,
must here seen the figure .weeny times in his dreae,s and I an sure
that that would not slip, .20.08j.
Turning, Mr Speaker, to the contribution Of the Honourable
hr rontegriffo, when he spoke of the Opposition having to oppose
as an Opposition these measures. Well, Mr Speker, me have not
said so up to now, but perhaps v:e should say so now that the
Government is two years away from an election, and the Government
is going. to raise as much money as it possibly can so that it has
not go to tax next year. And ee have to be very carefel, Yr
Speaker, as regards whet I might call, and have called, the
recurrent position of the Pwlget. "cheat will the working of the
present gear throw up, or is it envisaged it will throw up. I
don't ',rine ehether these fir-ure have any significance, Mr Speaker,
but I took them from the 7inancial and Development Secretary's
statement end perhaps the Fonourable Financial Secretary will be
rood enough to let me :'nook' if I have gone erong:
Total on eependitere for 1;,79-80, c':v8.5m; total 'ncome before the
in:re-lees, 0 28.3m. em I rich`, 9 ir? I aem the 'onnereble
2ineneiel and. evelepeent lecretery nodding hie 'eeed. Sc the
f-r this year ie ein feet 7-CC,OC- 0 end -a
shortfall en the
the
have to tke into account eeveeel mettrs on both ei0e1
ieeeine -.e leive to te%ea into Icenent - he incree ,,ed
e4eet_en.
cants of fnily allowances, ehen femily elloennees nave been •
increaeed to the present level over e full joar, but usually
there are a number of revenue raising measures end contributions
to income which have not been adjuded on tire basis of a full
year's operation but "of less, and, therefore, after a full year's
operation, the amount which these measures would yield would be
greater than those that have gone into the figure of revenue this
year.

EON r

Mr Speaker, still to do with the general state of the reserves, I
would like tc Lay a word about the £900,000-odd which the Chief
hinister told us he had approached Dr Ovi about.

After the reserve of 1978-79. had been taken into account under
funded services, the amount to be re'eed by 'he increase of t'e
funded services.

E01: CH= rIi:ISTER:

For PIN".NCIAL AND DEVELCFM1ST 31..CRZT:RY:
Is that the figure that was on the revised financial statement?

I heve Let :poker about any figures that I have approached Dr Owen
ebeut. I 3poke about a letter which I wrote after diseushing the
matter generally.

Cl
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HON M 7E3e2RAS:

I

I stand corrected, Mr eleaker.

Yes, Sir.
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HON C HIES' MINISTER:

is no chance of this expenditure'...

I didn't know what I was going to ask him anyhow.

SPEAK R:

HON M XIBERRAS:

We have discussed this matter in complete and utter depth. I
will allow any reference to this being made insofar as it is
going to affect the revenue-raising measures. As to the advisability cr otherwise is something else.

Well, Yr Speaker, the matter has been introduced into the Budget,
it was the Chief ”inister who spoke about this matter, it is a
consideration for Ponourable rembers as to what degree of fruitition might be enjoyed by this proposal. The rroposnl as I understood it, es explained either orally or by letter, amounted to a
request to Dr Owen that he should consider contributing some funds
towards the current budget, and the cost of the itemsthe Chief
Minister mentioned amounted to something in the region of 900,000.

HOn CHI-F MILISTER:
Mr Speaker, I must make one point clear, and that I made it in my
speech in reply. That even if help of the nature that I have
asked for would be forthcoming it would make no difference to the
revenue-raising measures, it would only enhance our reserves
which were very low.

HON CHIEF rINISTtT:
I am sorry but the Honourable Member is wrong. I mentioned four
figures which just amounted to half a million pounds, and I said
that I had asked that consideration might be given for help in
connection with colour television. Eo figure was mentioned. The
only four items that were mentioned were, Scholarships, Teacher
Training, Youth service, and rent of Technical Assistance
Of2icers. These were the four items that were mentioned.

HON M XIBERRAS:
That is precisely why I raised the point. I am glad that the.
Chief Minister has clarified the matter. It is that if this House
is faced with the proposition of the possibility of L700,000
becoming available from Her rajesty's Government then the need to
enhance the depleted reserves with taxation would be less by a
similar amount, if Dr Owenis to give us £750,000. This is the
part of the expenditure, as I understand it, that Dr Owen has been
requested to provide.

HON M XIBERRAS:
Let us speak of Zim, and some help towards colour television.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

I take it, Yr Speaker, that we might have a windfall after the
Government has raised enough money to tide us over into the
election next year. I might return to the point.

The fact that we had such a heavy burden and it was necessary was
mentioned as a possible thing but it was just mentioned to see
whether they would bite. There was really no definite request
for it.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, I do not know why the Chief Minister raised the matter
in the House at all, if'that was the case. If there is no chance
that the money mentioned mould be provided then it is quite irrelevant to the debate.
HON CHIEF rINISTEP:
I am sorry, Sir, but this is very important. In the first place
the figures I mentioned, and I made a very long case and I hoped
that something would come of it. As it happened no decision was
taken until after 3 ray, which is obvious. The fact that we had
been so heavily burdened on colour television was mentioned in aid
of the fact that'our uosition was difficult and for possible
consideration. That is all.
HON r XIIK,RRAS:
Yr Speaker, it is a question of judgement.for the Chief Minister
whether he brought the Matter to this House or did not. He has
mentioned it in the House and I would repeat my view that if there
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If we turn to the - Electricity Department, Yr Speaker, the application of this formula will yield more than the 5 which the Fobse
is being asked to support. Honourable Members on this side of the
House have not raised objection to the application of the formula
and Honourable Members have given the Government authority to make
the adjustment in respect of the Electricity Department. It is a
substantial contribution by the vote of the Opposition in circumstances which horrify Honourable Members on this side of the House,
but we would like to see this formula revised, or at least reviewed,
to see what its consequences would be in the future. It is only
fair andwe want to see how it operates and study it in some detail
in case changes are necessary or in case we from this side should
propose that increases of this kind should come to the House for
consideration. We are not prepared to support. the 5,0 increase in
the secondary rate, because in the context of our' general argument
about the mismanagement of the Government much of which was supported even by the Honourable Mr Canepa when we were dealing, with the
items of expenditure under the Electricity Department Head.
Mr Speaker, on the question of telephones the Minister is a new
Minister by choice, but the Minister must know that we are not
going to support a service which is at the moment a misnomer.
The service is not given. It was interesting to hear the Financial
and Development Secretary using the words "consumer services" in
respect of the funded services in the Budget last year. They sire
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HON A W S-1:RFATY:
services for the consumer and the consumer does not get at
the moment a service from the Telephone Department because
of Government inefficiency over a number of years.
I will not lay it all at the door of the present Minister,
but if he goes on television and says that 60% of the lines
need to be replaced, Mr Speaker, what was his party doing in
the six years in which they have been in office? This vote
comes under the Improvement and Development Fund. There has
been underspending in the Improvement and Development Fund
generally, although we seem to spend our own money. Perhaps
we could have spent, not the British Government's money, in
the replacement of lines in the telephone service which surely
must have been a matter for consideration by Hon Members
opposite in the six years that they have been in office, since
1972.
Then we have had delays in the introduction of the money-making
side. of the Telephone Department. True, with communications
restored with Spain there has been an increase in traffic, but
even now it will be three years before ISD will come about.
The Minister has been questioned in this House over this year
repeatedly on this issue and his replies have been generally
of a very unsatisfactory nature.
The revenue-raising side of the Department is not producing now,
will not produce in the immediate future, as much revenue as
might-be desired, and hence this vicious circle once again, Mr
Speaker, of increased costs and increased taxation.
Mr Speaker, turning to the Housing Fund we have sufficient
arguments from last year to oppose the increases in rant. We
opposed them last year and the Government paid no attention to
our objections lest year. The House will recall that last year
we said that £600,000 appeared under the Housing Department's
vote and the Housing Department did not have a clue as to how
to control the expenditure because all the expertise was with
Public Works Department. Yet the Housing Department as landlord had the responsibility to give the service. I brought a
motion to the House, Mr Speaker, in which I was critical of
coordination between the House and the Public Works Department.
This clinched our vote against the Housing Fund last year, and
it is patently clear to me that this money should not be in the
Housing Department vote. The people responsible and with the
know-how must control the vote in our view. The service given
from this vote is not a good one, to use an understatement.
The delays are very long. There is a backlog of maintenance
which Honourable Members on the other side of the House have
referred to. We have the Minister for Trade and Economic
Development, I think his words were, "I appeal to my colleagues,"
or "I urge my colleagues" one of the two, to take a decision on
the tern contract. That was the Hon Mr Canepa he said, "I
appeal to my colleagues", Mr Speaker, and I asked him who his
colleagues were and I stand by that. The Minister for Economic
Development appealed to his colleagues on this matter so that
the backlog of maintenance which is affecting Government
tenants can be cleared up.

I have not got with me what I said I was appealing to the Hon
Yr flossano and to the 7r:ion to agree to a Term Contract being
used to carry out the work of the backlog of maintenance.
HON V XIRTMRAS:
Oh, well, I will check it in the Fansard. We might all be
mistaken, but let me just say that the division, in the
Government has been mentioned by me in the course of an earlier
debate and was not denied. In fact, Yr Speaker, the Hon
Yr Bossano said: "Why don't you cut up those £1m and issue the
jobs out in smaller contracts. In smaller doSes". On that I
said, whatever you do, take a decision. Eit --r have a term
contract or breakup this Lim into smaller j )3, which the
Union. can handle, or let the Union do it, bi
n't bring this
money to the House again for revoting; don'
'tenants
waiting for repairs; don't have this backlog=secumulating; speak

to Government management and ask us to vote more money.
11011 K K FEATHERSTONE:
You were told that to cut up these into smaller jobs was not
possible with our present staff. We would need extra staff.
HON M XIBERRAS:
That, Mr Speaker, is a matter for the Government. What I am
asking the Government is to take a decision. To take a decision
because the work is not being done, andbecause the money is not
moving into the economy, is not moving into pay packets either
in the public or private sector. Because repairs are not being
done and because tenants are being asked to pay more in rent and
in rates. Therefore, there we have ample arguments, and as we
said in our communiaue, we will vote against an increase of this
geners1 type. Because the Government is not delivering the goods,
and because it is unfair to have a funded service, the essence of
which is value for money when no - value is being given to the
persons involved. That is unfair and yet the rent increases will
be in the region of between 60p and P2.50 per week.
The Government is going to have a moratorium on rates. Very
good, 'r Speaker, I mentioned earlier in the debate that the
rates increases had been very substantial in some areas and the
inflationary effect of these rates is going to be much more
than'the Government is telling us at the present moment, to my
mind. Let the Minister for Labour and Social 3ecimrity take note.
Mr Spea'Ker, I think I have left one funded service out,'the
Water. Here, Mr Speaker, we have an example of what can be done
with very little effort, apparently. The House was used to the
Hon and Gallant Colonel Hoare, the Minister for Public Works in
the last AACR Administration, speaking about 35i. to 37r water
losses as being acceptable. A Committee was formed, Hon Members
on this side participated, the losses ...
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MR SPEAKIR:

Therefore, on water, Mr Speaker, we still have an unacceptable
Well,
loss of 28,— The average over 5 years is in fact
Mr Speaker, when the work has been done perhaps vie can come back
to the days of 11% and then, Mr Speaker, the Government might be
able to say, "Yes, it is right for us to come forward and propose
to rate-payers, to consumers, that the rate should be increased".
But they have not done this. Therefore, we are voting against
the very large increase in the cost of an essential commodity,
I believe it was in the order of 5 for water, which is a very
substantial increase. I would like to hear from the Government
what is going to happen to water for shipping, which the
Honourable and Gallant Colonel woare also had differences
apparently with his colleagues about.

Order. We went through that in the Appropriation Bill. Whilst
you are entitled to comment we are not going to repeat.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, on the Appropriation Bill I said I would not be
making any comments on those particular ones when we voted the
subsidies, because I wanted to take them in relation with the
revenue-raising measures. I am not going to talk about the
Committee. In fact what has happened is that the Minister was
able to announce without any dramatic action apparently a reduction down to 28% in water losses, and the committee has still
not produced recommendations, yet during this year we have
dropped from 32%, to 28% almost.

Mr Speaker, can I come now to the increases in duty, and honestly
is it not a very large increase at this particular time when
input and output studies are being conducted and the Government
is thinking of increasing the scope of the economy, perhaps
expanding on that basis. And is it not a bit finicky to have
20;x, such a heavy charge this year, and if we are all good boys
withdraw it next year which is election year?

Mr Speaker, there we have an improvement. The AACR Minister
was saying that it was quite acceptable to have a 37% or 35%
loss of water rate. Yes, Yr Speaker. The AACR Minister in the
last administration, the Non and Gallant Colonel Hoare, which
gave the Government its majority at the last election. Fe who
was used by the AACR at the time.
Well, Mr Speaker, in a short time we have had this reductions

Mr Speaker, I may be obsessed, but is the Covernment sure that
the Index of Retail Prices will increase only by 1.%? I think
that figure is low. I think myself that that figure is low.

HON A J CArl"PA:

HON A J CANEPA:

Would the Honourable Member clarify that comment about "used"?

It was computed by the Statistics Office that he set up.

HON M XIBrRRAS:

HON M XIisERRAS:

Yes, Mr Speaker, he was used on the question of Varyl P, egg. He
was used in the questicsioftWater Account Committee

The Statistics Office that I set up was abolished a little while
ago, and the Statistics Office there now is something else, and
thereby I make no disrespect to the Statistician or anybody else.
The fact is, Mr Speaker, that I do not think, bearing in mind my
short experience in this House, that 1.5% is in fact what can be
expected. Perhaps I am wrong, it is a matter of judgement. I
hope that my judgement is incorrect but, Mr Speaker, one has to
bear in mind that this is 1.5% on revenue duties, not on revenue
raising measures. It almast slipped our collective minds, but
someone spotted it on this side, that the Financial and Development Secretary was talking about 1.5% being the increase in
revenue duties, not in revenue raising measures. The Financial
and Development Secretary says no.

HON CHIP MINISTER:
It . is an improper allegation, Mr Speaker, to make of a former
Minister that he was."used".
HON M XIBERRAS:
He was used to defend a position and now he has been dropped.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

4."

No, he was performing his duty as a Minister in using his own
judgement in collective responsibility with his colleagues.

HON FINANCIAL AND DWELOPMFNT SI:CRETARY:

HON M XIBERRAS:

reference to where I said that it was 1.5% on duties?

What I am saying, Mr Speaker, is that the Fonourable and Gallant
Colonel TToare was defending policies-in this Rouse in respect of
water and in respect of Varyl 3,ec,g, which the Government allowed
him to.defend at the time but since he is not in the Fonse he is
discarded.

HON M XIBERRAS:

If the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition would give me a
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Well, what did the Honourable Member mean? Did he mean in fact
that 1.5twas the effect ...
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HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member will give way, I will read what I
read this morning: "The Government has estimated that the effect
on the Index of Retail Prices of the increased revenue duties
will be around 1.5%. "Increasalrevenue duties". Those are the
revenne measures.

know an estimate of what extra he wa s going to pay in cash terms
in relation to his electricity bill, his water bill, etc, rather
than a percentage on the IRP, which I strongly suspect a larger
number of people in Gibraltar do not even know what it means and
certainly do not read it. However, I have been given an approximate extimate for the overall effect , which is in round figures,

FON "

HON M XIBERRAS:

"hat toes he mean, Pr Speaker?.what does the ,
Jonourable !'ember
realaT Does he mean the increase in the revenue duties, namely
the increases in import duties, or does he mean the- total effect '
of the revenue measure? What does he mean? I just saw the phrase
and I thought it was a rather unusual use of the word "duty" in
the enntext.

Mr Speaker, that is double what I thought it was. I am glad the
information has come so quickly but unfortunately not L„uickly
enough for me to be able to work out what was the effect of the
Government's taxation package in the case of each of the families.
I would like to say something about that, Mr Speaker. The taxation
measures and the family allowances are a package and there are good
and bad elements and, of coarse, Mr Speaker, since the Finance Bill
allows us to vote on each of those measures separately, we shall
be doing just that. We are going to unravel this package, we are
going to see what it contains and we are going to try to see at
Committee Stage what the effect of each of the strands of the
package is. We are not very clear on some of them. At least on
one of them we are not at all clear about the effects. I could
ask Hononrable Members whether it would be possible for them to
give me what the yield is going to be as we go up the ladder of
taYation. In other words, for people making so much, the yield
to the Government would be so much; for the higher income group by
raising the band in taxation the income will be, so much, so that
we know how far up and how far down it is necessary to go to recoup
the revenue which is being lost. We would like that exercise to be
done. ?.'e would not like anybody to be taxed unnecessarily and
certainly not those in the lower income •groups. We would like to
see, Pr Speaker, what the effect of this is so that the Pouse can
have an informal discussion on it, and rerhaps the Fon Financial
and Development Secretary mieht seek this information which I
request.

HON F=ANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
The "'evenue duties" means the "import duties".
H -N U- TIBERRAS:
Simpi„a the import duties, yes, Mr Speaker.
HON FM;ANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Plus
course the surcharge on that ad valorem duties, not merely
the i-,crease.
HON 1: XIBERRAS:
Which are of course, Mr Speaker,
simply for what is going tobe coillected at the customs. But it has been quite usual for that
Honowerable Member to tell the House what the total effect of the
Govern=ent's revenue raising measures, including rent, electricity,
etc, -tc., is going to be on the Index of Retail Prices overall.
And,• :therefore, I would have been misled, rr Speaker, had not one
of my colleagues pointed this out. I would have said, "Well,
Mr Spe-aker,that is a marvellous budget when so much taxationo f'2.18m0
is raised and the effect is simply 1.9r increase in the IRP.
Pr Speeaker, I would ask the Financial and Development Secretary or
the r:inister for Labour what.it is in fact, so that the people might
know --renerally that might not misread this particular part of the
stateceent, whit the effect is going to be gerer ally on the IRP of
the re:isina of £2.18m in all types of measures, including those
that 'nave been remised in respect of the funded services, including
the r-ects, all these things figure in the IRP, all these things
have .sr effect on it, and, therefore, the-fienre should be made
public:, as indeed it his been raee public in other years and .
unaccc:,entably it has not been made public this year.
HON FrE;ANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT S-CR .TARY:
If the. Honourable Member will give way, I would have thought that
for tyre ordinary person it would have been far more valuable to

Mr Speaker, the increase in family allowances is, of course,
welcome. It has never been the purpose of the Honourable Members
on this side of the House to oppose the increase. The Hon Mr
Bossano brought a motion to the House on this matter which was
supported by us. We like to see equivalence with the UK in many
respects. We would like to see that, but of course there must
also be efficiency, starting with the Ministers, just as a theoretical statistic. Let me say that if the policy of the Government
from 1974/78 has been other than one of employing more people than
it would be able to afford in 1978, had been one of relying more
in Gibraltar labour, as was the policy between 1969 and 1972, then
let us imagine, in that context, theoretically, I am talking about
draconian measures of firing people etc, but simply if re have 200
workers less in the Government overall and these were all labourers,
it would in fact amount to a gain for the Govern-ent of some
£600,000.
Alright, it is difficult to do it because Gibraltar has needs, but
did the labour f•Iree need to be augmented in this way?

_
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HON A J CANEPA:
It is not the industrial labour force which has been increased.
The Government has not taken on 200 more Moroccans in the last few
years. It is the non-industrials, Gibraltarians, that have been
taken on.
HON ti XIBERPAS:
Perhaps the Fon member will give me figures of this.
FON A J CAY7PA:
Hon
•
I gave the figures. Where was thelLeader of the Oppostion during
my intervention in the debate?
HON V YIBEIRPAS:
The Hon !r Featherstone said 450 in the Public Works Department. - The non-industrials have been subject to various kinds of staff'
inspection etc.
Mr Speaker, part of the package is in fact the effect that the
Income Tax proposals would have on married couples with four
children, and we have a table here. Income per annum £2,000, and
apparently as a result of the package there would be a benefit of
something like £326 pa. That, of course, is a very low figure for
a family- with four children making L2,000 pa. Such a family in
this day and age is really in a bad way and we know that, and it
is only fair that relief should be received. But this family is
supposed to 6 et L,2o extra as a result of the changes in taxation.
Lr Speaker, I welcome this; of course, because if the ...e cures
took effect at this end of the scale it would practically make
them indigent, but as I understand it, they will have to pay
increased rent etc, and that in our calculations, for a family in
the lower income group, will be something in the region of £153 a
year, that is for the funded services. It does not take into
account the result of inflation overall which the Government now
puts at 3%, and this is the figure, the implications of which I
was not able to work out before. But then again one must look
that life is going to be more expensive for that family, apart
from what they have to pay on electricity, rents, housing, etc,
for the funded services, life is going to be generally more expensive. And then one should look at the pattern of expenditure of
these families. That age are we living in? ire are living in the
parity age, where substantial incomes are being made. And who is
Mr Average Van. Well, rr Average Man, rr Speaker, likes to have
his beer in a can at the beach sometimes. And Yr Average ran also
likes to run a small car if possible, and a big one if possible
because families are complicated as e'en. Even if if did not own
a car he might even have to pay higher bus fares as a result of
increases in fares. We are not talking about the Flintstones,
Yr Speaker, we ore talking about the parity society of Gibraltar
and, therefore, expenditure patterns ore quite changeable. What
is acceptable today was not acceptable before and the Government
knows this,. it is one of the issues that comes up all the time.

Te move up to £4,000 and still that family with four children gets
£236, minus we could imeeine, £150 a year, so the benefit from
that is not that much. It is not that the Budget is going to give
£326 even to the lowest paid family, it will give something less.
It will cushion off the effect of the increases, we shall see to
what extent by budget time next year, but it does not give £326
for these three groups of £2,000, £3,000 and £4,000 pa. And of
course the money of the next pay review will be committed before
it is given, because if the pay review comes inJune of course the
money, a lot of it, might very well go into the Government coffers.
I have already had one computation from a retired man - I will
come to retired people in a moment - and quite a substantial. part
of his expected increase, had he been in the Service, he was in
fact an accountant, would have been taken from him, even before
it was given in June. I would like to avoid this vicious circles
Mr Speaker, by better management of the Government, more expenditure on the Improvement and Development Fund, and a judicious
expansion of the economy. We would like to build up to a Letter
situation, not just for next year, f or the election, but an
improving situation.
#Pensionerecour pensioners will have a good increase but there are,

nevertheless, a good number of people who do not have pensions.
The Minister for Labour knows about this. The older person living
on his own, whether le is a pensioner or he is not, is going to be.
hard-hit by this budget. The single person is not always the
dashing young lad with the fleshy car and tons,of money. Sometimes
the single person is the old man who has not got married and has got
no children. That category of person may make g30/£40, how is he
taxed; what benefits does he get when he is living on his own?
What does he get out of this Budget? How is his position already
not good, because we do tax our single people vere heavily and I
do not know to what point it is right to go 'n taxation of single
people whether old or young. Single people do not just work for
nothing, for pocket money, they rant to build up some money.
the Budget has very little to offer to this category of person. I
ask the Fonourable Members to do smething in respect of these
persons.
Also there is the other case of alimony which as I mentioned to
the Chief Minister there is a ease to be looked into. I shall not
raise it now, I shall raise it at the Committee Stage, Mr Speaker.
Almost the one-parent family situation but not quite the one-parent.
family situation. We shall raise it, if I may, Mr Speaker, because
it is a matter of some detail, at the Committee Stage, perhaps byintroducing an amendment. But these pensioners and people on fixed
incomes for whom we must have a constant concern in these parity
budgets are not receiving much protection from the Government.
Mr Speaker, my final point is the question of bills. The
Financial and Development Secretary is concerned, no wonder he
shouts for rain. I started oft' with him, perhaps I should make
this my last point in relation to him. The A:1m of bills outstanding which was related in his speech with the £1.1m which he
was going to raise in import duties etc. Mr Speaker, could the
Financial and Development Secretary say that this is a satisfactory
situation? To have Llm outstanding bearing in mind that he has
been questioned in the House. He said, Mr Speaker, something
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about, "even allowing for an improvement in the speed with which
bills for the consumer services are issued and for reasonably
prompt payment of them, the value of these bills alone is likely
to be of the order of Lim at any one time".
My Hon and Learned Friend, Mr Isola, in fact raised several
questions of the Hon Dr Valarino as regards electricity bills and
I would like to hear the view of the Financial and Development
Secretary.

for the benefit of your Party to get into the next election. Use
it by taking decisions that will produce an economy which is
sounder than what we have at present, and do not come to this
House one year saying that Gibraltar is on top of the world and
the next year, that we are right at the other end.
That mercurial temperament reminds me of Mercury House, about
which I shall certainly say nothing:
Thank you, Yr Speaker.

Mr Speaker, the attitude of the Opposition is quite clear. We are
tinsd of these so-called Government improvements that are going to
come about and they 'do not come about except in minimal areas, we
are voting,. no, as we are abstaining on the Appropriation Bill, we
are voting,no,on the Finance Bill to jerk the Government out of its
complacency and to make sure that people in Gibraltar who are paying
very high sums of taxation get value for money. Vie are not going
against justifiable increases in social expenditure, whatever the
Minister for Labour wants to say. Vie are not doing this. That we
are saying is that we cannot afford to mismanage the economy at
this rate because sooner or later somebody has to.pay for it. Ahd
who is paying for it now? Who will pay for it in the future? 'It
is the worker.
The Hon Financial and Development Secretary said that there was
very little money that he could take away from the higher classes. .
That the tax base was such that one had to tax middle income, and
that is a fact of life, Mr Speaker. It is a fact of our existence
in Gibraltar. And if we do not do things properly and work efficiently, if Ministers, instead of having moral courage when they
come and. ask the House for £2.18m, had had moral courage over six
years and taken the decision that they should have taken then that °
bill might still be there, but it would be much less, and .
would to much more justifiable to ho. to taxpayers and ask" for money.
but unfortunately these decisions are not taken.
I will end, lir Speaker, on the question of Varyl Begg Estate. I
see that the women at the Varyl Begg Estate are asking for the
gar,ge to be moved., That means considerable expenditure in the
Improvement and Development Fund and these are the mothers in the
Varyl Begg Estate. Before that it was the Union at the Refuse
Destructor. Then it was the Opposition and the public generally
as regards siting the Garage at Eastern Beach. This project has
gene on and on and on chi'. the school now costs gbm. The Minister
for Economic Development told us that in the 1975/78 Programme,
the British Government had not given their agreement to carry on
with that school. Even in 1978,'and I can assure the House that
in principle agreement was reached in 1969, my Pon end Gallant
Friend.was there with me, it was included in the communique. Mr
Speaker, can we afford simply to do things the easy way, simply to
tax, simply to waste perhags the only resource that we have, which
is money from UK. Can we of'ord to lose that?' Is it not worthwhile having moral courage in some things and producing a better
financial situation, producing a multiplier effect inside the
economy? I would say the answer is self-evident. Ponoureble
Members have a majority, as we are often reminded. Well, now that
you have it, use it. But use it for the benefit of Gibraltar not

HON A F MONTTTRI7FO:
I think I shall take up the last words mentioned towards the end
of the Hon Leader of the Opposition's speech about taxation. He
did mention that it was a fact of life that here in Gibraltar the
tax base was mainly.from the middle income group because there
were very few People to tax at the other end.
HON M XIBERRAS:
The Financial and Development Secretary said it and I repeated it.
HON A P MONTLGRIFFO:
I assume, unless he says anything to the contrary that if he
repeated it it is because he believes in it, he believes that it
is a fadt of life with which we have got to live in Gibraltar.
And if that is so, I am only saying for the . sake of cutting
talking time, so that we are net subjected later on from his Hon
Friend on his right as to that sort of taxation they pay in the
UK as to what sort of taxation they pay in Gibraltar because, of
course, the structure of the UK can never be implemented in full
in Gibraltar precisely because of what the Hon Financial and
Development Secretory mentioned and which the Pon Leader -of the
Opposition has repeated.
He ha's been talking about fiscal measures totalling £2.8m. He has
done his homework wrong, Mr Sneaker, That figure, Mr Speaker, in
the context of the statement made by the Opposition about the mismanagement of the Government is wrong, because it is not £2.8m.
We may have mismanaged the-whole thing to the tune of £1.9m or
£2m, but not £2.8m. He has done his homework wrong and I hope that
other Member's will put it right. It is about £400,0n0 for housing,
it is about £313,000 for'water together with the others it is more
or less £2m, taking into account the £1.2m that we are raising in
other fiscal measures. It is not £2.8m.
HON P J ISOLA:
If.the Hon Member will give way. It was quite clearly stated in
the statement of the Financial and Development Secretary as far
as fiscal measures is concerned that it is £1.1m in import duties
etc., and £290,000 in taxi which bring it up to £1.14.m. He said it
quite clearly in his address. If the Honourable Member will refer
-to page.19, it is all there in the last paragraph.
•
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HON J B03SANO:
I think the, confusion arises, Mr Speaker, because in fact what
the Government is doing on the family allowances has the effect of
altering the tax structure and, therefore, there is a gross effect
on the taxation side. It leaves the family allowances, as they
are now. If one assumes that the increase in family allowances is another way of reducing the tax burden, which is what has happened
in UK, then the net effect of the tax changes is not, of course,
£290,000, it is £290,000 reduced,by what the increased family
allowances produce.

apparently is so worried about and we were worried last year, we
did not take that advice at the time because we thought that people
had to settle into the new pattern that parity would.bring about to
Gibraltar. Had we done that, perhaps today we could be slightly
better off than we are. But we have to take a political decision,
not out of expediency. but out of a realism and a social consciousness of which we are proud and about which we make no apologies to
this House.

That is correct, rr Speaker, £290,000.

I cannot understand the arguments of the Yon Leader of the Opposition about taxing people in order to be alright for next year's
elections. ?'r speaker, next year's elections is only a year ahead,
and if we have mism-naged the economy so badly, are the people of
Gibraltar going to be such.a pack of fools that simply by allowing
themsel'es to be taxed t'ia year ...

HON P J ISOLA:

HON P J ISOLA:

Put that is not what the Non Financial and Development Secretary
said. He said the net gain was £290,000 in tax. "Plus an
estimated additional yield of £1.110." That is what he said.

Hear, hear.

HON A P YONTEGRIEFO:

FON A P MONTEGRIHFO:
If you carry on-reading there is a commitment of £210,000 in .
respect of the increased rate of family allowances, and if that
is the way which they are presenting to the public their opposition
to these measures, then I am afraid they have not done their homework. 12 we are mismanaging the economy they are certainly
playing havoc with mathematics.

HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:
Hear, hear, did you say? A'pack of fools, the people of Gibraltar:
hell, you can tell them when you go.around the streets electioneering.
If we now are making such a mess, putting taxes up so highly, so
crushingly on the people of Gibraltar just to win an election text
year, do you think they are going to forget all that:

He also based the main opposition to the Government measures, first •
of all, on Government mismanagement. That was answered by my
Friend on my right when apparently it did not suit the Leader of
the Opposition to be listening, but I know he was listening out
side, so he must have heard the figures that Mr Canepa was giving .
4
out, although apparently he did not- know those figures now.
Failure to provide a quicker tempo for the Improvement and Develoi,ment Fund, Mr Speaker, again that point was answered and I had
the privilege, if I may say so, of answering it. Even if we
accept, which we do not for one moment, that there has been a slowing
down for some reason or other in the Improvement and Development
Fund, in no way has that slow tempo contributed to a very large
extent in having the financial position we have today.
Then there was a third point which he did not mention at this stage
but which he accused the Governamtcfduring the Appropriation Bill
and which was one of the other three reasons why they said they
were not going to vote for the revenue-raising measures. And that,
!r Speaker, Was I think said, the political expediency with which
Government dealt with its policy and with its arrroach to different
matters. Let me tell Honourable rembers opo6site that had re
acted out of political expediency last year we could probable have
been a little bit better off this :'ear for the very simple reason
that experts were advising us that all the increases that we said
that we would trng in two stages, because precisely of cases like
people with fixed incomes which the Hon Leader of the Opposition
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I well remember a particular occasion when the Honourable
end Gallant Major Peliza was Leader of the House, his standing up and saying with great courage and determination,
"If we have got to tax people, if we have got to raise
charges in electricity, water and housing, whatever it may
be, we will come to the House and do it because I think
tact it is in the. interest of Gibraltar, that funds should
not run at a loss".
I remember the words very well, I was
sittirg where Mr Resteno is sitting now.
I had the
pleasure of hearing him say that and I was very pleased to
see a man with so much courage.
Of course, now we expeot
to hear him say differently because now he is. in the
Opposition like Lord Shawcrosa said when he was a little
bit disappointed with politics, because from the Opposition
he had to accuse the Government of things he would have
done were he in Government himself.
Now, let us go back to the labour force. Much has been
made about the industrial labour force; we have employed
too many people when we should have been retrenching whilst
at the same time expecting a lesser number of people carrying out all the increase of tempo of the Development Plan
that the Honourable :embers are urging us to do.
Well,
they have got more faith in human natuzo than I have.
All
I would say is that I think they are wrong.
The number of
industrials has not increased over-substantially, only a
handful of industrials have b3en employed.
Where there
has been an increase in the number of people employed has
been following Staff inspection, following parity and
following equivalence with the UK.
Experts from the
Civil Service and other different departments in the UK were
brought over to Gibraltar in the hope, we thought, that
they could find ways and means of economising and to a
certain extent they have, but in other fields they have
They have increased the Nursing
recommended increases.
staff by 17, for example, and that costs a tremendous amount
of money, about £70,000 if we can get the bodies, of course,
which we hope I can.
£1.3m is the money that we are going to have in the
Consolidated Fund and I think I am right in quoting the
Honourable Leader of the Opposition as saying that it was a
dismally low figure, and yet in the next breath he mentions
the possible response that we may get from the UK Government
Instead of taking it as
in order to boost 1.2.p the reserve.
jus%; that, as boosting up a dismally low reserve that he
mentioned, he ways:
"No, you are doing that, you are
taxing people to the tune of E1.3m and asking for money so
that next year you have a free passage so that you pan win
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I hope he is right - not in winning
the elections again".
the elections, because that we shall win - but I hope that
he is right that with £2m we shall be able just to get away
I hope he is right for
next year without any taxation.
his sake and my sake.
This has been a difficult budget in many respects and to me
especially since I worry about anything and, therefore, it
has given me many sleepless nights.
Our main exercise when
we saw that it was a harsh budget, and we ere not hiding
that fact, was to see what we could do in order to alleviate
tnose who would have to pay.
And I will say, Mr Speaker,
that there is not one single case, or rather only one on
increasing rents, that will pay in rent £153 a year.
There
is no otner case of all the samples that I have got in front
of me where anybody will pay that amount in any year except
one house which consists of six rooms, kitchen and bathroom
with en area of 1,106 square feet.
They will be paying.
It is the one end only house, and
about £3 more a week.
remember they pay rent only for fifty weeks, the rest,
Mr Speaker, if you take away Moorish Castle whibh even
then will not go any way near that, which ere the people who
are paying more a week about £2.37; there are people in
Knight's Court paying 90p, £1; Governor's l'.eadow £1.12;
Glacis £1.79; Alameda House lower and middle floors 96p;
others will pay £1.65; Referendum House 90p; the
Honourable Member should not have come to the conclusion
that everybody was going to pay £153 in rent a year because
no-one will except for one particular house in the whole
of Gibraltar.
HON M XIBERRAS
If the Honourable Member will give way.
The Honourable
Member will recall that I asked, in feet, for the infor- •
mation on that.
It has not been mnde available.
HON A

P MONTEGRIFFO

Of course the only opportunity I have of giving that
He came to that conclusion before I
information is now,
gave him the information.
I would like to end by saying that we did approach the
budget with a deep social consciousness, as we always do in
everything we do in Government. The fact is shown that
once again we have a long list of great social improvements
that have taken place in the last 4 years, as it was
expounded by my Honourable Friend the Minister for Labour
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•

criticism year after year.

ar.d Social Security at the Appropriation Bill.
We did
that and though I accept it has placed us in a position of
taking drastic measures it is also equally true to sey•that
within the ambit of the parameters and the little elbowroom that we have to manoeuvre, I think, Mr Speaker, that

I believe, Mr speaker, that if one merely looks et the
superficial shortcomings of this year's budget then it is
absolutely valid to say that the Government has been guilty
of serious errors of judgements: perhaps, they were not
getting the best advice in the way they have handled the

we have done our best to infuse some scrt of a heart into
what has been another hard budget.

Mr Speaker, I hope I can give a better performance this
time than at the Appropriation Bill. .

Let me say that I tend to
economy in the last 7 years.
speak of the last 7 years because I arrived in the House
of Assembly in October 1972, and my first intervention in
the House of Assembly in October 1972 was the famous
transfer of Lim to the Improvement and Development Fund.
But, of course, in fact, what was happening . . . .

MR SPEAKER

MR SPEAKER

You are not going to be as long as at the Appropriation

Lim, I thought it was £250,000?

AON J BOSSANO

Bill? .
HON J BOSSANO
HON J BOSSANO

It was
No, it was the biggest transfer, it was Lim.
totally unnecessary and it was defended because there were
bills on the verge of arriving from UK which had to be paid
I remember it perfectly
and it was not used for 18 months.
Mr Speaker.

Sir, I hope I can give a better performanoe, I thought it

was too short last time.

mn

SPEAKER

But of course, in fact what had been done then had been
done before on a number of previous occasions and, therefore,

I see, I beg your pardon.

in terms of budgetary strategy I do not think there was a
significant departure in policy in 1972, there was, in fact,
a continuation of policy which continues to be raised except
that the Government now is moving closer, as I said in PectWhen I spoke on a similar
in last year's statement.
occasion on last year's Finance Bill, Mr Speaker, I ended my
contribution by saying that "the Government now seemed to be
moving closer to recognising tnis", - this is page 602 of
I said, "I believe that
last year's Hansard, Mr Speaker.
they are closer to understanding to the extent that they
ere saying that because the introduction of parity means a

HON J BOSSANO

Mr Speaker, it seems to me that some of the things that
the Honourable Member who spoke last has said, specifically
one thing that I jotted down, the new pattern that parity
has brought to Gibraltar, when he was saying that they
could have raised things all in one go in last year's
budget, and there was the expert advice that they were'

being given and that in fact they chose not to do it.
It
seems to me that wu still seem to be getting mixed up with

much higher level of wages in the past year this is a new
ball game".
There is an understanding in my estimation,

what the problem in this budget is and how that problem
arises.
The problem in this budget is no different from
the problem in any other budget, and it is a problem that
crises out of what essentially is an approach to balancing
tne books every 12 months, which treats each one of those
occasions as if it had never happened before, and tends to

Mr Speaker, that the nature of the fiscal policy the

repeat the same exercise with the same mistake consistently
year after year. Consequently when I stand up to speak
ebou•el the exercise I find myself repeating the same sort of
•
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Government adopts must take part within an overall economic
Now, today we are closer now than we were 12
strategy.
months ago, but we are still only closer, we are not, in
fact, yet in that arena. My essential end fundamental
argument, Mr Speaker, is preoisely that the budget in itself
is not a budget that says we are going to introduce these
measures because these measures are designed to move the
economy of Gibraltar in that particular direction. The
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and Development Secretary used to sat why hS needed to
raise Company.Tax to 40; 5 was not a watertight one.
He
stated, on page 7 I think it was of his statement, that it
was possible to avoid paying the 7-V Company Tex by taking
the profit out'of the business as directors fees rather
than as profits.
Now, since presumably directors fees
continue to be treated es a cost to the business under the
Ordinance, I have seen nothing to amend that part of it,
then there is nothing to stop directors continuing to pay
themselves directors fees and instead of saving 7i% saving
10%. .A business previously declaring no profits and avoiding paying 70 on no profit are now in a position to avoid
to pay 40% on no profit, but it seems to me, Mr Speaker,
that 40% of nothing is still nothing, just es much as 73-%
on nothing was nothing before.
So I would say that to the
extent that the 40% move was intended to close what the
Financial Secretary obviously sees as a loop-hole, then it
will fail unless it is accompanied by changes which says
that directors fees are not in fact to be treated as a cost.
to the business, which is of course something that we can
all consider, I am sure there would be no major objections
to such a sensible move, Mr Speaker, end we are still in
time, of course, since we have got amendments to the Income
Tax Ordinance on the floor of the House, we ere still in
time to close effectively the loop-hole that the Financial
Secretary seeks to close.
Because it would be a pity, now
that the loop-hole has been identified, to miss such an
opportunity, Tr Speaker.
I am quite happy to prepare an
amendment myself on this side of the House if I am given
an indication tnat will get Government'support.

Government is saying, we have got a hell of a problem here,
I have got bills usming in, bills for materials, bills for
bandages, bills for wages, bills for overtime, and I do not
know where I am going to get the money to pay for all these
So what I will try and do is raise that money with
bills.
a social consctance and try end do it in a way that will
That to me
place the burden on the broadest shoulders.
seems to be essentially what the Government is saying, and
all that the Government is asking us to give it credit for
is that at least in introducing the budgetary measures they
have tried to spread the load round so that it hits least
those who can bear that load least.
The Honourable Yr Xiberras, the Leader of the Opposition
said that the Financial Secretary had said that the bulk
of the revenue had to be raised from middle income and
working people, and he seemed rather reluctant to be pinned
.down by the Honourable Mr Montegriffo as to whether this
Well, let me tell the
was a view that he shared or. not.
Hotse what is my view.
My view is, Mr Speckar, that'the measures that are introduced in a budget in the type of economy that we have in
Gibraltar, and indeed in the type of economy that we have
in the whole of the Western World, fall always on the
I do not think that it is
shoulders of the working class.
possible to introduce any measure without a lot of other
fairly rigid mechanisms to Jimit the freedom of people with
businesses, which will not almost automatically be passed on
Thereto the consumer, and consequently to the worker.
fore, my approach to the budget is that if we are talking
about £2m, and I think my own calculation, I did a very
simple exercise what I did was, I said, if we are starting
off with minus £1m in the original draft estimate and we
are finishing off with plus <Slim, then the difference
So, however it is made
eetween these two figures is £2m.
Now, I believe
up there must be an overall influx of £2m.
that that £2m will come from the working people of
Gibraltar because I believe even what might be described
as a radical left wing measure of,. what, 400% increase in
Company Taxation, from 7i% to 40%, even that, Mr Speaker,
if it has any impact at all, could always be overcome by
somebody sayings "Well, if I was previously out of £100
staying with £o2.50, as far as I am concerned that is the
take-home yield that I expect to get from my business if I
And if the Government is
am interested in doing business.
-now going to take 40%, or 50%, or 60% out of my gross profit,
then I will make sure that my gross profit is increased to
leave me with L.y.net profit that I was used to getting
before, and, therefore, the Company Tax will finish up
And I think that will
being paid by the working people.
happen if in fact it has any impact at all, because it
•
seems to me the: the argument that the Honourable Financial
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The effectiveness of course of taxing companies at 4e,
think, other than in terms of a mechanism for avoiding the
money being taken out as directors' fees, is one, which is
not specified here, but I have assumed means that unlike
what 1 understand to be the situation in UK, where, for
example, tax on dividends is called I believe, Advanced
Corporation Tax and is off-set against the main rate of
Corporation Tax, it'would mean that.the dividend income
would come out of the net income of the company and would
then be subjected to tax in the hands of the shareholder
which would mean effectively that say, if the system worked,
which I doubt very much since I em sure there are plenty of
ingenious individuals about who will be able to advise
companies how to get round it, but if it were to work it
would mean effectively that a company making £1,000 would
initially pay £400 in Company Tax and then would be left
with a net income of £600 which they could either retain in
the business untaxed and reinvest, or else they could
distribute and be subjected to up to 50% income tax on, which
would effectively leave a £300 net income out of a £1,000
gross profit. If oompanies were not able to avoid doing
this then'the next stage would be, as I said before, if they
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are used at the moment to being left with GO% of the grass
profit, they ere not going to accept a cut-back from £600 out
of every £1,000 to £300 out of every £1,000 just like that.
I think the effect would be seen on prices and, therefore,
the impact of that measure on the Index of Retail Prices,
which should not exist, will exist and we would be talking of
But, a measure like this, nr Speaker, would
more than 3%.
have made more sense to me if the Government had said, and
this is an exanp....e that can be used to illustrate the
difference between a budget that consists merely of a
collection of fiscal policies, and a budget that plays a
part in a ctretegy of economic policies, if the Government
had said: the reason why we are moving over to the system
of Company Taxation is because we consider that businesses
should be reinvesting a major proportion of their profits
rather than paying it out to their shareholders in order to
encourage investment and encourage economic expansion, then,
thie instead of being a fiscal measure would have been a plan
in an economic policy in an economic programme by the
Government.
I am talking of, what I would consider to be a
fairly mild move into the area of economic policies.
Let me make it quite clear, Mr Speaker, that the alternatives
in terms of economic policy that I would advocate, and I am
afraid that this is really why I do not think I can be of
that much help to the Honourable end Learned the Chief
Minister, would be, of course, a socialist programme for
Gibraltar.
I think, if the Honouraole and Learned the
Chief Linister, as Leader of the AACR, were to move much
closer to the sort of AACR. we used to know in the 1940a, then
perhaps he might find it easier to understand how we can
prepare a programme which gives Gibraltar a sense of
direction.
A programme which has got as its purpose
creating not simply a welfare state in Gibraltar, not
simply the humanitarian face of capitalisn concern, because
there are a lot of people who are defenders of a different
political ideology, .s different economic system, who have
nevertheless got their heart in the right place and are concerned
about the welfare of Others and do not like to-see people starving
ana ill-treated., But this is not in fact what a belief in socialise is about. A belief in socialismis a belief in
a particular way of organising the resources of a community,
-and ideally of the whole earth, for the benefit of the whole
of mankind.
We cannot do anything about what happens in the
rest of the world, and I believe indeed that the whole of
Western Europe is in a very, very serious situation,
Mr Speahee, as I mentioned in my contribution during the
Appropriation Bill, and I belleve that the analysis of the
Honourable Financial and Development Secretary of the
situation that exists in UK ie one that only scratches the
surface of the magnitude of the problem that exists in UK
and other economies. But I believe that in Gibraltar,
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within our own limitations, we have got e potential that very
I believe that we can, if we
few economies in urope enjoy.
are capable of using the opportunity that being involved in
the- political arena as representatives of the people of
Gibraltar, if we use that opportunity to give a leadership
to the people of Gibraltar in a particular.direction, we
can create an economic situation where there is a plan of
consistent long-term expansion of our economy producing
increasing wealth every year and giving people• what they
naturally aspire to in terms of improving standards of
I believe it is possible to do that, and I believe
living.
that we should be attempting to do that instead of attempting
to score debating points or worrying about who wins the next
election, because _quite frankly unless we are all able to
collectively devise a method of salvaging Gibraltar's
economy, it does-not really make much difference who is
sitting on that side of the House after the next election,
because we are going to be faced with exactly the same
problems and with the same non-solutions that we have seen
up to now.
In saying this, Mr Speaker, I am .not subscribing to the idea
that Gibraltar is bankrupt.
I think it is important because
sometimes one tries to express things in the House,
Mr Speaker - I try to be as non-technical es I can whilst
sticking as far as possiole to the area that I know best,
which is•where my presence in the House can be of use to
other members - but I think if we look at the situation of
the Government's finances, there is no doubt at all that the
criteria for what is a sound financial position, or what is
a sound economy, have'never been objectively defined in this
They have not been objectively defined
House of Assembly.
because we had a situation in 1972, and it is not that-I
want to go back and rake up the past because I think that is
a total waste of time, I think we have had a lot of
unnecessary confrontations in Gibraltar, unnecessary because
what was achieved by confrontation could have been achieved
Necessary at the time because there seemed to
without it.
be no other way of doing it, but I do not believe in digging
up the past because we should be looking towards the future,
but I need to go and make references to some of the things
that have happened in order to illustrate what I want to says
In 1972, Mr Speaker, we had a situation where there was
£1.25m. in reserves, the same as we are budgetting for a year
hence.
But, at that time, a wage increase which was
. estimated to be in the region of £100,000 was considered to
be an intolerable burden for en economy with an expenditure
of £5m. and reserves of £1.2m.
Today, we are seeking in
our Estimates a wage increase of £1.5m. with an economy that
spends £27m, and with reserves of £1.2m.
The inadequacy of
the reserved played a vital role in the judgement of the
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Government at the time which thought that it was necessary
in Gibraltar's interest, they must have thought so, to risk
a general strike rather than touch those reserves.
Obviously, somebody must have been saying to the Government
that to touch those reserves was to risk destroying the
economy of Gibraltar, because certainly to go into a general
strike was to risk destroying the economy of Gibraltar and
on balance it was preferable to go into a general strike than
to touch the reserves.
Todaj we face a situation where we
had £89,000 theoretically in reserve, because the Eouse may
well recall that the Lim. of unpaid bills that now do not
appear as a minus quantity used to appear as a minus quantity
in the old days.
That is in 1972, when we were talking
about E1.2m. in reserve, we meant Z1.2m.in cash; there
might well have been .Orm. of unpaid bills, but we did not
bill through the accounts until they got paid.
Today we
ere talking about 1,1.2m. in reserve of which £lm. consists
of IOU's.• I am saying that I still do not think that the
economy is bankrupt.
I am saying that .because I think it is important to realise
that we are talking about a way of presenting statistical
information, a way of presenting e financial statement.
I
nanhot do now to the Honourable Financial and Development
Secretary what I did in my first budget in 1973, when I was
able to disect page 5 and replace it with a new one which
made more sense than the one I had replaced.
I think he
takes a very thcc,oqgh look at the figures before he brings
them to the House and it is difficult to fault him, I have
recogniSed that, Mr Speaker.
I regret it a little bit
because I used to enjoy doing it! 'But it is possible, for
example in the case of the funded account to do things a
different way.
It is not that the way that it is being
done is indefensible, but a different way of doing it would
produce a different result.
Far example, if in the case of
the capital expenditure those funded accounts actually
raised the capital themselves and funded the capital over
the estimated useful, life of tne assets thgt were being
bought, then the effect in terms of capital repayments and
interest charges would be different from one where in fact
the interest charge is clearly a short-term rate since it is
oesed on the interest rate on the Consolidated Fund.
It
would be long term rate for capital, yes, which could on
certain occasions be low, because we have had situations
where the overnight money in London has been at about 14%
or 15g. when you could have borrowed long-term money for 109.
Even today, with the great improvement that there has been
in tae presentation of the accounts, and in the rigidity,
shall we say, with which the figures are prepared, it is
possible to produce slightly different results, but not ones
that will make massive changes. Put, of course, when we are'
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talking about the funded accounts, what we have done
effectively is to move away from notional figures to real
figures, the mairl benefit of which has been Inat whereas in
the past we used to hove an estimate at the beginning of the
year of what we anticipated would happen in the forthcoming
12 months, we had not got the faintest idea at the end of the
12 months what has actually happened, and what we were being
asked ell the time in this House to take decisions on
estimated figures without any knowledge of the real figures.
That situation has been corrected, and the fact that it has
been corrected means that the House is in a better position
to judge to what extent the different services are being
charged to the consumers.
I never accepted that it was valid to use the notional
accounts - it is not quite true that I never accepted,
Mr Speaker, I accepted it in the first budget in 1973 and I
had a lot of people who reminded me of it for very many
In April 1973 the Government introoccasions afterwards.
duced increases in electricity charges which they said were
required because it was necessary statutorily to balance
the different municipal notional accounts end my reaction,
perhaps rather naively, was that if it-wes a statutory
requirement then es a legislator I'could hardly urge the
Government to break the law and that, therefore, I should
support the increase in the electricity charges and I
remember that I said, that if the Government had no choice
but to raise electricity charges then at least I wanted to
congratulate them on the fact that they had done it in as
socialist a fashion as possible by putting the burden on
I had to very quickly retreot that
secondary units eto.
due to party disoipline when we came to the vote!
MR SPEAKER
Will the Honourable Member be very long?
HON J BOSSANO
Yes, rr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER
Then, perhaps we might recess for tea.

The House recessed at 6.05 p.m.

The House resumed et 6.30 p.m.
HOA J 30SSANO
Mr Speaker, I was referring to the situation in my first
contribution to the budget in April 1973, which es I
pointed out, bears certain similarities, and to.the
position on the accounts which et the time were being used
as sufficient in themselves to justify increases in the
chargls for these specific services.
That approach has
been repeated by the Financial and Development Secretary
in today'm budget.
In fact he has said that we should
not talk about the increased charges for electricity,
water, telephones, rents, as revenue-raising measures. I
think that whether one wishes to make those services pay
for themselves, and I em not sure that that is the best
way of describing what is happening, or not, requires a
policy decision end, therefore, it is not true to say that
tree charges have to be increased because there is a
requirement that they should be increased.
They have to
be increased because the GOvernment announced last year
tnat it was their policy that the cost. arising in
providing these services should be passed on to the
consumer of those services and that this should be done
both in order to recoup the additional costs that are
bound to arise every year and also to eliminate the shortfall b3tween revenue and expenditure as regards these
services that had existed in the past and that the
elimination of this shortfall should be done in stages.
Let me make' it clear that the situation is not and has
never been, as might perhaps appear to have been indicated
on occasions by the way it hes been put, that there arises
a need to make these services pay for themselves now
because our wages now in Gibraltar are in line with UK
wages.
That is not the case.
What could well be the
case is that in the absence of wages being at the level
that they are it wbuld have been impossible for the
Government even to attempt to bring those charges up,
end I think it is important to realise that we are not
talking about cause and effect, we are talking about something that perhaps the Government might have wanted to do
previously but felt it could not do without putting an
intolerable burden on consumers given the level of wages
that existed in Gibraltar.
-The accounts that we have for these services, as I
mentioned, are an improvement on the old notional accounts
to the extent .that they show us the on-going position in
terms of income and expenditure from one year to the next.
But in terms of treating the services as quasi-commercial
enterprises, there is, of course, still a very significant.
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difference between the accounts that we have here and the
accounting policies that would be adopted by a comlercial
And the most important difference is, of
enterprise.
And that brings
course, the absence of a balance sheet.
me back, Mr Speaker, to what I said initially when I said
that notwithstanding the very obvious difference that there
is between the reserve position in the context of the size
of expenditure today and the reserve position in the context
of expenditure, say, seven years ago, the reason why one
cannot really talk about the Government being bankrupt is
because all that we ere talking about, when we are talking
sbOut cash reserves and revenue and expenditure is the
That is what we are
liquidity position of the Government.
No firm, either in Gibraltar or anywhere
talking about.
else, would consider itself to be near bankruptcy if it had
a situation where it had millions of pounds in fixed assets
which was not on the balance sheet covered by millions of
Liquidity
pounds of debts that it.could not service.
problems only give rise to bankruptcy, from the little that.
I know about this area, when in fact the adverse cash flow,
the fact that expenditure exceeds revenue, produces a
situation where the servicing of debts becomes difficult
end, therefore, the people that have lent money to that
enterprise feel that although there may be a colateral,
there may be assets backing that debt, the fact that the
debt is not being financed and the interest payments are
not being met, or that the capital repayments are not being
met, makes them think that they are in danger of risking
the money that they have lent and, therefore, they call in
the Receiver and put.the assets up for sale.
That is what most people would understand by the word
bankruptcy, end it is important that the people of
Gibraltar should understand that that is not the situation
facing the Government.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
We have the ability of raising funds in order to meet them
but on the other hand, unlike a Company, they are not
realisable assets because if you realise the asset you
cannot give a service.
HON J BOSSANO
Well, that is true, Mr Speaker, also to a large extent in
It you ere having a business that has
most businesses.
got fixed assets which are the assets that it is employing
to produce the income of the business, if it sells the
That applies equally to
assets, he goes out of business.
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businesses, but in fact the Government is trying to realise
Its attempt to sell houses is
some of tnose assets.
urecisely an attempt to realise some of its assets.
This
situation is one where, if we look at what the Government
provides in that sort of context, and there may be some
merit in terms of a long-term economic plan for Gibraltar
in exploring different ways in which public ownership of
assets can be best utilised in order to ensure that the
Government is not constrained in the room that it has to
provide services for the community, by certain rules which
apply in public accounts but which might not apply in
private.
Let us look, for example Mr Speaker, at the situation that
is likely to develop in. the new venture that I hope will
get off the ground very successfully, the Gibraltar Quarry
Co.
I imagine in that Company the system of accounting
thae will be used will be the type of accounting system
wnere the equipment that the company owns will be shown in
the balance sheet, whereas if it was being done es a
Government service one would have no notion of precisely
what assets are being employed in tnat business, whet state
tnose. assets are in, how near they are to being totally
depreciated, how close they ere to having reached the end
of their useful life, and there we may well see in the
future, I imagine, the accounts of that company coming to
the House for information, if for no other reasons.
There
we will see a distinction in the treatment of assets from •
what we see today where we really have no notion at all in
terms of the equipment that is used by the Electricity
Department, the Telephone Department, to create the wealth
that keeps those enterprises going, we really have no
notion of how much of that equipment is new, how much of it
is old, how much of what is old is near the end of its useful life, end so on.
That different treatment would be a
very useful thing for the House to look at when -the time
comes.
I cm really only making references to this, Yr Speaker,
because I thine it is important to illustrate that when we
are talking about the difficult financial position of the
Government we are talking really about the difficult
financial position of the Government in terms of having a
number of bills to meet a projection for 1979/80 - that it
has a number of bills that it expects to have to meet, it
has a given amount of revenue that it expects to receive
and the estimates indicate that the bills that are going
to be coming in are in excess of the revenue it expects.
What it is doing is introducing measures which they hope
will produce the revenue that they expect to need.
In
doing so in this area this year there is an additional
vsakness in that by moving more into the area of indirect
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taxation, by relying more on indirect taxation, they ere
entering into an area of estimating future yields which is
far less reliable than that of the past, ana that is
implicit in something the Honourable and Learned the Chief
He said, referMinister said on page 3 of his statement.
ring to the measures that will affect non-essential items
of expenditure of different kinds: "at one extreme there
are the luxuries of cigarettes, alcoholic drink and
gambling", he said he did not need to spend much time
justifying the increases in those presumably because one
could hardly argue that it is desirable to encourage either
cigarette-smoking or drinking or gambling, so that if there
is a dis-incentive effect in the introducing of taxation in
that area it is not tne same as the dis-incentive effect
which may stop people drinking water or consuming elect
trinity.
But,' of coarse, as he went on to say, he said
that the first two in particular, that is, cigarettes and
alcoholic drink, are of considerable value to Government
revenues, end he said one might almost express the hope that
So, of course,
the increase would operate as deterrents.
if they do operate as deterrents then the Government may
have done a great deal to improve the health of Gibraltar
but the health of the Government's finances is going to
suffer as a result!
'I would, be more likely to support a Government policy
decision that in order to save people's lungs we should tax
cigarettes out of existence, than the Government decision
that says that if'we have got a problem this year we shall
just put an extra 6p. on a packet of cigarettes like we did
this year, and then we will manage to get over the night-.
mare of this year's budget until we wake up to the nightBecause precisely that was my
mare of next year's budget.
argument in respect of lest year's budget, end I feel,
Mr Speaker, that if we are, and I think we are coming
closer to understanding the nature of the problem in
Gibraltar, which although in fundamental terms isnodifferent
from the problem that faces almost every Government in
Western Europe of trying to devise how within the
constraints of a mixed economy they can go on providing
ever-improving standards of public services at a rate
.'. which exceeds the rate of growth of the economy as a whole.'
That is the whole debate at the moment in the UK, about the
growth of public expenditure which, to some extent, appears
sometimes to be reflected in this House of Assembly as I
think the Honourable Minister for labour was trying to
This preoccupation with public
point out the other day.
expenditure, in economic terms, can be reduced to a very
If we
understandable translation into an economic model.
hays got in the Government of Gibraltar a situation where
there ie, if we use round figures for the sake of simplicity,
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a £30m. budget, that if the Government is spending £30m a
year in Gibraltar, Z15m. on wages and £15m. on services,
one can come up with a model in terms of the wages side
of that level of expenditure end, say, provided the
increases that the Government pays its own employees are
on average in line with the increases that everybody else
is getting in the economy, then by virtue of the marginal
rates of taxation, those increases do not introduce an
additional burden on Government finance.
That has always been true, et least it has been true ever
since the introduction of PAYE.
It was not true before
because •there was not a very effectiVe tax-callection
system before, but since the introduction of PAYE that
has been true, and it has nothing to do with parity
because parity is simply a way of determining how we .
arrive at what is considered to be a realistic wage
increase.
That is all it is.
We can use any parameter
that we want to decide what is a realistic wage increase,
the only thing is that by virtue of the importance in the
economy of Gibraltar of the UK Departments, in my judgement, using tne qx level of wage increases is a realistic
one because I believe that it would be difficult to move
at a faster pace in wages in Gibraltar than wages are.
moving in UK and carry a UK Department with us.
But, of course, we are left with the other £15m. of
Government expenditure, and that E15m does not stay static.
because the Government es a consumer, the Government in buy
buying goods on behalf of the community, feces increased
prices itself and it is not facing an increasing revenue
yield to compensate for those increased prices.
I think
that it is important for people to understand both in the
House and outside the House precisely whet it is that is
.taking place, precisely what is the nature of the economy
of Gibraltar so that if we have to be critical of each
other,'or of the ideas or the policies that different
political entities might or might not advocate in Gibraltar,
at least we are all talking about tne same thing, even
though we may be talking about how best the problems might
be solved and we might have different ideas about how beet
the problems might be solved.
But the essence of the
problem arises that if the Government in 1978/79 spent
£15m on goods as opposed to £15m on wages, then they may
well find that they need to spend either £17m in 1979/80
to buy the same quantity of goods or buy less goods with
E15m.
If in fact the Government is mis-spending that £15m
if the situation is that there is enormous waste in
Government expenditure, then regardless of whether prices
are going up or not that is undoubtedly a failure on the
part of Government of carreAng out adequately the trustee-'
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ship that it has on behalf of the people of Gibraltar
for what is essentially something that belongs to the
people as a whole. •
If the money is being mis-spent it is the money not of the
AACR, not of the people who sit on Government benches,, but
It is
the money of the whole of the people of Gibraltar.
immaterial whether they need to raise more money or not
raise any money at all in the budget as to whether that
If the Government were to come in a
is right or wrong.
year's time and say, "well, we have now discovered that
this year we do not need to raise anything", as the
Honourable Leader of the upposition anticipates because
there is going to be an election, if there is waste of
public money, it is still wrong, even if they are not
But
raising anything, and it should still be criticised.
I think it is important to distinguish between the argument
that is taking place which may be finding en echo here in
Gibraltar about the need to cut back on publiC expenditure
per se because public expenditure is expanding too fast,
wnich one hears constantly end reads about constantly, and
to say that the Government is essentially mis-spending
public money by using it inefficiently, by westing it.
I am not quite sure what is the essence of the criticism
on public expenditure, but let me nail my flag to the mast
As far es Government money being
in no uncertain terms.
wasted I am totally against Government money being wasted
because I can think of a lot of things, even though I think
we have got a fairly high level of social services in
Gibraltar which compare favourably with whet is to be found
in other places in Europe, I still think that if there is
money there that 13 being wasted it can certainly be put to
3ut if we
much better use than-simply being thrown about.
are talking about cutting public expenditure because it is
a bad thing in itself, which is unacceptable to certain
schools of economics, that public exeenditure should grow,
theoretically one is told by these schools of economics, at
the expense of the private sector, although it becomes
increasingly difficult to swallow when one sees, as
mentioned in my contribution on the Expenditure Estimates,
lr Speaker, 17m people unemployed in the OECD, it is
rather difficult to believe that the private sector is
raring to go, raring to invest, and is being held back
because all the resources in the economies of the advanced
industrialised nations ere being collared by public
expenditure.
Now I do not think that in Gibraltar the Government is in a
situation where the level of public expenditure is
'inhibiting expansion in the private sector, & therefore the essence
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of the argument that is being used, for example, by the'
Conservative Party on their attack on public expenditure,
is totally false in UK of course, it is bound to be coming
as it does from the Conservative Party, but equally so in
, should be attempting to use it in
Gibraltar, if nnybod,
Gibraltar, and I am not sure whether they are or not.
HON 21 XIBERRAS
I
Mr Speaker, if the Honourable Member will give way.
think I have spcken quite clearly about wastage, abuse and
And in fact when it comes to voting monies for
so forth.
social services, I call them loosely pensions, family
allowances and so forth, obviously, both myself and my
colleagues support this.
HON J BOSSANO
Well, I am very glad to hear that, nr Speaker. •It is quite
obvious that the Conservative Party has no representative
in the House.
Well I cannot really accuse, Mr Speaker, the Government of
wanting to cut public expenditure because I think they have
been defending it.
Mr Speaker, in terms of the problem, therefore, that we have
in financing future increases in public expenditure, other
tnan through the elimination of wastage wnich I think is a
valid thing to look at, the other way that these increases
have to be financed is in terms of ensuring that the growth
of the economy proceada at a pace wnich will enable the
Government to finance the increases that people are entitled
to look forward to, because tnose increases are going to be
required in future years, as they ere required in this year,
even if there are no improvementin services, just to
And I think I used
maintain existing level of services.
the phrase last year when I spoke about the Finance Bill,
Mr Speaker, that we seemed to be indulging in a philosophy
at budget time of saying the only way in fact that one can
proceed in a budget is by robbing Peter to pay Paul.
I
was not referring to any specific Peter, Mr Speaker!
Now I do not think that that produces results in the long
I do not think it can produce results in the long term,
term.
because in the long term all it can do is produce a
diminishing base all the time in the sense that the
Government will find that its problems along that particular
road is all the time trying to find more and more ingenious
ways, now ways, of raising revenue when it reaches a time •
when it feels that a particular means of raising revenue
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And let us make no
had reached the end of the road.
mistakes about that, that in Government fiscal policy one
of the most serious situations that the Government can face
is a situation where it does not just have nil returns, it
I think the situation for example,
has negative returns.
Mr Speaker, was one that was pointed out from this side if
I recall correctly by the Honourable end Gallant najor
Peliza end myself on the question of the increases being
taxed on bunkering costs, where we express great concern
that the increase in tax instead of increasing dues might
Now in terms of fiscal
bring ebout a diminished view.
policy, one of the most serious situations that the
Government can face is when it finds that whatever
direction it is going to go into, the new taxes, or'the
higher level of taxes, produces less than the old level
used to do, because then it really will be facing a
situation of bankruptcy, not in terms of not having assets,
because I think that that is not really a realistic danger,
but in terms. of having then to fall back probably on either
grantin-aid, which it obviously does not went to do - and
I am not entirely certain myself.whether they are desirable
or not - but I can certainly take, if I may divert slightly
at this point, I certainly take the point made by the
Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary that in
terms of ODA at least, in terms of the amount of aid which
a nation like the United Kingdom makes available to help
the underdeveloped, I think it is totally immoral that ovx
recourse to that aid should effectively be at the expense of
people wnose standard of living is abysmally low, and whose
As Members must .
need is immeasurably greater than ours.
surely know, the United Kingdom devotes a given percentage
of its gross national product to aid, there is a fixed
amount of money allocated for overseas aid, and to the
extent that our getting more aid out of that particular
source means people who are near starvation having a more
difficult time in getting it, then I take his point
And
completely that our case is a very week one indeed.
therefore, on the part of the Chief Minister of selfreliance I think that when I talk about a long term
economic plan for Gibraltar, I am in fact talking in terms
of looking towards Gibraltar's long term viability so that
we should try end move towards the situation where we are
leks dependant on UK, not because UK aid frightens me,
Mr Speaker, not because I think it is charity, because
having been as staunch an advocate of intergration as have
been, I think that the 3ritish Government has got exactly
the same responsibility for its citizens in Gibraltar as it
has for its citizens in John O'Groats or Lands End, exactly
the same and without distinction.
But if we man in faot do more of our own things ourselves
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by planning our economy better and by generating our own
wealth, and that means that some of the money that might
come to us will go towards more needy people elsewhere in
the Commonwealth, then I think it is a good thing that we
should do it.

•

But to get back, Mr Speaker, to the point that I was making.
It is in terms of the possible difficulties that the
Government will face in the future, and I think the
Government has already pointed to this itself, I think, in
.he opening speech at the beginning of the session - I am
'not sure whether it was the Financial Secretary or the
Honourable and Learned the Cnief Minister, who.said - I think
in fact that they both pointed 'to it - I think the Honourable
•Financial Secretary pointed out the gap between recurrent
revenue and recurrent expenditure had been one that was on
the increase end projected to continue to be on the increase.
He'pof..nted to figures over a number of years and said that
the gap between recurrent revenue and recurrent expenditure
And I think the Honourable and Learned the
was increasing.
Chief Minister mentioned that the projection for 1980-81 and
subsequent. years was again that there would be anticipated
Now, I
shortfalls in terms of revenue and expenditure.
have no doubt at all myself that a great deal - well,
perhaps a. great deal is laying too much emphasis - certainly,
part at least of this year's problems arise out of the fact
that we have again this year failed to spend ODA money.
Of that I have no doubt at all, Mr Speaker, and I have no
doubt as all that the problems that we have had in the past
where, because the reserve position was greater, perhaps the
dramatic needs to spend the money that we are getting was
not made so clear in the minds of all of us as it is bound
to be made today, although we have been, es the Leader of
the Opposition pointed, we have been drawing attention to
this almost since the beginning of the Development Program-e
And pointing out to
in the previous Development Programme.
the fact tnat the Government was not only by failing to
spend that money, not'only failing to provide the level of
economic activity that was required, but in fact making life
more difficult for itself when it next went to the United
Kingdom to ask for aid, because it is rather difficult I
would imagine, Mr Speaker, to persuade Her Majesty's
Government that we require £14m this time because we failed
to spend £8m the last time.
I recall, Yr Speaker, that in the previous House of Assembly,
when we had the arguments being produced about slippage
before we had the crash Development Programme, one of the
things that was said wnich has not in fact been repeated
since but which I telt was absolute nonsense at the time,
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end I asked I thought for an appronch in the analysis of
that situation which to my knowledge still has not been
•
adopted but I thought it was a sensible way to look at it,
we were being told at the time, the argument is not being
used now except perhaps in a slightly different context by
the Minister for Public Works when he talked about the
ability to get the plans out for this term contract which
I will deal with in a moment. The argument was being used then,
Mr Speaker, that the reason why we could not spend more money on
the Development Programme was because of the danger of overheating
the economy, and of creating an inflationary spiral.
Those were also onservative arguments, incidentally, but
I em sure that an analysis now will show that their
validity in fact is very limited.
I doubt very much
whether their validity is really sound elsewhere,
Mr Speaker.
I have never been able to understand the
economic thesis upon which this is based, but I can assure
the House that we do not generate inflation in Gibraltar •
by means of overheating.
We do not generate inflation in
Gibraltar by means of overheating the economy for a very
simple reason, because we have got a way of determining
wages in Gibraltar which is almost unique, in that the whole
wages structure of the wholeeof the labour force is
channelled through a single union which negotiates similar
wages for everybody, and we do not have a situation where
there is competition for labour and the beating up of
price oflabour.
Bo that does not happen in Gibraltar's
economy.
We were being told then that it was impossible to increase
the tempo of the construction industry, the tempo of
expenditure on capital project, because of the limitations*
of the capacity of the industry.
But nobody on the other
side of the House could say what was the limitation in
physical terms.
I remember asking that for a number of
years and I remember not getting an answer and I do not
know whether now that we are talking about economic planning and input output studies somebody hes got round to
reading those Hansards and that is also included in the
exercise that is going to be done.
If that concept is
still floating about anywhere in the inner sanctorum where
decisions era taken then the exercise certainly requires to
be done.
It certainly requires to be done, Yr Speaker,
because it is nonsense to talk in terms of a capital works
programme about the limitations on our capacity to carry
out a certain amount of work end measure that amount of
work in money.
It has-to be measured in volume.
If'there
is a limitation we may say right,Gibraltar con only build
200 houses a year, or 100 houses a year, or 500 houses a
year, but it is absolute nonsense to say .ibralter can only
build £2m worth of houses a year because I know of a house
in Gibraltar that oost £140,000 and I know a house in
66o.

that
And if we say that Gibraltere
GibraltaaAhas cost £14,000.
capacity is limited to 1.2m worth of houses a year, what are
we saying then, that if we build 20 houses of £100,000 each
toot is it, we can only build 23 houses in that year? Well,
Tile houses may cost £100,000 because
that is nonsense.
tney hove got golden bathroom taps, and, therefore, if we
are going to talk about capacity in the industry, the
capacity must be measured in volume and not in money, and
I made that point two or thaeo years running Mr Speaker, in
trying to persuade the Government that more could be done in
expenditure 'on the capital work side, and I did not get any
answers.
Now, if the Government is approaching the situation more
rationally, and I em encouraged to think that it is, than
it did, than I believe it is more important to be hopeful
for the future than regretful for the past, then that sort
of argument in terms of planning must continue, the Government I
would hope will take my words to heart and must ensure that •
any limitation in budgeting for expenditure on capital works
will be limited to looking at what is possible to do with a
given size of labour force in the construction industry end
not limited to quantities of money.
The Government this year, Mr Speaker, is putting in the
estimates Elim for the Improvement and Development Fund.
Last yeer, Mr Speaker, I said - on page 297 of lest year's
Haneard - "If the potential that is here is not fulfilled,
tnen of course, aven the figures that are there may prove
to be optimistic rather than conservative as I believe
Again I say to the Government that if they
them to be".
actually succeed in spending that £71m then I have no doubt
that tne outocmc of Government revenue will be considerably
healthier than the figures in the Estimates, but I think the
Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary is wise
to act on the assumption that it is not going to spend
and estimate accordingly.
I would have thought .Mr Speaker, that if the Government has
difficulty in spending the £28m of the 1978-81 Development
Programme, then commonsense would dictate that at least the
unspent money should be predominantly the money we have to
find ourselves unless there is something in the agreement
with the ODA that we can only spend as much of their money
I am told there is not, well, then
as we spend of curs.
I would have thought commonsense would dictate that and,
therefore, coming to the term contract for the maintenance
programme which we are paying for ourselves, the nonspending of that money, of course, it is not the disaster
There is a
that the non-spending Of ODA funds would be.
serious reason why it is desirable that that money should
be spent and that is because the cost of that maintenance

It will keep on
will keep on going up for two reasons.
going up because the properties will deteriorate the longer
the work is left undone and what might have been minor
repairs will become major repairs and the cost of doing,
those repairs will keep on going up year after year.
Let
me explain to the House, Mr Speaker, why it is that the
Gibraltar Government section, that is of the Transport and
General Workers' Union that represents the Government
industrial employees, end I em flattered by all the appeals
of the Minister for Economic Development to me personally
to do something about the term contract, but let me make
it quite clear that I am not trying to shed responsibility,
I personally,'am also against the term contract, but even
if i were not, people who count are against the term
contract, Mr Speaker, because they have experienced, our
Union has experienced, in the Property Services Agency, the
use of term contractors to bring about a displacement of
directly employed workers, that is the essence of the fear
of the use of a term contractor because a term contractor,
Mr Speaker, is not contracted to do a specific job and that
is the essential difference, a term contractor is
contracted to do any job that the Government chooses to
call it for and therefore a term contractor might well be
called to repair a leaky tap as opposed to a plumber from
the Public Works being called to repair a leaky tap.
That
is whet the term contract does, it is a contract for a given
volume of work which is valued at a given sum of money.
DOE, for example, puts out a £lm term contract and the term
contractor does not know what it is going to be doing for
that £lm.
It knows that if it is required to replace a
shutter in a house it will charge, say, £50 and that if it
is required to repair a leaky pipe it may be paid £20, and
if it has to put a washer in the tap it may be £5, so what
it agrees is the price for specific jobs but it does not
know at the beginning of the contract which job he is going
to be called upon to do.
So essentially the term
contractor is a privately-owned Public Works Department.
That is what it is, and that is why the Government should
stop wasting printing ink by putting down term contracts
year after year in the Estimates because there is not the
slightest hope of it ever seeing the light of day.
However, Mr Speaker, since that is the root of the
opposition of the term contractor, if the Government has
got a block of flats somewhere in any Estate in Gibraltar
that is in a dilapidated condition, and let me assure the
Government that it has got more than one, then if it wants
to put that block of flats out to a contractor to be put
;right, there is nothing to stop this being done.
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H0a A W SERFATY
There are technical difficulties here, and that is that it
is very difficult, if well nigh impossible, to know what'
has to be done, for example, to a roof unless you start
removing tiles and boards etc.
That is the difficulty of
putting what is mainly, when we are talking of term
contracts, repair to roofs out to tender.
That is the
difficulty.
HON J BOSSAI70
I em sure that those difficulties can be looked at in the
proper forum by the people who have got the authority to
take decisions in this matter on both sides, on the
Government side and on the Union side, and there is no
reason why the Government should not find co-operation in
overcoming those difficulties.
I think it is important
to know that tne term contractor in the terms that I have
explained, and es a term contract is being used in DOE, in
my estimation, and I think I em close enough to the people
concerned to be able to make a fairly accurate judgement,
that is out, Mr Speaker, and I think there are very valid
reasons why it should be out.

:2
'

Mr Speaker, I believe that the Government, as the Honourable
Minister for Labour has mentioned,has made a very
significant move into en area of localised productivity
agreements, the so-called JPC's, which could well transform
the nature of its problems in terms of financing the workload of the Public Works Department.
I have no doubt at
all, again, because I happen to be close enough to the
people who have to take decisions on this matter, I have no
douot at al: that the Government's chances of success, if.
it really has its heart in pursuing the potential that
exists there, are very high because I believe that they
will get the full co-operation of those concerned.
But,
of course this, Yr Seaker, will make, I believe; the
Government's problems in financing recurrent expenditure
easier, end it may well provide an answer for a number of
years, but the fundamentals of the situation, the
fundamentals about the size of the economy, the direction
in welch the economy moves and the leading role that the
Government should take in planning and controlling the
economy of Gibraltar still remains.
I know that it .is difficult to do anything other than come
to terms with an immediate problem when one has to budget
for the next twelve months et the beginning of the Financial
year.
I am not trying to minimise the size of the problem'
that the Government faces when it has to sit down end do
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numbers and say to itself "Well, I expect to spend so much
money on books, and so much money on medicines, so much
But
money on bandages, and that money hos got to be found".
the time must be found after the budget is over to get to
A greet
grips with long-term solutions to the problem.
deal of that, the Government must understand, the Honourable
and Learned the Chief Linister must understand, must of
necessity reflect a political ideology, en approach to how
I have in the pest on more than
en economy should be run.
one occasion pointed out to the Government what I thought
were errors of judgement, at times using very hard lnnjuage
indeed, saying that the Government was not in fact guilty
of errors of judgement but of deliberately cooking the
figures in order to strengthen its hand in negotiating
positions, but if we limit ourselves to errors of judgement
and no more than that, and I do not think that it is in anybody's interest to return to the days when most of the time
of the House was taken up in accusations end counteraccusations instead of in solid work for the benefit of the
whole of Gibraltar, if we limit ourselves to the question
of errors of judgement, let the Government have no doubt
tnat as in the past I will continue when I think that something can be done better in another way to suggest how I
I believe that it is not enough
think it should be done.
to say that the Government is wrong in whet it is doing, it
But the
is also necessary to say how one would do it.
alternative that Gibraltar needs is a much more fundamental
The sort of advice that I can give to the
one then that.
Government has to be limited to advise as somebody who knows
something about the area of finance and economics, of saying
"Well, if I were your professional adviser, I would be
advising you slightly differently", and it may well be that
I may have noticed something that has escaped the eyes of
That, Mr Speaker, I have tried to do
the others.
conscientiously in the House of Assembly since I arrived,
and I will do it whoever is on that side of the House, and
I say that because I do not really expect to be there myself
for quite some time!
That possibility which perhaps may not be more than e glimmer
in the horizon of a well-planned socialist Gibraltar, where
the working people can confidently look forward to
improving and continuing standards of living without the
annual hustle of where to find the money to provide it, I
believe that may be no more than a glimmer in the horizon at
the moment, but I believe that it is indeed the only .
passible long-term solution, not only for Gibraltar, but,
indeed for the whole of Western Europe.
Thank you, Mr Speaker.
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HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI
Mr Speaker, the Honourable Kr Bossano hinted at one time or
other during this debate that he had the solution to the
future economy of Gibraltar and, of course, his solution IS
based, and I respect him for that, on pure socialist ideas.
But one must face realities in this world that wa are living
iA, end even in the United Kingdom where there is such a •
huge. labour movement with the TUC, people do not vote for
We have to change the views of the
socialist ideas.
people; and until we do that no matter whet legislation we
pass in Gibraltar it will not work because the majority of
Until we solve
the people dc not think as socialists do.
tnat problem we cannot solve the future economy of
Gibraltar.
The other point touched - and I am not hitting out at the
Honourable Member - is that he mentioned that the PSA/DOE
have managed to introduce term contracts, he mentioned
the fiEure . of £Lm and they have got away with it, but this
is UK money, not our money; and yet he will not allow his
section to be able to improve our financial expenditure by
allowing term contracts in our own situation.
HON J. BOSSANO
I am afraid the Honourable Minister misunderstood what
I said that the PSA/DOE had introduced this very
said.
many years ago and that the result of that has been a
reduction in ths numbers employed in DOE from something like
With that experience, I can
850 to something like 600.
assure you, that not only will nobody else introduce another
term contract in Gibraltar -, but that PSA will not have one
for much longer.
'HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIA:a
But this is counter-productive to another argument that the
Honourable Mr dossano brought up and this is the proportion
of hbw many employees should be in Government end how many
And
employees should be in other sectors of employment.
if we put everything into term contracts, or just about
everything, the level of manning emoloyncnt in our own
Government would be lower so, therefore, our spending would
That
be less and we could recuperate from other sources.
is one point.
The other question is, I know that there are negotiations on
Job Price Contracts, but you must be very careful how to
deal with this, because from my experience if you say the

Public Works Department hes 30,000 requisitions a year, and
it is only managing to do in that year 15,000, it does not
mean that if you do 18,000 this year you are going to get so
What must be really looked at is whether those.
much money.
15,000 in a normal working day could not have been 20,000, '
and then the other 10,000 could be massed on as productivity
So we have to talk in normal terms, what is a
bonuses etc.
normal workload for a day, how many requisitions a normal
person without being a slave should do, not look at bast
history where I know cases of one requisition a day.
That
must be borne in mind in the negotiations between the Union
Not to look at records which have been bad
and employers.
records but to really look at it realistically and then I
am sure we can come to terms. But to talk of old
requisitions and what gains can be made that can be made,
that is not the way to approach a Job Price Contract
realistically, if we went.to save on expenditure end if we
want to get through our volume of maintenance.•
That is all I am going to say.
HON* iii K FEATHERSTONE
Sir, last year at budget time we were in the throes of
introducing parity and everybody said that they were not
fully sure what parity would bring, what its problems would
be and how it would work, but they all had confidence that
it would work and they hoped that in its working it would
I think one example of
bring many benefits to Gibraltar.
how Government itself was not sure how parity was going tp
*work was that in the Estimates last year they put some
£7.5m for the back pay end the actual figures worked Out
to £8.25m.
So there was a 105r, error in the actual forecasting of how parity was going to come about.
Parity
did bring with it a great number of benefits.
It brought
approximately 50f, wage increase which in real terms, in
improvement of standards of living,.was some 301, and a
fair measure of money was injected into the local economy all of it because some of it went into'the economy of other
nations, people going away on holidays, people going back
to.their homeland and taking money with them, but a good
measure was injected into the local economy end I think
that there is very little doubt that the lest year has seen
a boom time for the actual local economy as such.
But it
has been, to some extent, a lean time for Government., A
lean time for Government because the simple formula that
the Honourable Mr Bossano has mentioned, and I think some
other member on that side has mentioned, that if you have
so much of the labour force and so much marginal rate of
income tax then it is all self-financing, has not seemed to
•
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Thank you, Mr Speaker.

work exactly as we woeld like it to have worked and we have
had to finance some of the cost of parity by running down
our reserves in the Consolidated Fund.
It is not a question of mismanagement, unless you want to
put mismanagement at the door of certain people in the UK
where they give a wage increase of say 20% this year, and
20% promised for next year, and since we are beholden to
parity, need to follow suit.
If that is classified as
mismanagement in the UK then we would be guilty of the same,
but I do not think it is such a thing at all.
So the
situation this year is that with our parity of wages working
on us we find that our revenues are not really sufficient
to balance out our budget end also leave something in
reserve.
I world like to bring up the point that the Honourable
Mr Xiberras made about the Honourable Cnief Minister's
approach to Britain for some help in specific areas.
think we have a far better chence of succeeding in our
recaest to the UK if we say, "If you give us this money it
will go to boost our reserves", rather than as the
Honourable Mr Xiberras' suggested, we would not have put our
hands so deeply into our pockets if the UK was going to give
I am sure they would look at it much
tnis money to us.
more sympathetically if they know we have put our hands •
into our pockets, and deeply, to help pay for our day-today lives, and that any assistance they might give us was •
only going to boost our reserves, something which is rather
dear to their hearts and something wnich I think they
avoald take much better than subsidising us on our normal
day-to-day work.

0

Another point which was mentioned by the Honourable
air Xiberras was what effect these different measures were
going to have on our cost of living and he was told that the
Statistician had worked it out to approximately some 3%.
Well if we have had a 30% improvement a 3% drop is not such
a great drop when you' consider the drops that they have had
in the UK over tne past two or three years.
But we have
put in our budget sale item which allows for a 100 wage
increase, so that this would mean that on balance et the
end of the year, even if there were to be a 3% rise in the
00st of living people would still be 501, to 75". better off.
So I cannot see *hat there is very great justification
that all these
throw ones hands up in horror and say
measures ere going to push up our cost of living and stoke
up inflation.

VarylBeFg Estate. There seems to be a little mepsure of
apprehension about this garcge end I mould like to teke this
opportunity to allay this apprehension before it gives rise.
to anything that really worries the people concerned. 7'e
have it from the Fire Brigade that the danger from storing
.
petrol at the garage is absolutely infinitisimal. As far
as they are aware nowhere has an underground tank of petrol
ever caught fire anywhere in the world, and I think that
there is no reason why an underground tank in Gibraltar
should suffer any different fate to anywhere else.
I would also comment that there is a certain worry about
pollution, and we have it from the Chief Public Health
Inspector, that he cannot foresee any danger of pollution
whatsoever with the garage there. After all, there has
been a garage in that area for a very lone time and it has
not given rise to pollution worries. There is our present
Public Works Garage next door to a Services' School, very
close at hand, and again there is no pollution trouble. So
I do hope that both these points go a lonF way to alloy the
worry that is in certain people's minds.
I would agree with the people who are a little worried about
heavy lorries and traffic on Varyl Begg Road, and I think I
can say with a fair measure of certainty that the entrance
to the garage will not lead from this roadway that it will
be situated somewhere else whete it will not affect '!aryl
Begg or the Varyl Begg. Primary School children at all.
Now to turn back to the question of some of the measures in
the Finance Bill. These measures obviously are not pleasant
and no Government is happy to nut on taxation but they are
still measures which leave us considerably better off in
many instances than the United Kingdom. For example our
cigarettes will go up approximately 6p a packet, to around
an average of some 53p. In the United Kingdom they are
about 60p a packet. Our bottled whisky will also go up but
it will still be considerably less than in the United Kingdom.
Our car licence will go up but it will still be considerably.
less than in the United Kingdom where cars are paying some
£50, although I do understand there is a scheme eventually
to remove car tax in the United Kingdom and put a whacking
great amount on the petrol. Our TV licence will still be
less than in the UK. Our import duty again in many
instances is.less than the UK, especially on the luxury and
semi-luxury items which often in the UK attract figures
between 20%, 25% and 30% import duty, and then VAT on top
of that. Although our petrol, because of the difficulties
in the small quantities supplied, is expensive as petrol,

the actual tax on petrol again is lower than in the UK. ,
Much of the thinking behind the different measures of taxation that we have put, that I have just mentioned, are

I would like to refer to one of the points made by the
Honourable Mr Xiberras in the very last part of his

intervention, in which he spoke about the Garage at the
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based on the thinking that if you want these luxuries,
then pernaps you should be expected to pay for them. If
you want to.drive-your car round and round the Rock on a
Sunday, although today it is getting a bit difficult with
the amount of cars that are on the road, well, then, you
must face the cost of the petrol.
The number of people who
really need to use their cars as a measure of day to day
work, except for the gentlemen in the Public Works who get
a mileage allowance, is really rather limited.
The Hjnourable Mr Bossano mentioned that we have 47-1m in
the Improvement and. Development Fund and if we spend it
this year, well, we would have done a jolly good job.
I do
not.hope we upend £7-i-i because Ram of that is the amount we
have reserved from the 7aryl Segg Estate end I hope we do
not have to pay them, because I cannot foresee that they
will have put all the roofs right before the end of this
year, although we are going to do our best to see that they
jolly well get started.
So that leaves us £6im, and if
everything goes reasonably well, I do not want it to go
wond.erfully well, reasonably well,.we are going-to spend if
not that whole figure a very good figure approaching it.
Obviously, to come. beck to the Public Works Garage, if we
were to have to re-site the Public Works Garage, end put
back everything another three to six months, this would put
back the Comprehensive School again and there would be
tremendous slippage, we might even lose it. So I do not
tnink we want to press this question of the Public Works
Garage going anywhere else, it is quite satisfactory where
it is and we hope to get on with the Girls School, starting
work some time this year in Cctober.
I do not think over the three years, with the greatest
amount of honesty, I can say we will spend £2.9m because
some ElOm of that was intended for electricity and water
This
development; new generators, new distillers etc.
is still very much under study and I do not think we will '
come to any conclusion for some six to nine months, which
means that even if we were to go ahead with the schemes, and
the scnemes come to some .C10m, we would not spend it all in
the next year or so.
•
I am happy that the Honourable Kr Rossano hes brought up
As I have already said we are dothe question of JPC's.
ing our utmost to see that these should continue and
really give fruitful results, but as I believe the
_Honourable Major Dellipieni said:, we must have reasonable
basic on which to work and not. start from a minimum basis,
because then weaze only going to kid ourselves and not
really get anywhere.
I am sorry that the Honourable Mr Bossaho still feels that
we nave not got a chance whatsoever of a term contract but
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perhaps even his rather diehard thinking on this may change,
it hes I believe changed a little bit in this intervention
in which he said that if we were to put it on to specified
things, then perhaps it might be more acceptable.
If we
do come to any ideas along that, and we ere quite willing
to consult the Unions on it, I would give the guarantee now
that this would be on specialised work, especially what we
call backlog or heavy maintenance.
It is mainly doing
roofs, although we might not be able to take a specific
estate, we might be able to take a number of houses over a
varied area
especially some of the older houses, prewar houses, end say the repair of these roofs would be the
items actually covered by such a term contract.
It would
not be a case of saying "please go and put a washer on a
tap" or anything like that.
That would still be done by
our own PWD Maintenance ferce and there would be no
difficulty that the PWD force would be out down, as I
believe have occurred in the DOE because of the term
contract.
the rWD force is already fully extended and we could
guarantee, and I am quite willing to stick my neck out on
this, that we would not make any cuts or redundancy or
anything like that.

a

HON J BOSSANO
I note what the Member says that the PWD force is fully
extended and yet he seems to have doubtS about that being a
suitable basis for JPC's development.
If they are fully
extended, surely they must be working the full 40 hours.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE
Well, they are fully extended in so far as they are
producing a measure of work which is not ureasonable, but
obviously you can always produce a lot more by really
taking your coat off and getting down to it at all hours of
So that where there is any strong
the day and night.
incentive, and especially a cash incentive as we have seen
at various plaoes, they are willing to do more than the
normal.
On the Bill itself, the increase in electricity obviously is
justified, it is not a case of mismanagement, it is sihply
a case in most instances that the cost of oil and the cost
of spores, have gone up very considerably and these have got
to be faced.
On the question of income tax we have made what we consider
670.
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to be a reasonably good package deal.
It is a deal which
perhaps in some instances will be a half.way house.
As
has been seen we have cut out the Children's Allowance for
the second and subsequent children, and it is our thinking
that possibly in the future we will cut out the Allowance
for the first child and give Family Allowance for the first
child all the way through.
This would in the end bring us
closer tc the ideas that had been put forward by the
Honourable Mr 3ossano I believe, end which is what is
appertaining now in the United Kingdom.
The changes in the different rates of tax in the main affect
the higher incomes, not so much the middle incomes, but we
have es we have always said, looked to the larger families
and we intend, and we are giving them, a measure of relief
by the new Family Allowance at a higher rate so that as can
be seen from the figures that were circulated, even if you
are getting £10,000 a year and you have four children you
are some 1,300 better off.
This, I think, has been done
with a social conscience end I do not think really anybody
can ossically say that it is not a move in the right
direction.
The Gaming Tax: well, if you want to put it in percentages'
it is a tremendous increase on 3ingo but if you want to
out it on actual money terms it is 1p on a ticket.
And I
think that if people can afford to spend fairly substantial
amounts of their income on Bingo they can afford the odd
penny or two that tne Government is now asking for it.
And
the same, I think, with horse racing.
In fact where I
live tnere is a betting office.
It seems to me very well
patronised, I patronise it myself for the Grand National
although I am unsuccessful, but I do not think that the
persons. who are trying their luck and seeing if they can
beat the form ere going to worry very much that the tax
has increased a little bit more.
In fact I do believe
they do have a system under which you take the tax out of
your winnings if you-so desire so that as.far as some
people are concerned it will not affect them at all.
The taxes on alcohol: I have mentioned this already.
think if you want a drink, end I enjoy a drink occasionally
and I believe my friend the Honourable ::ajor Peliza does
also, well we have to pay a little more for it but it works
out, as they have said, for a bar, allowing for a slightly
higner margin of profits to the bar-keeper, at 2p a tot I
do not think that is going to kill anybody.
The tax I believe has not been increased on cigars and
tobacco, and the fact that the Chief Minister and the
Finanoial Secretary smoke such tobaccos had nothing to do
671.

with the thinking of Council of Ministers when they came to
this decision.
On the question of water I have alreedy said that we do
believe that there should be a measure of subsidisation on
the water supply and 1 have already co=ented that the
majority of persons use less then 4,500 litres a month.
gave a breakdown that we had taken some sixty flats at random and whilst I was listening at one of the interminable
speeches on the Appropriation Bill I did a further
calculation of all tne flats at Glacis and definitely the
figure is below 4,500 litres on the average, in fact, over
the whole of the Glacis area it is considerably lower than
This will mean in
that, it is somewhere around 35.
increase of some 35p per week, £1.25 per month, part of it
is a slightly higher meter charge and this we feel is
little oit of safeguard for the Government against areas
where we understand some people may be using whet is known
as the "drip" system by which you allow your tap to drip
into a bucket and the meter, however good it is, cannot
register it, so we will get it back as meter rent or at
As I said, these people who ere below
least we hope so.
the 4,500 litres are going to get tneir water et the price
of 90p per ton when water costing is something like £3 odd
per ton they are pretty heavily subsidised end I think we
have done a great deal towards helping the families of
I appreciate the kind
Gibraltar in the water situation.
words that have been said by the Honoureole Mr Xiberras
that we have managed to get the losses down from some 30`4 .
My department es I have said before and I will
to 2826.
repeat, is very aware of the situation of water losses,
they ere continually testing and continually seeing that
the losses should be as low es possible end, perhaps, the
two members of the Opposition who resigned from the Water
Committee would be happy to come back to it because I
shall shortly be approaching them, asking them to come back
now that I have got the results of the night testing that
was promised for one area and they could go through it and
they could perhaps come back and we'could get the final
The
working out of the report on the water..situation.
Honourable Mr Xiberras made a little alms tiMtthe telephone
service does not give service and yet I em astonished to
see how at least the telephone outside in the ante-room of
the House of Assembly seems to be used very considerably
by different members .of the House, not to mention members
of the Opposition, so at least they are netting some service
The question of renewing G0',": of the lines,
after all.
think has been taken a little bit out of context because
from 1972 to 1979 there was a considerable increase in the
number of lines available and obviously the newer equipment
that 0=0 in made the other equipment which was working
reasonably satisfactorily appear to be a little. obsolete
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and therefore one says that one would like to change
completely over to a new type of eedipment but this does
not mean to say that the other eouinaent is not giving good
service and I think, in the main, the telephone service in
So, Sir, all in all,
Gibraltar is as good es most areas.
we are providing a package of different measures of
taxation none of which are going to bankrupt anybody, none
of which are going to bite so hard that people will have to
Even the gentlemen who are
go on supplementary benefits.
on pension are not doing too badly wnen you consider that
their pension, I understand, is going to be increased by 20%
and it is a tax—free pension so that tney ere really able to meet
up with these, in the circumstances of a budget of £28m,
I would call modest increases in taxation.
HON MAJOR R J FEL=
Mr Speaker, I am grateful that the Minister realises that
we on this side of the House are interested in hearing what
Iwms hoping that at least
the other side has got to say.
those I could hear before I stood up to speak myself would
have said something that would have convinced me of the
necessity of Gibraltar having to find £2.Gm pounds this
year but nothing that has been said to me has in any way
changed my mind of the position that my colleagues and I
In fact, I am more
took at the time of the expenditure.
convinced than ever that the problem that has faced
Gibraltar today is that we have a government which is
:;ow and again I manage
suffering from sleeping sickness.
to wake them up for about half an hour and after that they
And because it is I who wakes
seem to go to sleep again.
them up they do not like me coming into the House of
;;000dy likes to be woken in the morning or any
Assembly.
other time of the day end this, Yr Speaker; unfortunately,
I
is the situation in Gibraltar for the past eight years.
am very pleased to say that the Honourable Minister for
Inbour and Social Security does like to hear me in this
House, not everytning that I say, but I think perhaps there
is some sort of mutual respect between us because I also
like to hear some of the things he says and I even like it
more wnen after considerable arguing the Minister accepts
the suggestions made by this side of the House and some—
times even from me, even if I bring them over the Bey of
This is the clear sign,
Liscay from the United Kingdom.
Mr Speaker, if I may say so, on the question of personal
I think that in a
allowances and also of child benefit.
motion which I introduced in this House, which the
Government voted against, carried the goodness that we see
in the package that has been presented tc the House on
this occasion and which I would gladly vote in favour of
if teat was the only thing that was being introduced in
this House to make tne tueden of taxation lighter but I em

not prepared to vote in favour overall of a Financial 3111
which in my view and for reasons which I will exnlnin as I
go along most of the revenue-raising being introduced in
tnis coming year is absolutely unnecessary.
To-say that
they are making the burden of the lower income group in
Gibraltar lighter when in fact they are not making it
lighter, they are making it heavier but not as heaVy as it
would be, that is what they are saying, when in fact this
was a golden opportunity with the introduction of parity,
for reasons that I will explain later, precisely to
relieve the shoulders of those who have been carrying the
burden for quite a number of years now end, unfortunately,
that opportunity has been lost.
Looking, Mr Speaker, at
the allowances and the final product of the allowances and
child benefits we find that even now, although we have
introduced parity with the United Kingdom, our taxation for
that particular group of the average man who I do not know
who he is and it is always' so difficult to find anywhere,
Out assuming that the figure given by the Financial
Secretary is £64 a week income, I heard £67 so the figures'
that I have worked out are based on £67, but anyway £3 one
way or another is not going to make all that difference and
certainly I em not going to change my figures. But baSed
on that I think if one looks at the allowances one can
begin to realise where the difference liee.
Whilst in
Gibraltar the single allowance is £550 in the United
Kingdom it is £1,045 simply because it is geared to the
cost of living there and automatically as the index of the
cost of living goes up the threshold advances.
In
Gibraltar we have not reached that stage and I only hope
that what I am saying today will convince the Government of
the fairness in this present day of constant inflation of
introducing that factor into our taxation system.
It was
very helpful in England because it so happened et this
stage when governments were changing, if in fact that had
not existed the people would have carried on paying much
more tax when inflation has already eroded their pay with—
out an opportunity of rectifying that matter end, obviously,
for a few months at least the lower income group would have
been suffering very Considerably.
I think we all know
that inflation is here to stay.
I do not see for the next
few years a complete change of the situation.
Some
people think that if Mrs Margaret Thatcher comes in that
will'heppen but what will happen is that whilst she will
bring down taxation the will increase the indirect taxation
and in some respects I think it will obviously hit most to
the lower paid with a big family because the more children
you have the more things you have to buy end to some extent
this is what the Government has done here except that they
have done it both ways, they have increased the inoome tax
end they have also indirectly increased the indirect tax—
ation. Although you may work mathematically what the
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result will be, three points up, I, in my intuition end
witnout any calculator in my hand, am absolutely convinced
that it will be much more than that because you cannot
expect however much you may work it out that the figures
that you are going to base it on is on the increase that
you have made here because what will happen is that whether
we like it or not those who have to pay the import duty
will have to pass it on with a margin of profit attached to
it because in the end profit is based on the capital that
If the import duty goes up the amount of
is invested.
articles introduced into the market has gone up by that
amount, whatever you may call it, and eventually in order
to be sole to carry on trading that amount that has got to
It is
be added with an element 'of profit attached to it.
not just on the import duty, the taverns have now got to
pay more on the licence and it is obvious that very likely
they will be forced to add a penny on beer and I do not
know whether that has been taken into the calculations of
the Government, and my intuition tells me that if it has not
If it is just for
I-think in fact it will happen that way.
the sake of sugaring the pill that all this has been left
out, I think the Government is guilty of misleading the
May be it was en oversight, I do not
public of Gibraltar.
know,.it could be an oversight but whether the people will
believe that that is an oversight or not is a different
matter.
So, we carry on looking at the allowances end we
find that the single allowance to Gibraltar is £650 and in
When we come to the
the United Kingdom it is £1,045.
married allowance, in Gibraltar it is E1,300, in the
I think again the
United Kingdom it is E1,675.
Working on that basis,
difference is quite considerable.
let us take a comparison of the average man in Gibraltar
and the United Kingdom earning £67 a week.
If we work on
If we
that basis, the income would be £3,484 a year.
work it on the different income tax rates, in the United
Kingdom it is £7,050 at 255 and for the purposes of this
calculation the rest is at 334, here in Gibraltar as we .
know it has gone up l. tnis is where it is wrong, it has gone
up from 1.05 to 205 in the first £500 end then the others
On thst basis, therefore, we find
remain et 304 es before.
that. with only the husband working the United Kingdom family
is better off by £69 a year.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY If the Honourable Member will give way. He did not say
how many children there would be in that particular family.
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HON MAJOR R J PELIZA
I em coming to the children. • The children do not matter
in that we are going to get £4 here in Gibraltar end they
get £4 in the United Kingdom end there is no longer any
allowance either here or there, so the children do not come
into it except, if I may remind the House,that in England
it is going up by another £1 fairly quickly and therefore
On the
each child will be getting £5 end not £4.
supposition that it is increased then of course the
difference would be very considerable in that it will be
£52 more per child and that is quite a lot.
HON A J CANEPA
What we have done is to retain the tax relief for the first
We are still continuing to give tax relief worth
child.
£200 a year instead of paying Family Allowance for the first
child.
HOW MAJOR R J PELIZA
However, the situation in England
I misunderstood that.
I think
is much more better than it is here in Gibraltar.
the Minister will realise that I was not trying to get at
Therefore
the Government'I was just trying to be fair.
the situation is that the average family is obviously much
better off in the United Kingdom than here although the
wages ere the same but I think that a family getting that,
amount of money with four children stands a very good
chance in Council hoases of rent relief and rate relief.
Unfortunately I have not brought the figures with me but
that is something that of course one can always look up and
I would certainly send it to the Minister for Labour when I
If we look then at a family where the wife is
find it.
working then the difference increases even more excluding
the element of the children end I think you will find that
when the wife end husband are working the difference is of
£168 in favour of tne family in the United 'Kingdom.
However, be that es it may, I em very, very pleased that
the suggestion of a child allowance reo]aling to some extent
the Family Allowance is a step in the right direction in
that it is olear that the child tax allowance tends to help
more the higher income group than the lower income group as
obviously the saving is on the highest bracket end not the
lowest one end consequently I think the move from tax
allowance to child allowance is a very good one and I
oongratulate the Minister for Labour in that respect and
I only hope.that he will do his best to cover from the first
ohild and that he takes note of the other points that I have
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raised.
Whatever the Financial and Development Secretary
may say about the rises in electricity, water, telephone,
rent, that they are not revenue raising matters affecting
tne accounts of the Government as such, whatever the
definition may be given to it, what tne man in the street
and the family knows is that at tne end of the week he has
got to produce so much more out of his pay packet and that
that amount he cannot use for the things that he was using
to increase the standard of living of his family.
So
whatever the technicalities end however that may blind
people with science, the human effect, which is after all
what we are concerned with, is that those people will have
to pay more towards those services and towards the upkeep
of the Government generally.
It is clear that it affects
the balance of our accounts end that precisely we have
introduced it to increase our reserves because if we do not
do it that way it would have had to be done in some other
way, through taxation. I think the difference between one
term and the other is purely technical in practice and I
think it affects the man in the street in more or less the
same way with the exception of course that if the element of
subsidy is introduced then there is a bigger margin of
deciding as to who should pay and who should not pay for
those services depending on their income.
How that is gone
about is up to the Government in power but the fact
remains I think that definitions do not make all that
difference.
This is why I cannot agree with the Chief
Minister when he says if one r3ads his statement: "I also
said in my previous statement we have been concerned about
measures wnich would make too great en impact on the house—
hold budget".
I would suggest to the Cnief Minister that
if ne takes into account everything that is going up at the
same time, and I think we are living in a community now when
most people, thank God end thanks to parity, can afford a
higher standard of living and therefore I think they aspire
to have a telephone, which is only fair, they aspire to have
a colour television which is something Government has said that
every worker I think should be entitled to aspire to.
Government apoears to-give the impression that it is
scandalised et the large number of care coming in but as
far as I am concerned and my Party is concerned it is most
welcome because this is progress.
7e would like to see
many people in Gibraltar having a colour television set and
I am not saying this due to my interest in this matter,
there are other dealers in Gibraltar who can supply the same
es my firm does, after ell it is not mine, by the way, I am
just an employee, and we all hope that people will have
more washing machines and refrigerators and all the comforts
of modern life, -or is it that we ere going to regret that
happening? The attitude of the Government seems to be one
of "why snould they have so many things, let us tax them".
Well, that should not be the attitude and this is why I
agree with my Honourable Priend, i,ir Bossano, that budget
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time is not just a question of totalling our books and
balancing our accounts, it is e time to think how we can
give incentives to people to produce more, so whatever
line we may wish to take and I must confess that there are
very few lines that we can take in'Gibralter because of
our limited resources, I think this is one of the things
we want to do so that those who work more are entitled to
get that little extra more and that would be en inducement
to productivity, but if we are going to say, "Anyone who
gets more and buys a colour television is going to be
taxed" then I think we ere going to destroy whet I cell the
I am going to explain what the goldmine is,
goldmine.
The goldmine in Gibraltar are the employees,
Mr Speaker.
every men is really a goldmine, rr Speaker, except, I am
afraid, as my Honourable Friend was telling me, except
Government Ministers. ' I am succeeding in waking them up,
The goldmine as I see it, are the people who
Mr Speaker.
are working in jobs end companies and institutions which
bring money into Gibraltar, wnich enaoles the rest of
Gibraltar to be able to acquire the things that we have.
Let us analyse
Because we produce nothing, Mr Speaker.
who are the people in Gibraltar who bring the money in.
They are the people who work for the Ministry of Defence.
They are people who'work for the DOE, they are the people
who work for the Port, they are the people who work for
Tourism, generally.
MR SPEAKER
In other words, the workers of Gibraltar.
HOM MAJOR R J PELIZA
I do not agree with
No, this is the point, Mr Speaker.
you, Mr Speaker, and I see that you are beginning to get
so interested that you ere even passing your own ideas to
the House.
MR SPEAKER
No, no, I em not. What I em trying to do is to bring
the debate down to a reasonable level.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA
The reasonable level, Mr Speaker, is that we have to
analyse who are the people who bring the money, into
Qibraltaw, this is very important, and the people who
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bring the money into Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, and I have
got to repeat it, are the people who work in the MOD, DOE,
Port, Tourism and the Philatelic Bureau es well, who make
some money, yes, they are the people who bring the money
end they, wh) make that money, in fairness to the community
have to give some of the money away for the others who run
the administration.
HOii M K FEATHERSTONE

•

•

What about the people who work in the Water Service and
give water to ships, do they get included?
MAJOR R J PELIZA
Of course.
Anyone who does anything who is selling some—
thing to the outside area of Gibraltar who is bringing
- money in are the people who we depend on, that is our
export.
Unluckily, Mr Speaker, our export is 100% value
adaed in most places, What I am saying, Yr Speaker, is
that What we produce is 10014 velue added in that in. most
places they have to pay a lot for 'the raw materials so
that finally what is produced in exchange for the stuff
that they can get that into the country is whatever has
been imported in value less of course the amount that has .
to be paid in raw meteriala.
The value added is that. In
Gibraltar it is 100'", and you may wonder, Yr Speaker, what
I am leading to.
This is•what I am leading to, that we
have the best opportunity in the history of Gibraltar of
making the people of Gibraltar
extremely wealthy, this was due to parity, in
•
that practically overnight the amount of Money that came
into oar economy was colossal by any standards and if we
had been able at that stage to harness. that mount of money
coming in and make full use of it by the way it was spent
witnin our economy, Gibraltar would not have to be taxed
today 'in the manner that it is being taxed. With the
consequence, I am afraid, that all the benefits that could
have been derived from that is on the verge of being lost,
Mr Speaker.
That, to me, is very sad indeed because I
wonder when we will ever have that opportunity again and I
do not think it is going to happen.
It is no use saying
that this is not so, the GovernMent itself has admitted
this and I was very pleased to hear one of the members of
the Government who hardly speaks in this House, standing
up and analysing this situation. I listened to him with
great attention. Mr Brian Perez, their back bencher.
Perhaps he should be in a Ministry after all.
He seids
"I agree with the Chief Minister, there is nothing . wrong
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whatsoever with -parity. .That is not because of the
problem; there are other causes and the Chief Minister
For instance, we
has said he is going to put it right.
are going to start an Expenditure Committee which will look
Perhaps if he had been Chief Minister
into all this".
eight years ago he would have seen that then as the present
Chief Minister should have seen it and certainly before
That, unfortunately, is .politically
parity Mr Speaker.
I am not accusing the Government of malice,
unforgivable.
of course not, what I am doing is showing their
That is what it has been, incompetence end
incompetence.
In fact one wonders at times whether
lack of foresight.
the Government is governing at ell or whether what they are
interested is in being in government and not governing
because if they had been in government to govern end they
thought that parity was not in the interests of Gibraltar,
I think the
they should never have accepted it.
honourable thing would have been to resign and then leave
wnoever believed in parity, obviously the Unions did, and
certainly we did, to try end make the beEt of the situation.
I think, Mr Speaker, that us and the Union, perhaps, would
Now,
have produced better results than the Government has.
Mr Speaker, what they are saying is; "The economy is not
ticking, we have not got enough money, the people of
If the Opposition does not
Gibraltar have got to pay.
agree with that,what we ere doing is playing to the
The next
gallery andprepering for the next elections".
elections, Mr Speaker, I think are at least 12 months away
unless the Chief i:Anister decides otherwise. But assum—
ing and looking back at the way he has acted in the pest
if that at all is to give us en inclination I would saylt
is possible he is going to stay his fourth year which
means therefore that it will be, perhaps, after the next
Therefore, Mr Speaker, since w5 I think are
budget.
politically astute, and we should not be here if we are
not, I think that bad as the budget has been painted, it
is not as bad as that, Mr Speaker. I do not believe that
the Chief Minister at the next elections will be
That may be alright
increasing too many taxes.
politically in the next budget, this will be alright
He will be able to
politically for the Chief Minister.
say if he manages to get in; "We have been elected epein",
as if that was the final objective of policy, Mr Speaker.
But that is not the final objective of policy, not to me,
Mr Speaker. You can be a very good propagandist, very good
at electioneering and get in every time and you can be an
awful administrator, Mr Speaker, and this in fact is what
is happening, bad administration is what Gibraltar is
suffering from today and I am afraid that every member of
.the Government is to blame, I em not pointing my finger at
the Chief Minister, since there is collective responsibility
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but I have noticed that during the time the Chief
Minister was not here, for en hour or, so, there was a lot
I noticed it, Mr Speaker.
of confusion on the other side.
When they say that it is a one-man band I am beginning to
think that perhaps there is an element of truth in that
and therefore if it is so then I am afraid the blame must
fall squarely on the leader of the band.
I well remember,
Mr Speaker, vht,n I at one time faced the situation taking
the bull by the horns as I usually do.
I did what I
thought was a reasonable thing and what I thought really
Mind you, we had come in at
did .not affect so directly.
a very difff.c. ilt time, much more difficult, than now, it
was not a question of parity, Mr Speaker, as we have now,
it was a question of the Frontier having closed for some
weeks, nothing having been done, having chaos in
Particularly
Gibraltar and we having to establish order.
on tne labour market we were very successful and we
cnaned tne outlook of Gibraltar completely and I think we
,also managed to start a development programme which even
We produced the houses but
today I think is unbeatable.
unfortunately the Government cannot even stop the roofs
And the Tower Blocks .
leaking, this is the problem.
They were built by .
Mr Speaker, is another case in point.
tnem too end there are cracks, I believe, Mr Speaker,
That is even a bit
through which you can see 'daylight.
However, let us not go into those
more than Varyl 3eg.
What I was saying is that I tried,
details et this stage.
to minimise the burden as much as possible and I put up
television licences and I put up petrol and I put up car
licences end the dog licences, Mr Speaker.
And what
happened? There was a demonstration and I remember the
names of the leaders, one was Mrs Calcutti . . . .
•
.MR SPEAKER
Order.

This is definitely not relevant.

HON MAJOR

a

J P2LIZA

Well let me say then, Yr Speaker, that I do not know who
inspired them et the time, this is wnat I am saying,
because the people who were leading the demonstration did
not have any cars and I wonder whether they had a
3o, Mr Sneaker, I wonder whether that
television.
inspiration will come again or not.
I do not think that
the people who inspired the demonstration at the time will
I leave it at that,
try and inspire them again.
The position is, Mr Speaker, that those.
Mr Speaker.
.
things tnat are going up now by a much higher percentage
tnan before are exactly the same things that I introduced

in a very mild budget and in those days it was practically
going to destroy the local ho•nea and now, apparently, it
is not going to have the slightest effect, in fact, by the
way they speak it seems that people are going to be
If one hears the comparison in
better off than before.
the income tax, the amount of money they are giving, £300
in certain cases, anyone who reads this without knowing
the other facts will say: "What is the Government doing?
I thought we were on the verge of bankruptcy and now they
Well done for the
are going to give me £300 a year.
No wonder, Mr Speaker, that
Government of Gibraltar".
they win elections, but et the end of the day when
people realise this, they will see, Mr Speaker, that
There is no
literally they have been taken for a ride.
way of telling the people that they are not getting £300,
This never gets to their ears
but paying more than £300.
Mr Speaker, because there is no way of telling them.
The
only way that we think in this House who have no control
or any influence on any newspaper, is through the radio,
direct broadcasting, and that Mr Speaker, we find the
Government is not so keen on and they say they cannot
Mr Speaker,
afford £7,000 in a Budget of £.28m.
unfortunately, that is the situation, so far.
But it is
even more tragic then that in that the Government misspends all the money of the people of Gibraltar and the
money that is given to us from abroad they do not use et
all.
How can you explain a situation like that? The
money that is given to us to sustain and support
Gibraltar the Cnief Minister may laugh - but this is a
fact and it runs into millions of pounds.
That is not
spent.
That is a reality, Mr Speaker, that we take a lot
of trouble in going to the United Kingdom to ask for money
after a lot of pressure from this side of the House,. and
Out on the other
having got it they do not spend it.
hand, the money that is derived from taxation that goes
away in the same manner as if it was a leak from our
potable water distribution.
On the que5donartlr- Varyl Begg
Estate Mr Speaker, we have lost e lot of money in the
collection of rent and we may still be losing because I
Why?
understand that people are not prepared to pay.
because no one decides that the Estate has got to be
repaired and then, if necessary, clear it in Court, that
That is not being done and the
is why, Mr Speaker.
point is that to have it repaired is going to cost much
more money because the cost of repairing is going up
month by month not year by year, month by month, so when
the bill for repairs comes along whoever pays for it' will
have to pay a lot more because of the indecision of the
It is no use blaming the Peliza
Government, 1.:r Speaker.
Administration because I do not think we ever started it
Mr Speaker. We got the contract and we got the undertaking for so many houses, and now we are blamed. That
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is a shame, Mr Speaker, end it is unfair.
This is the
incompetence that I am talking about.
nut that is not
the only ane,
Yr Speaker, the same thing again. .
Taking God knows how long in making a decision. If we
have decided to go colour and I think they have the support
of this side of the House, right from the beginning of 1976,
Mr Speaker.

HON CHIEF MINISTER
We did not go colour in one year because of the
obstruction of the Leader of the Opposition.
M XIBERRAS
The eventual tender for GBC- was reduced by a considerable
amount, over £100,000, because I insisted that the matter
should go out to tender end I will take the Chief Minister
up on that any time.
HOS MAJOR R J PELIZA
Mr Sp.aeker, the reason why I am introducing this matter is
to prove why the Opposition is not only entitled to vote
against this, based on logic and a sense of responsibility,
but also because they have got a duty to do so.
If we
vote in favour of these measures we are condoning this bad
administration.
The people in Gibraltar do not deserve
it and this is why we are taking such a firm stand.

D

This is why, Mr Speaker, one hes to bring out the points
that are very relevant to the very unpleasant situation
that Gibraltar finds itself now, to the extent that the
Chief Minister, who always objected to going for grants,
has found it necesebry to go cap in hand to the United
Kingdom to ask for money.
This is the point, Mr Speaker.
It is even affecti.nr our dignity, because when we did it,
Mr Speaker, it was due to the closure of the frontier.
Tnat was the cause for it, and I think that this
Government understood it very clearly,ard again I do not
object to it when it is necessary.
In fact I am great
believer that we should have some kind of economic link to
secure our position in case, Mr Speaker, the element of in—
come to Gibraltar, which is mainly DOE, Defence and others,
if that were to go down for reasons beyond our control, not
for reasons of our not administering ourselves properly
but for reasons beyond our control, we would have a
possibility of enduring and surviving and retaining all
our freedoms and our rights in this Rock of ours. This
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is why, Mr Speaker, I think of the eccnoric link.
nut failing that, and let us forget about economic links
now, Mr Speaker, the fact remains that ell these issues,
one after the other total up to a loss of money, and if
they carry on in this way it will carry on increasing very
If they expect, Mr Speaker, the Expenditure
consistently.
Committee to do now the dirty work for them, then I hope
they are mistaken, and I hope that the Leader of the
In the normal
Opposition never accepts that situation.
running of the Government I would be the first one to say,
yes, by all means, we'sre going to participate in a non—
political frame, but for the sake of putting the place in
order, Mr Speaker, which is not going to be en easy one,
because it may call upon a number of people having to
This is the truth.
reduce their earnings, Mr Speaker.
Things that should have been sorted out when Parity was
agreed upon and not rushed in any old way end created
If this thing had been done in order and all
chaos.
these points taken one after the other and ell sorted out,
the situation would not be faced now.
The situation will have to be faced because the tendency in
England is for salaries to go. up, and in my view it is go—
ing to go up even faster with a Conservative Government
than with a Labour Government, except that they may start
Their philosophy as you know
trimming here and there.
And
is to help those who need it more than the others.
since the people in the United Kingdom, Mr Speaker, are
tired of taxation and they ere beginning to say I would
spend the money better than the Government is spending it
es it might happen in Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, and that is a
I am a great believer in the'
very dangerous situation.
social services, but the people wno administer the Social
That
Services can literally destroy the social services.
Because if people do hot believe that
is the danger.
they are getting value for money, end we ere talking now
about much more particular people than there used to be
For instance suppose they were to find, es I
before.
discovered the other day, that a repair to a water closet
I mean if that were to be done by a
had cost £40 plus.
private concern the Consumer Protection Unit would be
straight on top of them and a prosecution might follow. I
commend to the Minister for Labour that he has a role to
play not just with private firms, but also with Government
He should find out whether this'Consumer
Services.
Protection Officer agrees that an emergency cell should
Find out if that is fair. 'It
cost about £40 or £50.
cost much more than a doctor!
In some instances it has
got to be repaired again on the following morning and God
knows what that cost totals to.
Now we say Term Contract, Job Price Contract, whatever it
is, but Whatever the Government is going to spend let
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Alright there might be some disagreement
him do it.
between the Government and. the Unions. 'Now, if the
Government is going to do it let them•be fair but if they
are not going to do it they might as well come to a deal
now, and not later when all the repairs are going to cost
much more.' We are then back to square. one as has
happened with ell these points that. I have'been bringing
forxerd.
The Government has no longer any credibilities.
Afte— the PWD Garage who would have any credibility? No
wonder the Minister had tostzndup yesterday and say: "This
time I categorically say that that is going to be done
today".
I do not believe it.
The FWD Garage is another
item, Yr Speaker, bebause of the indecision of the
Government, because the Government is incapable of .
governing.
That is what. (iibralter is suffering from,
sr Speaker, and I can bring you many more instances end I
could carry on, Mr Speaker, but I think that the last
thing I want to do is to send the Government. to sleep .again, although they might when I stop, I do not know.
But I am going to give them the benefit of the doubt.
Let
us suppose that I um driving them to sleep in order not to
take the blame, Mr Caeaker, so I think it is probably lime
for ra to sit down and shut up.
I have said enough
except perhaps — I welcome that !r Speaker, as I have said
before they do not like. being woken up, no one likes waking
up.

•

Oh, yes, there are one or two thines more I want to speak
about.
I have just got my notes mixed up with other
papers but there are. one or two which I think are important,
however interesting I may wish to make my contribution,
tnere are certain. important things ehich I think one has 'to
bring out.
;e have noticed how in fact the income from
import dt.ties was slightly less than was estimated for.
Well, I would have thought, and certainly I believed it
would be, that it would have been much higher then all
that.
And again that is derived from the problem that
tae money did not dome in in the way that it should have
done.
If thee3overnment had not conceded parity, and if
they have seen the sense of it, and the need for it, how
could Mr Montegriffo hope to have any doctors in the
hospital if they were not paid a reasonable wage which
tney could not without parity.
And even when they are •
being paid a reasonable wage, we cannot find them.
We
are short of nurses end I believe if we are not short of
Cootors we were until recently.
We certainly took a
long time in !jading en Eye Specialist anyway and if we
look et the teachers, the same problem.
We have the same
problem with teachers.
How can you expect them to come
to Gibraltar if they do not get that pay? . For that
matter the expert in the Development Programme, all the
extra bodies, all. the Surveyors and these people, whose
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complement is gradually getting big,:er end bigger in
numbers who ere there to find the forces ere not produced.
From that point of view it would have been better if we
had not introduced parity because perhaps we would not
have had so many of them doing nothing, or at least not
3ut what I am saying is that 'because it was
producing.
not faced as it should have been, end the money not held
back for so long and then given all at one go the people
would have gradually been acquiring the things in Gibraltar.
and that would have generated shall we call it economic
activity that is helpful to the economy.
And the type
of economic activity, Mr Speaker, that we see here, is
throwing rubbish down Dead Man's Hole and collecting it at
Eastern Beach!
That is economic activity in Gibraltar,
Mr Speaker.
This is a total waste.
This is the sort of
thing that they must avoid, Mr Speaker.
That is hot
economic activity.
This is where we have got to save
money.
Some concentration, some real examination of our
situation, and then I think carrying out a sensible
administrative change that will produce the result that
Gibraltar needs so'much.
So, Mr Speaker, let us not get away from the point that in
Gibraltar it is the working class who basically pay for
everything that we have.
The people es I have said before
who produce the income for Gibraltar basically.
They are
giving a lot of their money for the rest of us.
We must
not abuse the situation.
We may find certainly that that •
sector of the population may start objecting very seriously
es to the way that the money that tney bring into the
economy is being used, end they would be quite justified.
to do this.
But even more important, and I have touched
on this before and I must emphasise it, that if this money
that we spend in Gibraltar is not soent wieely the time
may come - and it probably is going to happen in England when all the goodness that we get from the welfare state
will become unbearable end we must try end preserve people
to start rebelling from it.
Even tnose who depend on it
es it seems to me likely to happen in Gibraltar.
I think the Government has a great responsibility.
believe that the way they have tackled this budget is not
in the interest of Gibraltar.
I think that they are working on figures that in my view will probably produce a lot
more then they say.
They are driving it too hard and too
fast, and I hope that what we have had to say today, as in
some previous occasions will not have fallen on deaf ears
and that some of the hints that my colleagues and I have
been giving today, whichever way they may wish to take it,
but they probably will agree that there is some element of
constructive contribution, I hope that they have listened
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carefully and that they will do their best in the next
twelve months that tney have to govern Gibraltar.
HON A J CAZ;EPA
Mr Speaker, I would divide that contribution by the
During the
Honourable Lajor Peliza into three parts.
first part of his. speech, I thought teat he was trying to
be positive and that perhaps we were beginning to get somewhere.
eeirieg the middle third he went completely off the
rails.
In the last third he has tried to get back onto
the rail but unfortunately that middle part of his speech,
as far as I am concerned, leaves a very nasty taste in my
mouth.
I do not come to the House of Assembly to be amused or to
I do not wish to be entertained at 8.30
be entertained.
in the evening after I have been working from 9 o'clock in
One is very tired, one does not like to have
the morning.
one's time wasted, and one does not like to waste the time
of the House. •
Apart from that during that middle third he said two things
teat I resent, and this is a personal resentment.
He
said that there was confusion on toe Government benches for
ntout en hour the other day when the Chief Minister was
away.
That I take as a personal dig et myself as deputy
to the Chief Minister.
When the Chief Minister left and
the debate on the Improvement and Development Fund was on,
and the question of Catelen Bey came uo, I was having my
tee in the Ante-Chamber and I did not reelise it was going
on.
I came Into the House end immediately at the first
opportunity I laid the Government's policy on the line and
weat our attitude was with regard to the six dwellings at
Catalan 3ay.
I doubt if the Chief :::inister had been here
whether he would have been more.positive than what I was.
As I say I cannot but understand teat but as an attempt to
undermine me personally with an eye to the future, and I
resent that.
I also resent on behalf of the Government es a whole, and
es a member of the Government, any allegations that all
that the Government is interested in is winning elections.
Obviously it is important to win an election.
If ycu do
.not win en election you do not get into Government.
But
I certainly am not in Government in order to strut around
and feel that I am big or feel teat I em somebody because
I happen to carry the term minister.
I would be quite
happy if it were to be Councillor.
I would be quite
happy to be a ,school Teacher.
I am not in Government for.
that purpose.
I am in Government because I think it is

•
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exciting to be at the centre where decisions are taken.
It gives an opportunity to one to try to imnlcment
policies, to be creative, to-eet tnings done, to shrine
One may go about it the wrong way, but I am not
policy.
in Government just for the purpose of winning elections.
And if we go about it the wrong way, if we make mistakes,
And if they
the remedy is in the hands of the people.
feel that we have made a mess of things in the lest seven
years then they have en opportunity next year to kick us
And I shall be delighted, from the
out of office.
Government benches, if I ern re-elected es a Member of
this House, to make a contribution to the good governing
That is what I •
of Gibraltar to the best of my ability.
think we are all trying to do in the House. and that is
why I most strongly resent any insinuations or allegations
that all that we ere interested in on this side is in
winning elections.
Now, I want naturally to be much more positive than that.
In this budget we have tried to design end shape a package
which contains a number of political elements, end I
thought that Major Peliza was very good when he was dealing with that aspect of the .budget, when he was comparing
UK tax with Gibraltar tax, and when he was speaking about
the thinking, the philosophy, that should shape the introduction of higher Family Allowances.
In fact what I
consider to be the two most attractive aspects of this
package are the facts, in the first place, that by paying
much higher Family Allowances than what we would otherwise
be able to afford by abolishing tax relief completely, we
ere really helping the family right at the bottom of the
income ladder, the family which does not pay tax at all '
because it is no good to a family that already does not
pay tax to see tax relief for children increased from P,200
That is meaningless to tne poor family.
3ut
to £300.
when as a result of the revenue that you acquire by doing
away altogether with children's relief you are able in a
creative positive manner to inject a real increase in
disposable income into the family right et the bottom of
the ladder, then I think that one is doing something.
One
is shaping to the extent that one can for the poor family,
one is shaping and creating a better society for them.
That is one aspect that is particularly attractive.
The other one is that although the Honourable
Mr Featherstone mentioned that perhaps the only way that
we can move in the future is to do something similer'with
respect to the first child, for whom we are not yet nnying
a Family Allowance, that might well be the way for the
future, but in this present budget it also fits in with my
view that in a difficult situation, whatever funds have
beoome available should be used to provide the greatest
benefit to the families that need it most. I have
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mentioned the poor, the really poor people end the larger
Again I think that there can be no doubt that
families.
we have achieved that end wnntever other unattractive
aspects there may be about this budget, I for one, in-sofar as my own ministerial responsibilities are concerned
and in-so-far as my social philosophy is concerned, em not
entirely unhappy because I think that we have bettered the
lot. of a consederable number of people.
Now, there can be no doubt that people are paying more
income tax in Gibraltar then in the UK, except pensioners,
yes.
Excep', eeople aged over 55, because the old age
pension is a very big part of their income and it is not
So the pensioner
assessable income, it Ls not taxable.
in-Gibraltar with an assessable income of £4,000, or let
us say £2,030 - in fact if he has en old age pension he
has an actual income of 13,500.
And he only pays tax on
£2,000. ' And, therefore, he is better off than the person
who would normally be his counterpart in the UK because in
tne UK a pensioner with en income of Z3,500 has it all
taxed.
And, therefore, to compare like with like you must
compare in Gibraltar pensioners witn an income of £3,000
with pensioners in the UK who only have an income of
£2,003.
So those oeople unquestionably are far better
off in Gibraltar.
Bat the rest of the copulation, by and large are paying
more income tax.
We try to move in this package in the
direction tnet we would all like .to see it.
We have tried
to move.nearer to the UK set-up whereby net incomes after
tax are hirer than in Gibraltar.
But we cannot succeed
entirely because of the miture of the income tax base. And
I think that the Leader of the Opposition has recognised
that when he accepted what the Financiel Secretary had to
sey about the facts of life.
But of course I can
appreciate the Honourable :.:a for Peliza has done some homework.
He hns information from tne UK and he felt he needed to point out that we are paying more than in the UK.
And not only do allowances in Gibraltar have to be lower
because of the base of the tex,because of the'neture of our
population here, and incomes, but from my own point of view
because i oelieve very strongly that there ere certain
people in Gibraltar who have a duty to contribute more
throu,h payment of income tax than what tneir counterparts
do in the UK.
And I am referring to single persons end in
particular young single persons, people who are not
married, people who do not have the responsibility of
raising a family or of running a household, people who live
with their families in Gibraltar.
And that is why in the
UK the single person has a very high allowance of £1,045,
whereas in Gibraltar it is only £550, but notice that we
give the same £550 to the wife whereas in UK in fact, in
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respect of the wife the husband only gets £530 tax relief,
So you have for a married couple
less than in Gibraltar.
£1,300 of tax relief equally divided between husband and
wife, whereas in the UE because thesin.le person sets
much higher relief you have £1,575 of relief.
But in the
UK the single person tends to become independent, tends to
live in flats, end become independent to a much greeter
And so a young men
extent than is the case in Gibraltar.
in Gibraltar who is bound to be earning at least £48 a week,
as a labourer, that young man has a duty and an obligation
to contribUte because he is able to contribute, because his
parents are looking after him at home, because his parents
are exacting very little from his wages by way of
contribution to the running of the household end, therefore,
it is only fair that that disposable money that he has, the
coffers of the Government to take a big chunk of that, for
That is our
the benefit of the community at large.
philosophy, that is our thinking, and I would not for my
mind whilst the nature of our community is what it is, I
would not want that to change.
I hope I have dispelled very firmly, Y./. Speaker, that
whilst Gibraltar can have parity of wages and salaries to
the United Kingdom; it cannot have parity of income tax.
And in fact it cannot have parity on everything that a whole
lot of people would like to see.
Thank God we do not because otherwise we would not have the
kind of weather which we have had today, end of course then .
pensioners would be having to pay a good deal more.
Now, what is important is that the package be seen in its
totality and I think that any attempt on the part of anybody, the Opposition, Unions, the private sector, anybody,
to present it merely es en increase in taxation is just
being misleading to the public and perhaps even trying to
Family Allowances for some time now have
be mischievous.
been inextricably becoming pert of the income tax structure
It cannot be otherwise.
as they have done in the UK.
This is the approach these days, and that is why if you
just look at it, if you separate the income tax aspect of
it from the Family Allowances aspect you are presenting a
false, a mischievous picture.
In Gibraltar's financial position, and the Government's
financial position, we cannot contemplate measures in the
Income Tax structure which are going to result in a net
We have tried to design a package which
loss of revenue.
would not bring any money in increased revenue, and not
only would it not bring in nothing, but we would have
nothing to give away, because we have nothing to give away
and it has taken very many hours of thinking for many, many
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months, from the beginning of January, and of course we
were thinking about it beforehand because there was an
important debate in the House on the 1Sth of December'
precisely on tais matter, end I did tell members of the
house then that this was a matter which was very uppermost in our minds and we were looking et it in depth.
Well, Nye have done this and this is the best package, a
successful one I think in mEriy ways, that we have managed
to design.
Tne package is very much on the lines of ideas, points made
during that debate on the 18th of December by various
members of the Opposition.
It also very much follows the
lines of suggestion made by the Trades Council, and indeed
I think I could even mention Mr Xiberras' generalisation
.1 think again in the course of that debate, when he said,
and I quote: "It is more important to reach equivalence
of living standards with the United Kingdom than slavish
imitations".
Well I have explained why we 'cannot have
-slavish imitation to the set-up in the United Kingdom end
I think that tnere can be'no doubt that we are trying to
move in the direction of equivalence of living standards
without accepting toe full attitude chat would go hand in.
hand with that.
So much for the package.
r Speaker, again today, the Government has been accused of
mis-management, of bad administration and of wastage.
One
thing that the Opposition throughout, end there is still an
opportunity because there are'two speakers to come, on the
question of wages they have not made clear whether they
have been referring to high levels of overtime.
I remember
at toe time when toe negotiations on parity I think were on,
either being asked directly a question
in the course of
•
El supplementary, that the Leader of the Opposition drew
the Government's attention to the need to maintain the
present income levels.
I know he was referring to the
level of overtime, particularly in the rest of the public
sector, because precisely of the multiplier effect.
If
there was a slump in earnings then this would inevitably
•
oe seen as on the one hand in-so-far es the other official
employers are concerned less money coming by way of
increased income tax into the Government coffers, and in
the case of Government there would be hardship caused to
the Government's own employees, and that is why lest year
we cut overtime in stages.
There were two stages.
kt
the moment industrials employed in the Public Works
Department are only doing en hour a day.
I am sure that
toe Honourable :.:embers opposite would not like to see the
Government cut that level of overtime to nothing in
anticipation of future wage increase because otherwise
wnat would happen is that hardship would be caused.
So .
of necessity, the Government has to wait until there are
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farther increases in wages and salaries before it can
But it
even contemplate a further reduction in overtime.
is our intention to put it into effect and it is our
intention to examine very carefully the levels of overtime
being worked by the non-industrials and to carry out cuts '
Indeed if we did not go in depth
wherever it is possible.
into the question of the non-industrials I think we would
be doing an injustice to the industrials, because they
would then themselves through their tax be supporting an
elite within Government that is able to earn £5 - 6,000 a
year through very high levels of overtime.
The Government is not a private firm, the considerations
which the Government has to take into account in shaping
There is no
its budget ere not those of a private firm.
profit motive in the Gbvernment. The Government has
obligations which go over and above its role as an
It has obligations to the whole of the
employer.
community end these cannot be lost sight of, end that is
why quite honestly I think that the extent to which
memoers opposite are being advocates end spokesmen for the
They ere
private sector has been seriously exageereted.
making too much of it and have been making too much of it
for the last couple of years.
I explained in my contribution during the course of the
Appropriation Bill that such increases es there had been
in government employment had been in the social services
My words seemed to fell
amongst the non-industrials.
entirely on deaf ears and let me tell Honourable ;'embers
opposite that that is likely to be the pattern, it is
The Government for instance has
likely to continue.
committed itself as en aim of policy to build a residential
On pre-parity levels of wages and
home for handicapped.
salaries we estimated that to run such a home was going to
We are going to have to employ quite a few
cost £50,000.
people there because it is a question of care on a 24-hour
Now, if these desirable, nay essential,services
basis.
have to be provided, we have got to employ the people to
So as far as the non-industrials are
run them.
concerned that is likely to be the pattern for the future.
We
But that is not what has happened with industrials.
are not today employing more Y.oroccans in the Public Works
Department than whet we were employing seven years ego,
and had I been speaking tomorrow morning I would have had
figures available that would have substantiated that.
Indeed the Public Works is not employing more industrials
than what it was six or seven years ago other then in fact
that a new distiller was made operational and therefore
you had to employ people to run the distiller.; other than
you have the Victoria Stadium where there are a ns.mber of
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industrials employed; and other than you have a maintenance
gang employed in housing and also a number of industrials
employed under the Warden Structure.
Those are the only
areas which. I can identify where over the last few years
there has been an increase in industrial employment in the
Gibraltar Government.
Now the revenue measures provide - and they are not £2.8m
they ere over £2 million but nut £2.8m - they amount to
something approaching a 10 increase in revenue. But
from the point of view of inflation alone it is less then
that.
The rate of infletien for the lest year has been
15%, parity accounts for perhaps 6% or 7% of that, otherwise it mLeht have been single figures, but if the United
Kingdom get into double figures the likelihood is that we
shell be in double figures next year, so I do not think
it is unrealistic that purely from that point of view alone,
given greater inflation, that the Government should be
looking for greater revenue.
It has to do that.
The
.problem is of course that, es I think :.1r 3ossano explained,
the rate of growth, in particular of social expenditure,
has far outstripped the normal rate of growth of
Government revenue.
Not all the reasons, for crying out
loud, are due to wastage or mismanagement. If we were to
close down G3C today we would have ancther Llm, but then
we would have no television service end there would be
forty people unemployed.
This is a very big factor•
41m for 03C.
The mistake perhaps which I think we made was not to have
gone the whole hog last year.
I think we should have
increased revenue measures, rents and so on lest year in
one fell swoop.
We would have more money today in the
reserves If we had done that, end this is. what was being
argued by the Leader of the Opposition in 1977, that we
should take it slowly, we should allow n'eople to adjust.
He was edvocatind what we in feet had done: end I quote,
during the budget debate of ::arch 1977, the Leader of the
Opposition said: einerefore, I would apply in consideration of the size of the deficit over these years, I
would apply tne thinking of the Honourable and Learned
tae Chief :.sinister on a eimiler occasion some years ago.
We are in no danger now of contravenine laws but it is
quite clear that those increases should be introduced
gradually.
In other words the deficit should be wiped
oat gradually and•that we should not go into an immediate,
or almost immediate, liquidation of the deficit outstanding."
Telt is what he was advocating in 1977, before
tee introduction of parity, and it was an important
consideration that we had in mind.. '.7e felt that people
needed to adjust and he was arguing in the same way last .
year.
On the 24 April, pages 234, 235 of the Hansard, he
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was saying: "As regards taxation, !.:1" Ceesker, the figures
We all know.thnt there is n price to be naid
are there.
in terms of electricity, water, telephone and housing. '7e
all know that there :IF o price to be peid for parity end
that we cannot go on living in such a manner as to forget
that we are responsible as a community for keeping up those
I am glad that the Government is not going to
services.
It is not going to try to
take everything at one bite.
recoup ell the losses or make up all the deficits and it
is an approach we in the Opposition had in mind to suggest".
He was consistent from one year to the other and that is
If not the
We introduced this in stages.
what we did.
million or so that we are seeking in this year's budget,
I think it is about /am, in respect of the funded services,
if we had introduced that last year, today again we would
So if that hod been done have an additional million.
and if you close down GBC we Would have £3m for next year's
election in our pockets.

•

a

a

Now, that as I say, to my mind was perhaps the one mistake
that we made, but'I'hope that the Honourable nember of the
Opposition stop really trying to find just too simple en
excuse in a matter which is really much more complex than
As far as United Kingdom aid is concerned, if it
that.
becomes available, it will be sometnine very welcome
It might mean for instance es has been
naturally.
mentioned today that the surcharge is of a temporary
I hope it will not have to be temporary as many
nature.
other temporary provisions that have lasted for a decade,
but this is something which if the Government were
successful in getting assistance from the United Fingdom
Perhaps the surcherge*
could go by the board next year.
could be abolished completely or it mieht only be le next
That is the extent to which the United Kingdom
year.
assistance such es it might be could help, but what should
We do, instead of going for £l.L'n in respect of duties end
so on should we only budget for increases that will bring
in eim in the expectation that we get another Lim from the
UK? And if we do not where would the finances of the
Government, where would they stand in a year's time? Again
I think we have to be realistic.
The Honourable Leader of the Opposition mentioned, I think
he was then dealing with the funded services, and if you
link that with the question of a family of four and the
provision that we were making for the improvement byway of
Family Allowances and so on,'he said teat they had computed
that the bill in respect of the funded services would be
something like £153, a year, which would leave only a
balance of £173. They would still have £173 left for such
a family, not to mention, of course, an increase later on
It is bound to be •
this year in salary of at least 105%
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is in July, and with average earnings being over. €60 that
would be another a2.6 a week.
If you take away £2 for tax
that would still leave that family with en additional. E4
week as from July.
And what about the average man, the average man whom the
Honourable the Leader of the Opposition said likes to have
a smell car and in respect of whom we said from this side
wnen he likes to have a Wg car if he can afford it.
And
wry not.
But that average man does not bat an eye lid
wnen he buys a big motor car with all the extras imaginable,
hi—fi, and special seats and what have you, and the price
is increased inexorably.
Year after year the price of '
motor cars increases particularly the fancy ones.
That
average man does not bat an eyelid.
That average man does
not seem, end good luck to him, does not seem to mind pay—
ing the increases in insurance premiums that we have all
rod to suffer in the lest seven or eight years.
estimate tnat insurance premiums have gone up by over 300%.
If one gets a notification of payment of a premium
containing an increase of only 20> one is fortunate.
It
is usually 25%, 30 even 40% increase and the people go
there and tney pay regularly, and they do not seem to mInd.
But I have no doubt, you just wait and see the row that
tnere is going to be because after seven years the
Government is going 'to increase licences by 50';'
,.
This is
where I think we need to keep a sense of proportion,
Speaker.
1 know that my own, and I have now a 10 year old car, my
own premium has trebled from £20 to ESC in no time.
And
that is the pattern, end that is a 10 year old car.
cannot imagtne what it might be like for new cars that cost
over 1,3 or £4,003.
iow, the fact of the matter is that
that average men that we are sneaking of, has had real
increases in earnins in the last year of about 30%, so he
is still extremely well off.
The budget is going to eat
into that but after July, with the additional wage
increases, his real earnings I still think are going to be
ion of 20%,, allowing a 10% eating away
somewhere in the re,
by the budget into real earnings.

hcld who live in their own and have to run a household,
precisely because of the kind of consideration tht I sr:id
We took the
earlier on does not apply to. young persons.
matter up and the advice is that it is liable td abuse.
The advice we have from the Commissioner of Income Tax is
that it is going to be extremely difficult to implement
this, but I can assure Honourable :::embers opposite that•
this is something which I have not forgotten, and I shall
continue to press about it because I do feel very, very
If nothing is done it is because the advice
strongly,
that they may receive might be unimpeachable, it might be
completely and utterly correct, end one has got to abide
by it.
The problem of the budget the Honourable Mr Bossano said
was — rather I think he was saying taat what the government,
wnen he was developing his analysis of the problems in this
budget, he was indicating that he thought that the
Government had tried to place the burden on the broader'
shoulders, to hit less those who could least afford to pay.
•
Now, the measures undoubtedly fell by and large on the
working class because of the income structure of our
community, but I ask the honourable Mr .3ossano: who is not
a worker in Gibraltar today, 90% of the community ere
A few companies, perhaps, but virtually every—
workers.
body is a worker, and, therefore, the burden is being
placed on the working class, indeed - on a working class.
But when has such a working class received increases nine
months ago of 50%, 60 and 701 in wages and salaries?
.
- to
When have there been real increases in earnings of 25'
And, therefore, against that background, in my
30P
humble view, having regard to the reservations we have '
made and to our desire to give a certain shape and policy
to the budget to protect those that moot need to be
protected, I think by end large that working class today
can afford, and having said can afford to pay the increases
in the budget and having said those increases, will still
be enjoying a higher standard of living than ever before
in Gibraltar, and certainly higher than at this time last

year.
Thank you, Mr Speaker.

a

The Honoureble the Leader of the Opposition mentioned the
plight of the single person, the elderly single person and
here I have a great deal of sympathy with the point that he
was making and in fact this is something that we have look—
ed into.
The Honourable l'::ajor Dellipiani has also been
Of course,people over
very keen about looking into this.
65 do get additional tax relief of not less than £320, but
ttu. Ldvice that we received when we took up this matter,
our thinking was that perhaps provision could be made for
a higher allowance for widowers or widows who run a house—'

MR SPEAKER

I will then recess until tomorrow morning at 10.30.as.m.
The House recessed et 9.27 p.m.
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Tuesday 24th April 1979
The House resumed et 10.50 a.m.
SPEAR
Well, :.:embers will recall that we are still on the
second reading of the Finance Bill.. The lest speaker on
Inc general principles and merits of the Bill was the
edolfo Canepa and therefore the floor is open
Honourable
to any other contributor vino wishes to participate.
HON P J ISOLA
1.:r Speaker, I have to congratulate the Government's Publio
Whether that may be in respect
Relations Department.
of taxation measures and budgets generally, in Gibraltar
- prior to the budget there were strong rumours all around
town that the Government had to raise £4,000,000 in taxPeople were gradually getting used
ation and so forte.
to the idee of T-4,0009 000 having to be raised in taxes of
one kind or another and of course by the time the budget
comes this is reduced to £2.4m or £2.6m, everybody breathes
a sigh of relief end everybody says it is not es bad as we
thought it was going to be everything, everything is fine.
Speaker, that is not the position. EveryUnfortunately,
In feet the taxation measures that
thing is not fine.
have been brought before the House are extremely tough.
They are going to hit everybody very hard, there is no
What is being called the
question about it at all.
package taxation deal of course only refers to a very small
That is
pert of the budget, the income tax restructuring.
really only a very minor part of the budget because the
income tax restructuring is estimated'to yield an
additional e290,000n of which £203,000 - odd ere given back
in Family Allowances, which is a different way of putting •
tne "takin6 away", if I may call it that, of the child's
allowances for tae second and third cnildren, because
although the allowances have gone up slightly the
Government has juggled around with the figures to try, I
agree, to try and present e fairer income tax structure.
Hut the whole exercise I think, when one judges exercise.;
-one has to judge at the net effect, the net cost, at what
it raises or what it produces, and the net result is
That is the net
£90,000 more of additional taxation.
result.

one thing taxes you may cell something rive
money
to the funded services, but es far as the public is
concerned it is money out of their pockets, so es far as
the general public is concerned, the fairest tax structure
is really a smoke screen which is laid across the rest of
budget, because it is only £90,003.
That is whet the
public is paying, £90,000 in increased taxes.
That is
But it is the other £2m that is a lot
notning, of course.
of money.
That is conveniently out to one side and I will
say a bit more about those measures in a minute.
The income tax restructuring, whet is the position,
The position is that tax has gone tpfrom 40%
Mr Speaker?
Has the Government looked at the results that
to 50%.
this will have. generally on the economy, on investment in
Gibraltar, on development investments: hes that .been
regarded, hes it been discarded?
For the sake of trying
to give the image of e fairer tax structure, tax is up to
Now, that is not good from the investment in
50%.
Gibraltar.
As has .been said here, as far es the local'man
is concerned, the'tax paid is basically on people who have
to work for their living in Gibraltar in all shades of life.
That is the tax base.
The fact tnet the Government puts up
does not produce, as it might
tax by 10% from 40% to
produce in other economies, does not produce what one would
It does
expect a higher tax bend of 10% would produce.
Well, not virtually
not, it produces virtually nothing.
nothing, obviously, it will produce a certain amount of
money but not the sort of money that the Government
requires to maintain its services to the public), so therefore, the increases on tax are insignificant as far as the
budget is concerned, as far as raising the money for the
economy is concerned.
There is only one point that I would make, and I think that
is important: the average earnings we were told were £64 a
The Financial
week, which is about £3,280 a year.
average man as being somebody £3,000
Secretary talked of
and below, or not the average man but the people they wanted
Well, of course with the
to help, £3,000 end below.
provision the Government has made for the 1st July, the
chappie who has average earnings of £64 a week today, that
position is going to be changed very shortly of course,
and the Government has recognised this by making provisions
for a Zlim for nine months which is about a 15% increase in
salary, which would mean that the average men
Well, Kembers opposite will say "no" now but we were told
that the Government had taken 10% of the total wage bill,
which is £15m which is laim but that is only for nine
So it is not 10%, it is 15%.
months from 1st July.

•

So when you are talking of revenue-raising measures,
because they are all revenue-raising measures, you may call
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Government and 501 for themselves.
HON FINAXIAL AND D7/31.07.:EN3 SECIMARY
If the Honourable Member would give way for a moment. 1
world like to make it clear that he is in my view attaching
far too much imnortnnce to whet I stressed in my statement
It has no
was just a figure used for estimating purposes.
significance at all other than providing an amount against
the day when there will be an increase this year and also
using that as a base .to indiente the increase in income tax
There is no
revenue for the purposes of the estimates.
other significance, and I did stress that.
HON P J ISOLA
Yes; I am grateful to the Financial and Development
Secretary for this. I know he has stressed it but other
Ministeranin their contributions, obviously taking account
of what is going on in London, have obviously taken into
account the'nature of wage claims being put in in England
now by the Civil Service Association and so forth, and have
In fact it may
been mentioning figures of 15% and 20%.
If I judge the Unions correctly I think I am
even be more.
being conservative, wnen I say it will be in the order of
157, and if it is in the order of 151, the cheppiewho is
getting £3,292, the average-VOL!. a week man will be getting
That is what I make a :1.5 increase
E3,880/a3,900 a year.
on 4:3,293 or semething, I have not got my calculator, and
By 1980/81, assuming it is another
that is just 1979/1953.
10% or 15%, assuming the aovernment cannot control the rate
of inflation, which they cannot quite obviously and
certainly not the 3ritish Government unless there is a
cnange, and even they may not be able to controlit,itmay be
a. higher rate of inflation, therefore, in 1981/82 an
That will be the
average earning will be over e.4,000.
position, end, therefore, the increase in the tax structure
the increases in rate, will then start to bite e much great—
er percentoge than the 9% that hes been referred to here.
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Tnis is where I think the Government has been very clever,
they have done their income tax restructuring and in fact
trey have told everybody you are all going to pay less.
Well, ne Government is as beneficient as that, Mr Speaker.
Everybody is going to nay less, only a few are going to pay
Assuming these things
more that is teday, April 1st.
happen on July 1st, which they will not of course, they will
be bazadeted end it will take a few months, when everythf.ng
is sorted out, it will be more than 80.
And next year just
after the elections, a much greater number of people will be
caught up in the new structure, so that we will have, for
any reason that Honourable Members nay say, we will have
quite a number of people who will be working 504 for the

I cannot leave this question of the income tax without
referring to the statement made by the Minister for Labour
that he was after the single young people, because they were
They were making money, they were at
very comfortable.
home and their parents did not ask them to contribute end so
forth.
Well, Mr Speaker, all I can say is that if parents
can afford because they make sacrifices so that their loved
young ones put it that way . . . .
The Minister calls them
"pampered"?
Some people may think it is pampering, some
people may think that a parent prefers to invest his money
in giving his young sun or young daughter a comfortable life
than spending it on holidays in Spain, or spending it on
That is their privilege. Why should they
other things.
not. Why should the Government turn round and say, now I
am going to tax young men out of proportion to the rest of
the community.
Where is social justice going, Mr Speaker?
A parent may say: don't you pay anything to the house
because I went you to save for when you get married, I went
you to really start life off well.
There are hundreds of
reasons: why should they be singled out to pay for anything,
why should they pay more then their share.
Is this not en
egalitarian society? . Why should they be asked to nay more
because the Minister. for Labour does not like the idea of a
young man not contributing to the family household budget
for good reasons.
He may feel his own children should pay
in their own house.
His wife may have a different idea,
she may say: well, whilst they are in my home I do not see
why they should pay anything.
People have different ideas
on the matter.
But I think thet when it comes to income
tax you should not go round saying, that chap is havinj a
good time knock him.
I think that the singling out by
the Minister of a particular category of person is
unfortunate, because I do not know whether he is going to
say that young men under 25 will pay 60".; end men over 40
will get a preferential rate.
I do not know whether he is
considering that but if he is we will look et it when it
comes.
It seems to me that singling'out any particular
person in our society for punitive measures, what is in
effect punitive measures, is an unfortunate remark on the
part of the Minister.
Mr Speaker, so that in actual fact this smoke screen, this
package has been spoken about is nothing more real than a
smoke screen to hide very, very severe measures that have
been brought in by the Government. And severe measures
that have been brought, in by a desnerate Government which is
in serious trouble, and here I would like to digress a
as I always like to digress a little on the contribution of
the Honourable Ur Bossano.
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I always listen to him with great interest because therS is
always one thin:,; about the man, he is lo,eical end he is
consistent and he sets out the position as he has seen it.
He nns been consistent for many years and it is interesting
Of
to listen to his ecohomic appraisal of the situation.
course I think, Mr Speaker, that when he starts talking
about bankruptcy and tries to liken the Government position
to that of a private company, I think he is making the wrong
Because, Yr Sneaker, a
comparison, and I will say why.
private company depends for carrying on on its assets, on
its resources which are not limitless end of course depends
on the bans, whether.the bank gives him credit or not. And
when it gets to a stage where it cannot pay its debts it
becomes bankrupt, insolvent and once the process starts it
just goes on.
i:ow, Mr Bosse no tried to compare the Government finances
with a private company, and he said: well, the Government
has assets, the Gibralter Government is far from being in a
Well, it is
dangerous situation because it has assets.
It Would be a
true the Gibraltar Government has assets.
had got to the stage that the
terrible thing if
Gibraltar Government had to realise assets in order to.pay
for a'year's bills, because once it starts to do that it
But, Er speaker, the Gibraltar Government '
would De broke.
can not realise the major aspect of its assets, Housing. It
They have got no
can not even sell it et cut down prices.
Tho is going to buy that housing stock? Who is
takers!
How can he sell the'
going to buy the Generating ,aation?
Distiller that the Government side seem to want to get rid
That would not sell, would it? All the
of so quickly.
major assets the Giorelter Government has are unrealisable,
So the assets that the Gibraltar
trey cannot sell them.
Government nes.to dispose of to pay for its bills, as
If the
Mr 3osseno said, you can even contemplate that.
Government sold one building, anywhere in Gibraltar, just
for the sake of paying its bills, can you imagine what
So, therefore,
So that, 1.7r Speaker, is out.
would happen.
as far as the Gibraltar Government is concerned, and as
every Government in the world, the major asset it possesses
If it needs the money it has to
is to go on taxing.
produce it and it therefore taxes people in one way or
Whether it is to make the funded services self
another.
sufficient, or wnetner it is to make people pay for their
drink or pay for whatever they want to do, the Government
It does raise its money.
has no problem in raising money.
what a Government cannot do is to be itself the cause of
inflation, because once a Government by its acts sets everybody on tne road to inflation and once a Government by its
act taxes people beyond their taxable capacity - and when I
am talking of taring people I em not talking of direct taxation I am talking of indirect taxation as well - I am talk-
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ing of the funded services, I am talking of imnort duties,
I am talking of duty on drinks ns well.
Once a Government
starts taxing people beyond their taxoble capacity it is
then that the Government is broke, to put it in those
terms.
It is then that the Government has to look elsewhere; it is then that e Government finds that desnite the
extra taxes because it hes driven people beyond their taxable capacity, that the revenue is not being reoeived.
It finds for example because it has put drink too high or
cigarettes too high, whatever they have reasons for it,
finds that the revenue starts coming down, that tourists do
not come end therefore, it does not get revenue from somewhere else.
That is whet happens.
And then it finds it
has to do what any Government does not wont to do, whet no
Honourable Member on this side of the House and I hope on
that side of the House wants to do, it has to reduce the
social services.
It is no use the 1:inister for Labour
coming to this House as he did in the Appropriation Bill,
on the budget es if he was the only man in this House, the
only Minister who had to support the social services, as if
he were indispensable, as if he had discovered Gibraltar, or.
not Gibraltar discover the world, on social services: '"We
would have the money for the s.ocial services end we shall
have them".
What he has not told the House is that
maintaining the social services is now becoming a very
heavy ourden on the economy; whet he has not told the House
is that apart from giving money, which is en easy operation,
to increase the Family Allowances, to increase the Old Age
Pension, that is just easy but what he 'has not told the House
is that the expansion in the social services that any
progressive community wants is not taking place. Mr Speaker,
we look at the budget of expenditure we look at Education
and expenditure has been held back as the Minister for
Education says:
"'Ve are only doing what is "necessary" not
what is "desirable"?
So in there there is already as it
were a cut in a social sorvice.
And what the Minister for
Labour cannot do is just to say "I will maintain the social
services", because when he comes up next yeer and he is told
"Well, look here, Er Minister, we have put up the price of
drink and we have put up the price of cigarettes and our
revenue has come down.
I do not think it is going to
happen this year.
Our revenue has come down, we do not
have the money now".
What is the :.sinister for Labour going
to say, when everybody pays everything they earn for the
Government to keep the social services going.
That is how
you get a cut in the social services.
I:obody wants a 'cut
in the social services.
No Honouraole r.ember in this
House wants a cut in the social services, but if you ere
running the economy in a way that you cannot fund your social
services, eventually you have to take a cut in the social
services and you have to give the best excuse you can.
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That is the problem,
Cpeaker, that the economy is going
Mr rsossano told us yesterday about
through in Gibraltar.
the 1972 position, the surplus there was then, for example,
and tne fact that the unpaid bills were not taken as money
Just consider that
in the kitty because it was not paid.
position in 1972, over seven years where the Government
takes into account the unpaid bills as pert of its assets.
They have to take it into account and the Government has to
produce Lirn in taxes because if it hes got Elm at any one
time as unpaid bills it could be in the position of not
being able to pay people because they would owe the money
and they could not pay people to whom they owed on due days,
and, therefore, that is why the Government today has to have
a cash reserve, and all the tax measures that we have heard
yesterday, as opposed to the Budget time, all those cash
measures are there to enable us to have working capital.
Cash to run the place.
That is the position that we are in,
Speaker.
So the position of the economy is not a good
one, there is no question about it, it is a very poor one.
How have we• got into it is a matter for argument, is a
matter for discussion.
The contribution of the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza
yesterday I thought put the position very well.
Put it
very clearly.
There has been, and we use the word
"mismanagement" of the economy.
We have put it that way,
and we are voting against the tax measures because of that.
We consider that there has been mismanagement of the
economy because there hes been this tremendous influx of
money that has been frittered away.
As the Honourable,
Mr :.iosseno, said, and like the Honouraole and Gallant
Major Peliza said, development:
we have been crying about
this question of development, and development not getting on,
it has not got on over the years end we are suffering the
consequences of it.
I mean, this is a reality.

•
•

The Government does less and less for more end more, and
that .is the miselansgement.
It is not a question es the
Honourable the Minister for Labour said yesterday, try to
throw in the red herring. He said would the Opposition
tell us whet it was, are they referring to overtime?
This
of course I suppose in en endeavour to try end engraciate
himself with the Honourable Mr Bossano with whom he is
constantly trying to engraciete himself.
Why are you talkine about overtime, so that you can tell the workers tlae
Opposition are against you o the workers.
Fine, that wins
en election,' but it does not solve the economic problem.
The question of overtime is only one aspect of the matter.
Nobody objects to overtime.
Nobody objects to higher
We have always gone
earnings on this side of the House.
for it.
But whit we have objected to, and this has been

the whole of our charges against the Government, what we
have said is that the leadership has to come from the top,
Management hes to come from the top; management must
It is no use the
govern, the Government must govern.
Minister for Public Works and the Minister for 73conomic
Development turning round end asking the Honourable
Mr Bossano for permission to do this end for permission to
do that: term contracts; please co-operate, please allow
us to have term.. contracts.
And Kr Bossano says "no , you
cannot have it;' and the Minister says well at least he has
now agreed that it should go to tender.
Mr Speaker, I.do not know how the Government governs.
I do
not know how the Government manages, but I do know and the
people of Gibraltar do know that there is a backlog of heavy
main.enance, that there are hundreds of leaking roofs, I do
not know how many public health notices there are within the
Government, I do not know.' From what I hear of Zlm in
backlog the public health notices must go into the thousands.
What the
But what does the Government do, it digs squares.
Opposition expects, what the people of Gibraltar expect of
If this is what has to
the Government is that they govern.
be done, do it and face the consequences, and explain to the
Whet the Honourable and
people why you are doing this.
Gallant Major Peliza said yesterday I em sure the
Government cannot quarrel with.
The obective of a
politician in power and in Government must be to achieve
positive benefits for the community, not just to stay in
power.
What is the point of power if you have got it end
It is
you do not use it as you think it ought to be used.
not worth having power on those conditions and one gets the
feeling on this side of the House, and I am sure Ministers
have it, that there are severe constraints on the exercise
But even then one can
by the Government of their power.
even accept constraints on power as long as Government
governs, as long as it is efficient.
In the last twelve
months, for example, this I think is e good example, when
we were complaining about the lack of achievement in the
development of Gibraltar by the Government, its inability to
spend the money the British Government gave us, we were
complaining about that last year, not this year, last year,
we got ell sorts of excuses, and we got them every year.
This lost,
One of them was the industrial confrontation.
year., Mr Speaker, we had a whole year of industrial
relations paradise, if we are to believe what the Government
tells us and if we are to believe what the Honourable
There•has been no dispute apparently,
Yr Bossano tells us.
there has been a year of peace and the performance of the
Government has been no better than the previous year with
industrial. problems,with industrial stress. The British
Government that gives us £14m looks at Gibraltar and says:

•
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What is the point of Government
"..ut you do not spend it".
delegation to England, whet is the point of money being
spent on trips to Fnland, on all the preparation of civil
servants, everything stops whilst the development plan is
prepared by tit,: Public Wor%:a Department, by the Lands and.
Surveys Department, by everybody, the Economist and everybody, this tremendous development plan, it goes to the
British Government, the British Government approves it,
there is a roar of triumph, faith end so forth, you have
got :the £14m and we are going to spend £7m in 1978-79. The
Chief 1.-_inister says, we are ready for it, in his budget
speech, the Minister for Public Works says it, or the
Minister for Economic Development I do not know which, we
ere ready for it, sod then performance comes and instead of
A:7m it is £2.9m.
And if one looks at the statement the
Minister made in the House only a week before, it is less.
And, therefore, wealth does not come to Gibraltar, there is
I:ow if one looks at the budget,
no economic activity.
Yr Speaker, at the present budget, does the House know,
whatever may to said of what it represents to the average
family, because Mr Speaker, if you look at the income tax
oudget everybody with four childrer, everybody with three
children, and two children, are in fact getting money from
We are all
tnis budget as far es income tax is concerned.
The one child fellow gets
getting money from tnis budget.
And the married couple with a single child all get
hit.
hit.
It is not very muchiZ90,000 worthj not very much.
but the Government is still going to raise £2.6m!
And
tnen we ere told the average man is not going to pay
either, the average family is not going to pay either.
1r Speaker, listening to Government Ministers, one feels
that they really are magicians: they raise £2.6m from the
people of Gibraltar, who have to pay it, and it turns out
No one
'tnst hardly anybody is going to pay any of this.
is going to pay!
But, Mr Speaker, the fact is that the people of Gibraltar
are going to pey £2.5m or £2.4m, I have forgotten what the
And I
figure is, in taxes, and that is a lot of money.
Averageman is going to pay a lot more then he has
think
I think everybody is going
been told-he is going to pay.
You know, Mr Speaker, when I remember, in
to pay more.
1972 it was I think, television licences, as the Honourable
end Gallant Major refers to it, was put up 605 £4 to £6,
505, dog
oar licences, I do not know whether it was 25;4,
15.cences, perhaps this demonstration and the noise
Honoursble Members opposite made about it, my goodness me,
Mr Chairman! 'And now, today, television licences go up
by 300$ - not 507f, - 3031r, colour television, 333AI think
it is.
Is this very reasonable and is this very nice, and
everybody is jolly lucky to have to pay 333% more for a
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television licence!
And then, Mr Cpaaker, we go to
The
water, water, that is an essential coao.iity.
Government always sneaks of water in terms of the ordinary
Water, Mr Speaker, the Government speaks of
household.
the average family expenditure of F:1 or whatever it is, I
But I say this, water
do not know whether it is, £1.80.
has gone up in two years by 100:"-. That is the statistics.
Water nes gone up 100% in two years.
That is the order
of the percentages we are talking about.
The Government
uses percentages when it suits them, and when it doeS not
suit them to use a percentage they say so mach per week or so
It is a very clever speech, the
much per month.
Financial Secretary's statement and the Chief Minister's
statement, because they switch from percentages to figures
Well, I am just going to
whenever it suits the equation.
talk of percentage, because that sort of thing people understand and in the end they find it.
In two years, Mr Speaker, water has gone up 1O0' for the
.consumers of Gibraltar, and that I got from just looking
at the Finance Ordinance of 1977 end 1979.
In two yeers:
For the hotels end the people who are
1007. since 1977.
classified with the hotels the price of water in two veers
since 1977 has gone up 120%.
And there are more interesting figures when you go to other things.
Water is used for soft drinks, as we know, water is used by
notels, it all makes up the economy, it effects every
aspect of the economy.
Then Mr Speaker, there is
electricity, and I think that the Government should
seriously consider this question of the fuel cost adjust-,
ment, under which people's electricity bills are put up
autcmatically, for good reason, but still automatically, it
I think the
does not come to this House for approval.
I think that electricity
Government should look at that.
prices should not go up automatically, they should go up
I do not
at budget time so that everybody should know.
think it is fair on, the public that this so called fuel
cost adjustment was put into the Finance Ordinance 1979.
I think it should come out, or not necessarily come out,
but it should be considered because it is no use telling
people your electricity bill has only gone up 5%, we are
putting up electricity 55, and then People find that their
electricity bill nas gone up 251, because of the fuel cost
adjustment formula.
I mean people should know how the
bills are going up.
Now, Mr Speaker, electricity effects a lot of activities,
so that we are talking of 100% in water, 505 this year,
100% and 120% for the hotels; electricity this year alone
of the order of 25% and then we go to other things in the
•
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For example drink.
The Government
budget, Mr Speaker.
we know, and we take that into account end we respect them
for it, ere against drink.
They are
That we know.
snockira teetotalers
Speaker, but we are not going to
them for that.
They are always sober, we are told. So
what do they do.
They say, "You can pay on drink, it
does not matter".
Well, it is very interesting to see
how they have dealt with drink.
Mr Speaker, in tne Finance Ordinance of 1977, that is only
tne lest but one budget, whisky, for example, the
position then was 332p per gallon, that was the duty in
Now,
whisky, and it was changed in that budget tc 452p.
when you come here to this year's budget measures the
Finance 3111 this year, you find that whisky, page-5 of
the Bill, whisky in bottles, item 3 of the first Schedule,
has gone up in the course of 2 years has gone from 332p
to 452p and today it is 834p a gallon.
So it has gone in
the course of two years, the tax has gone from 332p to
834p. The Government says it does not matter, let people
pay for their drink.
Yes, but a lot of people who pay
for their drink, Ur Speaker, happen to be the people who
come to Gibraltar because they think that drink is cheap,
that Cigarettes are cheep.
They bring their money, they
spend it in the hotels who pay their taxes to the
Government, they spend it in shops who pay their taxes to
the Government, and so forth.
The Government has taken no account, I have noticed of the
tourist industry.
Yell, the Minister for Sport laughs,
but I think that the way we are going the Government has
to get its money and it forgets policy, and this is where
I think the Honourable Mr Bossano is right, it has no
policy for Gibraltar.
It needs the money, says whisky is
a luxury, hit it.
You hit waisky, and yon hit beer, and
you hit the taverns with their licences, you double them,
you hit the duties and so forth, anything to do with drink
and cigarettes is hit herd.
Alright, the Government can
nit hard and'they tell them it is only 1:4p more a tot of
whisky.
It is, crazy, how can it be 1.4D a tot more.
What about the cepital investment? gill the Wholesaler
keep the same prices?
How can he, if he has had a 3005
increase in duties: that is 300% increase in his
investment in stock.
Of course it is going to go up.
What about the Heteiler, the Bar, why, 1.4D?
He has got
to pay more, he has got a bigger investment.
But he has
get to eay more for his Tavern Licence, he has got to pay
more for his Beer $hep licence, he has apt to may more for
hLs rent, he has got to eay =ere for his rates, and water
end electricity.
Who has worked out these figures
Mr Speaker. Who has worked tut the figures of 1.4p for
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the tot? Who has worked it out?
You need this commodity, Mr Seeeker, so whet will henoen.
Nothing will
The effects are cumulative, Mr Speaker.
happen this year.
The tourist who bought his holiday
will say, God it hes gone up a bit since I wee here three
Well it is alright, he pays or he does not
years ago.
Tney are very careful with
pay, or he has less wnisky.
Spend less money on
their money, tourists, es I believe.
cigarettes, spend less money on whisky, they may do that,
And
and that affects of course the revenue obviously.
They will say Gibraltar is not
then the Tour Operators.
such s goo place to go to, Mr Speaker.
The Government must hove some policy towards tourism. The
Government must surely believe that people come for their
holiday to Gibraltar not just because of the sun.- But
listening to Government measures on cigarettes, whisky end
so forth, I am convinced that the Minister for Tourism
I am convinced that the
should be made redundant.
£200,000 that is spent on tourism should be used for some—
thing else because, Mr Speaker, the only thing that is
There
going to bring tourists to Gibraltar is the sun.
will certainly be no other advantage from it.
Fortunately the Government has a lot of people working in
the tourist industry, tour operato2s are going to help
them to bring the people, but if, Mr Speaker, end it is
not as simple es this, the men who wants to drink or
Well, I mean the
smoke can jolly well pay the moon.
Government need not put up any income tex et all. Why
chaage the bands of income tax to get £90,000, apart from•
the fact that of course they are hoping to get it next
Why not just put up everything,
year or the year after.
Do not
put up drink 500%, 600%, Mr Speaker, or 7009.
worry, people would still go on drinking, people will
still go on smoking.
I think the Government is going to get a few surprises
I think they are going to get a few
from this respect.
I think that if you go and put luxuries up
surprises.
you may get the position that people do not buy them. The
Government is hoping that people are still going to Eo on
On cars of course as
buying cars and everything-else.
always happens, the Government has really closed the
The mein purchase
stable doors after the horses bolted.
of cars hes occurred already and now they put the duty,
eTow they put it up when they should have put
Mr Speaker.
If tne had dehe trot then the/ wai14
it up lest year.
rove got the duty on the 1,150 cars tier have been
I think
imported. But no, they have put it up now.
that is probably the Government protecting that 30%
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section of the economy which has bought all its cars on
the back money.
Does the Government think it import dues
on duties are going to go up, its receipts on cars so •
much in 1979 and 1980.
I wonder, M.r Speaker.
Now, whet has been

effect on the private sector, and

it is interesting Mr Speaker, that the Government has not
mentioned the private sector in the revenue raising
Tne Government hes riot mentioned the private
measures.
The private sector is just there to be
.sector at all.
good boys and produce the revenues that the Government
It has not talkneeds to 2!un its services in Gibraltar.
ed about the effects on the private sector of all these
measures, because it is the private sector that has to pay
But
slid meet the bills, or pay part of it obviously.
But the
the private sector hes not been mentioned.
increased capital investment that will be required by all
taese measures, how is it got back .
IlLagine, Mr Speaker, that the Government instead of being
the Government, let us suppose, Liptons and the Government
were to go to Liptons, the Honourable Minister for Labour,
end he was suddenly told that a packet of '<Silo& Corn.
Flakes has gone up 100;4. in 2 years and he complains.
How can this be, it is impossible and lh?. rinister for
Lapour would want a price control on Kellog's Corn Flakes.
And then you
Well, that is what they have done to water.
go to import duties and the shopkeeper would say, look
Mr :.minister I an sorry whet is 100'4 anyway, a pound 50p on
It can be a lot to the
the packet, whet is 50 pence.
Minister for Labour, gout we are told now that a 100;4,
increase in water it is only £1.80 or £2.00 that is
How can the Government justify the adoption of
nothing.
a criteria for private sector end a different criteria for
ire Government.
Increases, Yr Speaker, of the order of 4.0, most of the
increases on the Finance Bill are of the order of 4054 up,
apart from the income tax, which is a minor revenue raisIt is
ing measure as far as this budget is concerned.
But most of them ere of the order of 4074, up290,000.
Of course it
wards, and this is bound to have en effect.
Of course it
will have en effect on the private .sector.
I think it is unfair of the Government to tell
will.
people this would just mean en increase of 1.4 nence on a
tot of wnisky, and thug. a bar puts it up 5p and it will be.
La.ld that they are profiteering; they are criminals and
they are this a:3 they are that•and they are the other.
The Unions will start shouting because you said 1.4p and
it has gone up 5D and the Minister for, Labour puts on his
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sanctimonious hat as protector of the consumer and will soy
it is all wrong.
HON A J CANEPA:
As Minister for Consumer Protection earlier on in the year,
in January, I authorised increases in cigarettes for instance
3p, increases in whisky and other drinks to meet increases in
wages that had been paid in October 1978 by the industry, and
the Government authorised that. They put in claims and they
were considered, allowed and authorised. If a trade feels
itself that it can come to Government with a request for an
increase of 3p in a packet of cigarettes then the Government
itself is free surely when it needs revenue to put the duty
up on cigarettes.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, no one is disputing that the Government is not
free to put up the duty of cigarettes. No one is disputing
that. of course, Mr Speaker, but what I am saying is that
the Government is free to do so and does rut up prices by
enormous percentages and that is alright, and then not only
even does it say nothing of the private sector, we are not
going to do anything to help the private sector, they just
pay more, but then it makes the position of the private
sector more difficult by making statements such as a tot of
whisky will be 1.4 pence more when it knows perfectly well
that that cannot be the position.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
If the Honourable Member would give way. I did comment that
allowing for an extra margin for the actual bar it would
probably be 2p a tot.
HON P J ISOLA:
Oh, how generous the Honourable Member is:
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
That is 60%.
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BON P J ISOLA

HON P J. ISOLA

That is 602:, on what, on 1.4p.
Yes, but then he does not
add the 100-4 on water, the electricity, the rents, the .
rates.
Tavern licences, have they gone up 100? Have
Tavern licences been touched?

•

MR SPEAKER
No, no they have not been touched for years.
HON P J
They
that
I am
tell
have

have not been touched for years.
No, Mr Speaker,
is not correct either.
Perhaps the Chief Minister
not going to start looking through my books — will
us when they were lest touched, but certainly they
been touched.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY

I

They have not been touched since the time of Major Peliza.
HON J ISOLA
There you are, end then it was not touched again.
But
look. tt the Tavern Licences,
Speaker.
It has gone I
think for most bars because it is talking of an annual
value of £1,500, and looking at that one, a tavern licence
with an annual value of £1,000, which is the eouivalent,
The annual value,
Mr Speaker,of about £100 a month rent.
of £1003 so they will be paying £320, that is £80 a
quarter.

•

hoa 4 J CA: SPA
If the Honourable :Member would give way.
Liquor licences
were last revised in 1972, where in fact the increase then
was very much more substantial, in some cases es much as
300%, by Honourable Members opposite.
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That is why the Honeureble Members opposite were able to
Whoever
organise a demonstration or whatever .
organised a demonstration against my Honourable Friend
the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza.
But here you.
I do not know whet percentage rice
are £83 a quarter.
So that
that represents, but I suspect it is about
es far as the private sector is concerned, Mr Speaker, end
I mention the private sector because I think they must be
mentioned, it seems to be a dirty word in some peoplds
minds but the private sector does contribute through its
services, through its taxes, end as the Honourable end
Gallant Major so rightly pointed out does bring in income
I mean, really the only entity in
from outside.
Gibraltar that does not bring any income from outside.
any new money into Gibraltar, is in fact the Government
because you have got employed 30:4 of the population. You
have got the Ministry of Defence, the Department of the
Environment,
I will not repeat whit he said yesterdey,
So that, Mr Speaker, the
as he himself pointed out.
This
Government has said nothing of economic policy.
is what has been worrying about this particular budget,
and whet has been worrying about these taxation measures.
All it can say is that people can pay more and that is it.
But how does Government see its position in 1980/1991. It
has left itself raising £2.4m, or whatever it is, because
I have got to say raising, Mr Speaker, because what is a
tax?
A tax is the contribution that people make so that
'Veil, water is one of
Government can run its services.
So is
the services it provides for the public.
I do not cell them taxes, they
electricity and so forth.
use another name, but it is money out of people's pockets..
So what hes the Government done, it has produced, it has
taken £2.4m out of peoples pockets in the coming year.
But what does that bring in as for as the public is •
concerned?
As far as the public is concerned it is left
with 3 very shaky position of fifteen days working
That is all the Government is budgetting for.
capital.
:0w, it was going to have some surplus of £1.4m but that
of course is reduced because of the Family Allowances
That means,
appropriation, so it is tnere £1.2m.
Yr Speaker, that if the Government comes with an
appropriation during the year, as it does — how many
Appropriation Bills did we have last year, we must have
had four or five — if it comes with a couple of them it
So it is a heavy
may not oe able to meet its bills.
budget, it is a tough budget, it produces £2.4m but the
people of Gibraltar et the end of the year will be in a
It is a deteriorating
worse position than they are now.
position which the Government hen tried to salvage, that
is the only word one can use, by tough measures, by
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inceeases in areas the result of which it does net know.
It has hit areEs hard and tough, the result of which it .
does not know, and it does not know whether this will
create problems fur them next year
So, although I agree with the Honourable and Gallant Major
that with an election next year it is 'impossible for the
Government to come with a tough budget next year, this
is what my Honourable and Gallant Friend did and lost an
election end Government will not repeat that mistake. It
is impossible for teem to do that, therefore, obviously,
there must be some money hidden away in different place;;,
tnere must be money hidden away in different places. But
Mr Speaker, the Government has just hit people, has just
raised taxes, and has not told us where we are going. It
It has
has not told us where the lining is in clouds.
7Te do not know what will happen and all we
not told ae.
can look forward to is increases of this order again
That is all we can look forward to, increases
next year.
of this order again unless the Government gets money from
And whether the British
the British Government.
Government will give money or not,I do not know.
presume we will get some because otherwise I find it
diffipult to imagine the Government would. announce that
tney had asked for money if they had not got some hope of
But I cannot see, Mr Speaker, the British
getting some.
I cannot see the
Government financing mismanagement.
Beetisn Government financing a Government that has found
itself compelled to start looking. at these expenditures. .
Or•I can see the British Government saying, I will help
you once I am sure that you ere helping yourself,
because when My Honourable Friend Mr Bossano - it is a
pity he hes.not come in earlier - started talking about
cutting expeaditure before, Mr Speaker, in the course of
his address, nobody wants to cut exeendituxe if that
Of
exnenditure is being economically productive.
course not, but we do want to cut wasteful end unnecessary
expenditure, because the Government and the people of
Gibraltar ere reaching tneir taxable capacity, if they
They are reaching their
have not already pdsced it.
lexable•cepecity and there is a limit to whet you can get
out of the economy, because once, 1:r Speaker, if you tax
too much, you eut prices up too much, and you begin downward trends they are very difficult to stop and they bring
The
consequences that are too disastrous to imagine.
UK economy was goine that way end the 3ritich Government
had to take very, very drastic measures, measures that
really hurt, tent really hit people, end I think the UK
economy today ie recovering from those drastic measures
ana there is a tendency in the UK public to forget what
happened four, yeers ago and to start asking for the moon
again, anl the inflationary spiral is started again.
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Mr Speaker, I wo.dd like to ask the ;"..icf sinister to
tell us the way ahead, to tell us went is the policy of
tna Government, to tell us that the Government will
ensure that - the new word used teis time - that the
Development Programme does peak durire:: 1979/130, end that
it will peak during 1979/80 come whet may,.with no more
excuses for non-production.
Teat it will peek and tell
us the way ahead, because this is an inflationary budget
whatever anybody may say.
The order of increases of
water, electricity, import duties, drinks, cigarettes,
the order of the encreaeeswill have a very severe
inflationary effect on the economy, beCause prices are
going to go up whether the Government likes it or not;
tee cost of living is going to shoot up, not by 1.57.
f that
we have produced on the revenue and all this business
that the GovernMent has admitted is wrong anyway, it is
going to be a lot more, Mr Speaker. Yee the Government
has admitted it is wrong . . . .

4

MR SPEAKER
Order, I think the amount mentioned by the Government
after correction was 35.
HOi' P J ISOLA
This is the direct effect, 3%, but it is going to be .a
lot more, Mr Speaker, because as the pinch is felt, es
investment goes up or has to go uo, as prices go us,es
costs go up, and we have only talked of the 1st July
effect of the Government expenditure, but if there is an
increase in wages of 15c", in the Government sector
obviously this will be repeated everywhere else, so all
the coatings will go up.
•
This budget is inflationary.
The Government in its
measures, it may have had to produce, maybe I do not know,
because of mismanagement of the economy, because of the
way it has managed the economy, it hes had to put these
measures.
But they ere inflationary measures,
Lir Speaker, let us have no doubt about that and the effect
of these measures will be felt right through our economy,
end we will see the result at the end of the year.
So, Mr Speaker, the Opposition cannot support these
measures because of their severity, but prinoipaly
because of the principle we have annunciated from the
moment tnese estimates were laid on the table, that we
believe the economy is being mis-managed, we believe the
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Government has mismenaged the economy, and that the need
for ell these taxes hove been broeeht nbout by the mismanagement of tne economy, end that is why we have to
vote against the Bill es a whole, although we will vote
in favour of individual items if we agree.

•

Thank you, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER
Well if there are no other contributors I will call on
the Chief Minister to exercise his right to reply under
the Standing Orders.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Tnank you, Mr Speeker.

•

•
•
•

I will deal with the lest speaker first because what he
has said is fresher in our mind, and I must say I have
been very disappcinted.
I normally listen to the
Honourable Mr Isola with great interest since his
contributions in tnis House are very valuable as was the
case in the Appropriation Bill.
In tnLs case of the
Finance Bill it gives me the impression that Mr Isola is
living in cuckoo land, talking about inflation as if
inflation was not the curse of the Western world.
There
is no inflation in the Eastern world, they control everyIn the
thing from the too end nobody has any figures.
Western 77orld inflation is the order of the day, everything that has to do with public expenditure is
inflationary and ell that can be done is to contain
inflation to a certain extent.
And es he was talking
about thl: I Yes reeinded of something that I em going •
to quote from this week's Economist, and that this the
very first article of April 14th, the leading article
scout "The choice is between" referring of course to the
elections, and thii is what it had to say: "If one
prediction can be made with certainty about the British
Sovernment that will take office in May 4th, it is that
its life will be dominated by a simple fact.
It will
lack the cashes 3ritein lacks the wealth to do anything
other teen keep cutting Government expenditure more
severely than most public servants, politicians or
beneficiaries in Soveenment spending have began to
realise or admit.
The scale off' public spending commitments entereg into over the past 10 years, many of them
irreversible, coupled with the clear pledge of both
major political parties in this general election to
reduce taxation, means that the public sector is in for
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a period of unprecedented rertaint."
Now, this mry not be the case here, but this is the
picture against welch we have to deal with our affairs
I do not cubscribe to the statement, and
in Gibraltar.
if I em quoting him wrong please let me be corrected, of
the Honourable Mr 3ossano that that situation in England
I think that with
may not be that bed in Gibraltar.
parity, and all that that entails, if England is noon
Gibraltar must share its poverty to some extent; if
Britain is rich, Gibraltar must share teat richness in
many respects,. because of our dependence in general terms
and of our situation with regards generally to Government
So that to speak about the fact that the
spending.
measures of the budget are inflationary is of course
true, but they are not as inflationary es has been made
out to be by the Honourable Mr Isola.
They ere
inevitable in the situation in which we find ourselves, precisely because of that statement that I haVe quoted
of the mounting changes end betterment of wnich my
Honourable Friend,on my left o l.":r Canepa spoke so clearly
the other day about the increases in the social services
and in the services rendered to the general community and
because of the general prosperity that has been
experienced in Gibraltar in the lest ten years.
Now there is one point that the Honourable Mr Isola makes
that is of course in complete contradiction to whet the
Honourable and Gallant najor Pelize war saying lest night
on the question of taxation and ell the comparisons that
he made about taxation end allowances in England.
Ls. Isola says, and I entirely agree with him, that we •
have increased the top scale after a certain figure from
401, to
and that 10'. does not produce very much, or
does not produce what one would expect.
ow that is e
clear: indication that our structure of taxation cannot
followthe,pattern of taxation in the united Kingdom
where you can go 403% to 507f and to GO and to 7071- end to
80;t, and to 83t, or whatever it is, because there nre
simply not the people with high incomes sufficient to
make any appreciable effect on the collection from income
tax.
I am following en argument whir:, has been used by
a speaker to whom I am now replying, but I entirely
agree that it makes very little difference, but we have
to take all the consequences becaube we could not have
I think we have
made the package that we have done.
certainly reached the limit from a practical point or view
n respect of the percentage of taxation.
We agree that
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it does not produce what people min'et think that it
produces because beyond the figure at wnich you stort
paying more than 43 there are e couple of dozen people.
who could enter into that category, and that, however
much you tax then, you can tax them up no ea,l; as you do
in 31egland, but you would never get any money of any
conseeeence, yet it does have a deterrent effect, even if
you wanted to do that and penalise them, it has the
deterrent effect thet it would not encourage people from
abroad to come to invest in Gibraltar if et the top le-rel
the measure of taxation is going to be very similar to
So really, in my view, we have
wnat it is in ngland.
reached .at this stege,Ido not labww'rit will happen in the
future, the very top, and of course it is et the very top
of the sr,ele where oeople with assessible incomes of
well over, I think £10,000.
Isola said that they were not
How the Honourable
against,the Honourable Mr ISola said that they were not
ageinst overtime end that we were pampering the Unions by
7iell it is
saying that we were against overtime.
exactly the opposite. • We did make it a condition as I
stated in my statement of lest year inevitably, that on
tne introduction of pority what was normally called
"social - overtime" hed to come to an end and I entirely
And if agreeing with Mr Bossano means. trying to
agree.
win him over, es !Ir iscla appeared to have suggested that
we pamper Mr 3ossano in this Hiuse, perhaps !."..r Isola does
not know Mr Bosseno well enough, even though they have
been sitting on the same side of the House. for some
Hosseno's independence of
considerable time.
judgee.ent, wnich I respect in that case, is absolute,
and he very well judges wno is pampering or who is
eally we do not
fighting for the'seke of fighting.
Isola that it does
agree with the suggestion made by
not matter about overtime. Of course the question•of
Overtime hes been mentioned on
overtime matters..
various occasions in the course of this budget.
It was
mentioned by me and it was mentioned by'the Financial
and Development Secretary as being in the region of £2m;
a lot of which was essential and which had to carry on,
let there be no mistake about it, the sum of which can
well be proved, end it does not affect only the
industrial workers, we said that it was equally divided
between the industrials end the non—industrials. - Sc
that is one area in which we are not in agreement.
The other matter is this question of the increased
cherjes on the funded services.
I think Mr Featherstone
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made a very good contribution in re pct of titer and
went very far in exoleinian to -e-lat extent water war
subsidised for the overage household despite the fact
tnat water had to be paid at a much hi,- her rate by others.
:ow, first of all,
He also spoke of the price of water.
the Honourable 1.".r Canepe cuoted yesterday two statements
by the Leader of the Opposition in 1977 and 1978, about
tne fact that the funded services had to pay for them—
selves, but that this should be done gradually and not
all at once as one had been advised, and perhaps that
We might have had
might have been the batter result.
one big demonstration of indignation from the opposite
side, but I felt, and I am fully responsible for that,
I felt that in the long run the inevitable measures of
trying to get some of the funded services to pay for
themselves would be much easier achieved in the way that
we have done it.
3ut it was a condition again of the acceptance of parity
that considerable increases would be necessary in rents
for housing, charges for electricity end water end
They had hitherto been heavily subsidised
telephones.
out of general revenue and that is what I said in my
statement last year which I quoted this year.
Once you know exactly what the position is there are
certain funded services on which as a matter of social
What was happening
policy you can decide to subsidise.
before was the other, and let me also eey, and I should
have mentioned this before, that en the cut in social
overtime I entirely agree with what !;:r 730st:en° said
yesterday — without any intent of pampering him — I
entirely agree. with what he said yesterday that of course
it was impossible to cut social overtime wean the wages
were .134 a week because we well knew that people could
not make ends meet and we were fully conscious of what
and this was the only way to cushion the .
was
Whilst tnere were negotiations end subsequently,
effect.
unfortunately, industrial unrest, we had to ensure that
the average worker, whatever the conflict between the
Union and the Government, should not be punished or
deprived of a reasonable take—home packet in order to
And that is why that
meet his essential needs.
remained throughout until the final settlement came on
the question of parity.
It is surprising that a converted.inteerationist that
Mr Isola became when he joined that Party, should make
these references. 'The point is that of all people he, a
converted integrationist should complain about the fact
that things are more expensive in Gibraltar than they are
Surely, integration means integration on
'in England.
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everything: integration in prices, integration in every
-thing.
And yet he is surprised, evt;n -egh the prices for
luxuries and for drinks have gone up so considerably. in
Britain that the increases
that are made here in
relation to the increases that have been mede to these
items in Britain still maintain a considerable level of
lower costs in Gibraltar than it does in the United
Kireadcm.
And that of course is one of the things that we
took into account.
Now, he spoke very concernedly about the taverns and about
the rates o: 1,ave rn licenceo and so on.
I reember
m
that
when we introduced tne Luty Free Shoo et the Airport hear—
ing the former Minister ea. Caruena saying that the whole of
Main Street was going to become impoverished and that it
was dreadful what was going to happen if we were to sell •
drinks at a very low rate in Gibraltar.
What would the
tavern people do, it would he the ruin for Gibraltar. Well
we are getting a very nice income from that source end
tnere have been no complaints from victuallers of any
substance, and indeed even if they were to complain the
fact that nowadays you get more and more bars means of
course that the bar industry if arything is on the up
grade 'and that in fact they make money.
Nobody opens a
business for.the sake of serving the public only.
They
open a business for the sake• of making money, end very
rightly so.
That is the test I think to the extent to
which the private sector and its demand for the goods that
have been taxed in the privat.:1 sector can take it.
The
fact that the bars are opened and that in fact the money
that changes hands when bars are sold is sometimes very
substantial.
Very. substantial.
Now, before I leave t..r. Iola, he asked me a• question and I
He asked. the Chief
cm quite haepy to reply to him.
:Iinister to ensure thft in 1979.— 83 the peak of develop—
ment would be reached.
All I can say is that before that
figure was put. on the estimates, the matter was discussed
We examined oar resources and the
at very great lenertha.
.prospects, et the things that had been approved by (=, at
the =eneral level of the work force and the potential of
the construction trade end other works that could be
carried out, end without positively e.iving en assurance
on a matter over wallah I have no direct control, because
there are many factors that can come up in the year, I
car, give an assurance to the Honourable :.:ember tl,nt I will
- do my utmost.
I have already indicated to my colleagues
that I will take en interest — the responsibility — is
properly delegated and in the able hands of
Serfaty but I will take a particular interest in monitoring the
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progress, because we really believe, and I think
Mr Serfaty being the candid person he is — I often
wonder when I see how candid he is in politics how he
ever makes money in business, but he is candid end he
tells exactly what he feels, he spoke about ell the
difficulties that are encountered in these matters with
the best will in the world and so on, but I can assure the
House that we are convinced now, es never before because we
knew precisely that this would be a fair cirticism,that
the peaking of the Development Programme will take place
this coming year for obvious reasons, unless of course
something untoward happens and we are stopped with the
garage, stopped with the school because there is another
lot of people saying the garage should not be there and
so on, and as somebody said even if we built it at the top
of the Rock we would still have a conservationist or the
apes complaining about pollution.
Now I would like to take some of the points made by
speakers in the order in which they were made.
I think my Honourable Colleague,'L!r Canepa, dealt
adequately with the rather morose and monotonous .
performance of the Leader of the Opposition.
The speaker
who deserves some consideration in respect of quite a
number of the things he said is the'Honourable Mr tossano.
But I have a quarrel to pick with. him, and I hope this
I have
will not.preludice the rest of the "pomaering".
a quarrel to pick with him because he said he had the
solution to the Gibraltar problem and he will not tell us
what it is.
He hes the answer to ell our nroblems; he
has explained a few here, just given us a glimmer of his •
He hes the answer to all Gibraltar's
ideas on that.
He
problems.
The point is that he will not tell us.
will only tell us in the context of our becoming again, I
think that is what he meant, a socialist, end you commit
Now, I
yourself to a socialist state in Gibraltar.
consider that to be blackmail, really blackmail, because
I do not think that if he has the answer to the problem
I have not
that we have he should withhold it from us.
lost hope that perhaps if not publicly some day privately
and without authorising me to say wnere it comes from he
And let pie tell you quite
might give me a hint or two.
"rven though we
frankly that I am prepared to take it.
are crowded on these benches, end there is no attempt to
entice him, I think he is very well placed where he is.
He did give us credit for starting to realise that we were
netting a sense of direction, and this is precisely what I
want him to define for me when we have the opportunity
Vie have done .
because perhaps we are not conscious of it.
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it instinctively, .as if he only tells us what the reason
is we can then define the direction much better and get
to the encence.
I would like to ask him certainly to tell us on the first
opo3rtunity he nas wny we rive a potential that few
I have mentioned in my final
people in Europe have.
my speech in the Finance Bill that we
remarks from
thought we had a blessing that the rest of Europe has not
got, and that is that we have not got unemployment,
wftich is perneps the worst feature of Western SoC.4.ety
nowadays.
For that we thank God and in fact are able to
provide work for others from abroad.
He said that the criteria for a sound economy had never
been definitely defined.
Yes, I agree to some extent
with him on that, but one of the difficulties that we
encounter. is that though we are masters of our own budget,
unlike en independent territory we cannot steer all the
way the course we would like.
?e are deoendant on so
many outside factors over which we have no control whatsoever, which can have good effects on Gibraltar or can
hove e bad effect on Gibraltar, end now more than ever.
with parity, though I think that et least it has set a
pattern for tne solution of industrial problems, has
given us a leaser independence on the managing of the
economy because matters are settled on terms over which
we nave no control.
One for example, of the features of parity is the very
high increase end the high cost of running the Police
Force.
71fhy is that?
3edeuse in England, if you heard
the news tnis morning, tne Police were pelted end
insulted and were in trouble anainst people who were
menifesting against the Nationsl Front.
A person died,
not a Policemen, but a person died that is serious
enough in an election in England, and many Police injured,
end these are the risks for which they ere being paid
Now we'heve to pay them the same in Gibraltar.
properly.
i am not saying that tney should earn their full keep by
having to put up with that kind of thing, but these are
tne factors over wl.ich we here no control.
There ere
other factors in the economy of the world over which we
have no control whicn have a bearing, end that is why
tnere can be principles and a criteria, but there cannot
be a definite one that you can rely on if in the course
of the year you are not put.off course by problems over
wnich you have no control whatsoever.

budgeting is a matter of balancing t:.e books-.
Thnt is
one factor of it.
:hey heve to be belenced bncense if
you do not balance the books then you are in trouble,
that in obvious.
But tnere .nra other criteria, tne-e
are other criteria over which tae Government have not
ideas.
They say we have not helped end we do not core anything
aoout tourists and we should not have a Tourist Office end
so on.
But we have to the extent that it is possible.
For example last year the increase in the cost of water in
respect of hotels was postponed until October.
'hat is a
concession, a very special concession to hotels wnich
nobody else gets, not the Government ho=tels not anybody.
That is a concession in respect of an item wnich we know
is of particular burden to the others.
In 1977, IZembers opposite voted in favour of tne Fuel Cost
It is pert of the automatic
Adjustment formula.
mechanism and Yn, Isola hes now reined certein objections.
•
It hes required an amendment this vesr because the onttern
of the increase in the cost wes made on a basis whibh is
no longer realistic, and that is t=int further increases
have taken place in the price of oil that hove differentiated, end burdened much more heavily light oil than
heavy oil.
That is why the formula now would not cover
the increases, and if vie have to follow the pattern of
•
tne United Kingdom in these matters I think this is a
very sound way of not having to come here, as we hope we
will not have to do for a long time, 'to adjust the tariff
on other expenses, because on the 51 which will take
effect from the 1st July we can now make electricity pay
for itself.
Turning back to the point made by the Honourable 7,r.r Isola,
now does he expect - he does not answer cuestions he asks
cuestions - us to pay for water, to .any for electricity?
Does he expect us to pay out of texction for all these
Is it not the policy, as announced by his own
things?
leader in two successive years, that the charges - were
properly to be made self sufficient end they should be •
Does it not present a much more
done gradually?
realistic pattern in respect of seending and in respect
of the services that we hove to provide, end in respect
of the real extent to which the cost of living is a
reality and not just an artificial way of keeping things
down.

•
•

I suppose to some extent it is true that the exercise of
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If the honourable the Chief Minister would give way.
The Minister for Labour quoted ore on two occasions about
mewing up gradually the deficits in the funds, but I have
said several otner things in this House which are not
inconsistent with the cuotes of the Minister for Labour.
HON CnI:P
I am sure you have sein many many things in this House..
But the point is that the
Of that mere is no doubt.
money to pay for these increased- costs must come from -some—
wnere, and to the extent that they ere not a social
injustice, they must come from the consumers themselves.

H0no.,Ireole Fr Conepa, in en iatrie.itioN on television,
ccmolained bitterly about the manner in which the
Honournble end Gallant rejor Pelize fled been treated.
He
complained ooenly and bitterly.
no picese, for nod's
We do not raise it.
The only
sake, forget about that.
thing that we can say is that demonstrotions were less
common tnan tney are now. '.e had one tuic morning here,
We do not suggest that it was organised by !!embers opposite
in order to embarass us or any other ones that might come
as a result of it? Do, we do not descend so low as to do
that.
At that time we were just not particularly
interested.
And let me tell the Honourable rember who
last spoke before I did, that the elections were not lost
because of the budget measures, the elections were lost
for much more deeper reasons, and they know it only too
well.
Thank you, Mr Speaker.

What has happened even under the Labour Government in
England with the nationalised industries? About two
years ego they ceased to subsidise them.
They said, no
more will you net subsidies for tne nationalised
You will have to make the industries pay for
industries.
tnemeelves.
If you have a leublic Utilities Board
separate from tne rest of Government to run those services
on a paying basis, despite grants tnet could be given for
suosidising certain services, they would have to pey for
And if we are not going to allow them to pay
teemselves.
for teesselves and we have to raise more taxes, then we'
will get him comoloining that we have imposed further
taxes.
If teese services do not osy for themselves they
have to be paid eitner by the - consumers or by the tax
payers, and it Is more reasonable to the extent that it is
socially bearable tna.t they should be naid by the
consumer rather than by the seneral body of rate payers.
Much sounder economically and much healthier for the
future of the wnole economy of Gibraltar.

•
•
S

Well, Mr Speaker, I am sorry the Honourable end Gallant •
Major Peliza is not here but I really feel that his
performance last nisht waste sad performance in a way,
even though we had one or two laughs.
We are awake even
teounn he is not sae.king.
:here nes been e suggestion
on two or three occasions in which it has been suggested
that Members on this side of the House are responsible —
it has not been a direct accusation but an insistent
insinuation — for tne demonstration that took place after
I can give him my word of honour,
his budget measures.
for west is it worth to him, and tnat of Honourable
Members on this side of the House, that we had noehing
whatever to do with that demonstration. Moreover, the
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MR SPEAKER
I will then call on the Financial and Development
Secretary to reply to the motion.
HON FINANCIAL AND DT72LOPI7NT S7,C.R-7.T.ARY
I'd() not really convince myself that'under our procedure
my reply is not something of an anti—climax.
I think the
important substance of what Honourable ::embers opposite.
have said during the course of this debate hove been fully
end most ably set forth by speakers on this side, and
mostly of coarse intFewinding up by the Hononreble end
Learned Chief Minister, which rather leaves- me out in
limbo, scratching 'around amongst a lot of pieces of seper
to sec whether any of the notes tact I made at the time .
are of sufficient.televence to warrant being commented
upon.
I do have, as a matter of fact, I have unearthed
just one or two.
The Honourable the Leader of the Opposition had quite a
bit to say about the Tlm outstanding st any one time
tnrough unpaid bills for the Public Utilities and Housing
and so on, and I got the impression that he thought that
Well, I think a moment of
that figure was exesprreted.
thought and a moments glance at the estimate will show
that it is not, bet:muse the total income of the
Electricity, Water and Housing Funds for the year has been
put at £5,1m.
That means, therefore, that roughly sneek—
ing, amongst the issue of bills. for electricity and water
••
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and of course, the four weekly rental demands, represents
something like £430,000.
If we add telephones which are
billed cuarterly, we can say that it is not very far to go,
talking in local terms, to 47-?rm.
That means, therefore,
tnat there is Vrm of bills in value the moment that they
are issued.
So that even if they were issued in every
case on the day following the day that the meters are
reed, or the lemand for rent were actually handed over to
the tenant, and if they were paid, every single one of
them were paid let us say within a month, the Government
has got £500,000 outstanding for one month.
Well, we all
know that that utopia does not exist.
It does not exist
eitner as regards the issuing of the bills for many
reasons although every effort is made end will continue to
be made to improve the speed with wnich the bills are
issued, end its certainly'does not exist in relation to
the payments.
And 1 think it is not en unreasonable
assumption, or generality shall we say, that one allows
about twice the monthly average: and there is your gam.
It may be rather more.
Hopefully it would be a little .
less. .
The other point that I think the Honourable the Leader
of the Opposition made was that on his side of the fence
it has been calculated that an average family would pay
Zl5 more per annum as a result of the increases in the
funded services.
::ow, the Opposition's arithmetic, as
so often is the case, is et variance with the arithmetic
conducted on tnis side of the House.
As far es we are
concerned there is no one figure for the simple reason •
tnat rent has not increased uniformly, and there is a very
widespread in the percentage increases of rents for
certain flats-as against rents for others.
So depending
on the particular rent involved where thi6 average family
may be living we spread the figures between £79 and £178.
We think trial with the Pael Cost Adjustment surcharge,
electricity represents an increase of about £23; water
anasst £15; 'telephones just over .09; end rent will very
between Z3l and ia30.
And so we have our spread of
aetween £79 and £178 depending upon the particular flat
in which this average family happens to live.
It is not
just one figure of i:153.
The third noint which I would like to seal with rising
cut of what the Leader of the Opposition said is in
relation to the Government Statistician.
I think I heard
him, alright to say that then- was no longer a Government
Ctetisticien.
If I miaheerdd him or if that is not what
he said he will I am sure correct me, but I think he uaid
there is no longer a Government Statistician.

HUN M XISERRAS
If the point the
I referred to Statistics Office.
Honourable Member wishes to make is tnat I am disputing
the impartiality of the Statistician then he is barking up
That I did say was thst.1.5-!,-seamed to me
tne wrong tree.
to be a very low figure for the effect of the measures on
Since then it has been established that it is
the IRP.
a figure which I accept, as a direct result of the,
measures taken and I would like to hear the Honourable the
Financial and Development Secretary say what the induced
effect is going to be.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPIZNT SECRETARY
Mr Speaker, I welcome that, and I am going to take it as
an assurance, although I must confess it did not seem to me
to be particularly happily phrased that he was not
imputing any degree of lack of imenrtiality on the part of
the Statistics Office, because the figure of
I gave.
in my statement was the figure related to the indirect
taxation increase, and as subseouently emerged the other
increases in public utility charges are calculated to
double that, making it 37. 'He now ask:: me whether or not
it is possible to compute the induced e,.F:rges, and tare
And it does'not take very much
answer there is, no.
thinking to realise why one cannot calculate or compute
induced'effect on the Ill'.
How is one to know, until in
fact it has happened, tne extent to which for example a
retailer of anything is-going to put his charges up. How .
can one say now tact a particular retailer or a partioulE;r
line of goods is going to put his charges up let us say in
How can one soy that the
September -or in October.
increase when it comes is directly and only attributable to
the duty increase or to the increase in water charges.
There may be many other factors which could have come in .
So the answer to the cuestion is, no,
in tne meantime.
it is not possible to compute the induced effect on the
IRP pf the measures which the Government hes taken in
relation to the indirect taxation, nor in relation to the
increased charges for water, electricity end telephones.
The Honourable the Leader of the Opposition is getting
agitated so he may stand up if he wishes to answer.
HON Ii RIB-TR:US
The Leader of the Opposition is not getting agitated or
anything else.
The Honourable the Leader of the
Opposition'wants tau Government to function properly
including the Government Statistician, and wnat we want to
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know is in fact .hat the prediction by the Gevernment is.
it is a figure ,..:ion the lion)urable tne Fint,ncial and
in the
Development Secretory knows is common practice
United Kireedom, wher,2 or. estimate of the inflationary
effect of the measure is given not only by Government.
Statisticians, out also by the press in General.
SECRE2ARv
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Mir Speaker, that is what has been given, Yt.
I.shall have to quote quotes to the Honourable the Leader
of the Opposition before the dsy is over, I can see that.
:;ow Mr Speaker, what else have I got.
An, my.Honcurable end Learned Friend sitting opposite. It
is all very well to accuse me end my Honourable Leader of
decidin.-7 whether we should quote percentages or actual
fii:ures in order to nut the best gloss on the case.
se
feeling r that in ch, sing nercenteges he was taking
a leaf cut of our book and putting the best gloss he
could on his own.
He made quite a song and dance if I
may so describe it, about tne importer of spirits and
tooaccos end how tnic would represent a very substantial
increase in the amount of capital which he had tied up in
those goods.
Now, in absolute terms obviously it will,
cut how muon is very much I think a matter of judgement
because the purveyor of spirits, tne purveyor of tobacco
goods, only pays duty when he draws his reedy—used stock
from. the Bonded Stores, and until that time the capital
tied up in his import is represented by the value of goods
end not on the duty ..rich subsequently becomes payable. I
do not dispute, as
said, in absolute terms, that
increases in duty on such things es spirits and tobacco '
will nave acme increose on the amount of capital which the
imaorter has tied un, but I would certainly think it is a
matter of ,judgement,, and I would doubt that it would be so
substantiel because he has to some extent the ability•to
rekulate the flow of goods out of 3ond into his shop, or
ready—use store.
let me have another. look et these.
Ah, again my
Honourable and Learned Friend I thought almost lncrimose,
1 think is the word listening to him, when he was talk—
ing about tne perilous state into which Gibraltar hed
fallen.
I do not t:Ank that by end stretch of the
imaginaetion tae economy of Gibraltar can be said to be
over stretched.
After all, es we know, something like
3.0% in real terms has been the injection into the economy
as a result; of the parity settlement and the other things

:Jo.v,

tnt h've come aloa; in its tr,, cks, out I do not tai: k
forrioly the
that the eaonelu as such is in poor shr:pe.
Government could express but that is not whet they think.
Now, when we era talking about the Government's reserves
and so on, consider whnt one night be getting out of
Government no,;sing if one adopted tne rule of thumb
formula that, for example, n Building Society adopts when
it is considering a montage loan fore prospective
borrower.
And it is a very co--on rule of thumb and as
far es I know it is pretty general 811 over the place. I
think that on average a Building Society looks et a men's
wages, salaries, or income, end as e rough guide to what
Over the
he con afford to house himself and his family.
years of that experience I suppose it has settled on a
of growth
figure of somewhere in tne region of 1. 7. to
income.
Now, it depends on whether or not you t'hrow in
insurance, whether you throw in rates or any other
But if we say a rough fifth end if we apply
incidentals.
that rough fifth to the total of the gross enrnin's of all
those employed with the Government, one is getting within
striking distance of the rent level of nearly 1.3m., /9 lot
more wnen it is actually going into the housing fund. 1:ow,.
I am not making any suggestions, nothing; is to be reed
into that, I am merely pointing out the fact that on that
kind of basis, which is a fairly general basis, what the
community would be paying in aggregate and complete total
to house itself is clearly a lot less than let us say
perhaps a corresponding community elsewhere might be pay—
ing to house itself.
Now, I am sorry to appear to be pickin: on my Honourabld
and Learned Friend over there but I think he tried to claim
tnat with the 1979 pay settlement, whatever it may be, the
.
average man would find hbmelf being taxed nt 50% . .
HON P J ISOLA
I said it would have been the solution to the 1979
The average man would be getting £3,900 as
settlement.
In 1980/81 he would
opposed to £3,282, roughly that is.
be gradually getting nearer to it.
HON FINANCIAL AND D3V3LOPMNT nCRETARY
Well, I think for the record it might be interesting that
., if single, nis taxable income
. for anybody to pay 50;4
married without any
would nave to be £8,150; if he
,children it would have to be 48,800; and if ha has two
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children it will have to be ;"9,000.
::ow, that does not
seem to me to be a particularly onerous tax progression,
certeiniy not onerous by the rtenderds of cuite a lot of
European countries, not lenet 3ritnin.
Kow, just one generel point about funded services. The
thing that rather mytifies me end a lot of whet I hear
in tnic House about oeying for the cost of the funded
services, electricity and water in particular, telephones,
is that I do not myself see that there is any fundamental
difference between ?eying what it costs to produce a glass
of water, any more than paying for what it costs to
produce a glass of lemonade, a glass of whisIty if you
like, except whisky is taxed.
In other words you are
paying for something which is costing something to proNow, if you subsidise that, that is a political
duce.
decision.
Entirely a political decision.
The only
point that I would make, and I have made it before in
rep?,:e to the Appropriation Sill, is that across the board
eubsidies tend to be ineguitnble.
because I myself am not
et all sure tnat is right for e man who earns let us say
£35,033 e year to hive any subsidies in his glass of water.
He can well afford to pmy whet it costs.
But a man on
'That I cm really
£2,000 that is s different story.
arguing, therefore, is tact my objection, and it is a
personal oojection, to across the board subsidies is that
they do not discriminate, and I would much prefer to see
a subsidisation system wnich subsidises needs and, therefore, if one can proceed on that basis there is, it seems
to me, no good reason why the actual cost, charge, the
tariff, of whet is being sold should be sufficient to
cover the cost of production, but I do say that in
commodities, especially in places Like. Gibraltar, water,
quite clearly the cost of producing water in Gibraltar
inevitably is likely to be more then it is in a country
- wnich has abundant water supply, etc.
H3N J B33CANO
I think he has
If the Honourable Member will give way.
chosen a particularly bed example in water in order to
In fact in water
illustrate what he wants to say.
seecificelly the cost of production surely cannot include
the 304 that is produced and not consumed, because that is
not a eubsidy to the consumer.
If we hove in fact 301, of
.i:1 e7 m, Mr heeaker, waion is almost £403,000, then the cost '
of eroducing 10C gallons I cannot accept that it is
inherent becaUse if it is inherent in producing water why
has the House been told year after year that the
Government has taken all sorts of measures to establish
If it is an inevitable thing
why there is a 30% loss.
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then there is something very seriously rrong.

HON CHIEF MINIS=
I am sorry, if the Honourable Member will teive way.
Of course any abnormal wastage is not
did not mean that.
the one I mean I mean that inherent in a water
distribution system, and it has been accepted in the
United Kingdom, whether you accept it et 204 or 151 or
That is in the normal production
202.
0 there is a wastage.
Now, when there is an abnormal wastage I entirely
of it.
agree with the Honourable Member that it must be put right
and tnat that part of it is not s subsidy but a difficulty,
if I may put it that why.

HON J BOSSANO
The cost still has to be met undoubtedly, but it can
hardly be described es e subsidy to the consumer if the
water is not being consumed. • The other point which I
have mode which I think the Government nes not answered is
that if in fact there is still a problem of faulty meters,
it seems to be a great injustice to charge the people whose
meters are not faulty to make up for meters Which are
faulty, those who are not presumably getting away with it.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEITELOFMSNT S-.']CRTZARY
I had no intention in what I said oeing token es en
I wentad
overture for a mini debate within a debate.
just to make two points; the first one is in relation
to paying for services es you would pay for anything else;
end secondly I want to raise aaain my point ebout not
liking across-the-board subsidies.
•
I think at the outset of
One final point, 1.1r Speaker.
his contributien the Honourable the Leader of the
Opposition took umbrage, if I may put it that way, in
saying that I was queetioninr the 00eocition's right to
I certainly
vote egainsta certain Need of'Expenditure.
Thew heve a right to
was not questionire7 their right.
vote howsoever they pleese, but in the exercise of that
right they must surely expect that other people will,drnw
the obvious and logical conclusions. And if aeople vote
against the provision of any funds at all, not merely a
reduction of some of the funds, but any funds at all.for
the Telephone Service, surely the conclusion is that the

•
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Te...ephone Service has got to come to an end because there
is going to be no money for it if they had their way. And
I certainly had no
taat is the point which I was mekin.;..
intention, and I would not dream of doing such a thing,
tney can vote how they like, I am not criticising that, I
was merely drawing s conclusion, and I think an obvious
conclusion, from their actions which, as I say, is their
perfect right.

H04 FINANCIAL AND DE,77.L07.71NT E2CR7:ARY
I thought I had to give a formal notioe.
SPEAKER
•Yes, by all means.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPLENT SECRETARY

HC Id XIBERRAS
Thank you.
'Mr Speaker, if the Honourable Member will give way.
The
right in fact to vote, as I very well know, is not
dependant on the Financial and Development Secretary or
anjoody else, to vote as we choose that is one point. The
second point is that because we vote against any
particular measure the Government does not come to an end.
He should know better than that, and he knows better than
The vote of the Opposition has been a
to suggest that.
vote of protest at the mismanagement of the eoonomy and of
tne Government finances.
KR SPEAKER
Right, we will leave it et that then.

Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken the
following Honourable Members voted in favour:
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
.The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
•
The Honourable
:The Honourable
The Honourable

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
•
A W Cerfety
Dr R G Valarino
H J 2.3mmitt
D Hull
A Collings

HON FINANCIAL AND DVELCPMENT SECMITARY
I was. going to reply
Mr Speaker, I bow to your ruling.
to that because there is- a way of doing these things the
. risat way and the wrong way.
Kr Speaker, to conclude, I think I should give formal
notice to the Chnir-of the. Government's .intention during
the Committee Stage of the Finance 3111 to move two amend—
ments, one to Clause 10 and one to Clause 11.
Both these
amendments relate to the transitional -provision for a
fifteen month year ending on the 30th of June, 1979, and
they are both drafting amendments which in the opinion of
the Honourable and Learned Attorney—General are neoessary
to perfect those transitional arrangements.

The following Honourable rembers voted against:
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J Bosseno
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberres

The following Honourable Member was absent from the
Chamber:
The Honourable I Abeoasis
The Bill was read a seoond time.

MR SPEAKER
yes, we will deal with those at the Committee Stage.
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Ca:MITT:3S STAG?.
The Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary
moved that the Housn resolve itself into Committee to
consider the Finance Bill, 1979, Clause/by Clause.
This was agreed to end the House went into Committee.
`TH3 FINANCS BILL, 1979
Clause 1 'vas agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 2

Ka

Honourable Dr R G '- larino
Honourable H J Zammitt
Honourable D Hull
Honourable A Collins

The following Honourable Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J Bossano
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberres

Clause 2 stood part of the Bill.

•
CHAIMAN

clause 3

We will take it in sections.
Clause 2 as Members will
see, deals with electricity.
It has got a certain,
numper of sub—clauses; . it goes on to the bottom of page
4 in fact.
If there is no contributions I will put it to .
the vote.

HON MXIBERRAS
Mr Chairman, are we taking the Clauses, separately?
CHAIRMAN
Most certainly.
Clause 2
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Hormvsable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecasis
A J Cnnepa
Major FJ Dellipiani
N K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B. Perez .
A W Serfaty
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On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The Honourable
The Honourable
• The.Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable

I Abecesie
A J Cenepa
Major F J Dellipiani
n X Featherstone/
Sir Joshua Hassan
P J Isola
A P Montegriffo
Major R J Peliza
J B Perez
G T Restano
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
M Xiberros
H J Zammitt•
D Hull
A Collings

The following Honourable ?-ember voted against:
The Honourable J Bossano
Clause 3 stood part of the Bill.
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Clause 4
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The.
The

Honourable I Abecssis
Honourable 'A J Csneoa
Honourable Major F J Dellipiani
Honoursble I: R Featherstone
Honourable bir Joshua Hassan
Honourable A P Montegriffo
Honourable J B Perez
Honourable A '7 Serfaty
Honourable Dr R G Valarino
Honourable H J Zammitt
Honourable D Hull
Honourable A Collings

The following Honourable :'embers voted rgainst:
The Honourable J Boscano
Tne Honourable P J Isola
The Honourable Major R J Peliza
The Honourable G T Restano
The Honourable M Xiberres
Clause 5 stood part of the Bill.
Clause 6
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

The following Honourable Members voted. against:
The
The
The
Tne
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J Bossano
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

Clause 4 stood part of the Bill.

The
The
The
The
Tne

On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
• voted in favour:
'

C

Honouraole
Honourable
Honoursole
Honourable
H)nourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honoursole

I Abecasis
A J Cnnepa
Major 2 J Dellipiani
M E Featherstone
Cir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A ? Serfaty
Dr 2 G Volarino
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings
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I Abecasis
A J Canena
1:njor F a Dellipiani
M k Feetherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valerino
H J Zsmmitt
D Hull
A Collings

i.The following Honourable Members voted against:

Cleuse 5

The
The
The
Tne
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

Honourable J Bossano
Honourable P J Isola
Honourable Major R J Peliza
Honourable G T Restnno
Honourable Xiberraa

The following Honourable Uember was absent from the
Chamber:
The Honourable J B Perez
Clause 6 stood part of the Bill.
Clause

7
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Cn a vote being, taken the following Honoureble Members
voted in favour:
The Honourable I Abecesis
The Honourable A J Canepa
The Honourable M:ejor F J Dellicianl
The Honourable L. K Featherstone
The Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan
The Honourable P J Isla
The Honourable A P Montegriffo
The Honourable :!.ajor R J Peliza
The Honourable J B Perez
The Honourable G T Restano
The Honourable A W Serfaty
The Honourable Dr R G Valarino
The Honourable • Xiberres
The Honourable H J Zammitt
The Honourable D Hull
The Honourable A Collings
Tne following Honourable Member voted against:
The Honourable J Bossano
Clause

I stood

The following HonourableEember abstained:
The Honourable J Bossano
Clause 8 stood part of the Bill.
Clause 9
'On a vote being taken the following Honoureble Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

part of the Bill.

Honourable 'I Abecasis
HonoUrable A J Cenepa
Honourable Major F J Dellipieni
Honourable K Fentherstone
Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan
Honourable A P Montegriffo
Honourable J B Perez
Honourable A Cerfaty
Honourable Dr R G Valarino
Honourable H J Zammitt
Honourable D Hull •
Honourable A Collings
•

The following Honourable Members voted against:
Clause 3
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
Tne
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

The Honourable J Bossano.
The Honourable P J Isola
The Honourable Major R J Peliza

The Honourable G T Restano
The Honourable M Xiberras

I Abecesis
A J Cenepa

Clause 9 stood part of the Bill.

Major P J Delliptani
M K Featherstone
sir Joshua Hassan
2 J Isola
A P Montegriffo

Clause 10

Major R J Peliza
J B Perez
G T Restano
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
M Xiberras
H J Zemmitt
D Hull
A Collings
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HON ATTORNEY-MERAL
Mr Chairman, I move that Clause 10 be amended by omitting
sub-clause (3) on *gage 14.
There is a separnte a-nendment
which is in fact releted to the subject matter which will
come in Clause 11.
Perhaps if I could explain the
purpose of the amendment.
Sub-clause (3) was originally

drafted as an aspect of the transitional provision relating to the change of the income tax year. We will have a
long fifteen months income tax year. On further oonsider-
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ation it is felt that the ooint which is
here, which is the ruestion of business
on in a year, is better dealt with under
will then be a completely self-contained
transitional arrangements.

being covered
ceasing to carry
Clouse Il which
pert on the

I therefore move at this stage the amendment of Clause 10
by deleting sub-clause (3).
I wish also to move that
suo-clauses (4), .(5) and (6) be renumbered accordingly.
Tne Chairman then proposed the question.
HON M XIB"'".1RRAB

to stdy.
might be other im2lications
not
Therefore we are going to abstain on this, one so
to give our consent to it without knowing the full
implications, knowing that the Government will carry it.
HON ATTORNEY,-GENERAL
This Clause does not contain any transitional provision.
Tnis Clause, for the future, changes the tax year to the
It is the next
twelve-month period beginning on 1 July.
Clause which contains the transitional provisions on which
the question of protection of people's interest will arise.
Aipki M XIBBRRAS

Mr Chairman, the Opposition will abstain on this and will
vote against when the Clause is put to the vote.
Hoz; CHIT? MINIS=

This is one which I think is of general interest and
perhaps Members opposite should address their main
attention to it.
inet is that the year of assessment s •
should coamence on the 1 July.
This makes it much easier
to plan ahead.
You have time to alter the codes and
other things rad you avoid having to introduce retrospective arrangements or for necessity having a meeting
et the end of March to bring in measures effective on
1 April.
It is an administrative matter, the transitional
arrangements are comolicated and it is bound to be helpful to any Government with this as is done in Sngland.
MR CH.:IR.:AN
:That I would like to point out is that we are now voting
exclusively in tne amendment.
I shall put - the Clause to
tne vote once we have dealt with the amendment.
The
Government is in favour of this amendment and I must so*
the Leader of the Opposition what is their vote on the
amendment.
HON M XIB2RRAS
Mr Chairman, the Chief Minister has made a contribution to
this.
This, we have been assured, will not result in anybody paying more tax because of the assessment, but there

However,
I am grateful to the Attorney-General for that.
our argument still applies to this. We wish-to study
We would not like to
this and pay closer attention to it.
commit ourselves to voting in favour at this stage.
HON J BOSSANO
Biwa' I em voting against the whole thing, which means that
I do not want any of it, I am in favour of omitting the
sub-Clause, so I vote in favour.
,.:Mr Chairman then put the question and on a vote being taXen
:the following Honourable Members voted in favours
The Honourable I Abececis
The Honourable J 3osseno
The Honourable A J Cenena
The Honourable !.:ajor F J Dellipiani
The Honourable 77X Featherstone
The. Honourable Sir Joshua Hessen
Tne Honourable A P nontegriffo
The Honourable J B Perez
The Honourable A W Serfety
The Honourable Dr R G Valarino
The Honourable H J Zammitt
The Honourable D Hull
The Honourable A Collings
The following Honourable Members abstained:
The Honourable P J Isola
The Honourable Major R J Peliza
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The Honourable G T Restano
The Honourable M Xiberras

"(4) Where a person is permitted to make up his
accounts under section 8 (2):
"(a)

Clause 10 was amended accordingly.
Mr Chairman then put the question on Clause 10, as amended,
and on a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
Tne
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecesis
A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipieni
H 4 Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J 3 Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

Tne following HonouralAs Members voted against:
The
The
Tne
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

P 4 Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The following Honourable Member abstained:.
The Honourable J Bossano

In the year of assessment om::encing
on the 1st day of April, 1978, and
endin with the 30th day of June, 1979,
his assessable income shall be the
income in accordance with that subsection, multiplied by fifteen and
divided by twelve; end

(b) Where, by reason of the extended period
of the year of assessment specified in
paragraph (a) of this sub-section, there
"are two dates within that period up to
which he may make his accounts for the
year of assessment carnencing on the 1st
day of July, 1979, and ending with the
30th day of June, 1983, his assessable
income for the last-mentioned year of •
assessment $hall be one-half of the
aggregate of his income for the year
ending on the first date to which the
accounts maybe made up end his income
for the year endinCa on the second such
date.
Where the assessable income of any person is
to be determined under sub-Section (3) or subsection (5) of Section (8), and under either
of those sub-sections the assessable income of'
the person for the year of assessment commencing on the 1st day of April, 1978, and ending
with the 30th day of June, 1979, is to be
calculated otherwise then by reference to the
amount of income received by him in that year
of assessment, the income so calculated shall
be multiplied by fifteen and divided by twelve".

. Clause 10 as amended, stood part of the Bill.
Clause 11
HON ATTORiiSY-GEN3RAL
Mr Chairman, I have the honour to move that Clause 11 be
amended by the addition of the new sub-sections (4) and
(5) to the new Section 77:

In the Income Tax Ordinance there are special provisions
in sub-sections (2), (3) and (5) of section 0 which relate;
first of ell to a Company which may meke up its account
for a year which is different from the standard year; and
secondly to a person who commences business for the first
time in a year, end finally to a person who ceases
business in a year.
The purpose of this amendment is to
provide that for the extended year there will be a
fifteen month calculation in those three cases in the
same way as there will be for the general position. Sir,
I move accordingly.
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The following Honourable Member voted egninst:
Ur Chairman put t.:a 7uestion end on s vote being taken the
following Honourable ::embers voted in favour:
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The. Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable

I Abecesis
A J Cunepe
:.:ajor F. J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
'
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zanmitt
D Hull
A Collings

The following Honourable Member voted against:
The Honourable J Bossano
The following Honourable Members abstained:
The
. The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

P J Isola '
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

Clause 11, was amended accordingly.

•

Mr Chairman then put the question on Clatise 11, as
amended and on a vote being taken the following Honourable
'Members voted in favour:
.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
HonourUble
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honodrable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecosis
A J Cenepa
:.:ajar F J Dellipiani
K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zemmitt
D Hull
A Collings

The Honourable J Bossano
The following HonOurable Members abstained:
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
Y Xiberras

as
Clause 11,\amended, stood part of the Bill.

Clause 12
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
HOnourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecesis
A J Canene
J Dellipiani.
H K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
P J Isola
A P Montegriffo
Major R J Peliza
J B Perez
G T Reston()
A W Serfety
Dr R G Valarino
M Xiberras
H J Zemmitt
D Hull
A Collings

The following Honourable Member abstained:
The Honourable J Bossano
Clause 12 stood part of the Bill.
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J BOSSAN3
Mr Chairman, I know that it is not really the right
moment in which to raise this, but I did want to raise in
tne. context of the income tax a point which I thought the
House should look at in connection with the taxation of
weenn who are either separated or divorced from their
husbands.
I think the Leader of the OppositiOn made a reference to
tne fact that he would be raising it and I have been hanging fire because of this.
It seems to me - just before
we move on to tne liquor licences -• it seems to me from
tne information that I have had that when there is a ease
of a separation the husband loses the married person's
allowance.
One particular case that I have looked at
sue;6ests to me that there is an anomaly here, in that the
husband loses the married person's allowance and instead
can claim the actual amount of maintenance payment ordered
by the Court.
•
the whole of that maintenance payment is offset against the
assessable income of the husband, so it reduces the
husband's assessable income.
However, it increases the
wife's assessable income.
That is the whole of it is
treated as income in the hands of the wife.
But as the
'wife is in fact getting a single person's allowance, and
the husband is getting a single person's allowance, surely
the married person's allowance that the husband would be
getting anyway is lost.
That is to say that if we look
at the nee rate of allowenc3s, fornxemple, we would have
a situation where a husband with a working wife would be
getting £1,300 himself and his wife would be getting £650
tax-free.
Where there is a separation the husband goes
down to £550, the wife continues with her £650 and then if
the husband is paying £1,000 his assessable income is
reduced by a £1,300 and her assessable income is increased
by £3,-000.
But in.the course of that F.550 of allowances
has been lost, because the husband has lost it and the
wife does not Gain it.
That seems to me to be an anomaly
which cannot have hem intended, but that seems to be the
way it is working.

The only thine I would add to what
3osyrno hag raid in
that in some cases vie are not cicalin.7 -it';
rre
dealing with some decision of the court effecting pPople
who are not separated, but in which cortok. of th,
:children
nos been given to the wife.
So that it appears that the
wife is fit to take care of the children but does not get
the advantage, tax-wise, to provide for them.
The
proposal is to give some advantage to the wife in these
circumstances and take it away from the huebnnd, or at
least to shore the advantage.
The main point is that in
some cases there is no actual separation or divorce end
there is no provision for this person going into the oneparent family category either.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
This matter which has also been brought to my notice is
covered by a considerable number of cane law.' Thisje not
a fiscal measure and therefore it cannot go into the
Finance Bill but we shall have to bring, I em told by the
Commissioner, and I am speaking purely on his advice,
another Bill amending the Income Tax Ordinance in respect
of certain technicalities etc. ' In the meantime, the case
law which has just been shown, will be looked at and
considered and the views of the Government then explained,
but the point is taken.
HON M XIBERRAS
One other thing, Mr Chairman, is the question of the
ceiling.
If the person is receiving es a result of-a
separation order of court a very high amount then there
might be need to put a ceiling on such allowances.
This
is just another consideration but in essence the case is
a very deserving one.
Clause 13
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:

HON L. ZI3ER2AS
There is a particular case which the honourable and
Learned ,eller ...ihisIer referred to.
There are other
cases involved and I have rearesented to the Chief
Minister, rather Mr 3ossano has, that there should be
changes in respect of this particUlar provision of the
Income Tax Ordinance.
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The
The
The
Tne
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecesis
A J Canepe
Major P J Dellipiani
M X Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
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The following Honourable Members voted against:
The
Tne
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J B Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J -Lessen°
P J Isola
Mejor R J Peliza
G T Restnno
M Xiberras

Clause 15 stood pert of the Bill.
The following Honoureble Members voted against:
Clause 16
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honoureble
Honourable
Honourable

J Bossano
Major R J Peliza
G T Resteno
M Xiberras

The following Honourable Member was absent from the
, Chamber:
The Honourable P J Isola
Oleuse 13 stood part of the Bill.

On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honoureble
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecasis
A J Cnnepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M R Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez .
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Vplerino
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

Clause 14 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The following Honourable Members votsdJegainsts.,
Clause 15,
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
Tne
The
The
The
The
.Tne
The
The
The
- The

Honourable I Abecasis
•
Honourable A J Caneom
Honourable Major F J Dellipiani
Honourable. M K Featherstone
•
Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan
Honourable A P Montegriffo
Honourable J B Perez
•
Honourable A W Derfaty
Honourable Dr R G Valerino
Honourable H J Zammitt
Honourable D Hull
Honourable A Collings

The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J Bosseno
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano.
M Xiberras

Clause 16 stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
Tne
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecasis
A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P nontegriffo
J B Perez
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The
The
The
The
The

Honourable A 7: Cerfaty
Honourable Dr R G Valarino.
Honourable H J Zammitt
Honourable D Hull
Honourable A Collings

The following Honourable Members voted against:
The
The
Tne
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J Bossano
P J Isola
Yajor R J Peliza
G T Restano
Y Xiberras

The following Honourable :-embers voted rgainsts
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable J Bossano
Honourable P J Isola
Honourable :ojor n J Peliza
Honourable G T Restano
Honourable 7.: Xiberres

The Bill was read a third tine end passed.
MR SPDAZER
Perhaps we should now adjourn until 3.30 this afternoon
when we will finish the business on the Order Paper.

The Long Title stood part of the Bill.

THIRD READING
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPM.7NT SECHT3TARY
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to report that the Finance
Sill, 1979 has been considered in Committee and has been
agreed to, with amendments, end I now move that it be read
a third time and do pass.
LIr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being
taken the following Honourable Members voted in favours

•
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HON CHIEF MINISTER

The House resumed.

The
The
The
The
Tne
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
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Honourable I Abecasis
Honourable A J Canepe
Honourable Major F J Dellipiani
Honourable
Featherstone.
Honourable Sir Joshua Hassan
Honourable A P Nontegriffo
Honourable JB Perez
Honourable A W Serfety •
Honourable Dr R G Valarino
Honourable H J Zammitt
Honourable D Hull •
Honourable A Collings .

Mr Speaker, if yoU will allow me to say something in
(:]iscellaneous
respect of the _Landlords end Tenant
Frovisions)(Amendments) Bill, there were three pr000sed
amendments which were announced in the budget speech.
There were the increase of the rent of pre-war dwellings,
independent flats, by 33w; tenement building by 25'; and
Well, we feel the provision of
post-war flats by
controlling post-war (lets should require publication of a
draft Bill in order to hear objections, so we will not
'ge ere proceeding with a purely
be proceeding with that.
formal increase in respect of pre-war protected
accommodation and we will publish the proposed amendment'
for tne post-war accommodation in order to be able to hear
representations so as to take it at the next meeting of
Council, because it is rather a deoerture from set nolicy
and we do not feel that we ought to take it as a budget
measure just like that.
MR 41:SAXER

Right, so we will now recess until 3.30.
The House recessed at 1.15 p.m.
The House resumed at 3.40 p.m.
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▪

SPEAKM

You will wish to move first the suspension of Standing.
Orders.
•

permitting an increase from V.e let July in reenect of
dwelling houses which are come:unal service tenements of
25;4, and in the case of ell other dwelling houses 33 1/3'.C.

The measures dealing with post-war dwelling houses, ea
already indicated, will be the subject of a separate Bill.

ATTORNEY-G1:i1RAL

I have the honour to move the
Tnenk you, Mr Speaker.
suspension of Standing Orders Numbers 29 and 30 in
respect of the Landlord and Tenant (Miscellaneous .
Provisions)(Amendment) Bill, 1979.

Mr Speaker then invited discussions on the general
principles and merits of the Bill.

MR.SPEAK3R

Mr Speaker, when a similar Bill was moved, I think it was
last year in connection with the budget, the Opposition
opposed the Bill because it had opposed the increases
which had been announced by the Govern=ent in respect of .
Governaent housing.
Similarly the Opposition will vote
against this Bill for the same reason and others that have
been adduced in the cause of the general debate on the
estimates of expenditure.

I will then put the question which is the Standing Orders
29 and 30, which deal with the publishing of Bills in the
Gazette and the giving of seven days notice, be suspended
'in respect of the Landlords and Tenant (Miscellaneous
Provisions)(Amendment) Bill, 1979.
This was agreed to.
HO. ATTORN.Y-GE=AL

Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an
Ordinance to' amend the Landlord and Tenant (';iscelleneous
Provisions) Ordinance (Chapter 83).be read a first time.'
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
.affirmative.
The Bill was read a first time.
HON ATTORNSY-GEN-2.RAL

sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
3 second time.
Sir, the Bill gives effect to the measures
already indicated by the Government in relation to pre-war
dwelling houses.

HON M XIBERRAS

For the record, Mr Speaker, it seems to us that it would
be unfair to allow landlords in the private sector to
increase their rent if we have objected to increases in
rent in the public sector, and we feel that certain
considerations which apply to the public sector equally
Our mein concern is in fact
apply to the private sector.
that even though it might be justified to increase rents
in certain areas of the private sector, there is not
sufficient protective legislation for tensnlsso that any
increases in rents carry with them a cornmensurate
responsibility on the pert of tne landlord to set things
to right.
In the course of the year we have heird th,-t a number of
statutory notices have been served.on 1-ndlords in the
private sector and we have compared theee to those cases
in which the Government has been notified of similar
offences and the disproportion, as announced in the report
of the Department of Yedical end Health Services, is quite
\7e would like to see a reT.al^rieetion of :natters
marked.
in private sector housing fair both to landlord and tenant.
I would not think thot the Landlord and Tenant Ordinence 38
it exists now provides such protection for the landlord and
it is only of late that the Government is moving to allow
increases in rent for the private sector.

The operative provision of tne Bill is Clauee 2, which
will put a new sub-section 3 (b ) .into Section 7 of the
principal Ordinance which will have the effect of

.Mr Speaker, in the United Kingdom protective legislation
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does exist mostly centred round the housing ,,cts, but
there is no similar nrotective legislation in Gibraltar. '
I think I hove described the private sector housing
situation as a ".jungle" on occasions and a jungle in
which either Landlord or tenant can be gobbled by the
beast.
And tne beast is one of lock of care,
Mr Speaker, in this particular sector. We have urged the
Government on oecasion to regularise the position and I
think the rinister fDr Housing said at one time that they
intend to carry out a comprehensive revision of the
Landlord and Tenant ordinance.
3ut for the purpose of
this occasion, and for the reasons that I have outlined,
my colleagues end I will oppose this Bill.
It is perhaps en unfair situation, but Government's
inactivity on this matter causes us to take this stand.
HON CHIEF MINISTSR
Mr Speaker, as I said this morning this is purely to give
effect to the proposals announced in the budtf- et speech.There'is in the pipeline a proposed legislation and
amendment to the Landlord and Tenant (:.ascellaneous
Provisions) Ordinance in respect of a number of :natters,
perticularly with regard to the'protection of remaining
tenants, some points of which were raised by the
Honourable rr Isola some time ago and they were token UD.It has just crossed my mind, I do not know what progress
has been made on that, but any be that is a better in
wnich to put the other proposed amendments which we are
not proceeding with now.
3ut in-so-far es restricted
rents are c.)r.cerned, except that tae provisions of
Section 7 (a) protect the status quo of increased rent
freely negotiated by landlord end tenant under the same
Until the increases
provision, will remain protected.
which ere made in this way reach tne level of the other
one, then tney will stay safe with those, but this is
purely for the purposes mentioned by the Attorney-General.
The other provisions I do not know what the Honourable the
Leader of the Opposition has in mind but certainly
certain points that have been raised by the Honourable
2.1r Isola and others that we have raised - re have seen
weaknesses in the non-protection of the present
protective legislation - are being subject of the
separate Bill which will be coming before the House in
due course.

753.

MR SPEA=
If there are no other contributors I will most certainly
ask'the mover to reply if he so wishes.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL

This is a Bill of a technical nature Sir, end I do not
think there is anything I can add to what the Chief
Minister had already said on the Second Reading.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Honourable Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecasis
A J Canepa
1. IC Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hessen
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A W Serfety
H J Zammitt
D Hull A Collings

The following Honours ble Members voted ngainsts
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

P J Isola
rajor R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The following Honourable Members were absent from the
Cnamber:
The Honourable J Bossano
The Honourable Major F J Dellipiani
Tne Honourable Dr R G Valorino
The Bill was read a second time.
HON ATTORNEY-GEN3RAL

IIr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the House
should resolve itself into Committee to consider the
Landlord and Tenant (Miscellaneous Provisions)(Amendment)
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Bill, 1979, Clause by Clause.
MR SPEAKER
Well, we will have to get the consent of the House since
•
all stages are going through on the same day, otherwise
you have to come tomorrow morning.
Standing Orders say
▪ that if you want to take the three stages on the one day
you have got to have the unanimous consent of the House,
otherwise we have to adjourn or recess until tomorrow.
M XIBERRAS
I was on the point of asking for a recess but out of
consideration for my colleagues, and not so much for the
Governments' proposal, end in our magnanimity, we will
accede to that request.

The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable J 3 Perez
Cerinty
Honourable' A
Honourable. Dr R G Velerino
Honourable H J Zernmitt
Honourable D Hull
Honourable A Collings

The following Honourable Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable J Bossano
Honourable P J bole
Honourable Major R J Peliza
Honourable G T Restsno
Honourable IL Xiberras

Clause I stood part of the Bill.
Clause 2

UR D.PEAKER
The House has now granted its consent.
HON AITORN3Y-G=RAL
Mr Speaker, I thank the Honourable :.:embers for their
I, tnerefore, move that this House
co-operation.
resolves itself into Committee to consider the Bill,
clause by clause.
The House went into Committee.
TH3 LANDLORD AND TENANT (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS)
(A:MDC.I3NT) BILL, 1979.

On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abececis
A J Cnneon
1:ajor F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P 11ontegriffo
J 3 Perez
A N Serfety
Dr R G Velarino
H J znmmitt
D Hull
A Collings

The following Honourable '..'embers voted against:
Clause 1
On a vote being taken the following HonourableZembers
voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

I Abecasis
A J CeneJa
F J Dellioinni
•
•K Featherstone .
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo

The
The
The
The
The

Honourable J 3oeseno
HonoUrnble P J Isola
Honourable rojor R J Peliza
Honourable G T Restano
Honourable Li Xiberras

. Clause 2 stood part of the Bill.
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The following Honourable Mombere voted ee:einst:

Clause 3
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The Honouroble
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honorable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The' Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable

I Abecasis
A J Ceneen
Major F J Dellioiani
M K Featherstone
Lir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J - 3 Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Vnlarino
H J Zanmitt .
D Hull
Collings

The following Honourable Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable J Bosseno
J Isola
Honourable
Honourable.Mejor R J Peliza
Honourable G T Restano
Honourable r Xiberras

Clouse 3 stood cart of the Bill.
Tne Lon._ Title
On a vote being taken the following Honourable Members
voted in favour:
The Honouroole
"'hn Honourable
The honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honournole
The Honournole
The Honourable
The honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable
The Honourable

I Abecasis
J Caneoa
Mejor J Dellipianl
M X Yeatherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P ::ontegriffo
.3 Perez
A -; Serfaty
Dr R G Valerino
ii J Zanmitt
D Hull •
A Collings

A

The
The
The
The
•The

Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable

J Boccono
P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
L Xiberras

The Long Title stood pert of the Bill.
The House resumed.
THIRD READING
HON ATTORNEY-GDM0RAL
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to report that th Landlord
end Tenant (Miscellaneous Provisions)(Amendment) Bill, 1979,
had been considered in Comittee and agreed to end I now
move that it be reed a third time and parsed.
Mi Speaker then put the question and, on a vote being
taken the following Honourable Members voted in favours
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Honourable
Honourable
honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honourable
Honouroble
Honournble
Honourable

I Abecasis
A J Cenepe
L.njor F J Dellipieni
Y. X Featherstone •
Sir Josh,le Heenan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A '7 Serfaty
Dr R G Valeria°
H J Zemmitt
D Hull
A Collings

The following Honourable Members voted against:
the Honourable J Boss
Isola
Tne Honourable Major R J Peliza
The Honourable G T Restano
The Honourable !I Xiberras
The Bill was read a third time and passed.
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HO.,1 CHIEF MI.:1C7.2B
Mr Speaker, I beg to move the adjournement of the House'
sine die.
KR SPEAKER
I will now propose the question, which is that this House
do now adjourn sine die.
As Members know we had received notice from the Honourable.
Er 3ossano that he wished to raise on the adjournment the
question of the good running of the Boys' Comprehensive
School. Mr 3ossano has now informed me that he does not
wish to exercise this right.
Before adjourning perhaps I should express the gratitude
of the House to both Mr Ballantine and Mr Reyes for the
assf.stance they have given us.
Honourable Members concurred with the views expressed by
Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker then put the question wnich was resolved in the
affirmative and the House adjourned sine die.
The adjournment of the House sine die was taken et 3.55 p.m.

on Tuesday the 24th April, 1979.
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